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Preface

The Sound and Music Computing Conference reaches its 17th edition!
This 17th Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC 2020) is organized by three

institutions from Torino, Italy: University, Polytechnic School and Conservatorio di Mu-
sica “G. Verdi”. The conference should have taken place in Torino, June 24tth – 26th, 2020
as a joint event together with the XXIII Colloquium of Music Informatics (CIM) organized
by the Italian Association of Music Informatics (AIMI).

The current COVID-19 situation has forced us to change our plans for this edition.
While in agreement with AIMI we decided to postpone the XXIII CIM, together with
the SMC steering committee we opted for turning SMC 2020 into a virtual conference.
Although this means a certain loss of opportunities in relation to the physical conference,
this decision allowed us to keep the yearly scheduling of the SMC conference.

Did we learn anything from COVID-19? In terms of scientific practice, we have all
been forced to embrace on-line work. At least we became more acquainted and compe-
tent with this kind of resources. While moving the SMC conference to the World Wide
Web, we thought that we should try to exploit some possibilities provided by this techno-
logical shift. For instance, why keep access to the conference reserved to a closed group
of registered participants? Thus, this 2020 edition is open to anyone with an internet
connection.

SMC 2020 Topics of Interest include a wide selection of topics related to acoustics,
psychoacoustics, technologies for audio and music, audio analysis and synthesis, spa-
tial sound, sonic interaction design, music analysis, performance modelling, and many
more. SMC 2020 is an interdisciplinary forum to share music, thoughts, needs and dis-
coveries in this remarkable research topic that brings together art, technology and human
perception.

SMC 2020 welcomed two types of contributions:

• Scientific contributions examining all the core topics of the Sound and Music Com-
puting field; these contributions, that have been fully peer-reviewed, are presented as
oral talks or posters.

• Music contributions that make use of the possibilities technology offers nowadays to
create music in a broad sense.

SMC 2020 received 233 submissions: 97 scientific contributions and 136 musical con-
tributions. Out of them, SMC 2019 features 32 oral presentations, 32 posters, and 26 mu-
sical pieces.

SMC 2020 had the help of 110 scientific reviewers to examine all the submissions in
order to compile the final Scientific Program. Based on recommendations from the Sci-
entific Committee, the Scientific Chairs have made the final decisions and organized the
presentation of the different contributions in the Oral and Poster Sessions.

On the other hand, since the music pieces submitted to the conference were mostly
meant for live concerts, we opted for postponing the music review process to the next
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edition. For this edition, we decided - in agreement with composers - to deliver part of
the submitted fixed-media acoustic works only.

We tried to devise a way to ensure a certain content robustness while still providing
a certain degree of interactivity. This edition features both recorded video presentations
of the works and live Q&A video chat sessions. Poster presentations are in the form of
Skype sessions open to anyone.

In this book you can find the Proceedings of SMC 2020 with all the scientific contri-
butions presented during the conference.

Torino, June 2020
Simone Spagnol and Andrea Valle

on behalf of the SMC 2020 General & Scientific Chairs
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Keynote 1

Anna Xambó
Collaborative/Participatory Music Experiences: A Dialogue Between SMC and
HCI

Music has been a topic of inspiration in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) since its
beginning in the 1970s– 1980s. SMC has borrowed HCI methods and theories as part of
its agenda since its inception. In this keynote presentation, I will reflect on how HCI has
inspired my SMC work, focusing on the creation of new collaborative and participatory
experiences for music performance. I will present several projects that showcase different
interaction approaches to digital musical instrument design: tangible, mobile, wearable,
and laptop-based interactions. In turn, I will discuss the implications for the two fields.

Looking forward, we will see how both fields are evolving rapidly and adapting to
new socio-technical changes, such as the control of AI, the ubiquitous digital interfaces,
and the worldwide hyper-connectivity, to name a few. I will consider how these transfor-
mations are shaping new music experiences for collaboration and participation, as well
as the potential synergies with HCI perspectives that incorporate ideas from feminism,
decolonisation, and sustainability, among others.

About the speaker: Anna Xambó is a Senior Lecturer in Music and Audio Technology at
De Montfort University and an experimental electronic music producer. She studied HCI
and music technology at Universitat Pompeu Fabra (Barcelona, Spain), and completed her
PhD in computer-supported collaboration on interactive tabletops for music performance
at The Open University (Milton Keynes, UK). Her passion for sound and music comput-
ing kept being nurtured as a postdoctoral fellow at the Center for Music Technology and
Digital Media Program at Georgia Tech (Atlanta, GA, USA), postdoctoral research assis-
tant at the Centre for Digital Music, Queen Mary University of London (UK), and Asso-
ciate Professor in Music Technology at the Norwegian University of Science and Technol-
ogy (Trondheim, Norway). Her research and practice focus on new interfaces for music
performance looking at live coding, collaborative and participatory music systems, and
multichannel spatialisation. She has also a special interest in improving the representa-
tion of women in music technology, with leading roles in two organisations: WoNoMute
(2018-2019, NTNU/UiO) and Women in Music Tech (2016-2017, Georgia Tech).

www.annaxambo.me
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Keynote 2

Marek Chołoniewski
Sound Space Kinetics

Sound space kinetics presents different forms of sound movement in close and open
space. There is a concept of meta instrument, an invisible resonating 3D object with all
active and passive elements inside. Exploring selected examples of historical and current
sound art projects establishes a specific link between music and other forms of art based
on sound.

About the speaker: Marek Chołoniewski. Composer, sound artist, performer, teacher
and manager. Head of Electroacoustic Music Studios at the Academy of Music in Krakow
and Audiosphere Lab at Intermedia Department of Fine Arts Academy in Kraków. Founder
and President of Muzyka Centrum Art Society and Polish Society for Electroacoustic Mu-
sic PSeME. Since 2011 President of International Confederation of Electroacoustic Music
CIME/ICEM. Director of Audio Art Festival in Krakow. Founder of many groups and
ensembles, among others: Freight Train, ch&k&k, dizzy kinetics, GrupLab. Author of
many projects, instrumental and electroacoustic music, sound and video installations, in-
teractive, space/environment, audiovisual and net-art projects. He received Honorable
Award of the Polish Composers Union, Award of the Ministry of Culture and National
Heritage, as well as the Independent Project grant of the CEC ArtsLink in New York.

www.studiomch.art.pl
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Keynote 3

Pierre Alexandre Tremblay
Beautiful Mess: tales of in-between-ness in SMC research

In this presentation, Pierre Alexandre Tremblay will share his experience of musiking
with technology, embracing the richness and plurality of approaches to research in Sound
and Music Computing.

Part reflective journal, part love song, part recipe book, this talk will offer the per-
spective from Tremblay’s music practice research, with examples from early ideas to his
current projects. Artists will be cast as agents of chaos, and a model will be proposed
where they contribute actively to many other well-established disciplines, between and
beyond their respective areas.

SMC research sits intrinsically at the crossings of studio music production, (psycho)
acoustics, sound design, DSP, data science, but tales of its practice show a rich world
beyond such schematised inter-disciplinary accounts. Therefore, Pierre Alexandre will
argue that this in-between-space in itself is worth both defending and celebrating. Re-
flecting on the affordances and challenges of such approach, he will hope to encourage
us to be brave and embrace the fertility of crosspollination and uncertainties of this beau-
tiful mess.

About the speaker: Pierre Alexandre Tremblay (Montréal, 1975) is a composer and an
improviser on bass guitar and sound processing devices, in solo and within various en-
sembles. He is a member of the London-based collective Loop, and his music is also
released on Empreintes DIGITALes and Ora.
He formally studied composition with Michel Tétreault, Marcelle Deschênes, and Jonty
Harrison, bass guitar with Jean-Guy Larin, Sylvain Bolduc, and Michel Donato, analysis
with Michel Longtin and Stéphane Roy, studio technique with Francis Dhomont, Robert
Normandeau, and Jean Piché.
Pierre Alexandre is Professor in Composition and Improvisation at the University of Hud-
dersfield (UK), where he anchored the Fluid Corpus Manipulation project. He previously
worked in popular music as producer and bassist, and has a keen interest for creative cod-
ing. He enjoys spending time with his family, drinking oolong tea, gazing at dictionaries,
reading prose, and taking long walks.

www.pierrealexandretremblay.com
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Sixteen Years of Sound and Music Computing: A Look Into the History and
Trends of the Conference and Community

Davide Andrea Mauro
Dept. of Computer

& Information Technology
Marshall University

maurod@marshall.edu

Federico Avanzini,
Adriano Baratè,

Luca Andrea Ludovico,
Stavros Ntalampiras

Dept. of Computer Science
University of Milano

name.surname@unimi.it

Smilen Dimitrov,
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and Media Technology,
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ABSTRACT

This contribution provides an overview of the Sound and
Music Computing conference and community over the
course of its sixteen years. As a sequel to a previous cor-
responding contribution investigating the community ten
years ago, here we analyze the proceedings of the past
editions, as well as the changes in the organization of the
conference itself. The analysis reveals the growth of the
SMC community in terms of attendees and countries rep-
resented at the conference, highlights the changes in trends
and topics, and provides insights on the directions of the
conference. A reflection is made with regards to the SMC
roadmap originally conceived in 2004. Motivated by simi-
lar initiatives in “sister” communities, this resource is made
available to the community at http://smc.lim.di.unimi.it/.

1. INTRODUCTION

“Sound and Music Computing (SMC) research approaches
the whole sound and music communication chain from a
multidisciplinary point of view. By combining scientific,
technological and artistic methodologies, it aims at under-
standing, modelling and generating sound and music
through computational approaches” [1].

This is a deliberately broad definition, which is aimed at
encompassing a wide range of topics. The name Sound and
Music Computing was in fact coined by a group of schol-
ars in the second half of the 1990’s [2–4], in an effort to
identify and promote the research field. One of the main
achievements of this effort was the inclusion of SMC in
the ACM Computing Classification System (1998). 1 By
choosing this name, the proponents intended to go beyond
the term “computer music”, which was interpreted primar-
ily from a musical perspective, and to define a discipline in
Computer Science.

1 H. Information Systems → H.5 Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tion (e.g., HCI) → H.5.5 Sound and Music Computing. See
https://www.acm.org/publications/computing-classification-system/1998

Copyright: c© 2020 Davide Andrea Mauro et al. This

is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

Since its first edition in 2004, the Sound and Music Com-
puting Conference and Summer School (hereafter SMC
Conference for brevity) was meant to embody this vision.
The main goal of this paper is to analyze the data avail-
able from the previous 16 editions of the event, and to re-
flect on how the field evolved in the course of the years.
Even though the event is comprised of three complemen-
tary programs (the Summer School, the Music Program,
and the Scientific Program), here we focus exclusively on
the latter.

Similar contributions have been published in recent years
for various conferences related to SMC, including the In-
ternational Symposium on Music Information Retrieval (IS-
MIR) [5–8], the International Conference on Digital Audio
Effects (DAFX) [9, 10], and the International Conference
on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) [11,
12]. One previous contribution was also focused on
SMC [13], but examined a limited time-span (2004-2009).
Ten years later, it seems appropriate to provide a more up-
to-date picture.

2. HISTORY AND TIMELINE

The SMC Conference was born as a joint initiative of the
AIMI 2 (Associazione Italiana di Informatica Musicale)
and the AFIM 3 (Association Française d’Informatique Mu-
sicale). It was originally intended to replace the respective
national conferences organized by the two associations, the
CIM (Colloquium on Musical Informatics) and the JIM
(Journées
d’Informatique Musicale), although these were later
rescheduled as independent events. The stated goal was
to achieve an international dimension for the joint confer-
ence.

In June 2004, the EU-funded project “Sound to Sense
– Sense to Sound” (S2S2) was started. The project con-
sortium included some of the most active SMC research
groups in Europe, and aimed at consolidating the research
field. Among the outputs of the project, two major ones
were an edited book that collected a wide account of state-
of-the-art research in SMC [14], and a roadmap for SMC
research [1] (later extended as a journal special issue [15])

2 http://aimi-musica.org
3 http://www.afim-asso.org/
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Year Location Organizers KI O P OP S AR
2004 Paris Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acous-

tique/Musique (IRCAM)
0(0) 47 0 47 N.A. N.A.

2005 Salerno University of Salerno 3(2) 30 0 30 N.A. N.A.
2006 Marseille Centre National de Création Musicale 0(0) 28 0 28 N.A. N.A.
2007 Lefkada University of Athens, Ionian University 2(2) 42 21 63 N.A. N.A.
2008 Berlin German Association of Electroacoustic Music, Techni-

cal University Berlin
1(0) 34 0 34 N.A. N.A.

2009 Porto INESC Porto, CITAR, Politechnic of Porto, Casa da
Música, University of Porto

3(0) 26 37 63 165 38%

2010 Barcelona University Pompeu Fabra, Phonos Foundation, ESMUC 1(0) 30 44 74 117 66%
2011 Padova University of Padova, Conservatory of Padova 1(0) 35 44 79 136 58%
2012 Copenhagen Aalborg University Copenhagen 3(0) 38 37 75 142 53%
2013 Stockholm Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) 6(6) 48 65 113 130 87%
2014 Athens University of Athens 12(12) 133 136 269 383 70%
2015 Maynooth Maynooth University 3(0) 39 36 75 100 75%
2016 Hamburg Hamburg University of Music and Theatre, Hamburg

University of Applied Sciences, University of Ham-
burg, Leuphana University

4(0) 40 40 80 150 53%

2017 Espoo Aalto University 3(0) 45 20 65 85 76%
2018 Limassol Cyprus University of Technology 3(1) 45 31 76 N.A. N.A.
2019 Málaga University of Málaga 3(0) 41 58 99 123 76%

Table 1: Timeline of SMC editions and related figures for scientific contributions. KI: keynote/invited contributions (num-
bers in parentheses indicate those with a paper in the proceedings); O: accepted as oral presentations; P: accepted as posters;
OP: oral+poster accepted; S: submissions; AR: acceptance rate (OP·100/S).

which provided a definition of the field, outlined its re-
search, educational, industrial, and social/cultural contexts,
identified a set of key research challenges for the field in
the following ten to fifteen years, and proposed strategies
for tackling them.

One further output of S2S2 was the establishment of an
annual Summer School for PhD students and young re-
searchers in SMC. Starting in 2009, the summer school
and the conference were merged. At this point the mission
of the event was fully defined: a compact and selective
conference, aiming at representing the whole spectrum of
Sound and Music Computing research, with a focus on par-
ticipation especially from young researchers, and based on
an interdisciplinary dialogue between scientific and artistic
research. Has this mission been fulfilled?

Table 1 provides a timeline for the conference editions,
along with figures about scientific contributions. 4 Note
that the 2013 and 2014 editions were organized in conjunc-
tion with other events (2013: Stockholm Music Acoustics
Conference; 2014: International Computer Music Confer-
ence). In 2013 the two events were given separate tracks
and proceedings, while in 2014 they were completely
merged: this explains the unusually high numbers for 2014.
Note also that the 2014 and 2019 editions included demo
tracks with accepted demos (8 and 25, respectively) in-
cluded in the conference proceedings. Correspondingly,
Tab. 1 reports figures for posters+demos.

Having discussed these specific cases, it may be stated
that starting from 2010 the scientific program maintained
a relatively stable format in terms of oral and poster con-
tributions (apart from the 2014 edition that was combined
with another conference with a similar number of contribu-

4 Figures for numbers of submissions were collected from introductory
materials in conference proceedings whenever available, as well as from
official notifications to authors and online submission systems.

tions). Schedule and duration have also remained similar
in all editions after 2010, in accordance to the Guidelines
for Organizers. 5 The Summer School normally lasts 4-
5 days just before the Conference, which then runs for 3
days with no parallel sessions. Finally, Tab. 1 shows that
the conference has only been held in Europe.

3. THE NEW REPOSITORY

As prescribed by the Guidelines for Organizers, the confer-
ence proceedings are freely available and published under
a Creative Commons license (Attribution - Non Commer-
cial - Share Alike 3.0 Unported License). The proceed-
ings were hosted on a CMS (Content Management System)
managed by the Music Technology Group at University
Pompeu Fabra until 2017, and were then moved to Zen-
odo. 6

For the analyses conducted in this paper a Relational
Database has been built with the PostgreSQL platform.
The corresponding Entity Relationship Diagram is shown
in Fig. 1. It is worth underlining some aspects, such as
the possibility to track variations in the affiliation of an au-
thor along his/her career (virtually also for different papers
presented at the same edition) and to support multiple af-
filiations of a given author for a single paper.

Data were automatically retrieved from heterogeneous
sources, including Zenodo, dedicated web pages of each
edition, and the EasyChair submission system (for those
editions employing such an editorial manager). Then, all
the collected data were validated against published pro-
ceedings, considered as the authoritative information
source. This allowed to find and fix some inconsistencies.
The 2014 edition in particular had inconsistent information

5 http://www.smcnetwork.org/guidelines.pdf
6 https://zenodo.org/communities/smc
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Figure 1: ER diagram of the SMC relational database.

across different online versions of the proceedings, as well
as the conference program, and data “sanitization” required
careful manual checking. In light of the heterogeneity of
the employed data sources, all the tables of the database
were assigned a “source” field in order to keep track of
where data were collected from.

The database is accessible, browsable, and searchable at
http://smc.lim.di.unimi.it/

4. AUTHORSHIP ANALYSIS

Table 2 provides various synthetic figures. We analyzed
a total of 1923 papers. Among the 1980 unique authors
involved in all editions, 1427 of them authored a single
paper while 553 participated in more than one work. Re-
turning authors across different editions were 452, namely
the 22.8% of the total.

It is interesting to look at the presence of female authors,
being SMC a sub-area of Computer Science, where gen-
der gap is a relevant issue [16]. According to recent data
on the enrollment, production, and employment of Ph.D.s
in information, computer science and computer engineer-
ing in North America [17], in 2018 the percentage of fe-
males awarded with a Ph.D. in these areas was 21.3%, and
newly hired faculty included 22.9% of females in a tenured
track, 26.5% as teaching professors, 20.4% as researchers,
and 18.2% as post-doc associates. At 2019 SMC confer-
ence, female authors have been about 20.0% of the total;
in 2018 the percentage was 14.0%, in 2017 12.3%. This
trend shows an increasing involvement of female scholars
and experts in the field of SMC (see [18] for an analysis in
other related conferences).

Figure 2 shows the quantity of papers as a function of
the number of authors, with a peak on 2 authors, followed
by 3 authors and 1 author respectively. Figure 3 reports
frequency of publication by authors. It can be seen that the
curve follows approximately the empirical Lotka’s law [19],
which states that the number of authors making x contri-

Year UA A2 Ā MA 1FA UFA
2004 83 7 1.98 5 7 14.9% 7 8.4%
2005 69 6 2.41 6 11 34.4% 13 18.8%
2006 50 8 2.10 5 9 32.1% 8 16.0%
2007 128 18 2.28 9 16 24.6% 18 14.1%
2008 69 6 2.26 14 6 17.7% 7 10.1%
2009 165 13 2.89 8 11 17.5% 12 7.3%
2010 173 17 2.64 7 13 17.6% 17 9.8%
2011 186 19 2.68 7 26 32.9% 30 16.1%
2012 162 15 2.41 7 16 21.3% 19 11.7%
2013 276 42 2.76 11 27 22.7% 30 10.9%
2014 587 106 2.60 9 66 23.5% 74 12.6%
2015 205 28 3.19 14 22 29.3% 28 13.7%
2016 197 20 2.78 9 22 27.5% 25 12.7%
2017 178 18 3.03 9 22 33.9% 22 12.3%
2018 186 30 2.99 8 25 32.5% 26 14.0%
2019 225 28 2.72 6 47 47.5% 45 20.0%
Total 1980 554 2.66 14 262 20.31% 281 14.09%

Table 2: Authorship data. UA: unique authors; A2: authors
of 2 or more papers; Ā: average number of authors per
paper; MA: maximum number of authors in a paper; 1FA:
papers with at least 1 female author, and percentage over
total papers; UFA: unique female authors, and percentage
over total authors.

Figure 2: Number of authors per paper.

Figure 3: Frequency of publication by authors.
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Author Papers Author Coauthors Author Editions
Stefania Serafin 29 Stefania Serafin 54 Anastasia Georgaki 12
Sergio Canazza 19 Federico Avanzini 41 Federico Avanzini 11

Eduardo Reck Miranda 19 Sergio Canazza 38 Masataka Goto 10
Masataka Goto 17 Eduardo Reck Miranda 34 Stefania Serafin 10

Anastasia Georgaki 16 Antonio Rodà 31 Antonio Rodà 9
Marcelo Queiroz 16 Daniel Overholt 29 Tomoyasu Nakano 9

Antonio Rodà 16 Marcelo M. Wanderley 29 Myriam Desainte-Catherine 9
Marcelo M. Wanderley 16 Masataka Goto 26 Marcelo M. Wanderley 9

Gerhard Widmer 16 Anastasia Georgaki 25 Federico Fontana 9
Federico Avanzini 14 Federico Fontana 25 Luca Andrea Ludovico 9

Table 3: Top 10 contributing authors (left), top 10 authors with distinct coauthors (center), top 10 returning authors (right).

Figure 4: Papers with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5+ authors.

Institution Papers
IRCAM 50.04

Pompeu Fabra University (UPF) 39.65
Università di Padova 25.63

Queen Mary University of London 24.88
Aalborg University 23.83

KTH Royal Institute of Technology 22.02
Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK) 20.23

Stanford University 20.22
Independent 19.37

Aalto University 18.77

Table 4: Top 10 contributing institutions.

Country Papers
United Kingdom 159.19

France 151.73
United States 134.16

Italy 98.60
Japan 82.00
Spain 66.35

Canada 63.21
Germany 56.66
Austria 52.11
Greece 50.18

Table 5: Top 10 contributing countries.

butions in a given period and in any given field is 1/xa of
those making a single contribution, with a ∼ 2. Finally,
Fig. 4 shows the number of papers with a given number of
authors per edition. It can be seen that the coauthorships
have increased over the years.

Table 3 shows the top 10 authors in terms of unique con-
tributions, distinct co-authors, and participated editions
(based on accepted papers rather than actual attendance).
Altogether these figures suggest the establishment of a net-
work of collaborations inside the SMC community, with
many co-authors working together and a remarkable
amount of returning authors. The connectivity graph of
authors, particularly its largest connected component, can
be seen in Fig. 5a.

We also analyzed authorship in terms of countries and
affiliations represented. Represented countries are 51 in
total, spanning over 5 continents. The trend is growing
slowly but steadily: with the exception of the 2014 edition,
SMC 2019 reached the top number of contributing coun-
tries (27), thus equalling the previous maximum gained in
2013. With regard to authors’ affiliations, the whole se-
ries of SMC conferences has been attended by members
from 585 unique institutions, including universities, music
institutions (particularly conservatories), research centers,
and private companies. In computing these figures, au-
thors from different departments or laboratories belonging
to the same institution have been clustered under a single
element. Once again, the trend is ascending: in 2019 par-
ticipants came from 94 institutions, reaching the highest
value after 2014 and 2013 editions, respectively.

Tables 4 and 5 show the top 10 first level institution and
countries. These values are weighted: i.e. a paper with 3
authors from 3 distinct institutions will count 1/3 for each
institution/country represented. By doing so the overall to-
tal will sum up to the number of papers making compar-
isons possible.

Figure 6 shows the number of papers with a given number
of affiliations per edition. On average, each paper has been
written by authors from 1.44 different institutions, which
reflects a good degree of cooperation on shared projects
inside the SMC community. This aspect is particularly rel-
evant, since one of the goals of the SMC conferences ini-
tiative is to create a network of scholars and experts. A
visual representation is shown in Fig. 5b. An interactive
graph view is available at the database website.
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(a) Largest connected component of authors (961) centered on Stefania Ser-
afin (highest number of coauthors). Node size represents degree of con-
nectivity, edge thickness represents strength of the connection, font color
represents gender, font size represents number of papers, node gradient
represents distance from Stefania Serafin.

(b) Largest connected component of affiliations (319) centered on
IRCAM. Node size represents degree of connectivity (number of
occurrences), edge thickness represents strength of the connection,
font size represents number of papers, node gradient represents dis-
tance from IRCAM.

Figure 5: Connectivity graphs between authors and affiliations.

Figure 6: Papers with 1, 2, and 3+ affiliation.

Finally, affiliation types have been clustered into 5 groups:
universities, other musical institutions, private companies,
independent participants, and others. The percentage of
papers coming from academia across various editions has
always been over 90%, with a peak of 99.5% in 2010.

5. TOPICS

In this section we present an analysis of single terms and
digrams (2-word phrases) extracted from titles and abstracts
of SMC papers. Only title and abstract terms were con-
sidered, as these are assumed to provide concise and reli-
able summaries of the papers’ contents. The analysis pre-
sented here largely follows the approach proposed by Lee
et al. [5].

5.1 Words

As a first analysis, all the terms were extracted from ti-
tles and abstracts of each individual edition. Words were
stemmed using an implementation of the Porter stemming
algorithm provided by Stanford CoreNLP. 7 Stop-words
were first removed using a publicly available list of
common-usage English-language words, and additonal
stop-words were removed through manual inspection of
the resulting lists. Table 6 reports the top-15 stems for each
edition, including ties.

The three stems music, sound, perform are often in the
top-3 positions, and always in the top-5 positions, apart
from the 2004 and 2005 editions (data in the first editions
are generally noisy due to small numbers of contributions,
and possibly also to a lack of a clear identity). These three
stems fit well with the three broad research areas identi-
fied in Chapter 4 of the Roadmap [1], namely sound, mu-
sic, and interaction. In this respect, it may be stated that,
while SMC has grown and changed, it has remained true to
the vision laid out in the Roadmap. The next most recur-
ring stems are interact, model (all editions), audio (missing
in 2007 only), control (missing in 2005, 2009, 2017-18).
The four stems instrument, algorithm, process, composit
are less frequent (10, 9, 9, and 8 occurrences respectively)
but appear to be evenly represented over time, suggesting
that they too can be considered to be amongst core SMC
topics.

Despite being among the most frequently recurring terms,
the two stems synthesi (2005-08, 2010, 2012, 2016, 2019)
and analysi (2005-07, 2009-10, 2012, 2015) exhibit a de-
creasing trend over time, in terms of both occurrences and

7 https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

music music music music music music music music music music music music music music music music
perform analysi sound sound sound sound sound sound sound perform sound sound sound perform perform sound
control model model model space perform model model perform sound perform model perform sound sound model
interact interact interact perform spatial model perform perform model model composit perform instrument design instrument interact
pattern perform perform interact perform audio control design design audio model instrument model model model perform
express synthesi chant composit model instrument audio audio synthesi interact interact design interact user audio design
sound process data control composit design pattern featur instrument user design user audio audio interact audio
model sound structur instrument express interact analysi interact interact data process experi synthesi instrument featur chord

represent audio control process algorithm data user process audio algorithm control audio design musician design synthesi
sequenc piec synthesi analysi synthesi analysi synthesi control composit experi instrument process control algorithm process control

audio experi analysi voic audio user time instrument process featur interfac signal composit piano learn learn
score algorithm process gestur score score featur algorithm algorithm listen audio interact evalu featur record data

system structur rhythmic synthesi instrument object interact data featur control user song visual experi user process
piec segment instrument data system algorithm design paramet analysi design experi visual comput data algorithm user

algorithm express time tool control featur composit physic user paramet featur analysi environ interact composit network
gestur composit express control featur

Table 6: Top 15 title+abstract words (stemmed) w/ ties. Italics: new wrt previous edition; strikethrough: not anymore in
next edition.

ranks. This suggests convergence towards an evolutionary
plateau and a high level of maturity for these topics, with
a corresponding decrease of contributions by the research
community.

A definite trend can be observed for the stem design,
which first appears in 2009 and ranks in the top positions
from there onwards. This can be related to a corresponding
boost in such research topics as Sound Design and Sonic
Interaction Design [20]. More in general, the increasing
trend for stems such as user and experi may suggest a
growing interest for HCI-related research and human fac-
tors.

One second possible trend can be observed, albeit on a
very short time-scale, for the stem learn (2018-19), which
is associated with a boost in contributions using machine
learning approaches in a variety of applications. The in-
creasing trend for the stem featur, although slower and
longer (2009-15, 2017-18), supports this view.

Some sporadically recurring terms can be linked to speci-
ficity of certain editions, in particular to their proposed
general theme. A striking example is given by the 2008
edition, which invited contributions dealing with “sound
and space”: correspondingly, the stems space, spatial have
unusually high ranks. Similar remarks hold for other edi-
tions, and suggest that the SMC research community re-
sponds well to dedicated calls on special topics.

5.2 Digrams

Since single terms provide a limited view of research top-
ics (also as a side effect of stemming), as a second analy-
sis we extracted digrams (2-word phrases) from titles and
abstracts of each individual edition, with the goal of iden-
tifying more specific concepts. The number of digrams
largely exceeds that of single terms, and their frequency
is consequently much lower. Therefore, instead of exam-
ining digrams on a year-by-year basis we clustered them
into four groups of four years in order to let dominant re-
search topics emerge. Table 7 reports the top-10 digrams
for four groups of four editions, including ties.

The 42 entries in the table are made up of 20 unique di-
grams. In particular, the digrams sound synthesi, physic
model, music composit, music perform, music instrument
occur in all four clusters, accounting for half of all the en-
tries. Again, these fit very well with the three broad re-

2004-2007 2008-2011 2012-2015 2016-2019

physic model music instrument comput music sound synthesi
sound synthesi music perform music perform music instrument

music instrument comput music music instrument neural network
comput music physic model sound synthesi music perform
gestur control sound synthesi electron music music composit

sing voic music composit real time physic model
music perform sound object interact music music score

electroacoust music music score music composit interact music
tone sequenc audio signal physic model deep learn

music composit concaten synthesi electroacoust music sing voic
music piec signal process

Table 7: Top 10 title+abstract digrams w/ ties.

search areas sound, music, and interaction, identified in
the Roadmap.

It is not easy to identify trends in time. The only clear
trend is the rise of machine learning and deep learning
methods in recent years, shown by the digrams neural net-
work, deep learn. Instead, the previously discussed trend
for sound design and sonic interaction design is less clearly
identifiable, with related digrams being sound object (clus-
ter 2) and interact music (3,4). Note that the latter is the
only digram containing the stem interact.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Due to space constraint the amount of data displayed in this
paper is limited. More types of charts, graphs, and analysis
can be found online.

In general, data about authorship show that the partici-
pation to the conference has widened over the years, in
terms of unique authors, represented institutions, and rep-
resented countries. Participation by female authors is also
increasing, and peaked in the last 2019 edition. The av-
erage number of authors per paper has increased, as well
as the degree of connectivity of unique authors and insti-
tutions, suggesting the establishment of a research com-
munity that increasingly collaborates on joint papers and
projects.

It must be noted that the acceptance rate in particular is
far from the one of comparable top-tier computer science
conferences. Although previous studies have questioned
the use of acceptance rate as a good proxy for conference
quality [21]. This can be interpreted as a warning that the
conference attractiveness is not growing.

Possible reasons and countermeasures should be inves-
tigated. One point of discussion concerns the appeal of
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SMC against related conferences mentioned before (IS-
MIR [5–8], DAFX [9,10], and NIME [11,12]. These are all
events with a narrower and more specialized focus, which
might attract more effectively researchers in related fields.
We should thus interrogate ourselves on the effectiveness
of the current aims, focus, and format of SMC, and find
ways to promote them more incisively. Answering to these
questions would also benefit from the availability of data
regarding citations of SMC papers from Google Scholar or
other sources. This is left for future work.

The analysis of topics confirms that one of the defin-
ing elements of the SMC is its wide focus, that spans a
broad spectrum of research topics. This analysis is ad-
mittedly at a preliminary stage and needs to be refined
through more advanced natural language processing ap-
proaches. We need to better understand what SMC re-
search is today, and envision what it will be tomorrow,
much like the authors of the SMC Roadmap [1] did almost
fifteen years ago. A related relevant point is that the 2012
ACM Computing Classification Scheme, which replaced
the 1998 CCS, moved SMC to the section “Applied Com-
puting”. 8 After twenty five years SMC is still struggling
to find its place as a research field.

We encourage the SMC community to check the web-
site and report to the authors about any discrepancy in the
data. By adopting a “crowdsourced” approach the database
can be improved in a relatively little time. As for future
editions, if there is a general interest toward the platform
there will be the need for a small overhead on the orga-
nizers. Automatic import functions have been built to in-
teract with the EasyChair platform thus allowing a reason-
ably painless procedure. A few actions could also consid-
erably improve the quality of the data, i.e. changing the
LATEX template for the conference. At the moment there
is no structure for the authors/institution thus allowing an
heterogeneous approach at presenting the information. By
superimposing a more rigid structure most of the problems
could be easily solved once again requiring just a minor ef-
fort from the authors. In particular a new template should
support an explicit mapping of authors-institutions in or-
der to make clear any multiple affiliation scenario for the
authors. On top of that it would be beneficial to require
more structured information for each author. For example
some journals (e.g. Nature) are requiring unique identi-
fiers (such as. ORCID) for each author. If we do not want
to adopt an external service we could start by standardizing
the authorship with tags (some optional) such as:

\firstnames{}\middlenames{}\lastnames{}
\gender{}

Authors with names written in non-Latin alphabet should
be given the possibility to add those names as well. This
will also mitigate the problems related to the non-uniqueness
of transliterations and will allow for searches using any al-
phabet system. Similar requirements are needed for affil-
iations in order to organize that information and make it

8 Applied Computing → Arts and Humanities → Sound and Music
Computing. Previously H.5.5 H Information Systems → H.5 Information
Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI) See:
https://dl.acm.org/ccs

easier to understand:

\affiliation{}\department{}\laboratory{}
\city{}\country{}

Another requirement would then be to add to the submis-
sion process not only the PDF but also the source code
used to generate it. This will allow automatic text mining
in order to retrieve keywords, topics, and more in general
the text for further analysis. More insights about the com-
munity could be gained by adding more information about
the authors such as the age and their job description (par-
ticularly relevant for academia) at the time of publication.
Determining how many new young students the commu-
nity is able to attract can contribute to the understanding of
how such a community can survive and thrive in the future.
It is important to keep in mind that these constitute sensi-
tive data and they have to be handled particularly carefully.
Also it is not sure how many members of the community
will be willing to share this information at all. As a fu-
ture improvement to the connectivity graphs presented here
and on the web we plan to add the possibility to navigate
the timeline of SMC editions in order to see how clusters
formed, evolved, and potentially extinguished over time.
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ABSTRACT

The bach ecosystem is a collection of libraries for real-time
computer-aided composition in Max, which we started de-
veloping around 2010. Over the following years, it has
gained a certain momentum within the computer music
community as a reactive alternative to the traditional Lisp-
based environments. As bach turns ten and becomes open
source, it is time to describe not only the features it con-
tains, but also the issues that affect it: after presenting the
motivations behind the project, this article details a num-
bers of choices we regret, along with the solutions we have
implemented (or we have planned to implement), in the
hope that it may be of interest for bach users puzzled by
some apparent and substantial weirdnesses of bach, and of
use to people willing to undertake a similar enterprise in
the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our first ideas about the need of a real-time computer-
aided composition tool were discussed around 2008, when
we were both students at the Composition course at IR-
CAM. Although we were quite naive in terms of knowl-
edge of music technology and musical informatics, we
both had a certain background in computer programming
and musical formalisation, which sparked an immediate in-
terest in the capabilities of OpenMusic in terms of sym-
bolic manipulation of music. At the same time, we were
fascinated by the potential of real-time interaction through
Max, and we started to feel the need for a stronger link, or
some sort of common ground, between these two worlds,
which showed astonishing superficial similarities (both re-
quired connecting boxes representing data and operations
over a graphical canvas) and, at the same time, profound
differences at a deeper level (it can be said that their evalu-
ation models are opposite, data-driven vs. demand-driven).
We were by no means the only people gravitating around
IRCAM who where experiencing such feelings: among the
others, a renowned composer such as Philippe Manoury
had published both an internal report and a post on his per-
sonal blog [1] denouncing what he perceived as the lack
of a fundamental reflection upon the actual needs of com-
posers interested in both real-time sound processing and
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score-based instrumental and electronic composition.
When we actually started undertaking the development

of what would later become bach [2, 3] — which, in the
beginning, was only planned to be a graphical notation ed-
itor and a general tool for manipulating Lisp-inspired tree
structures meant to represent scores — we did it in a really
amateurish way, without considering lots of implications.
Still, we somehow had the beginner’s luck of taking a cou-
ple decisions which, in hindsight, have proven being the
right ones: working inside Max, rather than building a new
system from scratch; and trying to abide as much as possi-
ble by Max’s own conventions, rather than trying to force
into Max the underlying computational principles of Open-
Music. We did consider the latter option at some point:
we studied the feasability of a demand-driven ecosystem
in Max, in which evaluation would be triggered ‘from the
bottom’ rather than ‘from the top’; and we made some at-
tempts at basing our own work upon Brad Garton’s Lisp
binding for Max, the maxlispj object 1 . Fortunately for the
project, neither route was successful, and we found our-
selves forced to take a much more ‘Maxian’ than ‘Lispian’
way in the end.

The Lisp influence has remained nonetheless in the data
type we chose for representing our scores, the so-called
Lisp-like linked list (or llll for short) — a list with parenthe-
ses representing levels of hierarchy across elements. More
recently, the parentheses have by default become square
brackets (although the old syntax is still supported), to fa-
cilitate the coding mechanisms of bach.eval, a new mod-
ule implementing a small scripting language designed to
operate on lllls. The majority of bach modules are de-
signed to operate on this tree structure, in a similar manner
to what objects of the zl family do on regular Max lists.

The relation with Max is now one of the foundational
tenets of bach: porting it to another system would essen-
tially mean reimagining it from scratch, and making a sep-
arate, standalone application out of it would amount to cre-
ate an obscure cousin of OpenMusic. It is true that Max is a
commercial, closed-source application, and this has a num-
ber of actual and potential drawbacks: for all the friendly
relations we maintain with several persons in the Max de-
velopment team, who have been vocally and actively supp-
portive of our work on various occasions, we do not have
access to Max’s source code, and we are susceptible to any
minor or major commercial and technical choice of Cy-
cling ’74 and its parent company, Ableton. On the other
hand, Max is a mature software tool, very actively main-

1 http://music.columbia.edu/ brad/maxlispj/
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Figure 1. Imaginary bach editor that could have combined bach.score’s standard notation with bach.roll’s ability to
represent proportional notation.

tained and developed; it has an excellent user interface,
which is crucial as a great part of our work relies upon
it; its public API is flexible enough to accommodate for
bach’s complex and somewhat unorthodox features; and,
last but not least, it has a vast and thriving community of
users, which has been a fertile ground for bach’s own user
community to grow.

There could be one obvious alternative host environment
for bach: Pure Data. Pd shares with Max not only the
basic computational paradigm, but also a large number
of modules; moreover, its API is very similar to that of
Max. Its graphical user interface is somewhat cruder, but
the fact that it is an open source project could open inter-
esting possibilities: one could even imagine a fork of Pd
natively integrating bach, thus removing the need for some
workarounds that make the Max version less seamless than
it could ideally be. In principle, the C/C++ codebase of
bach could be ported to the Pd API with a manageable
amount of effort, provided that a few basic but not unsur-
mountable incompatibilities are overcome. But bach also
contains a vast collection of Max patches — abstractions,
help files, examples, tutorials and more — which should be
rewritten in Pd from scratch, sometimes only taking inspi-
ration from the originals. Since the bach code is now open
source, anyone may decide to fork it into a child project
and finally start a Pd version, to be maintained and up-
graded separately. The fact that bach is the forefather of
what is now a family of libraries [4] (cage and dada cur-
rently being the other members) is an additional complica-
tion in the porting, but does not make it infeasible.

All things considered, we defend the idea of having built
bach within Max: it is not a prison, rather an opportunity to
use notation in interactive scenarios we did not anticipate.

But there have been other decisions we regret or that, al-
though still appearing to us as the least contemptible solu-
tion, we know don’t represent an ideal scenario and might
be overturned in some future, when some Columbus’ egg
is found or, more likely, when someone more skilled than
ourselves suggests us the right idea.

In this article, inspired by the seminal article [5], we shall
run through a few of these critical choices. We hope that
this will cast some light upon some of the weirdnesses of
bach, for the amusement and perhaps the convenience of

bach users; that this examination of conscience may con-
stitute an interesting case study; and, finally, that someone
trying to undertake a similar enterprise may find our con-
siderations useful — we certainly would have, had we read
them ten years ago!

2. NOTATION OBJECTS

2.1 How many editors?

At the forefront of the bach library are two notation ob-
jects: bach.roll and bach.score, respectively dedicated
to representing scores in proportional and classical no-
tation. A certain number of initial choices were a con-
sequence of a sort of adaptation to Max of policies in-
spired by OpenMusic and PWGL; therefore, back then,
the idea of having two different editors for proportional
and traditional notation made sense, inasmuch as it al-
lowed, among other things, easy bridging and communi-
cation across these systems. In retrospect, one may won-
der whether having a single object merging the two behav-
iors may have led to more interesting usage cases. This
would have been at the expense of efficiency: although
the two objects share most interface functions, bach.score
is largely more complex and CPU-consuming. We have
tried to narrow the difference in the paradigms by allowing
bach.score to be displayed in proportional notation (with
the same spacing as bach.roll), and vice versa by al-
lowing non-uniform temporal grids for bach.roll (among
other things, one can warp its temporal grid to match the
spacing of a specific bach.score). The two object can
be kept graphically aligned, so that one may use them
almost as ‘voices’ with different notation styles; this is
however not a replacement for a truly ‘mixed’ object, fea-
turing proportional notation in some segments and tradi-
tional notation in others. We have often mused about hav-
ing proportionally defined measures in a future version
of bach.score, which would partially bridge the gap (see
Fig. 1), but for the time being this is not the case.

2.2 Which inlets and outlets?

Inspired by the Patchwork family of computer-aided com-
position tools, we decided to equip bach’s notation objects
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Figure 2. Imaginary behavior of bach.roll with no sepa-
rate inlets/outlets; separate parameters may have been set
and get through helper tools.

with a set of so called ‘separate’ inlets and outlets, where
one would input or retrieve the information about single
parameters of the score (onsets, pitches, durations, and so
on). This seemed a straightforward decision at the time,
but it became less and less obvious in the following years,
as we realized that working with messages modifying the
state of the object in-place is often more convenient than
inputting or retrieving separate parameters. Moreover, mu-
sical representation in OpenMusic is based upon the con-
cept of classes; musical notation editors such as chordseq
are a graphical representation of the classes themselves;
and the main inlet/outlet pair actually sets and returns the
specific instance for the class, whereas the others are set-
ters and getters of individual properties. The paradigm of
bach is profoundly different: an editor is just an editor, and
the data it represents is just a specifically formatted llll, so
the actual motivation for the existence of whole-score and
parametric inputs and outputs vanishes.

In retrospect, we could have made the cleaner choice to
drop the separate inlets and outlets altogether, hence ap-
proaching the notation objects to a scripting paradigm—
and, more profoundly, moving away from the idea that a
score is simply a direct product of orthogonal parameters.
Users would still have had the chance to introduce or re-
trieve separate parameters via helper modules similar to
bach.beatbox and bach.beatunbox (see Fig. 2).

2.3 How to input single notes and chords?

As stated above, we decided not to copy OpenMusic’s hi-
erarchy of classes, featuring individual editors for notes,
chords, sequences of chords, and polyphonic sequences of
chords. In bach, all these four editors are subsumed into
the single bach.roll. The idea is that if one needs a sin-
gle note, one still has to produce a proportionally notated
score with a single voice, having a single chord, bearing
that note. This is convenient because there is a single type
of editor; on the other hand, it requires additional infras-
tructure in order to display the note properly. We have
imagined that in the future one may have a set of abstrac-
tions easing the creation, display and manipulation of sim-
ple musical items.

2.4 What syntax?

Designing an appropriate syntax for a score is certainly not
a simple task, as musical scores are far from being unam-
biguous, rationally structured collections of information.
For one thing, one often ends up having not just one, but
a few variations of the same syntax to be used in slightly
different scenarios (and bach was not exception to this).
All in all, we are not unhappy with the syntax choices we
made, with one important exception: most notation items
feature in their data a numerical flag (namely, a bitmask)
representing their state and detailing, among other things,
whether the item is in a solo, mute or lock state. This flag
being almost always zero, the syntax is very often unnec-
essarily long. Whenever we teach it in classes or seminars,
it is a bit cumbersome to explain that an additional inte-
ger number always shows up, representing some secondary
properties in a way that is hard to grasp for users unfamil-
iar with bit masks. We think we should have decided to
encode those properties in a different way, such as sublists
of the kind [flags ...], using symbols or letters instead
of integers, and only when the notation item had some non-
trivial flag to detail. As of now, it is not easy to change the
syntax without breaking backward compatibility.

3. DATA TYPES

3.1 lllls or dictionaries?

When we started developing bach, in the Max 5 era, the
only data structures Max objects could directly exchange
with each other were plain lists and Jitter matrices, and it
was immediately clear that neither was apt to the musi-
cal score representation we were working upon. The Max
API also provided a few more advanced data structures: a
doubly-linked list, a hash table and the so-called ‘dictio-
nary’, which is actually a combination of the two. Since
our primary inspiration was Lisp, and our proficiency as
programmers was very limited at the time, we first imple-
mented our score using Max’s doubly-linked list, which
very soon proved being extremely inefficient and cumber-
some to use in the context of bach. On the other hand, the
die was cast and, when we decided to replace the origi-
nal data structure with a more streamlined one, we imple-
mented our own version of a doubly-linked list, and de-
vised a mechanism for passing such lists, which we called
lllls, from object to object, through reference to an inter-
nally maintained table.

When Max 6 was released, with a new set of objects
exposing dictionaries to the end user, we questioned our
choice of using a custom data type, with all the intricacies
that came with it, rather than the one provided by Max, pro-
viding a better integration with the host environment and a
richer data representation at the cost of being less efficient
and apt to the specific task. It must be stressed out that the
basic representation of a musical score we chose (which
we still think is a quite natural, if somewhat simplistic,
one) is in terms of a hierarchically structured sequence of
items, rather than an ordered collection of key-based val-
ues. Moreover, Max’s dictionary only accepts symbols as
keys, making it impossible, for example, to treat measure
or voice numbers as such. Eventually, we still think that
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the llll is overall a better choice than the dictionary, but we
pay the price for this choice everytime we need to devote a
lesson in our courses about the attributes and objects nec-
essary to pass back to Max data produced or processed by
bach.

3.2 lllls or databases?

lllls are designed to contain arbitrarily large collections of
hierarchically organized data, but they offer relatively slow
access to them. Both positional (i.e., looking for a piece of
data according to its position) and semantic (i.e., looking
for a piece of data according to its qualities) access happen
in linear time, which means that all the elements preceding
the one we are looking for must be traversed. Max lists
allow constant-time positional access (i.e., accessing the
10.000th element requires the same, short amount of time
needed for accessing the first), but, in turns, they have a
relatively low limit in size. Semantic access with special-
ized data structures, such as hash tables, can be performed
in linear time, but provides no way for structuring infor-
mation hierarchically. In order to access large amounts of
data in sublinear time, some more advanced data structure
was needed.

We tackled this issue in the dada library, most no-
tably with the dada.base object, implementing a SQLite
database, organized in tables, with a certain number of
fields (columns) and a certain number of entries (rows).
Each column can store numbers, symbols, or even lllls (al-
though with the important limitation that queries cannot be
performed on them). Being based on a true database struc-
ture, queries on numbers and symbols are performed much
quicker than the corresponding searches inside lllls. On the
other hand, an SQL database is a way more complex struc-
ture, requiring more infrastructure and more computational
time for simple tasks and small data collections.

We are currently considering the possibility of equipping
other portions of bach with database-like capabilities.

3.3 How many numbers are there?

We painfully miss Lisp’s arbitrary precision integer arith-
metic. We did not rely on C libraries for arbitrary precision
arithmetic when we started, and we built an interface for
rational numbers using standard 32- and 64-bit arithmetics.
This means, however, that even the simple product of the
first 16 prime numbers has overflow issues. It is fairly easy
in bach to sum random rational numbers and quickly hit
the limits of the representation. Since all the duration man-
agement system of bach.score is based on rational num-
bers (including the rhythm parsing and the computation of
beaming), we had to prevent the worst case scenarios by
introducing a maximum denominator, albeit a very large
one. This was a difficult decision, as there were symptoms
of a vicious circle: we based our arithmetics of durations in
bach.score on rational numbers in order to be as precise
as possible, while on the other hand we could not afford it
and we had to put a hard-coded approximation limit.

Composers working with Lisp-based environments are
used to inputting sequences of the most outlandish kinds
of fractions and get exotic but yet consistent results. The
same is not true for our library, due to the limits of the

Figure 3. Imaginary behavior of arbitrary precision arith-
metics to check a Mersenne number for primality.

native C integer arithmetics. In the future, we may con-
sider to equip bach with arbitrary precision arithmetics,
at the expense of computational speed and memory us-
age (Fig. 3). Another, less radical option could be im-
plementing internally rational numbers as high-precision
floats (such as 80- or 128-bit), and have some conversion
routines to be called whenever the actual rational represen-
tation is needed. This would have the major advantage that
numbers that cannot be represented exactly would undergo
an actual approximation, rather than being completely mis-
represented as it happens with the current implementation;
moreover, all the mathematical operations would be much
faster and their implementations would be trivial. Such a
representation, however, would not guarantee that sets of
rational numbers having equal sum would continue hav-
ing equal sum — which is a crucial detail when dealing
with rhythmic synchronicities in a score. Moreover, such
a solution would also have a much greater computational
cost whenever a rational number must be retrieved as such,
because of the expensive conversion needed, and the po-
tential loss of precision in cases where the current repre-
sentation is inherently exact.

3.4 What is a pitch?

At the beginning of bach, we borrowed from OpenMusic
the idea that musical pitch is measured in MIDIcents (or
cents, for short). This was a bit of a peculiar choice in
Max, whose pitch-based tools all worked with MIDI num-
bers 2 . But, all in all, the cents were a rather widespread
unit in the field, and they guaranteed an integer represen-
tation for quartertonal and eighth-tonal systems. However,
using cents as a unit resulted in flattening all the enhar-
monic information of a pitch onto a real-valued parame-
ter, which was very limiting in any context where diatoni-
cism, to some degree, mattered. Prior to bach 0.8, we dealt
with enharmonicities by assigning a ‘graphics’ property for
each note, defining the cents of the displayed note (with-
out accidentals) as a float and the displayed accidental as
a rational number, representing a fraction of a whole step.
This was, at best, cumbersome. In bach 0.8, we switched

2 This was the case ten years ago; now some objects, such as the pitch
shifting tools, also accept MIDIcents as input.
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to a new system, by introducing a novel data type: the
pitch [6]. Crucially, pitches are intervals and intervals are
pitches. Pitches, just like numbers, can be added or sub-
tracted (in fact, that is how transposition is achieved), or
can be multiplied by a scalar value (that is how intervals are
replicated). Pitches can be parsed from standard readable
representations (such as Db4 or C#6) or from more precise
specifications (such as C#3+2/27t). The middle C in bach
is C5 — a decision we do not regret, since it is by far the
most convenient choice, as explained more in detail in [6].

3.5 Is this a symbol?

As we have seen, the bach library introduces some new
data types, including rational numbers, pitches and lllls.
This also means, in turns, that symbols such as A1, 0/1,
Help(1965).mp3 are understood by bach objects as being,
respectively: a very low A note; the number 0; and a list
containing the symbol Help, the number 1965 (inside a
level of parentheses) and the symbol .mp3. Of course, we
needed an escaping mechanism to force the parser to inter-
pret incoming symbols in a literal way. Using the double
quotes was not an option because of Max’s own parsing
mechanism 3 .

To force the parsing of a symbol in a literal way, we
used the backtick sign (‘) as escaping symbol. This was
a convenient choice at the beginning: the backtick is a
relatively rarely used symbol of the ASCII chart, so one
could write ‘A1, ‘0/1 or ‘Help(1965).mp3. Eventually,
we also developed two utility objects named bach.textin

and bach.textout: among other things, the former takes
care of interpreting some types of input literally without
any need of backticking, while the latter takes care of man-
aging the output of backticks in Max format.

However, an important issue with backticking remains,
due to the fact that the escaping has no ending marker,
and the symbol to be interpreted literally ends as soon as a
whitespace is reached. The idea was that if one needed to
escape a symbol with spaces, the ordinary double quotes
would have worked perfectly in Max. Although this is
true, it became a problem when bach.eval was introduced,
and with it, the ability to retrieve sublists of a given list
by key (in a sort of dictionary-like fashion): if the vari-
able MyList contained [ ‘pan [ "Bass Flute" -0.5 ]

[ ‘Clarinet 0.3 ] ], in order to retrieve the values one
should have had to add spaces: MyList.‘pan .‘Clarinet,
MyList.‘pan . "Bass Flute". This quickly became too
inelegant to be acceptable especially when nested sublists
had to be accessed, as spaces had to be added almost ev-
erywhere, often in non-intuitive places. In retrospect, we
would not have had any problem had we used both a start-
ing and an ending backtick for the task: ‘A1‘, ‘0/1‘,
‘Help(1965).mp3‘. As of now, we do not want to break
backward compatibility, so we decided to live with this
quirk; nonetheless, we equipped bach.eval with another
escaping mechanism, the pair of single quotes: bach.eval
$l1.'pan'.'Bass Flute'. Once again, in order to avoid
breaking existing patches, we do not plan to extend this
behavior to the whole bach system.

3 Max uses double quotes only to produce symbols containing spaces
and automatically deletes them in any other case: typing “A1” in a mes-
sage box is automatically rewritten simply as A1

Figure 4. Imaginary behavior of a bell language scripting
support within bach.roll.

4. DATA FLOW

4.1 Patching or scripting?

There are several ways to modify a score: one of the sim-
plest involves dumping its parameters from some outlets,
modifying them via appropriate modules, and feeding the
result into a different editor. This is the traditional Open-
Music pipeline, which we borrowed while designing bach,
and even more so while creating the cage library. Alter-
natively, one can send direct messages to an editor, asking
for specific elements of the score to be created or modified,
with no output from the object outlets (unless explicitly re-
quested). For example, doubling the duration of one or
more notes can be done by entering the message duration

= duration * 2 after selecting the desired notes — which
can be achieved through specific messages as well. All in
all, these ‘in-place’ modifications have much more to do
with scripting than with visual programming.

The bach editors are flexible enough to allow both kinds
of interaction, to a large extent. However, for working
with lllls, a single type of interaction was possible until
recently: visual data-flow programming, i.e., combining
atomic modules to produce a complex algorithm. As a
result of Max’s very peculiar take at data-flow, this typi-
cally resulted in intricate patches with spaghetti-like con-
nections, very hard to analyze and maintain, whereas a few
lines of textual code may have achieved the same result
with greater readability.

This consideration was at the root of the development
of the bell language, a scripting language explicitly de-
signed to handle these situations, fully implemented in the
bach.eval object but also exposed in a number of other
modules as a way to define the details of their behavior. [7].

In the future, it would be important to expand the bell
language to also include an object system, so as to make
the bach editors also directly scriptable in bell, hence al-
lowing more complex interactions than the ones possible
at the current stage (Fig. 4).

5. MODULE DESIGN

5.1 How is it called?

One of the most annoying kinds of mistake we have made
has been choosing inconvenient names for some of our
modules. The worst example is probably bach.append, a
module designed to join two lllls, which is essentially what
zl.join in Max does for standard Max lists, and which is sig-
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nificantly different from how the append object behaves.
This became especially irksome when we introduced the
long needed bach.prepend module, adding an element at
the front of the incoming existing list. One would have
wished for a bach.append module mirroring such behav-
ior on the other end of the list, but that could not be the
case.

Eventually we deprecated the bach.append module and
created the more appropriate bach.join instead; neverthe-
less, for backward compatibility, we could not change the
behavior of bach.append to the desired one. We decided to
create a bach.postpend module instead: its naming is ad-
mittedly ugly, but at least its behavior is proper. A number
of other modules have undergone similar fate, with lesser
consequences.

5.2 How does it work?

Most of the modules in the bach library are designed to
deal with lllls in a wide variety of ways; they differ, how-
ever, on how they treat lists with more than one level of
depth. For instance, by default bach.rev performs the re-
versal of the list on all levels of depth, whereas bach.rot

only rotates the elements at root level. One can modify this
behavior by using the maxdepth and mindepth attributes;
however, the default behavior is uneven across all the fam-
ily of tools, which makes them rather unpredictable at a
first glance.

At times, it also happened that we chose as the default
configuration one that was relatively rare to come across;
possibly one of the most annoying examples is the fact
that bach.iter and bach.mapelem both work, by default,
across all levels of depths, while in most cases one only
needs them to operate at root level (hence they are often
employed with maxdepth attribute set to 1).

In the bell programming language we tried to make
amends for this, and all the list-processing functions and
operators only work on the root level by default. This
makes bell more consistent and predictable, but of course
adds another contradictory layer of information in that,
for example, the rev function behaves differently from the
bach.rev object.

Anyway, in a future version of bach we may add two ob-
jects performing the same operations by default only at
root level. By borrowing the naming of the functions of
bach.eval, we may call them bach.for and bach.map.

Incidentally, in bach.rot positive numbers rotate left,
which mimics what happens in OpenMusic’s rotate func-
tion — opposite to what zl.rot does. This is yet another ad-
dendum to the list of the things that should not have been
borrowed from OpenMusic.

Additionally, some of the modules accept their parameter
in their right inlet (e.g. bach.rot), whereas for others it
is an attribute (e.g. bach.slice). This is however a lesser
issue, since a future harmonization is still possible without
breaking any backward compatibility.

5.3 Where does it belong?

The development of the bach library has been far from lin-
ear; most importantly, at the beginning we had no idea
that we would eventually author cage and dada as well,

where some of the modules would have been a better fit.
In the most evident cases of misplacement, we deprecated
the old modules and moved them to the more appropri-
ate library (as is the case for cage.combinevoices, for-
merly bach.combinevoices). In other cases, the boundary
is rather blurred.

Furthermore, in cage we decided to organize a
certain number of modules into sublibraries (e.g.
cage.profile.*, handling melodic profiles, or
cage.sdif.*, handling SDIF import/export). The re-
sult is relatively clean, although verbose: if one needs to
display a SDIF file containing partial tracking information
inside a bach.roll, it is quite reasonable to invoke the
cage.sdif.ptrack.toroll module. We did not make the
same choice in bach, although perhaps we should have:
for instance, all the objects dealing with matrices could
have been named bach.mat.*.

5.4 Objects or abstractions?

The bach library is composed by both objects and ab-
stractions: objects are compiled objects written in C or
C++, whereas abstractions are Max subpatchers, contain-
ing other objects and/or abstractions. Much of our effort
has been targeted at reducing the gap between the two
kinds of modules: abstractions come with their own set
of help files and documentation, just like objects do; their
nesting is made consistent at initialization thanks to the
bach.args utility object; their outlet policy works exactly
as for any other object in bach thanks to the bach.portal

object [4, section 3.1]. However, there are still differences
between the two kinds of modules, in both performance
(abstractions are slower) and documentation (Max seems
to handle them more difficultly with respect to autocom-
pletion, documentation cross-referencing, etc.). Another
issue we have been consistently facing with abstractions
is the impossibility (unless cumbersome scripting mecha-
nisms are put in place, with their own set of drawbacks) of
adapting the number of inlets and outlets to the arguments
of the object box. This is why, for instance, cage.join
works differently from bach.join.

When we started the bach library, we decided to build
some modules as abstractions because we thought that they
could have been easier to maintain and debug; that was true
only to a certain extent: some abstractions became so com-
plex that it was easier to rewrite them from scratch as ob-
jects (bach.transcribe being a prominent example). This
could almost always be done without breaking any com-
patibility, so whenever we felt that some abstraction was
better suited to be an object, we simply coded it (there are
complex abstractions still waiting to undergo this process,
such as bach.counter).

An exception to this rule is the cage library, where con-
verting abstractions to objects was not an option: one of
the main ideas behind cage was to develop all modules
as patchers, in order to allow users to analyse and adapt
them [8]. In practice, however, this pedagogical idea re-
sulted in many modules being rather complex to debug
and reverse-engineer (such is the case, for example, for
cage.fm), quite the contrary of what we would have liked.
As explained in section 4.1, bach.eval is meant to help
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mitigating this issue.

6. CODING POLICIES

6.1 C or C++?

Writing the bach code is how we learned to code better —
which means that, unfortunately for whoever might decide
to read it, the older a portion of code is, the more confused
it is likely to be, with comments and naming conventions
being rather volatile and actual bad coding practices all
around. Given the scope of the work (the line count on
the bach sources is currently well above 300k), this makes
the code sometimes difficult to navigate, especially for the
most complex portions of the library, such as the modules
dealing with the treatment of musical notation.

In addition, we started to code following and expanding
the Max C API, with as little C++ code as possible. Sim-
ply put, that was the way we were used to work, and it
seemed as clean and as elegant as it could get. In retro-
spect, having relied on C++ more heavily, and especially
on syntactical features such as operator overloading and
template metaprogramming, would have produced much
simpler and more mantainable code. Some portions of the
library, such as the rational number interface, have already
been ported to C++ for convenience; others have not, al-
though they would definitely benefit from it, like the llll
interface. On the other hand, making a C++ class at least
for ubiquitous structures such as the llll, with all the nice
cleanup that could come with it, would require a major
rewrite of a large part of the codebase, so this is very un-
likely to happen in the foreseeable future.

6.2 Dedicated structures or lllls?

Although in the bach ecosystem modules communicate
data in the form of lllls, complex objects, such as
bach.roll or bach.score have their own internal, dedi-
cated representation of the data they contain in the form of
C structures tailored for the task. This produces a small
overhead (lllls must be parsed and deparsed), but it simpli-
fies greatly any subsequent operation on data, in terms of
both clarity and of CPU time.

There are however some other complex modules in which
we chose to rely solely on lllls to carry the internal state,
and we reckon that this was a poor decision. Possibly the
worst module, in this respect, is bach.quantize, which is
currently quite hard to maintain and debug due to the lack
of dedicated structures for the task.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Since we usually learn more from failure than from suc-
cess, we believe it was important to detail in this paper a
list of obstacles we have been facing in bach due to some
poor decision taken in the past. We have presented in this
paper our choices from a developer’s point of view. This
is a personal feedback on the project: performing a gen-
eral survey of what the bach user base considers the major
problems of the system would definitely be an interesting
subject for further research, and would lead to a completely

different paper, much more concerned with the outcomes
of design choices, rather than their motivations.

Every complex project is bound to have some sort of fun-
damental issues; this article is about our mistakes in creat-
ing bach as much as our effort to overcome them. Some-
times, we were able to solve the issues in what we still
think are elegant and novel ways (such has been the case
with pitches); sometimes, the need to preserve backward
compatibility directed us towards more inelegant, although
still effective, solutions (such was the case with escaping);
other times we have not solved the issue altogether (such
was the case with infinite precision arithmetics).

All this being said, the fact that, with all its flaws, bach
has been adopted by thousands of persons makes us think
that a limited tool is better than no tool anyway, and en-
courages us to improve what can be improved without pur-
suing the impossible feat of perfection. If everything goes
well, we shall spend the next ten years trying again, fail-
ing again and, hopefully, failing better, and our cahier de
doléances will be much longer in 2030.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses recent uses of bach automated com-
poser’s helper), a Max library for algorithmic composition. 
In the context of the author’s own works, audiovisual musi-
cal scores are (pre)-composed in bach (bach.score). In per-
formance, the scores are sent to performers and synchro-
nised to a shared common clock, in local networked music 
performances (npm), with the help of the SmartVox score 
distribution system. The 0.8.1 version of bach presents 
two major improvements which will articulate the struc-
ture of this article: on the lower level, bach now exposes an 
expr-like small language (bell: bach evaluation language 
for lllls), which greatly simplifies algorithmic processes in 
Max. The case study of an algorithm for automatic cue-
ing system for singers will be given as exemple. On the 
higher level, bach.roll now supports dynamics, thus reveal-
ing promising user-friendly playback possibilities, exem-
plified here with Ableton and the ConTimbre library.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Technology for Notation and Representation

The present research situates itself within the realm of “Tech-
nologies for Notation and Representation (TENOR)”, which 
emerged in France around 2014 under the initiative of Do-
minique Fober (GRAME-CNCM). The first conference of 
the same name took place at IRCAM in 2015, and enjoys 
ever since a growing community of researchers, develop-
ers, scholars, and composers. Amongst the latter (com-
posers), the “slow but steady shift away from textualiza-
tion in digital media” [1] inspires very diverse avenues 
of research, encompassing live generated scores [2] and 
their link to “comprovisation” [3] [4], realtime notation/al-
gorithmic composition [5] [6], animated notation [7] [8], 
audio-scores [9] [10], augmented reality notation [11] [12] 
and distributed notation [13], to name a few.

1.2 Distributed Notation with SmartVox

Smartvox is web application dedicated to score distribu-
tion. Amongst the aforementioned categories, SmartVox 
best situates itself under the categories of audio-scores [14],
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distributed notation [15], and more recently augmented re-
ality notation [16]. Obtaining best results with choirs (with
or without instruments), it consists in distributing audiovi-
sual mp4 scores (i.e. pre-composed audio and animated
notation), and synchronising them to a shared common
clock, through the browser of the singer’s own Smartphones.
Developed by Benjamin Matuszewski and the author at IR-
CAM in 2015, in the SoundWorks framework [17], SmartVox
is based on a node.js server communicating with clients
(smartphones) through the WebSocket protocol. The great
majority of the scores sent and synchronised by SmartVox
are composed by the author in the bach environment. Whilst
bach is perhaps more often used for live-generated scores
than for more traditional algorithmic composition, such
live or ephemeral scores [18] have nevertheless endured
criticism, which encourages the author to carry on writing
fixed scores (i.e. the same score each time, although ani-
mated).

1.3 Algorithmic composition with bach

bach [19] is a library of external objects for real-time CAC
(Computer-Aided Composition) and musical notation in
Max. Providing Max with a large set of tools for the ma-
nipulation of musical scores, it has later been expanded
with the higher-level Cage [20] and Dada [21] libraries.
bach inherits from softwares such as Open Music or PWGL
a lisp-like organisation of data, albeit with its own syntax
called lllls (Lisp-Like Linked Lists). The latest version of
bach (version 0.8.1 released in 2019) exposes the bell lan-
guage [22] [23], conceived specifically for llll (lists) ma-
nipulation.

2. BACH EVALUATION LANGUAGE FOR LLLL-
AN OVERVIEW OF THE BELL LANGUAGE

2.1 General presentation

The bell language in bach arose from an observation that
the Max patching environment can be cumbersome when
formalising algorithmic compositional processes: “It has
been clear since the beginning of bach that non trivial tasks
- in algorithmic composition - require the implementation
of potentially complex algorithms and processes, some-
thing that the graphical, data-flow programming paradigm
of Max [...], is notoriously not well-suited to.” [22].

Indeed, while the Max GUI can be extremely intuitive
and efficient for many DSP processes, its data-flow paradigm
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can make list (llll) formatting inefficient. As will be ex-
emplified with the help of Fig.1, 2 and 3, bach.eval now
allows for a single line of code to centralize list format-
ting, which would have formerly required dozens of ob-
jects, themselves most often bringing priority issues.

2.2 Writing notes and playing them

In some cases, composing with bach essentially comes down
to formatting “addchord” messages (i.e. adding note on the
score) containing all necessary information about where/how
each note should be inscribed and displayed, and what Max
should do when retrieving that information later during
playback. Lisp inherited lllls (lisp-like linked lists) can be
represented as trees (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. A tree representation of the following list: “add-
chord 2 [ 1000 [ 6000 4641 127 [ slots [ speed 24 ] [ seek
1954 ] [ respect 109 ] [ file be.aif] [ size 12 ] [ volume 1. ]
] ] ]”

Before the existence of the bell language (mainly exposed
in Max with the bach.eval object, the formatting of such
list messages typically required the user to build that tree
“from the ground up” (see Fig. 2, reading the patch from
top to bottom, and Fig.1 from bottom to the top). The pro-
cess implied for instance: 1/ appending together all slot
content 2/ wrapping it together (adding a level of paren-
thesis) 3/ appending pitch, duration, and velocity 4/ wrap
again 5/ prepend onset 6/wrap again 7/ prepend addchord
and voicenumber....

Figure 2. The object bach.wrap add a level of parenthesis
around a list. Bach.append appends lists together. Format-
ting complex lists in this way was cumbersome and error-
prone.

Such a process was often prompt to error, and now gives
evidence of the fact that a single bach.eval expression makes
the process much easier and versatile (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. The bell language (mainly exposed through the
bach.eval object) was conceived for lisp-inherited lisp-like
structured messages. $x1, $x2. . . correspond to the differ-
ent inlets of the object. bach.eval makes the construction of
lisp-inherited parenthesis structures much easier than with
the data-flow bach.wrap system.

The implementation of variables in the bell language con-
stitutes another major improvement of bach. The ability to
name variables in Max in this way (such as ONSET, or
DUREE, as in the loop expressed in Fig. 4) helps again
centralising information within simple expressions, which
the message-driven send-receive Max functionality would
have made cumbersome.

Figure 4. A loop calculates the onset of each syllable of a
vocal line according to a starting onset (the variable “ON-
SET”), a given duration/tempo (“DUREE”), and prosodic
accentuation (2 1 1 2 1 for long short short long short - 0
is used for initialisation).

2.3 Use cases in compositions for voices

According to the performer’s feedback, and in comparison
with the author’s previous artistic output and experience
with composing in bach (since 2015), the use of algorith-
mic processes (such as the ones exposed below) demon-
strated much better results than “hand-made” former meth-
ods. Although in germ in Common Ground 1 (Fig. 5), a
more systematic approach to algorithmic polyphony gen-
eration was used in a Deliciae 2 (Fig. 6), while discovering
the new bell language.

Most polyphonic passages in Deliciae were generated in-
side a poly˜ in Max, with each instance (i.e. each voice)
receiving the same types of information (i.e. text, prosody,
melodic contour and harmonic material) but only differing
by vocal range (sopranos for instance cannot sing below
middle C and so forth). Contrast in Renaissance polyphony
often consist in alternation between homophonic passages
and contrapuntal ones. Contrast therefore mainly consisted
in opposing textures in which singers articulate and move
from one pitch to the next at the same time (homophonic)
or not (contrapuntal). This consideration highly influenced
the parameters chosen at the foreground of the “composer’s
interface” 3 . ONSET is in milliseconds and correspond to

1 Video of the performance: https://youtu.be/ZrLgbBw4xfU
2 Video of Sevilla’s performance: https://youtu.be/zxnznD0Gzo0
3 See parameters tweaks on the right hand side for demonstration here:

https://youtu.be/OKkiySEagm0
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Figure 5. Common Ground. Photography: Simon Strong.

the position in the timeline where the generation is hap-
pening: as exemplified in the video 747618 ms correspond
to 12’28”. The term DUREE (French for duration) rep-
resents the duration of notes: the tempo speeds up when
durations diminished. RANDUR sets the degree of ran-
domness in durations, RANDOMONSET sets the degree
of randomness in the onset of the first note of the phrase,
DECAL sets the duration of delay between voices, pos-
itive value goes from low register to high, negative val-
ues from high (sopranos) to low (basses). STAGGER, fi-
nally, imitates a behaviour typical of the renaissance where
two groups of voices are staggered or delayed by a given
value. When the variables RANDUR, RANDOMONSET,
DECAL, and STAGGER are set to 0, the algorithm gener-
ates a homophony. If only RANDUR increases, voices will
start at the same time, but their duration will differ between
each other. If only RANDOMONSET increases, they will
all have the same duration but start at different times. If
only DECAL increase, voice will enter at regular intervals
from the bottom-up (and inversely if DECAL is negative).

Figure 6. Deliciae (Madrid version). Photograpy: Enrique
Muñoz

2.3.1 Automatic cueing system

Since the beginning of SmartVox (see [24]), cueing the
singers with what comes next appeared one of the main
advantages of the system.

To identify appropriate moments for page turns and in or-

Figure 7. The script above adds markers only when two
notes are separated by more than 600ms.

Figure 8. The first note (with lyrics “dia”) has a duration
that lasts until the beginning of the following note, (with
lyrics “blo”). The distance between the two (ECART1,
highlighted in yellow) is almost null.

der to cue the singers accordingly, the first step consisted
in identifying the start and end of each phrase (see Fig. 7):
with iterations on each note of the score two by two, we
evaluate if the distance between two notes is superior to
600 ms or not. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate how the de-
cision is taken: in the first case it isn’t (see Fig. 8, the
two notes are close to one another) and nothing happens.
On the following iteration however, the gap between two
notes is wider than 600ms (see Fig. 9), so the messages
“addmarker fin” and “addmarker debut” are sent to the end
of the phrase and to the beginning of the next phrase re-
spectively, resulting in adding green marker named debut
and fin at the beginning and the end of the phrase respec-
tively (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).

When a performer has nothing to sing, this precious time
is systematically used in the score to provide cues feeding
the perfomer’s headphone with what is coming next: using
the markers previously generated to retrieve their onsets,
if the pause is longer than the phrase to sing, (i.e. if the
DURANTICIP is greater than DUR (see Fig. 10, and the
“then” stance of the “if” statement in the code displayed in
Fig. 12), then the cue will need to start at the onset corre-
sponding to the difference between entrance of the singer
(START) and the end of his phrase (END), with a 300ms
break between the two. If on the other hand, the pause is
shorter than the phrase to sing (see Fig. 11, and the “else”
stance of the if statement in the code displayed in Fig. 12),

Figure 9. The two notes (with lyrics “blo” and “ho” re-
spectively) are separated by a silence longer than 600 ms
(ECART1 lasts a bit more than two seconds), therefore two
markers are generated.
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then the cue needs to start as soon as possible, i.e. as soon
as the singers has finished the previous phrase (PREV):

Figure 10. When the pause is long (or very long....) the cue
needs to be provided as late as possible i.e. just before the
singer’s entrance. The corresponding onset value is 0’46”
because START*2 - END = 48,5*2 - 51 = 46

Figure 11. When the pause is short, the cue needs to be
provided as soon as possible i.e. just after the previous
singer’s phrase (see the PREV variable).

Figure 12. Coding example in bell

Finally, the ’end’ markers (the ones named ’fin’, as in Fig.
8 at 0’16”200”’) are used for score display: the domain
to be displayed on the playing staff and on the preview
staff of the bach.roll(i.e. the staff-line that is coming next,
as for page turns). Fig. 13 shows a coding example for
formatting messages aimed at displaying the right portion
of the score at the right time on both staves.

Each time the cursor hits one of these markers, the do-
main display of both ’playing’ and ’preview’ staves are
updated, provoking at the same time an alternation up and
down between the position of those staves, so that the pas-
sive (or ’preview’) roll looks like an anticipation of the ac-
tive (or ’playing’) one, resulting on a 2-staves display with
constant preview. 4

4 See for instance the tenor part: https://youtu.be/NLpI OpFcTs

Figure 13. Message formatting for maker generation in
bell.

3. DYNAMICS IN BACH 0.8.1, IN SEARCH FOR
PLAUSIBLE INSTRUMENTAL WRITING

MOCKUPS

It is often a danger for a composer to write only what he
can hear on his computer, rather than from his imagina-
tion directly. First he will limit his palette to what his vir-
tual instruments can do, but also these instruments will al-
ways draw his attention to how they sound best, rather than
how the instrument they are emulating would sound. How-
ever, the simulations of a sample library like ConTimbre
5 slightly undermine this statement because of the infinity
of timbre combinations it makes available to composers to-
day. Taking advantage of bach 0.8.1 dynamics support, the
following proposes an overview of some mockup strate-
gies for instrumental writing, showing how bach may be
particularly handy in the context of musique mixte (instru-
mental/vocal music with electronics), notably thanks the
control of Ableton Live and/or ConTimbre.

3.1 bach-Ableton

The bach.roll object displays notation in proportional time
(as opposed to bach.score in mensural notation), and out-
puts notifications of its playback status in real-time. These
notifications can be interpreted in Max For Live in order to
synchronize the notation for human players in bach with
the electronic tape in Ableton Live. Figure 14 shows how
Ableton’s playback controls can be accessed through the
live-set path of the live object model (LOM), which makes
constant back and forth playbacks possible between com-
position of the vocal/instrumental lines in the score and
electronic tape (fixed media) in Ableton, during the com-
positional process. Here bach (“master”) sends playback
notifications to Ableton (“slave”) though the live.object.

Figure 14. Max For Live device syncing bach and Ableton.

3.2 Controlling VSTs in Ableton via bach: the
drawbacks of MIDI

We’ll examine here the case where bach (the fullscore) is
used within Max-for-live to control synthesisers or VSTs.

5 https://www.ConTimbre.com/en/
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One way to do this consists in hosting the score in one track
(e.g. the master track), and adding one track per instru-
ment e.g. violin on track 1, cello track 2...). Max-for-live
devices can send messages to each other (but not signal),
so the full-score track can send control data to various in-
struments (interpreted as MIDI by VSTs).

Numerous strategies can be used in bach to map symbolic
data to dynamic change. The most common way will con-
sist in using a function stored as slot 6 content, for instance
dB function of time (see Fig. 15), to be retrieved during
playback with the help of bach.slot2curve, thus mimicking
the behaviour of automation lines in a DAW.

Figure 15. bach.slot2curve allows for automation curve
retrieval.

Very similar results can be achieved by mapping the thick-
ness or opacity of the duration line of the note to dynamic
change, using this time bach.dl2curve. In this case the vol-
ume of the sound increases if the duration line gets thicker
over time. Whilst the MIDI control data of the instrument
(noteon pitch velocity noteoff...) is sent to the entry of
the VST, such automation-like gain/volume control must
be placed at its output. Some difficulties then emerge with
this approach to MIDI-to-VST-instrument communication:

- MIDI velocity and volume/automation data tend to con-
tradict each other (e.g. what is the velocity of a crescendo
dal niente?)

- crescendos and diminuendo merely multiply the sig-
nal’s value without changing its spectral content (Risset
famously evidenced the correlation between loudness and
brightness in his trumpet study [25])

- pitch-wise, MIDI communication needs to rely on pitch
bend, which is relatively easy when dealing with finite val-
ues such as semi/quarter or eighth of tones. Pitch bend can
however be more error prone than straightforward MIDI-
cent communication (supported by contimbre through OSC
communication) when dealing with non-approximated pitch
value (e.g. making sure that 59.99 sounds “C” etc...).

3.3 bach Controlling ConTimbre via OSC

ConTimbre is a large database of orchestral sounds (87000
samples, 4000 playing techniques). Its use in conjunction
with bach promisses being of interest for plausible mock-
ups using instrumental extended technique, with clear pos-
sibilities in the realm of algorithmic composition. Consid-
ering one instrument (e.g. flute), each playing technique
can be considered in bach as a list of slot information de-
scribing note-head, articulation, textual information to dis-
play on the score, and control data assigning that note to a
specific playing technique of the ConTimbre library. The

6 The concept of slot in bach consists in attaching various kinds of
metadata to a single note.

lisp-inherited data structure of bach allows to represent all
this information as a tree. 7

The OSC syntax of ConTimbre also allows for precise
control over dynamic change. Dynamic changes will there-
fore simulate true crescendi or diminuendi by sample inter-
polation. In a trumpet crescendo for instance, the timbre
or harmonic content of the sound will transform over time,
from low to high regions of the spectrum. To do so di-
rectly from notation information retrieval, the dynamic of
the note is treated differently whether it is stable (i.e. if the
dynamics list contains only one symbol e.g. f as “forte”),
or if it changes over time (e.g. if the dynamics list contains
3 symbols e.g. o <fff as “crescendo dal niente a fff”). The
figure below routes dynamic information accordingly.

Figure 16. Dynamic information is routed according to the
length of its list: “fff >o” contains 3 symbols.

If the dynamic information contains 3 symbols, it will
send to ConTimbre a noteon message with its initial dy-
namic, followed by a “dynamic” message containing the
duration of the note and the target value.

Figure 17. The message ’dynamic “from max 1” 8400. 1
2742’ demands ConTimbre to reach velocity 1 in 2742ms”

3.4 bach, dada and attempts at using AI-inspired
techniques

A playback engine such as the one described above (bach-
contimbre could lead to interesting research in timbre com-
bination and computer-aided composition, using techniques
borrowed from AI in particular. Attempts are currently un-
dertaken at classifying data with the help of the dada [21]
library. 8

4. CONCLUSIONS

Recent improvements of the bach library for Max open
promising perspectives in the realm of algorithmic com-
position, with the implementation of the bell language in

7 See https://youtu.be/cAtcMUKbQbs for demonstration.
8 See for demonstration : https://youtu.be/UxaEuKtXb8 and

https://youtu.be/ByeIyRLnX-w.
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particular. The seemingly anecdotal support of dynamics
offers musical and intuitive playback control possibilities,
and re-inforcing the link between historically-inherited mu-
sical notation and forward-looking algorithmic processes,
which make bach an invaluable tool for composers today.
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ABSTRACT

We present WebAudioXML as a suggested candidate for 
establishing a standard for describing Web Audio config-
urations. The aim is to lower the barrier for artistic cre-
ators for working within web audio applications as well as 
providing a modular system that can integrate into larger 
applications. WebAudioXML provides means for mak-
ing interactive music without having to learn a program-
ming language like JavaScript and consists of an XML 
syntax specification and a parser. The framework has been 
developed with and tested by audio experts and lecturers 
from music production and Sound and Music Computing. 
Workshop participants report that WebAudioXML has po-
tential in keeping focus on the creative process instead of 
web development. We argue that an XML standard for 
Web Audio configurations would be beneficial for modular 
and collaborative development and therefore recommend a 
wider discussion on the topic. With the discussion we aim 
to promote the artistic in the making of interactive audio 
applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are several platforms available for composers and 
producers who want to make music for digital interactive 
environments. In addition to native formats, open web 
standards have recently become an increasingly interest-
ing platform for this purpose, supporting a wide range of 
clients including ordinary smartphones. Composers and 
producers that have interest in producing music within this 
context may experience that web technologies and map-
ping user interactions to audio can be too big of an obsta-
cle, and this project therefore seeks to bridge this gap with 
a framework that does not require any programming. We 
are proposing and evaluating such a framework for making 
web-based audio applications using XML only. Compared 
to other related frameworks, it has a simpler syntax and in-
troduces a hierarchical structure that makes it easy to map 
user actions to audio parameters. This hopefully leads to 
shifting focus from the technological to the artistic in the 
making of interactive audio applications.
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1.1 HTML5 and Web Audio API

With HTML5, video and audio became a native part of
the standard web technology. Initially only supporting the
simple <Audio> element for buffering and playing audio
files, the Web Audio API (application programming inter-
face) was later added to support dynamic and interactive
implementation of audio. Since 2018, Web Audio API has
been a “W3C Candidate Recommendation” [1], and web
pages can now host advanced audio applications without
any need for compilations or installations. Web Audio API
offers advanced audio processing in all major browsers on
desktop as well as mobile devices and lets the developer
control deep aspects of audio signal processing using ordi-
nary JavaScript.

The introduction of Web Audio API has resulted in aca-
demic activities, 1 many online demo examples, 2 com-
mercial tools built for learning, 3 and production of mu-
sic. 4 While there apparently exist great examples, and
although the technology and standard is in active develop-
ment, we argue that there still is a great potential for new
use cases to be explored and new groups of audio designers
to discover the possibilities and benefits of Web Audio.

1.2 Challenges and aims

Through experience of teaching interactive music produc-
tion at the Royal College of Music (KMH) in Stockholm,
we have identified a population of students who have a
deep understanding of music and audio production but lit-
tle or no programming experience. For this group, pro-
gramming the audio signal routing and mapping variables
to audio parameters have a relatively steep learning curve
which often have lead to less interest and students dropping
artistic ambitions in their interactive music projects [2].
We have also noticed that this student group generally finds
HTML syntax easier to understand than JavaScript. This
led us to develop a framework that uses a declarative ap-
proach and to use XML rather than JSON to represent Web
Audio nodes. We have no reason to believe that the find-
ings about our particular student group are unique, and we
even assume that the approach can aid web audio applica-
tion development in general for as well pedagogical, artis-
tic as commercial purposes.

We therefore propose a new standard called
WebAudioXML that aims at lowering the barrier for

1 e.g., the Web Audio Conference, https://webaudioconf.com
2 e.g., https://github.com/mdn/webaudio-examples
3 e.g. Music First, https://www.musicfirst.com
4 e.g. Soundtrap, https://www.soundtrap.com
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artistic creators to enter into web audio application devel-
opment as well as offering a modular approach to integrate
audio objects into larger applications. WebAudioXML
also contributes to the Sound and Music Computing and
NIME communities with tools for rapid prototyping,
online demos and teaching audio and interaction. We
argue that an XML standard for describing Web Audio
configurations would be beneficial and contribute to the
Web Audio Conference community with WebAudioXML
being one candidate for such a standard. With this paper,
we also wish to initiate a wider discussion about the topic.

2. A MINIMAL WORKING EXAMPLE

To give an understanding of what WebAudioXML offers,
we present a minimal working example of an interactive
audio application built with three different environments:
WebAudioXML, JavaScript, and, to compare with a stan-
dard environment for audio programming, also with Pure
Data (http://pure-data.info). The application consists of
an oscillator with a sawtooth waveform playing through
a low-pass filter connected via a gain to the audio output.
MouseDown events play the sound and MouseUp events
mute the sound. Moving the cursor along the X-axis con-
trols the frequency of the oscillator and moving it along the
Y-axis controls the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter
(both directly mapped to cursor pixel-position).

2.1 WebAudioXML code

The audio nodes are declared using XML elements inside
a <Chain> element which makes them automatically con-
nected in a chain. In Web Audio, the low-pass filter is
included in a biquad filter function. The mapping between
mouse interactions and a particular parameter is done using
the ‘follow’ attribute.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Audio version="1.0">
<Chain>

<OscillatorNode type="sawtooth">
<frequency follow="clientX"></frequency>

</OscillatorNode>

<BiquadFilterNode>
<frequency follow="clientY"></frequency>

</BiquadFilterNode>

<GainNode>
<gain follow="mousedown"></gain>

</GainNode>

</Chain>
</Audio>

2.2 JavaScript code

The JavaScript code is the conventional way of building an
application with Web Audio. It includes initializing an Au-
dioContext, creating the audio nodes, connecting them to
each other, to add eventListeners to the mousemove event,
and finally to map the clientX and clientY variables to the
desired audio parameters.
// setup the audio nodes
var ctx = new AudioContext();
var oscNode = ctx.createOscillator();
oscNode.type = "sawtooth";

var gainNode = ctx.createGain();
gainNode.gain.value = 0;
var filterNode = ctx.createBiquadFilter();

oscNode.connect(gainNode);
gainNode.connect(filterNode);
filterNode.connect(ctx.destination);
oscNode.start();

// map mouse events to audio parameters
document.addEventListener("mouseup", e => {
gainNode.gain
.setTargetAtTime(0, ctx.currentTime, 0);

});

document.addEventListener("mousemove", e => {
oscNode.frequency
.setTargetAtTime(e.clientX, ctx.currentTime, 0);

filterNode.frequency
.setTargetAtTime(e.clientY, ctx.currentTime, 0);

});

2.3 Pure Data code

We include a Pure Data (Pd) example for comparison. Pd
patches are programmed using graphical elements:

Readable code is generated from the patches:

#N canvas 0 23 450 300 10;
#X msg 121 90 poll;
#X obj 121 111 cyclone/mousestate;
#X obj 147 133 sig˜;
#X obj 147 155 phasor˜;
#X obj 147 177 lop˜;
#X obj 121 201 *˜;
#X obj 121 223 dac˜;
#X connect 0 0 1 0;
#X connect 1 0 5 0;
#X connect 1 1 2 0;
#X connect 1 2 4 1;
#X connect 2 0 3 0;
#X connect 3 0 4 0;
#X connect 4 0 5 1;
#X connect 5 0 6 0;
#X connect 5 0 6 1;

Mouse events cannot be captured without a so-called ex-
ternal library, and in the example we use the cyclone li-
brary. Unlike the WebAudioXML and JavaScript exam-
ples, this code cannot be run in a browser.

3. RELATED WORK

There are several technologies and projects aiming to
solve similar challenges and cater to similar needs as
we do with WebAudioXML. In the following section
we describe some of these and make comparisons with
WebAudioXML.
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3.1 MusicXML

MusicXML was released 2004 and serves as a standard
file format for sheet music [3]. It provides a way of shar-
ing music scores between different notation software. Like
MusicXML, WebAudioXML provides a standard format
but it differs in that it does not at all describe musical struc-
ture. Instead, it defines how the audio signals are routed.
The two formats can practically complement each other
and make it possible to build a web application rendering
the notes specified in a MusicXML file through an audio
setup specified in a WebAudioXML-file, which includes
for instance virtual instruments, mixers and effects.

3.2 Tone.js

Tone.js [4] is a JavaScript frameworks aimed to simplify
the development of audio applications. It adds high level
functions and objects to create a Web Audio configura-
tion and comes with a library of effects like chorus, reverb
and visualizers. WebAudioXML, on the contrary, does not
contain any effects but rather encourages active commu-
nity participation to build objects that easily interconnect
using a standardized XML syntax.

3.3 Web Audio Modules (WAM)

Web Audio Modules (WAM) is an API that enables vir-
tual instruments and effects processors (similar to those in
Digital Audio Workstations) to integrate into web pages
using Web Audio API [5]. WAM uses a single Web Audio
node to integrate audio algorithm development made with
JavaScript or cross-compiled C/C++. One aim is to stan-
dardize the integration of high performance audio plug-ins,
while WebAudioXML only builds on top of Web Audio
API and rather standardizes the configuration of the audio
nodes using XML. WebAudioXML can therefore poten-
tially describe a configuration that includes a WAM plug-
in.

3.4 Web Audio Plug-in (WAP)

Web Audio Plug-in (WAP) is a proposal for an open Web
Audio plug-in standard [6]. It aims at standardizing the in-
tegration of audio effects and instruments into web-based
host applications. It supports WAM and FAUST [7] plug-
ins as well as JavaScript plug-ins made of multiple Au-
dioNodes using Web Audio API. WebAudioXML aims at
solving similar challenges as WAP but uses XML syntax
rather than JavaScript. Potentially, WebAudioXML can be
used both as a way of building JavaScript-based plug-ins
for WAP and as a format for describing configurations that
include WAP objects.

3.5 WebAudio frameworks not maintained

There are several WebAudio related frameworks that are
no longer maintained. One is WAAX [8] which adds
JavaScript objects in a similar way to tone.js. Another one
is Audio Tags [9] - a Mozilla Hacks experiment from 2014
offering reusable audio blocks built with HTML Custom
Elements to give developers an easy way to experiment

with Web Audio. Audio Tags aimed at solving similar
challenges as WebAudioXML faces, but solved them from
a graphical interface perspective while WebAudioXML fo-
cuses on the audio configuration.

3.6 Other systems

Some of the most common programming environments
within the SMC field are CSound, Max/MSP, Pure Data
and Supercollider. None of these were initially intended
to be used for web applications as they were developed
long before web browsers were capable of music program-
ming [10]. In recent years there have been made several at-
tempts to integrate these environments in browsers, such as
Flocking [11], WebPd [12], Gibberish/Interface [13], and
PNaCl [14].

Serving as an example, Pure Data was developed
over 25 years ago to allow realtime collaboration us-
ing network protocols and on different platforms [15].
While it is relatively straightforward to use Pd patches
in mobile applications using the libpd library [16],
including external objects like mousestate complicates
development, and using Pure Data from web pages
is still a work in progress (mainly through WebPd,
(https://github.com/sebpiq/WebPd/issues/113). WebPd
uses AudioWorklet to integrate into the Web Audio en-
vironment and it could potentially be possible to use
WebAudioXML to define an audio node tree where one
node is holding a Pd patch.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the process of designing and
evaluating WebAudioXML. It also contains basic
code examples to present the syntax and to illus-
trate how to use WebAudioXML. There are more
examples using complex configurations available at
https://github.com/hanslindetorp/WebAudioXML.

4.1 Design process

The first ideas behind WebAudioXML was shaped along-
side an interactive music project with students at KMH
(such student contribution is an attested approach in our
research [17]). The students created visual content with
HTML and implemented audio loops with iMusic [18] to
make them respond to user interactions. We noticed that
the XML API in iMusic seemed to support their artistic vi-
sions better than the JavaScript API used in earlier projects.
This encouraged us to implement an XML language for
controlling the audio routing as well. The design objective
was to specify an XML syntax that would make adding in-
teractive audio components in a web page similar to adding
visual content using HTML. After early tests in the student
project, the code was separated from iMusic and recon-
structed as a first prototype of WebAudioXML.

4.1.1 Feedback session 1

This prototype was tested in a workshop with seven ex-
perts from the Sound and Music Computing group at KTH
Royal Institute of Technology. The workshop included a
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presentation, exercises using WebAudioXML with Code-
Pen (https://codepen.io/collection/DjaYkE), and a group
discussion. The participants are experienced in audio pro-
cessing using tools like Max/MSP, Pure Data, SuperCol-
lider and various Digital Audio Workstations but none of
them had earlier experience of working with Web Audio
API.

The discussion was recorded and transcribed to collect
the participants aspects of using the framework and sug-
gestions for further development. The most important as-
pects from the discussion were that the system requires a
clear and flexible routing system supporting object-based
mixing, a modular way of structuring the audio node tree
into multiple, reusable files, and the advantages of being
able to evaluate any block of the code separately. The
group also pointed out the great potential the system has
for teaching audio signal processing, but also that the
metaphor used requires an understanding of audio produc-
tion concepts like mixers, channels and synthesizers.

4.1.2 Feedback session 2

After the workshop, some of the suggested features were
implemented, and WebAudioXML was moved from proto-
type state to beta version. At this stage the framework was
presented and discussed by three lecturers teaching music
production and electroacoustic music at KMH. Their pri-
mary tools for making music are Logic ProX, Max/MSP
and SuperCollider. The interviews were recorded and tran-
scribed to collect emerging issues and perspectives.

The informants were overall very positive about the con-
cept, the syntax and the possibilities Web Audio offers
for mainly pedagogical use but also artistic work. They
pointed out the benefits of a web-based system for dis-
tributing interactive learning objects needless of any soft-
ware installations and the fact that everyone has got the
physical hardware needed right in their pockets.

Compared to the syntax in SuperCollider the semantic
and clear structure of XML was appreciated even if it was
also imagined that the code could become large and dif-
ficult to overview for a complex configuration. The infor-
mants thought the modular structure with separate files was
a good solution to the problem and pointed out the possibil-
ity to integrate patches from Pd and other tools using the
AudioWorkletNode possibly being a key feature to reach
the electroacoustic music community with the technology.
All participants were a bit reluctant to view Web Audio as
a professional alternative—partly because the music com-
munity is driven by its own standard tools that reinforce
themselves but also because the lack of professional tools
for debugging audio and for performance control. That
said, they suggested WebAudioXML to be presented with
powerful and complex interactive demos that triumphs in
accessibility, compatibility and delivery aspects.

4.1.3 Feature requests

The lecturer teaching music production mainly focused on
synthesizer-related questions asking for a syntax that con-
forms to synthesizer programming style. This would im-
ply using milliseconds and percent as units for envelopes,

and possibilities to connect MIDI velocity to control any
aspects of a sound. Another feature request was modu-
lated pulse width for the square wave oscillator to mimic
the behaviour of many analogue synthesizers. A sugges-
tion from one of the lecturers of electroacoustic music was
support for multi-touch events that connects different fin-
gers to different audio parameters.

All discussions also devoted time to reflect on the re-
lationship between code and a visual interface. It ap-
peared that the participants found it hard to code au-
dio without a visual representation. WebAudioXML is
not aimed at designing a graphical user interface, so
controllers like sliders and knobs should arguably not
be a part of the specification. But for developing pur-
poses, the attribute ‘controls’ was added for the topmost
<Audio> element. By setting it to ‘true’, standard <input
type="range"> HTML elements are generated for all
parameters in the configuration. For building nice look-
ing interfaces though, it’s better to use frameworks like
Web audio controls (https://github.com/g200kg/webaudio-
controls) and connect the ‘change’-events to control vari-
ables in WebAudioXML.

4.2 Description

The specification for WebAudioXML defines how to
structure Audio objects in a hierarchical, modular way
using XML. For integration in a web-based applica-
tion, it requires WebAudioXML.js, a JavaScript li-
brary that parses the XML and creates and con-
nects all Web Audio nodes into a tree-like struc-
ture, called an Audio Graph. The code is open
source and freely available for download from GitHub
(https://github.com/hanslindetorp/WebAudioXML). XML
is normally case sensitive but for compatibility reasons
WebAudioXML is not. The style used in the following ex-
amples conforms to the conventions used in the Web Audio
API reference.

4.2.1 Adding WebAudioXML to a web page

WebAudioXML is added to a web page using one line of
HTML-code added to the <head> element or at the end of
the body. The ‘data-source’ attribute specifies the path to a
WebAudioXML document.
<script
src="WebAudioXML.js" data-source="audio.xml">

</script>

The ‘data-source’ can be a relative path or an address
pointing to a remote file. It is also possible to point to an
embedded XML element within the HTML-file using the
‘id’ attribute as an identifier.

4.2.2 XML structure

The following shows the simplest configuration using only
one OscillatorNode connected to the Web Audio destina-
tion:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Audio version="1.0">
<OscillatorNode></OscillatorNode>

</Audio>
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The structure of the XML-data follows some basic rules.
The root element is named <Audio> and the other el-
ements can be either a valid Web Audio node, a Web
Audio parameter or one of the following custom ele-
ments: <Mixer>, <Chain>, <Synth>, <Voice>, <Send>
or <Envelope>. The following section describes the dif-
ferent elements in more detail.

4.2.3 Native Web Audio nodes and parameters

Any valid Web Audio node can potentially be speci-
fied using WebAudioXML. The name structure follows
the Web Audio API specification. Currently, the fol-
lowing nodes are implemented and tested: AudioBuffer-
SourceNode, MediaStreamAudioSourceNode, BiquadFil-
terNode, ConvolverNode, DelayNode, DynamicsCom-
pressorNode, GainNode, OscillatorNode, StereoPannerN-
ode, and WaveShaperNode. Any valid Web Audio param-
eters can be set using attributes. The following example
shows an oscillator node with type set to ‘sawtooth’ and
frequency set to 880 Hz.
<OscillatorNode
type="sawtooth"
frequency="880">

</OscillatorNode>

To extend the Oscillator type beyond the standard
waveforms of sine, triangle, sawtooth and square, it
can also be set to an external JSON file contain-
ing PeriodicWave data. Example files are avail-
able at https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/web-audio-
samples/tree/gh-pages/samples/audio/wave-tables.

4.2.4 Events and variables

All audio parameters can dynamically be linked to any
variable in the host application using an attribute called
‘follow’. WebAudioXML has a number of touch, pointer
and DeviceOrientation variables predefined and can re-
spond to any variable through the setVariable(key,

value) method. The variable can be mapped using a
‘map’ attribute. This attribute can specify how the source
variable value shall be mapped to the target audio parame-
ter using five values: “minIn, maxIn, minOut, maxOut, ex-
ponent”. The exponent defaults to 1 and can be set to any
value to create an exponential curve or any mathematical
expression using x to represent the source value. A com-
prehensive description on mapping variables is found in
the online documentation. 5 The following code creates a
BiquadFilterNode with the cutoff frequency controlled by
the horizontal mouse position between 0-1000px mapped
exponentially to 20-20000 Hz.
<BiquadFilterNode>
<frequency
follow="clientX"
map="0, 1000, 20, 20000, 2">

</frequency>
</BiquadFilterNode>

There is also a possibility to connect an audio parame-
ter to HTML DOM elements using eventListeners. This
makes it possible to respond to any event in the host
application by specifying the target using three comma

5 https://github.com/hanslindetorp/WebAudioXML/wiki

separated values: CSS selectors 6 , eventName, property-
OfTheEvent. The following example makes a slider ele-
ment with id=”slider1” control the frequency of an oscilla-
tor.

<!-- HTML-->
<input type="range"

min="20" max="1000" value="440"
id="slider1" />

<!-- XML-->
<OscillatorNode>
<frequency
follow="#slider1, input, event.target.value">

</frequency>
</OscillatorNode>

4.2.5 Custom elements

In addition to the native Web Audio nodes,
WebAudioXML has some custom elements; <Mixer>,
<Chain>, <Synth>, <Voice>, <Send> and
<Envelope>. They serve as extensions to control
the structure of events, audio signals and parameter values.
The <Mixer> element is a container that mixes the audio
of all child elements to its output. It shares this feature
with the root element <Audio> but differs in the aspect
that it can be used on any hierarchical level in the audio
node tree.

The <Chain> element is a container that connects all
its child elements in a chain (like inserts on a channel on
a mixing console). The output of the last child element
is connected to the chain’s output. A <Synth> element
is a container for one or several voice elements that will
be multiplied to match the number of voices set by the
attribute ‘voices’ in the <Synth> element. It mixes the
sound of all voices to its output similar to the <Mixer> el-
ement but adds the feature of mapping note events (from
a graphical interface or via Web MIDI) to trig voices in a
manner similar to synthesizers.

The <Envelope> element controls a parameter of an au-
dio node. It can either be placed inside a parameter el-
ement or anywhere in the structure with its ‘output’ at-
tribute set to target one or multiple parameters. There is
an attribute called ‘ADSR’ that works as a typical attack–
decay–sustain–release-envelope in a synthesizer. The time
unit defaults to milliseconds and the range for sustain is in
percent. To control the actual output value that matches the
target parameter, there is an attribute called ‘max’. The fol-
lowing example shows an envelope controlling gain level
of a GainNode where the attack is set to 10 ms, the decay
to 300 ms, the sustain level to 20% and the release set to
200 ms. The ‘max’ attribute is set to 1 to map the envelope
to the max gain level.

<GainNode>
<gain>
<Envelope
ADSR="10, 300, 20, 200"
max="1">

</Envelope>
</gain>

</GainNode>

6 https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css selectors.asp
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4.2.6 Including separate XML-files

WebAudioXML supports XML Inclusions 7 and the use
of <xi:include> elements to split the code into separate
XML files. This makes collaborative projects easier and
encourages a modular approach using building blocks in
WebAudioXML. The ‘href’ attribute specifies the external
XML file. There is no limit for the hierarchical depth of
inclusions but there is a restriction that stops infinite recur-
sive loops from happening. External files should conform
to the standard WebAudioXML structure.

4.2.7 Signal routing

There are ways to override the audio signal routing de-
scribed above. Any element can be disconnected and
routed to any other element(s) by setting its ‘output’ at-
tribute. The syntax uses CSS selectors to specify the target
element using class names or id. By using a selector the
matches multiple elements, the signal will be connected to
all of them. The <Send> element is a special element used
for routing purposes. It is supposed to be placed inside a
<Chain> element and acts like send bus in a mixing con-
sole with an ‘output’ and a ‘gain’ attribute. It will not break
the standard signal flow in the <Chain> element. The
following example shows a chain with an AudioBuffer-
SourceNode and a send element. The send is connected to
a <ConvolverNode> and another <Chain> element that
creates a delay. The latter uses a <Send> element to create
a feedback loop with delayTime set to 500ms. The <Send>
element has the ‘gain’ set to -3dB, causing the volume for
each feedback to decrease.

<Mixer timeUnit="ms">

<Chain>
<AudioBufferSourceNode src="loop.mp3">
</AudioBufferSourceNode>
<Send output="#reverb, #delay"></Send>

</Chain>

<ConvolverNode id="reverb"
src="large-hall.mp3">

</ConvolverNode>

<Chain id="delay">
<GainNode gain="-3dB"></GainNode>
<DelayNode delayTime="500"></DelayNode>
<Send output="#delay" gain="-3dB"></Send>

</Chain>

</Mixer>

4.2.8 Integration in larger applications

In addition to the simple integration shown in the ex-
amples above, WebAudioXML can be a module in a
larger application. The following example shows how
WebAudioXML.js is required from another JavaScript file
and a reference to the object is stored in a variable. By
using the method setVariable(key, value), any au-
dio parameter following that variable inside the object will
be updated. The example is simple but could scale to in-
clude any number of instances and configuration files for
WebAudioXML.

7 https://www.w3.org/TR/xinclude-11/

// JavaScript

var WebAudioXML = require(’./WebAudioXML.js’);
var ctx = new AudioContext();
var osc = new WebAudioXML("osc.xml", ctx);

// update the variable inside osc
osc.setVariable("freq", 100);

<!-- XML fragment -->
<OscillatorNode>
<frequency
follow="freq">

</frequency>
</OscillatorNode>

5. DISCUSSION

From starting off as a simple audio signal routing system,
WebAudioXML evolved into a high level modular XML
layer on top of the Web Audio API interface. It proved to
easily integrate into online tools like CodePen 8 and jsFid-
dle 9 and appealed to the lecturers as a useful framework
for teaching audio signal processing and modular sound
synthesis. The result indicates that WebAudioXML could
be a potential platform for collective, modular develop-
ment of interactive digital musical instruments where dif-
ferent teams develop separate audio objects that dynami-
cally link into bigger projects.

The interviews touched upon the importance of a visual
interface that presents the audio node tree and gives ac-
cess to the parameter values via sliders, knobs and other
objects. A useful feature to inspect the audio node struc-
ture created in Web Audio is the Web Audio inspector
plug-in for Chrome but it is far from as powerful as the
inspector for CSS and debugger for JavaScript in most
browsers. Another feature that potentially could be a part
of WebAudioXML is to specify how the output of an au-
dio signal could be received by external code. That could
e.g. include a simple way to connect a <canvas> element
to the AnalyserNode, generating oscilloscopes and various
visual representations of the FFT algorithm.

During the development, it appeared that it was not prac-
tical to rely on Web Audio nodes only but to allow for
some custom elements like the <Mixer>, <Chain> and
<Envelope> elements. While there are no standards yet,
we took inspiration for some of them from the Audio Tags
project and tried to make up as few new elements as pos-
sible. It was interesting to get input from different users
and to discuss different possible solutions of a problem.
To mention a few, it was important for the music produc-
tion lecturer to use time and value units for envelopes that
he recognised from music production applications. Also,
gain levels was preferred to be set with decibels rather than
to the signal power value. Another feedback was about the
routing system relying on CSS selectors—which is com-
mon knowledge for web developers but unknown to the
workshop participants of this study. This implies that the
style of a new syntax can be perceived as familiar for some
and unfamiliar for others and the matter of choice could
have an impact on how well the technology is received in
different communities.

8 https://codepen.io
9 https://jsfiddle.net
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5.1 Future development

There are plenty of possible ways for further develop-
ment of WebAudioXML. One step is to implement all
Web Audio node types and to run proper tests on all ma-
jor platforms. It would also be valuable to add easy in-
tegration for external frameworks like tone.js and to make
WebAudioXML.js compatible with the Web Audio Plug-in
format. Other valuable features would be an easy config-
urable implementation of Web MIDI events to control any
parameter in the system and an API for custom elements
to extend WebAudioXML.

A feature that is not yet fully implemented is the con-
nection between variables in the host application and the
audio parameters in WebAudioXML. To make the modu-
lar structure work properly it would require a variable han-
dling where they are safely distributed throughout the hier-
archical XML element structure. Another area for possible
improvements is the support for multiple channel output.
So far, the only implemented feature that relates to output
channels is the StereoPannerNode. Web Audio API sup-
ports at least 32 channels and a way of routing sounds in a
multi-channel setup with WebAudioXML is already a re-
quested feature for future projects at KMH.

6. SUMMARY

The WebAudioXML framework proved to work as ex-
pected. The students with web coding background man-
aged to use the framework making the audio more respon-
sive to web page interactions while the audio experts iden-
tified a great potential for prototyping and teaching audio
signal processing using the XML syntax. The composers
and music production educators pointed out important ar-
eas to improve and saw possibilities for creative and as
well as pedagogical projects for WebAudioXML. The code
is open source and the development will continue to be
available on GitHub for other developers and contributors
(https://github.com/hanslindetorp/WebAudioXML).
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ABSTRACT

The use of video streaming services is expanding, and cur-
rently accounts for the majority of downstream Internet
traffic. With the availability of virtual reality (VR) services
and 360-degree cameras for consumer use, 3D services are
also gaining in popularity. In recent years, the technology
supporting for 3D representation on the Web has advanced.
Users can easily utilize this technology without installing
dedicated applications. In this study, we design and imple-
ment a Web application, called “Web3602,” which plays
360-degree video and object-based 3D sounds interactively
on the Web. We also evaluated Web3602 through a ques-
tionnaire survey.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of video streaming services has
expanded rapidly. According to the 2018 Global Inter-
net Phenomena Report released by Sandvine [1], video
streaming accounts for 57.69% of all downstream Internet
traffic. Further, Sandvine’s 2019 Mobile Internet Phenom-
ena Report [2] stated that YouTube accounted for 37.04%
of worldwide mobile traffic, is far more than any other ap-
plication. Facebook Video (2.53%) and Netflix (2.44%)
were also included in the top 10 generators of application
traffic. With the continuing adoption of virtual reality (VR)
services, 360-degree video streaming has attracted increas-
ing interest. YouTube, Facebook, and Netflix offer support
for 360-degree video and 3D sound.

Almost all video streaming services have applications for
Web browsers in addition to dedicated applications. The
Web is an environment that anyone can easily use, and now
supports the playing of 360-degree video and 3D sound be-
cause of recent advancements in 3D representation meth-
ods. However, there are few Web applications that can
play 3D content interactively. In this study, we designed
and implemented a Web application, called “Web3602”,
which plays 360-degree video and object-based 3D sounds
recorded during an orchestra concert and a jazz session.

Copyright: c© 2020 Shin Kato et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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the original author and source are credited.

In Section 2, we introduce the methods for represent-
ing 3D sounds and discuss previous interactive 3D audio-
visual systems. Section 3 describes the purpose of this
study. Section 4 describes the recording session and the re-
sulting data set. Section 5 details the design and implemen-
tation of Web3602, our interactive 3D audio-visual Web
application. In Section 6, we report the results of a ques-
tionnaire on Web3602, which was evaluated by 93 people.
Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and discusses future
work.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 3D Sound Representation

Various methods exist for representing 3D sound. MPEG-
H, standardized by the Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG) that is a working group of the International Or-
ganization for Standardization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), provides a 3D audio
standard known as MPEG-H Part 3 [3]. MPEG-H 3D
Audio supports channel-based, object-based, and higher-
order ambisonics (HOA)-based audio signals [4].

2.1.1 Channel-based audio

Channel-based audio ranges from traditional 2.0-channel
stereo sound to multi-channel surround sound represented
by 5.1-channel and immersive sound with additional chan-
nels. It provides optimal sound performance for a predeter-
mined number of speakers and speaker layout. However,
it lacks flexibility and interactivity. Changing the play-
back environment, for example, increasing or decreasing
the number of speakers or re-arranging the speakers, re-
quires the use of additional sound data or modified sound
data that is optimized for the new environment [5]. It is
also difficult to represent sounds consistently as the listener
moves within the playback environment.

2.1.2 Object-based audio

Object-based audio uses sound objects containing meta-
data of each 3D position in space to describe a spatial
sound scene. It renders optimal 3D sound for speakers in
real time using the metadata of each object. It also can
play while responding to temporal changes in their coor-
dinates. Therefore, object-based audio can generate track-
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ing sound by modifying the position metadata based on
the relative movement of the listener in terms of position
or head rotation. In content production studios, spatial
position metadata is often assigned to object-based audio
by panning tools. Currently, most audio is mixed as con-
ventional channel-based audio, not object-based audio [5].
However, object-based audio is used (sometimes together
with channel-based) by Dolby Atmos [6] [7], DTS:X [8],
and AuroMax [9], which are increasingly being utilized in
movie theaters and home theaters.

2.1.3 Higher-order ambisonics (HOA) based audio

Higher-order ambisonics (HOA) based audio records a
spherical sound scene spread around one point. In this
method, the sound field is represented mathematically us-
ing spherical harmonic expansion. Unlike conventional
ambisonics, which focuses only on the 0th and 1st order
coefficients, HOA also focuses on the 2nd and higher or-
ders. Using these higher orders, HOA can render higher
quality sound compared with ambisonics [10]. Unlike
object-based, HOA/ambisonics does not have clear spatial
information, and thus it is difficult to access each sound
object in the sound field [5].

In HOA/ambisonics, a special microphone called an am-
bisonic microphone is required to record omnidirectional
sound. The resulting sound data represents a spherical
sound field centered on the microphone, and sounds can
be easily rotated in synchronization with the listener’s
head rotation. However, it is difficult to follow posi-
tional movement because the listener must always be lo-
cated at the center of the spherical sound scene. Because
HOA/ambisonics and 360-degree cameras share similar
characteristics, HOA/ambisonics is compatible with 360-
degree video. Consumer omnidirectional cameras such
as the Ricoh Theta Z1 and Theta V [11] are now being
equipped with ambisonic microphones, and 360-degree
video services such as YouTube and Facebook support
HOA/ambisonics.

2.2 Interactive 3D Audio-visual Service

Inside Music [12], the experimental Web site published in
2017 by Google Creative Lab and Song Exploder, uses
WebVR and Web Audio and allows users to experience
3D sound with object-based audio in a virtual space on
the Web. It is not necessary to install a dedicated ap-
plication — only a Web browser is needed to employ it
from any compatible device. In Inside Music, only object-
based sounds, not 360-degree videos, are mapped in a vir-
tual space. The user can move freely on a horizontal sur-
face and turn ON/OFF each sound by clicking. The source
code, which is available on Github 1 , can be used for cre-
ating interactive VR applications in accordance with the
Apache License, Version 2.0 [13].

In 2014, we established the Software Defined Media
(SDM) consortium [14] 2 to target new research areas and

1 https://github.com/googlecreativelab/
inside-music

2 https://sdm.wide.ad.jp/

markets involving object-based digital media and Internet-
by-design audio-visual environments. In our previous re-
search, we designed and implemented “SDM3602,” an in-
teractive 3D audio-visual service with a free-view-listen
point for tablet devices [15], and “LiVRation,” an interac-
tive 3D audio-visual VR system for use on head-mounted
displays (HMDs) [16]. Both systems were developed us-
ing the Unity platform. A 360-degree video and object-
based sounds are mapped in a virtual space and follow the
viewer’s head movement. The viewer can also move in vir-
tual spaces and turn ON/OFF, extract, or emphasize each
sound source, because they are separate sound objects.

3. PURPOSE OF STUDY

The purpose of this study is to create a system that can
interactively play free-viewpoint 3D content on a Web
browser. Specifically, we aim to provide free-viewpoint
360-degree videos and 3D sound that can follow a user’s
movements and allow each sound to be controlled interac-
tively. To achieve this objective, we created “Web3602,”
a prototype application, and evaluated our prototype us-
ing a questionnaire. Because object-based sound allows
each sound to be easily controlled, we adopted it instead
of conventional channel-based sound or HOA-based audio,
the latter of which is compatible with 360-degree video as
mentioned earlier. A comparison between the related sys-
tems introduced in Section 2 and Web3602 is summarized
in Table 1. Further, we assumed the following system re-
quirements.

Web application:
It should be easy to utilize directly from a Web
browser without requiring installation of a dedicated
application.

Free-view-listen
The user can freely and interactively determine the
viewpoint and angle, and can automatically render
and present appropriate video and sounds based on
their spatial metadata.

Interactivity:
Each sound object can be switched ON/OFF by
the user. High-flexibility services will be provided
based on the user’s interests.

Video streaming:
360-degree videos will be distributed by HTTP Live
Streaming (HLS). It will be possible to reduce the
waiting time before playback begins and reduce the
number of unnecessary connections.

4. RECORDING AND DATASET

The media data used in Web3602 were recorded at the Keio
University Collegium Musicum concert held at Fujiwara
Hiroshi Hall on the Hiyoshi Campus of Keio University on
January 10, 2016, and the Musilogue Band concert held
at Billboard Live Tokyo in Roppongi Midtown on January
26, 2017. Additional details on the recordings can be found
in [17] and [18].
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Table 1. Comparison with related systems.
System Environment 360◦ video Free view point Free view angle Sound control Live streaming

SDM3602 Unity X X X X ×
LiVRation Unity + HMD X X X X X
Inside Music Web × X X X ×
Web3602 Web X X(WIP) X X ×

4.1 Orchestra Recording

The orchestra recording session was carried out in the fol-
lowing manner. The recording target was a twenty-four-
person Baroque orchestra featuring a number of period in-
struments such as the viola da gamba, théorbe, and cem-
balo. The recording session took place at a live concert
in the 509-seat Hiroshi Fujiwara Memorial Hall at Keio
University. The recorded works were all Baroque compo-
sitions, including Orchestral Suite in G Major by Johann
Friedrich Fasch and two others. Fig. 1 shows the micro-
phone layout diagram and photos of the recording session.
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Figure 1. Camera and Microphone layout of Orchestra
Recording [17]

4.2 Jazz Recording

We recorded a jazz session by the Musilogue Band at Bill-
board Live Tokyo in Roppongi. Billboard Live Tokyo ac-
commodates approximately 300 people on its three floors,
which include table seating (3F), sofa seating (4F), and ca-
sual seating (5F). Fig. 2 shows the formation of the band
and the placement of the 360-degree camera and micro-
phone.

The band included a drummer, electric bassist, and key-
boardist (Yusuke Fujiwara, Ichiro Fujitani, and Takumi
Kaneko, respectively). All of the instruments were con-
nected to a microphones or amplifiers. The signal outputs
were adjusted using a sound reinforcement (SR) mixing
console and played over large speakers installed in the hall.
The sound pressure level was approximately 100 dB SPL
in the audience area.

Keyboard

Drums

Bass

360 video

Audio

Figure 2. Camera and Microphone layout for Billboard
Recording [17]

5. WEB3602

We designed and implemented Web3602, which fulfills the
purpose and system requirements described in Section 3,
and published it on Github Pages 3 . However, in the cur-
rent version, there is only one viewpoint — the ability to
change viewpoints is not yet supported. This section de-
scribes the system design and implementation of Web3602.

5.1 Design

Fig. 3 shows an overview of the Web3602 system design.
In response to the user’s movements and touching of au-
dio visualizers, video and sounds are rendered in real time,
which achieves system interactivity. Video and audio files
are independent of each other and are played back simulta-
neously. We use a soundless 360-degree video and an Au-
dioSprite 4 file that combines each sound source into one.
AudioSprite arranges multiple audio files from a certain
time interval and combines them into one audio file. This
reduces the number of requests for playback and lessens
communication overhead. Because all sound sources are
arranged in one file, we do not need to consider the dif-
ference in reading delay for each sound, and it is easier to
synchronize the sounds.

The 360-degree video is streamed by HLS and projected
onto the inside of the user-centered virtual sphere. Each
audio visualizer is rendered at a spatial coordinate inside
this virtual sphere; a sound level is shown for it, and it
can switched ON/OFF by touching. A tablet gyro sensor

3 https://sdm-wg.github.io/web360square/
4 https://github.com/tonistiigi/audiosprite
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Figure 3. System design of Web3602.

receives the user’s movement as input to the system and
the view angle is changed. The output sound is generated
in real time based on the relationship between the current
view angle and each ON state sound position/direction.

5.2 Implementation

Web3602 was implemented using A-Frame, a WebVR
framework, and the Web Audio API. Fig. 4 shows an im-
plementation overview, and Fig. 5 shows a screenshot cap-
tured during playback. The user can toggle between play-
ing and pausing the video and audio by tapping or clicking
on the control sphere in the space (operation 1 in Fig. 5),
and turn audio ON/OFF by tapping an audio visualizer (op-
eration 2 and 3 in Fig. 5). In addition, users can change the
view angle via a gyro sensor on the device (operation 4 in
Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. Implementation of Web3602.

5.2.1 Processes in A-Frame

The processes in A-Frame are designed mainly to project
360-degree video on a virtual space and to map audio vi-

Tapping or clicking toggles 
between play and pause

ON state visualizer
Tapping this turns OFF state

OFF state visualizer
Tapping this turns ON state

View-angle is changed 
by a gyro sensor

1 2

3

4

Figure 5. Screenshot of Web3602.

sualizers onto it. The 360-degree video is streamed by
HLS and projected onto the inside of a virtual sphere cen-
tered on an omnidirectional camera by a-videosphere, an
A-Frame component. Because HLS is natively supported
by Safari, Edge, and some mobile device browsers, but un-
fortunately is unsupported by many others, we use hls.js 5 ,
a JavaScript library that implements the HLS client. The
audio visualization is rendered using the frequency domain
data of each sound source provided by the analyzer node
of the Web Audio API.

In addition, some interactive user actions are input
through A-Frame. After the user’s movement is received
by a tablet gyro sensor and inputted to the A-Frame cam-
era object, the view angle will be changed. By touching the
object rendered with A-Frame, the ON/OFF state of each
sound can be changed.

5.2.2 Web Audio API

The Web Audio API provides the AudioContext interface
and a set of functional nodes. These nodes are connected in
a chain using AudioContext, and generate the output sound
in real time based on the relationship between the current
view angle and each ON state sound position/direction.
First, each sound source is extracted from AudioSprite and
inputted to each buffer source node. Next, the gain nodes
express the ON/OFF state of the sound: if it is in the OFF
state, the value of that node is 0. The panner nodes en-
able the sounds to follow the movement of the user. For
example, if an audio object exists on the right-hand side of
the view, the output sound is generated to be heard from
the right side. Because the audio object cannot automati-
cally recognize changes in view angle, the relative coordi-
nates from the camera view angle and the absolute coordi-
nates must be calculated each time, and then input to those
nodes. Next, the analyzer nodes calculate the frequency
domain data of each sound used to render each audio vi-
sualizer with A-Frame. The above process is performed
for each sound source. Finally, each sound process is com-
bined by the “master” gain node and the dynamic compres-
sor node, and then output binaurally.

5 https://github.com/video-dev/hls.js/
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5.2.3 Audio visualization

The analyzer nodes of the Web Audio API can calculate
time domain sound data and FFT (fast Fourier transform)
based frequency domain sound data. In the audio visual-
ization process in Web3602, we use only frequency domain
data. Frequency data is obtained by the AnalyserNode.get
ByteFrequencyData() method on the order of 60–120 times
per second, using the tick handler of the A-Frame audio vi-
sualizer component. Fig. 6 shows the process of obtaining
frequency data to render the audio visualizer. The Analyser
Node.getByteFrequencyData() method obtains frequency
data below the Nyquist frequency. In almost all cases,
there is minimal data in extremely high and low frequency
bands, and the frequency band that includes all valid val-
ues is relatively narrow. We extract the upper and lower
limits of the frequency in which a valid value has appeared
at least once, and define this band as the valid frequency
band. The valid frequency band is updated each time by
the AnalyserNode.getByteFrequencyData() method and di-
vided into 32 groups (in lengths as equal as possible) in
the order of frequency; the average value is then calculated
within each group. The audio visualizer has 32 “needles”
that have one-to-one correspondence to the 32 valid fre-
quency groups: The larger the average value, the longer
and redder the needle. In detail, if the audio visualizer is
in the OFF state, the needle is gray; otherwise, it changes
from blue to green, to yellow, to orange, and then to red.
This relationship was randomly determined because there
was generally a strong correlation between close frequency
groups, and because the audio visualizer acquired a clumsy
shape owing to the fact that only a certain part of needles
grew abnormally when we attempted to define the relation-
ship in the order of frequency and needle position.

Frequency Frequency

Frequency Frequency

Valid frequency band Valid frequency band

Valid frequency band Valid frequency band

･･･
①

Get frequency data 
from Analyzer Nodes

②
Divide 

the valid frequency band 
into 32 groups

③

Render audio visualizers

･･･

･･･

Update valid 
frequency band

Update valid 
frequency band

Figure 6. Audio visualizer process.

5.2.4 Synchronization between video and audio

Because the video and audio files are independent of each
other, we must synchronize their playback. The playback
time of the video can be obtained and set by the JavaScript
property HTMLMediaElement.currentTime. As a similar
property for audio, the Web Audio API provides the Audio
Context.currentTime property. However, this is a read-only
property and indicates the elapsed time since the Audio-
Context was generated, not the playback time of the audio.
The value of the AudioContext.currentTime property con-
tinues to increase even when the audio is paused. There-
fore, when the AudioBufferSourceNode.start() and Audio
BufferSourceNode.stop() methods of the Web Audio API
that manage the audio play/pause are called, we store the
value of the AudioContext.currentTime property and calcu-
late the correct playback time of the audio.

At the start of playback or the beginning of repeat play-
back, the video playback time is forcibly synchronized
with the calculated audio playback time. Further, using
the tick handler of the audio visualizer, the difference be-
tween the video playback time and the calculated audio
playback time will be managed on the order of 60–120
times per second. Although we define a threshold value
for the difference, and forcible synchronization is possible
when the difference exceeds the threshold, video playback
smoothness is lost with every synchronization; as a result,
the QoE (Quality of Experience) is impaired. Therefore,
if the video is lagging behind the audio, the video play-
back speed is doubled, and if the video is ahead of the au-
dio, the video playback speed is halved. We can change
the video playback speed by setting the JavaScript HTML
MediaElement.playbackRate property. This synchroniza-
tion is “loose,” and the difference between the playback
time of the video and audio gradually converges within
the threshold. Although modulation of the playback speed
may cause some discomfort, it can help maintain smooth-
ness. In the current version, the threshold value is set to
0.1 seconds.

6. EVALUATION

We conducted a subjective evaluation of Web3602 through
a questionnaire survey.

6.1 Evaluation Method

The subjective evaluation was carried out at the SDM con-
sortium booth at Interop Tokyo 2019 between June 12 and
June 14. According to the organizer, there were 155,801
visitors at Interop 2019, the majority of whom were em-
ployed in information systems, network engineering, sales,
and research.

We asked the visitors who used Web3602 to answer the
questionnaire. In the viewing experience, two sets of head-
phones (Sony WH-1000XM2) were each connected via
wire to two tablets (Apple iPad Pro 12.9-inch (2018), Ap-
ple iPad Pro 11-inch (2019)) that accessed Web3602 using
Wi-Fi.

First, we provided an overview of the application and ex-
plained how to use it while demonstrating its operation on
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Figure 7. Response rates for questionnaires.

the Jazz recording data. We then let the visitors freely ex-
periment with the application and evaluate it. After the
experience, the visitors completed their questionnaires and
we acquired the evaluation data.

6.2 Subjects

The subjects were visitors to Interop Tokyo 2019 who ex-
perimented with Web3602. Questionnaires were given to
a total of 93 people; 81 men and nine women answered
the questionnaires, while three subjects left their question-
naires unanswered. The age composition was one teenager,
24 people aged 20–29, 26 aged 30–39, 18 aged 40–49, 17
aged 50–59, and six over the age of 60; one subject did
not provide their age. The subject group comprised 81
full-time employed people, three students, and five faculty
members; four subjects did not provide occupation infor-
mation.

6.3 Questionnaire Items

The questionnaire contained six questions (Q1–Q6), as
shown below; each was evaluated using the seven-point
Likert scale, ranging from 1–7 (1 = very poor, 4 = fair,
and 7 = excellent).

Q1 Do you hear the sound from the right place?

Q2 Do you feel that the sounds follow the image?

Q3 Do you feel a 3D sound?

Q4 Can you interact with 3D contents easily?

Q5 Is it intuitive to turn ON/OFF the audio objects using
the audio visualizer?

Q6 Can you hear a specific instrument sound by turning
ON/OFF an audio object?

Q1 and Q2 asked whether the combination of the video
and audio can be perceived as one unit without discomfort.

In particular, Q1 queried whether there is any difference
between the position of the audio visualizers on the vir-
tual space and the perceived position/direction of the out-
put sound. Q2 inquired about the ability of the sound to
follow the movement of the view angle in response to the
user’s movement. Q3 inquired about the three-dimensional
effect of the synthesized sound. Q4 and Q5 focused on the
interactive viewing experience during the move and touch
operations performed with the tablet device. Q4 queried
the overall ease of operation and Q5 focused on the visu-
alization and ON/OFF operation of the audio. Q6 queried
whether the individual sound from each audio object could
be heard using the ON/OFF operation. At the end of the
questionnaire, we provided a text field for any additional
comments or questions.

6.4 Results

Fig. 7 shows the results of the questionnaire survey. The
horizontal axis represents the response rates at seven levels
from 1–7; the total rate of each bar is 100%. The middle
of the bar area indicating a response of 4 (fair) is aligned
with the origin of the horizontal axis. While responses of
5, 6, and 7 (indicating good evaluations) are arranged in
the right direction in progressively darker shades of blue,
while responses of 3, 2, and 1 (indicating poor evaluations)
are arranged in the left direction in progressively darker
shades of red. In other words, the graph tends to be more to
the right when there are many responses in the 5–7 range,
and more to the left when many poor responses (3–1) are
given. The vertical axis represents each question (Q1–Q6)
described in the previous section 6.3; the number of valid
responses is shown in parentheses at the end.

Fortunately, we were able to achieve high ratings for all
the questions, and more than half of each bar indicates re-
sponses of 7 (the highest evaluation) and 6 (the second
highest). In particular, for the last three questions (Q4–
Q6), the bars indicate that more than half of the responses
were 7’s. However, in Q3, which inquired about the three-
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dimensional effect of the synthesized sound, the evaluation
was dispersed, and there was a relatively high percentage
(8.7%) of poor evaluations (3–1). We believe that this was
caused in part by the ambiguity of Q3. It is thought that
multiple elements, including direction, depth, and spatial
realism, form the three-dimensional effect of sound. It was
difficult for the subjects to clearly understand which ele-
ment the question was referring to, and we did not know
which element the subjects were referring to. The stereo-
scopic effect of sound is an important factor in creating
a high-quality 3D viewing experience. Therefore, to ob-
tain clearer evaluation results and to improve overall per-
formance, we will more carefully verify the precision of
our questions in future surveys.

There were favorable comments regarding the intuitive
operation, the ability to toggle the ON/OFF states of indi-
vidual sounds, the immersive feeling of being there, and so
on. In contrast, some experimenters stated that the three-
dimensional effect of the sound could not be perceived eas-
ily. Since Interop is an event for information and commu-
nication technology, the participants are likely to belong
to a specific subpopulation that is familiar with consum-
ing 360-video content with tablet devices. This may have
resulted in better acceptance of the proposed system. We
need to clarify the implication with a larger population.

In addition, there was a request for free-viewpoint view-
ing in the virtual space; that feature will be implemented
by using multiple 360-degree videos. There were also re-
quests for fine volume control of each sound, and the abil-
ity to apply sound effects. We plan to add these features in
future versions.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented Web3602, a Web appli-
cation that provides interactive 3D viewing. We assumed
four system requirements: Web browser compatibility,
free-view-listen capability, interactivity, and video stream-
ing ability. In the design and implementation of Web3602,
the minimum requirements (other than the free-viewpoint)
were satisfied. In a subjective evaluation, 93 visitors at
Interop Tokyo 2019 experimented with Web3602 and an-
swered questionnaires. The interactive 3D viewing experi-
ence on the Web browser was evaluated highly. However,
some responses identified aspects to be improved.

The SDM consortium proposes and develops “SDM On-
tology [17],” a mechanism that records not only video and
audio data but also detailed metadata about the record-
ing environment; this includes location information, the
orientation of the musical instruments, the music per-
formed, venue information, and the recording process. In
the future, in addition to the implementation of the free-
viewpoint feature and the improvement of the synchro-
nization between the video and audio, we will promote
integration with SDM Ontology. In the current version
of Web3602, users can play only predetermined content,
as described in Section 4. However, by using the SDM
Ontology, content information stored on SDM Ontology
can be queried and used to enhance playback. This is an
advantage of Web3602 integrating SDM Ontology; more-

over, because the data stored in SDM Ontology can be con-
verted to a virtual space easily by Web3602, the validity of
the data can be confirmed visually.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an open-source Python framework for
handling datasets for music processing tasks, built with the
aim of improving the reproducibility of research projects in
music computing and assessing the generalization abilities
of machine learning models. The framework enables the
automatic download and installation of several commonly
used datasets for multimodal music processing. Specifi-
cally, we provide a Python API to access the datasets through
Boolean set operations based on particular attributes, such
as intersections and unions of composers, instruments, and
so on. The framework is designed to ease the inclusion of
new datasets and the respective ground-truth annotations
so that one can build, convert, and extend one’s own collec-
tion as well as distribute it by means of a compliant format
to take advantage of the API. All code and ground-truth are
released under suitable open licenses.

1. INTRODUCTION

A recent trend in computer science is the adoption of mul-
timodal strategies for increasing the effectiveness of algo-
rithmic solutions in several domains [1–5]. This comes
as a natural consequence of the a) ever-increasing avail-
ability of computational resources, which are now able to
deal with big data, and b) popularity of machine learning
algorithms, the performance of which is boosted as more
data (including multimodal) becomes available. As a re-
sult, machine learning technologies are now employed in
novel and unexplored ways.

In the context of music information processing, several
tasks still pose unsolved challenges to the research com-
munity, and multimodal approaches could provide a promis-
ing path. The fields of multimodal music processing and
multimodal music representation have already been inves-
tigated in previous works [6, 7].

Two issues that are more and more debated in several
research fields are the ability to reproduce published re-
sults [8, 9] and to generalize the resulting models [10].

Copyright: © 2020 Federico Simonetta et al. This is

an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

Reproducibility is associated with the differences occur-
ring in various implementations of the same method. As
an example, one issue is related to the different data for-
mats used in music and in the available datasets, which
might cause troubles in the translation between represen-
tation formats and, consequently, in the reproducibility of
research.

The generalization problem instead is due, among other
factors, to the need of large and well-annotated datasets
for training effective models. In particular, the whole field
of music information processing has only a limited num-
ber of large datasets which could be much more useful if
they could be merged together. Music itself, moreover, is
particularly affected by the difficulty of creating accurate
annotations to evaluate and train models, often hindering
the collection of large datasets and causing a low general-
ization ability.

With these three keywords in mind (multimodal, repro-
ducibility and generalization), we have built ASMD to help
researchers in the standardization of music ground-truth
annotations and in the distribution of datasets. ASMD is
the acronym for Audio-Score Meta-Dataset and provides
a framework for describing, converting, and accessing a
single dataset which includes various datasets – hence the
expression Meta-Dataset; it was born as a side-project of a
research about audio-to-score alignment and, consequently,
it contains audio recordings and music scores for all the
data included in the official release – hence the Audio-
Score part. However, we have endeavoured to make ASMD
able to include any contribute from anyone. ASMD is
available under free licenses. 1

A similar effort is held by mirdata [11], a Python pack-
age for downloading and using common MIR datasets. How-
ever, our work is more focused on multimodality and tries
to keep the entire framework easily extensible and modu-
lar.

In the following sections, we describe a) the design prin-
ciples, b) the implementation details, c) a few use cases
and, d) possible future works.

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND SPECIFICATIONS

In this section we present the principles which guided the
design of the framework. Throughout this paper, we are

1 Code is available at https://framagit.org/sapo/asmd/,
documentation is available at https://asmd.readthedocs.io/
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going to use the word annotation to refer to any music-
related data complementing an audio recording. For in-
stance, common types of annotations are music notes, f0
for each audio frame, beat position, separated audio tracks,
etc.

2.1 Generalization

With generalization, we mean the ability of including dif-
ferent datasets which are distributed with various formats
and annotation types in the model generation process. This
is an important issue especially during the conversion pro-
cedure: since we aimed at distributing a conversion script
to recreate annotations from scratch for the sake of repro-
ducibility, we need to be able to handle all various storage
systems – e.g. file name patterns, directory structures, etc.
– and file formats – e.g. midi, csv, musicxml, ad-hoc for-
mats, etc.

Also, our ground-truth format should be generic enough
to represent all the information contained in the available
ground-truths and, at the same time, it should permit to
handle datasets with different ground-truth types – i.e. one
dataset could provide aligned notes and f0, while another
one could provide aligned notes and beat-tracking, and
they should be completely accessible.

2.2 Modularity

Modularity refers to the re-use of parts of the framework
in different contexts. Modularity is important during both
addition of new datasets and usage of the API. To ease
the conversion between ground-truth file formats, the user
should be able to re-use existing utilities to include addi-
tional datasets. Moreover, the user should be allowed to
use only some parts of the datasets and the corresponding
annotations.

2.3 Extensibility

The purpose of the framework is to create a tool to help the
standardization of music information processing research.
Consequently, we aimed for a framework that is completely
open to new additions: it should be easy for the user to
add new datasets without editing sources from the frame-
work itself. Also, it should be easy to convert from exist-
ing formats in order to take advantage of the API and to
be able to merge existing datasets. Finally, the framework
should provide a usable format to add new annotations so
that new datasets can be natively created with the incorpo-
rated tools.

2.4 Set operability

Since the framework aims at merging multiple datasets, we
wanted to add the ability to perform set operations over
datasets. As an example, within the context of automatic
music transcription research, several large datasets exist
consisting of piano music [12–14], but only few and con-
siderably smaller are available for other instruments [15–
19]. Consequently, a useful feature of the framework would
be the ability to select only some songs from multiple data-
sets based on particular attributes, such as the instrument

involved, the number of instruments, the composer or the
type of ground-truth available for that song.

2.5 Copyrights

A common issue with distributing music recordings and
annotations are copyrights. Today, most of the datasets
typically used for music information processing are released
under Creative Commons Licenses, but there are many ex-
ceptions of datasets released under closed terms [16,20] or
not released at all because of copyright restrictions [21].
To overcome this problem, we wanted all datasets to be
downloadable from their official sources, in order to avoid
any form of redistribution. Nonetheless, all the annota-
tions that we produced were redistributable under Creative
Commons License.

2.6 Audio-score oriented

Besides the effort to produce a general framework for mu-
sic processing experiments, this project was born as a util-
ity during conducting research addressing the audio-to-score
problem. The underlying idea is that we have various scores
and large amounts of audio available to end-users, thus
trained models could easily take advantage of such multi-
modality (i.e. the ability of the model to exploit both scores
and audio). The main problem is the availability of data for
training the models: there is abundance of aligned data, but
without the corresponding scores; on the other hand, when
scores are available, aligned performances are almost in-
variably missing. Thus, the choice of the datasets that are
included at now has mainly been focused on datasets pro-
viding audio, symbolic scores and alignment annotations.
However, since datasets fitting all these requirements are
quite rare, we wanted to augment the data available to in-
crease the alignment data usable in our research.

3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This section details the implementation satisfying the de-
sign principles outlined in section 2. Figure 1 depicts the
structure of the overall framework and the interactions be-
tween its modules.

3.1 The datasets.json file

The entire framework is based on a small-sized but fun-
damental JSON file loaded by the API and the installation
script to get the path where files are installed. Moreover,
the user can optionally set a custom directory where to de-
compress downloaded files if the hard-disk space is a crit-
ical issue. Once the installation path is found, the script
looks for the existing directories in that path to discover
which datasets are already installed and skips them. The
API, instead, uses the information of the installation di-
rectory to decouple the definition of each single dataset
from the directory structure of the user: a user can have
the same dataset installed in multiple directories, or use
the same dataset from different datasets.json without in-
terfering with the API.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed framework: API interacts with definitions and datasets.json; the former
contain references to the actual sound recording files and annotations, while the latter contains references to the dataset root
path.

3.2 Definitions

In the context of this framework, a dataset definition is es-
sentially a JSON 2 file which contains generic description
of a dataset. Definitions are built by using a pre-defined
schema allowing the definition of various information use-
ful for the installation of the dataset and for the usage of
the API – e.g. for filtering the dataset. If any of the infor-
mation is not available for a dataset, the value unknown
is offered as well.

Examples of information contained in definitions are:
• ensemble: if the dataset contains solo instrument

music pieces or ensemble;
• instruments: a list of instruments that are used

in the dataset;
• sources: if source-separated tracks are available,

their format can be added here;
• recording: the format of audio recordings;
• install: field containing all information for in-

stalling the dataset: URL for downloading, shell com-
mands for post-processing data, and so on;

• ground-truth: field associated to each type of
ground-truth supported by the framework indicating
whether the specific annotation type is available or
not – see Sec 3.3;

• songs: a list of songs with meta-data such as the
composer name and instruments used in these songs
and with the list of paths to the audio recordings and
to the annotations.

Once a dataset has been described in this schema, its def-
inition can be used out-of-the-box by simply specifying to
the API the path of its folder, possibly containing other
dataset definitions. All the paths specified in a definition
must be relative to the installation directory as described in
Sec. 3.1.

For the sake of generalization, we had to deal with a wide

2 https://www.json.org/json-en.html

heterogeneity in path management among datasets. For in-
stance, Bach10 [18] provides one different annotation file
per each instrument in a song; in such a case we list all the
annotation files for each song and leave to the API the task
of reassembling them. PHENICX [16], instead, only pro-
vides source-separated tracks and thus we list all of them
to reference the mixed track; again, we leave to the API
the task of mixing them. In general, we have kept the fol-
lowing principle: if a list of paths is provided where one
would logically expect a single path – such as in mixed
tracks or annotation files – it is intended that the files in
the list should be “merged” whatever this means for that
specific file-type. For instance, if multiple audio record-
ings are provided instead of only one, it is assumed that
the mixed track is derivable by adding (and normalizing)
all listed tracks; if multiple annotation files are provided,
it is assumed that each annotation file refers to a different
instrument.

3.3 Annotations

Annotations are added in a custom JSON compressed for-
mat stored in the same directory of the audio track that they
refer to. In fact, annotation files can be stored anywhere
and their path must be provided in the dataset definition
relatively to the installation path defined in datasets.json.
Moreover, one annotation file must be provided for each
instrument of the track; if multiple instruments should re-
fer to the same annotations – e.g. first and second violins
– the annotation file can be only one, but in the dataset
definition file, its path should be repeated once for each
instrument referring to it.

Multiple types of annotations are available, but not all of
them are provided for all the datasets in the official col-
lection. In the dataset definition, the type of annotations
available should be explained. In our implementation, we
used 3 different levels to describe ground truth availability
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import audioscoredataset as asd

d = asd.Dataset()
d.filter(instruments=['piano'], ensemble=False, composer='Mozart',

ground_truth=['precise_alignment'])↪→

# get audio and all the annotations
audio_array, sources_array, ground_truth_array = d.get_item(1)

# get only the annotations you want
audio_array = d.get_mix(2)
source_array = d.get_source(2)
ground_truth_list = d.get_gts(2)

# get a MIDI Toolbox-like numpy array
mat = d.get_score(2, score_type=['precise_alignment'])

# get a pianoroll numpy array
mat = d.get_pianoroll(2, score_type=['non_aligned'])

# or to process songs in parallel using joblib:
def processing(i, dataset, **args, *kwargs):

mat = d.get_score(2, score_type=['precise_alignment'])
# other stuffs here
pass

d.filter(instruments=['violin']).parallel(processing, n_jobs=-1)

Listing 1: Example of usage for official definitions

and reliability:
0: annotation type not available
1: annotation type available and manually or mechani-

cally annotated: this type of annotation has been added
by a domain expert or some mechanical transducer –
e.g. Disklavier.

2: annotation type available and algorithmically annotated:
this type of annotation has been added by exploiting a
state-of-art algorithm.

The types of annotations currently supported are:
1. precise alignment: onsets and offsets times in sec-

onds, pitches, velocities and note names for each
note played in the recording, taking into account asyn-
chronies inside chords;

2. broad alignment: same as precise alignment but the
alignment does not consider asynchronies inside chords;

3. non aligned notes: same as precise alignment but not
aligned (see 3.4 for more information);

4. f0: the f0 of this instrument for each audio frame in
the corresponding track;

5. beats non aligned: time instances of beats in the
non-aligned data;

6. instrument: General Midi program number associ-
ated with this instrument, starting from 0, while value
128 indicates a drums kit.

3.4 Alignment

As described in section 2.6, this project originated for mu-
sic alignment research. One problem is the lack of large
datasets containing audio recordings, aligned notes and sym-
bolic non aligned scores.

The approach that we used to overcome this problem is to
statistically analyze the available manual annotations and
to augment the data by approximating them through the
statistical model. To prevent biases, we also replaced the
manual annotations with the approximated ones.

For now, the statistical analysis is simple: we compute
the mean and the standard deviation of offsets and onsets
for each piece. Then, we store the histogram of the stan-
dardized offsets and onsets of each note; we also store
histograms of the mean and standard deviation values of
each piece. To create new misaligned data, we chose a
standardized value for each note accompanied by a mean
and a standard deviation for each piece, using the corre-
sponding histograms; with these data, we can compute a
non-standardized value for each note. Note that initially
the histograms are normalized so that they satisfy certain
given constraints. In the distributed code, the standardized
values are normalized to 1 (that is, the maximum value is 1
second), while standard deviations are normalized to 0.2.

An additional problem is due to the fact that the time units
in the aligned data are seconds, while those in the scores
are note lengths – e.g. breve, semibreve and so on. Usually,
one translates a note length to seconds by using BPM; how-
ever, in some scores the BPM annotation is unavailable or
is not reliable. Hence, during the statistical analysis, we al-
ways consider the tempo as 20 BPM, which is a non-usual
BPM, in the attempt of minimizing its overall influence. If
we used a usual BPM, such as 60 or 120, songs with BPM
near to that value would have biased the analysis. More-
over, models trained using the produced alignment anno-
tations are ensured to be BPM-independent. Note that one
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import audioscoredataset as asd

d = asd.Dataset(['path/to/directory/containing/custom/definitions',
'path/to/the/official/definitions/'])↪→

d.filter(instruments=['piano'], ensemble=False, composer='Mozart',
ground_truth=['precise_alignment'])↪→

Listing 2: Example of usage for custom definitions

can still try to derive BPM information by making a BPM
estimation over the audio [22, 23], a process which highly
depends on the algorithm’s precision.

3.5 API

The framework is complemented with a Python API writ-
ten in Cython. 3 It allows in particular to load various
dataset definitions aside of the official ones. The API pro-
vides methods to retrieve audio and annotations in various
structures, such as a matrix list of notes similar to the one
used by Matlab MIDI Toolbox [24] or pianorolls. Thanks
to the API, one can also filter the loaded datasets’ songs
based on the original dataset, active instrument, ensem-
ble or solo instrumentation, composer, available annotation
types, etc.

Moreover, since the API basically consists in a class rep-
resenting a large dataset, it is very easy to extend it in order
to use it in conjunction of PyTorch or TensorFlow frame-
works for training neural network models. In Sec. 4 we
provide an example of the specific functionality.

3.6 Conversion

To give the user the ability to write his/her own definitions
without having to edit the framework code, we designed a
conversion procedure as follows:

1. the creator can use already developed conversion tools
for the most common file formats (MIDI, sonic vi-
sualizer, etc.);

2. the creator can still write an ad-hoc function which
converts a file from the original format to the ASMD
one; in this case the creator has to decorate the con-
version function with a special decorator provided
by ASMD;

3. the creator adds the needed conversion function in
the install section in the dataset definition;

4. the user can run the conversion script for only a spe-
cific dataset or for all other datasets.

All the technical details are available in the official docu-
mentation. 4

4. USE CASES

This section demonstrates the efficacy of the ASMD frame-
work through four different use cases.

3 https://cython.org/
4 https://asmd.readthedocs.io/

4.1 Using API with the official dataset collection

To use the API, the user should carry out the following
steps:

• import audioscoredataset;
• create a audioscoredataset.Dataset object,

giving the path of the datasets.json file as an
argument to the constructor;

• use the filter method on the object to filter data
according to his/her needs (conveniently, it is also
possible to re-filter them at a later stage, without
reloading the datasets.json file);

• retrieve elements by calling the get item method
or similar ones.

After the execution of the filtermethod, the Dataset
instance will contain a field paths representing the list of
correct paths to the files requested by the user. Listing 1
shows an example of such an operation.

4.2 Using API with definitions for a customized
dataset

Whenever the user wishes to apply customized definitions,
he/she need simply to provide the list of directories to the
Dataset constructor, as shown in listing 2.

4.3 Using ASMD with PyTorch

Integrate ASMD with PyTorch is straightforward. The user
has to inherit from both PyTorch and ASMD Dataset
classes and to implement the getitem method. List-
ing 3 shows such an example.

4.4 Writing a conversion function and a custom
dataset definition

Towards adding new definitions enabling users to down-
load datasets, a user should also provide a conversion func-
tion. Listing 4 is an example of one can write its own con-
version function. However, conversion functions for the
most common file types – such as Midi and Sonic Visual-
izer – are already provided by the framework.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Future works will focus on the enhancement of conversion
and installation procedures, as well as on the definition of
standards for music annotations. In addition, multimodal
music processing often requires processing of annotation
types not included in this version of the framework, but
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import torch
import audioscoredataset as asd
from torch.utils.data import Dataset as TorchDataset

class MyDataset(asd.Dataset, TorchDataset):
def __init__(self, *args, **kargs):

super().__init__(['path/to/definitions']).filter(instruments=['piano'])

def __getitem__(self, i):
# for instance, return the MIDI Toolbox-like score
return torch.tensor(self.get_score(i))

def another_awsome_method(self, *args, **kargs):
print("Hello, world!")

for i, mat in enumerate(MyDataset()):
# train your nn model here

Listing 3: Example for using ASMD inside PyTorch

from audioscoredataset.convert_from_file import convert, prototype_gt
from copy import deepcopy

# use @convert
@convert(['.myext'])
def function_which_converts(filename, *args, **kargs):

# prepare empty output
out = deepcopy(prototype_gt)

# open file
data = csv.reader(open(filename), delimiter=',')

# fill output dictionary
for row in data:

out[alignment]["onsets"].append(float(row[0]))
out[alignment]["offsets"].append(float(row[0]) + float(row[2]))
out[alignment]["pitches"].append(int(row[1])

return out

Listing 4: Example for writing a custom conversion function

could instead be handled in a future release. Some annota-
tion types could be stored in standalone formats and users
should be able to distribute annotations focusing only on a
specific ground truth kind, thus enhancing the distributed
infrastructure of ASMD.

Studying the user experience of the framework should
also be a priority: for instance, users could be able to choose
datasets also based on the estimation of the download time
since for some datasets that is a relevant issue. Labels used
in the annotation format are also relevant to ease the usage
of the framework by new users, especially in a multidisci-
plinary field such as sound and music computing.

This paper presented a new framework for multimodal
music processing. We hope that our efforts in easing the
development of multimodal machine learning approaches
for music information processing will be useful to the sound
and music computing community. We are completely aware
that for a truly general and usable framework, the partici-

pation of various and different perspectives is needed and
we are therefore open to any contribution towards the cre-
ation of utilities that allow training and testing multimodal
models, ensuring reasonable generalization ability and re-
liable reproducibility of scientific results.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a comparative analysis of tracking
quality in two infrared marker-based motion capture sys-
tems: one older but high-end (Qualisys, purchased in 2009)
and the other newer and mid-range (OptiTrack, purchased
in 2019). We recorded performances by a string quartet
with both systems simultaneously, using the same frame
rate. Our recording set-up included a combination of mov-
ing markers (affixed to musicians’ bodies) and stationary
markers (affixed to music stands). Higher noise levels were
observed in Qualisys recordings of stationary markers than
in OptiTrack recordings, as well as a greater spatial range,
though OptiTrack recordings had a higher rate of outliers
(“spikes” in the signal). In moving markers, increased
quantity of motion was associated with increased between-
system error rates. Both systems showed minimal within-
trial drift but a reduction in recording accuracy and pre-
cision over the duration of the experiment. Overall, our
results show that the older/high-end system (Qualisys) pro-
duced slightly lower-quality recordings than the newer/mid-
range system (OptiTrack). We discuss how our findings
may inform researchers’ interpretations of motion capture
data, particularly when capturing the types of motion that
are important for performing music.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music-related motion is commonly examined through the
use of optical motion capture (MoCap). Infrared (IR) pas-
sive marker-based systems are particularly useful as they
allow for relatively free movement and detailed but versa-
tile data collection. In recent years, IR MoCap systems
have been used to study a range of performance move-
ment types, including the fine-grained finger movements
of pianists [1], the coarticulation of drum strokes [2], the
bowing of violinists [3], the ancillary movements of clar-
inetists [4], and the alignment of instrumentalists’ head
movements with sound onsets [5].

Certain technical challenges arise in the study of music-
related motion. For example, to capture music performances
in ecologically valid conditions, portable MoCap systems
(including smaller IR systems) might be preferred, though
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Qualisys cameras
OptiTrack cameras

Figure 1: From a rehearsal with the string quartet in the
recording space. The cameras of the two MoCap systems
(Qualisys and Optitrack) can be seen near the ceiling.

such systems may sacrifice some recording precision. Sim-
ilarly, long recordings can be affected by drift, but may be
needed to capture performances in full (e.g., in studies of
concert behaviour). Drift is less of an issue for IR systems
than for inertial systems, but may still arise.

Occlusion—that is, the visual blocking of markers from
the cameras—can be a particular issue when working with
passive marker-based systems. This may be due to the
types of movement involved in instrumental performance,
as well as the presence of instruments, music stands, and
sometimes multiple performers. Such occlusions can be
overcome by strategic marker positioning. A question that
arises with fine movements (e.g., pianists’ finger move-
ments) is how to avoid misidentification between rapidly
moving, closely positioned markers. Recent research sug-
gests that a sampling rate should be chosen that is pro-
portional to the ratio between maximum marker speed and
minimum marker spacing [6].

Since researchers work with different types of MoCap
systems—which may vary in features such as cost, porta-
bility, or intrusiveness—it is necessary to understand how
their data compare to be able to make informed judgments
of the reported results. Previous studies compared a high-
end IR MoCap system (Qualisys) with an iPod Touch [7]
and an inertial armband sensor (AX3, Axivity) [8]. While
the high-end system unsurprisingly records with greater
precision, the wearable sensors provide sufficiently useful
data and might be preferred for some real-world settings.

Another comparative study tested noise levels in record-
ings from a high-end system (Qualisys) and a more afford-
able system (OptiTrack) [9]. The high-end system recorded
a stationary marker with 5–6 times less noise than did the
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more affordable system. Both systems showed some drift
over the course of a 30 minute recording, but the magni-
tude was very slight compared to the more substantial drift
that is shown by some inertial sensors [10, 11].

The current study tested the quality of marker tracking
in a naturalistic music performance setting. We compared
the performance of a high-end system (Qualisys; hereafter
HE), using the same cameras as tested in [9], which are
now around 10 years old, with the performance of a mid-
range system (OptiTrack; hereafter MR), which was around
1 year old at the time of testing. The latter system is pri-
marily intended as a less costly, portable alternative for
testing out of the lab. Both systems were set up in the
fourMs lab at the University of Oslo and used to record
performances of a string quartet.

2. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND METHOD

2.1 Equipment

Motion data were collected using two optical motion cap-
ture systems that recorded simultaneously: a Qualisys sys-
tem with 12 Oqus 300 cameras, and an OptiTrack system
with 8 Flex 13 cameras. The Qualisys system is a fixed in-
stallation in the lab space. Cameras are positioned around
the full lab volume, attached to a metal frame near ceiling
level. The OptiTrack system was temporarily set up for the
purpose of these recordings. Its cameras were positioned
around the half of the lab in which the string quartet played
and were fixed to the same metal frame as the Qualisys
cameras (Figure 1).

Each member of the string quartet wore a jacket with
6 reflective markers attached (head, upper back, left and
right upper and lower arms). Markers were also placed in
the corner of each musician’s music stand. The musicians
wore eye tracking glasses while they played, and each set
of glasses had 4 markers attached in a unique configuration
(Figure 2).

Both systems recorded with a sampling rate of 120 Hz.
A visual signal was captured using a clapperboard at the
start of each recording, and timestamps were synchronized
retrospectively. Data for individual performances were ex-
tracted from the recordings. These were trimmed to in-
clude only data from 5 seconds before piece onset until
5 seconds after the final note onset. Motion capture data
were labelled and exported in TSV (Qualisys, QTM) or
CSV (OptiTrack, Motive) file formats. No further postpro-
cessing of the data was done. All analyses were done in
R [12].

2.2 Recording procedure

The string quartet performed Haydn’s String Quartet Op.
76, No. 4 in B-flat major, I. Allegro con spirito and II.
Adagio. An excerpt of the first movement (Allegro) was
recorded 5 times, and the full movement was recorded once.
The entire second movement (Adagio) was also recorded
once. The five performances of the Allegro excerpt were
done as part of an experiment investigating visual coordi-
nation. The musicians were alone in the lab for these per-
formances, and played in different spatial configurations

Stand markers
Glasses markers

Figure 2: Close-up of two musicians from the string quar-
tet, with MoCap suits and eye tracking glasses. Markers
were placed on each note stand.

(e.g., back-to-back, facing each other in a semi-circle, or
with the 1st violinist behind a curtain). The final perfor-
mance of the complete Allegro and the performance of the
Adagio were given under concert conditions; an audience
of approximately 40 people filled the remaining space in
the lab. The full recording session lasted approximately 3
hours (including some breaks).

2.3 Analysis of motion features

Only markers that were tracked successfully (i.e., that could
be labelled) through at least 85% of both HE and MR record-
ings were included in the analysis. The markers that could
be analysed for each trial are listed in Table 1.

To allow for some statistical comparisons, we divided
each of the (7) performances into 20 windows of approxi-
mately equal length. Since performances differed in dura-
tion, windows did not span the same length of time for all
trials. Several of our dependent variables were calculated
per window, as described below.

2.3.1 Quantity of Motion

Quantity of motion (QoM) was calculated per window and
per dimension (x, y, z, and 3D) for each motion trajec-
tory using unmodified position values. We calculated the
first derivative of position values (velocity) for each Mo-
Cap system. QoM was then calculated as the sum of abso-
lute velocities divided by the total duration of the window.
For a vector comprising MR position values o1, o2, ..., on,
and HE position values q1, q2, ..., qn,

QoM =
1

T

n∑
i=2

∣∣∣∣ (oi − o(i−1)) + (qi − q(i−1))

2

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where n is the total number of samples and T is the total
duration of the window. QoM was considered as a predic-
tor variable for moving markers and comprised the primary
dependent variable for stationary markers, serving as an in-
dicator of noise level in (what should nominally be) a static
signal.

2.3.2 Between-System Errors in Marker Position

For each marker trajectory (3D and in x, y, and z dimen-
sions individually), the initial position was subtracted from
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each subsequent position. This created “distance from start”
vectors of values for each marker. These vectors would,
in theory, be identical for the two MoCap systems if they
recorded without noise or error.

Mean squared errors (MSEs) were calculated between
pairs of vectors (HE vs. MR), per window, as a measure of
the difference between them. For moving markers, these
MSEs comprised the primary dependent variable.

2.3.3 Spatial Range

We calculated the spatial range that was captured by each
system in each dimension. Spatial range was obtained per
window for all marker trajectories and was calculated in
two ways: 1) as the difference between the maximum and
minimum position values that were recorded by the two
systems, and 2) as the standard deviation of the distribu-
tion of marker positions. The first measure provides an
“absolute” range and the second provides a “representa-
tive” range that is less affected by outliers (“spikes”, see
below).

2.3.4 Drift and Spikes

Stationary marker recordings were evaluated for the oc-
currence of drift and “spikes” in the signal (instantaneous
outliers in the series of marker positions; see Figure 3). To
check for drift, we used linear regression to calculate the
slope of stationary marker trajectories per trial. To identify
spikes, we calculated a z-score for each marker position
relative to the trial mean and SD. A threshold of z = ±5
was set, and points beyond this range were considered to
be spikes.

2.3.5 Evaluation of Recording Reliability

Distributions of MSEs, QoM values, and spike frequency
were positively skewed. Therefore, statistical analysis of
these variables was made using generalized linear mod-
elling (GLM) with a gamma distribution. Spatial range
values approximated a normal distribution, so GLM with a
Gaussian distribution was used.

For stationary markers, we tested for differences in QoM
between systems across spatial dimensions, trials, and over
time within trials. We checked for evidence of drift as well.
For moving markers, we tested how MSEs differed accord-
ing to QoM, spatial dimension, trial number, and recording
duration. We also checked for differences in the spatial
range captured by the two systems for both stationary and
moving markers.

3. RESULTS

MSEs (mm2) indicating the magnitude of difference be-
tween HE and MR recordings of markers at different lo-
cations (arm, back, glasses, head, and music stands) are
listed in Table 2, along with mean QoM values. Example
data profiles with high and low between-system errors are
shown in Figure 3 (stationary markers) and Figure 4 (mov-
ing markers).

Errors between recordings were small overall, but sub-
stantially larger for moving markers than for stationary mark-

ers. Results for stationary and moving markers are pre-
sented separately in the sections below.
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Figure 3: Time series showing “difference from start” vec-
tors for MR (OptiTrack, blue) and HE (Qualisys, red)
recordings. The upper and lower plots show trials with
lower and higher between-system error, respectively.
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Figure 4: Time series showing “difference from start” vec-
tors for MR (blue) and HE (red) recordings. The upper and
lower plots show trials with low and high between-system
errors, respectively.

3.1 Stationary Markers

As can be seen in Figure 3, some noise was present in the
recordings of stationary markers. For the most part, noise
levels were low: the median QoM for MR and HE record-
ings were 1.21 mm and 1.96 mm, respectively. However,
we did also note occasional spikes in the stationary marker
trajectories, as well as some “jumps” where the measured
marker position moved suddenly by a fraction of a mil-
limeter before eventually returning to its original position,
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Musician Head Back UL Arm LL Arm UR Arm LR Arm Glasses Stand
Violinist 1 all 1, 4, 6, 7 1, 3, 6, 7 1-3, 5-7 1-3, 5-7 all 1-3, 5-7* 2-3, 5-7
Violinist 2 all 1 — — 1 1 1* 2-3, 5-7*
Violist all 1 1 2-5 1 1 3-7* 3-5
Cellist all all all all all all all all

Table 1: Trials with successful marker recordings. “UL” denotes upper left, “LR” denotes lower right, and so on. Note
that each music stand and set of glasses included 4 markers, while body locations had one marker per person. (*) indicates
trials in which all 4 markers for the glasses or stand were available; in some additional trials, some but not all markers were
available.

Marker location MSE QoM
Arm 0.67 18.38
Back 0.04 7.85
Glasses 1.26 22.27
Head 0.23 16.39
Stand 1.21 4.06

Table 2: MSEs and QoM for different marker locations.
Data have been averaged across musicians and trials.

or a new “stationary position”. Some instances of such
jumps and spikes can be seen in Figure 3.

QoM calculations revealed an outlier in the HE data for
Trial 1. One marker recorded with very high noise, prob-
ably due to its placement near the edge of the capture vol-
ume (musicians played back-to-back during this trial). We
decided to omit this marker from further analysis. One ad-
ditional marker was omitted from Trial 4 (window 6 only)
due to high noise.

3.1.1 System Differences in Quantity of Motion

QoM of the stationary markers (i.e., the noise level of the
system) did not differ between x, y, and z dimensions for
either system, so only results for 3D data are presented
here. Higher QoM (i.e., greater noise) was seen for HE
recordings (M = 4.52, SD = 2.56) than for MR record-
ings (M = 2.23, SD = 1.55), t(278) = 8.09, p < .001.
As we can see from Figure 6, this difference between sys-
tems occurred in every trial.

With spatial range quantified as the difference between
maximum and minimum position values, the range for HE
recordings was larger than the range for MR, t(260) =
7.04, p < .001 (HE M = .87, SD = .62; MR M = .40,
SD = .35). Likewise, with spatial range quantified as
the SDs of the distributions of marker positions, the range
for HE was larger again, t(278) = 5.56, p < .001 (Fig-
ure 6). Spatial range tended to increase across trials for
both systems, suggesting a decrease in precision across the
recording session.

Both examples in Figure 3 show some spikes in the marker
trajectory. MR recordings contained a higher frequency
of spikes (i.e., a higher number of spikes relative to the
total number of samples) than HE recordings, t(276) =
3.00, p = .003; this effect was consistent across almost all
trials (Figure 5).
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markers across conditions in MR and HE recordings.

3.1.2 Trial number and recording time

Drift was visible in some individual marker trajectories.
However, neither average signed slope magnitudes nor av-
erage absolute slope magnitudes differed systematically be-
tween the two MoCap systems. Looking across the record-
ing session, we observed an effect of trial number on QoM,
t(278) = 9.14, p < .001. As shown in Figure 6, noise
level generally increased across trials for both systems,
suggesting a decrease in recording precision over time.

3.2 Moving Markers

3.2.1 Spatial Dimension and Range

Figure 8 shows how MSEs (calculated per window, trial,
and marker location) differed between spatial dimensions.
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Figure 7: QoM per window across each of Trials 1–7.
Blue and red lines are MR and HE recordings, respectively.
Colours follow a gradient from dark (Trial 1) to light (Trial
7).

Movement along the y (vertical) axis yielded lower errors
than movement along the x axis, t(237) = 9.92, p < .001,
or z axis, t(237) = 10.22, p < .001. QoM was also lower
in the y direction (M = 39.3, SD = 26.5) than in the x
direction (M = 51.6, SD = 25.1) or z direction (M =
50.82, SD = 24.31).
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Figure 8: MSEs for x, y, and z dimensions for different
marker locations (left) and between-system differences in
spatial range. Negative differences indicate a larger spatial
range in HE recordings. Error bars indicate standard error.

Between-system differences in spatial range (quantified
in terms of maximum-minimum unidimensional position
differences) were calculated (Figure 8). Negative differ-
ences indicate that HE recordings had a larger spatial range;
positive differences indicate that the range was larger for
MR. Differences were more negative in the x direction than
in the y direction, t(237) = 5.17, p < .001, but did not
differ statistically for the y and z directions. The same pat-
tern of results was found when spatial range was quantified
in terms of the SD of the distributions of unidimensional
marker positions.

3.2.2 Quantity of Motion

We tested for an effect of quantity of motion (QoM) on
error magnitude for 3D variables. Two outliers were re-
moved before running the analysis (both with a z-score

> 9). A plot showing the relationship between MSEs and
QoM (calculated per window, trial, and marker location) is
given in Figure 9. GLM indicated a positive effect of QoM
on MSEs, t(556) = 21.27, p < .001. Thus, it seems that
errors increased for markers that moved more during the
course of a recording.
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Figure 9: Scatterplot showing a positive relationship be-
tween MSEs and QoM for 3D variables.

3.2.3 Trial number and recording duration

MSEs per trial and marker location are shown in Figure 10.
A marginally significant effect of trial number emerged,
t(558) = 1.98, p = .048; however, this effect is not eas-
ily explained. MSEs did not systematically increase across
trials, which would have indicated a decrease in recording
quality across the experiment. Differences were not sys-
tematic according to playing conditions (e.g., conditions
were the same for Trials 3 and 5, and the spatial configu-
ration of musicians was the same for Trials 2, 3, and 5–7).
QoM might account for some variability in errors. A GLM
that included QoM as a covariate yielded a better fit (AIC
-121.82) than a GLM that included only trial number as a
predictor (AIC 85.84).

Changes in MSEs over time within recordings are shown
in Figure 11. MSEs generally (slightly) increased across
the course of recordings, but GLM did not indicate a sig-
nificant effect. Thus, any decline in quality that occurred
during the course of individual recordings was minimal.
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Figure 11: MSE per window across each of Trials 1–7. The
black line indicates the slope given by a linear regression
of window number on MSEs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated the noise levels and tracking reli-
ability of an older high-end motion capture system and a
newer mid-range system. Our results can be summarized
as follows. For stationary markers:

• The HE system recorded with higher noise levels
than the MR system. The HE system gave higher
QoM as well as larger absolute (max–min) and rep-
resentative (SD) spatial ranges.

• In contrast, the MR system showed a greater fre-
quency of spikes and sudden jumps in the signal.

• We saw minimal evidence of drift within individ-
ual recordings for both systems. However, recording
quality declined somewhat across the course of the
3-hour session.

For moving markers:

• Tracking reliability was greater in both horizontal
dimensions (x and z) than in the vertical dimension
(y).

• A more negative spatial range was captured for the
x dimension than for the y dimension, indicating a
larger range in HE than MR recordings. In the z
dimension, the HE system captured a larger range
for all but arm markers, where a larger range was
captured by the MR system.

• QoM was strongly related to the magnitude of between-
system errors.

• Drift did not have a measurable effect on tracking re-
liability, and we saw no systematic decline in quality
over the course of the session.

These results should be considered in light of the find-
ings by Jensenius et al. [9], which compared the same HE
system to an earlier version of the MR system, and found
better performance by the HE system. The noise levels we

found for the HE system are on par with those recorded
in [9]. The improved performance that we found for the
MR system in the current study speaks to the progress that
has been made in motion capture technologies. It is clear
that MR motion capture systems today perform at a very
high level.

We would recommend that researchers consider the noise
behaviour of the MoCap systems that they work with, and
take this into consideration when smoothing and filtering
their data. For example, our MR system produced noise
within a smaller range of values than the HE system, but
was more likely to make spikes and jumps. It can be useful
to record (and report) some stationary markers alongside
the target markerset—ideally, positioned as close as possi-
ble to the space that the target markers will use—in order
to monitor the noise level of the MoCap system in use.

To maximize the quality of MoCap recordings, we would
also recommend that researchers make multiple calibra-
tions if testing across a period of hours. We saw a slight
increase in noise levels across trials. While this did not
seem to affect tracking quality for moving markers, it is
important to keep in mind, especially if studying fine or
small-scale movements that might be more distorted by jit-
ter.

We had to exclude a number of markers from analysis due
to high occlusion rates, which is difficult to avoid when
capturing multiple musicians in a relatively tight space. A
couple of additional “well-tracked” markers had to be ex-
cluded, because their placement close to the edge of the
capture volume meant that their trajectories contained very
high levels of noise. This shows the importance of situ-
ating your target markers well within the bounds of the
capture volume, as well as thoroughly calibrating the full
volume [9].

Finally, our study showed a strong relationship between
QoM and between-system errors. We would therefore ad-
vise some caution in making detailed analysis of trajecto-
ries that contain high QoM. In line with the 2016 paper by
Song and Godøy [6], it is important to select a sufficiently
high frame rate if there is fast motion in markers that are
spatially close together. In our case, the markers that were
attached to the eye-tracking glasses were relatively close
together, which did cause some issues with misidentifica-
tion. In the specific setup that we tested, markers with a
high QoM might also have been difficult to track for some
other reasons (e.g., arm markers were subject to relatively
frequent occlusion).

In sum, these findings show the high reliability with which
IR motion capture systems can track human movements in
a music performance setting, and highlight the need for
careful marker placement, monitoring of noise levels, and
informed selection of effective filtering methods.
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ABSTRACT 
“Strune” is an interactive audio-visual installation in-
spired by the string theory of particle physics, presented 
in January 2018 in Galerija SC in Zagreb, Croatia. 
“Strune” consists of a 15-meter-long tensioned piano 
wire, supported by a resonant plywood box, and is driven 
to resonate by an all-thread bolt attached to a subwoofer. 
A Max/Msp patch is used to process the vibrations prop-
agating on the string according to a dataset simulating 
13TeV LHC particle collisions. Correspondingly, the 
process brings out a series of frequencies akin to the fam-
ilies of particles produced by the resonances of quantum 
mechanical strings. Design details and audience experi-
ences are described. Video of the opening present at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUSO-6ykuIo 

1. INTRODUCTION 
“Strune” was commissioned in late 2016 by “Kultura 
Promjene” as an open-ended artistic residency. The hope 
from both commissioner and commissioned artists Hrvoje 
Hiršl (in later text HH) and Davor Branimir Vincze (in 
later text DBV), was to create compelling interdiscipli-
nary project, which would go beyond the boundaries of 
each of their respective art practices. Since both HH and 
DBV share the fascination for science and the potential of 
its implementation in arts, it was very early on decided to 
create an audio-visual installation that would transpire 
relations between music and physics in a broader sense. 

The first step we (HH&DBV) took was to revisit the 
teachings of Pythagoras who is “thought to be the first to 
conduct scientific investigations on the nature of sound. 
Using the monochord, he [Pythagoras] discovered the 
harmonic relationships between vibrating strings of dif-
ferent lengths (….) He noticed that two stretched strings, 
whose lengths are in the ratio 2:1, produced the same 
note an octave apart“ [1]. It was interesting to discover 
that Pytagoras went even further, relating musical harmo-
ny to the order in the structure of the cosmos. Echoes of 
this musical model of the cosmos can also be traced in 
the currently popular string theory of particle physics. 

String theory provides a theoretical framework to link 
four fundamental forces of nature: electromagnetism, 
weak force, strong force and gravity. The problem arises 

in attempting to combine quantum mechanics with Ein-
stein’s theory of relativity. String theory offers an expla-
nation that reconciles the two by theorizing that the entire 
universe is made of incredibly small one-dimensional 
strings (size about 10-33 cm). By doing so, the strings vi-
brate in a space with more than the familiar three spatial 
dimensions, and produce particles as resonances of the 
string. [2] 

Having realized these connections, we decided to use 
the existing analogies between Pythagoras’s, musical 
string and string theory in the conception of our audio-
visual installation. Thinking about how we could present 
the hidden dimensions, we noted that Fletcher [3], de-
scribes similarities between string theory and coiled 
springs. As stated in [3] “many of the possible physical 
dimensions of the string [according to the string theory] 
are hidden because they are coiled up into some sort of 
small structure concealed within the string”. The author 
then continues explaining that a special type of spring 
which he calls hyperhelix “is a helical structure where the 
coils of the helix are found to also consist of a helix with 
a much smaller helical diameter though a similar helical 
pitch angle (see Figure 1)” [3]. The author’s idea behind 
the article was that “the hyperhelix might be a fruitful 
analogy by which physicists can convey to non-experts a 
picture of part of the nature of string theory” [3]. We 
were immediately tempted to portraying this idea. 

 
Figure 1. Modified from Fletcher [3] (a) Ideal string, 0 
hidden dimensions, (b) Helix, 1 hidden dimension, (c) 
hyperhelix, 2 hidden dimensions. Copyright: © 2020 Davor B. Vincze et al. This is an open-access article 

distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduc-
tion in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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Figure 2. (a) Ideal string - 0 hidden dimensions, (b) Piano 
string – its thickness acts as a hidden dimension. 

At first we explored several concepts that could make 
an analogy between hidden dimensions and our installa-
tion (as described in the section “Hardware design”). In 
the end, we concluded that it would be best to start with 
what Fletcher calls hyperhelix of order zero – a simple 
string – and use this installation as a precursor for further 
sound research. We noted that a simple, physical string 
has a “hidden dimensions” due to its thickness, as illus-
trated in Figure 2. Exploiting this fact, we decided to ex-
pose the inharmonic frequencies of a tensioned string and 
present them as hidden dimensions. 

Finally, knowing that this would not be the first work 
employing wires, strings or springs, we wanted to make 
sure that we were not mining in a field that was already 
fully excavated. Some of more interesting installations 
we found were “Music on a long thin wire” (1977) by 
Alvin Lucier, “Tripwire” (2011) by Ashley Fure and 
“One or more schachtophones” (2016) by Damir Indoš. 
Nevertheless, none of the works we examined had em-
phasis on relation between strings and particle physics as 
their guiding principle. This made us confident that by 
making this audio-visual installation, we were to end up 
with sonic results that were captivating and unique.  

2. CREATIVE APPROACH 
Working on Strune involved three phases: conception, 
exploration and realization. The conception phase started 
before the commissioner confirmed the exact exhibition 
space, but it was speculated that it would be a much 
smaller gallery than it finally was. As such, we conceived 
of the room as the nucleus of an atom with multiple 
strings spanned across the space representing subatomic 
particles. Even though this initial concept was not real-
ized, many of our initial goals remained unchanged. Our 
idea was to make the installation look simple from the 
outside, but have complex inner mechanism. It had to be 
immersive, lure visitors’ curiosity, but never fully reveal 
itself. Connections between string theory and string me-
chanics were to be hinted at, but not scholastically ex-
plained. We decided to allow a limited interaction, suffi-
cient to keep the audience engaged, but without the result 
being dependent on its presence. 

The exploration phase consisted of series of smaller 
size simulations to test diverse parts of the future installa-
tion. We examined different types of springs and string, 
and were thus able to decide upon the appropriate dimen-
sions and thickness. There was also an issue of how to get 
the wire to vibrate. Diverse mechanisms were discussed, 
some of which involved having hanging metal rods that 
the audience could interact with, electrical motor vibra-

tors, solenoid electromotors, sine wave generators, loud-
speakers or electromagnetic actuators. The resonant box 
came into play as we accidentally tied one of the wires 
against a large cupboard and noticed that it passively am-
plified the sound. Later we constructed a miniature reso-
nant box to test the amount of amplification we could 
expect. As we intended to add transducers and put them 
onto the resonant box, we had to try out how they sound 
with materials ranging from metal to plastic, before even-
tually settling for simple plywood. Overall this phase 
helped to narrow down the types of tools we used. 

Figure 3. A ground plan of Galerija SC, the exhibition 
space (nr.7), precisely 15,73m long and 8,02m wide. [4] 
 

During the realization phase, in which we turned these 
test runs into a fully-fledged installation, numerous limi-
tations and constrains emerged that had to be creatively 
surmounted. The size of the gallery space was just one of 
them. The sound of a single string in such a large room 
(15m x 8m x 5m) might have been easily absorbed, espe-
cially if the room was full of people. See the ground plan 
in Figure 3. Furthermore, we were concerned that our 
resonator would not enhance the frequencies of our string 
sufficiently. Luckily that was not the case. An even 
greater issue was that the soft brick wall did not hold 
bolts and hooks properly. It was a struggle to find the 
right position and angle, to hold the resonator and the 
tensor ratchet mechanism in place once the string was 
maximally tensioned. 

The biggest problem, however, was to find the most ef-
fective way to induce vibration. Providing visitors with a 
metal baton and instructing them to hit the string would 
have been a nice way to engage the audience, but it 
would risk generating a completely unpredictable sound-
ing result. The string might have been activated by a sine 
wave generator or a transducer, but the device itself 
would always be louder than the vibrating string. Sole-
noid electromotor sounded great, yet no matter how well 
we fixed them, they would eventually manage to drift 
slightly to the side, at which point they would miss the 
string entirely. We considered and rejected electromag-
netic actuators because on such a long string they were 
not generating sufficient amplitude and to obtain rich 
harmonic spectrum would require having either a mova-
ble or multiple fixed actuators, none of which we wanted. 
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Figure 4. A subwoofer with an all-thread bolt attached. 

 
Eventually, having noticed that a subwoofer membrane 

produces large amplitude movements whenever it plays 
extremely low frequencies, we added a threaded bolt to 
subwoofer’s center and created a friction similar to a 
bow. This method finally gave the result we were so ea-
gerly looking for (see Figure 4). 

3. HARDWARE DESIGN 

3.1 Design Exploration and Experimentation 

  
Figure 5. A model of the initial concept. The strings have 
been artificially emphasized in Adobe Illustrator. 
 
The first idea corresponded to the model in Figure 5. It 
was a rather ambitious plan that involved spanning more 
than fifty strings across the entire exhibition space, each 
with its unique length and angle, so to create an immer-
sive maze through which the audience could navigate 
freely. Even though this would barely be achievable with 
the awarded funding, the main constraint was the gallery 
manager’s unwillingness to allow us to drill numerous 
holes in the wall necessary to attach all these strings. An-
other issue with this idea was creating the simplest possi-

ble mechanism that could make strings vibrate: One small 
electrical vibrator for each string could have worked, but 
this would require complex wiring, which would disrupt 
the elegance of simply having strings spanned across the 
room. Since, according to this idea, each string should 
have had a precisely defined frequency, we quickly ran 
into another problem. The base frequency of very long 
strings is below human hearing threshold. As we tested 
spanning strings in various length, we realized that acti-
vating a tensioned string longer than about 2 meters 
would just result in a buzzing metal noise and overtones 
of that string, but one could not hear the fundamental 
frequency. In order to solve this problem, one would have 
to create series of supporting structures, which would 
bend these long diagonal wires on several nodes, and thus 
create a series of pitches along one string. This of course 
would have been a constructional nightmare. 

Furthermore, there was an issue of having to retune 
each string numerous times, since most probably the ini-
tial tension would not have held for more than a day. 
These constrains made us rework the concept into some-
thing more stable and elegant. 

Figure 6. Example spring sound propagation modes. (a) 
longitudinal, (b) transverse and (c) torsional. 
 

Our next idea was to come closer to Fletcher’s order 1 
helix and use one long metal spring that we would span 
across the entire space. The spring would thus symbolize 
an enlarged version of a subatomic particle existing in 
multiple dimensions. In addition, springs have several 
different modes of propagating sound from one side to 
the other (see Figure 6), and the interaction between these 
modes results in cutoff frequency around 4 – 6kHz, con-
tributing to the spring’s equalization and giving the 
spring its characteristic sound [5]. The installation was 
supposed to function in a manner similar to the Space 
Phone toy (see Figure 7), only much bigger in size and 
interactive, so that the audience could in pairs speak on 
one and listen on the other side of the gallery space. We 
were lucky to find an experienced artisan in Zagreb that 
could make custom springs with the diameter of the loop 
being as small as 5mm. The downside was that the max-
imum length that he was able to produce was 3 meters, so 
in order to cover the exhibition space that was 15 meters 
long, we would have had to solder five of these springs 
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into one, and there was a risk that these five parts could 
break during the manipulation with the string. As we tried 
spanning the spring, we realized that spring of such 
length bends downwards, so one would need to put at 
least 5 nylon threads from the ceiling to hold the spring 
straight across its path. This solution had several disad-
vantages. It would be visually displeasing, it would inter-
fere with the wave propagation along the spring, it would 
be nearly impossible to hang it from the ceiling of the 
given exhibition space, and in the end it would still not be 
completely straight. 
 

 
Figure 7. An example of Space Phone Toy. [6] 
 

The next modification of this idea that we tried out was 
inserting a single piano wire through the middle of the 
spring, as if the spring were the sock covering the entire 
length of the string. We thought that the activation mech-
anism might make string vibrate, which in turn would hit 
against the spring, and produce additional interesting vi-
brations on the spring as well. As soon as we tried this 
experiment, we came to the conclusion that our design 
was utopic. No matter what type of force we applied to 
make the string vibrate, the vibration would quickly get 
damped due to a rather heavy spring. The spring would 
shake once and then kept hanging on the string thus ex-
tinguishing any further wave propagation. However,  
these trials were not in vain as they brought us closer to 
the final design. 

3.2 Final Implementation 

In our final design, we decided to go for an absolutely 
simple single piano wire across the entire space. There 
were 6 different wire thicknesses (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 
1.35 and 1.7 millimeters) that we acquired and tested. 
The thinnest two were too brittle and would break when 
spanned with such a high tension. The thickest two were 
pulling the construction mechanism that was holding 
them from the wall even before they could be tightened to 
create any sound. The middle two gave optimal results, 
yet we decided to go for the 1.0mm string, as it was 
slightly louder and more resonant than the 0.75mm one. 
The string was attached to the wall via simple ratchet 
mechanism (see Figure 8). 

Despite the good performance of one millimeter string, 
our concern was that the sound of a single string in such a 
big space might get lost, which is why we decided to add 

a resonant box and attach the string to its front side (see 
Figure 9). A simple plywood was used for the construc-
tion, creating a box having the following dimensions: 
150cm x 100cm x 99cm. It was constructed in such a way 
that it can be hung with its back against the wall and with 
a small 30 cm opening on the lower front side that could 
emit the sound. The construction details of the resonant 
box can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

    
 
Figure 8. Ratchet mechanism was holding the string to 
the wall on the opposite side from the resonant box. 
 

     
 
Figure 9. A plywood resonant box. String enhanced in 
blue. Transducers encircled in red. 
 

Based on our previous experimentation, we knew that 
the string of such length would not produce an audible 
low-frequency pitch, but rather a cluster containing over-
tones of the fundamental pitch and the noise of wire rub-
bing against its activation mechanism. At first it seemed 
that this might not give a desirable effect, but as soon as 
we decided to expand the sound via feedback loop and 
electronics, we were actually happy that the sonic result 
was richer than a single pitched sound. Four VX-GH92 
transducers have been used. Each was fixed to one of the 
four lateral sides. These were also the only available 
sides, since the front side had the string attached to it and 
the back side had hooks holding it to the wall. The trans-
ducers were positioned in the corners, off-center on the 
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spots that had maximum resonance (see Figure 8). The 
signal from the computer was amplified before reaching 
the transducers via Dayton Audio DTA-1 Class T mini 
amplifiers. 

 

   
 
Figure 10. Design of the resonant box. 
 

To make the string vibrate, we were sending inaudible 
frequencies (15-25 Hz) to a subwoofer that had an all-
thread bolt glued to its center. It was positioned on a 
stand so that the middle part of the bolt was touching the 
string. In this way, as subwoofer would quickly move up 
and down, allowing the threads of the bolt to scratch the 
string, producing a loud and noisy sound. (see Figure 4). 

Finally, we needed to record the string, so that its sound 
could be fed back to transducers. Three types of micro-
phone have been used for this purpose: cardioid Beh-
ringer C/2 condenser microphone (1), simple guitar pick-
up (2) and Korg CM-200 contact microphone (3). The 
cardioid was positioned at the mechanism holding the 
wire to the wall and could capture inharmonic partials at 
the string’s origin along with some ambient room sound 
made by the audience. The guitar pick-up was put in the 
middle and recorded a pure sound of the string that re-
sulted from disruption of pick-up’s magnetic field. The 
contact microphone was placed on the bottom side of the 
resonant box and could thus capture the response of the 
resonant box. 

4. INTERACTION DESIGN 
The interaction, sound processing and automation were 
all designed as Max/Msp patch1 (see Figure 11). The 
patch consisted of 5 processing modules, each treating 
the input signal in a special way. These treatments were 
governed by simulated LHC particle collision datasets 
produced by Brian Shuve using the MadGraph software 
(see figure 12). As was explained by Brian Shuve, 
“MadGraph allows us to simulate what happens in high-
energy particle collisions. It simulates the initial proton 
collision at the LHC, the production of a particle moving 
in the extra dimension, and then its decay back into nor-
mal particles that are not moving in the extra dimension.” 

                                                           
1 The Max/Msp patch can be downloaded here for free: 
https://stanford.box.com/s/og79mhfzuvurlsdkjulbpqhkwsqyucro 

The generated data represent production of a new particle 
called a Kalauze-Klein (KK) graviton. A total of 50,000 
13TeV LHC collisions were simulated using MadGraph 
software. The recorded data represents the perpendicular 
direction momenta and energies of each muon-antimuon 
pair produced by the decay of the simulated KK graviton. 
This data was normalised and subsequently divided into 
five groups, each group directly controlling the parame-
ters of its respective processing module. In Max/Msp 
these control values define time intervals in which things 
get triggered, ranges of transposition, time delay, filter 
amount, grain size and all other sound manipulation pa-
rameters. 
 

 
 
Figure 11. An interface of Max/Msp patch by DBV. 
 

The patch was running on a Macbook Pro with OS 
10.12.4, it was connected to a Focusrite Scarlett 18i20 
audio interface, which was receiving 3 inputs (the previ-
ously mentioned three microphones) and was connected 
to 9 outputs. At first we intended to have 5 outputs: 1 for 
the string activator (subwoofer) and 4 for the transducers. 
However, due to the small size of transducers that could 
only output frequencies above 120Hz, we realized the 
need for proper speakers that can also play the lower part 
of the spectrum, which led to implementing additional 
Solton aart 12A loudspekers in four corners of the room. 

 
Module 1 (M1) receives the signal from the condenser 

microphone, but only the velocity of the signal is used to 
control the amplitude of the computer-generated white 
noise. In this way the noise from the gallery space could 
influence the sound result without the risk of overly feed-
ing back. The noise gets filtered with a bandpass filter 
that has a high gain, narrow Q and center frequency. Each 
channel has a different center frequency, which is contin-
uously changing. 

 
Module 2 (M2) can randomly turn pick-up microphone 

on and off and record a sound file lasting 3-5 seconds. 
This sound file will first get filtered and shifted lower, 
then looped so that each iteration has a short delay and 
microtonal transposition up, while its gain gets reduced, 
so that the sound fades out after 10-15 iterations. It 
sounds as if something is rising and disappearing at the 
same time. 
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Figure 12. An example of the code in MadGraph by Bri-
an Shuve. 2 
 

Module 3 (M3) receives its input from the contact mi-
crophone, but each of the 4 channels is passing the signal 
for a brief moment (0.3 – 3 seconds) every few seconds. 
This signal is then delayed and manipulated to create a 
short glissando. Even though transducers and loudspeak-
ers receive the same signal, in this module, there is an 
additional time offset between the two. This process re-
lies on the fact that the string resonance is fed back into 
the system, but since the signal is processed discontinu-
ously (in short time intervals) there is no risk of having 
an explosive build up of acoustic feedback. 

 
Module 4 (M4) creates granular synthesis sounds. In-

stead of a microphone, it uses a 10-second-long recording 
of the string being activated by a short impulse and left to 
spontaneously decay. The sound file was recoded in the 
same gallery space. The principle of the granular synthe-
sis [7] is that it takes sound snippets of various lengths 
from a random position in the buffer (in this case it was 
the previously recorded string). It repeats the process in 
variable rate, assigning these snippets (called grains) to 
multiple voices, thus creating an alternating granular 
sound that resembles the original sound file, but tends to 
be more vivid and textural. It is also possible to change 
the loudness and the speed of its playback (which auto-
matically transposes pitch downwards when played slow-
er or vise versa). For the purposes of this installation, 8 
voices were created (each for one of the 4 transducers and 
4 loudspeakers), but the voices can also get randomly 
muted and unmuted, conveying the feeling of sounds 
moving around the gallery. 

                                                           
2 “For the actual data I created, I defined a 3-dimensional coordinate 
system where z is the coordinate along the direction of the incident 
beams, which collide. Conservation of momentum says that the total 
momentum in the x-y directions has to be zero after the collision, but 
because we have both an electron and a positron in the final state, this 
just says they have to be moving in opposite directions in the x-y direc-
tions. I pick out the part of its momentum that points in the x-direction 
of the electron and record it. Then I divide each momentum by the 
maximum momentum for the entire sample, so that each data point lies 
within the range 0-1." 
 

Module 5 (M5) receives its input via contact micro-
phone. The input signal is fed back with a delay and a 
microtonal transposition, causing continuous build up of 
the feedback. Yet, this feedback signal being iteratively 
multiplied by a sine wave, results in a continuous glis-
sando, which in turn prevents accumulation of identical 
frequencies that could result in ear piercing acoustical 
feedback. It thus produces a constant loudness swelling 
that diminishes as it reaches the upper velocity threshold 
that could be harmful for the listener or cause damage to 
the loudspeakers. The avoidance of unpleasant feedback 
is further reinforced by variation of the sine wave fre-
quency, delay time, transposition and offset between 
transducers and loudspeakers. A simplified scheme of the 
entire algorithm can be seen in Figure 13. 
 

       
 
Figure 13. Scheme of the algorithmic process that runs 
the installation.  

 
Our interaction design had two slightly different versions. 
The first one was intended for the opening concert per-
formance, and it was more loosely defined, so that we 
could trigger the subwoofer, control the velocity of input 
and output signal as well as some parameters such as 
transposition, onset, pitch shift and other. All of this has 
been done on Korg Nanokontrol2 and Akai MPD218 
midi controller. Furthermore, we created a narrative gra-
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dation by going from a relatively soft and atmospheric 
sound of module 1 all the way to a completely chaotic 
and loud module 5. Each module got presented only once 
(see Figure 14). 
 

   
 
Figure 14. DBV and HH performing live in Zagreb on 
January 8th 2018. 
 

The installation version, which ran during the subse-
quent week, was fully automated by the dataset. One list 
of values was used as a ‘clock’ that randomly switched 
between five modules, but the time it remained in the 
same module was diminishing from approximately one 
minute to several seconds. Each ‘tick’ of the ‘clock’ re-
freshed all of the above-stated parameters (filter gain, q 
and frequency in M1, delay and transposition amount in 
M2, time intervals in M3, granular synthesis values in 
M4, size, position, rate, speed, loudness in M5, etc.) by 
reading the next line of values from the dataset. In about 
an hour a full loop would be covered going from a calm 
situation to hectic jumping between the modules and 
would then restart. In this version, unlike during the con-
cert, the audience was allowed to touch, pluck or hit the 
string or to interact via condenser microphone.  

 

5. AUDIENCE EXPERIENCE AND        
RESPONSE 

There were three aspects that we considered the most 
while reflecting upon the experience that audience will 
have while interacting with our piece: visual, aural and 
conceptual. 

The visual aspect was intended to be the most direct 
and straightforward, making the mechanism as simple as 
possible and using several lights to accentuate only the 
most prominent elements of the installation. As can be 
seen on Figure 15, there were only three spot-lights used. 
One pointed out the connection of the string to the reso-
nant box, while the other two illuminated the string itself. 
An additional spotlight pointed at the mixing table, but 
was only used during the opening concert. The audience 
mostly described the visuals as impressive, monolithic 
and elegant. Some visitors said that since the wire was so 
thin, they could not really see the entire string and it 
seemed as if the wire was mystically hovering one meter 
above the ground, which only further strengthened their 

opinion of the visual aspects being very majestic. Most of 
the audience had no problem realizing that the string was 
the main source of sound, that the screw was driving the 
string, and that the plywood box served as a sort of reso-
nator. Some of them however, raised a question about the 
mechanism behind the string activation or asked what 
exactly made the box resonate. 

 

    
 
Figure 15. Galerija SC shortly before the opening con-
cert. 
 

While elaborating the acoustic aspects, we primarily 
aimed at making the installation immersive. Thus it was a 
pleasure to hear the majority of people comment that it 
seemed as if the string projected an aura onto the entire 
gallery space and to see the audience walk straight to the 
core of the installation – the resonant box. Another goal 
was to stress the contrast between the simple pre-
processed sound (the string itself) and the rich post-
processed sound (the electronics). To achieve that, the 
previously mentioned five modules were designed to be 
as divers as possible. Some of them (like M1) kept the 
relation between the pre- and post-processed sound sim-
ple for the purposes of revealing the underlying principle. 
Here, each isolated string vibration was immediately fol-
lowed by a slightly modified electronic sound. The other 
modules displayed a higher degree of complexity, delib-
erately concealing that connection. The audience re-
sponse confirmed this hypothesis, since most of the visi-
tors tapped, knocked, touched and yelled at various in-
stallation elements in order to find the underlying causali-
ty. A lot of them showed considerable surprise as they 
found out that the source of all sounds was a single vi-
brating wire. Finally, we wanted to make the experience 
of the opening concert to be special, which is why we 
allowed ourselves to break some rules during our 30 
minutes long performance. Unlike the fully automated 
installation, during the performance many dataset-
controlled parameters were triggered by HH and DBV. 
We also made the sounds significantly louder, displayed 
each module only once and ordered them in a way to 
form an ever-growing tension. The public mostly re-
sponded positively to our performance, saying that they 
enjoyed the dramatic development going from simple to 
more complex sound manipulations. 

Conceptually, there was a desire to imply some com-
monalities between the principles of particle physics and 
principles of sound perception. Physicists manipulate 
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subatomic particles in order to create new types of parti-
cles or change and measure their properties. We did 
something similar by manipulating the vibration of the 
string in order to producing a whole range of new sounds. 
Particle physics also tries to indirectly prove existing 
phenomena, which our senses cannot perceive. Corre-
spondingly, we exploited the fact that the rich timbre of 
our string contains a number of harmonic and inharmonic 
frequencies that our brain interprets as unified texture and 
exposed these “hidden” frequencies. Our goal was not to 
make this installation overly didactic, rather to awaken 
audience’s interest and raise some questions, without 
fully disclosing how the installation was made. In this 
sense we were very lucky to have more than hundred 
visitors during the opening night, most of them staying 
long after the opening performance, asking for explana-
tion and playing around with the installation. The Mad-
Graph-generated dataset was giving us seemingly statisti-
cal quantities, and one might argue that a random number 
generator could have been equally effective. Neverthe-
less, we wanted to reinforce the fact that sometimes there 
is an underlying correlation that might not be immediate-
ly apparent. Even those visitors that stuck around to ask 
questions uttered their contempt that they could not fully 
understand the mechanisms, or else it would have scraped 
the mystique of the piece they enjoyed so much. Short 
video of the opening night is available at [8]. 

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS 
“Strune” proved to be a successful implementation of 
some basic concepts of string theory into an artistic me-
dium. It fulfilled most of its primary goals of being visu-
ally clear and simple, musically rich and complex, while 
allowing audience to explore. It created an imaginary, 
immersive space, which revealed some and concealed 
other aspects of its design. Just like a looped particle 
string, the installation was primarily based on the same 
sound being continuously fed back. Thanks to the dataset, 
it was functioning autonomously like a self-regulated 
system.  

Figure 16 shows one of many possible alternatives to 
this project. Instead of strings, it would use springs, 
which in a way correspond better to Fletcher’s idea of 
hyperhelix as a symbol for multi-dimensional string. It 
would also bring us closer to the initial concept, in which 
the entire gallery space acted as one time-space continu-
um. Further advantages are that springs would not bend 
as they did when positioned horizontally, nor would they 
need to be tensioned like strings do. Moreover, springs 
have much richer timbre than strings and by having 
springs in various sizes, one could reduce the amount of 
electronic treatments that in the current version at times 
seem artificially imposed. Nevertheless, having complet-
ed and publicly presented this intriguing and fully func-
tional version of installation, a foundation has been creat-
ed upon which we can build our future sonic research. 

 

 
 
Figure 16. A sketch of potential alternative for this instal-
lation. 
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ABSTRACT

The work presented in this paper is a preliminary study in
a larger project that aims to design the sound of the fu-
ture through our understanding of the soundscapes of the
present, and through methods of documentary filmmaking,
sound computing and HCI. This work is part of a project
that will complement and run parallel to Erik Gandini’s re-
search project ”The Future through the Present”, which ex-
plores how a documentary narrative can create a projection
into the future, and develop a cinematic documentary aes-
thetics that releases documentary film from the constraints
of dealing with the present or the past. The point of depar-
ture is our relationship to labour at a time when Robotics,
VR/AR and AI applied to Big Data outweigh and augment
our physical and cognitive capabilities, with automation
expected to replace humans on a large scale within most
professional fields. From an existential perspective this
poses the question: what will we do when we don’t have to
work? And challenges us to formulate a new idea of work
beyond its historical role. If the concept of work ethics
changes, how would that redefine soundscapes? Will new
sounds develop? Will sounds from the past resurface?

In the context of this paper we try to tackle these ques-
tions by first applying the Design Fiction method. In a
workshop with twenty-three participants predicted both pos-
itive and negative future scenarios, including both lo-fi and
hi-fi soundscapes, and in which people will be able to con-
trol and personalize soundscapes. Results are presented,
summarized and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The context of the work presented in this paper is that of
an ongoing documentary project coordinated by one of the
authors, Erik Gandini. The purpose of the project, with
title ”The future through the present”, is to explore a docu-
mentary narrative that manages to create a projection into
the future and to develop a cinematic documentary aes-
thetic that releases documentary film from the constraints
of it’s traditional role of dealing either with the present or
the past. One of the aims of the project is to experiment
with an aesthetics that reflects existential issues that are
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connected our near future. The project’s thematic point of
departure is our relation to labour in a time when applica-
tions based on technologies such as Artificial Intelligence,
Robotics, Data Mining, outweigh our physical and cogni-
tive properties and automation is expected to replace us on
a large scale within most professional fields. From an ex-
istential perspective this poses the question: what will we
do when we don’t have to work? And challenges us to for-
mulate a new idea about work. Beyond the role it had so
far, especially in a Western context, as one of the most cen-
tral, activity in our lives. Can documentary film contribute
with material that offers a canvas for reflection about the
meaning of labour in the near future?

We see possibilities in a greater use of the conditional
tense in documentary representation, that is, a speculative
and hypothetical approach to reality that aims to explore
the ‘potentially’ real, and the ‘what if’ in the process of
documenting the world.

In this context, we wonder how the soundscape of the fu-
ture could sound. We ask if it is possible to design the
sound of the future and, more specifically, the sound of
work-places, cities and related environments starting from
the sound of the present, i.e. from the sound that we al-
ready experience everyday.

From a Sound Design perspective this poses the question:
what will the soundscape of the future sound like? Al-
ready in the late 1960s researchers started to wonder about
the quality of soundscapes of the future as a relevant issue
for improving the quality of sonic environments and assur-
ing a higher quality of everyday life [1, 2]. If the concept
of work ethics changes, how would that redefine sound-
scapes? Will new sounds develop? Will sounds from the
past resurface?

In the context of this paper we try to tackle these ques-
tions by first applying the Design Fiction method presented
in the next sections.

2. DESIGN FICTION METHOD

As a first method for investigating which could be the pos-
sible main characteristics of the soundscapes of the future
we decided to make use of the “Design Fiction” method by
designing and running a workshop on the soundscapes of
the working society of the future.

Design Fiction is an approach for creating accessible vi-
sions of the future as if it was already here, expressed in
familiar formats such as product catalogues, newspaper ar-
ticles, manuals and so forth [3]. The format makes visions
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concrete through down to earth examples in the sense that
they are not described as hypothetical research results but
rather as products, services and other things that future
people would encounter in their everyday life. The famil-
iar format encourages readers to treat fictive technologies
as real and thereby reach beyond questions of whether it
would work or not. Instead it leaves room for engaging in
questions of how such technologies fit into the overall nar-
rative of the world they exist in. Usually such worlds are
not expressly formulated, but rather emerge in the gaps and
blank spaces left in the description. This puts a focus not
only on possible developments but also the possible con-
sequences for people’s lives, both positive and negative.
An example of design fiction is the fictive IKEA catalogue
produced by Brown and colleagues [4] which explores how
digitalisation might affect the products and services pro-
vided by IKEA.

3. METHOD

We applied the design fiction method described in the pre-
vious section for investigating how possible future sound-
scapes could be. We did this by organizing a Design Fic-
tion workshop with title “The Soundscape of the Future” as
a satellite event of ISon 2019 1 , at KTH Royal Institute of
Technology. Our idea was that participants to ISon 2019
are usually experts in the field of sonification and sound
design, and therefore their participation to the workshop
could have provided relevant results.

3.1 Participants

Participants were the people who took part to the above
mentioned workshop organized at KTH on November 18,
2019; 23 participants (6 F, 17 M) with different nationali-
ties (Swedish, American, French, Spanish, Italian, Japanese,
German). At the beginning there were 31 people registered
to the workshop but on the day of the workshop only 23
showed up. Participants were divided into six groups from
the beginning, but since we had only 23 participants, one
of the groups (Group 5) had to be removed. This is the
reason why in the following sections only five groups are
considered in our analysis of results.

3.2 Material

The workshop was run in the laboratory spaces at the
Department of Media Technology and Interaction Design
(MIDDLA Interaction lab 2 and Multisensory Studio 3 ).
The print-out of a fictitious and empty first page of a well-
known newspaper (The New York Times) was provided to
each group of participants (see Figure 1). On a large table
in the middle of one of the two workshop laboratories there
was some material that could be used by participants (such
as glue, tape, scissors, magazines, colored paper). Partici-
pants could also use any other bricolage material that they
could find in the labs.

1 Interactive Sonification workshop 2019
2 MIDDLA Interaction lab
3 Multisensory Studio

3.3 Procedure

Participants were given an introduction to the context of
the workshop (as described in the Introduction) and to
the Design Fiction method through a presentation during
which they could ask questions. They were also instructed
to use the material presented in the previous section. After
that they were presented with the schedule for the work-
shop. Each group of participants had to:

• Brainstorm about ideas for about 30 minutes (this
session was unmoderated)

• Briefly present for all the other groups their best
ideas (a maximum of 3) during 1 minute speed pre-
sentation and receive feedback from all other groups

• Continue working on their best idea for about 45
minutes (this session was unmoderated)

• Do a 5 minute final presentation for all the groups

• Participate in a joint discussion

Before starting to work on the ideas, participants were
presented more in detail about the use of the fictitious
newspaper. The main title of the newspaper was “Sound-
scapes of our Lives”, not pointing towards the future but
it was meant to be already in the future. Therefore, par-
ticipants were asked to imagine the following situations in
order to write headlines (H1, H2, H3) on the first page of a
future special edition of The New York Times about sound-
scapes:

H1 “What are you already DOING today that will cause
headlines?” Explanation: You describe things that
are already existing in the future, and are based both
on the ideas that you have created and on the re-
search that you are doing.

H2 “What do you WANT TO DO?” Explanation: What
are you not doing right now but you would like to.
Are there areas you would like to move in to, and
what headlines would those create?

H3 “What DIDN’T YOU DO that caused the SCAN-
DAL?” Explanation: Think about what didn’t you
do that people in the future think you should have
done and that will cause their reaction.

Participants had to write a few sentences describing the
situation for each headline.

Presentations of each group and the final discussion were
video recorded for documentation and for the further anal-
ysis presented in the next sessions.

4. RESULTS

In this section we present the content created by each of the
five groups of participants for each of the headlines (H1,
H2, H3) of the first page of a future special issue on sound-
scapes of the New York Times following the procedure de-
scribed in the previous section (see also Figure 1). The
original title and the corresponding text written by each
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GROUP 1TEMPLATE

GROUP 3 GROUP 4 GROUP 6

GROUP 2

Figure 1. The original template of the New York Times first page used as starting point by the five groups of participants
and the five versions presented at the end of the Design Fiction session (The numbering of the groups is that used at the
workshop: groups 5 and 6 merged into group 6 in order to have similar number of participants in all groups).

group are reported in capital letters and in italics respec-
tively. Additionally, we report the discussion during each
group presentation (“From the group:”).

4.1 Group 1 (2F, 2M)

H1 PRESIDENT OF USA FOUND GUILTY OF MA-
NIPULATING CLIMATE CRISIS SOUNDSCAPES
From the group: “In this fictional scenario there’s a

mandatory soundscape climate crisis system that was de-
termined by the World Climate Council and it’s mandatory
for all countries to have public speakers in their parks
or stores to inform the population through sound about
the current climate crisis. Normally in 2029 there is still
a big climate crisis so the sound in 2029 is something
like a crunching noise (crunch of paper cup). But the
US President took it into his own hands and made a
soundscape, produced by his own company in the United
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States, that is much nicer and musical. So the climate
crisis soundscape system has been hijacked.”

H2 SOUND DESIGN OF ELECTRIC CARS USED
IN MANHATTAN TO ATTRACT BEES AROUND
CENTRAL PARK
20 percent more bees one year after the program was first
implemented.

From the group: “If you read last year’s article it said that
in the future we have scientists have discovered a sound
that bees like, and that can repopulate bees. Colleges have
implemented this in electric cars, because we can just
decide the sound that electric cars produces, so people can
use the sound liked by bees and drive the car in order to
repopulate the bees: so, yes! It’s a good thing that bees
have increased.”

H3 SONIC PROTEST!
Taxi drivers, who losing their job to self driving systems,
hack the sound engine of the company’s cars. Loud,
sudden and annoying sounds scare people away and cause
panic and complaints.

4.2 Group 2 (1F, 3M)

H1 BIG NEWS: CONSTRUCTION OF LUXURY CON-
DOS NEAR LARGE COMPANY DATA CENTER
Thanks to wearable AR sound technology, the area
surrounding the data centre (which is normally very
noisy) has become a highly desirable location. Famous
coffee shop opening expected later this year. For AR sound
users: Listen to exclusive content here (image of QR code).

H2 WEARABLE AUGMENTED REALITY TECH-
NOLOGY LANDS THE HIGH-END CONSUMER
MARKET
Choose what to ear for “999999 dollars”

From group: “One implication of this technology is that
there are people who cannot afford it. So low income
citizens are still tuned in to all those environmental and
human noises that other people can easily avoid.”

H3 PRICES OF SOUND ARE STILL PROHIBITIVE
Low income citizens still tuned in. Inhabitants of suburban
areas lament madness inducing levels of noise.

4.3 Group 3 (4M)

H1 GRETA T(H)UNES EUROPE
Newly elected European president, Greta T., helps tackling
climate change and planetary wellness by sharing her in-
dividualised soundscape.

From group: “So we get her feelings and understanding.”

H2 SOCIAL NETWORKS BLOCKS
According to new guidelines, social networks now blocks
the use of square waves in individualised soundscape
sharing.

From group: “Not every group of people, not every
person, can share their soundscapes. Regulations and

restrictions come with this new technology.”

H3 UNIVERSITY COEARCES RESEARCHERS
A University was found guilty of coearcing researchers to
put in more work hours for less payment. Spokesperson
for from the ARA Auditory Regulation Authority states:
“We must revise the University’s permit for individualised
soundscape manipulation.”

From group: “Organisations could manipulate shared
soundscape and coerce people into doing something.”

4.4 Group 4 (2F, 4M)

H1 THE SONEGG
Personalising your soundscape has never been easier,
researcher from Amazon states. A major breakthrough in
sound spatialisation technology makes it possible to share
sound with friends and colleagues to meet in a newborn
world of intersecting sonic dreams.

H2 LET THE SOUND IN AND THE BAD WEATHER
OUT!
The soundwindow is the technology of the future. A new
material membrane allows to let the sound through while
keeping the window closed. Soon you will be able to hear
the soothing sound of the rain like you are really out there,
while staying dry.

H3 ERIK: THE SONEGG HACKER STRIKES AGAIN!
Punk rocker Mary, 22, was found hiding in the forest. She
escaped 6 months ago when she started to be assaulted by
baroque music through her Sonegg.

From group: “So there are issues with personalised
things. There can be hackers that can drive you crazy
with things you don’t want. Plus nobody can hear you
screaming because they are tuned out of the shared
sounds.”

4.5 Group 6 (1F, 4F)

H1 SOUND DESIGNERS ARE SUPER FAMOUS, BUT
SUPER LONELY
Quieter soundscapes led sound designers to become the
most important people in our society. Unfortunately, hu-
man interactions are almost absent.

From group: “Sound designers are very important
because they are the only people knowing how to re/create
sounds for everybody else. But they are lonely maybe
because they have to work a lot.”

H2 BIRDS AGAIN!
“I want a million plants and animals to come back from
extinction” quote from famous author.
After destroying our planet, we now have the chance to
listen to nature again as if it was 100 years ago. Birds
again in Central Park, lions and zebras in the Savannah.
New advances in physical modelling synthesis allow for
precise recreation of animal sounds.
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From group: “A special park is created where we can
hear the sounds of animals recreated by sound synthesis
by physical modelling.”

H3 WHY AREN’T YOU FARTING AND BURP-
ING? DIDN’T TASTE GOOD?
People are filtering their own “eating noises” thanks to
the advanced soundscape technology. Minimising sound
pollution: daily life has become quieter. People are afraid
of their own sounds!

From group: “Human society is not taking care of its own
sounds. People filter sounds so they don’t really care about
the bad sounds they make when they eat, and in their daily
life. This leads to a very noisy, polluted soundscape that
everybody is filtering out. Or if you like farting sounds
you can buy them from the lonely sound designer!”

4.6 Summary of the discussion after the presentations

In this section we present a summary of the general discus-
sion that followed the presentation by the five groups.

Participants began the discussion reflecting on a common
idea that seemed to emerge in the workshop: the possibil-
ity of hijacking or misusing a personalised audio system of
the future. This was considered to be both interesting and
depressing. Additionally, it was pointed out that highly
personalised audio systems could also interfere with the
natural function of the human auditory system: that of lis-
tening to alarms and signs of danger. It was also noted
that there seemed to be a predominant assumption that the
world would be quieter in the future. However a partic-
ipant observed that the ubiquity of personal headsets had
actually created an additional source of noise: nowadays
we often hear unwanted personal conversations in public
spaces or other people’s music.

The group was surprised that robots and drones were not
mentioned as sources of noise and sound in the future. The
focus seemed to be on enhancing individual auditory per-
ception, and environmental issues, such as for example the
extinction of animals and their sounds, were often taken
into consideration.

While personalisation, and the potential to focus on in-
dividual taste in sound, was overall considered an emerg-
ing and positive ideas, concerns were expressed on how
it could also isolate people and reduce the ability to em-
pathise. Like social networks can become echo chambers
of marginal ideas, interconnected individualised audio sys-
tems could produce a similar effect with perhaps negative
social consequences.

By emphasising the personal (individual taste) rather than
the factual (the origin of the sound), the concept of sound
authenticity could be reduced. Field recordings could be-
come very valuable or highly meaningless.

Full auditory augmentation could also eliminate barriers
between cultures. We imagined instant real-time transla-
tion of all languages directly to our ears as a person in a
new country is talking to us.

Participants also reflected on the fact that we all imagined
to be able to perceive a high-quality soundscape where we
can recognise sources, where barriers such as windows can

become “immaterial” with respect to sound, and overall
a soundscape highly intelligible. We considered that this
could also bring new divisions in society between people
able to access such high-quality personalised soundscapes
and people who cannot, and who could instead perceive
the increased sound “garbage” disregarded by others (for
example bodily sounds).

Another negative aspect of having highly personalised
auditory streams could the fact that one might not be ex-
posed to unexpected variations, and therefore their knowl-
edge and taste in sound could diminish. An extreme case
would be to only hear one’s own brain.

Participants then reflected on how the soundscape of the
future could, instead, point in the opposite direction, i.e.
be shared. What could be the future of communal use of
sound? A researcher mentioned the great feeling that be-
ing part of a choir provokes in people and how music has
always been performed and listened to in shared spaces.
However the use of record players, headphones and mo-
bile devices has also pushed music into being a more pri-
vate and isolated experience. They then shared their vision
of communal sound of the future as something that could
somehow acquire a shape (virtually or in other ways), and
become material that can be sculpted together.

We also discussed how the soundscape of a working en-
vironment could become a matter of shared decision, with
meetings and voting taking place to decide what the envi-
ronment should sound like year on year.

Overall, some participants were concerned about the
drive towards personalisation and uses of soundscapes as a
new kind of social media, fearing that it could provoke iso-
lation, inhibit direct communication while allowing only
indirect/controlled communication. Others did not see this
as threat suggesting that human beings are and will remain
social beings.

Finally, the group reflected on the experience of using
the design fiction method to imagine the soundscape of the
future and the overall opinion was that it had been a fun
and interesting experience.

5. DISCUSSION

Results emerging from the Design Fiction workshop high-
light both positive and negative future scenarios. Ethical
perspectives on the use of sound and on the role of sound
designer have been also brought forward. There is both the
awareness that people in the future will have the possibil-
ity of and tools for controlling how a soundscape should
be, including their personalization, and that this possibil-
ity to control soundscapes could be eventually misused or
accessible only to the rich part of society. In positive sce-
narios, future soundscapes will re-discover sound sources
that are easy to identify and often related to nature and nat-
ural settings, also of the past. Table 1 summarises the main
results of the workshop.

We plan to continue our search for the soundscape of
the future by applying a combination of research methods.
We will use ethnographic studies for investigating current
soundscapes in both heavily industrial settings (i.e. lo-fi
soundscapes such as industrial robots used in industries)
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Envisaged system⇒ A personalized
auditory system
that can augment reality
and is networked,
which means that
soundscapes can be shared

What it should do⇒ Increase empathy;
Reduce physical and
cultural barriers;
Help tackle global issues

Potential risks⇒ Misuse and hijacking;
Further social divisions;
Isolation;
Blurring of reality

Table 1. Summary of main results emerged from the work-
shop. How the envisaged system for creating and control-
ling the soundscapes of the future should be, what it should
do and what are its potential risks.

and natural and human environments (i.e. hi-fi sound-
scapes such as those of rural areas, artisan workshops, mar-
ket places, public offices when computers are turned off).
Film post-production methods will be employed to con-
struct high quality soundscape examples in collaboration
with professional filmmakers. Finally we will use sonifi-
cation to model and test the soundscapes of the future.

We believe that the research started in the current project
will contribute to define a role for data sonification in a
future world dominated by data mining and AI, and also
for the representation of facts in a documentary production
by creating soundscapes through a documentary approach
that will try to avoid the established, but often cliched, vo-
cabulary of Sci-Fi (see for example [5]).
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study on the composition of haptic
music for a multisensory installation and how composers
could be aided by a preparatory workshop focusing on the
perception of whole-body vibrations prior to such a com-
position task. Five students from a Master’s program in
Music Production were asked to create haptic music for
the installation Sound Forest. The students were exposed
to a set of different sounds producing whole-body vibra-
tions through a wooden platform and asked to describe
perceived sensations for respective sound. Results sug-
gested that the workshop helped the composers success-
fully complete the composition task and that awareness of
haptic possibilities of the multisensory installation could
be improved through training. Moreover, the sounds used
as stimuli provided a relatively wide range of perceived
sensations, ranging from pleasant to unpleasant. Consid-
erable intra-subject differences motivate future large-scale
studies on the perception of whole-body vibrations in artis-
tic music practice.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a follow-up study building on previ-
ous work presented in [1] in which a group of composers
were asked to create music for the multisensory music in-
stallation Sound Forest. Sound Forest serves as a long-
term installation at the Swedish Museum of Performing
Arts 1 (Scenkonstmuséet) in Stockholm. It is a large-scale
Digital Musical Instrument (DMI) that can host a range of
different musical material, depending on context or current
exhibition [2, 3], see Figure 1. Since its opening in 2017,
the installation has been visited by a total of 75 750 peo-
ple 2 .

Sound Forest consists of five interactive light-emitting
strings attached from the ceiling to the floor in a dedicated
room covered by mirrors. The mirrors create infinite re-
flections reminding of an enchanted forest. An extended
floor is built on top of the room’s hardwood floor. For each
string, there is a circular platform cut out of the extended
floor. The platforms rest on vibration dampers, which en-
ables them to vibrate freely if set into motion by two tactile

1 https://scenkonstmuseet.se/
2 Estimated numbers provided by the Museum of Performing Arts.
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Figure 1. The interactive light-emitting strings in Sound
Forest.

transducers (vibration speakers). The strings are decoupled
from the platforms and are not affected by the haptic vibra-
tions. Visitors can interact with the installation by pluck-
ing the strings (see Figure 2), resulting in sonic feedback
played from top/ceiling speakers located above each string,
light feedback emitted from strings, and haptic feedback
perceived through the respective platform. A schematic
representation of the system is displayed in Figure 3.

In our previous work, we identified a need for more struc-
tured workshops with composers in order to support and
prepare them for the creation of tactile sounds for the
Sound Forest installation [1]. The study described in this
paper thus involved an extended workshop focusing on get-
ting familiar with the haptic instrument before making mu-
sic for it. The workshop allowed the composers to explore
the sonic possibilities of the system by reflecting on their
own perception of whole-body vibrations. Findings sug-
gested that composers’ awareness of the haptic possibili-
ties of the platforms could be improved through training.
Our study is novel in the sense that little prior work has
focused on aiding composition processes for multisensory
installations through an increased awareness of haptic per-
ception. Results motivate future large-scale studies on the
perception of whole-body vibrations in artistic practice.
Findings also highlight the need for a sample library of
whole-body vibration effects.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Haptic Perception

Haptic feedback refers to feedback perceived through the
sense of touch. The haptic system uses sensory infor-
mation derived from mechanoreceptors and thermorecep-
tors embedded in the skin (cutaneous inputs) together
with mechanoreceptors embedded in muscles, tendons,
and joints (kinesthetic, also sometimes referred to as pro-
prioceptive, inputs) [4]. The cutaneous (tactile) inputs con-
tribute to the human perception of various sensations such
as pressure, vibration, skin deformation, and temperature,
whereas the kinesthetic (proprioceptive) inputs contribute
to the human perception of limb position and limb move-
ment in space [4]. In the context of whole-body vibration,
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Figure 2. Visitor interacting with a string in Sound Forest.

visceral sensations registered by receptors in the abdomen
are also important [5].

The manufacturer of the tactile speaker used in the cur-
rent study defines five sensory pathways to perceiving
sounds: 1) hearing via air transmission (through our ears),
2) feeling via deep tissue movement (stimulating nerve
endings of the kinesthetic sense), 3) feeling via skeletal
joint movement, 4) feeling via tactile stimulation (the sense
of touch, stimulating nerve endings under the outer layer of
the skin) and 5) feeling via bone conduction (stimulating
the bone mass itself; the cochlea takes mechanical move-
ments of acoustic energy and translates them into nerve im-
pulses) [6]. Considerable research has focused on tactile
stimulation in the context of music research (see [7–10])
and HCI applications [11]. However, less work has ad-
dressed how other pathways to perceiving sounds con-
tribute to music experiences.

2.2 Vibrotactile Perception

Different vibrotactile frequency response ranges for the
skin have been reported. For example, 0.4 to 500Hz is
suggested in [12] while 20–1000Hz is reported in [13]. A
frequency of 250Hz is suggested for optimal sensing vibra-
tion frequency for touch [13, 14]. In the current work, the
primary body parts in contact with the vibrating platform
are the feet. The foot is one of the most sensitive parts of
the body when it comes to vibrotactile stimulation [15] and
the sensory physiology of the foot sole is similar to that of
the skin of the hand [16].

2.3 Perception of Whole-Body Vibrations

Whole-body vibration occurs “when a human is supported
by a surface that is shaking and the vibration affects body
parts remote from the site of exposure” [17]. Consid-
erable research on whole-body vibration has focused on
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ergonomics and health in industrial applications. Expo-
sure limits and thresholds are published in [18]. For ver-
tical vibration, motion is most easily perceived at around
5Hz [19]. For horizontal vibration, the corresponding
value is found below 2Hz [20]. Laboratory studies of dis-
comfort have established a relationship between the mag-
nitude, duration, frequency content, and waveform of the
signal, but the interaction between these properties is not
trivial and is confounded by inter- and intra-subject differ-
ences [21].

Similar to the concept of a Head Related Transfer Func-
tion (HRTF), the body has a transfer function for vibrations
(Body Related Transfer Function, BRTF) [22], which de-
pends on body properties. In terms of transmission of vi-
bration through the body, being exposed to a gradually in-
creased frequency of a sinusoidal signal will result in res-
onance of different body parts [23]. Many body parts will
resonate at about 5Hz (e.g., the head and abdomen), while
others will resonate at higher frequencies (the eyeball res-
onates at about 20Hz, for example) [23].

2.4 Musical Haptics

Musical experiences involve both airborne acoustic waves
and vibratory cues conveyed through air and solid me-
dia [24]. Papetti and Saitis [24] define musical haptics
as an interdisciplinary field focused on investigating touch
and proprioception in music scenarios from the perspec-
tive of haptic engineering, HCI, applied psychology, mu-
sical acoustics, aesthetics, and music performance. The
fields of music and haptics are tightly connected in numer-
ous ways. Auditory-tactile experience of music, especially
the multimodal perception of attending a concert, has been
stressed [25,26]. Vibrotactile feedback can be added to re-
store intimacy in instrumental interaction with a DMI or
to enable persons with hearing impairment to experience
music [8]. Haptics also has a number of significant effects
on users’ perception of usability in DMI interactions [27].
Moreover, the musical experiences of people with hear-
ing impairments have been found to be enhanced by haptic
feedback [28].

Previous research on the musical experience of whole-
body vibrations includes work on perceptual dimensions
of stage-floor vibrations [29, 30] and vibrations in con-
cert halls [31]. Whole-body vibrations have been found
to significantly affect loudness perception [32]. The syn-
chronous presentation of vertical whole-body vibrations
during concert DVD reproduction can improve the per-
ceived quality of the concert experience [33]. In addition,
it has been shown that subjects prefer when auditory versus
vibration signals have the same frequency [34].

2.5 Haptic Composition

Several previous studies have focused on the composi-
tion of music for haptic displays. A system enabling the
creation of vibrotactile music through a system based on
transducers worn against the body was presented in [13].
The authors identified a set of building blocks for a tactile
language for composition: frequency, intensity, duration,
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waveform (or spectral content), and space (location). An-
other example is the haptic chair EmotiChair [35, 36], a
sensory substitution system that translates auditory infor-
mation into vibrotactile stimuli. Other relevant work in-
cludes research on vibroacoustic therapy (VAT), in which
low-frequency sound in the audible range (below 100) is
used to produce mechanical vibrations together with mu-
sic listening [37]. An example of such a vibroacoustic de-
vice is the Music Vibration Table (MVT) [38]. Consider-
able research has also focused on tactile displays allowing
deaf persons to experience music. For example, authors
in [28] concluded that musical representations for hearing-
impaired should focus on staying as close to the original as
possible while conveying the physics of the representation
via an alternate channel of perception.

In [39], composition techniques for the vibrotactile gar-
ment to be used in a composed immersive multimedia in-
stallation were explored. An iPad app was used to allowing
users to draw trajectories of vibration on a representation
of the body, and a tool for generating and playing back pat-
terns. A portable wearable device that plays back vibrotac-
tile compositions was presented in [40]. Another example
is the work presented in [41], in which two underlying di-
mensions of tactile melodies were identified: tempo and
intrusiveness.

Much research on tactile displays has focused on tactile
icon design and on defining simple distinguishable tactile
effects (see [42–44]). However, it is also possible to create
more complex ambient sensations through the feet. For
example, it has been shown that the same type of tactile
transducer as the one used in the current study can be used
to provide the impression of walking on different ground
materials, such as gravel, carpet, or stone [45].

3. METHOD
3.1 Haptic Platforms

There is a total of five haptic platforms in the Sound Forest
room. One platform is larger than the other ones in or-
der to easily fit a wheel-chair. Each platform is equipped
with two vibration speakers of model TST239 Silver Tac-
tile Transducer from Clark Synthesis 3 . We used a t.amp
S-150 mk II amplifier to feed the signal to the tactile trans-
ducers. The TST239 speaker has a frequency response of
15Hz to 17kHz. It is an electromechanical device designed
to drive large surfaces with auditory information from 1
to 800 Hz, which is higher than what subwoofers usually
deliver [6]. The TST239 may supplement speakers and
subwoofers in two ways: 1) it delivers physical vibrations
that you both feel and hear through bone conduction and
2) it acts like a very large speaker in the sense that the res-
onant structure to which it is attached generates audible
sound [6]. The haptic platform may thus also function as
an audio diffusion surface.

3.2 Participants

The study was coordinated within a course given at the
Royal College of Music in Stockholm during Spring 2019.

3 https://clarksynthesis.com/

Five students from the Master’s Program in Music Produc-
tion participated (3 F, 2 M, average age=27.2 years). Stu-
dents agreed that results from the study could be used for
research purposes and consented to their data being col-
lected. We have previously explored collaborations with
students in our research, as this has proven to have major
benefits both for education and increased diversity of the
research outcomes [46].

3.3 Workshop

A subset of the students (2 F, 1 M) participated in a work-
shop in which a version of the haptic platform was demon-
strated 4 The workshop lasted for approximately one hour.
After an introduction, eight different sound stimuli were
played through the platform. The participants were al-
lowed to stand on the platform both alone and together in
order to experience the haptic feedback. After each sound,
they filled out a questionnaire about their perceived experi-
ence. They were asked the following questions: 1) Please
describe the perceived sensation of respective sound, 2)
Where in the body can you feel the vibrations? and 3)
How would you describe this sensation? The participants
also discussed every stimulus in the group. These discus-
sions were recorded. After the workshop, audio recordings
were transcribed by the authors to identify common pat-
terns among participants’ perceived sensations. Body loci
mentioned by the participants were also annotated. Inter-
esting quotes from the discussion are presented in Section
4.

3.3.1 Stimuli

Sound stimuli were synthesized in Max/MSP 5 . The stim-
uli selection was based on the findings presented in our
previous work; the idea was to break down the compo-
sition process to the composers in an easily accessible
way, thereby providing them with a basic understanding of
the instrument’s technical possibilities and limitations re-
garding pitch, dynamics and timbre characteristics. Stim-
uli 1 - 3 were continuous sine wave tones (30, 70 versus
100Hz). Stimulus 4 was lowpass-filtered continuous pink
noise with a cutoff frequency set to 80Hz. Stimulus 5 was
lowpass-filtered pink noise with a repeated filter sweep that
went from 15 to 80Hz on 200 ms, then from 80 to 15Hz in
200 ms. Similarly, stimulus 6 was a repeated sine-sweep
going from 15 to 80Hz to 15Hz in 800 ms. Stimulus 7
was a slower repeated sine-sweep going from 15 to 80Hz
to 16Hz in 2000 ms. The final stimulus, number 8, pre-
sented randomized rhythms of two filtered sine wave tones
at 25 versus 85Hz, creating a stereo effect. All sounds are
available online 6 .

3.4 Composition Task

The students were given an open composition task. They
decided themselves which aspects to focus on for their

4 This version of the platform is located at the authors’ research lab
and is very similar to the technical solution set up at the museum.

5 https://cycling74.com/
6 https://kth.box.com/v/smc2020haptics
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project, such as visitors’ experiences, technical or artis-
tic decisions, haptic feedback, or multichannel audio. The
project resulted in five multisensory interactive composi-
tions. The students composed and produced the music and
the audio for the vibration speakers using a music produc-
tion tool free of choice. Separate audio files were exported
and implemented into a JavaScript framework developed
for Sound Forest, using iMusic 7 . iMusic controlled the
playback, looping, randomization, and synchronization of
all audio files. The iMusic tool also mixed the audio output
to the speakers located above the strings and the vibration
speakers located in the haptic platforms. The sounds were
triggered based on the actuation of the strings, which was
measured using contact microphones, see Figure 3. The
students spent one day working in the installation at the
museum, in order to soundcheck and optimize the compo-
sitions for the setting. All compositions were showcased
for the public on the following day.

3.4.1 Evaluation

The project finished with a written questionnaire in which
students described their experiences related to composing
tactile sound for Sound Forest. Four students (2 M, 2F)
participated. Two of these students participated in the ini-
tial workshop. The following questions were included in
the questionnaire: 1) Which vibrations sensations did you
aim to create? 2) How did you get the idea? 3) How
did you create them (sampling, waveform, frequency, en-
velopes etc.)? 4) Describe how easy or difficult it was to
perform the task and how close the result was to your ini-
tial music idea. 5) Describe what you learned from the
workshop. 6) Is there anything else that you would have
needed to perform the task even better? As part of the ex-
amination, all of the five students also described their com-
positions in essays (approximately 1000 words long). We
analyzed these reports to extract reflections about compos-
ing tactile sound.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Workshop

The students described perceived haptic sensations for the
following body loci: lower part of the body, calves, thighs,
legs, belly button, womb, belly, back, chest, hips, spine,
knees, neck, hands, feet, toes, heels, footpad, head, fore-
head, teeth, lips and tip of the nose. Below follows a dis-
cussion on perceived sensations for respective sound stim-
ulus, based on transcriptions and questionnaire results.

4.1.1 Sine Wave 30Hz

All participants described haptic sensations in different
parts of the body: S1 participant felt the vibrations in the
neck and the calves, S2 in the thighs, and S3 in the lower
part of the body as well as in the lips and teeth. S1 de-
scribed the sensation as a tickling feeling that was some-
what unpleasant. S3, on the other hand, seemed to enjoy
the sensation and described it as a drone (Swedish: “bas-
bordun”).

7 https://github.com/hanslindetorp/imusic

4.1.2 Sine Wave 70Hz

Perceived sensations differed also for this stimulus, but ar-
eas in which the vibrations could be perceived somewhat
overlapped. Two of the participants (S1, S3) described sen-
sations in the lower parts of the body, two (S1, S2) in the
lower parts of the abdomen and two in the head or mouth
(S2, S3). S1 also described vibrations going through the
whole body, particularly for the chest and the head; S2
in the hips and teeth; and S3 in the womb. Two partici-
pants (S2, S3) described the sensations as unpleasant. In-
terestingly, S3 mentioned that the sensation caused nausea,
stating that she “just wanted to get off the platform”. S1
described a feeling reminiscent of “small ants”.

4.1.3 Sine Wave 100Hz

For this stimulus, all participants described tickling sensa-
tions in the feet. Two participants (S1, S3) stated that this
sensation as “very intense”. However, S3 accounted that
she did not think that the tickling sensations were unpleas-
ant. S2 also described vibrations in the abdomen and chest,
whereas and S3 perceived vibrations in the legs and along
the spine. S1 mentioned perceiving less vibrations in the
rest of the body compared to the 70Hz stimulus.

4.1.4 Low-pass Filtered Pink Noise

The participant’s descriptions of where the vibrations
could be perceived varied: S1 perceived them in the lower
legs, feet and lower back; S2 in the chest, throat, and
jaw; and S3 in the feet, chest, and throat. Two partici-
pants (S2, S3) described this stimulus as unpleasant, re-
sulting in nausea or motion-sickness, whereas one par-
ticipant (S1) labeled it as pleasant/comfortable. S3 ac-
counted: “it was a bit like I could not breathe”. Although
the composers did not agree in terms of how pleasant the
stimulus was, all participants associated the sensations to
movement. For example, S1 compared the stimulus to
the sensation of movement that can be felt in an airplane.
S2 described a “pulsating” and “heavy sensation” in the
chest, that moved upwards towards the throat and head.
S3 specifically described the sensation as “being in move-
ment/moving forward”, as being on a boat, or sitting in a
carriage that was pulled over gravel. She commented: “it
felt as though I was on the lower deck of a ferry”.

4.1.5 Pulsating Low-pass Filtered Pink Noise

The participants agreed that this stimulus was primarily
perceived in the lower parts of the body. For example, S3
mentioned perceiving the sensation from the belly button
and below that point, whereas S2 described that she could
perceive the sensation in the entire body, but primarily in
the lower back and hips. The descriptions of the perceived
sensations differed: S1 and S2 mentioned a pulsating sen-
sation while S3 described that “everything was vibrating
at the same time”. S2 described that the vibrations were
pleasant but also a bit annoying, but that they did not re-
mind of a movement. S1 described the sensation as “a bit
weird”.
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4.1.6 S6 - Sine Wave Sweep 15-80Hz

For this stimulus, S1 described sensations in the legs and
at the tip of the nose. Also S3 mentioned the tip of the
nose and the belly. S2 described sensations under the feet,
in the belly and in the chest. Interestingly, all participants
described somewhat similar sensations. S1 mentioned a
sweeping sensation of “falling” and a tickling sensation in
the belly. S2 described a somewhat unpleasant sensation
going through the body followed by a release: “I could feel
a tickling sensation under my feet building up to a heavy
vibration in the belly and chest at every pulse. Almost like
a free-fall sensation. Like when you are jumping and are
in the air.” S3 described the sensation at the tip of the nos,
similar to having a cold, but also a sensation of experienc-
ing an “an amusement park attraction”.

4.1.7 S7 - Slow Sine Wave Sweep 15-80Hz

S1 described sensations in the legs, in the nose and lower
part of the forehead. S2 described a sensation in the en-
tire body, including the upper part of the body towards the
head. Similar to the last stimulus, S1 mentioned feeling
like being in an attraction at an amusement park, accelera-
tion, a sensation of falling, a sweeping sensation, and hav-
ing a hard time keeping the balance. S2 also said that the
experience was similar to the last stimulus, with the differ-
ence that it now felt further up in the head. The sensation
was described as pulsating feeling going through the entire
body. Finally, S3 accounted that “it was like it was going
faster when it got higher in frequency”. She also described
associating the movement to motion sickness.

4.1.8 S8 - Randomized Rhythms at 25 versus 85Hz,
Stereo

Participants described similar bodily locations; S1 and S3
mentioned sensations from the feet to the knees and S2
described that the vibrations could not be felt beyond the
thighs. S1 described this stimulus as “a drum concert” and
that it was a rather pleasant sensation. S2 described feeling
confused and disoriented and a tickling vibration under the
feet.

4.2 Composition Task

4.2.1 Observations

Observations made during the soundcheck at the museum
suggested that testing the amplification of the haptic com-
positions was of great importance. If amplification is too
low, the haptic feedback cannot be perceived; if amplifica-
tion is too high, a distorted sound in conflict with the sound
presented from the top speakers mounted in the ceiling is
produced. All composers had to increase the amplitude
level for the channels going to the vibration speakers more
than what they initially expected. Moreover, the vibration
speakers create audible sounds that can result in unwanted
dissonances inflicting on the rest of the produced sounds.
Some of the students handled this by choosing a pitch for
the vibration speakers that harmonized with the key of the
composition. Another method was to add a 12dB/octave

low-pass biquad-filter with a cutoff frequency set to 150Hz
to the channels going to the vibration speakers.

4.2.2 Evaluation

The composers described different visions for the tactile
compositions and how the haptic feedback would fit the
other musical material. For example, S1 stated that the
vibrations were thought to complement the rhythm of the
sound presented in the top speaker; the vibrations should
either “fill up gaps” or reproduce the same rhythm. In
terms of inspiration for the tactile compositions, one par-
ticipant (S2) mentioned being inspired by the workshop
session. S3 declared that she strove for simplicity; most of
her sounds distributed through the vibration speakers were
single notes in the same key as the composition. She based
her work on frequencies rather than rhythms and dynam-
ics. S4 wanted the sensation in the body to be clearly per-
ceived and described that she tried to customize the vibra-
tions to fit the key of her audible samples from the ceiling
speakers. S5 wanted to achieve a “purely physical sensa-
tion” enhancing the musical experience, emphasizing mu-
sical gestures such as crescendos, thus creating a feeling of
being “in the middle of the music”.

Interestingly, none of the composers described working
with different amplitude envelopes to shape the haptic sen-
sations. Instead, they focused mainly on frequency ranges.
For the sound synthesis, S1 created sounds by filtering sine
tones. S2 also used a sine oscillator with different fre-
quencies as this was “the easiest way to control the vibra-
tions”. S4 recorded a base tone using different synthesiz-
ers in the same key as the composition. She then filtered
these sounds to remove all frequencies that were not easily
perceived in the body. Similarly to S1 and S2, S5 started
from a sinewave synth sound, which was then equalized to
a lower frequency range.

When it comes to the difficulty of the task and how
the result came out in relation to the intended vision, S1
described that it was somewhat difficult to imagine how
sounds would be perceived at the museum but that it was
really worthwhile to participate in the workshop. S2 de-
scribed starting off with a rather grand vision, which was
later downscaled to a smaller idea. S4, who had not partic-
ipated in the workshop, mentioned that she did not know
how different sounds would be perceived and that she,
therefore, consulted the other students in the group to get
an idea of which frequencies that could be felt. S5 men-
tioned that the vibration speakers were more diverse than
what he initially expected; not only lower frequencies pro-
duced good results. S2 described that he was surprised that
various frequencies were perceived so differently, which
was something that he actively used when creating his own
sound files. He also mentioned that the workshop made
him aware of the fact that you could create pulsating sen-
sations.

For the final question about what could have been done
differently, S1 mentioned that she wished that she would
have visited the prototype platform a second time after the
workshop, in order to try out her sounds. S2 mentioned
that he would have wanted to work more on the composi-
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tions in the actual installation at the museum.

4.2.3 Project Reports

Interestingly, S1 noted that the vibrating platforms were
greatly appreciated by a group of children with disabili-
ties and that several of them burst into laughter when in-
teracting with the strings. S3 also described a group of
students in wheelchairs that visited the installation. Most
of them were accompanied by personal assistants who
demonstrated how sounds could be produced. S3 noted
that these students spent longer time in the installation
room compared to the average visitor. These visitors often
stayed for a longer time at a particular string (a tendency
we have also observed in previous work, see [1]).

Three students (S1, S3, S4) affirmed that the
string/platform pairs that provided the strongest hap-
tic feedback were the most popular ones. S1 observed that
the most popular string/platform for her composition was
the one providing a low-frequency filter sweep, not the
one providing vocal music. Interestingly, S4 noted that the
platform providing a clear sound of a bass drum was the
most popular string/platform pair for her piece.

5. DISCUSSION

We observed that students successfully transferred knowl-
edge obtained from the workshop to the tactile composi-
tion task. Even composers who did not attend the work-
shop managed to successfully create perceivable tactile
sounds since they discussed the workshop with fellow stu-
dents who had attended. In general, the project was much
more successful than the previous iteration conducted the
preceding year, as described in [1].

The way the music installation is presented to the stu-
dents, i.e. how the preparatory workshop was organized,
appears to influence the project outcomes; in the previous
year, the mere fact that one of the organizing researchers
mentioned that some frequencies and sensations might be
perceived as “unpleasant” resulted in few composers dar-
ing to fully explore the potential of the tactile sound. This
year, the students were encouraged to explore the vibra-
tory properties of the platforms. More focus was also put
on demonstrating a range of different vibratory possibili-
ties of Sound Forest. This appears to have had a positive
effect on the project outcomes.

Analysis of the sound files produced for the vibration
speakers revealed that the sounds presented during the
workshop might have influenced composition outcomes.
For example, many of the sounds demonstrated during
the workshop were sinewave sounds with amplitude en-
velopes held constant, similar to a lot of the samples pro-
duced by the students. The students appear to have focused
mainly on exploring different frequency ranges in order to
provide different haptic sensations, not on amplitude en-
velopes. For future sessions in which the vibration plat-
form is demonstrated to composers, it will perhaps be good
to focus more on a range of different sonic properties that
can affect vibration sensations, such as choice of wave-
forms, envelopes, as well as frequency ranges. This will
enable students to get a broader understanding of the cre-

ative potential brought by the vibration platform in terms
of the produced sounds and corresponding haptic sensa-
tions.

Composing tactile sound was a new experience for all
participating students and several of them commented on
the need for more time with the equipment to explore and
take advantage of the creative possibilities provided by the
vibration platforms. The composition task could arguably
be compared to composing for any acoustic instrument; it
is, of course, important to have a solid understanding of
the instruments’ acoustic possibilities. The students par-
ticipating in this study normally produce music using Dig-
ital Audio Workstations, often using virtual instruments,
which let them iteratively try out sounds, rhythms, and
melodies. In the current study the process of composing
and testing vibrations was disconnected. As such, the vi-
bration platforms were not used to their full potential. One
solution that would have benefited the composers in this
project would have been to let them work undisturbed in
the music installation for a much longer time.

When examining the audio files created by the students,
it is obvious that the audible versus haptic channels were
composed as relatively independent voices. It is worth
noticing that we focused only on the vibrations and did not
play any music through either the vibration speakers nor
the normal speakers during the workshop session. Also we
never discussed how vibrations and sound relate to each
other and how they can be designed to present a united
multimodal experience. This might have affected the way
composers decoupled the experience of music from the
haptic sensations. Composing for a multisensory experi-
ence might be considered as a particular discipline that re-
quires a certain level of training.

Our results highlight the need for more large-scale studies
on how whole-body vibrations are perceived in music con-
texts since significantly different bodily locations and per-
ceived sensations were described for the same sound. De-
scribed sensations ranged from pleasant to very unpleas-
ant; one student could perceive the sound as something
inducing motion sickness while another might describe
the sound as “pleasant”. It would be interesting to ex-
plore possible correlations between for example height and
weight and perceived sensations. To conclude, it appears to
be possible to produce different sensations (from positive
to negative) using rather simple techniques; the samples
used in the workshop were all based on quite simple sound
synthesis methods. It would be interesting to develop a
large haptic library for whole-body vibrations and to clas-
sify or systemize how different sounds are perceived.

Finally, observations made by several students suggested
that children with disabilities stayed longer at platforms
that presented distinct haptic feedback. It would be in-
teresting to further explore the potential of using Sound
Forest for musical explorations with haptic feedback for
this particular user group, i.e., to compose haptic feed-
back specifically for these users. Furthermore, students ob-
served that certain sounds were more popular than others.
Suggestions for future studies involve composing a range
of different sounds and simultaneously present them at dif-
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ferent platforms in Sound Forest while observing tenden-
cies in spontaneous behavior among visitors. In particular,
it would be interesting to investigate if certain sounds are
more popular than others and if and why visitors decide to
stay at specific string/platform pairs.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Results from this exploratory work suggest that the Sound
Forest installation has the potential to produce a range of
different haptic experiences ranging from unpleasant to
pleasant. We also observed considerable individual differ-
ences between participants in terms of associations, bod-
ily locations in which the tactile sounds were perceived,
and perceived pleasantness. As such, there is a need for
more large-scale studies focusing on how whole-body vi-
brations are perceived. Finally, we can conclude that the
composers’ awareness of the possibilities of the haptic
platforms can be improved through training. In order to
fully explore the potentials of composing haptic music for
Sound Forest, the composers need to have access to the
installation, or a similar setup in a studio, throughout the
composition process. This would allow composers to iter-
atively tune and optimize their haptic compositions.
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces faust2esp32, a tool to gener-
ate digital signal processing engines for the ESP32 mi-
crocontroller family. It can target both the C++ and the
Arduino ESP32 programming environment and it supports
a wide range of audio codecs, making it compatible with
most ESP32-based prototyping boards. After demonstrat-
ing how to use faust2esp32 and providing technical
details about its implementation, we evaluate its perfor-
mances and we present the FAUST Gramophone which is
a programmable instrument taking advantage of this tech-
nology. Finally, future plans around embedded systems for
real-time audio processing and FAUST are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, embedded Linux systems such as the
Raspberry Pi 1 (RPI) or the Beagle Bone 2 were the only
embedded platforms for real-time audio Digital Signal Pro-
cessing (DSP) accessible to members of the music technol-
ogy community without a programming background [1].
The Operating System (OS) running on this kind of plat-
form makes the on-board implementation of audio pro-
cessing algorithms through high-level graphical patching
environments such as PureData [2] possible. Specialized
Linux distributions targeting this type of application such
as Satellite CCRMA [3] were developed in that context.
However, the ease of use provided by the OS – Linux,
for instance – comes at the cost of simplicity and effi-
ciency, both in terms of hardware and software. Addition-
ally, since embedded Linux systems are typically used by
the music technology community to create musical instru-
ments, art installations, etc., [4] the lack of a proper audio
input/output and of Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs)
for sensors are often compensated by the use of external
hardware (e.g., USB audio interface, USB microcontroller

1 https://www.raspberrypi.org/ All URLs presented in
this paper were verified on April 24, 2020.

2 https://beagleboard.org/bone
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like the Arduino, etc.), significantly increasing the cost and
complexity of such setups.

These issues were addressed by the BELA 3 [5, 6] for a
subset of the Beagle Bone boards, or the Elk 4 for the RPI.
These systems take the form of sister boards/hats provid-
ing high-quality audio inputs and outputs (audio codec) as
well as sensor analog inputs from a single standpoint. They
also run audio DSP tasks outside of the OS, which trans-
lates into a faster access to the audio inputs and outputs for
a reduced audio latency. The overall design of such sys-
tems remains quite complex though for what they’re actu-
ally used for and their price is relatively high (>$150).

On the other hand, microcontrollers offer a promising
lightweight, efficient, and cheap platform for real-time au-
dio DSP applications. While microcontrollers were pri-
marily designed for data/sensor acquisition and basic pro-
cessing, new generations such as the ARM Cortex-M 5

provide extended computational power and memory. This
combines with the fact that an increasing number of mi-
crocontrollers host a Floating Point Unit (FPU), greatly
simplifying the implementation of DSP algorithms. The
Teensy microcontroller family 6 played a pioneering role
in this field by distributing an Audio Shield 7 (which is es-
sentially a breakout board for an audio codec) and provid-
ing an “audio library 8 ” for high-level audio DSP program-
ming. The Teensy 3.6 and 4.0 (180MHz and 600MHz, re-
spectively), when combined with the Audio Shield provide
a powerful platform for real-time audio applications (70
sine waves can be ran in real-time on the 3.6 and up to 600
on the 4.0) [7].

While tools such as the Teensy Audio Library or libpd [8]
allow for the programming of DSP algorithms at a high-
level, they are limited to their built-in/pre-implemented
DSP objects (e.g., filters, oscillators, etc.) and custom el-
ements must be written in C++. In 2019, we introduced
faust2teensy [7] which is a command-line tool that
can be used to generate custom objects for the Teensy au-
dio library using the FAUST programming language [9].
FAUST 9 is a functional Domain Specific Language (DSL)
for real-time audio DSP that can target a wide range of

3 https://bela.io/
4 https://elk.audio/
5 https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/

processors/cortex-m
6 https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/
7 https://www.pjrc.com/store/teensy3_audio.html
8 https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/td_libs_Audio.

html
9 https://faust.grame.fr
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platforms (e.g., Linux, macOS, Windows, Android, iOS,
embedded systems, etc.) and standards (e.g., audio plug-
ins, standalone applications, externals, etc.). While FAUST
can easily add various features to generated objects such as
polyphony for synthesizers, MIDI and OSC (Open Sound
Control) support, etc., faust2teensy only provides ba-
sic functionalities because of the limited amount of mem-
ory available on the Teensy – i.e.,:

• control of the parameters of a FAUST DSP object
(e.g., declared using UI elements such as hslider,
nentry, etc.),

• stereo audio input and output.

FAUST-generated objects for the Teensy Audio Li-
brary can be combined with built-in objects, playing
to the strengths of both approaches. Since its release,
faust2teensy has been used for teaching (e.g., Mu-
sic 250a – Physical Interaction Design for Music, 10 the
Embedded DSP With Faust Workshop 11 at Stanford Uni-
versity, Low Latency Embedded DSP for New Musical In-
struments at Aalborg University Copenhagen, etc.) and as
a basis for many projects.

While the Teensy gained a special status in the makers
community in recent years because of its power, reliability,
and affordability, the ESP32 microcontroller 12 has been
increasingly used as well, offering a solid alternative to the
Teensy for real-time audio processing applications.

In this paper, we introduce faust2esp32, a tool to
generate DSP engines for the ESP32 microcontroller with
FAUST. After giving an overview of this type of board, we
demonstrate how faust2esp32 can be used to gener-
ate DSP objects and we provide technical details about the
implementation of this system. We then evaluate its per-
formance and present the FAUST Gramophone which is a
programmable instrument based on the platform. Finally,
we give future directions for this type of work.

2. THE ESP32

The ESP32 is a series of low-cost, low-power embedded
systems with integrated WiFi, Bluetooth, and microcon-
troller distributed by Espressif Systems. It is based on
a 32 bits dual core Tensilica Xtensa LX6 microprocessor
operating at 240MHz. It provides 520 KiB of internal
RAM, but almost all ESP32-based boards host an exter-
nal SRAM module expanding its memory. The main asset
of the ESP32 is its cost since basic ESP32-based boards
can be found for less than $3.

The ESP32 is used at the heart of a wide range of more
specialized boards targeting specific applications such as
real-time audio processing (see Figure 1). In particular, a
series of development boards to prototype smart speakers
(e.g., Google Home, Amazon Alexa, etc.) have been avail-
able for about a year now and are particularly well suited

10 https://ccrma.stanford.edu/courses/
250a-winter-2020/

11 https://ccrma.stanford.edu/workshops/
faust-embedded-19/

12 https://www.espressif.com/en/products/
hardware/esp32/overview

Figure 1. ESP32-based audio Processing boards (the
TTGO TAudio on the left and the AI-Thinker Audio Dev
Kit on the right).

Board Features
LilyGO 4MB PSRAM, motion sensors,

TTGO-TAudio audio in/out (codec WM8978),
battery management,

speaker amplifier
AI-Thinker 8MB PSRAM, audio in/out
ESP32-A1S (codec AC101), speaker

amplifier
Espressif 4MB PSRAM, audio in/out

ESP32-LyraT (codec ES8388), battery
management, speaker amplifier

Espressif 8MB PSRAM, audio in
ESP32-LyraT (codec ES8311), battery

Mini management, speaker amplifier

Table 1. Examples of ESP32-based boards for real-time
audio signal processing.

for embedded musical instrument design by providing au-
dio inputs and outputs as well as additional RAM required
to implement algorithms with a large memory footprints
such as echos, reverbs, etc. Table 1 gives a few examples
of such boards and of their corresponding features.

While ESP32 boards can be used bare-metal (without
an OS), the most convenient and effective way to pro-
gram them is FreeRTOS 13 which is a low-level real-time
OS system kernel for embedded devices. It is accessi-
ble through a C++/MakeFile environment built on top of
a Python tool-chain to communicate with the board. The
ESP32 can also be programmed through the Arduino envi-
ronment/IDE. FreeRTOS’ scheduler/task manager is very
convenient in the context of real-time audio DSP applica-
tions.

Espressif also recently released a series of ESP32-based
boards hosting a Digital Signal Processors (DSP) such
as the ESP32-LyraTD-DSPG, the ESP32-LyraTD-SYNA,
and the ESP32-LyraTD-MSC 14 which are not yet sup-
ported by FAUST (see §6).

13 https://www.freertos.org/
14 https://www.espressif.com/en/products/

hardware/development-boards
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3. USING FAUST2ESP32

3.1 Generating DSP Engines

faust2esp32 is a command line tool that can be used
to generate ready-to-use C++ DSP engines from a FAUST
program. Given a simple FAUST program such as:

import("stdfaust.lib");
f = nentry("freq",440,50,2000,0.01);
g = nentry("gain",1,0,1,0.01);
t = button("gate");
process = os.sawtooth(f)*g*t;

which just implements a band-limited sawtooth oscillator
whose frequency (freq) and gain (gain) can be con-
trolled. Additionally, the gate parameter allows us here
to turn it on and off.

Running:

faust2esp32 -lib FaustObject.dsp

will produce a package containing two C++ files:
FaustObject.cpp and FaustObject.h which can
be imported into a C++ or an Arduino ESP32 project. In
both cases, FaustObject.h should be included at the
beginning of the main program:

#include "FaustObject.h"

The corresponding FAUST DSP object can be instantiated
with:

FaustObject* faustObject = new
FaustObject(48000,8);

where 48000 is the sampling rate and 8 the block size. Any
value can be chosen for these parameters as the long as the
hardware can handle it. Note that block size has very little
impact on hardware performances (see Table 2).

Audio computing can be started by calling the start
method:

faustObject->start();

Audio computing is taking place in its own high-priority
thread (FreeRTOS task). Audio samples are retrieved from
and transmitted to the audio codec of the board using I2S.
This implies that the audio codec must be configured be-
fore using a driver.
faust2esp32 comes with a series of drivers support-

ing some audio codecs such as the Wolfson WM8978 or
the X-Powers AC101. These can be integrated to the gen-
erated package using the -wm8978 and the -ac101 op-
tions (respectively) when calling faust2esp32. Since
functionalities differ between audio codecs, they are not
presented here and we advise you to refer to their corre-
sponding documentation.

The parameters of the FAUST DSP object (i.e., freq,
gain, and gate here) can be updated at any time by
calling the setParamValue() method which takes the
name of the parameter and its corresponding value as ar-
guments. E.g.:

faustObject->
setParamValue("freq",1000);

will set the frequency of the generated sawtooth wave to
1000 Hz.

This procedure works both in the Arduino and native
ESP32 C++ environments.

3.2 MIDI Support

MIDI support can be easily added to the generated
DSP engine by using the -midi option when call-
ing faust2esp32. MIDI events are received directly
from the corresponding UART (Universal Asynchronous
Receiver-Transmitter) serial interface on the ESP32 (see
§4). Standard FAUST MIDI metadata 15 can be used as
well to configure the MIDI behavior of the DSP engine.

3.3 Polyphony

FAUST synthesizers declaring the freq, gain, and gate
parameters (such as the one presented at the beginning
of §3.1) can be automatically turned into polyphonic
synths by using the -nvoices option when calling
faust2esp32. Hence,

faust2esp32 -lib -midi -nvoices 12
FaustObject.dsp

will produce a polyphonic synth with MIDI support with
a maximum number of twelve voices of polyphony. Stan-
dard FAUST polyphony metadata 16 can be used to further
configure the behavior of this feature.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

Unlike the Teensy, the ESP32 doesn’t provide a high-level
audio library, so we had to implement almost everything
from scratch here.

Audio DSP is running in its own high-priority FreeRTOS
task (see Figure 2) on the first core. Control-rate computa-
tions (like MIDI, sensor, etc.) happen in a separate task on
the second core of the ESP32.

External events are handled in an asynchronous manner,
hence their timestamp is not taken in account. The gen-
erated C++ code hosts the DSP compute method which
samples the values of all controllers at the beginning of
the code, and use the same values during the entire audio
block. Thus, only the most recent values are used.

This simple model may have to be improved with more
sophisticated queue-based event handling code, if we want
to ensure all events are taken in account (which is manda-
tory in some cases like MIDI clock-based synchronization,
for instance).

External PSRAM can be integrated to the heap to make
it available to the audio DSP object. This can be config-
ured from the ESP32 project settings (typically accessible
by running make menuconfig). Audio samples are re-
ceived and sent to the audio codec using I2S through the
corresponding ESP32 API. 17 The I2S configuration has to

15 https://faust.grame.fr/doc/manual/index.html#
midi-and-polyphony-support

16 https://faust.grame.fr/doc/manual/index.html#
midi-polyphony-support

17 https://docs.espressif.com/projects/esp-idf/
en/latest/api-reference/peripherals/i2s.html
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Faust Compilation

C++ DSP Object

Faust Program

ESP32 Faust Architecture
(With Potential MIDI & 

Polyphony Support)

DSP engine (.h and .cpp files)

Audio Codec Driver
(.h and .cpp files)

faust2esp32 (computer)

Audio Codec

Audio Codec Config

I2C

Audio DSP Compute

UART MIDI

MIDI Parser

DSP Params Control

I2S I2S

Faust DSP Engine on the ESP32

External PSRAM

Audio Task/Thread

Figure 2. Overview of the implementation of faust2esp32. Thick continuous frames on the left represent objects
generated by faust2esp32 on the user’s computer. Empty arrows on the left link the various steps in generating the
DSP engine. Full arrows on the right represent streams computed in real-time.

match that of the audio codec. The audio codec is config-
ured through I2C using the corresponding driver provided
as part of the package generated by faust2esp32. Only
a few audio codecs are currently supported (see §3).

MIDI events are received through the corresponding
UART interface and are parsed using jdksmidi, 18 then
transmitted to the Faust MIDI handling code with a
esp32_midi glue class.

The general implementation of faust2esp32 is sim-
ilar to most other FAUST architectures and is based on
a script (i.e., BASH) taking care of assembling the var-
ious constituent elements of the generated DSP engine.
faust2esp32 is now fully integrated to the main FAUST
distribution. 19

5. EVALUATION

Running DSP code on microcontrollers presents two main
advantages compared to using a more general board and
operating system:

• very small buffer size (i.e., 8 samples) can be used,
minimizing latency;

• the OS is minimal and is usually more real-time ro-
bust, diminishing the risk for audio glitches to hap-
pen.

5.1 Performance

The ESP32 offers plenty of computational power to run
most “standard” DSP algorithms. Table 2 presents a com-
parison of the performance in terms of processing power
of the ESP32 with other microcontrollers supported by
FAUST. The ESP32 used for these tests was a WROVER-B

18 https://github.com/jdkoftinoff/jdksmidi
19 https://github.com/grame-cncm/faust

Block Size ESP32 Teensy 3.6 Teensy 4.0
8 143 75 611

128 145 73 620
256 145 74 621

Table 2. Maximum number of FAUST sine waves ran in
parallel on various boards for different block sizes.

on a LyliGO TTGO-TAudio board. All tests were carried
out at a sampling rate of 48KHz with the following FAUST
program implementing a series of sine wave oscillators in
parallel:

import("stdfaust.lib");
N = 600;
tablesize = 16384;
time = (+(1)˜_) - 1;
sinwaveform(tablesize) =

time*(2.0*ma.PI)/tablesize : sin;
decimal(n) = n - floor(n);
phasor(tablesize,freq) =

freq/ma.SR : (+ : decimal)˜_ :

*(tablesize) : int;
osc(freq) =

rdtable(tablesize,
sinwaveform(tablesize),
phasor(tablesize,freq));

process = par(i,N,osc(50+i));

Each oscillator is using a 214 samples-long table read di-
rectly from memory (the sin function is only called dur-
ing initialization). The table is read using a phasor which
corresponds to one multiply, one add, one subtract, and one
call of the math floor function.

As expected, the ESP32 clearly outperforms the Teensy
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Figure 3. The FAUST Gramophone.

3.6, but it is much less powerful than the Teensy 4.0 (which
runs at 600MHz).

Since most ESP32-based boards host an external PSRAM
module, running DSP algorithms with a large memory
footprints is not an issue in most cases on the ESP32 when
it can be problematic on most Teensy boards. For example,
while dm.zita_light 20 (which is a feedback delay
network reverb that can be found in the FAUST libraries)
can’t be ran on any Teensy board without making some
modifications to the algorithm, the LyliGO TTGO-TAudio
can “digest” it without any issue.

5.2 Use Case: the Gramophone

The Gramophone (see Figure 3) is a programmable mu-
sical instrument designed as part of the Amstramgrame
project, 21 which is currently in its pilot phase. Amstram-
grame aims at teaching physics and math through program-
ming exercises with the Gramophone. The Amstramgrame
website hosts pedagogical content as well as code exam-
ples that can be run directly in the FAUST Web IDE. FAUST
programs prototyped in the web can then be exported to the
Gramophone directly from the Amstramgrame website.

The Gramophone is based on a LilyGO TTGO-TAudio
board which hosts a single 9-DoF sensor (comprising
an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer), a
lithium battery manager, an audio codec, etc. Additional
sensors (e.g., photoresistor, potentiometers, buttons, etc.)
are mounted on the body of the Gramophone. The Gramo-
phone can be powered by a lithium battery directly con-
nected to the board. The speaker of the instrument is di-
rectly connected to the built-in amplifier of the TTGO-
TAudio’s audio codec.

The Gramophone can be entirely programmed in FAUST
without writing a single line of C++ or Arduino code. The
-gramophone option can be used for that when call-
ing faust2esp32. The built-in motion sensors (a full
9-axis IMU, Inertial Measurement Unit) can be mapped
using the standard FAUST metadata system, 22 and trans-

20 https://faust.grame.fr/doc/libraries#dm.zita_
light

21 https://www.amstramgrame.fr
22 https://faust.grame.fr/doc/manual#

sensors-control-metadatas

mitted to the FAUST DSP using the Esp32SensorUI
class. Gramophone-specific FAUST metadata were created
as well to access the instrument’s built-in sensors (i.e., po-
tentiometers, buttons, etc.) and transmitted to the FAUST
DSP using the Esp32ControlUI class.

Multiple FAUST programs can be installed in the
Gramophone using the -multi option when calling
faust2esp32, by following a specific coding conven-
tion in the DSP source code to describe them all in a sin-
gle file. FAUST programs can then be selected using an
encoder mounted on the body of the instrument. To save
memory, only a single DSP is active at one point, so the
old one is deleted before a new one is instantiated.

For less than $40 (all parts included), the ESP32 through
the TTGO-TAudio board allowed us to make a fully em-
bedded programmable instrument with more than seven
hours of battery life that can run most existing FAUST pro-
grams. We believe that this would not have been possible
with any other board/type of system.

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Around the ESP32

The ESP32 FAUST support could be extended in many
ways. In particular, since the ESP32 provides built-in WiFi
support, we hope to be able to improve the existing archi-
tecture by enabling OSC support.

Finally, we’d like to develop architectures for the ESP32
DSP boards that have been recently introduced by Espres-
sif such as the LyraTD-DSPG, the LyraTD-SYNA, and the
LyraTD-MSC. Since they are based on floating-point DSPs
this should be pretty straight forward.

6.2 Towards More Advanced FAUST Architectures for
Embedded Processing

We recently started investigating the idea to use FAUST
to program more advanced systems such as GPUs and
FPGAs. The latter is particularly challenging because it
is usually programmed at an extremely low-level using
hardware description languages such as VHDL or Verilog.
While we managed to program Xilinx FPGAs from FAUST
through C++ using HLS (High Level Synthesis), 23 this so-
lution remains relatively heavy and slow and we hope to
be able to generated VHDL code directly from FAUST for
real-time DSP applications.

In parallel to that, we’ve been working on a RPI bare-
metal FAUST architecture for low-latency applications.
While we have a working prototype, many issues remain
to be solved so we’d like to keep working on that in the
future.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We believe that FAUST greatly simplifies the programming
of embedded systems for real-time audio DSP applications
by providing a high-level environment with hundreds of
pre-implemented functions/algorithms. Systems such as

23 https://faust.grame.fr/syfala
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the EP32 are currently revolutionizing the field of music
technology by providing a comprehensive platform for mu-
sical instrument design/audio processing at a very low cost.
Moreover, their simplified architecture (bare-metal or close
to bare-metal) make them more stable and reliable than
OS-based systems. We hope that in a near future, Domain-
Specific Languages such as FAUST will make all types of
embedded/specialized systems such as FPGAs accessible
to makers, hobbyist, and members of the music technol-
ogy community.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents and discusses in depth an interactive
audiovisual installation created by the authors. The title of
the work, 01101110, corresponds to the number 110 and
refers to the Cellular Automaton (CA) Rule 110. The in-
stallation is composed by a series of snapshots of the evo-
lution of the CA, projected on white canvases, or directly
on the wall, by custom designed and custom made projec-
tors. The projected images, which the authors refer to as
shadow paintings, are accompanied by an artificial sound-
scape, also based on the same automaton. When the visi-
tors walk across the projected image, they interact with the
sonic and the light output both physically and digitally by
obscuring the projection and by making the light turn on
and off. The outcomes and the process of the creation of
the work are presented equally in a technical and aesthetic
context. The minimalistic language of the piece may be
traced back to the early pioneers of the visual arts such as
Donald Judd or in music to composers such as Steve Reich.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cellular Automata (CA) have been the object and the inspi-
ration of creative exploration repeatedly in the last decades.
Amongst other algorithmic, generative and computational
processes, they have been used both in the visual arts and
the sonic arts. [1–3].

In the music domain, Xenakis was the first one to use
them in 1986 for his orchestral piece Horos and in few
other later compositions. Other notable composers that
employed Cellular Automata in their work and have done
considerable research on the topic are Peter Beyls [4] and
Erduardo Miranda [5].

In the visual arts, examples of work based on Cellular
Automata can be found in the work of Bill Vorn with his
installation Evil/Live 1 and in Noyzelab 2 art/science mu-
sic studio where composition and visualization processes
were presented in a gallery context. Alan Dorin has cre-
ated an interactive screen-based installation piece called

1 http://billvorn.concordia.ca/robography/EvilLive.html
2 https://www.noyzelab.com/
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Liquiprism [6] to produce polyrythmic patterns. Troika,
a collaborative contemporary art group has used Cellular
Automata in several painting-like pieces such as Hiero-
phany 3 amongst others.

With the quite recent development of open source com-
puter languages and toolkits for creative coding such as
Processing and openFrameworks and with the emergence
of the big communities around them, many more artists
and designers have started creating work based on these
algorithms too. Shared code has been proven extremely
useful for the experimentation with such generative pro-
cesses [7]. Equally in music, programming languages like
Pure Data and SuperCollider along with their communities
offered a very fruitful ground for creative development.

01101110 is a light-sound interactive installation 4 , echo-
ing and celebrating the simplest mathematical model of
computation : the automaton Rule 110. In contrast with
most of the aforementioned works, it uses the most simple
mapping for the generation of the visual and the sonic con-
tent following a minimalistic aesthetic. An overview of the
installation can be seen in Figure 1.

In the first section of the paper, an analysis around the
aesthetic choices of the work is given. Section two cov-
ers the technical description of the work: the design and
the fabrication of the projectors, the sound design and fi-
nally the electronic circuits development for the light con-
trol and interaction with the audience. The final section
offers a discussion around the exhibitions that took place
in Ljubljana and in Copenhagen and some thoughts about
the whole project in general.

2. AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS

011101110 is an audiovisual art installation which tries to
bring together visual and sonic investigations at a very ele-
mentary and pure level. It aims to express in a direct, sim-
ple and hopefully elegant way the computational signifi-
cance of this elementary Cellular Automaton which was
introduced by Stephen Wolfram in 1983 and it is proven to
be Turing complete [8]. Such an automaton can emulate
a Turing machine and therefore can simulate the computa-
tional aspects of any possible real-world computer.

This artistic works celebrates this inspiring property as
well as the more generic fact that in some systems, very

3 https://troika.uk.com/work/troika-hierophany/
4 https://onecontinuouslab.net/projects/#Rule110

https://onecontinuouslab.net/lab/#making-Rule110
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Figure 1. Rule 110 installation view - Image taken from the
exhibition that took place in Ljudmila, Ljubliana on March
2019

simple rules can produce very complex results. By us-
ing extremely basic materials such as white light, shadows,
pure tones and white noise, it has the aspiration to create
an immersive and contemplative experience to the visitor
which resonates with the ”logical beauty” of the algorithm.

The inspiration behind this work can be traced back to the
early pioneers of the visual arts such as Donald Judd and
Sol LeWitt or in music to composers such as Steve Reich
or Terry Riley [9]. Equally, the visual part of the installa-
tion can go back to the eighteenth and nineteenth century
where several apparatuses were invented to produce sound
together with a visual representation. Those colour or opti-
cal organs signalled the beginning of visual music [10]. In
01101110 the designed and built device takes the simplest
and purest form, echoing once again the ideals of minimal-
ism in contemporary art and music. The light emitted by
the diode is diffracted only by the perforated panels, keep-
ing the process of the projection to its basic pure form, and
no correction with any other obstacle, lens, stained glass or
similar optical device is applied to the path of light. There-
fore the projector in itself, as a sculptural element in the
installation represents a piece of minimal design, and fur-
thermore the projection in itself, represents a piece of min-
imal process.The natural simplicity of the process implies
that the visitor is inclusively rendered as an another perfo-
rated panel, balancing between being an interfere and an
observer. The visitor can never be completely in front of a
shadow painting without being a shadow him/herself.

The installation creates two kind of spaces, the inner space
of the projector and the outer space of the projection. Peo-
ple move and experience the second space, though they can
sneak peek the first one also. The inner space is related to
the abstract and immaterial nature of the algorithmic pro-
cess, while the outer one to the experiential ways the au-
tomaton is revealed to our senses.The emitting light travels
through and connects both spaces, creating a physical cou-
pling between the two.

The installation is in accordance with Brian Enos’ aes-
thetic values towards longer, slower, less dramatic and more
sensual experiences [11]. Equally it has its roots in early
La Monte Young works such as the Dream House. It may

Figure 2. Rule of the Cellular Automaton Rule 110 (image
taken from [8])

be seen as video stills or static frames of the evolution
of the automaton. Similar to a photographer, the ambi-
tion of the authors was to capture the dynamics and ”life”
of the evolution of this algorithmic ecosystem at specific
times and locations. It is a landscape of pure shadow and
sound, which becomes an environment when the visitors
walk around the space, stand aside and in front of the shadow
paintings, interfere with the work and explore at their own
pace the space between the perforated panels and the room.
Ideally, the work should be exhibited in a wide open dark
space or a big gallery room where ten projectors and ten
speakers can be installed. This setup gives more the im-
pression of a photographic or painting exhibition than a
new media one.

One of the ambitions of the the authors was to question
and blend together disciplines such as architectural light-
ing design, music, science and media such as sound, space
and light. This transdisciplinary approach is at the heart of
the artistic, design and even technological investigations of
their creative art-science collective 5 .

The generative aesthetics are prominent in this artwork.
Similar to the earlier movements of system art and process
art, the artist focuses its creative forces in meta-creation:
he/she designs processes rather than making the artefacts
explicitly [12]. Clearly, processes having their roots in
other disciplines such as physics, biology or computer sci-
ence in the current case, may not maintain their interest
when explored artistically or sonified and visualised. The
authors believe that the pure mapping decisions they took,
fulfil their creative intention especially in the context of
minimal art. Similar to the case of phase music, they em-
brace Steve Reich’s proposition that the processes must be
perceptible [13].

3. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The installation is generated by computational generative
processes. Both the sonic and the light output is produced
by the same computational system, the elementary one-
dimensional automaton Rule 110. The extreme simplic-
ity of this repetitious, dynamic procedure manifests both
in the visual and the outcome: the same algorithm con-
trols the digital fabrication process employed to create the
perforated panels that cast the shadows and the sound syn-
thesis engine that produces the sound and music. Figure 3
illustrates the mechanism of the installation as a block di-
agram. More details about each block will be given in the
following subsections.

An automaton consists of an array of cells and in princi-
ple Cellular Automata are used to model dynamic systems

5 https://onecontinuouslab.net
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the installation

that are discrete both in the time and spatial dimension.
In this automaton each cell has two possible values; one
or zero that may be represented visually by the black and
white colours. The evolution of this automaton is defined
by a set of rules which update the array on the next time
frame.

The Rule 110 algorithm was implemented in Processing
programming language and was based on the code which
accompanies the publication [7]. A function computes each
generation of the automaton based on the simple rule il-
lustrated in Figure 2 by simply examining its current state
and its two neighbouring states. The number of cells of
each generation and the geometrical characteristics of the
two-dimensional image of the automaton are specified in
the code. A different function generates a text file carry-
ing information about the state of each cell for the selected
generations used for the sonification and a CAD file that
depicts the evolution of the automaton in two-dimensions
for the digital fabrication of the perforated panels. There-
fore the same snapshots of the evolution of the automaton
generate all the media aspects of the art installation.

An important aspect of the creative process was the re-
mote but synchronous collaboration between the authors.
The one co-author was working in oneContinuousLab’s
studio in Athens, and the other on the installation site in
Ljubljana. The challenge was to co-create remotely the
physical object that would be installed into the specific ex-
hibition space. The physical design of the shadow boxes
was taking place in Athens, while in Ljubljana the more
immaterial automaton implementation and sound program-
ming was happening.

Figure 4. Concept diagram of the shadow box

3.1 Custom Made Projectors

For the visual component of the work, a set of projectors
were designed that emit the light diffracted by the perfo-
rated panels. Each projector is mounted on top of a loud-
speaker placed on a stand. Moreover, the projector-speaker
pairs are close enough to the wall where these shadows are
cast, leaving nevertheless adequate space for the visitor to
walk in front of them.

In relevance to the authors aesthetic considerations it was
decided from early on that the projectors, or shadow boxes
as the authors call them, should be as simple as possible,
should create the inner space of the installation, and should
have noticeable presence without being distracting. In ad-
dition, they should also be easily assembled and disassem-
bled, lightweight, and fit in a carry-on suitcase. Moreover,
following the fab-lab paradigm, given a simple instruction
diagram and laser cut file, the shadow boxes should be eas-
ily reproduced in different parts of the world by different
people [14]. The shadow box concept is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.

At oneContinousLab in Athens, one of the co-authors
was designing, making mockups and tests in order to find
out the right parts, and metrical relations between those
parts. The challenge was to make a compact shadow box
containing a light source and a sieve that will produce a
big sized shadow painting with sharp edges. During the
experiments we realised that there are basically two fac-
tors affecting the sharpness of the projection. The first is
the physical size of the light emitting source. The smaller
the size of the light source the sharper the projection will
be. Ideally a point in space emitting light, will create very
sharp images and eliminate the importance of the next fac-
tor. The second are the distances between the light source,
the sieve and the surface of projection. The bigger the dis-
tance between the light source and the sieve, the sharper
the projection would be, but smaller in size.The shorter the
distance between the sieve and the projection surface, the
sharper the shadow paint will be, but smaller in size.

Another important aspect that affects the overall percep-
tion of sharpness, is the contrast of the projection. This
contrast depends on the amount of light the light source
emits, by the light reflection characteristics of the projec-
tion surface, and by the overall lightness of the room, which
affects negatively the contrast of the projection. This meant
that we should avoid unnecessary light escaping from the
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Figure 5. One of the first designs and mockups of an open
form projector. oneContinuousLab, Athens February 2019

projector to the room. The last one was in pace with our
aesthetic decision to make an enclosure for the projector
that will contain and co-note the inner space dimension of
the installation. However, at an early stage of the design,
we tested open formed projectors illustrated in Figure 5.

At the same time at Ljudmila laboratory in Ljubljana the
other co-author was speculating and assessing the ideas on
site in order to find issues and navigate the design deci-
sions. Beyond spatial specificities, there were also time
limitations affecting the material availability and the fab-
rication methods available there. At the end, the shadow
boxes were made out of laser-cut 2mm MDF wood pan-
els, which could be easily assembled and disassembled, in
order to form a small and lightweight flat package. The
electronics, described in the following section, were also
placed inside the projectors. The final implementation of
the shadow boxes can be seen in Figure 6.

3.2 Sound Design and Generative Process

The sound is generated principally by two basic sound syn-
thesis modules found in most sound synthesis systems: a
white noise generator and a sinusoidal oscillator. Each
speaker diffuses either the sound of one oscillator tuned
at a certain frequency or white noise modulated by a short
envelope. These waveforms are triggered directly by the
Cellular Automaton: each generation is scanned from left
to right and if a cell has a value of one, it triggers a sonic
event by sending a control signal to the sound synthesis
modules.

The information regarding the state of each cell is given
by a text file as described previously. A custom built Max
For Live device reads the information and starts the soni-
fication within Ableton Live Digital Audio Workstation.
Each iteration of the automaton generate its own sonic se-
quence which thereafter is recorded as a separate sound
file. Those files are then read by a program written in Pure
Data programming language, where the simple interaction
part with the gallery visitors and the projectors light con-
trol is developed.

An alternative solution would be to implement the au-
tomaton directly in Pure Data instead of using three sepa-
rate programming environments for the sonic output. How-

Figure 6. The first pilot prototype of the final shadow box.
Ljudmila, Ljubjana, March 2019

ever since the same algorithm generated the files for the
fabrication of the sieves, Processing language could not be
avoided easily so the authors decided to use one language
for the dynamics of the automaton (Processing), one lan-
guage for the sonification process (Max For Live and Able-
ton) and another one for the interaction (Pure Data).

Every single projector-speaker pair produces its own unique
soundscape and shadow painting. Each generation of the
automaton is looped until the lighting conditions in front
of the projector change. This may occur when visitors of
the gallery walk in front of the speaker and the light is re-
flected and absorbed on them or in the presence of a flash
light coming from a camera or any other light source. In
that case, the sonification process moves randomly to a dif-
ferent generation of the automaton, bounded by the frame
of the perforated panel - sieve of the projector (each of the
sieves depicts a limited number of generations and does not
necessarily cover the full length of the array). Therefore,
only the projected iterations of the automaton are sonified.
At the same time, the light of the projector turns on and off
giving a more dramatic effect on the interaction.

In order to have the flexibility to position the projectors-
speakers freely in the exhibition space and create a scalable
installation, an embedded computing platform was used
for each projector that could play the audio files, control
the light and run the interaction algorithm. The Bela board
open-source platform was used for that reason running the
Pure Data program [15]. This board has the capability of
sensor processing, direct audio output and of controlling
other output devices such us the LED lights used for the
shadow paintings.

3.3 Light and Electronics

The light that gets diffracted by the sieves is emitted by
a powerful light emitting diode (LED). The Cree X-Lamp
was selected for its performance and its small size. An
LED driver was used to power the LED light and to adjust
the voltage output. The light was attached to a heatsink
which was used to prevent the device overheating. All the
electronics including the Light Depended Resistor (LDR)
used to sense the light variations in front of the projector,
was mounted on small circuit board, a custom made shield
that could be easily connected on the top of the Bela board.
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Figure 7. 01110110 exhibition in Copenhagen on May
2019

Both the board and and the shield was placed inside the
projector. As it can be seen from Figure 6, the electronic
parts were not visible, maintaining the minimalism of the
projectors’ design.

4. EXHIBITION AND DISCUSSION

The installation was first exhibited in the Ljudmila art-
science laboratory in Ljubljana on March 2019. Four blank
canvases were hanged on the black walls of the gallery
space and in front of them the project-speaker pairs were
installed. Soon after, a second exhibition took place in
Copenhagen at Aalborg University. Instead of using white
canvases this time, the shadows were cast directly to the
white walls of the exhibition room. In both cases the gallery
space was as dark and quiet as possible in order for the
shadow patterns to be visible and the soundscape to be au-
dible. The exhibition visitors were walking slowly around
the gallery and were standing in front of the shadow paint-
ings and inside the soundscapes. Figure 7 shows how the
generated patterns are projected on the silhouette of the ex-
hibition visitors.

From the two exhibitions it became evident to the authors
that the attention of the visitors was captured by the clar-
ity of the the ”sonification-visualisation” process due the
simplicity of the work and projectors - shadow boxes. Few
visitors were trying to match the audible rhythmic patterns
with the shadows, while other were trying to understand
the technicalities of the work. We could argue that most
of them were immersed in the contemplative experience
offered by the gentle light of the space and the tranquil
soundscape located around several spots in the gallery.

The challenge of this work is to conceptualise space and
sound as the environment where the Rule 110 algorithm
will reveal itself directly in the interplay of visitors’ sen-
sual experience. By expressing the same snapshot of the
algorithm both as soundscape and shadowscape in a syn-
chronous manner, a multi-sensory environment emerges
were at its core lies the Rule 110 algorithm. What is in con-
sideration here is the visitor to be attracted and experience
the essence of the algorithm, and not merely to mathemat-
ically understand it or approach it only as tool for artistic

outcome. But what can this essence can? How can we cou-
ple the scientific with the artistic and keep the underlying
characteristics of both? In this specific case the simplicity
and the minimalistic process of such a powerful algorithm
was considered as its essence and was reflected throughout
the installation and its experience.

Though light acts as a physical coupling medium between
the inner space of the projector and the outer space of the
projection, sound is generated and exists only in the space
of the projection. A future development that will enhance
the overall experience of the installation will be to find a
way to make sound also act as a physical coupling medium.

The interaction did not work all the time due to the sen-
sitivity of the sensors but that is something that can be im-
proved by tuning more carefully the circuitry and the inter-
action algorithm. An adaptive threshold to detect bright-
ness according to the ambient light condition would prob-
ably be an improvement in that direction.

We should point once again that the focus of the artists
were not on the technological novelty but more towards the
creation of a multisensory and meditative micro-environment
that celebrates the computational elegance of the algorithm.
The automaton Rule 110 is the simplest known Turing com-
plete system and 011011100 has the aspiration to offer a
direct immersive experience of this remarkable property
and reflects on the duality of complexity/simplicity.
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ABSTRACT

Speech sound disorders (SSD) are characterized by a per-
son’s difficulty (or inability) in producing specific sounds
or pronouncing certain words correctly. In this project
we are dealing with SSD that appear during the develop-
ment of speech; these are diagnosed by phonologists us-
ing specific protocols and comparing a child’s utterance
of a specific word with a reference pronunciation. In or-
der to help them to detect and speed up diagnosis we pro-
pose a classifier based on dissimilarity profiles built out of
DTW-aligned MFCCgrams. Unlike usual classifiers based
on statistical audio features, this method preserves the tem-
poral sequence of the audio recordings, which usually have
different durations. We compare the proposed method with
two other SSD classifiers previously used for the same task,
one based on the Earth Mover’s Distance, and another that
uses a relative DTW embedding (minDTW). We present
results showing that the proposed method compares favor-
ably with respect to the competitors on a dataset used for
SSD diagnosis in children speaking Brazilian Portuguese.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech sound disorders (SSD) are usually noticed during
the development of speech when children fail to use certain
sounds by the expected age, or use them improperly, and
in adults as results of either speech disorders not treated in
early ages or traumatic brain injuries. Children with SSD
may have difficulties in auditory perception, phonological
representation and/or production of speech sounds. This
difficulty can interfere with an individual’s communication
abilities and may affect academic and professional perfor-
mance [1].

One of the challenges for speech and language patholo-
gists is the screening phase, where the professional needs
to apply a test and then evaluate each word that the patient
produces; usually this evaluation is carried out by several
experts, and a majority vote criterion is adopted. This is by
far the most time-consuming phase of the diagnosis pro-
cess. The focus of this paper is to present a method that
classifies speech sound recordings according to whether
the patient appears to have pronounced the word correctly
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or not, so that the speech and language pathologists can
reduce the time spent in diagnosis and proceed earlier to
treatment.

The problem of automatic speech sound disorder classi-
fication has been studied for over a decade, using classi-
cal machine learning tools and considering specific SSDs
such as dysarthria/stuttered speech [2–5] and phoneme re-
placement [5]. Two approaches to the speech classifica-
tion problems that are closely related to the present work
combine MFCC features respectively with the EMD (Earth
Mover’s distance [6]) and the MinDTW distance [5]. EMD
was originally proposed by Rubner et al. [7] to solve image
retrieval problems and was used in [6] for speaker identi-
fication. EMD was intuitively defined as a measure of ef-
fort in transporting mass (i.e. density) from one probability
distribution to another. MinDTW [5] on the other hand is
a classifier based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) that
handles audio recordings with different time durations and
considers their temporal sequence through DTW-aligned
MFCCgrams. Their accumulated dissimilarity measure is
then embedded in a relative distance space for testing perti-
nence to the reference class. MinDTW has been shown [5]
to perform better than both HMM and Vector Quantiza-
tion with Bag-of-Words on the UA-Speech Database [8],
which is one of the largest databases available for disor-
dered speech.

In this work we propose a new classifier based on a rep-
resentation using dissimilarity profiles built from a query
MFCCgram that is time-aligned (using DTW) against MFC-
Cgrams within the reference class (i.e. the recordings of
typical utterances with no diagnosed SSD). The motivation
is to provide the classifier with an interpretable temporal
representation that allows phonologists to visualize how
utterances evolve in time with respect to their adherence
to typical utterances of the same word, which is especially
useful in the case of phoneme replacements. We compare
the results of this classifier with the two previously men-
tioned classifiers based on the EMD and the MinDTW dis-
tances.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
the database used in the experimental part of this paper.
Section 3 formalizes the proposed method and strategy for
automatic SSD classification. In section 4 we present and
discuss the results of the experiment. Conclusions and fu-
ture work are presented in Section 5.
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2. DATABASE

The database used in the experimental section was pro-
vided by the Department of Physical Therapy, Speech, Lan-
guage and Hearing Sciences, and Occupational Therapy, of
the School of Medicine at the University of São Paulo. It
was created in order to allow studies of speech sound dis-
orders in Brazilian Portuguese in adults and children [9].

The subset of the database used in the current experiment
was manually prepared (i.e. segmented and labeled) in or-
der to allow batch processing for automatic training and
classification. It is composed of 200 recordings of two Por-
tuguese words widely used in SSD diagnosis in children,
the words sapo (pronounced ['sapu], meaning frog) and
chave (pronounced ['Savi], meaning key). These recordings
were obtained during the master’s study of the fourth au-
thor 1 . Participants were 21 children aged 5 thru 11, with
no familial or personal history of diagnosed or suspected
auditory, otologic or neurological disorder or injuries, and
no previous speech-language interventions.

The recordings are tagged according to whether they dis-
play any form of SSD, based on their score on the Phonol-
ogy Proof of Child Language Test – Percentage of Conso-
nants Correct (ABFW–PCC) [10], which is the officially
adopted protocol for diagnosing SSD in Brazilian Portu-
guese. For each of the two words used in the experimental
part of this paper, 60% were labeled as reference record-
ings (typical utterances, no SSD) and 40% as presenting
some form of SSD.

We acknowledge that the dataset used in the current ex-
periment is smaller than other databases used for SSD clas-
sification, such as the UA-Speech [8] (60 recordings of
765 words by 20 participants). Our main interest is to ex-
plore the feasibility of using our representation and classi-
fier in the screening phase of diagnosis, in close collabo-
ration with phonologists that apply the ABFW-PCC proto-
col in the Brazilian Portuguese language. The judgement,
by phonologists, of the adequacy of the dissimilarity pro-
files in representing specificities of the SSDs considered,
requires some level of acquaintance with the recordings
and its patients. This has led us to consider the database
available at the School of Medicine of the University of
São Paulo, whose recordings were unfortunately still lack-
ing segmentation and labeling. This requirement led us to
restrict the number of words, while ensuring that the num-
ber of recordings for each word was comparable to that
of the UA-Speech database (which has 60 recordings per
word – we used 100).

3. TADPC AND ITS COMPETITORS

3.1 Time-Aligned Dissimilarity Profile Classifier

The motivation for the method here proposed, called Time-
Aligned Dissimilarity Profile Classifier (TADPC), is to pro-
duce a unified comparative measure of a given recording
with respect to the whole set of reference recordings (i.e.

1 Research protocol 276/13 approved by the ethics committee at the
School of Medicine of the University of São Paulo. Terms of in-
formed consent were signed by participants’ parents, and all data was
anonymized.

typical, non-SSD utterances of the same word). For each
given recording X (which may be marked as with or with-
out SSD), it builds a dissimilarity profile based on DTW
time-aligned comparisons of X with each reference record-
ing. These profiles are then summarized into a single time-
aligned dissimilarity profile, which serves as basis for train-
ing the classifier. Figure 1 represents the steps of the pro-
posed method to produce the Time-Aligned Dissimilarity
Profile (TADP) of X, a process which is detailed in the se-
quel.

In the first step, recordings are represented by MFCC-
grams, obtained using segments of 2048 audio samples
with 75% overlap and 12 mel-frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients. Each reference recording Y is then time-aligned to
X using DTW [11], and a temporal profile is created based
on the dissimilarity values over the optimal alignment path
identified by the Viterbi algorithm within the DTW matrix.
These profiles use as time axis the indices referring to the
recording X, so that they can all be superimposed within a
unified time span corresponding to the duration of X.

The second step corresponds to unifying these profiles
into a single Time-Aligned Dissimilarity Profile (TADP).
This is done by considering a parameter α ∈ [0, 1] that rep-
resents a percentile for the dissimilarity values within each
time frame. Specifically, each dissimilarity profile PY ob-
tained from the comparison of X and reference recording
Y defines a dissimilarity PY (i) on each frame i. Consid-
ering for each frame i the set

D(i) = {PY (i) | ∀ reference recordings Y } (1)

we define xi as the α percentile of D(i). This defines a
unified profile (x1, . . . , xn) for X , called TADP, that cor-
respond to a time-varying statistic reflecting all individual
dissimilarity profiles PY . Figure 2 presents an example of
the unified TAPD obtained from the set of profiles in Fig-
ure 1 using an 80% percentile. The actual value of this
percentile is chosen during the training phase in order to
optimize the F-measure of the resulting classifier when ap-
plied to the known training data.

Finally, from the resulting TADP (x1, . . . , xn) of X we
take the average dissimilarity

TADPDistance(X) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi (2)

as a distance-like measure of pertinence of X to the ref-
erence class. The rationale is that MFCCgrams of refer-
ence recordings are not so different from one another af-
ter time-alignment, and so the dissimilarity values tend to
be low overall, producing a low TADPDistance. On the
other hand, recordings with some form of SSD will pro-
duce dissimilarity spikes in phonemes which do not corre-
spond to the typical utterances in reference recordings, and
these would increase the TADPDistance.

A classifier is then obtained by choosing the threshold
for the TADPDistance that optimizes the F-measure for
classification within the training set. Specifically, we per-
form a binary search within a range [µl, µh] where µl is the
minimum TADPDistance for recordings displaying speech
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Figure 1. Dissimilarity profiles for a given recording X against all reference recordings.

Figure 2. Time-Aligned Dissimilarity Profile of X based
on an 80% percentile from the profiles in Figure 1.

sound disorders and µh is the maximum TADPDistance
for reference recordings. If the TADPDistance values cor-
responding to both classes do not overlap, in other words
if µl > µh, then we define the threshold simply as µl+µh

2 .
This resulting method is called Time-Aligned Dissimilar-
ity Profile Classifier (TADPC).

3.2 Classifier based on the Earth Mover’s Distance

The classifier based on the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)
is built from the same dissimilarity values appearing in
the optimal Viterbi path within the DTW matrix, but it
compares the probability density functions (pdfs) of these
dissimilarity values. The probability density functions re-
move the temporal aspects of the dissimilarity profiles while
still allowing the distinctions of profiles with unusually
high dissimilarity values, as would correspond to record-
ings of disturbed speech, in comparison to profiles obtained
from other non-disturbed recordings.

In order to establish a pdf corresponding to the refer-
ence (non-SSD) recordings, we align each pair of reference
recordings using DTW, and collect the dissimilarity values
appearing in the optimal Viterbi path within the DTW ma-

trix. These dissimilarity values are expected to be lower
than the ones appearing in comparisons of atypical (SSD)
utterances and typical (non-SSD) recordings, so the result-
ing pdf will have most of its mass concentrated in the low
region.

Figure 3. Probability density functions for dissimilarity
values of reference recordings (green), a recording without
SSD (blue), and a recording with SSD (orange), used by
the EMD classifier.

For each given recording X, a pdf of dissimilarity values
is obtained in a similar way: X is compared to all reference
recordings using DTW, and the values appearing in the op-
timal Viterbi path within the DTW matrix define the pdf
corresponding to X. This pdf is expected to be closer (with
respect to EMD) to the pdf of the reference class if X is a
typical utterance, and somewhat different when X is atyp-
ical (i.e. with SSD). Figure 3 shows an example of three
pdfs, one for the whole set of reference recordings (green),
another for a given recording without any SSDs (blue) and
a third one for a given recording with some form of SSD
(orange).

A pertinence value for a given recording X is then defined
by the EMD between X and the pdf of the reference record-
ings. Based on these EMD values we may obtain a thresh-
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old to separate the classes using a strategy similar to the
one defined for the TADPC. During training, an optimized
threshold is sought after so that the classifier achieves the
highest F-measure within the training set.

3.3 Classifier based on MinDTW

MinDTW [5] defines a distance from any given record-
ing X to the class of all reference recordings, by consid-
ering the reference recording Y closest to X with respect
to their DTW distances, as illustrated in Figure 4. Ap-
plying this definition to the classes of typical and atypical
utterances, a classifier may be obtained by choosing an op-
timal threshold for the corresponding MinDTW values as
was done for the EMD and TADP classifiers. In [5] this
method was compared to two other well-known methods,
HMM [12] and Vector Quantization with Bag-of-Words
(VQ+BoW) [13], and MinDTW achieved an F-measure
of 95% on the UA-Speech database [8], against 83% for
HMM and 81% for VQ+BoW.

Figure 4. Binary classification using relative DTW embed-
ding (MinDTW). Reproduced from [5].

Compared to TADPC, MinDTW uses only the accumu-
lated dissimilarity expressed by the DTW distance, and es-
tablishes the pertinence of a given recording X by compar-
ing X to a single reference recording Y (the one with mini-
mum DTW distance), which acts as a proxy to the class of
all reference recordings. TADPC compares with and gen-
eralizes MinDTW by combining all dissimilarity curves
obtained from the DTW-alignment of X to each reference
recording, which are time-aligned and unified as described
in Section 3.1. Rather than simply replacing the “Min” in
MinDTW by some other statistic (mean/maximum/median),
the representation TADP aim to attain as much a global
perspective as possible on the relationship between the query
and the reference class, by preserving both statistical inser-
tion of dissimilarity values (via percentiles) as well as the
temporal evolution of this insertion.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND
RESULTS

In this section we discuss the experimental methodology
employed to compare the results of TADPC against the
EMD and MinDTW classifiers described in Section 3.2.
To evaluate the classifiers a K-fold cross-validation was
used (with K = 5) in order to produce F-measure val-
ues. Two summarization strategies were used: a global F-
measure [14] calculated from the accumulated amounts of
true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives
(FN) over all folds k = 1, . . . ,K according to

Fglobal =

2 ·
∑
k

TP [k]

2 ·
∑
k

TP [k] +
∑
k

FP [k] +
∑
k

FN [k]

(3)
and also the mean and standard deviation of the F-measures
of individual folds. The global F-measure, denoted here by
F-Global, is considered to minimize the bias in comparison
with other F-measure summarization strategies [14]. The
mean/std format, denoted here by F-Normal, represent a
Gaussian model of the valuesK individual F-measures, al-
lowing statistical tests to be performed in order to compare
the performance of the methods.

Table 1 presents the global F-measure and mean/std of
F-measures of individual folds for each classifier and each
word. It is noticeable that the classifier based on the Earth
Mover’s Distance obtained the lowest F-measure for both
words. One possible reason for the EMD classifier’s worse
performance is the fact that the probability density func-
tions of dissimilarity values disregard the temporal sequence
of the recordings.

In order to compare the performances of the remaining
methods, we applied a paired (repeated samples) t-test to
the individual F-measures obtained in the K folds of the
cross-validation using SciPy ttest_rel function. Based
on these tests, the only statistically significant differences
are that both TADPC and HausdorffDTW performed better
than MinDTW for the word “chave” (p� 0.01).

One plausible explanation that would explain TADPC out-
performing MinDTW for the word “chave” relates to spe-
cific forms of SSD utterances that are found in these record-
ings, which are easier to distinguish with respect to most
reference recordings, even when there are a few (outlier)
reference recordings displaying overall lower dissimilarity
values with respect to this particular atypical (SSD) utter-
ance. See for instance Figure 5, where most profiles dis-
play high dissimilarity values between frames 5 and 18,
but the violet and green profiles remain entirely in the low
region. In these cases, MinDTW chooses as score the aver-
age dissimilarity of the (outlier) lower profile, mistaking it
for a typical reference utterance, whereas TADPC consid-
ers the worst profiles according to the percentile parameter
α. It should be noted that a classifier that only consid-
ered the worst profile had already been proposed in [5], the
HausdorffDTW classifier, but its performance was much
worse than MinDTW in the UA-Speech dataset.
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sapo (['sapu]) chave (['Savi])
F-GLOBAL (%) F-NORMAL(%) F-GLOBAL (%) F-NORMAL(%)

MinDTW 81.42 81.34 ± 0.07 75.18 75.16 ± 0.03
HausdorffDTW 80.7 80.62 ± 0.06 76.06 76.08 ± 0.02
EMD 76.78 76.33 ± 0.1 64.66 59.23 ± 0.25
TADPC 81.03 80.78 ± 0.05 76.26 76.13 ± 0.03

Table 1. Global F-measure and mean/std of F-measures of individual folds, for each classification method and word.

Figure 5. All dissimilarity profiles built from an atypical
(SSD) utterance of the word “chave”, with respect to all
typical reference recordings of the same word.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but from another SSD patient.

On the other hand, upon a closer look of the dissimilarity
profiles produced by the atypical recordings of the word
“sapo”, the high dissimilarity values tend to concentrate in
the same intervals in all profiles (see e.g. Figure 7), and
so choosing a single curve (as MinDTW does) to compute
the score, or alternatively using a percentile-summarized
curve as TADPC does, makes less of a difference in the
classification results and thus in the final F-measures.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a classifier that uses dissimi-
larity values of MFCCgrams based on DTW-aligned pairs

Figure 7. All dissimilarity profiles built from an atypical
(SSD) utterances of the word “sapo”, with respect to all
typical reference recordings of the same word.

of recordings. By using the values of dissimilarity along
the optimal Viterbi path in the DTW matrices for all ref-
erence recordings, we built a classifier that not only pre-
serves the temporal sequence of the dissimilarity profiles
(as MinDTW does) but also takes into account variations
between utterances within the reference class. TADPC
was shown to compare favorably with respect to the EMD-
based and the MinDTW classifiers.

The experiment here presented was conducted within a
subset of a larger database, as an exploratory step to iden-
tify the potential of TADPC to outperform MinDTW in the
detection of SSDs in the Brazilian Portuguese language.
Extending the experiment to the whole database still de-
pends upon a reasonable amount of manual labor to pre-
process several hours of unsegmented recordings into files
containing individual words, nor clearly labeled as display-
ing some type of SSD (for many recordings the SSD tag
refers to the patient and not to the specific word, with po-
tential mislabeling).

A well-known issue with DTW-based methods is DTW’s
quadratic computational complexity. Nevertheless, its com-
plexity refers to the size of the recordings, which are short
utterances of individual words (40 to 50 frames here) in the
SSD classification setting, and not to the size of the dataset.
The main scalability issue appears when a query has to be
DTW-aligned to all reference recordings in the training set.
For large datasets, it is advisable to work with a small num-
ber of typical recordings for each word in order not allow
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but from another SSD patient.

the fast computation of dissimilarity profiles.
Future work includes tackling challenges that appeared

when confronting MinDTW and TADPC for specific dis-
orders, as illustrated in Figures 5 and 7, which shed some
light into the variations within the very class of reference
recordings, and also exploring the Time-Aligned Dissimi-
larity Profiles as input for temporal localization (segmen-
tation) of the phonemes displaying variations with respect
to the reference pronunciation, in order to help phonology
professionals to refine the diagnosis and identify particular
subclasses of speech sound disorders.
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates possible estimators of musical in-
formation in subregions of a time-frequency representation
of an audio signal, in the context of obtaining multireso-
lution time-frequency representations through iterative re-
finements. An experiment was conducted comparing es-
timators extracted from STFT spectrograms of Disklavier
performances to reference values extracted from the corre-
sponding MIDI files. Different reference values were con-
sidered, capturing the presence of musical information in
the time-frequency plane that are relevant to music infor-
mation retrieval tasks such as automatic music transcrip-
tion and timbre analysis. The impact of the size of the time-
frequency subregions and initial resolution of the STFT
were analyzed. The influence of the introduction of sim-
ple energy decay models in the reference values was also
investigated. A second experiment was conducted evalu-
ating chosen estimators as features in a predictive model
for the binary detection of musically relevant regions of a
time-frequency representation. Naive-Bayes models were
trained using binary piano rolls (with and without harmon-
ics) as ground truth. Results show that it is possible to de-
tect musically relevant regions of a time-frequency repre-
sentation with satisfactory results using Shannon and Rényi
entropies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spectrogram is a widely used analysis/representation
tool in sound and music computing, despite the fact that
the linear frequency resolution of the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) is not particularly adequate for appli-
cations dealing with music events organized within log-
frequency strata. The trade-off between time and frequency
resolutions makes the STFT representation far from ideal
for signals with both melodic and percussive events of in-
terest, since either percussive events or melodic events will
be poorly located in the time-frequency plane (TFP) ac-
cording to the analysis window chosen. This is a burden
for tasks such as automatic music transcription (AMT) that
depend on the precise detection of both note onset times
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and melody contours, especially when the analysis of ex-
pressive elements with small-scale variations (e.g. vibrato)
is also targeted.

These limitations motivate the development of adaptive
transforms, which are representations that vary both time
and frequency resolution in different regions of the TFP
according to the contents of the analyzed signal. These
representations allow more representation space to be used
in subregions which are more relevant to the task at hand
and should be more detailed, whilst reducing representa-
tion space for irrelevant subregions. Such structured rep-
resentations lend themselves relatively easily to MIR tasks
that depend on local TFP information (e.g. onset detection,
frequency peak estimation). On the other hand, off-the-
shelf machine learning methods that expect uniform TFP
representations would probably require some form of de-
coding and segmentation prior to input.

In [1], a general structure for adaptive transforms is pre-
sented, where several spectrograms with different resolu-
tions are precomputed for the entire signal, and then used
to compose a multiresolution spectrogram. A specific al-
gorithm is also shown, in which the TFP is divided into
subregions, and for each subregion the sparsest represen-
tation among a set of alternatives is chosen, where sparsity
is measured by an entropy-related metric. A formal math-
ematical framework for the analysis, transformation and
resynthesis of a signal with adaptive time-frequency reso-
lution based on nonstationary Gabor frames is developed
in [2]. Rényi entropies are used as a sparsity measure for
the choice between different sets of analysis windows at
each time frame of a signal, and a resynthesis method is
provided along with a theoretical upper bound for its er-
ror. A similar algorithm is given in [3]: the TFP is divided
into rectangular regions, and for each one the sparsest (ac-
cording to Rényi entropy) Gabor representation is chosen
among two pre-computed representations. Then, this ini-
tial representation is subtracted from the original signal.
The resulting residual signal is again approximated using
the same adaptive algorithm, and the process is iterated
until a certain criterion is met, resulting in a layered repre-
sentation of the original signal.

This general structure for adaptive transforms is very in-
efficient: several regions of these multiresolution repre-
sentations are discarded after their computation, causing
a huge computational overhead. This motivates the in-
vestigation of a more efficient representation that avoids
the unnecessary computation of prior high-resolution rep-
resentations of the TFP, performing them only if there is
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Figure 1. A single refinement step of an algorithm for
adaptive multiresolution representation algorithm based on
a relevant musical subregion estimator. From an initial
generic spectrogram (plotted with a logarithmic Y-axis),
three subregions (represented by the white dotted lines) are
detected as musically interesting, and then transported to
the original spectrogram in order to be refined via local-
ized high resolution STFT computations.

evidence of the presence of musical events within a partic-
ular time-frequency subregion (this is what we call a rel-
evant subregion). This way, such a multiresolution spec-
trogram could eventually use the same amount of data of
a fixed-resolution spectrogram to provide a more precise
representation, by using coarser resolutions in areas that do
not contain musical events and higher resolutions in musi-
cally relevant regions, while at the same time reducing the
computational overhead by not throwing away any com-
puted data.

What differentiates our approach from the discussed re-
lated work is that our criterion for choosing local resolu-
tions is not the comparison between pre-computed repre-
sentations of different resolutions, but the use of a musical
information estimator. Moreover, in the presented experi-
ment we compare several candidates for such an estimator
with respect to their actual ability to detect musically rele-
vant regions in a TFP, a problem which was not addressed
in the related literature. This is the focus of this paper,
which characterizes, to our knowledge, a novel approach
to multiresolution representation of audio signals.

In order to develop such a representation, we need to find
a reliable way to detect musically relevant regions of a
fixed-resolution spectrogram. These are here defined as
regions that contain sound events (characterized by their
pitch, loudness, duration and timbre [4]) as well as expres-
sive events such as pitch bends, tremolo and vibrato. This
article presents two experiments that intend to answer how
well we can identify these regions and what would be the
best estimators for this task. A motivational application for
such estimators is presented in Fig. 1, which illustrates the

application of a musical information estimator as part of an
algorithm for obtaining an adaptive multiresolution time-
frequency representation. The algorithm starts with an ini-
tial single-resolution spectrogram, and a relevance estima-
tor (in this example, the energy density) is computed for
subregions of the TFP (in this case, rectangles of 500 ms
by 500 cent). The resulting map is interpreted as an index
to the presence of music events that should be represented
with a higher resolution. The three most prominent sub-
regions in this example have been selected, within which
high-resolution STFT representations were computed (us-
ing sub-band processing for computational efficiency) and
inserted in the corresponding subregions of the initial spec-
trogram, resulting in a multiresolution representation. This
refinement step could then be repeated in other subregions
until a certain predefined criterion is met, e.g. a memory
or time constraint, or a desired accuracy in the determina-
tion of further information from this spectrogram, such as
onsets or instantaneous frequencies.

Section 2 presents an overview of both experiments con-
ducted, as well as a justification behind the choice of es-
timators and reference values. Section 3 presents in detail
technical information about the estimator evaluation exper-
iment, and results are shown in Section 4. A technical de-
scription of the detection experiment is given in Section 5,
followed by the results in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 dis-
cusses the outcomes of both experiments and their applica-
bility in a multiresolution representation, as well as future
work.

2. METHODOLOGY

The main objective of the proposed experiments is to inves-
tigate possible musical information estimators in the TFP.
In the first experiment, we evaluate how well different esti-
mators correlate to reference values relating to some MIR
tasks. In the second experiment, we evaluate chosen es-
timators in a binary classification task to further evaluate
their applicability as part of an algorithm for a multireso-
lution representation.

2.1 First experiment: estimator evaluation

For the first experiment, reference values were extracted
from a MIDI file, while the estimators were extracted from
an STFT spectrogram taken from a corresponding perfor-
mance synchronized to such MIDI file. This is made pos-
sible through the use of piano performances recorded in
an Yamaha Disklavier: for each performance in the uti-
lized dataset, there are corresponding MIDI and audio files
aligned within a 3 ms accuracy. Fig. 2 gives an overview
of the steps involved in this experiment: from the MIDI
file, we build a density map of musical events (MIDI notes,
possibly including harmonic partials of such notes), to be
used as ground truth; from the sound recording, we build a
density map using a candidate estimator (such as entropies
or spectrogram statistics, see Section 2.1.2). Both den-
sity maps are computed over rectangular TFP subregions
measured in ms (width) by cents (height). Finally, ground-
truth and estimator density maps are compared according
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to their Pearson correlation coefficient.

2.1.1 Musical information reference values

Three different reference values are extracted from each
MIDI file (see Fig. 3):

1. Piano roll: from the note-on/off and sustain pedal
position events, a simple binary piano roll represen-
tation (no velocity information) is built;

2. Piano roll with harmonics: the simple binary piano
roll is augmented with the inclusion of 7 harmonics
for each note present;

3. Piano roll with harmonics and decay models: a piano
roll with velocity information is built from the MIDI
events contained in the file, along with 7 harmonics
for each note. Then, linear energy decay models are
used to attenuate each note over the time axis and
each harmonic over the frequency axis. For model-
ing the energy decay over time and frequency, we
used models based on measured data from acoustic
pianos [5, 6]. For each note, a decay of 8 dB/s is
considered, and seven harmonics are included with
a decay of 4.3 dB per partial. MIDI velocity val-
ues in [5] were translated using estimates from [7],
as decays of 28 velocity points per second and 7.86
velocity points per partial.

After their extraction from the MIDI file, each matrix
is divided into subregions defined by dimensions given in
cents by miliseconds. The mean value inside each of these
subregions is considered in order to form the reference
value matrix. It is important to note that the reference value
(and thus our definition of a musically relevant subregion)
is strongly dependant on the subregion size used: as im-
plemented, it represents the overall “note content” of each
subregion, and the size of these subregions greatly influ-
ences this.

Each estimator derived from the spectrogram was com-
pared against each of these reference values, in order to
give insight into their applicability under different circum-
stances. The correlation of an estimator with the simple
piano roll should give us an idea of its applicability to
the AMT task, since a piano roll would be a possible rep-
resentation format for the transcription. In a representa-
tion built specifically for AMT, piano roll events should be
given more importance, and should be represented with a
finer resolution with respect to the remaining subregions
of the TFP. The correlation of an estimator with the pi-
ano roll with harmonics allows us to evaluate its sensi-
bility to the presence of harmonics, which are an integral
part of the timbre of nearly every musical instrument, and
would show up on a spectrogram, but not necessarily in
a music score. Harmonics might be of interest to timbre
analysis, and so estimators that correlate well with this
augmented piano roll would be candidates for producing
multiresolution time-frequency representations for timbre-
related tasks. Finally, the introduction of decay models
into the piano roll represents an attempt to include a very
simple acoustic instrument model: this may be suited to

test the invariability of each estimator in relation to spe-
cific instrument timbres, but also to look for estimators that
would be useful to study dynamic (i.e. time-varying) as-
pects of timbre.

2.1.2 Estimators

Rényi entropies [2, 3, 8] and energy variance [9] have both
been employed as musical information estimators in the
TFP. For this experiment, the Rényi entropy was computed
with α = 3, a value justified by the discussion in [10]. The
Shannon entropy was also considered in our evaluation.
The standard deviation was used in place of variance, in or-
der to preserve the same scale of the original energy or am-
plitude data. All of these estimators were extracted from
amplitude, energy and dB energy STFT spectrograms. Fi-
nally, the amplitude, energy and dB energy densities (their
mean value inside each subregion) were evaluated, totaling
12 estimators.

These estimators are motivated by the fact that musical
events are characterized not only by an increase of energy
or amplitude (which would be captured by their densities)
but also by an increase of information complexity due to
note onsets, spaces between harmonics and other observ-
able events. This increase in complexity (possibly captured
by entropy and standard deviation) also justifies a closer
look at these regions: an adaptive transform should use a
finer resolution to represent regions containing onsets, for
example, but also regions containing entangled harmonics
belonging to different harmonic series.

Although reference values were here defined as the mean
values of several forms of the piano roll, considering the
AMT application and the interpretation that relevant re-
gions are regions containing events to be transcribed, these
reference values do not translate directly into mean energy
or amplitude of the spectrogram, which includes background
noise, acoustics of the instrument, acoustics of the room,
spectral leakage and other analysis artifacts. Moreover, the
experiments presented in Sections 4 and 6 show that, even
though there is a good correlation between the reference
values obtained from the piano rolls and the corresponding
estimators obtained from the STFT, these are not necessar-
ily the same estimators that perform best when it comes to
identifying musically relevant subregions.

2.2 Second experiment: detection of musically
relevant regions of the TFP

In the second experiment, the best performing estimators
were further evaluated as features to be used in a predic-
tive model for the binary detection of musically relevant re-
gions of the TFP. This experiment follows the same struc-
ture of the first one: ground truth values are extracted from
a MIDI file and features are extracted from the correspond-
ing audio recording. Single-feature predictive models and
feature pairings were tested for this task.

Firstly, the binary piano roll was used as ground truth: as
discussed in Section 2.1.1, a feature that predicts a piano
roll with accuracy would be a good detector to be used as
part of an AMT-motivated multiresolution representation.
Secondly, in order to evaluate the influence of harmonics in
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Figure 2. Overview of the experiment: from a single piano performance a MIDI-derived symbolic event density map and a
spectrogram-derived estimator map are built and correlated.

Figure 3. Alternative intermediate symbolic representa-
tions for the event density map.

this detection, a ground truth consisting of a binary repre-
sentation of the piano roll with harmonics and decay mod-
els was used. For this reference value, a musical density
threshold had to be chosen in order to use this map to pro-
duce binary (relevance) labels; further discussion is pre-
sented in Sec. 5. The comparison of these models with the
previous ones should give us insight into the sensitivity of
different estimators to harmonics, and how these harmon-
ics aid or harm thes detection of musically relevant TFP
regions.

3. ESTIMATOR EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

The MAESTRO dataset [11] was utilized for both experi-
ments. It contains over 200 hours of piano performances
with paired MIDI files and sound recordings. For the es-
timator evaluation, 16 minutes of performances were se-
lected from the dataset, and used in the following anal-
ysis: from the corresponding MIDI files, the three refer-
ence maps described in 2.1.1 were extracted, according
to a rectangular subregion size. From the corresponding
audio recordings, an STFT analysis was performed, from
which the estimators described in 2.1.2 were extracted. Fi-
nally, the Pearson correlation between each possible esti-
mator/reference value pairing was computed.

The recordings in the MAESTRO dataset come from the
yearly Piano-e-Competition. In order to represent different
recording conditions in the 16 minutes of music selected
for the experiment, each year in the dataset was sampled
equally. For every recording/MIDI pair selected, 30 sec-
onds were extracted from the halfway point of the perfor-
mance and used in the experiment.

In order to test the influence of the resolution of the STFT
from which the estimators are extracted, the experiment
was repeated for windows of 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096
samples. All recordings are sampled at 44100 kHz, and
hop sizes were chosen as one-fourth of the size of the anal-
ysis window.

As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, the dimensions of the subre-
gions determine our reference value, and should be con-
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Figure 4. The effect of subregion size in the correlation co-
efficients for 5 estimator/reference value pairings. All esti-
mator/reference value pairings presented (approximately)
monotonically increasing behaviour.

sidered part of our definition of musical relevance. Since
our work is strongly motivated by AMT, the best subre-
gion size would be the one that produces the representation
best suited for this task. Admittedly, even this motivation
does not entail a single optimal subregion size: this would
vary according to spectral characteristics of the audio be-
ing transcribed, such as the expected number of notes per
second or the proximity in the frequency axis of simultane-
ous notes and harmonics per chord, so it is not appropriate
nor possible to treat the subregion size as a variable to be
optimized. With this discussion in mind, the experiment
was repeated for subregion sizes of 100 ms by 100 cents,
200 ms by 200 cents, 400 ms by 400, 600 ms by 600 cents,
800 ms by 800 cents and 1000ms by 1000 cents, in order
to observe, compare and discuss the results of the obtained
representations under different conditions.

4. ESTIMATOR EVALUATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Overall, the estimators that achieved the highest correla-
tions were the density and standard deviation of the am-
plitude spectrogram (see table 1). Density of the dB spec-
trogram and Rényi entropy of the amplitude spectrogram
also achieved fair results, although no estimator achieved
correlation coefficients significantly above 0.5. Estimators
extracted from the energy spectrogram (not in dB) did not
achieve notable results, as well as Shannon entropies, that
achieved the lowest correlation with each of the three ref-
erence values.

Fig. 4 shows that increasing subregion size tends to in-
crease the correlation between reference value and estima-
tor for all pairings. This is somewhat expected, given that
using a bigger subregion size has the effect of making both
matrices lose detail, favoring general trends in the data
which are easier to estimate than minor local changes. No
outliers were observed in this trend, which agrees with our
discussion in 2.1.1 about the impossibility of finding an op-
timal subregion size. Further studies analyzing the impact
of subregion size in a subsequent AMT task of selected

Figure 5. The effect of window size in the correlation co-
efficients for 5 estimator/reference value pairings.

pieces with similar spectral characteristics could provide
more information about this behaviour.

The variation of correlation caused by STFT window size
(see Fig. 5) seems to be fairly minimal for most estimators,
although with some interesting exceptions and characteris-
tics. The Shannon entropy is the only feature that presents
monotonically decreasing performance with the increase
of window size, while amplitude density seems to be the
estimator mostly favored by an increase in window size.
All other estimators are not as sensible to this variation.

Entropies in general performed better with the reference
value of the piano roll with harmonics (see Fig. 6). This
means that the introduction of decay models in the refer-
ence value actually served to (slightly) decorrelate these
estimators with the reference. This could be related to the
invariance of entropy with respect to data scaling, which
pushes the reference and estimator maps in this case apart
from each other as the reference decays. Standard devi-
ation and amplitude density presented higher correlation
with the reference value containing decay models, which
agrees with its sensitivity to scaling and the adherence of
the simple decay models to the amplitude behavior ob-
served in the spectrograms. Surprisingly, the introduction
of decay models did not improve the correlation of the
density of the dB spectrogram and the reference value.
This probably means that the linear decay models repre-
sent poorly the energy decay profiles exhibited in the dB
spectrogram of the Disklavier recordings.

It is important to note the high variance of the obtained
correlation values. Although there are noticeable and use-
ful trends in the data, this fluctuation means that the esti-
mator values should be further analyzed with caution in the
context of relevant segment classification, the performance
of which is still unclear in the presence of these fluctua-
tions. Our second experiment aims to assess this classifica-
tion performance in the context of the iterative refinement
of a multiresolution time-frequency representation.

5. DETECTION OF MUSICALLY RELEVANT
REGIONS OF THE TFP EXPERIMENT

For this experiment, all recordings from 2004 to 2015 present
in the MAESTRO dataset were utilized, totalling nearly
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Estimators Piano roll Piano roll + harmonics P. roll + harm. + decay
Rényi (amp. spec) 0.43 +- 0.08 0.51 +- 0.09 0.49 +- 0.09
Shannon (dB spec) 0.26 +- 0.05 0.34 +- 0.06 0.29 +- 0.05
Std. dev. (amp. spec) 0.51 +- 0.10 0.55 +- 0.10 0.64 +- 0.08
Std. dev. (en. spec) 0.36 +- 0.10 0.39 +- 0.10 0.50 +- 0.09
Density (amp. Spec) 0.55 +- 0.12 0.57 +- 0.14 0.66 +- 0.11
Density (dB spec) 0.48 +- 0.10 0.52 +- 0.12 0.51 +- 0.11

Table 1. Correlation results of the best performing estimator/reference value pairings, using a subregion size of 800ms per
800 cents and an STFT with an analysis window of 2048 samples. All correlations achieved significance values p < 0.05

Figure 6. The effect of introducing harmonics and decay
models in the reference values for 5 estimator/reference
value pairings.

9 hours analyzed from 1043 recordings. Once again, for
every selected recording/MIDI pair, 30 seconds were ex-
tracted from the halfway point of the performance and used
in the experiment. 80% of the dataset was used for training
and the remaining 20% for the evaluation.

From the estimator evaluation experiment, the best esti-
mators from experiment 1 according to their Pearson cor-
relation coefficient were selected, namely Rényi entropy,
standard deviation and amplitude density of the amplitude
spectrogram, and Shannon entropy and energy density of
the dB spectrogram. An STFT window of 2048 samples
was used, motivated by the results shown in Fig. 5. A sub-
region size of 800 ms per 800 cents was used while keep-
ing in mind that the utilized dataset contains piano perfor-
mances with heterogeneous spectral characteristics, and it
would not be possible to choose an ideal subregion size for
this experiment.

The first step of this experiment consisted of the train-
ing of Naive-Bayes models for the prediction of the bi-
nary piano roll reference, using the mentioned estimators
as single-feature models and every possible feature pairing
as two-feature models. In a second step, designed to test
the sensibility of each feature to the presence of harmonics,
the models were trained using a binary representation of
the piano roll with harmonics and decay models as ground
truth. The rationale for also including the piano roll with
harmonics and decay model in this experiment is not to
evaluate the model for itself, but to gain insight on whether
false positives of the binary piano roll model in step 1 could
be related to the presence of harmonics, and also to enquire

Figure 7. The effect of the threshold in transforming the pi-
ano roll with harmonics reference value into a binary one.
The piano roll with harmonics density map is shown, along
with 3 binary maps obtained using thresholds of 0, 0.04
and 0.1 respectively.

whether there are estimators that behave differently in the
identification of subregions containing harmonics.

In order to transform the reference value explained in
2.1.1 into a binary map, a “musical density” threshold had
to be chosen above which a bin was considered as a posi-
tive example of “musical activity”. If this threshold is set to
0, the presence of even the weakest harmonic would signal
a positive sample, and if it is set close to 1, only the “musi-
cally densest” regions would be counted as a positive sam-
ple (see Fig. 7). Several different thresholds were tested
leading to the results presented in the following section.

6. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Among the single-feature models for the binary piano roll
prediction, the Rényi entropy performed best according to
F-Score, achieving a recall of 0.78 and precision of 0.62.
The Shannon entropy achieved a notable recall of 0.92 but
a precision of 0.42. Among the feature pairings, Shan-
non entropy and standard deviation achieved the highest F-
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Estimator F-Score Precision Recall Avg. precision
Rényi (amp.) 0.69 0.62 0.78 0.69
Shannon (dB) 0.58 0.42 0.92 0.45
Std. dev. (amp) 0.52 0.82 0.38 0.72
En. density (dB) 0.65 0.61 0.69 0.67
Rényi + Shannon 0.62 0.47 0.93 0.67
Rényi + Std. dev. 0.63 0.76 0.53 0.74
Rényi + en. density 0.66 0.55 0.83 0.67
Shannon + en. density 0.63 0.49 0.91 0.66

Table 2. Selected classification results for the trained
Naive-Bayes models using the binary piano roll as ground
truth.

Score of 0.66 and the highest accuracy of 0.76 was achieved
by the Rényi entropy and standard deviation pairing. All
notable results are shown in Table 2.

In order to interpret these results and what they mean for
a possible multiresolution representation, we must first dis-
cuss the different implications of high precision and high
recall in this setting. If a positive subregion of the TFP
is expected to be represented in higher resolution by our
algorithm, false positives can be interpreted as spending
computing power in unimportant regions, while false neg-
atives are interpreted as withholding computing power in
musically relevant regions that should be refined. Ideally,
in a TFP representation aimed at AMT, we would like to
represent in detail all regions containing musical informa-
tion, even if this means spending a bit of computing power
where this is not needed. Thus, when choosing between
features with similar F-Scores, we favor the ones with higher
recall over the ones with higher precision. Taking this into
account, our results indicate that both Rényi and Shannon
entropies are good musical information estimators.

Several thresholds were tested for the introduction of har-
monics in the ground truth label. A threshold of 0 leads to
a percentage of 78% positive training samples in relation
to all samples - in practice, nearly every region of the TFP
above 200 Hz is labeled as positive for all training sam-
ples. When using the simple piano roll with no harmonics
as ground truth, 30% of the training samples are labeled
as positive. As a middle ground, a threshold of 0.04 was
chosen (49% of positive samples). For this threshold, the
performance of the Rényi and Shannon entropies improve
(see Table 3), while standard deviation and amplitude den-
sity suffer a small drop in F-Score. The improvement in
precision of the Shannon entropy model is of special im-
portance: it means that some of the false positives detected
by the model trained with the simple piano roll were ac-
tually regions occupied by harmonics, and thus regions
that actually contained some musical information (which
would be relevant e.g. to timbre analysis).

Taking all classification results and our discussion of pre-
cision and recall into consideration, both Rényi and Shan-
non entropies present encouraging results for their usage in
an algorithm for producing a mutiresolution time-frequency
representation for tasks such as AMT and timbre analy-
sis. The pairing of both entropies, as well as the pairing of
Shannon entropy and energy density could also be useful
for this detection. These results also further validate the
usage of Rényi entropy as a time-frequency information

Estimator Recall (w. harmonics) Precision (w. harmonics)
Rényi (amp.) 0.82 (+0.04) 0.61 (-0.01)
Shannon (dB) 0.92 0.60 (+0.18)
Std. dev. (amp) 0.31 (-0.07) 0.84 (+0.02)
Amp. density (amp) 0.26 (-0.06) 0.81 (+0.03)
En. density (dB) 0.69 0.61

Table 3. Classification results using the binary piano roll
with harmonics (threshold set to 0.04) as ground truth.
In parentheses the score change in relation to the piano
roll model (without harmonics) using the same feature is
shown.

content estimator as seen in [10].

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two experiments investigating musical infor-
mation estimators in the TFP were conducted. We evalu-
ated the adherence of complexity estimators (entropy and
standard deviation) and intensity estimators (density of am-
plitude and energy) to different reference values relating
to tasks such as AMT and timbre analysis. The obtained
results show important distinctions in the behavior of esti-
mators in the presence or absence of decay models in the
reference values.

A binary classification experiment was conducted in or-
der to investigate the applicability of these estimators in
producing an adaptive multiresolution time-frequency rep-
resentation. Selected estimators were evaluated in the la-
beling of subregions as musically relevant or not, using two
different ground truth references taken from a piano roll,
with encouraging results. Specifically, Rényi and Shannon
entropies achieved very high recall and good F-Scores, sig-
naling their applicability as musical information estimators
and further validating their use in the context of adaptive
multiresolution time-frequency representations. Their sen-
sitivity to the presence of harmonics was also evaluated, as
well as possible feature pairings. Overall, the results show
that it is possible to detect musically relevant regions of
a TFP representation with satisfactory results using Rényi
and Shannon entropies.

Future work includes the combination of these estima-
tors with a subband processing algorithm for computing
high-resolution STFT representations of musically inter-
esting subregions. With a reliable detection mechanism,
a computationally efficient adaptive multiresolution time-
frequency representation can be obtained by iterating de-
tection and subband processing and computing high res-
olution STFT representations within subregions actually
containing relevant musical information.

Since the dataset used is comprised solely of piano per-
formances, it is also important to evaluate how well these
detection methods perform in other conditions, such as per-
formances of instruments with very different spectral char-
acteristics from the piano and more complex multi-instrument
performances.

There is also interest in considering separately the fre-
quency and time axes in our detection of relevant subre-
gions in future work. Since the inherent tradeoff between
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time and frequency resolution in the STFT motivates our
development of a multiresolution transform, a detection al-
gorithm that distinguishes between regions that contain rel-
evant time or frequency information could better guide the
refinement step towards a better representation for AMT,
representing, for instance, onset regions with higher tem-
poral resolution and melodic lines with higher frequency
resolution.
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ABSTRACT

The fast-growing technology of additive manufacturing-
(AM), 3D printing, enables unique features in numerous
design areas including musical instrument design. The re-
cent advancements further introduce incorporating elec-
tronics into 3D printing. While still in the proof of concept
phase, the ability to fabricate embedded sensors with 3D
printing offers promising applications for musical instru-
ment design.

In this paper, embedding sensors and functional parts in
the additive manufacturing process is discussed. We present
the design process of embedded sensing for rapid prototyp-
ing digital musical instruments (DMI). The establishment
of 3D models and operation sequences for different mu-
sical applications can be challenging since they vary de-
pending on the electronic components. In order to address
this problem, we provide a set of design and manufacturing
specifications to customize the prototyping process for em-
bedding structural electronics. The application of this hy-
brid method is demonstrated with two case studies: modu-
lar structures for a wearable gestural controller and an aug-
mented flute. These instruments present the current stage
of the technology which uses fused-deposition modeling
(FDM) and the advantages and challenges of hybrid AM in
musical instrument design as well as its future directions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic components including sensors, controllers, etc.
constitute one of the primary means of interaction in com-
puter music [1]. Marshall and Wanderley show that the
majority of digital musical instruments’ sensing mecha-
nism includes certain commonly used sensors such as ac-
celerometers, touch or force sensitive sensors, and prox-
imity sensors. From manufacturing point of view, pro-
totyping with these electronic components hardly exceed
printed circuit board (PCB) technology in digital musi-
cal instrument (DMI) design except for few examples [2].
For example, Wicaksono and Paradiso’s stretchable key-
board demonstrates interaction methods with textile sens-
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ing in their “deformable musical interface” [3]. This de-
sign shows the potentials of adopting newer tactile sensing
mechanisms into our current use of DMI prototyping tech-
niques [4,5]. Examples of both conductive textile and PCB
applications in interaction design also demonstrate promis-
ing implementation areas of 3D printing electronics [6, 7].

Rapid prototyping using 3D printing tools attracts mu-
sic instrument designers to manufacture new or cheaper
forms of musical instruments. These efforts mainly focus
on replicating existing acoustical instruments—mainly vi-
olins, flutes, and guitars—as well as leveraging the flexibil-
ity of computer-mediated design and manufacturing to cre-
ate new forms of instrument parts such as valves, mouth-
pieces, or unconventional tonal series. Similarly, AM tools
are used to print instrument enclosing, augmentation parts,
prosthetic instruments, etc. [2].

Although designers leverage the affordability and the avail-
ability of AM tools for prototyping or creating new in-
struments, they frequently incorporate electronics indepen-
dently from 3D printing for various purposes, ranging from
embedded musical instruments to wearable and bio-sensing
musical interfaces. There has not been an example com-
bining digital sensors with rapid manufacturing techniques
in the same process for musical applications so far, to the
extent of our knowledge. Incorporating electronics into
AM processes can improve not only the form and appear-
ance of final products, but also functionality of the digital
elements in DMIs. This paper introduces the musical im-
plementations of embedded sensing by integrating sensors
and/or passive components in 3D printed designs. It dis-
cusses how to implement this hybrid method using fused
deposition modelling (FDM), a widely used 3D printing
process, and demonstrates how hybrid AM can be used for
creating new musical interfaces.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
background information about the recent approaches to em-
bedded electronics in AM. Section 3 discusses implemen-
tation of hybrid AM using FDM printers. Section 4 de-
scribes design methodologies and demonstrates creating
musical instruments with embedded sensing by demon-
strating two case studies. Section 5 further explains the
modular design approach to music instrument design that
could benefit embedded sensing approach and discusses
the continuation of this work.
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2. BACKGROUND

Additive manufacturing techniques are integrated into de-
sign, creation, and prototyping practices of artists, musi-
cians, and DMI designers. Due to its cost-effectiveness,
availability, and affordability for customization, this man-
ufacturing method is adopted into music research and ed-
ucation [2]. However, its use in music applications stays
behind the recent advancements that are more frequently
explored in other fields. The combination of electronic
components with 3D printed structures in a single man-
ufacturing process has not yet been employed to design-
ing, prototyping, and manufacturing DMIs. In this section,
we find it valuable to briefly introduce some of the current
technologies for embedded sensors as well as the existing
applications of additive manufacturing and electronics uses
for digital musical instruments.

2.1 Embedding Electronic Components in 3D Printing

Dijkshoorn et al. describe three recent methods for embed-
ding sensors: hybrid approaches, conductor infusion, and
multi-material printing [8, 9]. Hybrid approaches, or mul-
tiprocess printing, include combining non-AM fabricated
structures such as wiring, circuit boards, or the entire sen-
sors. Macdonald et al. explore this 3D printing method for
printing structural electronics and develop an embedding
approach called stop-and-go approach [10–12].

Macdonald leverage the flexibility of fabrication with 3D
printing to create more appropriate shapes of the electronic
devices than their 2D bread-boarded counterparts. They
explain how 3D printed electronics reduce the duration of
products’ development and prototyping cycle, avoid the
subtractive manufacturing process to carve the wiring chan-
nels, and allow designers to create more complicated and
compact shapes than 2D layer breadboard or printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) configurations [10]. Besides the advan-
tages of this method, they also discuss the drawbacks of
their current printing methods (stereolithography (SL) fab-
rication, depositing conductive ink, etc.) and offer alterna-
tive methods (FDM or material extrusion fabrication, ink-
jetting, embedding solid wires, etc.). As the authors em-
phasize, the current improvements—in more easily acces-
sible 3D printers such as Ultimaker, Makerbot, and equiva-
lents—such as dual extrusion, multi-material printing, and
conductive or magnetic material extrusion enable design-
ers to prototype the functional electronics structures in a
single process. Additionally, these features allow them to
skip the subtractive processes as Lopes et al. and Arnold
et al. adopt in their hybrid manufacturing system [12, 13].

Another common method for embedding sensors is con-
ductor infusion method, an AM method that prints wiring
channels using a soluble support material. These channels
are later filled using conductive ink infusion [8]. Although
this method is advantageous for creating complex electri-
cal wiring thanks to their independent formation from the
main fabrication method, dissolving the support material,
as well as the actual infusion process itself, imposes several
challenges. The infusion process significantly varies de-
pending on the suspension method, conductive material’s
properties, and the geometry of the wiring. On the other

hand, multi-material printing appears as the most advanta-
geous and convenient type of printing among the current
technology. This method combines conductive and non-
conductive materials in the same print cycle [8]. Leigh et
al. demonstrate printing flexible electronic sensors to sense
mechanical flexing and capacitive touch. With their mate-
rial, they prototype flex sensors—printed on flexible strips
and embedded in an exo-glove—and capacitive buttons –
printed on a 3D printed board as a capacitive interface de-
vice and embedded in a vessel to detect the water level.

2.2 3D Printing and Electronics in DMI Prototyping

Contrary to the recent advancements in the rapid prototyp-
ing area, the majority of examples in musical instruments
that explore additive manufacturing methods put little em-
phasis on hybrid manufacturing or incorporating electron-
ics [2]. An example of research that focuses on design
and manufacturing DMIs include uses of 3D printing and
laser cutting for prosthetic instruments designed by Hat-
twick, Malloch, and Wanderley [14]. The electronics used
in these instruments include magnetic wiring, PCB, and
conductive pads which are assembled in the final prototyp-
ing stage. Later, Kalo and Essl fabricated a cymbal using
robotic sheet forming method [15]. While this work does
not include any electronics manufacturing or prototyping
process, it presents an example of a novel personal fab-
rication technique adopted to music research. In her sur-
vey, Cavdir discusses Wessel’s Slabs as an earlier example
for piezoresistive sensing [16] and how Wessel’s predic-
tion about the printable electronics with Inkjet technology
for DMI design translates to the recent technology of fabri-
cating flexible tactile sensors using 3D printing [2,6,7,17].

Although the electronics printing has not been integrated
into DMI prototyping, the use of digital sensor technol-
ogy in musical interfaces predominates these processes. To
overview the applicable areas of this research, surveying
the most commonly used sensors becomes crucial. Mar-
shall and Wanderley present an extensive review on the ex-
isting computer music interfaces and the sensors/electron-
ics technology used in these sensors [1]. Authors report
that the most commonly used sensors include accelerom-
eter, force sensitive resistor (FSR) and proximity sensing
followed by capacitive touch and bend/flex sensors.

In addition to the sensors used in physical interface de-
sign, with the increasing trend in movement and gesture
detection based interfaces, the use wearable and flexible
sensors has been rapidly growing. These sensors mainly
include accelerometers, gyros, inertial measurement units
(IMUs), bio sensors—EMG, EKG, EEG, microphones and
breath sensors—, and stretchable capacitive sensors. With
the focus on the types of sensing mechanism and wearabil-
ity of the interfaces, integrating the electronic parts into the
rapid prototyping/manufacturing significantly increases the
speed of this process. Embedding these functional ele-
ments allows for more compact, sturdy, and comfortable
interfaces for augmenting instruments, designing wearable
devices, and in general new DMIs.
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Figure 1: Embedded accelerometer is manufactured using hybrid AM method. The first image (i) shows the model right
after pausing, the middle image (ii) shows the accelerometer placed for embedding, and the last image (iii) shows the
finished part with the sensor enclosed. The pin-out is left exposed for easy connection and not intruding the nozzle’s
movement with the external objects such as cables, excessive solder, or connectors

3. EMBEDDING ELECTRONICS IN AM

In this work, we embed two electronics components, an
accelerometer and a microphone with an amplifier break-
out, and a passive component, a magnet, (see Figures 1,
2b, and 2a) with multi-process approach using Ultimaker
3 Extended 3D printer [18]. This approach requires modifi-
cations in creating 3D models and slicing those models for
G-code generation. The main modification needed in the
embedding process is pausing the print at the right time and
location. Although the pausing process can be done man-
ually using the printer’s control panel, this process pro-
vides better results when the pause command is handled
by modifying the G-code. Modification in the code is ad-
vantageous over manual interruption for two reasons: 1)
the correct layer, which could be more than one layer in
one process, is difficult to predict by inspection and 2) the
printer hardly guarantees that it saves the location of the
print head where the process is paused. The latter varies
with the type of 3D printers. The printer we tested this
approach, Ultimaker 3 Extended, remembers the last print
state; however, it is not always possible to manually pause
the print exactly at the intended location and time. On
the other hand, modifying the G-code provides full control
over the print process including selecting the right layer,
modifying and recovering the print head height, and mon-
itoring the expected time of the stops.

Figure 3 shows the necessary modifications in the G-code
for pausing the print job to embed the piece. Since this
modification varies with 3D printer’s specifications, main
consideration in this process becomes whether the printer
can recover the print head’s location back to the position
where it is paused. Although newer versions of some 3D
printers remember the current state of the print head and
are able to return to the last x, y, and z axes positions when
the print job is resumed, some printers require explicit con-
trol of the print head’s positioning. Since the 3D printer
used in this research saves the correct position of the print
head where the print job is stopped regardless of the paus-
ing method—either through G-code or using printer’s con-

trol panel—and it returns to that position when resumed,
our process did not require additional G-code change apart
from inserting the pause command at the right layer. Fig-
ure 3 shows pause command added to the code after slicing
the 3D model for those 3D printers that have the capabil-
ities to save and return to the right position. This feature

(a) Embedded magnet is worn multiple location to capture the finger ges-
tures with the hall effect sensors.

(b) Embedded microphone is attached to the mouthpiece of the alto flute.

Figure 2: 3D models are designed to embed the sensors
into the printed parts without interfering with the printer’s
nozzle motion. (2a) offers a flat surface that is easy to em-
bed while the microphone amplifier breakout in (2b) needs
to be embedded in a position that both allows for placing
the microphone facing the build plate as well as leaving
room for nozzle to move freely without touching the sen-
sor.
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...
G1 F1500 E336.86611
;MESH:NONMESH
G0 F600 X107.635 Y114.65 Z4.97
...
;TIME_ELAPSED:2284.677739
;LAYER:47
M204 S1000
M205 X10 Y10
;TYPE:WALL-INNER
;MESH:version0.4.STL
;First Stop
M25 ; Pause the print
G1 F1000 Z40 ;Raise to Z = 40
G1 F1500 E343.36611
G1 F1800 X122 Y108.678 E343.36643
G1 X122.02 Y108.746 E343.36677
G1 X122.016 Y108.819 E343.36711
...
M204 S5000
M205 X30 Y30
G1 F1000 Z4.97
;Return after the first non-G1 command
...

Figure 3: Pause command inserted after slicing the part
and generating the G-code for 3D printers. For printer that
does not require recovering the nozzle height position, only
the pause comment, M25, is sufficient. Raising and recov-
ering the nozzle height position is codded in addition to the
pause command.

helps simplifying the code modification process by avoid-
ing additional coding for raising the extruder and returning
to the correct Z height. However, some other FDM print-
ers do not offer this feature. In this case, manipulating the
height (z location) of the print head is required. Figure 3
shows the G-code needed for such type of pausing process.

The codes for the print head control can be found in NIST
RS274NGC G-code standard publication [19]. The lines
starting with G0 and G1—move commands—with x, y,
z axes data indicates the coordinates of the nozzle while
E343 is used for how much material needs to be extruded.
M25—“pause print from a SD card” command—is used
for pausing the print process at the desired height (see Fig-
ure 3, below “First stop” command). M226—“G-code ini-
tiated pause” command—can also be used for initiating a
pause in the same way as if the pause button is pressed.

The height where the print processes needed to be paused
can be monitored by inspecting either the layer number
indicated in the automatically generated slicer comments,
the z position of the extruder from an earlier layer, or by
the time elapsed. The most reliable method for finding the
correct pausing layer is by calculating the exact z axis in-
dicated in the G-code at the end of each layer. The cor-
rect height for embedding sensors based on the original
CAD design comparatively matches with z axis informa-
tion from the G-code since the slicing software introduces
some variation when breaking the model into distinct layer

increments. These increments vary with layer height pre-
determined in the settings of the slicing software based on
the print quality (normal, fine, extra fine, etc.). The printer
and its associated software in this work allows decreasing
the layer height up to 0.06 mm when the profile is set to
extra fine. This layer thickness is fine enough to discard
variation in choosing the right z axis. The parts in Figure
1 and 2a are printed using the ”fine” settings with layer
height of 0.1 mm.

After successful embedding, the print process can be re-
sumed from the LED display. Similarly, the resume pro-
cess can be adjusted by G-code. Our print tests did not
necessitate this process since we were able to get the same
accuracy and control unlike in the pausing process.

Most recent versions of some slicers allow for inserting
certain G-code commands, including pausing and chang-
ing material types at certain z axis positions as part of the
slicing process. The slicer used in this work offers this fea-
ture through plugins to insert code into the already sliced
files. Our experience with this type of post processing
hardy showed consistency in modifying G-code when in-
serted in the slicer software compared to more successful
and flexible modification when manually programmed into
the code.

In addition to controlling the pause and return specifica-
tions, another major consideration comes from the temper-
ature sensitivity of the electronic equipment and the heat-
ing range of the printer. Because some sensors show more
temperature sensitivity, extruding hot material directly onto
the electronics part or placing them in contact with the
hot build plate might disturb the calibration and/or proper
functioning of the sensors. The extruder and bed tempera-
tures can be set by modifying the code again. In the proto-
types we presented here, we designed the models to avoid
direct contact of electronics with hot material and allow
enough cooling time for the already printed parts during
embedding.

In the module in Figure 1, the accelerometer (ADXL335)
can compensate the temperature limits between -55 and
125 °C when powered, -65 and 150 °C when in storage
[20]. Similarly, the microphone breakout can operate at
the temperatures between -40 and 85 °C and can be stored
between -65 and 150 °C [21]. Since the print bed is heated
up to 60 °C [18] and material cools down sufficiently fast,
embedding the electronic component after a short wait and
leaving 1-2 layer distance between the first layer after em-
bedding are tolerable for safe printing processes. Both
electronic components are tested before and after the em-
bedding process and did not show any difference in their
operation.

4. DESIGN APPROACH AND APPLICATIONS

4.1 Gestural Controllers

The embedded sensors allow for compact, attachable, and
tangible interaction modules which are crucial in design-
ing wearable interfaces. Figures 1 and 2a show the em-
bedded accelerometer and magnet modules designed for
a wearable gestural controller, Felt Sound (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Felt Sound interface captures hand and finger
gestures. The wearable parts are designed by embedding
magnet and accelerometers during the print process.

The embedding method allowed us to design the sensors
in a compact way to capture finger and hand gestures. The
interface captures few selected American Sign Language
(ASL) gestures and maps them to the control of the sound
engines [22].

In Felt Sound’s design, we adopted the modular design
approach to offer designers more flexible methods for cre-
ating gestural interactions since the modules can be com-
bined in multiple ways to capture several gestures using
the same detection mechanisms [23–25]. This interface re-
quires the musician to perform with sign language gestures
with a limited set of sensing mechanisms: FSR and hall ef-
fect sensor modules, accelerometer (inside the palm), and
magnet (outside the palm) modules. Because of the limi-
tation in the number of sensors, modular design allows the
performer to relocate the modules in multiple locations on
hands and wrists to capture different gestures.

In Felt Sound, the overall interface required embedding
active (FSR, hall effect sensor, accelerometer) as well as
passive (magnet, attachment pieces) elements within the
modules. The flexibility of combining these elements en-
abled us to distribute the individual modules into different
fingers, left or right hand, wrists, and arms. For example,
placing the magnet module on the same hand with hall ef-
fect sensors allows the musician to capture finger gestures
whereas distributing these two modules can extend the in-
teraction between two hands. The same mechanism can
be applied to detecting fingers’ opening and closing ges-
tures when finger sensor modules are worn on the same
hand. For example, the accelerometer is placed inside the
palm to capture the hand’s wobble and waving gestures.
The accelerometer module can also be placed on the wrist
or arm for larger-scale arm gestures based on the gestu-
ral composition. The accelerometer module controlled the
low-frequency beating that imitates the music word in sign
language. Similarly, the magnet modules are both placed
inside and outside the palm that offered finger bending to
add and subtract sound engines and finger tapping outside

the palm to capture two hand gestures. These finger tap-
ping or closing gestures trigger individual low-frequency
drones and clear all the sound engines; show and empty
words in sign language respectively.

Embedding the electronic and structural components into
the 3D printed parts of this gestural interface allowed us
to create small-sized compact interfaces, offering easy and
comfortable hand gesture interaction. The versatility also
allowed combining individual parts in multiple ways ac-
cording to the gestural composition.

4.2 Augmenting Instruments with Structural
Electronics

Some of the modules discussed in Section 4.1 are repur-
posed in augmenting existing musical instruments. In this
section, we provide an example of extending an alto flute
with embedded structural electronics. Figure 5 shows the
embedded microphone attached to the mouthpiece and the
embedded accelerometer at the footjoint that is used to
capture the ancillary gestures of the performer. The mi-
crophone is placed in a ring-shaped attachment piece to
pick up articulations and the nuances on the breath con-
trol. The extension adds complexity to the design for both
augmentation and sensor embedding; yet, it offers more
flexible and comfortable playing possibilities. Similarly,
the accelerometer is embedded into the attachment piece
during the print and allows for detecting the musician’s
movements.

The motivation behind this augmentation draws from the
composer’s need for triggering the percussive samples with
the breath articulations without an external drum pad. The
microphone with amplifier in Figure 2b and 5 detected the
breath pressure. The accelerometer module was attached
to the very end of the flute to capture more variations in
the performer’s movement. The acceleration data used in
controlling the articulations of the processed percussive
samples. One of the main advantages of embedding two
sensors into one-piece sensor attachments was creating a
lighter augmentation and sturdy fixture. The interface aims
not to interfere with the natural musical interaction of the
flute player.

This particular design proposes several manufacturing chal-
lenges in creating the 3D model: 1) determining print an-
gles to successfully embed the electronic parts, 2) cus-
tomizing the support structure, and 3) predicting the stop

Figure 5: Embedded microphone and accelerometer mod-
ules are used to pick up subtle articulations of the musician.
This augmentation eliminates the use of any adhesives and
allows for easy assembly and disassembly.
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layer. The main constraint arises from the need to keep
the electronic component protected from the nozzle move-
ment. Since the print head increases the nozzle height layer
by layer, the surface of the model after embedding compo-
nents should be at the same level (or lower) than the current
layer height that the pause is scheduled at. This constraint
requires keeping the housing parallel to the print bed, ad-
justing the model in possibly non-ideal positions and an-
gles. Figure 2b shows the attachment piece printed in the
upright position to enable the print for embedding. Con-
sequently, this particular part placement necessitates 3D
modeling and slicing modifications. While a steadier print
and smoother surface finish can be achieved in an orienta-
tion where one of the holder arms laying on the build plate,
in order to keep the breakout housing parallel to the nozzle
movement plane, the part needs to be printed while stand-
ing on its arms as shown Figure 6. Realizing this configu-
ration requires customization of the support structures for
both blocking the support structure where the microphone
needs to be placed and adding a custom support structure
on the base of the piece (see Figure 6). Although the com-
plexity of the structure requires several modifications in
slicing the 3D model as well as in preparing the G-code, it
allows cleaner, compact, and adjustable augmentation.

After these necessary adjustments in the slicing software,
determining the print layer becomes more challenging to
predict. Either subtracting the top layer height from the
total height of the model or previewing individual layers
after slicing the model (Figure 6) to observe where the
sensor’s enclosure begins could provide more convenient
methods for calculating the pause height. While the first
might give faulty data due to complex shapes where the top
layer might be higher than the embedded sensors’ enclose
height, we observed that the latter offers a more reliable
method.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Uses Cases in DMI Design

The increasing trend in the movement-based interfaces and
adopting the body as the musical instrument requires small-
scale, compact, and customizable wearable and prosthetic
interfaces. These interfaces are treated in many forms: as
a prosthetic instrument [14], wearable interface extending
the instruments [26], textile attachments [27], or glove-
like interfaces [28]. These instruments—interacted with
movement—need compact and sturdy interfaces. The ap-
proach of embedding electronics can offer interface de-
signers to create versatile gestural controllers and attach-
ment pieces, yet not explored by the music research com-
munity.

In our two case studies, we observed that embedding elec-
tronics components allowed a more attentive but faster pro-
totyping process since the embedding process is precise
and programmable. The process needs to be monitor dur-
ing the embedding time periods. Still, this process can
be predicted from the code modification process. Another
limitation of the current study is that the wiring process is
not included in the printing. For wireless interfaces, the

Figure 6: The mouthpiece attachment requires customiza-
tion of the support structures such as support blockers and
additional custom supports.

complexity of embedding geometry and wiring increases,
which we aim to address in future work. For both instru-
ments, the sensor modules are printed in one piece which
facilitates a smaller and cleaner finish of interfaces. We
adopted this technology into designing musical interfaces
using individual modules; however, the embedding can be
adopted to integrated hardware designs.

Another challenge draws from the limited amount of re-
sources and design frameworks. Although hybrid meth-
ods are explored by researchers for non-musical applica-
tions [10–12], the lack of high-end printing technology as
well as detailed design methodology challenges music in-
strument designers. In this work, we aim to provide the de-
tails of one of the hybrid AM processes using commonly
used and affordable 3D printers. Our focus on gestural
controllers and augmented instruments could be extended
to laptop instruments, controllers, improving embedded in-
struments, bio-sensing or bio-feedback instruments, etc.

5.2 Customizing with Modular Design

Two instruments presented in this paper demonstrated the
proof of concept for incorporating digital sensors into ad-
ditive manufacturing for music applications. The extent of
this technology is not limited to but explores the modu-
lar design approach when prototyping gestural controllers
for DMIs and traditional instrument augmentation mod-
ules. The modular design allows users to construct and
customize a wider range of interactions. Among the pro-
totypes we developed, we observed that when this design
model is adopted to gestural controllers, prosthetic design,
and augmentation of musical instruments, it offers more
compact and flexible interactions as well as a cleaner fin-
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ish. Felt Sound demonstrates the functionality and advan-
tages of the modular sensing systems by allowing the per-
former to combine the modules in various configurations
for capturing different gestures.

5.3 Cleaner Finish

Embedding electronics into the sensor modules allowed
us to create more complex shapes for adhesive-free and
cleaner assembly in augmenting instruments without in-
terfering with the instrument’s capabilities. Although ad-
hesives (glue, tape, velcro, etc.) do not offer substantial
attachments and clean surface finishes, they are one of the
most widely used augmentation tools to connect sensors
to the instrument bodies. Avoiding adhesives allowed us
to create more sustainable and aesthetic physical designs.
As moving forward, we envision embedding electronic cir-
cuitry and sensors in more complex geometries for both
prosthetic and/or wearable controllers as well as augment-
ing traditional instruments.

5.4 Future Directions

The goals of our approach to embedding structural elec-
tronics into 3D printed parts have been both to adopt this
new AM technology into new musical interface design as
well as explore how the availability of the targeted tools
influence DMI prototyping and design process. Due to
its affordability and accessible resources, we chose FDM
technology to test this design idea and its technical speci-
fications.

Additionally, the continuation of this project leverages
FDM type printers’ ability to print with water-soluble and
conductive filaments. The water-solubles are used to print
support structures, which are easy to remove. In this on-
going project, we have been further implementing printing
wiring structures with water-soluble support material and
infusing conductive ink once the support is cleaned. Due
to the challenges that come with curing conductive ink, in
this paper, we only demonstrated the stop-and-go method
with external wiring. However, the future work of this re-
search includes extruding conductive material for both ca-
pacitive touch sensing and direct-wiring—wiring the elec-
tronic components of the circuitry to each other during 3D
printing [8].

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a methodology to adopt embed-
ding electronic structures and functional parts into additive
manufacturing (AM) for digital musical instrument (DMI)
prototyping. We provide the operational sequences and
tools for instrument designers to prototype their embed-
ded electronic designs with affordable AM devices. The
3D printed parts demonstrated in this research are manu-
factured with fuse deposition modelling (FDM), one of the
most widely used 3D printing technology that is accessible
to students and researchers as well as individual designers.

We showcase the capability of this technology for mu-
sic instrument manufacturing through prototyping a wear-
able gestural controller and an augmented alto flute. Our

process further allows the users to design customized in-
terfaces by connecting modular sensors and passive com-
ponents in combination. The modular design in these two
case studies is applied to demonstrate the proof of concept
and can be extended to more complex models. This project
presents an on-going research on different methodologies
to incorporate electronic structures into AM process. Con-
tinuing work explores multi-material 3D printing with con-
ductive materials for designing capacitive sensing and with
water soluble support structures for conductive ink infu-
sion.
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ABSTRACT

Inspired by the collective behaviors associated with biolog-
ical swarms, Menagerie is a kinetic-sound sculpture that
mechanically activates the deconstructed automatic rifle gun
trigger as an autonomous sound object to evoke the repet-
itive nature of gun-related violence. Using statistics taken
from the occurrence of firearm-related deaths from each
U.S. state, fifty custom-fabricated gun triggers are sub-
ject to a specific self-organizing and behavioral algorithm
where they align, synchronize, and devolve to reveal the
emergent polyrhythms inherent in American patterns of vi-
olence. The empty gesture of the unloaded, cold-clicking
trigger is emblematic of the listlessness of political action
and redress. In this piece, this sound is used as a medium
through which the trigger swarm aggregates sonic mass to
expose and sonify the timbral density of gun-related vi-
olence. This paper presents an overview of the compo-
sitional process involved in the design and fabrication of
the AR triggers, the programming and control of the self-
organizing triggering algorithm, and the aesthetic ramifi-
cations of composing for the trigger as a cultural object.

1. INTRODUCTION

By evoking the biological swarm, Menagerie 1 aims to re-
veal the audio-visual patterns that emerge from the statis-
tics associated with gun violence. As such, it ties together
research from swarm theory, sonification, and audio-visual
synchronization to approximate the collective behavior that
arises from the micro-interactions between populations of
individual agents. By interrogating the cultural anxieties
surrounding firearm ownership, this installation points to
a future in which technology, automatization, and a per-
sistent military-industrial complex have created the ideal
habitat from which these mechanisms of violence can re-
produce, proliferate, and swarm.

Swarm theory can be meaningfully applied to musical
contexts insofar as it shows emergent, collective behav-
iors that can arise in response to simple rule-based sys-
tems at the local level. The dynamics underpinning self-
organization have been an area of interest for a number of

1 see the installation video: https://vimeo.com/393943856
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Figure 1. Menagerie at the Danish National Museum of
Music (Copenhagen, DK)

research fields related to music including biomusicology,
rhythmic entrainment, and music cognition [1, 2]. In the
field of applied physics, O’Keefe et al developed a sync-
ing and swarming algorithm that combines both traditional
flocking algorithms within a coupled-oscillator network, a
model that has particular relevance to the aesthetics goals
inherent of this project [3]. Starting in the mid 20th cen-
tury, several composers began experimenting with compo-
sitional techniques that seemed to mimic the timbral mass
evoked by the visceral swarm [4]. György Ligeti and Ian-
nis Xenakis in particular are both often credited with devel-
oping the “sound mass” aesthetic through the application
of ”micropolyphony” where dense, atmospheric textures
arise from interwoven lines of rhythms, melodies, or tim-
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bres presented en masse [5–7]. More recently in the field
of computer music, research related to sonifying the vir-
tual swarm has been addressed in numerous papers [8–10].
Using different behavioral algorithms (e.g. flocking), re-
searchers have been able to generate sonic textures that
emulate the spatial movement and timbre of the swarm as
well as use their behavioral output as control signals [11].

As gun violence has taken center stage in public discourse,
there is a rich history of contemporary artists using the
gun as a visceral, politically-charged art object. The artist
Pedro Reyes has capitulated on this idea by repurposing
and deconstructing “weapons of war” to create musical
ensembles comprised of autonomous mechanical instru-
ments [12]. Similarly commentating of the ubiquity of gun
violence, Luke DuBois’ piece, “Take a Bullet for the City”
(2014) used real-time data related to firearm discharges in
New Orleans to pull the trigger of a handgun loaded with
blanks into a gallery space [13]. Responding to the prolif-
eration of tangible forms of computing, these pieces also
embody and dialogue with Robles and Wiberg’s notion
of ”texture” as ”articulating material relations between the
physical and the digital” where different interactive com-
ponents are drawn into a liminal state [14]. The design
strategies often employed in these genres challenge tra-
ditional evaluative measure that rely on the form-function
dialectic by encouraging more flexible, heterogeneous in-
terpretations [15]. One area of public discourse that sub-
tends a multitude of affects, interests, and controversies is
the ubiquity of gun ownership in the US where estimates
of firearms possession approach nearly 400 million. What
kinds of temporal patterns emerge from this data when we
translate the frequency of gun-related deaths to a scale suit-
able for human interpretation? How can we use the sound
of the trigger as a kinetic object to synthesize the acoustics
of the swarm?

2. DESIGN

Figure 2. Close up of the triggers

This installation attempts to respond to these research
questions in the form of an experiential kinetic audio-visual
instrument as shown in Figure . Consequently, this paper
summarizes the design of the autonomous gun trigger, the

control of the self-synchronizing algorithm, and the fabri-
cation of its constituent parts.

2.1 Material Specifications

In order to imitate the mechanical action and sound of
the trigger-pull, Menagerie uses fifty push-pull solenoids
(6V, 1A) housed inside small aluminum enclosures that
act as a basic sort of percussive resonator. After review-
ing the a number of real-world trigger mechanisms engi-
neered for automatic weapons, I created my own design
from scratch in Fusion360 R© using the constraints of the
solenoids shape as a guiding factor (see Figure 3). Trig-
gers and faceplates were exported in vector files and then
cut from acrylic sheets using a laser cutter. The triggers
are affixed to the enclosure on a simple hinge which al-
lows them to rotate about an axis. The solenoids, when
pulsed with a power signal, push the upper part of the trig-
ger forward resulting in a pulling-the-trigger motion. A
small elastic band attached to the opposite side of the trig-
ger pulls the trigger back into rest position. As the trigger
is pulled, the top portion acts as a hammer that strikes the
metallic enclosure. The slightly pitched, percussive sound
induced by this motion was intended to mimic an unloaded
gun trigger being pulled. In order to connect the triggers to
the control circuits, all of the input and output cables were
audio-cable type: the input to the trigger enclosures were
1/8” type and their outputs were 1/4” type which were con-
nected to a central electronics unit that houses the control
and power circuits.

Figure 3. 3D model of the automatic trigger.

2.2 Motor Control and Power Specification

The signals to the individual triggers were controlled by
an Arduino Mega using i2C communication with a fully
dedicated PWM driver chip (PCA9685 which is an i2C-
bus controlled 16 channel LED controller to control 4 H-
bridges). The outputs are powered using TB6612 MOS-
FET drivers that can supply 1.2 A per channel. Each solenoid
can be controlled using a 5 bit i2C address that allows for
independent control of four motors assigned to each ad-
dress. If all the solenoids are pulsed at the same time, this
could theoretically draw 300 W (in Denmark, where this
piece was premiered, that would draw 1.3 A from a 230 V
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source). In order to sufficiently power the solenoids, thir-
teen 30 W (@ 6 V) power supplies were used. The duration
of the “on” portion of the duty cycle for each pulling-the-
trigger event was set to be around 300 ms. The motor con-
trol and driver circuits were housed in a centralized elec-
tronics enclosure with fifty 1/4” audio outputs and thirteen
DC power input jacks.

3. SELF-ORGANIZING RHYTHMS: COMPOSING
FOR SYNCHRONY

This installation uses a network of fifty coupled oscilla-
tors known as ”Kuramoto Oscillators” to generate a wide
range of rhythmic states [16]. My previous work has ex-
plored to what extent we are able to detect rhythms within
quasi-periodic phenomena and applied generative coupled
oscillator models to a variety of musical and sonic settings.
This paper more explicitly describes a compositional pro-
cess that exploits the mechanics of this synchronization
model to produce the dynamic sonic environments associ-
ated with swarm behavior. A brief overview of the physics
characterizing these types of dynamical systems will pro-
ceed.

3.1 Kuramoto Model

Equation (1) shows the governing equation for a system of
limit-cycle oscillators interacting at the group phase level.

φ̇i = ωi +
Ki

N

N∑
j=1

sin(φj − φi) (1)

where φi is the phase of the ith oscillator and φ̇i is the
derivative of phase with respect to time. ωi is the intrinsic
frequency of the oscillator, i, in a population of N oscil-
lators. Ki is the coupling factor for each oscillator and
the sin(φj − φi) term is the phase response function that
determines the interaction between each oscillator and the
group. In the literature, the range of intrinsic frequencies
within the ensemble is typically drawn from a Gaussian
distribution, g(ω) at a center frequency, ωc.

As Ki is increased, the oscillators with an ωi closer to ωc
will begin to synchronize to the group by aligning their
phases to other oscillators with similar frequencies. As
more and more oscillators are recruited, synchrony emerges
when Ki > Kc where Kc is the point of critical coupling.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution of intrinsic frequencies
with a mean of ωc, Kuramoto was able to show that as the
number of oscillators goes to infinity, Kc =

2
πg(ωc)

.
We can obtain the complex order parameters, R (phase

coherence) and ψ (average phase) to solve for the system
in the limit as N goes to ∞. This modifies the govern-
ing equation to be in terms of a mean-field approximation
of the oscillators’ phases: each oscillator is no longer be-
holden to the phase of every other oscillator but is coupled
to the ensemble’s summed, average phase. This is shown
in Equation 2.

Rejψ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ejψi (2)

The phase coherence R is a good indication of the rhyth-
mic congruity of the system at large: when R = 1 the
phases of each oscillator are completely aligned (at some
constant angular velocity) and when R = 0, the oscillators
are said to be in a desynchronized state where they simply
oscillate at their respective ωi.

As a general sonification model, I used the zero crossing
of each oscillators (wrapped) phase to trigger each trigger-
pull event once per cycle (when φt−1 < φt where t is
the current iteration). Under the constraints of this map-
ping, the system behaves like an ensemble of ”coupled
metronomes”.

3.2 Parameterization via Gun Statistics

In order to initialize the intrinsic frequencies (ωi) for each
one of the triggers, I used the rates of gun deaths per 100,000
people across each U.S state taken from the Center for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC) as reflected in the data
graphic in Figure 4. Since the data across states is mostly
linear, I mapped these onto a trigger frequency range of 0.5
– 3 Hz where each US state is mapped to one of the fifty
triggers. Therefore, the U.S. average, 10.87 deaths/100k
people, corresponds to a gun triggering frequency of 1.25
Hz. Therefore as predicted by the model mechanics, when
Kavg > Kc, the triggers should align to an isochronous
rhythm near this center frequency (this result happens sev-
eral times throughout the course of the installation).

3.3 Kinetics of Synchrony

In the end, three parameters were updated over time to
determine the audio-visual output: the trigger’s coupling
(Ki), initial frequency (ωi), and their on-off state (N trig-
gers are ”armed” or turned on/off according to an activa-
tion trajectory). We can compose for trigger output den-
sity and their synchrony by allowing Ki(t) to take on dif-
ferent values over time and by observing how the com-
plex order parameters R and ψ change over time, we can
force the system into different synchronous states. The
group takes on more complex rhythms (such as the so-
called ”chimera states”) when we allow different triggers
to take on different kni and for coupling to be repulsive
(< 0) instead of attractive [18] which can force the sys-
tem into unusual polyrhythmic regimes. Similarly, when
no coupling is present and N is sufficiently large (> 30),
we can no longer detect the individual trigger pulls and the
resulting auditory landscape begins to approximate percep-
tual noise.

My previous psychoacoustics research has investigated
the extent to which we are able to entrain to similar types
of concurrent auditory events in quasi-periodic auditory
sequences [19]. Without sufficient phase alignment, the
model produces phenomena that lacks temporal congruity
which we found constrains our ability to detect an underly-
ing pulse. Results from this research facilitated the param-
eterization of the model in order to generate a spectrum of
asynchronous, quasi-periodic, and synchronous rhythms. I
was motivated by a desire to highlight a number of these
rhythmic behaviors by programming the system to step
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Figure 4. CDC Gun death rate per U.S. state per 100,000
people [17]

through a series of predefined states as seamlessly as pos-
sible. Therefore breakpoints for each Ki, wi, and N were
created for each system state, and then linearly interpolated
in order to create ramps of increasing, decreasing, or static
parameter values per time step. The phase coherence, R,
was plotted as a function of time in order to evaluate the
rhythmic congruity exhibited by the trigger network.

Initially, these system states were numerically simulated
using a model written in Python to produce visual and au-
ditory output to approximate how the the installation would
sound. This produced a series of density plots that were
subsequently stitched together to create the aggregated com-
position. Figure 5 shows the first several sections of the
piece. Here the y axis is each trigger’s output, the blue
pulses are pulling-the-trigger events, and the red lines de-
note each section where the parameters are being modu-
lated over time. As can been seen during the second sec-
tion, more and more triggers are ”armed” and synchro-
nization begins to occur around section three. A larger
version of this plot provides an indication of the density
of sound events which illustrates when the triggers begin
to align, synchronize, or devolve. Figure 6 shows a close

up of a short section where various triggers are frequency
and phase locking to a center frequency (and synchroniz-
ing their trigger pulls).

Figure 5. Density Plot for the first minute of the installation
.

Figure 6. Closeup of 16 triggers becoming entrained to the
center frequency (1.25 Hz) over time .

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper outlined several of the design strategies em-
ployed in the production of this large-scale kinetic sound
installation which highlighted a number of physical, algo-
rithmic, and aesthetic considerations. The material con-
straints of composing for a physical swarm brings with it
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a number of logistical challenges that software-based sys-
tems are less likely to encounter. Networks of coupled os-
cillators have built-in mechanisms for self-synchrony which
can be modified over time through relatively simple pa-
rameter adjustments to produce an abundance of chaotic,
quasi-periodic, or isochronous rhythms. Linking the pro-
liferation of gun related violence with the emergent behav-
ior of self-organizing biological agents, this piece was able
to demonstrate how coupled oscillators can be employed
as a generative model that approximates the acoustics of
swarms.
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ABSTRACT

We present a new system for real-time visualisation of mu-
sic performance, focused for the moment on a fugue played 
by a string quartet. The basic principle is to offer a vi-
sual guide to better understand music using strategies that 
should be as engaging, accessible and effective as possible. 
The pitch curves related to the separate voices are drawn 
on a space whose temporal axis is normalised with respect 
to metrical positions, and aligned vertically with respect 
to their thematic and motivic classification. A spects re-
lated to tonality are represented as well. We describe the 
underlying technologies we have developed and the tech-
nical setting. In particular, the rhythmical and structural 
representation of the piece relies on real-time polyphonic 
audio-to-score alignment using online dynamic time warp-
ing. The visualisation will be presented at a concert of the 
Danish String Quartet, performing the last piece of The Art 
of Fugue by Johann Sebastian Bach.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article, we present a new project of real-time visu-
alisation of music performance. It is part of a broad objec-
tive, by the first author and especially within the context of 
his MIRAGE project 1 , to design tools to make music more 
easy to understand and more engaging, especially for non-
expert listeners.

The presented project is focused on a String Quartet inter-
pretation of the last piece of The Art of Fugue by Johann 
Sebastian Bach. In order to provide a very rich musico-
logical visualisation of the piece, we decided to prepare 
the analysis in advance and to synchronise the live perfor-
mance with the help of score-following technologies.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief 
overview of previous works, including ours. Section 3 for-
malises the underlying principles founding our proposed 
approach. Section 4 describes what the visualisation is

1 https://www.uio.no/ritmo/english/projects/
mirage
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about, concretely. Section 5 details the underlying tech-
nical aspects and especially the score-following approach.

In the following, a distinction needs to be made between
pitch tracking (detecting pitch height from audio, frame by
frame, as described in Section 5.1) and pitch tracing (draw-
ing the pitch line in the visualisation, as described in Sec-
tion 4.1).

2. PREVIOUS WORKS IN MUSIC
VISUALISATION

2.1 Brief State of the Art

There is a very large number of approaches that have been
proposed for video visualisation of music as it evolves along
time. For instance, there has been discussion about the
application of music-colour synaesthetic mappings in live
ensemble performance [1]. A system architecture has been
proposed to build real-time music visualisations rapidly,
with the view to provide a sense of musical experience to
the users [2].

2.2 Our Previous Works in Music Visualisation

This interest in music visualisation stems from the first au-
thor’s work in audio and music feature extraction and es-
pecially the design of MIRtoolbox [3]. This toolbox was
initially conceived with the initial aim to better understand
the affective and emotional impact of music [4]. First video
visualisations were made in 2012 2 , so far focusing on tim-
bral and dynamical aspects of audio recordings. Another
visualisation 3 was aimed at highlighting audio and musi-
cal features contributing to emotions dynamically expressed
by music [5]. Recently, we designed a new type of visu-
alisation with transformation of video shootings based on
audio analysis, and applied to the production of a music
video 4 .

3. GENERAL PHILOSOPHY

This visualisation project is guided by a few general desider-
ata, presented below, that may look incompatible at first
sight, due to conflicting constraints. An additional princi-
ple addresses this conundrum.

2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_SpFh2SPmg
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8S7LyEkzWGE
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1FaxT74hTk
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3.1 Desiderata

3.1.1 Accessible and Self-Explanatory

The visuals should be understandable by a largest public.
Hence no music expertise should be required. In particular,
music score representations should not be displayed. The
visuals should also be self-explanatory. No verbal or text
explanation should be necessary for the viewers to grasp
the logic.

3.1.2 Expressive while Thrifty

The visuals should be as impactful as possible while at the
same time being minimalist with regard to the use of vi-
sual strategies. For instance, there is no need to use colors,
forms or textures if they are not motivated by a particular
need to convey a particular musical characteristic.

3.1.3 Conveying the Richness of Music

One aspiration is to offer a visual equivalent of the way
listeners — and especially experienced music lovers —
perceive, grasp and appreciate music through their ears.
Music is generally a rich experience consisting of a flow of
events appearing together or successively and building rich
interactions. Listeners are immersed by this flow of infor-
mation, inciting to participate and move with the music.
One objective is to convey this experience visually.

3.2 Addressing Conflicts in the Desiderata

3.2.1 A Visual Complexity Assimilable Gradually

Clearly, describing the whole musical experience visually
may lead to a very complex representation that might be
unfathomable at first sight. Although complex stimuli might
appeal to the spectators’ interest, in order to correctly ad-
dress desideratum 3.1.1, there should be a guiding thread
within the flow of stimuli that the spectator can rely on to
progressively grasp what is happening and discover little
by little the logic of the whole visualisation.

4. VISUALISATION SCENARIO

The proposed scenario exploits the particular characteris-
tics of string quartet fugues , where each of the four in-
struments plays a monody and where the subtle changes in
pitch, dynamics and timbre play an important role. In a
fugue, a subject — a musical theme — is introduced at
the beginning in imitation — i.e., repeated successively
on each voice at different registers — and reappears fre-
quently in the course of the composition. The particular
piece under study, Contrapunctus XIV, is actually struc-
tured into three sections, each introducing a new subject.

4.1 Polyphonic Pitch Tracing

Each instrument plays a single monodic line where succes-
sive notes are clearly separated. The slow tempo and the
rare use of small rhythmic values such as sixteenth notes
also contribute to the clarity of the melodic lines, and to
a focus on pitch, dynamic and timbral shaping of each
successive notes. As such, it seemed relevant to simply

display pitch curves, resulting directly from the temporal
tracking of the fundamental frequency. The pitch curves
are progressively drawn from left ro right as time goes by.
Each instrument generates its own pitch curve.

4.1.1 Rhythm Quantisation

As we will see in Section 4.2, the pitch curves will be su-
perposed so that similar motives could be compared. For
that reason, in order to allow their temporal alignments, the
horizontal axis directing the pitch curves needs to be tem-
porally quantised, in the sense that it should be graduated
in rhythmic values, as indicated in the score. The rhyth-
mic quantisation of the live performance is made possible
thanks to score following capabilities, described in section
5.2.

The fact that the tempo is not constant — and actually
fluctuates a lot throughout the piece — raises a technical
issue: How to progressively draw a pitch curve along this
quantised axis if there is uncertainty concerning the quan-
tised position of each successive instant?

For each note, a hypothetical tempo — i.e. a duration in
seconds for that note — is inferred. In one strategy, S1,
the tempo is assumed to be constant, and the hypothetical
tempo is identified with the tempo related to the previous
note.

Another strategy, not considered here, would consist in
measuring the tempo variation throughout the piece for dif-
ferent performances of the same musicians and use it as
a guide for the tempo change expectation. If the tempo
changes are guessed correctly, they would first appear in
the visualisation, and it would look as if the performers fol-
low the visuals, and in the other case, the behavior of the
visualisation might appear random, which might be unde-
sirable.

Let t be the performance time and x the time axis in the
visualisation. Let’s consider a note starting at time ti and
ending at time ti+1, corresponding to the metrical posi-
tions located in abscissae xi and xi+1 . Let’s suppose that
the chosen tempo for the visualisation is such that the note
is expected to end at time t′i+1. Three cases need to be
considered:

• If the expected tempo is exact — i.e., t′i+1 = ti+1

—, the curve is drawn in a simple way, by using the
simple mapping mt defined, for t ∈ [ti, ti+1] as

mt : θ ∈ [ti, t] 7→ xi +
θ − ti
t′i+1 − ti

(xi+1 − xi), (1)

which means that the part of the curve already drawn
does not modify along time afterwards. It remains
constant afterward, i.e., for t ≥ ti+1,

m′t : θ ∈ [ti, ti+1] 7→ xi +
θ − ti
ti+1 − ti

(xi+1 − xi),
(2)

• If the actual tempo is slower — i.e., t′i+1 < ti+1 —,
the curve is drawn in the same way until reaching the
expected end of note t′i+1, so equation 1 is valid for
t ∈ [ti, t

′
i+1]. On the other hand, once point xi+1 has
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been reached, the mapping mt for t ∈ [t′i+1, ti+1]
becomes

m′′t : θ ∈ [ti, t] 7→ xi +
θ − ti
t− ti

(xi+1 − xi), (3)

which means that curve is compressed to accommo-
date the rest of the note in the same visual space.
Once time ti+1 is reached, the mapping stabilises to
equation 2.

• If on the contrary the actual tempo is faster — i.e.,
t′i+1 > ti+1 —, the curve is drawn in the same way
until reaching the unexpected end of note ti+1, so
equation 1 is valid for t ∈ [ti, ti+1[. But as soon
as the note is ended, the mapping is corrected and
from that point the mapping switches to equation 2.
For the sake of clarity following desideratum 3.1.1
and in order to avoid emphasizing excessively this
disruption, an abrupt change in the graphical repre-
sentation should be avoided, and the transition be-
tween mappings mt and m′t is shown progressively,
in accordance with “fluid” design principles.

4.1.2 Pitch Height Ordering

The disposition of pitch curves on the Y-axis is less of a
problem, as a simple conversion of frequencies on a log-
arithmic scale gives an adequate representation. Besides,
accurately representing the relative location in pitch of each
instrument enables to convey the registral differences. More-
over, the rare cases of swapping of register order between
voices (the second violin crossing for instance the first vi-
olin and playing the highest pitch for a few notes) can be
immediately noticed in the visualisation. By associating a
different color with each instrument (for instance red for
cello, black for alto, blue for the second violin and orange
for the first violin), this makes this rare disruption in the
natural ordering in pitch more noticeable.

Vibrato, portamento and any other form of pitch deviation
related to performance are directly exhibited by the pitch
curve, and additional treatment to make them accessible to
the viewers do not seem necessary in our case.

The actual set of pitch heights used as implicit reference
for the pitch space defines both diatonic and chromatic
scales. This would lead in theory to a graduation of the
pitch axis through a large set of horizontal lines. Following
desiderata 3.1.1, the display of the whole diatonic or chro-
matic scale is avoided. Only pitches that are actualized are
indicated with horizontal lines. The tonal structuration of
this set of lines is further discussed in section 4.3.

4.1.3 Dynamics and Timbre

Amplitude for each pitch curve is represented by control-
ling the width of the curve. Timbral aspects will also be
depicted in future works.

4.2 Dynamic Paradigmatic Analysis

So far the position of the pitch curves on the time axis (as
discussed in section 4.1.1) was expressed with respect to

the metrical grid given by the notated music. It was im-
plicitly assumed that the X-axis in the visualisation repre-
sented the overall temporal evolution of the piece of music
from beginning to end.

Yet such strategy would only show how the music sounds
like at each individual instant, without any structured ref-
erence with what has been played, apart from the mere dis-
play of the left part of the curve before the given time. Mu-
sic listening is a lot about inferring associations from what
we are currently hearing and we previously heard. This
leads to the inference of a structural understanding of the
piece, and in particular of a thematic and motivic lexicon,
where music sequences of various sizes are considered as
repetitions of themes and motives. Following desideratum
3.1.3, this structural information should be depicted in the
visualisation.

One solution commonly used in music analysis is to add
annotations on top of the score — or in our case, the pitch
curve —, such as boxes around sequences of notes that
are repeated. Boxes would be distinguished with respect
to color, width, line style, etc., in order to denotate partic-
ular theme or motive. Figure 1 gives an idea of the type
of motivic structure that can be found in the beginning of
Contrapunctus XIV.

The problem with that formalisation is that it makes the
visualisation more complicated, more technical, and would
demand a lot of additional attention from the spectators,
which would contradict desideratum 3.1.2. In particular,
they would need to find by themselves the position in the
score (or the overall set of pitch lines) of each type of
boxes, which would quickly become tedious. Besides, it
does not seem feasible to display the whole pitch curve on
one single screen.

A fruitful solution to this problem can be found in the
notion of paradigmatic analysis. It was initially a method
designed by Levi-Strauss in order to structure texts, and
it has then been introduced in music analysis by Nicolas
Ruwet [6] (cf. an example in Figure 2), and used exten-
sively in music semiotics [7]. The idea is simply to align
vertically musical sequences that share a same motivic or
thematic identity. By compiling the successive occurrences
one below each other, the whole score can be read from left
to right and from top to bottom.

We partly follow this strategy by cutting the pitch lines
into segments and aligning those corresponding to repeti-
tions of a same motif or theme vertically. Contrary to the
paradigmatic analysis, however, we do not use the vertical
axis as a way to distribute the sequences over time, be-
cause the Y-axis is already used for representing the whole
4-voice polyphony.

Since our visualisation is dynamic, evolving over time,
we do not need to care about the readability of the whole
representation once everything is drawn, but only about the
understandability of the dynamic progression of the visu-
alisation. As such, it is not a problem to superpose the rep-
etitions of a same pattern one on top of each other. If they
are transposed (which is generally the case in fugues), the
corresponding vertical translation will be clearly shown.
Besides, the music operation of inversion (very typical to
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Figure 1. Motivic analysis of the beginning of Contrapunctus XIV. The first subject is shown in red and its corresponding
countersubject in blue.

fugues as well) will lead to the vertical inversion of partic-
ular occurrences as well.

Since the pitch curves are not drawn simply from left to
right anymore but may appear at any place in the screen,
the part of the curve being extended at a given time should
be clearly visible. For that purpose, we use the parame-
ter of line width to also control the recency of each part of
the pitch curves. The part of the curve most recently ap-
pears thicker while the older sections become thinner and
thinner. Besides, the rightmost point of the pitch curve
corresponding to the current instant is highlighted with a
clearly visible pointer, which has the color related to the
instrument, as mentioned in section 4.1.2.

Figure 3 presents the progressive construction of the para-
digmatic visualisation of the beginning of Contrapunctus
XIV. The first 5 bars correspond to the first subject, while
the rest of the excerpt corresponds to its counter-subject.
Only the first occurrence of the counter-subject is shown

here. We notice that the successive 1-bar repetition in the
bass line in bars 8—9 and 9—10 (purple box in figure 1) is
folded, the second occurrence on top of the first one. Sim-
ilarly, for the tenor part, bar 12 is an extra bar extending
further bar 11, and is therefore folded in the visualisation.

4.3 Tonal Analysis

Concerning the tonal dimension of the music, it is neces-
sary to highlight hierarchies between pitches. As the key
of the piece is D minor, it seems reasonable to highlight
the main triad D-F-A, which is shown in the visualisation
in the form of a horizontal grid. All the lines correspond-
ing to a same pitch class are displayed with a same color
(for instance 5 , red for D, cyan for F and green for A).
Only lines corresponding to pitches that have been actu-

5 Examples of colors are indicated in this paper. They will be tweaked
so as to optimise the clarity of the representation and the hierarchy of
importance.
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Figure 2. Paradigmatic analysis of a Geisslerlied [6].

ally played are shown, so they progressively “light up” as
the music goes.

Attentive spectators will notice that while many entries
of the fugue’s first subject go from D (red) to A (green)
and back to D, other entries go from A to D and back to A,
which has a slight shorter ambitus (fourth instead of fifth,
shown respectively by the red and black lines in Figure
3.). The visualisation thus explicitly reveals the dichotomy
between subject and answer in a fugue.

To make explicit the concept of pitch classes, which plays
an important role in tonal analysis, as we will discuss in the
next paragraphs, a circular representation of pitch classes
is shown in addition to the pitch curve representation. This
is illustrated in Figure 3 6 . When the pitch classes D, A and
F successively appear at the very beginning of the fugue,
they appear at the same time in the circle, using the same
color code as previously defined. Here also, this core triad
defining the main key of the piece will remain displayed
during the whole piece.

One core characteristic of tonality is that the music can be
considered as a succession of triads (simple triads or sev-
enth chords). These successive triads are shown as trian-
gles on the circle. Only the current triad is shown. Seventh
chords are shown with a triangle representing the main
triad, plus a second little triangle between the fifth, seventh
and root, as shown in Figure 3, panels 1, 2 and 4.

For any given triad, if the root does not belong to the D-
F-A triad, it is indicated in orange both in the circle and as
a horizontal line. Same for the fifth but with a distinction:
it is shown in dark green if it is a perfect fifth, and grey
in the other cases (not illustrated in the figure). The col-
ors is also used for the side of the triangle linking the root
and the fifth. Similar principles are used for the third, but
with a distinction between major and minor thirds. Similar
principles are defined for the seventh degree.

As soon as the triad has been replaced by a subsequent
one, the previous triad is not displayed anymore, neither in
the circle, nor as horizontal lines.

The last concept of importance that is visualised is the de-

6 The tonal visualization has not been implemented yet, and is there-
fore manually superimposed onto the screenshots.

scending fifth transition, so important in tonal music for its
role in cadences but more generally in the “circle of pro-
gression”. Descending-fifth transitions are shown through
an actual rotation of the triangle in the circle. At the same
time, pitch classes that remain constant through the tran-
sition are highlighted as such, while voice leading move-
ments are shown through translations, leading tone going
one degree up and the seventh one degree down. Finally,
when the descending fifth corresponds to a cadence, arriv-
ing to an important tonic chord, the rotation ends with a
slightly flamboyant animation.

These tonal considerations will surely appear very arcane
at first sight for a non-expert spectator. Following prin-
ciple 3.2.1, these more complex consideration should be
displayed in a rather unobtrusive way, available to curious
viewers who already understand the rest of the visualisa-
tion.

4.4 General Structure of the Piece

Contrapunctus XIV, is a fugue with three different subjects,
defining three successive parts, each starting when the cor-
responding subject first appears. It should be noted that
when the second, or third, subject appears, the previous
one(s) can still occur from time to time.

At the beginning, the cello (c) plays the first subject A
alone, which is displayed on the leftmost part of the screen.
Then the alto (a) plays the second entry (A2) of A while
c plays the countersubject of A. It should be noted that in
this fugue the countersubjects are not exact repetitions of
each other, but can be rather characterised as looser pas-
sages structured by specific motivic cells. Hence these
countersubjects are not represented as single curves but as
a succession of segments related to the different motivic
cells. For instance in this first countersubject, related to
A1, there is a successive repetition of a small pattern with
transposition, which is shown on the right of panel 4 of
Figure 3.

The first section continues similarly with the successive
entriesAi ofAwhile the other voices continue their entries
and develop new motivic materials. All entries of subjects
remain visible (while still being progressively dimmed as
indicated in section 4.2). On the contrary, to simplify the
visualisation, some of the entries’ continuations and de-
velopments completely fade away after some point if they
are not deeply related to parts that will appear later in the
piece.

The first entry by the second violon (v2) of the second
subject B appears, at measure 114, as one of the many
developments within the dense network related to subject
A. But as v2 continues its long entry solo, it progressively
occupies the middle part of the screen, and all the material
related to A fades away, so that this new B entry suddenly
becomes alone.

It should be noted that B is far longer than the other two
subjects, but includes internal motivic repetitions, which
are represented as such, through vertical superposition of
small lines.

Then the first violin (v1) plays B2 while v2 plays the
countersubject of B1, and so on. Then at measure 149,
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Figure 3. Screenshots of the current version of the visualisation showing various moments at the beginning of Contrapunc-
tus XIV. On the top right of each image is added the circular tonal representation, with the main triad D-F-A. Successively
from top to down, left to right: end of bars 7, 8, middle of bar 9, end of bar 10 and middle and end of bar 12.

c plays a new entry of A (leading to a progressive visual
reactivation of the network of lines related to A) while v1
plays an entry of B and so on.

There are also rare cases of multiple-voice patterns, where
several voices play a pattern that is repeated several times
successively. This is a rare case where several pitch curves
are superposed not because of their thematic identity but
because of their simultaneity.

At measure 193, the third subject C is introduced by a.
This theme, displayed on the right part of the screen, is
known as the “BACH” theme as it starts with B[, A, C and
B\. So those letters are displayed next to the pitch curve
(as well as on the pitch class circle), which also gives some
dramatic effect to the visual.

In measure 233, v2 plays a final entry of B while c starts
a final entry of A. These two final entries are particularly
highlighted in the visualisation. On measure 239, v2 and
c end abruptly, while a continues a short imitation of the
ending of B by v2 for just one more measure, and every-
thing stops abruptly, as the composition of the piece is un-

finished.
The whole visualisation then fades away with only the

four letters B A C H remaining.

5. TECHNICAL SOLUTION

The data-flow diagram of the proposed solution developed
for this project is shown in Figure 4.

Each of the four instruments is captured using one of four
DPA 4060 close-up microphones. The audio is digitized
and mixed into a single 4-channel audio stream using a
Behringer UMC404HD audio interface (to be confirmed),
which is plugged via USB to a MacBook Pro.

The software part is integrated into a single Mac app de-
veloped in Swift. Each of the four channel is fed to a Pitch
Tracking module, which sends information about pitch,
amplitude and timbre for each successive frame in each in-
strument to the Visualisation module. In parallel, the four-
channel audio stream is also summed into one mono chan-
nel and fed to the Score Following module, which sends
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Figure 4. Overall architecture of the proposed solution.

information about the current position in the score to the
Visualisation module as well.

5.1 Pitch Tracking

The audio signal is decomposed into successive frames of
length 50 ms and of hop 25 ms. For each successive audio
frame, pitch has been so far estimated by computing the au-
tocorrelation function. To speed up the computation, auto-
correlation function is computed using Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT), using the vDSP library of Apple’s Acceler-
ate framework. The frequency corresponding to the global
maximum of the autocorrelation function is selected as the
fundamental frequency.

In the first prototype, the analysis is carried out on syn-
thesized rendering of MIDI files. Future works will fo-
cus on the particular characteristics of string instruments.
Mechanisms will also be developed to avoid incorrect pitch
detection due to leakage between instruments.

Other signal processing processes are under considera-
tion to extract timbral descriptions of the sound.

5.2 Score Following

Score following refers to the task and technologies for align-
ing performances of musical pieces to their score in real-
time [8,9]. The dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm is
the method of choice for performing audio-to-audio align-
ments [10]. DTW is a general dynamic programming tech-
nique for finding the best alignment between two sequences
of observations. For the system presented in this paper, we
use the on-line time warping (OLTW) algorithm [9, 11].
This algorithm adapts DTW to be used in real-time scenar-
ios by computing the alignment incrementally.

We perform audio-to-score alignment by (manually) an-
notating a live recording of Contrapunctus XIV performed
by DSQ, which we will refer to in the following as the
reference. For this recording, the positions of the beats
were annotated using Sonic Visualiser 7 by two annotators
with 10+ years of formal musical education. These beat
annotations are then averaged across annotators. As spec-
tral features to compute the input and reference sequences
we used the modified MFCC features described in [10].
These features have been successful in aligning opera in
real time [12].

7 https://sonicvisualiser.org

The score follower works as follows:

1. Before the beginning of the performance: Extract
spectral features for the annotated reference record-
ing and set the current position of the score follower
to 0.

2. During the performance:

(a) Mix the the individual tracks into a single (mono)
track.

(b) For each new audio frame from the mixed input
stream, compute the spectral features.

(c) Update the current position of the score fol-
lower using OLTW.

5.3 Visualizer

The module draws the pitch curves — and their transfor-
mations based on amplitude and timbre — related to each
instrument into successive segments, and places them in
the screen to form the paradigmatic analysis, as discussed
in section 4.2. Under the pitch curves are also displayed
horizontal lines corresponding to important pitch levels re-
lated to the tonal analysis, as explained in section 4.3. The
module also draws the tonal circle and the successions of
triads and seventh chords. It also displays some particu-
lar events such as the pitches B A C H and the particular
emphasis on the last entry of subjects A and B.

Before the real-time process, the paradigmatic analysis
is loaded into a particular data structure, containing for
each voice (i.e., each instrument) the list of successive seg-
ments.

Each segment is represented by a triplet (t1, t2, x1), where:

• t1 and t2 are the time positions of the start and end
of the segment, expressed as positions in the score,
and

• x1 is the abscissa of the start of the segment in the
visual representation.

The tonal analysis is loaded into another data structure,
containing the list of successive chords, with also indica-
tions of the falls of fifths. Another list indicates when each
horizontal lines corresponding to a pitch from the main
triad D, F and A lights up.
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5.4 Control Interface

A user’s interface is also being designed to allow external
control of the system. This will enable to control a number
of parameters before and during the concert, related in par-
ticular to the amplitude of the input signals or the tuning.
This will also allow to manually assign the position in the
score in case of problems with the score following or of
unplanned performance issues from the musicians’ side.

6. FUTURE WORKS

The system is currently under development. The visualisa-
tion will be premiered at a Danish String Quartet concert,
which had to be been postponed to May 22, 2021, at the
Concert Hall of the Royal Danish Academy of Music in
Frederiksberg. This leaves a comfortable amount of time
to improve the visualisation, in particular related to pitch
tracking, and to improve clarity, richness and aesthetic ap-
peal.

The audience will be invited to fill out a questionnaire, to
evaluate the fulfillment of desideratum 3.1.1, i.e., that the
visualisation should be accessible and self-explanatory to
a largest public. The visualisation will also be published
online, with a corresponding online questionnaire.

In future works, we plan to generalise the system to broader
musical contexts, through the integration of polyphony, of
various musical forms. We plan also to integrate a poly-
phonic pitch tracker that would not require the use of multi-
channel instrument pickups, but simply a single mono or
stereo pickup. The score following might be used as a
guiding point for the pitch tracking.

The musicological analysis, here the paradigmatic and
tonal analyses, are for the moment performed manually.
In longer term we plan to integrate our systems of auto-
mated motivic and structural analysis. By integrating also
automated transcription systems, the whole process could
be carried out without the need of a score and therefore of
a score follower.
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ABSTRACT 
 

In West Belfast lays the Peace Wall Belfast, a manifesta-
tion of multifaced messages on political, religious, and 
communal ideals represented by physical properties of ce-
ment, metal, fences, gates, and artwork. There have been 
discussions on initiatives to take down the walls, however, 
this remains a fragile state. When thinking about the con-
nectivity of the surrounding spaces and communities, the 
placing of the Peace Wall(s) blocks any opportunity of 
cross-communication and produces disorienting effects. 
However, through alternative artistic approaches focusing 
on sound, there can be innovative capabilities of sharing 
these stories and spaces with spatial audio techniques. To 
use spatial audio to change the perception of these spaces 
brings forth alternative periods of reflections from stimu-
lating another sensory tool other than sight. Forming two 
unique listening experiences that focus on the virtual abil-
ities to combine auditory spaces into an immersive instal-
lation environment and binaural soundwalks to design site-
specific augmentation of the sonic properties of the Peace 
Wall’s surrounding spaces. These projects aim at using 
spatial audio and artistic practice to plan new approaches 
for conflict transformation in Northern Ireland. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Fifty years later, the Falls (Catholic/Nationalist) and 
Shankill (Protestant/Loyalist) roads in West Belfast re-
main separated by the placing of a Peace Wall. While there 
are numerous Peace Walls in the country of Northern Ire-
land, the Peace Wall Belfast remains popularized with 
continuous updates of murals, peace messages, and influ-
ence with cultural tourism. However, these walls or other-
wise known as interfaces, provide local communities a 
sense of security and comfort. This also hinders the ability 
to have conversations about the removal of the Peace 
Walls, territorial resolution, and community transfor-
mation. From a visual standpoint, these walls form physi-
cal segregation and isolation, as security gates between the 
walls continue to have regulated schedules of opening and 
closing.  

The ‘Troubles’ is a conflict based on the accumu-
lation of a rivaled history with the Loyalists to the United 
Kingdom and Nationalists desire for a united Ireland. In 
1969, it escalated based on ethno-nationalists’ movement 
into politics for a change in civil right movements, to re-
form political and social areas of life. [1]. Each of the com-
munities began fabricating man-made barriers to form a 
sense of security from the other. These barriers were then 
overtaken by the British Army (sought to be a neutral 
party) to place Peace Walls, for the main purpose of being 
a temporary measure of protection from each other. [2]. 
The idea of the Peace Walls was to physically divide either 
side in attempt at deescalating the violence between the 
groups, as well as, initiating a mindset of security or pro-
tection while political discussions were ongoing. How-
ever, this evidently spiraled into chaos and violence be-
tween the British Army, local police forces, and paramili-
tary groups from both communities. During the 29-year 
conflict, sectarian division was reinforced by the causali-
ties faced from all groups with the addition of innocent by-
standers caught in the crossfires, the sense of fear from the 
other only intensified by this conflict. 

Currently, 22 years after the ceasefires that were 
agreed upon in 1998, these walls are still up and main-
tained to certain degrees. According to the Belfast Inter-
face Project’s [2] study they identified 116 forms of defen-
sive architecture across Northern Ireland, in which 97 are 
primarily located across the city of Belfast. These forms of 
defensive structures vary from large-scaled blocks of ce-
ment walls to smaller fences, however, any of the identi-
fied defensive architectures are deemed as a barrier be-
tween communities. By continuing to have the walls 
within the communities, the struggle to remove them in-
creases, people have become accustomed to the represen-
tation of these walls, a sense of psychological and physical 
security even though no community is fully isolated in the 
21st century.  

As the city and country move forward with other 
socio-cultural movements, there is little persuasion in the 
ideas of permanently removing the Peace Walls. Compar-
ative research studies have been conducted to review atti-
tudes, ideas, perception, and understanding about the 
Peace Walls to see if change or removal is possible. [2]. 
Overall, there continues to be mixed results on how people 
feel about the placement of the walls and the actions of 
removing them, there is still a strong consensus of keeping 
them for security from the other community groups pre-
sumed violence that may return if they were removed. 
Since then, Northern Ireland is now faced with the uncer-
tainty brought on from the success of BREXIT, 
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reoccurring division within Northern Ireland, the impact 
on relationships between the Republic of Ireland and Eu-
rope, and the general balance between all of the UK coun-
tries. This now questions the frangibility of discussing 
unity in any form among any of the areas mentioned above. 
As a recent example about the country’s division, moving 
away from the Peace Walls, we can examine government 
leadership in Northern Ireland. It is only recently that 
agreements have been made when in 2017 the Northern 
Ireland Assembly or Stormont, which is a consociational-
ism or “power-sharing” government, collapsed when the 
British and Irish political groups could not commit to a 
unified government based on political differences and how 
to resolve scandal. [3] [4]. This sense of division presides 
strongly within the country as areas on all scales of poli-
tics, economy, history, and social life are separate by one 
attribute or another. Now more than ever is a time for the 
country to come together, to listen and find a common so-
lution to move forward. 

Delivering messages through art promotes a cer-
tain level of engagement and reflection by the audience. It 
is about the encoded and decoded messages that people 
seek through art that tempt further discussions. The overall 
connection to our daily lives and way of thinking. The me-
dium of sound has an important role in localization to 
spaces. As for most works surrounding the Peace Walls, 
they have relied on the visual representation whether this 
be photography, paintings, text, or videography. However, 
sonic art projects allow to reach new groups of audiences, 
to increase accessibility and engagement, to change the 
perspective of a situation, and focus on other sensory in-
formation. The more people having access to something 
creates a possible increase in having a conversation sur-
rounding a topic. 

In consideration of the ongoing progression with 
spatial audio techniques, recording, and software, the ca-
pabilities of creating a united space is possible through the 
fabrication and unification of different audio recordings. 
This research provides an insight of using spatial audio to 
create a futuristic understanding of how these spaces may 
one day unite and react with one another. This is an attempt 
of using sound to bridge the spaces currently dividing two 
sets of communities.  

The two audio research projects attempt to estab-
lish an augmentation of visual spaces through sound with 
multidisciplinary support of socially engaged arts, urban 
arts, sonic arts, and physical augmentation sonification. 
Each project reflects an amount of these disciplines, how-
ever, there are also legal constraints that equally changed 
the project outcomes. For both projects to be successful, 
there was a maintaining of anonymity and equal neutral 
representation of both communities.  

Approaching these issues through the artistic prac-
tices of sonic art provides a platform to embody various 
sources of academic, artistic, and conflict research to re-
form perception and engage discussions about conflict 
transformation. Sound is used as a methodological tool to 
unite socio-cultural elements between the interactions of 
people and place. The nature of this research is from a for-
eign perspective, therefore attempting to establish a neutral 
viewpoint on these controversial issues. The two projects 

will be discussed on sonic material, recording locations, 
project concepts, project outcomes and the experience of 
the project demonstrations. 

 
2. SPATIAL AUDIO & SOUNDWALKS 

 
Documenting these site-specific spaces through audio al-
lows for a sense of dual-purpose, to create two uniquely 
different projects united by history, technology, arts, and 
sound which circle all around the theme of division and 
reconciliation. Conventionally, there is division even 
among science and humanities, the understanding of redis-
tributing information for public understanding. [5]. By em-
bracing ambisonics, technology that records 360-degree 
audio, it reshapes what can be understood by division, al-
lowing for spaces to be virtually connected. [6]. The tech-
nological capabilities of fabricating auditory virtual envi-
ronments from pieces of different audio material provides 
the futuristic vision of what a place may sound like if that 
physical division were removed. Projects such as The Lis-
ten(n) Project, an acoustic ecology research based on nat-
ural environments in the American Southwest, focus on 
two mechanisms: sonic properties and sonic activity to re-
tell an environments story. [7].  Ambisonics is one method 
of preserving auditory spaces, and in terms of Divided 
Spaces this recreates an entirely new space to be visited 
and experienced through an installation by reconstructing 
a large physical space to be accessible in a room listening 
environment. Additionally, narrative became of im-
portance to guide the listener in both projects, whether that 
was audio-narration from archival and interviewed people, 
or through text-narration, reading about the space and his-
tory.  

In regards with soundwalks and the foundational 
knowledge established by World Soundscape Project, a 
listener is intended to sonically absorb on environment, 
sometimes discover or re-discover sonic elements may 
have gone unnoticed from the daily life. [8]. However, 
with these binaural soundwalks, this branches out into an-
other form of the traditional sense of soundwalking, by in-
corporating technology to enhance the listeners experience 
and within this project is to amplify events that are either 
based on periods of time, perception of the other side of 
the wall, and through sonification – data translated through 
sound. Paquette and McCartney [9] state that having 
guided, or predetermined paths may hinder or impose in-
terpretation, even if the soundwalk is meant to raise aware-
ness of those spaces. However, through different sound-
walking methods, recording methods, and ethnographic 
practices, there is an accessibility of numerous forms of 
information’s for the listener to have the freedom of mak-
ing their own soundwalk experience with the provided ma-
terials. Accessible through a website, the combination of 
documented photos, text, a looped walking path (to find 
their way around the spaces, not as an audio guide) is in-
tended to be free of such constraints. They may listen to 
one or all of the binaural recordings, on their own or with 
a group, with each piece individually crafted for the space.  

The use of ambisonics as a primary source of audio 
material in soundwalks is the ability to capture 360-degree 
material that can later be reshaped and redistributed into 
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conventional listening methods through headphones dur-
ing a soundwalk. This means that through multiple record-
ing sessions, there is an ability to overlay multiple sonic 
moments into a weaved sonic environment that permits the 
listener to re-live sonic events from the past as if they were 
there in that particular moment. This method conflicts with 
other artists and researchers who conduct soundwalks or 
soundscapes, some may refrain from technological en-
hancements, whereas others will implore guidance to di-
rect attention in the space. [10]. However, the soundwalk 
project is not triggered by GPS location and instead are 
made flexible to having open interpretations by walking 
around the space and being loosely informed by the text 
and photo. This can be seen as either a challenge or oppor-
tunity when discussing the authenticity of sonic placement 
whereas the message of connecting to the space is strength-
ened. 

 
3. OBJECTIVES  

 
The overall motivation to embark on an artistic research 
project using spatial audio technologies in concern with 
the Peace Wall Belfast was because of physical barriers 
between community spaces and the lack of representation 
through different senses, particularly sound. According to 
Obert’s [11] experience as a foreigner walking through the 
spaces around the Peace Wall instils an overall distraught 
occurrence because of the displacement imposed by the 
routes around the walls and even the physical dimensions 
that obstruct visuals. When thinking about sound and the 
transferable properties over, into, under, and around the 
walls, there is a capability of capturing another sensory 
perception from the Peace Wall’s manifestation. A sonic 
art approach allows for individuals to reflect on new forms 
of engagement and accessibility. 

This research involves creative works to produce a 
focus on the effectiveness of art within the context of con-
flict transformation. Wallensteen [12] discusses the cur-
rent management of peace within Northern Ireland which 
is maintained yet not resolved from outside third-party me-
diators. While there are also local organizations and com-
munity centers who focus on conflict transformation, there 
is a continuous division represented outside of the city cen-
ter of Belfast identified with the Peace Walls and security 
gates. Passing the halfway mark for a 10-year plan to re-
move the Peace Walls has led to a low percentage of wall 
removals and there is mixed support from individuals in 
those communities to keep the structures in place. [13]. 
The interest to create audio works is to provide new per-
spectives concerned with a controversial issue that hopes 
to engage new forms of communication and to reorder the 
process of information that fixates on the visual stimulus.  

4. AUDIO MATERIAL 
4.1 Research Methods 
 
Collecting audio material began early October 2018 until 
late July 2019. During this period there was a combination 
and experimentation of various recording equipment de-
pendent on variables from the location sites, as well as 

interviewed participants. This research was completed 
with a qualitative field research approach by conducting 
participant observation (interviews) and direct observation 
(field recording). Listed below are insights to the chal-
lenges and ranges of audio material gathered throughout 
the year. 
 
4.2 Recording Challenges and Field Locations 

 

 
Figure 1 - Walking Perimeter in blue 

 
Capturing and representing physical spaces through the 
medium of sound presents numerous obstacles when con-
ducting field recordings. There is no control over the 
weather, the amount of traffic, or local noise pollution 
when recording. This inevitably led to countless efforts of 
recording on different days, times of the day, and various 
seasonal periods to gather as much material as possible. As 
foreign researcher, there is an element of exposure with 
large eye-catching audio equipment. This initially resulted 
in using smaller versions of ambisonics recorders Zoom 
H3-VR however with its low recording capabilities there 
was a change to using the Sennheiser Ambeo VR Mic 
which captured the sonic scenery exceptionally well, how-
ever this did hinder certain natural human activities.  

Choosing locations to record fluctuated between 
personal comfortability of being exposed in unknown ter-
ritories and where to receive the most amount of sonic ac-
tivity to establish an auditory connection or specific sonic 
markers to those physical spaces. By forming a routine, it 
would show that my presence was for research and was not 
to interfere with residents, tourist guides, or tourists. This 
meant always exposing an identity card from Queen’s Uni-
versity Belfast and wearing the same hat no matter the 
weather. Maintaining this form of distance and appearance 
aided some parents in the communities to allow their chil-
dren to approach me near the end of my research. They 
began to amplify their own presence near the microphones, 
this also allowed myself to grant them some usage of re-
cording with a contact microphone to gather sounds they 
found interesting in their community. 

The approach through spatial audio allows for an 
opportunity to capture multiple 360° sonic fields from ei-
ther side and fabricate two listening experiences. To en-
hance these audio representations, other recording meth-
ods were necessary to aid in the detailing of the auditory 
scenes, such as stereo recordings (90° capsules with Zoom 
H6), contact microphones for physical sonification, coil 
microphones for electromagnetic energy, lapel micro-
phones for interviews, and in-ear binaural microphone/ear-
phones. Gathering various ranges of sounds enables a 
multi-layered perception of sonic markers and induces au-
ditory imagination from the properties in these spaces.  
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Collecting audio material for both projects suc-
cumbed to the balance of transportability of equipment and 
quality of microphones. Walking around the Peace Wall in 
isolated areas with large amounts of equipment was not al-
ways ideal since locals or tourists would have negative re-
actions to certain types of audio equipment exposed. For 
example, carrying around a hand-held shotgun micro-
phone with a large blimp windscreen scared off many peo-
ple or they would completely stop moving/chatting if the 
microphone was within their eyesight. This was in the be-
ginning stages of the research which enforced me to adapt 
to other modes of recording. Since there was a necessity to 
use ambisonics microphones, the initial option was to rec-
ord with the Zoom H3-VR because of its all-in-one com-
pact applications in the field. However, the quality of au-
dio suffered with this method. Ultimately, in the last stages 
of the research and audio gathering, there was a switch to 
quality over transportability (using the Sennheiser AM-
BEO VR Mic with the Zoom F8 MultiTrack Field Re-
corder) which improved the ability to retain clearer sonic 
material from the environments. 

 
4.3 BBC Northern Ireland – Archival Material 
 
Audio material from BBC Northern Ireland derives from 
their personal archives that contains documentaries, news-
casts, and other forms of audio-visual sources. To maintain 
authenticity to the project concept, most of the material 
used dates between the periods of 1969-1975 and 21st cen-
tury. Even though some material has blemishes or dam-
ages to the audio, it is the messages spoken that are meant 
to be highlighted. Constrained by legal permissions, the 
audio selected was only available for Project 1 | Divided 
Spaces, which also meant producing strict time codes of 
the original material and position in the project. Therefore, 
there was not much creative flexibility with the final BBC 
Northern Ireland materials, and could not repair the audio 
since that would change the original material granted for 
this project. 

The addition of archival material to the project al-
lows for recollection and year specific information about 
what was happening to people in Belfast during the ‘Trou-
bles’. This sense of information also allowed to create a 
starting point for conversation and discussions, to reflect 
on the mentality of the situation and how we can compare 
to it 51 years later. Divided Spaces not only attempts at 
combining the two spaces divided by the wall, it also acts 
as an auditory timeline of compressed events. Audio-vis-
ual material provided by BBC Northern Ireland archivists 
permits the public to have access to this type of infor-
mation, granted for the project, that has been stored or for-
gotten by today’s generation. The best way to gain 
knowledge is to share knowledge. 

The main challenge with this type of material is 
to remain neutral on such a delegate historic event. With 
archival material, it is about preservation and sharing that 
neutrality by removing names, relationships, status, loy-
alty to a group, and any other indicators that may derail the 
act of progression. The integrity of the project was to rep-
resent equally the story, from different perspectives, but 
those people documented remain anonymous to the public. 

This can be heard in section subtitled Table 1– Sections – 
Past – 01:32 – 06:17. This challenge also grants an oppor-
tunity for people to experience without taking a side to ei-
ther community. To immersive themselves into the overall 
story and entice them to research further into the history of 
the ‘Troubles’. 

 
4.4 Interviews 
 

Interview Questions: 
 
1) Are you from Belfast? Which Part? 
2) Did you live before/through/after The Troubles? How did 

that affect you? 
3) What does the Peace Wall mean to you and why? 
4) What is your earliest memory of the Peace Walls? 
5) What is one memory of the Peace Wall that you have held 

onto? 
6) How does the Peace Wall affect the community? 
7) Through the perspective of sound, can you define specific 

sounds that reflect the wall and space? 
8) If the Peace Wall was taken down, how would the sound of 

the spaces change? 
9) Apart from a visual separation, is there any other sense that 

the wall hinders? 
10) In one to few words, can you tell me a specific sound that 

relates with the Peace Wall? 
 

Individuals chosen to take part for the interview portion of 
the research willingly discussed their relations to the Peace 
Wall Belfast or general associations with Peace Walls. 
They were asked questions that formed the narrative for 
Project 1 | Divided Spaces and also aided me to capture 
sounds that may represent their experiences through the 
piece. Due to the mercy of the recording environments 
and/or persons form of speech, we interviewed when-
ever/wherever the participant had free time. This means 
that some recordings are affected by either personal ac-
cents or way of speaking and the natural surroundings 
(traffic noise, wind, building noise, etc…) which all af-
fected the quality of audio. However, this also adds as a 
distinctive characteristic to the difficulties in gathering in-
formation based on the research topic and finding willing 
participants. Instead of planning and scheduling proper re-
cording sessions, my approach shifted in being a field jour-
nalist. 
 
4.5 Ambisonics 
 
Recording ambisonics in two varied sonic environments 
generated extreme challenges with the amount or lack of 
amount of sonic activity. When attempting to record on 
Cupar Way, a highly active road with many tourists, black 
taxi tour drivers, tourist buses, and local traffic, forced 
longer recording sessions to then only edit out a few usable 
materials. Streets such as Bombay St. and St. Gall’s Ave, 
would have instances of being sonically inactive or there 
would be enormous amounts of wind tampering any rec-
orded audio.  

As the summer approached, most of the areas be-
gan to receive an influx of tourists, as well residents were 
outside their homes due kids being finished with the school 
year and country holidays. This affected the placement of 
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the microphones to not interfere with local lifestyle and 
cultural tourism business. The unused ambisonics record-
ings to create Project 1 | Divided Spaces were then used 
for Project 2 | Peace Wall Belfast Soundwalk. 

 
4.6 Extras: Stereo, binaural, contact, coil recordings 
 
The other audio recordings were to either detail particular 
sounds from within the ambisonics files, or to highlight 
particular sonic activities and compositional materials to 
or from the Peace Wall area. These varied from physical 
touching of the cement, pushing on the metal sheets of the 
walls, recording natural sounds of the environment such as 
dogs or footsteps, and interpretive physical augmentation 
sonification with the contact microphone on a range of di-
verse surfaces. 

The in-ear binaural microphone/earphones lacked 
quality and the harsh winds in the areas would damage the 
audio recordings. To create the binaural soundscapes, 
there was an increase of recording stereo and mono sources 
that would then use software to enhance the binaural expe-
rience. 

 
5. PROJECT FORMATS 

 
In the early stages of the research, there was a vision of 
using or extracting sounds from the Peace Wall and sur-
rounding spaces with image/color sonification. However, 
as the year went on this idea shifted towards the compati-
bility with audio-geography or the ethnographic approach 
of the recordings. Inspired by Gallagher’s [14] research 
with his use of extensive ranges of microphones to 
heighten site specific interactions formed the building 
blocks for the final projects. The audio recordings gathered 
prompted diversity of material which led to amounts of 
transformation to create two distinctive projects. It is a 
combination of questioning, experiencing, and under-
standing these types of technologies to support the artistic 
practices in this research. [15]. These projects were not 
clearly conceptualized at the beginning of the research, in-
stead, only through environmental experiences, technolog-
ical learning, and continuous research did either of the pro-
jects form.  
 
The final project formats are: 
 
Project 1 | Divided Spaces – individual(s) experience be-
ing virtually placed between both sides of the Peace Wall 
Belfast and listen to experiences/stories of people affected. 
Initially created for the Sonic Lab at the Sonic Arts Re-
search Centre, this project is also rendered for Binaural and 
Stereo experiences. 
Project 2 | Peace Wall Belfast Soundwalk – walking a 
route around the Peace Wall Belfast and listening to six 
binaural soundscapes inspired by the spaces, materials, 
events, and community. 
 

The projects connect by motivation and technol-
ogy, to provide an opportunity to use spatial audio to share 
people’s relations to the ‘Troubles’ and in this context, the 
Peace Wall Belfast. Additionally, the conditions of each 

project were to grant two opposite sonic experiences yet 
linked with research context. In one viewpoint, not having 
speech permitted to use in the Peace Wall Belfast Sound-
walks forced critical creative decisions on how to manage 
representation without narration. On the other hand, hav-
ing archival material and interviews for Divided Spaces re-
quired constraints on composition and duration to not 
simply produce an audio documentary, but an installation 
that could promote newer understandings 

 
5.1 Divided Spaces 
 
This research project focused on storytelling from inter-
views and BBC Northern Ireland archival material with the 
combination of various recording methods to create an au-
dio immersive installation. In specific, it is to highlight the 
connectivity of spaces and experiences through sound to 
highlight past, present, and future relations with the Peace 
Wall Belfast. The foundation of the project rested on the 
spatial audio concept of ambisonics to have the piece dis-
tributed for different listening environments.  

The research reflects on the experiences with 
Peace Walls and history of the ‘Troubles’, see Table 1, this 
undoubtedly provokes sensitivity towards sharing experi-
ences and therefore was hard to obtain numerous partici-
pants. Consequently, this shaped the focus from the gath-
ered interviews and archival material to maintain an anon-
ymous and neutral viewpoint. This means that there are no 
names, occupations, religious, political, or background of 
an individual exposed throughout any of the audio. There 
is neither any personal intention to promote either commu-
nity from the Falls or Shankill. It is the only project that 
includes voice from participants due to their consent to 
only have their experiences shared in private listening en-
vironments and cannot be used for the public work of Pro-
ject 2 | Peace Wall Belfast Soundwalk. 

 
 Separated in sections to highlight the time period: 
 

Section: Time code: 

Introduction 00:00 – 01:31 

Past 01:32 – 06:17 

Present 06:28 – 20:09 

Within Present – Peace Wall 12:50 – 16:06 

Within Present – Sound Wall 16:07 – 20:09 

Future 20:10 – 22:13 

Table 1. Timestamps of sections. 
 

The project composition and workflow instilled 
new methods of using ambisonics audio for creating sepa-
rated sonic fields, the entirety of the project was composed 
in Reaper and using SSA Plugins, see Figure 3. Ambison-
ics allows for the capturing of multiple sonic fields (360° 
audio) and with SSA Plugins (Decoder and Panner) pro-
vide an ability to achieve a new effect. By placing an SSA 
Panner on a 4 channel AmbiX audio track, then positioning 
the Azimuth either at 90° or -90° allows for directional lis-
tening of certain audio from the left and right sides. This 
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was combined as a layer to have directionality from certain 
audio characteristics identifying the Nationalist and Loy-
alist sides of the wall with unmodified 360° sound fields 
that would act as a general ambiance. This decoding and 
panning method led to an immersive space having capabil-
ities of experiencing sonic division, as if the listener(s) 
took the position of the Peace Wall.  Within the piece, 
sometimes the listener is exposed to either side of the wall, 
both of sides of the wall together, and even a mixture of 
separated/joined spaces. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 - Workflow Diagram 
 
Examples in Divided Spaces: 
 

Listening: Time code: 

Either side of the wall 06:48 – 08:00 / 09:44 – 10:32 

Both sides together 15:07 – 16:08 

Mixture of sepa-
rated/joined spaces 

10:40 – 11:44 

Table 2. Timestamps of examples. 
 

 
Figure 3 - Listening Environment 

 
Combining an array of audio material (ambison-

ics, stereo, mono sources), into a multi-layered and 

segmental sonic field shifted the original concepts from an 
audio piece into an installation, see Figure 4. Using effects 
such as EQ and Reverb were either to shape sounds, harsh-
ness or noise, or to create sensations of feeling lost be-
tween both communities.  The ability to take traditional 
concepts of ambisonics and use it in forms that can com-
press several large physical areas into an audio immersive 
installation assisted in the idea of simultaneously listening 
to both sides of the wall. The installation encourages for a 
listener(s) to walk through, around, and be virtually pre-
sent between the two sides. It also supports the ability to 
embody the perceptions to and from the Peace Wall. This 
results in inspiring listener mobility to cross into either of 
the auditory spaces with their own free choice and there-
fore generates a unique sonic experience for that lis-
tener(s). 

 
5.2 Peace Wall Belfast Soundwalks 
 
This research project focused on having a flexible walking 
route with no fixed track list, to listen to six individualized 
binaural soundscapes inspired by local events, sonic activ-
ity, and creative perspectives of material interaction, see 
Figure 7 and Table 3. Each of the soundscapes vary in 
sound design and audio material to create an interleaved 
balance between the natural and perceptual sound environ-
ments. The listener(s) have complete freedom of going in 
either direction to listen to the soundscapes, or to listen to 
as many as they would like. This positions the listener(s) 
in the physical spaces of each soundscape and can try to 
connect material they hear from the piece to the surround-
ing areas.  

Initially there was a desire to have locals recorded 
to highlight particular sonic interests of the areas and or 
details of any experiences, yet, all the participants did not 
agree to have their voice recorded for a public project that 
is accessed online. In terms of sonification there was an 
interest to perform image to sound sonification, however, 
the research from Weger, Hermann, and Höldrich [16] pro-
vided a new form of sonification from physical interaction 
of materials. The emphasis to focus on physical augmen-
tation sonification, either with the contact or coil micro-
phone, generated alternative perceptions of the materials 
which compose these spaces and shape the collectiveness 
of the Peace Wall. For instance, the peeling of the mural 
artwork creates a new listening experience when using a 
contact microphone and revealing that the artwork can pro-
duce sonic elements. As well, using a coil microphone to 
record electrical generators surrounding the Peace Wall 
which produce a range of frequencies indistinguishable by 
natural human hearing.  

These unique forms of sonification were blended 
with natural recordings to establish a different viewpoint 
which are either overlooked, non-considered accessible, or 
visually unappealing. It seemed to establish an interesting 
model for the project’s concept and message of how all 
these sounds interact within the spaces of the Peace Wall. 
Activating these ranges of materials produced interesting 
effects that were incorporated with the compositional 
structure and sound design of some of the soundscapes.  
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The six locations and main sonic activities are described 
below: 
 

Street Location Sonic Activity  
St. Gall’s Ave (bottom) Community playground 

St. Gall’s Ave – Bombay St. 
(green field) 

Interaction with nature and 
wall 

Bombay St. – Kashmir Rd Alternate perception of 
drummer and local commu-

nity 
Cupar Way – Lawnbrook Ave Noise Pollution/ Drummer/ 

Tourist Congestion 
Cupar Way (middle) Material Interaction – Art-

work Sonification 
Cupar Way – Conway St. Social events of The 

Twelfth (Orange Day) 
Table 3. Description of locations. 

 
These six binaural soundscapes entice a site-spe-

cific experience to discover new modes of engaging with 
the visual stature and presence of the Peace Walls. Audio 
documentation such as Cupar Way – Conway St. displays 
audio fragments of The Twelfth, a Protestant celebration, 
which is now available throughout the year when someone 
experiences the soundwalks. Whereas, Bombay St. – 
Kashmir Rd demonstrates perception of a sound produced 
from the opposite side of the wall, usually not a regular 
phenomenon.    

To create these works, the soundscapes were com-
posed from a range of ambiX (decoded to binaural), stereo, 
and mono sources and then using a binaural panner (Am-
beo Orbit) to create spatial movement. There are audio and 
effect modulation/editing to either enhance or reform cer-
tain sonic qualities. Each of the soundscapes have a dura-
tion of three minutes to allow time for reflection between 
locations and there is an equal number of soundscapes pro-
duced for both sides of the Peace Wall. 
 

6. DEMONSTRATIONS 
 
6.1 Divided Spaces in the Sonic Lab [22m13s] 
 
The project demonstration used the Sonic Lab at the Sonic 
Arts Research Centre, an immersive listening laboratory 
with speakers located under, around, and on top of the au-
dience. Visit https://georgiosvaroutsos.com/divided-
spaces/ to listen to a binaural render of the piece. [17]. 
 

  
Figure 4 - Divided Spaces | Video Screenshot 

 
The Sonic Lab was visually divided by two lights, 

Green to indicate the Falls Road, and Orange/Red to indi-
cate the Shankill Road. This was prepared to aid with the 
sonic complexities when representing either side and if 
certain points of speech were not comprehendible because 

of the accent or audio quality. The space was cleared to 
freely walk around within the speaker arrangement and al-
low for possibilities of going on either side of the virtual 
Peace Wall. As an audio immersive installation in the 
Sonic Lab, the capabilities of utilizing the entire space 
acoustically and visually augmented the sonic experience.  

The piece includes an anonymous narrator which 
guides the form and direction of the piece. The voice is 
placed at the front center arrangement for consistency 
throughout the installation.  All the other voices take a 
“round-table” discussion within the virtual auditory space 
to allow hearing people's experiences or documentary ma-
terial in a neutral setting. Throughout the piece there are 
moments of natural environment representation and 
amounts creative manipulation to enhance the immersive 
experience within the room. This meant applying reverb 
and delay effects to allow longevity of particular sounds or 
to imply a certain level of attention to a sound(s). The piece 
begins with the opening of a security gate and then ending 
with the security gates closing. 

It is important to mention that due to certain legal 
constraints with BBC Northern Ireland; the project has 
permission to play (for the time being) only for the Sonic 
Lab at the Sonic Arts Research Centre. There are discus-
sions to have permission to use the project for academic 
and artistic purposes. 

6.2 Peace Wall Belfast Soundwalks at the Peace Wall 
Belfast [~1hr20mins] 

 

 
Figure 5 - Soundwalk Participants 

 
At the Peace Wall Belfast Soundwalks demonstration, par-
ticipants were instructed to visit the material online:   
https://georgiosvaroutsos.com/wallsounds/ and read the 
project information before beginning the walking route. 
[17].  

As we approached the first location, they would 
to look at the photos, read the instructional or informative 
text about the piece, and then listen to the audio file (re-
peated for each listening location). After each completed 
listening of the audio files, there were brief moments of 
discussions, and, personal sharing of knowledge about the 
experience or information that influenced the creation of 
the specific piece. 

Having the experience from Project 1 | Divided 
Spaces, it seemed like that participants grew a deeper con-
nection to the locations. Understanding how each of the 
compositions reflected one another based on the recorded 
stories and sonic characteristics of the spaces. They delib-
erately invoked themselves within the spaces, by observ-
ing, touching, and walking in their own free choice within 
the listening location. It is meant to inform the listener 
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about issues and relations that are unnoticed or time-spe-
cific in a mixture of natural and creative sound selections. 
My presence was at a minimal since the experience was 
for the participants to embrace and would allow for a 
clearer understanding on how the project affected them. 

It is interesting to note that not all the participants fol-
lowed one another within the perimeters of a listening lo-
cation, there was a mixture of tailing one another and de-
taching from the group to listen in a different location 
within the specified area. Due to certain levels of ambigu-
ity in the text, it is up to the listener to decide on how large 
the listening locations are to themselves. To produce a site-
specific audio work of this nature is to increase engage-
ment with locations that have a dominant effect on the 
Peace Wall Belfast or reveal parts of the community that 
are not always apparent from visual observations.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, the overall concept and motivation of this 
research project is aimed at introducing new artistic ap-
proaches to stimulate conversations of conflict transfor-
mations with the Peace Walls in Northern Ireland. This re-
search investigated alternative approaches to question how 
audio augments perspectives and how can spatial audio 
technology impact the understanding of divided communi-
ties through two different listening experiences. 

The outcome of projects is influenced by a year-
long exploration and continuous capturing of field record-
ings to document sonic markers, community events, social 
interaction, and interviews. The addition of BBC Northern 
Ireland’s archival material influenced the concepts mes-
sages of representing periods of history either not aware to 
the public and/or unattainable from any other sources. 
Without it, there would be a detachment to the ideas and 
voices of those affected from the beginning of the placing 
of the Peace Walls and how it continuously affects present 
day residents in Northern Ireland.  

The only downside to the research was even with 
my outreach to community centers, tourist agencies, gov-
ernment bodies, and other agencies of conflict transfor-
mation, finding a larger number of willing participants to 
speak within the project was challenging. Additionally, 
there was the lack of knowledge of Northern Ireland reli-
gious holidays and festivities throughout the summer that 
affected finding people.  

Finally, there was extensive effort to represent the 
stories and communities in an equally neutral perspective 
that combined socio-cultural elements to reflect the sounds 
and histories of these spaces. The discussion of participant 
experiences from the demonstrations revealed an embrac-
ing of new and refreshing point of views based on the 
tragic history of the ‘Troubles’ and construction of Peace 
Walls. Which continues to have an effect on segregating 
communities and the state of peace resolution in Northern 
Ireland. This research hopes to encourage future discus-
sions on conflict resolution and using art as a platform for 
change.  
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ABSTRACT

This paper makes use of a new dataset of Head-Related

Transfer Functions (HRTFs) containing high resolution

median-plane acoustical measurements of a KEMAR man-

nequin with 20 different left pinna models as well as 3D

scans of the same pinna models. This allows for an in-

vestigation of the relationship between 3D ear features and

the first pinna notch present in the HRTFs, with the final

aim of developing an accurate and handy procedure for

predicting the individual HRTF from non-acoustical mea-

surements. We propose a method that takes the 3D pinna

mesh and generates a dataset of depth maps of the pinna

viewed from various median-plane elevation angles, each

having an associated pinna notch frequency value as iden-

tified in the HRTF measurements. A multiple linear re-

gression model is then fit to the depth maps, aiming to pre-

dict the corresponding first pinna notch. The results of the

regression model show moderate improvement to similar

previous work built on global and elevation-dependent an-

thropometric pinna features extracted from 2D images.

1. INTRODUCTION

Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) are essential

when it comes to providing a spatial listening experience

over headphones. They are the filters that describe the

acoustic effects of the human head and are highly depen-

dent on the direction of the incoming sound source relative

to each ear. In particular, the pinna plays a major role in

determining the spectral information contained in HRTFs

which proves to be a critical cue for spatial localization,

especially when it comes to identifying the elevation of a

sound source [1]. While the major mechanisms for sound

localization on the horizontal plane are the interaural dif-

ferences [2], such cues have a low impact in the median

Copyright: c© 2020 Marius George Onofrei, Riccardo Miccini et

al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

plane, giving the HRTF and in particular the pinna compo-

nent (known as PRTF – Pinna-Related Transfer Function)

particular importance for spatial localization. The contri-

bution of the pinna is also relevant off the median plane,

as variations in azimuth up to 30 degrees from the median

plane cause limited spectral changes in the PRTF [3].

Since the anthropometry of the pinna is unique to individ-

uals, it implies that HRTFs are also unique to each individ-

ual. Indeed, the use of non-individual HRTFs in binaural

sound rendering is known to produce sound localization

errors such as wrong elevation perception, confusion be-

tween front and back sources, or even the feeling that the

sound comes from inside the head [4]. Within such con-

text, customizing a generic HRTF model onto a user based

on individual morphological data is a particularly attrac-

tive alternative to time- and resource-consuming acoustical

measurements.

A number of previous work suggest a relationship be-

tween pinna anthropometry and certain HRTF features [5,

6], particularly spectral notches, which are believed to be

caused by reflections of the incoming sound inside the

pinna [7]. The first (lowest-frequency) pinna notch, known

in the literature as N1, has long been known as the respon-

sible cue for increasing frontal elevation [8]. Encourag-

ing results were found when trying to predict the center

frequency of N1, starting from both global and elevation-

dependent anthropometric pinna measurements [9, 10].

The present work expands on these results, aiming to

make use of a new dataset of HRTFs which contains high-

resolution acoustical measurements of a KEMAR manne-

quin equipped with 20 different artificial pinnae on its left

channel in the frontal median plane. The dataset comes

together with the 3D scans of the 20 pinna models, which

allow prediction of the N1 frequency estimated from the

measured HRTF based on a regression model built on ele-

vation-dependent depth maps of the pinnae. The remainder

of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the methods for the acquisition of HRTFs and 3D models,

post-processing and feature extraction, and the regression

model, whose results are reported and discussed in Sec-

tion 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1. HRTF measurement setup and environment.

2. METHODS

2.1 Dataset

The dataset considered for analysis is an unreleased ver-

sion of the Viking HRTF dataset 1 [11] where a focus on

extra median-plane measurements has been set. Similarly

to [11], an automatic, custom made HRTF measurement

system was used. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the system con-

sists of a KEMAR mannequin (45BB-4 configuration) with

interchangeable pinnae and a Genelec 8020CPM-6 loud-

speaker placed at a fixed distance of 1 m from the center of

the mannequin’s head, which adjusts for elevation via an

L-shaped rotating arm.

As opposed to the Viking HRTF dataset which was mea-

sured inside a relatively silent yet standard room, the new

measurements were carried out in the anechoic chamber

recently installed at the University of Iceland, during the

month of November 2019. The chamber has a size of

5.2 × 4.3 × 3.9 m (LWH), and the mannequin was placed

roughly in the center of it. Based on ISO 3745 and ISO

26101, the anechoic free field in the chamber has been cer-

tified (as of September 2019) compliant for measurements

within an area equivalent to a distance of approximately

0.2 m from wedge tips on the walls, ceiling and floor in the

frequency range from 200 Hz to 10 kHz.

A total of 20 different custom-made pinnae, shown in

Fig. 2, were used in turn as the left ear of the mannequin,

while the the right ear was always kept the same: a stan-

1 https://itsadive.create.aau.dk/index.php/viking-hrtf/

Figure 2. Custom-made pinnae used for the HRTF mea-

surements.

dard large KEMAR pinna (35 Shore-OO hardness). The

custom-made pinnae are labeled in alphabetical order as

subjects A to S, plus the KEMAR replica. For further in-

formation on the pinna sample and casting procedure, con-

sult [11]. The dataset also considers additional cases, nec-

essary either for facilitating post-processing or for quality

checking the measurements. In particular, subject Z is a

case where no pinna is mounted on the left side and the

cavity is filled with a silicone baffle of the same material,

used in order to isolate torso effects of the KEMAR man-

nequin. A number of measurements with standard KE-

MAR pinnae of different sizes and hardnesses were also

carried out, which can be used to verify results of previous

work [12].

The logarithmic sweep method was adopted for recording

the acoustical responses [13]. The duration of the sweep

was 0.9 s, spanning a frequency interval between 20 Hz

and 20 kHz at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. The average

SPL level at the left ear with the source directly above the

mannequin was 90 dB SPL at 1 kHz. For each left pinna,

sweep response measurements were recorded at 1◦ steps

from −80◦ to +90◦ elevation in the frontal half of the me-

dian plane (azimuth = 0◦), totaling 3420 sweep response

measurements. Positive/negative elevations correspond to

directions above/below the horizontal plane, respectively.

2.2 HRIR determination

In order to retrieve the Head-Related Impulse Response

(HRIR) and subsequently the HRTF from the measured

sweep responses a post-processing script was developed.

The onset of the sweep response was determined by means

of evaluating the cross-correlation function, Ψ [n], of the

recorded sweep response and the input sweep signal. The

lag ni giving the maximum value of the cross-correlation

function is in fact the optimal lag for the raw sweep re-

sponse that results in maximum correlation with the input

sweep signal. In [11], an additional step was performed

to ensure that the onset point was not driven by possible

wall reflections. Since the new measurements were carried

out in an anechoic chamber, this step can be disregarded.
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Figure 3. Resulting HRIRs in the frontal median plane for

subject A (top) and adjusted HRIRs to give maximum cor-

relation to the zero-elevation HRIR (bottom).

Furthermore, that additional step was particularly aimed to

address the case of far-ear HRTFs while the focus of the

new measurements is the median plane.

The impulse response is then calculated by performing an

inverse filtering of the measured sweeps via the following

equation:

h [n] = ℜ
(

F−1
(

F (y [n]) · S−1 [n]
))

, (1)

where F is the DFT function (with the FFT length equal

to the length of the sweep signal), F−1 is the inverse DFT

function, and S−1 [n] is the inverse reference spectrum of

the input sweep signal. A 128-sample half-Hann window

is then applied to each impulse response h[n] with the aim

of removing unwanted early and late reflections occurring

later than approximately 2.5 ms.

It was found that the method is not completely robust

for all elevations as there are some slight onset differences

in the HRIRs for different elevations, which causes some

peaks in the signal to be offset. Since this results in jumps

between adjacent HRTF magnitudes, an additional correc-

tion is introduced. A similar cross-correlation procedure as

described above is performed to adjust the resulting HRIRs

such that they give maximum correlation to the HRIR re-

sulting from elevation φ = 0◦. Figure 3 shows this ad-

justment, where it can be seen that the signals are better

aligned when this supplementary correction is used.

2.3 HRTF feature extraction

As a first step prior to extracting the HRTF features of in-

terest, it is desirable to remove any effects that are not re-

lated to the pinna. A noticeable presence of shoulder re-

flections can be observed in the HRTFs, and therefore a

compensation with the responses of subject Z has been de-

signed. For all available elevations, a recursive IIR digital

filter of the 64th order is fitted to the magnitude response of

subject Z’s HRTFs − displayed in Fig. 4 − using the Yule-

Walker method [14], such that the filtered response would

be approximately flat. Filters are not fitted to the smallest
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Figure 4. HRTF magnitude response of the KEMAR man-

nequin with no left pinna in the frontal median plane.
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Figure 5. HRTF magnitudes of subject A and resulting

notch frequencies.

and largest 5% of frequencies in order to achieve a bet-

ter stability and fit in the frequency range of interest. The

filter is applied to the post-processed HRIRs of all other

subjects. Although shoulder reflection effects can still be

noticed in the majority of the filtered HRIRs due to slight

frequency offsets, their magnitude is significantly reduced.

Subsequently, notch frequencies are extracted using two

alternative methods. The first one is the signal process-

ing algorithm by Raykar et al. [15], which computes the

auto-correlation function of the linear prediction residual

and extracts notch frequencies as the local minima of its

group-delay function falling beyond a fixed threshold. In

the current implementation of the algorithm the linear pre-

dictor (LP) analysis step is skipped as it was found that it

introduces additional notches not visible in the original sig-

nal spectrum. The second one is a more direct algorithm,

where notches are extracted directly from the HRTF spec-

trum. A threshold for notch selection is computed for each

elevation as the mean of the spectrum magnitude between

3 kHz and 16 kHz.

The two methods generally align with regards to the iden-

tified notches. However, there exist outlier cases where one

method is better at finding notches than the other. Hence,

the decision taken is to merge the two notch sets. Finally,
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Figure 6. First notch (N1) track for all available subjects.

the first notch N1 is manually selected as the lowest fre-

quency track starting between 4 and 7 kHz at lower ele-

vations. Since three subjects, M, G and O, did not show a

clear N1 track in this frequency region, they have been dis-

regarded from the following analysis. This results in a total

of 1, 599 data points. Figure 5 shows the selected N1 fre-

quencies for subject A superposed to the HRTF plot, while

Fig. 6 shows the identified N1 tracks for all 17 subjects.

2.4 Pinna feature extraction

The Viking dataset comes with 3D scans of all the custom

pinna samples used in the tests, available as STL files. The

scans were captured at 1 mm resolution with a Creaform

Go!SCAN 20 handheld scanner. It is hypothesized that

the use of 3D data can be an advantage to the traditionally

used anthropometric measurements and/or 2D images of

the pinna when trying to predict notch frequencies. An

improvement to the previously used features can be to add

a depth dimension to the images. Based on this hypothesis,

we generate a dataset of depth maps of the pinnae “viewed”

from the various elevation angles considered in the median

plane.

Depth is calculated using a ray-tracing algorithm with

rays propagating from the source of the sweep signal,

which is considered to be a point at a distance of exactly

1 m from the ear canal entrance along the direction of each

considered elevation angle. The center point of the ear

canal entrance is assumed to be the location of the mi-

crophone diaphragm. The vertices of the pinna mesh are

projected onto the plane passing through the center point,

(x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0), whose normal vector originating from

the center point connects it to the signal source. A rectan-

gular grid of 100 × 100 units is considered on this pro-

jection plane with a fixed size taken as the largest grid

size needed to fully project any pinna mesh at any con-

sidered angle. In order to exclude effects of the rectangu-
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which pinna vertices are projected (or equivalently, the

plane passing through the center point of the mesh whose

normal vector is oriented towards the signal source), and
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Figure 8. Example of depth maps at various elevations for

subject A.

lar pinna supports, only values above the microphone lo-

cation (z > 0) are included. Projections of points closer

than 1 m are also disregarded in order to consider only

potential reflection locations. Figure 7 shows a resulting

depth map for subject A at elevation φ = −30◦. The depth

map is illustrated as a colored surface plot on the projection

plane, with the colorbar indicating the depth of intersection

points.

Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows various depth maps for subject

A. Depth values are normalized with respect to the maxi-
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mum depth recorded for all subjects. Values correspond-

ing to no intersection or where the intersection is smaller

than the distance to the source (1 m) are set to zero. This

results in non-zero values of the depth map only in cor-

respondence with surfaces which can produce reflections

contributing to possible destructive interference and there-

fore the presence of notches in HRTFs.

2.5 Regression model

Depth maps, together with the recorded N1 frequencies for

all subjects can now be used as a basis for a regression

model aiming to predict the N1 frequencies in HRTFs. For

subjects where N1 frequencies are observed (17 total sub-

jects) the 100× 100 depth map at each elevation φ acts as

the set of input variables for calculating N1(φ), for a total

of 10, 000 features.

For the sake of comparison against the results of previ-

ous studies, in this work we chose to use a multiple linear

regression model. The assumptions for applying linear re-

gression using an ordinary least squares estimator were di-

rectly checked on the available data, revealing that the rela-

tion between depth features and notch frequency is not lin-

ear, that features are highly multicollinear, and that resid-

uals are heteroscedastic. As a consequence, we apply a

principal component analysis (PCA) to our data and use

the first 256 components (explaining approximately 98%

of the total variance in the data) as the set of predictor vari-

ables. The new set of variables fulfils all the assumptions

for linear regression except for homoscedasticity of resid-

uals; this has no big impact on the results as long as no

statistical inferences are conducted [16].

In order to maximize the available data for training, a

leave-one-out cross-validation at subject level is carried

out. This means, for example, that when evaluating the re-

gression model for test subject A the training is performed

on the 16 other subjects. This implies that no test subject

appears in the training set. However, as subjects have a dif-

ferent number of recorded N1 frequencies, the split ratio

varies in the cross-validation. The used metrics for evalu-

ating the multiple regression model are the classical R2 of

the fit and the mean absolute error (MAE), calculated as

MAE =
1

n

n
∑

j=1

|yj − ŷj | (2)

where n is the number of observations for the test sub-

ject, yj is the ground-truth frequency value, and ŷj is the

predicted value. The latter metric was preferred over root-

mean-square error because it provides an intuitive repre-

sentation of the average residual, and because it is robust

to outliers and large errors.

The considered HRTF dataset has a high median-plane

resolution, which is of course an advantage when it comes

to identifying the progression of notch frequencies along

elevation. However, due to the fact that N1 tends to only

be present at lower elevations [17], training the regression

model on depth maps associated with the entire elevation

range is inappropriate. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that only

4 subjects have values above 45◦ elevation. Another as-

pect to be noticed is that at the lowest elevation angles, up

M0 M1

Subject MAE R2 MAE R2

A 519.19 0.94 228.94 0.96

B 365.53 0.24 − −
C 877.29 0.76 727.90 0.62

D 600.85 0.33 666.68 0.58

E 941.45 0.87 461.87 0.89

F 594.41 0.84 532.25 0.89

H 285.78 0.54 305.89 0.82

I 1352.90 0.16 779.15 0.75

J 1263.95 0.93 877.25 0.95

K 274.64 0.91 135.64 0.00

L 566.15 0.74 134.66 0.81

N 996.41 0.27 437.83 0.62

P 421.69 0.42 414.49 0.09

Q 1136.40 0.72 791.34 0.70

R 593.30 0.59 687.54 0.72

S 206.11 0.74 382.34 0.61

KEMAR 660.91 0.75 68.13 0.61

mean 685.70 0.63 476.99 0.66

std 351.70 0.26 258.58 0.27

weighted mean 733.97 0.68 531.89 0.74

Table 1. Mean absolute error (in Hz) and R2 of predicted

versus measured N1 frequencies for the two considered

multiple linear regression models M0 and M1, divided per

test subject.

to about −50◦, notch tracks for all subjects appear quite

flat. Including this data in the learning model may be prob-

lematic, as the depth maps in that range change consider-

ably but their target values do not. As this may pollute the

model, which we name M1, we decided to concentrate on

learning N1 frequencies within the interval φ ∈ [−45, 45]◦

and disregard all other elevation values. The chosen in-

terval also allows comparison with the results of a pre-

vious work which considered prediction of N1 frequen-

cies from anthropometric measurements in the same el-

evation range [10]. Furthermore, a model M0 is trained

on the entire available dataset, i.e. elevation interval φ ∈
[−80, 90]◦, to highlight the aforementioned shortcomings.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the results of the two considered multiple

linear regression models. The MAE and R2 for each sub-

ject are given as a consequence of the leave-one-out cross-

validation method, as well as the mean and standard devi-

ation of the individual metrics. Since some subjects record

N1 frequencies at more elevations than others, we also in-

clude a weighted mean of the two metrics, where the value

for each subject is weighted with the number of predicted

data points.

This effectively calculates the overall performance of the

regression model by equally considering all individual data

points and is a more comparable measure to the results

of [10] where an overall MAE of 607 Hz for the test data

was found, as opposed to the 532 Hz MAE found for mod-
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Figure 9. Measured and predicted (with model M1) N1 tracks for four test subjects.

el M1. This moderate improvement can be attributed to

the inclusion of 3D information in the form of depth maps

used as input in the current regression model, as opposed

to the features used in the previous work [10] which were

based on both generic and elevation-dependent anthropo-

metric measurements from the CIPIC database. This re-

sult takes on further significance considering the low num-

ber of available training subjects in this study (16, because

of no N1 points for subject B in the [−45, 45]◦ elevation

range), and also corroborates the choice of using an HRTF

dataset based on highly controlled and repeatable measure-

ments [11].

When comparing the results for models M0 and M1, we

observe worse performances in M0. The same trend is seen

when looking at the MAE and R2 metrics for the majority

of individual subjects. As expected, the reason why M1

outperforms M0 is related both to the low variation at sub-

ject level in notch frequency values for low elevations, and

to the general lack of notch points for high elevation val-

ues.

Another approach to evaluating the models is to consider

the perceptual threshold of discrimination of two spectral

notches in the high-frequency range. Previous literature in-

dicates that differences of around 10% of the lower notch

frequency are needed to distinguish between the two, inde-

pendent of notch bandwidth [18]. Therefore it is possible

to determine the percentage of predictions in the valida-

tion set that fall within this range. The same trend seen in

the previous evaluation is again present: model M0 scores

a percentage of 54.78%, while there is considerable im-

provement for M1 which scores 71.27%, also improving

the 61.2% score reported in [10].

It must be noted that although the evaluations presented

here show a certain degree of accuracy, the progression of

N1 frequencies from the regression models does not look

as smooth as in the measurements. Figure 9 shows that

even for cases where prediction is accurate, like for sub-

jects A and H, it seems that a second-order polynomial fit

to the predicted data points would be more suitable. In

other cases (e.g. subject Q), while the N1 trend along el-

evation looks correctly reproduced, a considerable offset

of almost 1 kHz can be noticed. Finally, despite the low

number of data points available for the KEMAR subject,

the reconstruction of its N1 track with model M1 is nearly

perfect.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this paper is based on a recently

collected dataset of HRTF measurements carried out on

a KEMAR mannequin with interchangeable pinnae, for

which 3D scans of the used pinna models are available.

An approach for using 3D data to predict the frequency

progression of the first pinna notch N1 in frontal median-

plane HRTFs is proposed. The method uses information

learned from the data-set in order to build a multiple linear

regression model that could hopefully generalize outside

of the dataset. While results clearly show that 3D features

and HRTF features are related, the accuracy of prediction

could be further improved. This might be done by includ-

ing additional training data, by using more complex (pos-

sibly non-linear) regression models, or by performing fea-

ture selection. For instance, a machine learning approach

such as random forest regression would be an appropriate

solution, since it has no strict prerequisite as opposed to

linear regression. There is, however, progress in terms of

including 3D morphological information as opposed to the

classical anthropometric features, as shown by comparison

of the current results with the regression model previously

used in [10].

While this paper focuses on N1 estimation, more HRTF

features need to be estimated from morphological user data

in order to build a perceptually convincing individualized

HRTF set. Future work will address the estimation of high-

er frequency notches in HRTFs, whose identification is

complicated by higher noise and ambiguity. Models for

a wider spatial range will also be considered. Ultimately,

the broader goal of the project is an accurate tuning of low-

order structural HRTF models [19,20] and HRTF selection

methods [21,22] based on morphological data [23]. Appli-

cations of these methods are expected to range from travel

aids for the visually impaired to entertainment and rehabil-

itation systems [24, 25].
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ABSTRACT

Live experimental sound practices have explored the use of
audio feedback for over sixty years. Such feedback is pri-
marily dependent on the geometries of the space and the
position of the sound system in that space. Thus the ques-
tion arises, within the fixed geometry of a performance
space, how might one go about modifying the acoustic
characteristic of this space so that different qualities of
feedback can be achieved with minimal interventions? Re-
cent advances have seen virtual acoustic systems that en-
able us to simulate the acoustic characteristics of one space
inside another, opening up many aesthetic and artistic pos-
sibilities. In this paper we describe a novel method for
adapting a virtual acoustic system to create audio feed-
back effects for live experimental sound and music perfor-
mances. The virtual acoustic system employed in our work
is built from standard room microphones and loudspeakers,
running auralizations generated with low latency convolu-
tion reverb. Any potential loop gain feedback that would
normally occur due to the close proximity of the systems’
microphones and loudspeakers is suppressed based on sys-
tem measurements. By inserting a variable length delay
into the system’s feedback suppression signal paths – what
we call the cancellation signal paths – we temporarily gen-
erate a variety of audio feedback frequencies. Further, and
most importantly, since the virtual acoustic system is fun-
damentally a reverberation system, the sound of this feed-
back is heavily influenced by the acoustics of the virtual
space. Several demonstrations of these phenomena are pre-
sented in isolation and in the context of a recently com-
posed multimedia work.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio feedback is the result of a positive loop gain be-
tween one or more microphone inputs (or other audio pick-
ups) and the output of one or more speakers. Factors re-
lated to the acoustic properties of the performance space
or system will determine the feedback frequencies that can
result, with the most likely audible feedback frequencies
being determined by the lengths of the direct and early re-
flection paths between the microphones and speakers. In

Copyright: c© 2020 Eoin F. Callery and Elliot K. Canfield-Dafilou.

This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

many situations, feedback is undesirable, and techniques
are employed to minimize it. Various different techniques
for the suppression of feedback in audio systems and per-
formance situations have been proposed and executed for
at least the last sixty years [1]. For example, notch filters
set at the feedback frequencies can attenuate the likelihood
or amplitude of feedback, and adding delay to the micro-
phone signals can lower the feedback frequency. Perhaps
one of the most famous examples of feedback suppression
– using microphone polarity inversion – can be heard in
Alembics iconic work with The Grateful Dead and their
crew, which helped to create the famous The Wall of Sound
system used by the band in the mid-1970’s [2]. In vir-
tual acoustic auralization systems, frequency shifting algo-
rithms [3] or other sophisticated filtering processes [4] are
similarly used to suppress and minimize feedback. How-
ever, while live sound engineers and virtual acoustic sys-
tem designers want to eliminate feedback, sometimes mu-
sical performances incorporate tasteful – and sometimes
by intention, not so tasteful – amounts of feedback for aes-
thetic effect. For example, consider the work of guitarists
such as Jimi Hendrix whose signature sound relies heav-
ily on the incorporation of distortion and feedback. That
being said, for the purposes of this paper, rather than ex-
ploring feedback usage in popular or song-based music tra-
ditions, we will focus on the use of feedback phenomena
as the primary or significantly important sonic materials in
live experimental sound practices, while also demonstrat-
ing novel ways to generate and control it.

A full discussion of the use of feedback in live experi-
mental sound practices is beyond the scope of this paper.
For those who are interested, there are many sources to
explore in this area including Di Scipio [5], Overholt [6],
and Kim [7]. Perhaps the most comprehensive survey on
this topic is presented in Cathy Van Eck’s 2013 book Be-
tween Air and Electricity [8] and on the associated website,
www.microphonesandloudspeakers.com.

The compositions she discusses include seminal pieces
by the likes of Alvin Lucier, Nicolas Collins, Karlheinz
Stockhausen, Agostino Di Scipio, Cathy Van Eck, and oth-
ers. Moreover, for many of the practitioners mentioned by
Van Eck, live feedback phenomena are the primary sonic
materials for much of their most significant artistic outputs.
All of these artists use a variety of methods for generating,
altering, controlling, or attenuating feedback. In the next
section of this paper, we present a brief overview of a selec-
tion of such artistic works – ones that we feel encapsulate
the existing techniques for the incorporation and aestheti-
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cization of live feedback in experimental performances.
Following this, we will briefly discuss some features of the
currently available virtual acoustic technologies. We then
present our method for producing and controlling live feed-
back with a virtual acoustic system. This method involves
temporarily manipulating the feedback cancellation paths
of the virtual acoustics system with delay lines. Normally
the cancellation signal path is used by the system for the
suppression of any potential loop gain that exist between
the systems’ microphones and speakers. By delaying this
signal, we destabilize the system and create feedback at
frequencies related to the amount of delay. We can then
instantaneously restabilize the system and suppresses the
feedback be restoring the cancelling signal path to normal.
Most importantly, this method shows how it is possible to
modifying the acoustic characteristic of the performance
space in order to produce different qualities of feedback
within the space and the space’s installed sound system.

2. PRIOR WORK

2.1 A Brief Survey of Feedback in Experimental
Sound Performance Practices

Artists who use microphone and speaker loop gain feed-
back phenomena as their primary (sometimes exclusive)
sonic materials will explore and manipulated the feedback
frequencies – and the loudness of these frequencies – thus
avoiding unintentional howls, by the use of one or more of
the following:

• EQ band pass or notch filtering

• Dynamic processing with compression/limiters

• Frequency shifting

• Simple or complex phase or polarity inversion

• Physical gestures or motions, which, change or at-
tenuate feedback

• Changing the geometry of loop gain paths in a per-
formance space and/or instrument

• Using piezoelectric microphones rather than air mi-
crophones

These types of aestheticized feedback generation, control,
and suppression processes can be found in the following
pieces:

Steve Reich – Pendulum Music (1968), for three or more
performers with three or more microphones and speakers.
This is perhaps one of the best known early examples of
a live feedback based sound work. The microphones are
each released and set swinging above the speakers. The
feedback frequencies that output from each microphone
and speaker gain loop gradually become more sustained
as the periodicity of each of the swinging microphone re-
duces [9].

Alvin Lucier – Empty Vessels (1997), an interactive in-
stallation. Several microphones – pointed into glass or ce-
ramic vases – are placed along the wall of a performance

space. Several speakers are situated across a room along
the opposing wall, with each speaker facing one micro-
phone. The feedback produced by the gain loops between
each pair of microphone and speaker is kept from turning
into piercing howls by a combination of careful positioning
during set-up and audio limiting. Importantly, the frequen-
cies produced are additionally colored by the resonance
of each corresponding glass/ceramic vase and microphone
pairing. As visitors to the installation move through the
space, their movements cause subtle alterations to the air
currents and reflection paths in the room, and thus cause
changes in the frequencies of the various feedback states
[10, 11].

Cathy Van Eyck – Wings (2008), for three performers
with large foam boards, three microphones, and one loud-
speaker. Three microphones are placed downstage in a per-
formance space. A speaker is place upstage. The resulting
gain loop feedback is altered as the performers move the
foam boards in a prepared choreography in front of the
microphones. The movement of the boards significantly
changes the geometries of the stage/performance space and
thus cause changes to the feedback frequencies. This feed-
back is further processed by computer software [12].

Lesley Flanigan – Speaker Feedback Instruments, an on-
going project since the early 2000’s. Flanigan’s instru-
ments consists of various small diameter speaker cones
embedded in small portable mounts. A several-inch long
flexible wire with a contact mic at the top is attached to
the mounts. Vibrations from the speaker are transferred
through this wire. Additionally, due to the proximity of the
contact microphone to the speaker, vibrations are – some-
what unusually – also picked up by the piezo through the
air. By physically adjusting the flexible wire the frequency
and quality of the feedback changes, or in the case of the
air vibrations, can be increased or eliminated. Flanigan fur-
ther alters the feedback output by additional audio effects
processing [13].

Nicolas Collins – Pea Soup (1974, revised 2001-14) is
a work for concert performance or installation requiring
self-stabilizing analog circuitry, now modeled with soft-
ware. A loop gain microphone and speaker combination
begins to go into feedback. As the feedback builds up be-
tween a microphone and speaker, the circuit/software shifts
the frequency of the feedback slightly, temporarily taming
the it. This process then repeats, with the loop gain in-
creasing at the new frequency. In live concert performance
the feedback frequencies are additionally altered by instru-
mentalists who play pitches that can produce audible beat-
ing against it. The movements of the performers can also
interact and change the feedback, while in installation ver-
sions of the piece, it is audience movements that alter the
frequency and quality of the feedback [14].

2.2 Virtual Acoustic Systems

Through the use of real-time virtual acoustic and acous-
tic augmentation/correction systems, the reverberant con-
ditions of any performance space has the potential to be
radically altered. When using these systems, the audi-
ence and performers have the sense that they are hearing
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sounds in a space other than the actual or expected acous-
tic of the physical space they occupy. With these sys-
tems – in both commercial and academic settings – the
simulations/auralizations that are created are likely to have
the acoustic characteristics of a specific concert hall or
room, or perhaps the acoustic characteristics of a religious
temple, church or large cathedral. While these systems
facilitate music, theatre, and other time-based art perfor-
mances, they are likewise used in non-artistic research ap-
plications related to areas such as perception and cogni-
tion studies. They have also been integrated into a va-
riety of training simulations [15]. Perhaps the most ex-
tensive investigation into the architecture of many of the
typical virtual acoustic/acoustic augmentation systems and
their feedback suppression methods can be found in a re-
view paper by Mark A. Poletti [16]. Suffice to say that in
the commercial sector, systems are available from compa-
nies such as Meyer [17], D&B Audio [18], Lexicon [19],
Yamaha [20] and others. While, in the academic research
sector, virtual acoustic systems have been developed – and
continue to be developed – at institutions such as McGill
University [21], Stanford University, and the University of
Limerick [22].

All of these systems use microphones and speakers in
close proximity and must find ways of eliminating any po-
tential loop gain feedback situations. As Poletti and others
discuss [23], techniques such as subtle frequency shifting,
adaptive notch filtering, time variation etc. can be used to
do this. The architecture and the signal paths of all such
systems – the software and the systems’ microphones and
speakers – in theory, allow for the introduction of feedback
into performances. However, such systems are in general
very expensive and thus institutions – and in some cases
the manufacturers themselves – may be understandably un-
willing or unable to facilitate feedback based experimental
performances safely, and without nullifying product war-
ranties! Thus in order to explore live feedback phenomena
with virtual acoustic systems without resorting to synthe-
sized versions of feedback sounds [24, 25], one must use
a system that is relatively inexpensive and flexible in its
calibration and configuration.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Feedback Generation and Suppression Process

For this study we used a version of the virtual acoustic
systems as described by Abel et al. [4]. This system is
easy to install/uninstall and calibrate, and can operate with
a variety of commonly available microphones and speak-
ers, requiring no specific proprietary hardware or software.
The virtual acoustic auralizations are generated with low
latency convolution reverberation. When running, musi-
cians can interact and move freely in the virtual acoustics
spaces and environments without the use of headphones
or close microphones. While the system can operate with
any number of speakers and microphones, for a medium
sized room, four speakers with two omnidirectional mi-
crophones can create a satisfactorily immersive environ-
ment [22].

Figure 1. A possible Max/MSP implementation of Abel et
al. including a variable length delay in the canceler signal
path.

Figure 2. A minimal auralization system consisting of one
microphone and speaker. Note that this system would be
prone to feedback at frequencies associated with the direct
path and first reflection (off the table).

Following calibration of the system, the feedback can-
cellation maintains stability as long as the geometries and
gain structures between microphones and loudspeakers re-
main relatively unchanged. For example, the system can
be destabilized by temporarily blocking the microphone
speaker signal path by placing a hollow object such as a
cup, drum, box etc., over the microphone. When this is
done, similar to Lucier’s Empty Vessels, the resulting feed-
back is colored by the resonance of these objects. Further
to this, it is also reverberated by the virtual space at the
time. By removing the object covering the microphone,
the system re-stabilizes with any remaining feedback de-
caying. This decay continues to be colored by the rever-
berant characteristics of the virtual acoustic auralization
currently running. Beyond this simple method for causing
and then suppressing feedback with this virtual acoustic
system, we are interested in demonstrating a more subtle
method for inducing feedback. This method does not re-
quire a physical intervention and is similarly colored by the
virtual acoustic auralization. It is achieved by inserting a
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Figure 3. Spectrogram of Palazzo Altemps auralization
system destabilized by a water glass covering the micro-
phone.

variable delay – as in Fig. 1 – into the feedback cancelling
signal path, which is used for the elimination of loop gain
feedback conditions between our virtual acoustic systems’
microphones and speakers.

For clarity, we will demonstrate our delayed cancellation
signal path method of feedback generation with a single
speaker and microphone system as show in Fig. 2. With
this simple configuration, we trigger a signal – a 300 mil-
lisecond pink noise burst – through the virtual acoustic sys-
tem’s speaker. Each time we trigger this noise burst we
simultaneously change the amount by which the feedback
canceling signal path is delayed. Thus, feedback tones are
introduced whose frequencies are determined by how the
virtual acoustic simulation is articulated by the noise burst
and by the amount of time by which the cancelling signal is
delayed. We then reset the delay to zero, restabilizing the
feedback cancellation signal path. This causes the feed-
back to decay in a manner similar to how such frequencies
would decay in the actual space as auralized by the virtual
acoustic system.

3.2 Feedback Canceling Reverberator

Consider a reverberation system consisting of a single mi-
crophone m(t), loudspeaker l(t), and desired reverberation
response h(t). We would ideally like the loudspeaker sig-
nal to simply be the dry sound sources d(t) processed by
the desired auralization signal,

l(t) = d(t) ∗ h(t) , (1)

but we do not directly have access to the dry signals. In-
stead, we have the microphone signal which picks up the

Figure 4. Spectrogram of Hagia Sophia auralization sys-
tem destabilized by a water glass covering the microphone.

dry sources and feedback from the loudspeaker

m(t) = d(t) + l(t) . (2)

Since the system exists in a room, both the dry source and
loudspeaker signals also carry the acoustic impression of
the room g(t). It is not possible to know the room reverber-
ation associated with the dry signals, but we can measure
and estimate the room response between the loudspeakers
and microphones. Thus, to form the loudspeaker signal
from (1), we estimate the dry signal d̂(t) by the insertion
of an optimal cancelling signal c∗(t) which approximates
the effect of the room g(t)

d̂(t) = m(t)− c∗(t) ∗ l(t), c∗(t) ≈ g(t) (3)

If we delay the canceller signal by n ms,

c(t) = c∗(t− n) , (4)

the canceller will be misaligned in time from the signal it
is intended to cancel, causing a reduced in the amount of
feedback suppression. We get feedback associated with the
digitally lengthened microphone/loudspeaker paths filtered
by c(t) and h(t).

4. RESULTS

As stated in the previous section, following calibration of
the system, any change to the geometry or gain stages be-
tween the microphone and speaker of the virtual acoustic
system has the potential to destabilize the system. Thus, in
Fig. 3 we cover the microphone of the system with a paper
cup until feedback is audible. 1 We then remove the paper

1 Sound examples associated with Figs.3–6 can be online at https:
//ccrma.stanford.edu/˜kermit/website/vafb.html.
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Figure 5. Spectrogram of (a) a 300ms pink noise burst, (b) in the acoustics of Palazzo Altemps, (c) with 1.4ms of canceler
delay, and (d) with 2.7ms of canceler delay.

cup and the system restabilizes, with the feedback decay-
ing into the virtual acoustic auralization. This process is
then repeated using a different virtual acoustics in Fig. 4

Next, if we wish to induce feedback without the use of
physical gestures we do the following. Here in Fig. 5 we
see several iterations of a 300ms pink noise burst played
through the virtual acoustic system’s speaker. At (a) we see
the pink noise burst with no auralization running. Next, at
(b), we see the same pink noise burst triggered through this
speaker while it is also diffusing a simulation/auralization
of a virtual acoustic environment, that of a small Roman
church located in the Palazzo Altemps. With (c), the pink
noise burst is triggered, now with the virtual acoustic feed-
back cancelling signal path delayed by 1.4ms. As one
would expect, feedback begins to emerge. Five seconds
after the noise burst is triggered, the delay of the feed-
back cancellation path is reset to zero and the system re-
stabilizes. Finally at (d), we repeat the triggering of a noise
burst as the cancellation signal path is delayed by 2.7ms.
Different feedback frequencies and colorations occur to
those that with the shorter delay time. Again, five seconds
after the noise burst is triggered, the delayed feedback can-
cellation signal is reset to zero and the system restabilizes.

In Fig. 6 we change the acoustic simulation to create an
auralization of a different space, that of the Hagia Sophia
in Istanbul, and repeat all of the previous steps. With this
auralization there is a much longer T60 with a significantly
darker timbre. Thus, it requires more time for feedback
to emerge and become audible as we adjust the feedback
cancellation signal path. And so, as we trigger the noise
burst iterations while setting cancellation signal path delay
time, we wait for nine seconds before resetting the delay to
zero. We can see that at (a) the pink noise burst triggered
with no auralization running on the virtual acoustic system.

Next at (b) the pink noise burst is triggered in the virtual
acoustic of the Hagia Sophia. Following this at (c), the
pink noise burst is triggered with the cancellation signal
path of the system delayed by 1.4ms, this being reset to
zero after nine seconds. Finally at (d), the pink noise burst
is triggered again with the cancellation signal path being
delayed by 2.7ms, and resetting to zero after nine seconds.

The audible feedback in (c) and (d) of both Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 is a product of how the pink noise burst is articulated
by the virtual acoustic simulation and by the amount that
the feedback cancelling signal was delayed. Further, as the
noise burst is triggered, the same feedback frequencies will
occur if the same delay time is applied to the feedback can-
cellation path for that auralization. As the system resets the
feedback decays into virtual acoustic similar to how such
frequencies might be expected to decay in the actual space.
In virtual and real spaces with longer T60’s this decay will
of course take longer too. These examples are illustrative
if a little simple and reductive. For an example of the in-
corporation of our cancellation signal path delay method
in an extended live performance, please see the documen-
tation of a 2019 multimedia work: Double Feature or The
Bard Cheek Takes the Night Shift at the Piano, which you
can view on the same web page as the sound examples.

In this work various instances of the cancellation path de-
lay method are demonstrated, again using a single micro-
phone and speaker system. This time, the virtual acoustics
system is placed and calibrated inside of a Disklavier. The
sounds which were not made by the Disklavier, the other
melodic piano recordings, or by the vocal sounds (sam-
pled from the relatively dry soundtrack of the film version
of Samuel Beckett’s Rough for Theatre 1), are the result
of virtual acoustic auralizations or the application of our
cancellation signal path delay method [26]. We further
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Figure 6. Spectrogram of (a) a 300ms pink noise burst, (b) in the acoustics of Hagia Sophia, (c) with 1.4ms of canceler
delay, and (d) with 2.7ms of canceler delay.

Figure 7. Still from Double Feature. Note the single mi-
crophone/single speaker auaralization located within the
Disklavier (in the lower left corner).

show off our system (for musical reasons) by using re-
versed impulse responses in the auralization system and
using pitchshift processing on the input signal. In particu-
lar, from the beginning of the piece until 6:14, the results
of the cancellation signal path delay method can be heard
as two different virtual acoustics are crossfaded back and
forth. Later, from 10:40 until 14:09 the cancellation path
delay method is used extensively on a single auralization.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we demonstrated a novel method for incorpo-
rating live acoustic feedback into experimental sound per-
formances using a modified virtual acoustic system. With
this technology, it is possible to produce a variety of feed-
back frequencies and coloration. By destabilizing the vir-
tual acoustic system in two ways, a variety of feedback

frequencies that are colored by the acoustic characteristics
of the virtual space became audible. In the first instance,
we temporarily cover the microphone of our system with a
resonator until the feedback begin. When the microphone
is then uncovered, the system restabilizes and the feedback
decays. In the second instance, we introduce a variable de-
lay into the feedback cancellation signal path of a virtual
acoustic system. By delaying the the cancellation signal,
we generate a variety of feedback tones. These frequencies
are also colored by how the virtual acoustic is articulated
and the reverberate characteristics of the virtual acoustic
auralization. We are then able to suppress these feedback
tones by resetting the delay time to zero. Although this
can all be achieved using readily available microphones,
speakers, and software, it is now important to create a stan-
dalone and more user friendly application in order to make
some aspects of the processes available to other artists. Fi-
nally, this paper only briefly mentions the other possible
processing that can be introduced in combination with our
method for delaying the virtual acoustic system’s feedback
cancelling signal. A longer discussion of our additional in-
corporation of creative filtering, reversals of virtual acous-
tic impulse responses, the use of dynamic virtual acous-
tic environments etc. will be covered in future papers and
pieces.
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ABSTRACT

Reverberation time of a room is the most prominent pa-
rameter considered when designing the acoustics of phys-
ical spaces. Techniques for predicting reverberation of en-
closed spaces started emerging over one hundred years ago.
Since then, several formulas to estimate the reverberation
time in different room types were proposed. Although
validations of those models were conducted in the past,
they lack testing in a space with a high granularity of con-
trollable absorptive and reflective conditions. The present
study discusses the reverberation time estimation
techniques by comparing various formulas. Moreover, the
reverberation time measurements in a variable acoustic lab-
oratory for different combinations of reflective and absorp-
tive panels are shown. The values calculated with the pre-
sented models are compared with the ones obtained via
measurements. The results show that all formulas pre-
dict reverberation time values inaccurately, with an aver-
age error of 16% or larger. Among the analyzed models,
Fitzroy’s formula gives the smallest error.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reverberation is considered as one of the most important
qualities of sound within the physical space [1–3] and there-
fore central in designing acoustics of halls and rooms. The
first attempt to invent a theory to predict the reverbera-
tion time value of a given space was made by Sabine [4],
who introduced a formula based on experimental results.
Over the decades, many improvements were made to his
model to allow more accurate predictions for spaces with
both uniformly and unevenly distributed absorption [3, 5,
6]. However, studies show that in many cases those formu-
las do not give results close enough to measured reverber-
ation time values to be reliable [3, 5, 7–10].

As the variable acoustic solutions are gaining popularity
in the field of acoustic treatment of spaces, there are few
works that study the change in reverberation time values in
a room with varying absorption [9, 11, 12]. In most cases,
however, only a few different combinations were studied.

The present paper presents measurements of reverbera-
tion time in a variable acoustics space with a high level
of absorption granularity. It further compares the obtained
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values with the predictions calculated by several reverber-
ation time models.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents re-
verberation time formulas. Section 3 describes measure-
ments in the variable acoustics laboratory. Section 4
presents the results of measurements and reverberation time
predictions using the formulas discussed in Section 2. It
also discusses the differences between measured and pre-
dicted values and reveals, which of the models provides
the best results. Section 5 summarizes the work presented
in the paper, concludes the findings, and presents ideas for
further research.

2. REVERBERATION TIME FORMULAS

Sabine defined reverberation time as the time needed for
the sound energy to decrease by 60 dB from its original
level after the termination of the excitation signal [4].
Sabine’s prediction is given by

T60 =
0.161V

Sα+ 4mV
, (1)

where V is the volume of a space, S is the room sur-
face, 0.161 is an experimentally determined coefficient,
α is the average absorptivity in a room. α is defined as
α =

∑
i Siαi/S, where Si are the areas and αi is the cor-

responding absorption of each wall, and m is the attenua-
tion coefficient of the air, the value of which depends on
the frequency of sound and the air humidity.

For the Sabine formula to predict the reverberation time
of the room accurately, a number of requirements must be
met: the energy of sound must be equally diffused through-
out the space, which means that the walls are not paral-
lel, there are no big differences between the basic dimen-
sions (length, width, and height), and the absorption is
small (α < 0.2 [5]) and uniformly distributed on all walls
[3, 5, 6, 13]. In practice, all of those conditions are almost
never met, making the Sabine formula applicable only in a
small percentage of rooms [3].

Since the Sabine formula proved useful only in consid-
erably live spaces, Eyring introduced a new reverberation
theory based on the mean free path between sound reflec-
tions [13]. The mean free path in an enclosed space char-
acterized by a diffuse field is expressed by l = 4V/S
[14–16]. This leads to the following formula:

T60 =
0.161V

−S ln(1− α)
. (2)

The Eyring formula is designed for rooms with consid-
erable absorption [17]. Both Equations (1) and (2) as-
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sume that all surfaces have the same average absorption,
although in reality, the absorption coefficients of the walls,
the floor, and the ceiling can vary greatly. This was ad-
dressed by Millington [18] and Sette [19], who introduced
the following formula:

T60 =
0.161V

−
∑
i Si ln(1− αi)

. (3)

Another improvement to reverberation time prediction
was made by Kuttruff [16]. Similarly to Eyring, he based
his model on the mean free path approach. He suggested,
however, statistical distribution of sound, introducing a rel-
ative variance of the path length γ2 = (l2 − l2)/l

2
. Kut-

truff’s model took into account the shape of the room and
distribution of the absorption, as well as corrected the av-
eraging of the sound absorption coefficient, yielding the
following equation:

T60 =
0.161V

−S ln(1− α)
(

1 + γ2

2 ln(1− α)
) . (4)

Kuttruff’s formula repeatedly gives good reverberation
time predictions for rooms, where all walls but one have
similar absorption, but not when the absorption is
distributed asymmetrically [3].

Although the above formulas present the progress in re-
verberation time estimation over the years, all of them still
assume that the absorption coefficients of the room’s sur-
faces are approximately equal. The first model that in-
cluded geometrical aspects of the sound field with unevenly
distributed absorption was presented by Dariel Fitzroy [20].
His empirically derived equation assumes a relation within
three possible decay rates along the three basic axes in a
rectangular room and is expressed by

T60 =
0.161V

S2

∑
j

−Sj
ln(1− αj)

, (5)

where j = x, y, z denotes the current axis, Sj is the total
area of the opposite parallel walls along the axis, and αj
is the average absorption coefficients for each pair of op-
posite walls. Fitzroy’s model is reported to work best for
relatively large spaces, such as concert halls [17], but only
when they are of rectangular shape [3].

A similar approach was adopted by Arau-Puchades [21],
who described the reverberation time of a room to be a geo-
metric weighted average of the reverberation times in three
orthogonal directions. The absorption coefficients are de-
termined for each pair of the parallel walls, yielding the
following formula:

T60 =
∏
j

[
0.161V

−S ln(1− αj) + 4mV

]Sj
S

. (6)

A further modification to Fitzroy’s formula was proposed
by Neubauer [3, 22, 23], who used the fact that both
Fitzroy’s and Kuttruff’s models were based on the concept
by Eyring. He introduced a similar correction to Fitzroy’s
equation as was earlier done by Kuttruff to Eyring’s for-
mula. Therefore, Kuttruff’s correction was split into two

parts – one for the ceiling and floor and another for the
remaining walls. Neubauer’s formula is expressed by

T60 =
0.32V

S2

(
h(l + w)

α∗
ww

+
l · w
α∗
cf

)
, (7)

where h, w, and l are the room dimensions height, width,
length in meters, and ᾱ∗

ww and ᾱ∗
cf are the average effec-

tive absorption exponents of the walls and the ceiling and
the floor, respectively:

α∗
ww = β +

[∑
i ρwi(ρwi − ρww)S2

wi

ρww
∑
i Swi

]
, (8)

α∗
cf = β +

[
ρc(ρc − ρcf )S2

c + ρf (ρf − ρcf )S2
f

ρcf (Sc + Sf )

]
, (9)

where ρ = 1 − α is the reflection coefficient and β =
− ln(1/ρ).

3. ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

This section discusses the measurements conducted and
equipment used during this study in the variable acoustics
laboratory Arni at the Acoustics Lab of Aalto University,
Espoo, Finland. Examples of measured impulse responses
are available online 1 .

3.1 Variable acoustic space

The Arni room is of rectangular shape, with dimensions
8.9 m × 6.3 m × 3.6 m (length, width, and height). The
walls and the ceiling of the room are covered with variable
acoustics panels made from painted metal and filled with
absorptive material. On the front of the panels, rectangular
slots are cut out from the surface. The slots can be opened,
letting the sound reach the absorptive material inside, or
closed, making the surface reflective. The dimensions of
a single panel are 0.6 m × 0.4 m × 2.4 m (length, width,
and height). There is a total of 55 panels in the variable
acoustics laboratory including 8 on three of the walls, 11
on the fourth wall, and 20 on the ceiling.

3.2 Measurement setup

During the measurements, two Genelec 8030A loudspeak-
ers were used as sound sources. Five G.R.A.S. 1/2-inch
free-field microphones of type 46AF served as receivers.
The positions of sound sources and receivers are marked
in Fig. 1. Moreover, G.R.A.S. power model of type 12AG
was used as an amplifier. All equipment was connected
to an HP ZBook laptop via MOTU UltraLite mk3 Audio
Interface.

The measurement signal was a 3-second long exponential
sine sweep. It was played three times for each panel con-
figuration through each sound source, resulting in 6 record-
ings for each microphone, making a total of 30 test signals
recorded for each panel configuration. All in all, 56 panel

1 http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/
papers/smc20-RTmodels/
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Figure 1: Layout of the variable acoustics laboratory Arni showing the panels and the sound sources and receiver locations.
The arrows show the order of panels closing on the walls and the ceiling.

Material 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz
Panel open
[26]

0.86 0.77 0.66 0.45 0.38 0.42

Panel
closed
[26]

0.09 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.03

Wall [27] 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05
Floor [27] 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03
Curtain
[28]

0.45 0.95 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

Table 1: Sound absorption coefficients of materials used as
the basis for determining the α in T60 calculations.

configurations were measured, the first one having all pan-
els open (conf. no. 1). In the following configurations the
panels were being closed one by one (conf. no. 2 = 1 panel
closed, conf. no. 3 = 2 panels closed, and so on). Addi-
tional 20 configurations were measured by closing only the
panels on the ceiling, while the ones on the four remaining
walls were open. After the acoustic measurements, the re-
verberation time was estimated for each configuration ac-
cording to [24], using the functions included in the IoSR
Matlab Toolbox [25].

3.3 Measurement accuracy

The T60 were averaged for each configuration according to

T 60,n(k) =
1

M

M∑
m=1

T60,m,n(k), (10)

where M = 30 is the number of values obtained for one
panel configuration (30 = 5 positions × 2 sources × 3
sweeps), k is the frequency index, and n is the configura-
tion number. The standard deviations were obtained using
the equation:

σn(k) =

√∑M
m=1(T60,m,n(k)− T 60,n(k))2

M − 1
. (11)

4. COMPARING MEASURED AND MODELED T60

The measured values of the reverberation time were com-
pared with the results of calculations of T60 using the for-
mulas presented in Sec. 2. Two scenarios were tested: in
the first one, all panels were closing following the direction
showed by the arrow in Fig. 1. In the second one, only the
panels on the ceiling were closing, whilst the panels on the
remaining four walls stayed open. The absorption coeffi-
cients of materials used for the calculations are presented
in Table 1.

4.1 All panels open to all closed

The measured and modeled values for six octave frequency
bands for the case of all panels closing are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2a shows that the modeled values fit the measured
ones well for 250 Hz. For 500 Hz–1 kHz frequency bands,
depicted in Fig. 2b–2d, the predictions underestimate the
measured reverberation times. For 4 kHz, presented in
Fig. 2e, the predicted values are lower than the measured
ones for all formulas except for Fitzroy’s, which provides
accurate results for the last two combinations. For 8 kHz
depicted in Fig. 2f, all formulas give too low RT values
when most of the panels are open. When the number of
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(c) Reverberation time values for 1 kHz
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(d) 2 kHz
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(e) 4 kHz
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Figure 2: Results of reverberation time measurements and predictions at different octave bands for the case of all panels
closing one by one. The shaded area above and below the measured values represents one standard deviation from the
mean. The dotted vertical lines mark the end of each wall.
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Configuration Sabine Eyring Millington-Sette Fitzroy Arau Kuttruff Neubauer
All panels open
[%]

µ 23.55 27.35 34.41 17.94 26.78 22.94 25.13
σ 7.32 15.67 13.88 8.58 16.13 12.93 15.39

All panels closed
[%]

µ 31.22 30.31 29.06 18.81 28.51 26.38 27.74
σ 13.04 16.74 17.09 10.38 12.49 16.54 16.63

All combinations
[%]

µ 27.33 28.47 32.46 24.34 33.58 25.90 26.94
σ 9.64 12.89 13.95 11.55 12.90 11.48 11.74

Table 2: Average difference µ and standard deviation σ from the measured T60 values for all panels open, all panels closed,
and from all panel combinations. The smallest result on each row is highlighted.
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Figure 3: The mean difference between the measured and
modeled reverberation time values for the scenario of all
panels in the room closing. The dotted vertical lines mark
the end of each wall.

closed panels grows, however, the accuracy of Eyring’s,
Millington-Sette’s, Kuttruff, and Neubauer’s models
increases, whilst Fitzroy’s quickly goes from producing
too low to too high T60 values.

The difference between the measured and modeled rever-
beration time values was averaged over all frequency bands
and presented in Fig. 3. None of the used formulas predict
the T60 of the room with less than 17% error. The smallest
differences were obtained by using Fitzroy’s formula.

Additionally, the averaged difference for maximum ab-
sorption (all panels open), minimum absorption (all panels
closed) and the average difference over all combinations
were calculated according to:

µ =
1

N

1

K

N∑
n=1

K∑
n=1

∆T̃60,n(k), (12)

where ∆T̃60,n(k) = |T̃ /T 60,n(k)− 1| · 100%, T is the RT
predicted with a particular model, and N is the number of
configurations over which the difference is averaged (N =
1 for cases of all panels open and all panels closed, whilst
for all combinations N = 56).

The standard deviation was obtained using the formula:

σ =

√∑N
n=1

∑K
k=1(∆T̃60,n(k)− µ)2

NK − 1
. (13)

The averaged differences and standard deviations are
shown in Table 2. The results confirm that Fitzroy’s for-
mula provides the best predictions, by giving the smallest
difference between measured and modeled values. Sabine’s
formula has the least variation in the predicted RT.

4.2 Panels on the ceiling closing

Figure 4 presents the comparison between the measured
and modeled RT values for the scenario when only the pan-
els on the ceiling are closing, whilst the ones on the four
remaining walls stay in the open configuration.

The models predict the RT values similar to the measured
ones only for the first ten panels closed for 250 Hz pre-
sented in Fig. 4a. For all the remaining frequency bands,
depicted in Fig. 4b–4d, the T60 is underestimated by all
the formulas. None of the models mimic the increase in
the measured RT values that starts around 10th panel and
is the most prominent for 250 Hz in Fig. 4a and visible for
500 Hz and 1 kHz in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c, respectively.

The differences between the measured and predicted RT
values for the case of the ceiling closing is shown in Fig. 5.
The predicted values are different from the measured ones
by at least 16%. Similarly as in the scenario when all pan-
els in the room were closing, Fitzroy’s model provides the
smallest error. However, when the absorption decreases, as
more panels are closed, Sabine’s formula gives very simi-
lar results to Fitzroy’s.

The averaged differences between measured and calcu-
lated RT values were calculated using Eq. (12) (N = 1
for all panels open and all panels closed, whilst N = 20
for all combinations) and are presented together with their
standard deviations obtained with Eq. (13) in Table 3 for
the cases of all the panels on the ceiling open, all the pan-
els on the ceiling closed, and all combinations. Fitzroy’s
formula gives the smallest error when the absorption in
the room is high, but Sabine’s equation performs similarly
when the absorption is low. Moreover, for the case of all
panels on the ceiling closed, Sabine’s, Fitzroy’s Kuttruff’s,
and Neubauer’s models perform very similarly, which is
depicted in Fig. 5 when the number of closed panels ap-
proaches 20 and in Table 3, where the means of the above
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(b) 500 Hz
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(c) 1 kHz
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(d) 2 kHz
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(e) 4 kHz
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Figure 4: Results of reverberation time measurements and predictions for the case of panels on the ceiling closing one
by one, whilst the rest remaining open. The shaded area above and below the measured values represents one standard
deviation from the mean.
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Configuration Sabine Eyring Millington-Sette Fitzroy Arau Kuttruff Neubauer
All panels open
[%]

µ 22.49 26.49 33.02 16.74 26.50 21.83 24.52
σ 6.13 14.35 14.23 9.09 13.72 12.20 13.17

All panels closed
[%]

µ 27.96 32.52 39.12 28.57 34.86 28.50 29.01
σ 11.07 16.69 15.64 17.03 15.49 16.32 14.79

All combinations
[%]

µ 24.52 29.25 35.05 22.58 30.33 25.47 26.45
σ 7.08 12.23 14.45 10.76 11.73 10.09 10.00

Table 3: Average difference µ and standard deviation σ from the measured T60 values for all panels open, all panels closed,
and all panel combinations for the case of only the panels on the ceiling closing. The best result on each row is highlighted.
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Figure 5: The mean difference between the measured and
modeled reverberation time values for the scenario when
only the panels on the ceiling are closing.

formulas for the “All panels closed” case differ by 1.05
percentage point or less.

4.3 Error Propagation of Absorption Coefficients

Incorrectly specified absorption coefficients are a common
source of error in RT predictions. To check whether the
results presented in the study are reliable, we added noise
to the absorption coefficient values of the floor, walls and
curtains and calculated the RT for all the configurations
and models. The simulation was repeated 1000 times and
the mean and standard deviations of all the trials were cal-
culated. The experiment showed that even considerable
changes in the absorption coefficients (up to 50% of the
initial values) did not change the fact that all the formulas
underestimated the RT and that the predictions made with
the Fitzroy’s model were the most accurate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The study compares seven reverberation time models, which
were introduced over the past decades, and discusses their
applications. It compares the RT estimations obtained with
the models with the results of measurements conducted
in the variable acoustics laboratory. The comparison was

conducted for two scenarios. In the first one, the absorp-
tion in the room was decreased by changing the configura-
tion of acoustic panels from open to closed on four walls
and the ceiling. In the second one, only the panels on the
ceiling were being closed, whilst the rest remained open.

The results show that all the formulas produce inaccurate
T60 predictions, with the difference between measured and
modeled values above 16% in every configuration.
Fitzroy’s model performed best in both scenarios, which is
a reasonable result due to the fact that it was developed for
rectangular rooms with non-uniformly distributed absorp-
tion. It also attempts at producing bumps in the estimated
RT at the beginning and the end of each wall, which in
measured values are especially visible in low frequencies.

Neubauer’s and Arau’s models, however, were also in-
troduced with assumptions similar to Fitzroy’s, but the es-
timated RT values are far from the measured ones, espe-
cially when the absorption in the room decreases. This
is especially surprising since the intuition is that both of
those models should perform well in situations when the
reverberation time along one axis is different from the re-
maining two (e.g. in the second scenario).

Kuttruff’s formula is the second best one for the first sce-
nario (all panels closing). Its average error is large, but
stable across all combinations. However, in most cases,
it does not follow the increase of the reverberation time,
which is visible in the first scenario after 20 panels are
closed, and in the second scenario after 10 panels are closed.
The poor performance of that formula may be due to the
fact that in most of the combinations, the absorption in
the room is asymmetric. However, in the cases when it
is symmetric or close to symmetric, Kuttruff’s model still
produces a considerable error.

The fact that Sabine’s formula performs so well is surpris-
ing, especially taking into account that the smallest error is
produced when the absorption is high, and it grows con-
siderably with the decrease of the absorption. Another un-
expected result is Eyring’s formula returning higher errors
than Sabine’s model in most cases since it should estimate
the T60 better in rooms with considerable absorption. The
large difference between the predictions made with both of
those models and measured RT values may be due to the
fact that the formulas require the sound field in the room
to be thoroughly diffuse, which is not achieved with any of
the panel combinations.

All in all, the error obtained with the discussed models
shows that there is a strong need for a more accurate and
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flexible way to predict the reverberation time. This should
be a focus of future research in room acoustics. Addition-
ally, more measurements with the same amount of absorp-
tion distributed differently in a room need to be conducted,
since the situation in which the absorption changes linearly
along the surfaces of the room is unlikely in real life.
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ABSTRACT

A common approach for simulating brass instrument sounds
is that of a mass-spring system strongly coupled to an air
tube resonator of a certain length. This approach, while
yielding good quality timbre results for the synthesized au-
dio, does not aid expressive sound synthesis. An improve-
ment of this modeling design is proposed, which takes into
account the independent movement of the embouchure and
its influence on the sound. To achieve this interaction,
vortex-induced vibration (VIV) is taken into account as an
additional source of excitation for the mass-spring system.
In addition to this, the model also simulates breath noise
of a brass instrument player, which is dependent of the
embouchure’s aperture dimensionality. The end result is a
real-time VST application of a brass instrument with aug-
mented embouchure interaction. The process loop of the
VST is presented step-by-step and the application is evalu-
ated both through informal listening and spectral measure-
ments. From this evaluation, the model showcases a more
varied and veridic timbre of brass sound, that supports a
more expressive playing style.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the families of musical instruments, brass wind in-
struments have been a popular subject of research, both
in the study of their nonlinear physical behavior [1] and
in simulation of said behavior. Part of the interest de-
rives for the complex interactions present in the instrument,
whose sound is produced by the vibration of the lips within
the mouthpiece of the resonator. This excitation system is
known as the lip reed. The motion of the lip reed helps
shaping the air flow between the lips and through the tube
of the brass instrument. This air flow in turn also influences
the movement of the lips, which becomes synchronised to
the vibration of the air column within the tube resonator.
Thus, the player’s embouchure and the resonator form a
complex feedback system with bidirectional communica-
tion [2, 3]. Because of this, brass wind players require
many years to train their embouchure in order to obtain
a desirable pitch and intonation control.

Measurements of lip movement have been conducted in

Copyright: © 2020 Rares Stefan Alecu et al. This is
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several studies in the past [2, 4] using high speed video
footage of a player’s embouchure. From these images, sev-
eral relationships can be established between the variations
of the lip reed aperture, the mouthpiece pressure and the air
flow rate.

With this insight on the interaction, several implementa-
tions succeeded in emulating the whole system, consist-
ing of the player’s embouchure and the tube resonator [5–
7]. The initial assumption of most implementations starts
by simplifying the entire system as a pressure-controlled
valve between two chambers: the mouth of the player and
the mouthpiece of the instrument. Thus, a singular model
is achieved where the embouchure and the brass resonator
are locked in and emulated as a whole.

However, some important behavioral aspects are omitted
from this type of approach. One of the main problems is
the “quantization” behavior between the pattern of notes.
For a certain length of the tube resonator, only notes that
are harmonics of the tube’s resonance frequency can be
heard loudly, when the lips are in resonance with one of the
tube’s natural frequencies [1]. Because the lips are consid-
ered strongly coupled to the resonator, the lips are aided
to vibrate louder when in resonance and less otherwise.
Thus, only the harmonics of the tube’s resonant frequency
will be generated by the model and nothing will be heard
while sweeping between notes.

In reality, the buzzing of the lip is not only aided by the
air tube of the brass instrument, but the lips are also ex-
cited into vibration by the mouth-blown air flow itself. In
a less common embouchure practice method, brass players
are instructed to “buzz” their own lips without the aid of a
resonator. With no resonator attached to the lip, a person
is still able to vibrate its lips to a certain degree. This in-
dependent vibration is important in the sweeping between
natural frequencies of the resonator, since the sound of the
lip vibration can still be heard between these harmonics,
and the transition is not as abrupt as in the previously men-
tioned approach. This detail is key in conveying a more
natural sound timbre and in adding expressivity to the play-
ing of the instrument.

Until now, implementations of the singular model were
satisfying enough since many musicians resorted to using
a standard MIDI keyboard to control the interface of their
virtual instruments. With this type of control, only a series
of independent notes defined within the equal-tempered
scale are generated. Hence, less care was given to the
behavior of a model during consecutive notes and their
transients in-between. However, with the dawn of MIDI
polyphonic expression (MPE) [8] and presence of com-
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mercial instruments that support said format (fx. ROLI
Seaboard [9]), there is more than ever the need to offer
virtual versions of instruments that aid expressive control
and sound generation, while maintaining a realistic timbre
quality. For this type of music-playing capabilities, it is
essential to capture the details lost from the sterility of old
standards to support the progress of music performance.

Thus, the aim of this paper is to determine how adding
movement independence to the lip reed can influence the
sound of classical implementations and the interaction with
the physical model. To achieve this behavior, inspiration
was taken from theory regarding flow-induced vibrations.
From it, a real-time VST application was designed that
would prove to be efficient in computational costs and would
extend the expressive capabilities of previous brass wind
implementations.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

For any type of wind instrument, the source of oscilla-
tion represents the reed, a valve system that modulates the
air flow that passes from the player’s mouth to the instru-
ment’s mouthpiece [10].

The motion of the reed is complex, especially in the case
of the elastic lip reed, which has several degrees of free-
dom in movement as confirmed in high speed video mea-
surements [4]. On the topic of reed motion simulation,
more degrees of freedom can influence the quality of the
sound for higher harmonics [11, 12]. That being said, only
the vertical component of reed’s motion, perpendicular to
the air flow, is considered in most studies. This compo-
nent plays an important role in modulating the volume rate
of the air flow passing through the reed aperture, which
is essential in the sound generation of the instrument [13].
Thus, the reed can be represented as a simple one-mass
harmonic spring (see Fig. 1), placed within a dynamic air
flow, coupled to a resonator tube [7, 10].

Figure 1. Mass-spring physical model of lip reed.

The movement of a single reed in this case is assumed to
be similar to that of a forced harmonic oscillation, where
the driving force is the resultant of the pressure forces on
both sides of the reed, from the mouth and from the mouth-
piece:

mẍ+ rẋ+ kx =
∑

Faerodynamics , (1)

where x represents the displacement of the mass-spring,m
the mass of the lip reed, r the damping of the spring and

k the elasticity of the spring. The dot operator describes a
single derivative with respect to time.

While the pressure force coming from the mouth, defined
as Pm, is considered static, the pressure on the exterior side
of the reed p will vary in relation to the resonant frequency
of the attached air tube. Thus, if the resonant frequency of
the reed’s mass-spring is near one harmonic of air tube’s
resonant frequency, then the oscillation will be larger in
amplitude.

The variation of pressure is closely related to the mod-
ulation of the air flow by the reed and their relation can
be determined by studying the dynamic properties of the
flow. The volume flow rate of the air passing through the
reed aperture U(t) can be described as a highly nonlinear
function of the pressure difference between the interior and
exterior sides of the reed. It can be computed as the prod-
uct between the surface of the reed opening S(t) and the
speed of the air flow u(t) [2]:

U(t) = S(t) · u(t). (2)

Since the cross-sectional area inside the mouth is way larger
than that of the reed opening channel, the velocity in the
mouth cavity is neglected and u(t) is considered uniform.
Assuming there is no dissipation of the flow, i.e. the flow is
quasi-stationary, incompressible and frictionless, the pres-
sure drop across the reed channel is computed as a function
of u(t) using the Bernoulli equation

Pm +
ρv1(t)2

2
= p(t) +

ρv2(t)2

2
, (3)

Pm − p(t) = ∆P =
ρ(v2(t)2 − v1(t)2)

2
=
ρu(t)2

2
, (4)

u(t) =

√
2 ·∆P
ρ

, (5)

where ρ represents the flow density, v1 and v2 are the flow
velocities corresponding to the mouth and lip reed chan-
nels, respectively.

From eqs. (2) and (5), the volume flow rate is defined
as [2]

U(t) = S(t) ·

√
2 ·∆P
ρ

. (6)

With the Bernoulli equation, the coupling between the reed
valve and the tube resonator is achieved. The final step
to describe the reed oscillation phenomena represents the
method of computing the pressure from the reed channel
p(t). Considering pressure continuity on the front bottom
corner of the mass (the corner closest to the tube as illus-
trated in Fig. 1), equivalence can be assumed between the
pressure underneath the reed and the pressure applied on
the reed towards the mouth. Additionally, under the as-
sumption of a linear plane wave propagation within the
brass tube, the pressure response p(t) to the respective air
flow can be computed through convolution as [6]

p(t) = (g ∗ U)(t), (7)

where g is the time-domain impulse response of the tube
resonator.
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The system formed by eqs. (1), (6) and (7) represents
a simplified description of a general reed interaction with
the air flow of a wind instrument. The discretization of this
system of equations shall be referenced further as the state-
of-the-art (SOTA) implementation. For woodwind instru-
ments, a cane reed is used and the playing frequency of
such instruments is mainly controlled by the resonator and
not strongly influenced by the reed itself [10]. Contrary to
this, the lip reed for a brass instrument plays a bigger role
in obtaining correct musical notes. The resonance of the lip
reed is influenced by instrumentalists through subtle mus-
cle control of the lips and needs to be related to the natural
frequencies of the resonator, resulting in a strong coupling
between the reed and the air tube. Additionally, the lip
reed’s elastic properties helps in shaping the reed’s open-
ing, which is not as linear as the rigid cane reed’s rectangu-
lar aperture. This detail adds to the nonlinear complexity
of the lip reed model [2].

As stated, a topic of interest in this case is to study self-
oscillation of the lip reed without the aid of an object.
Keeping the same mass-spring structure described previ-
ously, the driving force applied on a harmonic oscillator
has to be oscillatory in nature to achieve system vibra-
tion [14]. In the context of brass, if Pm is constant and the
resonator’s air tube influence is eliminated, the resulting
aerodynamic forces become static. In theory, the lip reed
would not be permitted to vibrate, reaching an equilibrium
immediately. Thus, an additional force acting upon the lip
is needed to obtain an oscillatory motion.

This topic guides us into the field of vortex-induced vi-
bration (VIV), which is scarcely studied in the field of
sound and music computing, but heavily discussed in the
field of structural engineering. Consider a bluff 1 nonrotating
object placed within a travelling flow, as seen in Fig. 2.
As the flow moves with a certain speed, oscillation of the
object can occur due to instabilities formed in the layer
around the object [15]. From these instabilities, alternating
flow vortices on opposite sides of the object are formed,
which change the pressure distribution along the object’s
surface, resulting in a pseudo-periodically varying lift force
in the transversal direction [16, 17]. This phenomenon is
present for example in aeolian vibration, such as power
lines “singing” during strong winds [18].

Figure 2. Vortex-induced vibration scheme, excited by a
moving flow.

1 The term “bluff” can be crudely considered the opposite of “aerody-
namic”, describing a body placed within a fluid stream which generates
separated boundary flows over a significant part of its surfaces [15]. This
results in strong drag forces acting upon the body.

3. RELATED WORK

Literature on brass instruments mainly focuses on mod-
eling the upper lip of the mouth, since it moves during
the interaction significantly more than the lower lip [4].
Of particular interest is the model proposed by Rodet and
Vergez in several works [6, 19], which takes the modeling
approach of equivalating the movement of the upper lip as
the interaction between a mass-spring and an air flow, as
shown in Fig. 1. The chosen model consists of a paral-
lelepipedic object of mass m attached to a spring k and
damper r. The object is presumed to have defined areas
for its front, rear and bottom faces. The vertical displace-
ment of the mass-spring is denoted with x(t), the pressure
response at the entry of the mouth piece p(t) and the in-
coming volume air flow rate U(t).

Inspired by eqs. (1), (6) and (7), the authors of [6] pro-
pose a similar lip-air tube coupling system, additionally
taking into account lip collision during aperture closing
and the fact that the air flow can travel in both directions:

mẍ+ (1 + 4θ)rẋ+ (1 + 3θ)kx = F, (8)

p(t) = (g ∗ U)(t), (9)

U = S · (1− θ) · sgn(Pm − p) ·

√
2|Pm − p|

ρ
, (10)

F = γ(Pm − p) +Ab(1− θ)p, (11)

θ =

{
1 when x ≤ 0

0 when x > 0

where Ab is the bottom area of the mass-spring, F is the
resultant of the pressure forces applied on the reed and γ
represents the effective area of the pressure forces parallel
to the flow, which includes the angle of the parallelepi-
pedic mass. The Heaviside variable θ denotes whether the
lips are closed (x ≤ 0) or open (x > 0). When the lips
close, the mass-spring system becomes more rigid to simu-
late collision, while the air flow U(t) and the force applied
underneath the lip become null.

Many measurements were done in the area of lip move-
ment for brass excitation, in order to observe a certain re-
lationship between different parameters of the interaction.
In the work of Boutin et al. [4], important insights are pre-
sented on how the lip pressure varies with lip aperture,
along with the variation of the bore impedance in regards
to the playing frequency. Additionally, the experimental
measurements of lip surface conducted by Bromage et al.
[2] show similar findings, along with an interesting pro-
posal to mathematically define the lip surface variation.
From empirical observations, a general lip opening area-
displacement formula can be derived as

S(t) = S0[x/x0]q, (12)

where S0 and x0 represent reference mean values of the lip
opening area and displacement, and q is an exponent value
between 1 and 2.

On the topic of VIV, the literature proves to be pretty
scarce in this domain. With the exception of a few studies
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on vibration produced on cavity holes for pipe organs [20],
vibration for more flexible objects seems to not be a field
of interest for the sound computing field. A better under-
standing of the phenomena can be viewed in studies on
structural engineering problems, such as [16].

4. IMPLEMENTATION

The following is an overview on the implementation and
the control parameters of the resulting real-time VST ap-
plication, developed in C++ using the JUCE framework
[21]. Initially, the implementation focused on discretiz-
ing the system of equations defined in Section 3, without
considering the influence of VIV. After achieving this ap-
proach, the VIV phenomenon is added as a separate part of
the discretization process.

The mass-spring vertical displacement x can be deter-
mined using finite-difference time-domain methods. The
update formula for the next step of x at a predefined sam-
pling frequency fs is as follows:

x[n] =
1

a1
(F + a2 · x[n− 1] + a3 · x[n− 2]), (13)

where 
s = 1

fs

a1 = m
s2 + (1+4θ)r

2s

a2 = 2m
s2 − (1 + 3θ)k

a3 = (1+4θ)r
2s − m

s2

Taking inspiration from Rodet’s work on brass simulation
[7], the resonant frequency of the lip influences the mass
and the elasticity of the spring, which are scaled using a
tension factor ζ, a ratio between the desired frequency flip
and a reference frequency f0, defined for a reference mass
m0 and elasticity k0:

flip = ζ · f0 = ζ · 1

2π

√
k0
m0

, (14)

k = k0 · ζ, (15) m = m0/ζ. (16)

After finding the next sample of x, the Heaviside vari-
able θ is updated if the state of the lips have changed. To
minimise unwanted behavior of the model during frequent
switching between the lip states, a sharp hysteresis func-
tion is implemented with Pm-dependent thresholds. The
switching limits of the hysteresis are modulated by a “jit-
ter noise”, which consists of a white noise generator whose
variance depends on the blowing pressure. The modifica-
tion of the hysteresis limits only occurs at the passing be-
tween the two states of the Heaviside variable θ.

The lip aperture surface at the next time step is calculated
using eq. (12), where q = 1.3 was chosen in this current
implementation, since it proved to yield satisfying results.

Now that x[n] can be computed, the rest of the unknown
variables in the lip motion (the pressure within the flow p
and the air flow volumetric rate U ) are calculated from eqs.
(9) and (10). Since the focus is on modeling the excitation
process, the tube resonator model will be simplified, us-
ing only the formula for the impulse response of a normal

cylindrical tube, inspired from [19]

g(t) = Z · δ(t) + 2Z ·
∞∑
i=1

µi · δ(t− iT ), (17)

where Z represents the characteristic impedance of air at
the lip aperture, δ(t) the Dirac impulse function, T the res-
onant period of the air tube of a certain length and µ is
the feedback reflection coefficient, which ranges between
-1 and 0. This impulse response does not take into account
any bore variation similar to a real brass instrument res-
onator, nor does it consider any scattering effects caused
by the size mismatch between the lip reed aperture and the
cross section of the tube resonator. The input impedance is
calculated as

Z[n] =
ρ · c
S[n]

, (18)

where ρ and c are the air density and the speed of sound
in air, respectively. For a very small lip aperture, the in-
put impedance becomes very large, up to very unrealistic
values, compared to real-life measurements [3,4]. This re-
sults in occasional destabilisation of the physical model. If
the lips are closed, the calculated impedance tends to infin-
ity, which is propagated in the feedback path of the model.
As such, a capping function is implemented, to limit the
impedance to a maximum possible value. The maximum
limit decreases nonlinearly in terms of playing frequency,
according to

Zmax =
5 · 1010

6 · flip · 10−2 + 1
. (19)

The function follows the behavior found in previous impe-
dance measurements [3, 4] and fine-tuned empirically to
obtain the best sound quality for all parametric conditions
of the physical model.

With x known, the next step is to compute p. First, with
the formulated impulse response, eq. (7) can be rewritten
as

p[n] = Z · U [n] + 2 · Z ·
∞∑
i=1

µi · U [n− i · T · fs]. (20)

By writing sgn(y) = y/|y|, eq. (10) can be formulated as

U [n] = S[n]·(1−θ)·(Pm−p[n])·

√
2

ρ

1

|Pm − p[n]|
. (21)

By replacing volume flow rate U as a function of pressure
p in eq. (6) and computing the convolution in eq. (7) the
following equation is obtained:

p[n] = A · (Pm − p[n]) · 1√
|Pm − p[n]|

+ C, (22)

where
A = c · (1− θ) ·

√
2ρ, (23)

C = 2 · Z ·
∞∑
i=1

µi · U [n− i · T · fs]. (24)
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Here, A can be seen as a variable that describes the flow’s
physical characteristics and C represents the summation of
all reflected pressure waves from the air tube at time step
n. This summation is computed with the aid of a simple
interpolated delay line buffer, as seen in Fig. 3. The length
of the buffer depends on the user-defined tube resonant
frequency of the brass model. Before continuing to the
next step of the process, the air tube contribution is passed
through a one-pole low pass filter to prevent any aliasing
caused by sudden changes of the delay buffer’s length. To
counteract the filter’s influence on the tube’s resonance, the
delay buffer needs to be defined shorter than its theoretical
length.

Figure 3. Delay buffer implementation for computation of
air tube contribution.

By writing an equivalence in
√
|Pm − p[n]| = y, eq. (22)

becomes a solvable second order polynomial, but whose
results depend on the absolute value of the pressure dif-
ference. From a computational point of view, the sign of
the difference between Pm and p cannot be determined in
real time. Thus, two situations need to be considered when
computing p: when the air flow is moving from the mouth
into the mouthpiece (Pm > p) and vice versa. The former
case describes an “outward” behavior of the air flow, while
the latter describes an “inward” behavior.

Considering the former case, the pressure within the air
tube p can be computed as follows:

|Pm − p| = Pm − p = y2, (25)

p = Pm − y2. (26)

Eq. (22) becomes:

(Pm − y2) · y = A · y2 + C · y, (27)

y2 +A · y + C − Pm = 0. (28)

From the roots of the eq. (28), only one of the roots of
the polynomial is chosen as the solution for p. To find out
in which behavioral case the process is, the deltas of both
cases need to be calculated and compared

p1,2[n] = Pm ∓ (
−A+

√
∆1,2

2
)2, (29)

where
∆1,2 = A2 ∓ 4C ± 4Pm. (30)

Since A is always positive, both ∆1 and ∆2 can never be
negative at the same time. If ∆1 is negative, then ∆2 is
obligatorily positive, meaning the air flow has an inward
behavior. The opposite is also true. However, both deltas
can also be positive at the same time. For this situation, the
choice between the two methods is dependent on the pre-
vious behavioral case. For example, if both deltas are pos-
itive and the previous behavioral case was outward, then
the computational method for an outward flow is chosen.

After p is determined at the current time step, the value is
inserted back into eq. (10) to compute U . This completes
the process loop of the physical model.

As it can be observed, the air tube contribution can be
removed if µ is set to 0. But in the current configuration, it
would result in an unrealistic behavior, where the pressure
within the air flow p would become constant, depending
only on the static variables A and Pm. In parallel, the lip
displacement x is still varying in this case, opening and
closing the aperture. This drawback is caused by the SOTA
design of lip reed simulation, since it is always presumed
that a tube resonator is attached to the reed.

To obtain the self-oscillation of the mass-spring without
coupling it to a resonator, the previously discussed VIV
phenomena has to be added to the process. According to
theory in this domain [17, 22, 23], a periodic lift force ap-
plied to a damped oscillator can be described mathemati-
cally as follows:

mẍ+ rẋ+ kx = L(t), (31)

L(t) = −Laẍ+ Lvẋ, (32)

(m+ La)ẍ+ (r − Lv)ẋ+ kx = 0, (33)

where La represents an added mass term and Lv an added
damping term from the lift force. Both terms are dependent
on the speed of the air flow, which is in turn proportional
to the volumetric flow rate U and lip displacement x.

Since most of the case studies in VIV researches are fo-
cused on cylindrical objects and the lift force terms also
depend on characteristics of said object, it would be too in-
accurate to consider that what works for cylindrical pipes
also works for the model’s parallelepipedic mass-spring.
Hence, a mathematical study on fluid dynamic interaction
for this type of object is necessary to have a veridic simu-
lation.

To avoid a complete redesign of the model or an exhaus-
tive research on the area of fluid dynamics, a more em-
pirical approach is implemented to emulate VIV. Firstly,
La is ignored in this implementation, since the added mass
would affect the real vibration frequency of the mass-spring
and would reduce the musical utility of the model drasti-
cally. Secondly, the added damping term was calculated as
a nonlinear function of x. The modified damping coeffi-
cient for eq. (8) becomes [23]

r = max(rspring − wr ·
∣∣∣x0
x

∣∣∣d, 0), (34)

where rspring is the user-defined spring damping amount,
wr a weight coefficient of the added damping term and d
the order of dependency on the lip displacement. With this
modification, self-oscillation of the mass-spring is achieved.

A final detail is the application of breath noise modula-
tion on the embouchure model, as seen in Fig. 4. The
modified parameter in question is the mouth blowing pres-
sure Pm and the parameter’s modulation depends on both
lip displacement and blowing pressure itself. The pressure
is modulated with a “pulsed noise”, i.e., a white noise gen-
erator passed through two parametric biquad filters, one
bandpass (BPF) and one highpass (HPF). The amplitude of
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the modulated noise depends on normalized lip displace-
ment |x/x0| and the user-defined blowing pressure Pm0.
The HPF’s cutoff frequency is scaled in regards to the lip
aperture’s surface. When the surface increases, the cutoff
frequency becomes lower. This behavior reflects a funda-
mental relationship between the physical dimension of an
object and the vibration frequency produced in fluid dy-
namics [20].

Figure 4. Diagram for noise modulation.

The output of the model is the pressure variable p, scaled
to be within the audio amplitude range. Pressure is con-
sidered as the best variable from which the output is com-
puted, due to the relation between human hearing mecha-
nism and pressure variation related to sound propagation.
Due to the complex nonlinear processing, oversampling is
required in order to get better audio quality and stability.

The VST provides an interface for the user to control
the characteristics of the lip mass-spring, air tube, mouth
blowing pressure, noise modulation and the added VIV
damping term.

A MIDI mapping implementation is also achieved for the
plugin, which aids expressive control of the lips, tube and
blowing pressure parameters. The MIDI note frequency,
pitch bend and modulation messages influence the air tube
and lip resonant frequencies, while blowing pressure is
controlled via note velocity and a MIDI expression value
(extracted from data associated with Aftertouch or an ex-
pression pedal), which dictates the amount of added pres-
sure to the initial value determined from note velocity.

5. EVALUATION

The following section presents the evaluation of the model,
from the perspective of interaction control and quality of
the audio behavior. The model’s VST application was tested
in the digital audio workstation REAPER [24] at 48 kHz
sampling frequency and 24-bit audio depth. The oversam-
pling is set at 4 times the VST host’s sampling frequency.
The model’s parameters are modified continuously through
the interface’s control knobs.

5.1 Interaction

When interacting with the model without the air tube cou-
pling, achieving self-oscillation of the lips proves to be a
difficult task. To simulate similar control behavior to that
of a brass player, simultaneous control of the model’s pa-
rameters is required. In the current context of the project,
this aspect is hard to obtain, since the correlation between
parameters is difficult to define. A solid vibration of the
lip model is achieved by balancing between the amount of
pressure and the mass-spring’s parameters. However, vi-
bration becomes much easier to generate when the air tube

is added. In this situation, vibration is easier to achieve
as the reflection coefficient of the tube increases. As the
reflection coefficient tends to -1, the air tube contribution
increases and the influence of the embouchure augmenta-
tions on the sound is reduced, reverting to the SOTA be-
havior.

Once the right sound of brass is obtained, the parameters
for lip mass-spring attenuation, lift force component, noise
modulation and air tube reflection can be left unchanged.
Thus, for real time control, to generate different notes of
similar timbre, only lip resonant frequency, blowing pres-
sure and tube resonant frequency need to be modified.

5.2 Sound and behavior

Timbre and behavior evaluation is done through informal
listening and spectral measurements of the model’s output
in MATLAB. The listening was conducted by the authors
and the personnel at Audio Modeling [25], who collabo-
rated for the development of this model. Recordings that
are showcasing the model’s output can be heard at [26].

Overall, the model’s output resembles strongly that of a
generic brass instrument. The tube resonant frequency can
be set within a large range, thus the model’s behavior can
vary from that of a bass trumpet to a “trombino”. A posi-
tive aspect of the model is the quality of the sweeping be-
tween the natural frequencies of the tube, resulting in a less
abrupt “quantization” behavior. By adjusting the reflection
coefficient, the quality of the transients is heavily modified,
becoming more elongated as reflection is decreased. The
transients can become long enough to create a beating ef-
fect between nearby consecutive resonances while sweep-
ing.

The prolonging of the transients also aids expressiveness,
achieving sounds that are not just the natural frequencies
of the tube. This is similar to how real brass players are
capable of “lipping” sounds around the resonant frequen-
cies of the instrument. Thus, the model has the potential
of supporting a vibrato-playing style or creating a legato
pattern of notes between consecutive resonances. Based
on these observations, it seems that adding independence
to the lip reed does influence the timbre and behavior of
the model, obtaining a more veridical sound. For the cur-
rent implementation, the model can easily excite a large
number of tube harmonics, even higher than 2 kHz, which
is considered beyond the capabilities of most experienced
brass players in the world. However, at such high frequen-
cies, aliasing becomes much more noticeable, degrading
the quality of the sound.

Another confirmation to the model’s quality of a brass
sound is seen through waveform comparison between the
synthesized output and the bore pressure measurements
from previous research [2, 4], which seem to be similar in
nature. Examples of the waveforms can be seen in Fig. 5.

Without the lip lift force aid, the model reverts to the
SOTA implementation and its strong “quantization”. The
sweeping between the notes is clean with short transients
and the number of audible generated tube harmonics is less
than with the aid of the lift force.

Without the air tube, the self-oscillating lip model seems
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Figure 5. Time-domain representation of synthesized brass
sound without (a) and with (b) mouth pressure noise.

to generate a “buzzing” sound. Online videos and record-
ings of “lip buzz” have been chosen as reference while
evaluating the simulated sound. For lower frequencies,
the model’s sound resembles to real life examples, but the
behavior becomes less natural when the lips vibrate at a
higher frequency. However, high frequency buzz examples
are not that common, since it is hard for a brass wind player
to generate such a sound without any additional aid. Thus,
it is difficult to ascertain what is the expected behavior in
this context.

In addition to this, the resulting oscillation is unstable in
terms of maintaining a constant amplitude or fundamental
frequency, at constant parameters.

flip [Hz] fout [Hz] flip/fout

220 333.98 0.6587
440 641.60 0.6858
880 1315.43 0.6690

Table 1. Observations on discrepancy between user-
defined lip frequency flip and output’s fundamental fre-
quency fout.

As seen in Table 1, the generated lip buzz has been mea-
sured and studied spectrally. There is a discrepancy be-
tween the user-defined lip resonant frequency and the out-
put’s fundamental frequency. The ratio between the two
frequencies seems to be constant and this reflects the phys-
ical constraints of previous models, presented in [27]. Be-
cause of the lips collision simulation and of the varying
spring attenuation, the lip model vibrates at a higher fre-
quency than expected. This behavior is proven also when
having an air tube attached, where, despite defining the res-
onant lip frequency at a natural harmonic of the tube res-
onator, the next higher harmonic is instead excited.

The breath noise modulation yields convincing results if
adjusted to a low amplitude, giving the impression of a real
air flow passing through the tube resonator.

Modifying the resonant frequency of the air tube is equiv-
alent with modifying the length of the brass tube with a
slide. While a slide usually offers a deviation of a few

semitones from the original starting pitch with this model,
radical changes in length can be simulated with the model.
These extreme adjustments yield an interesting repeating
portamento behavior, varying across an octave.

The model encounters some problems when it comes to
simulating lower dynamic sounds. It is expected that the
higher the blowing pressure, the higher the amplitude of
the vibration and the more noticeable the presence of higher
harmonics in the sound, as heard in trumpet crescendo per-
formances. In the model, the amplitude of the fundamen-
tal does increase, but the higher harmonics are decreas-
ing. This behavior is explained by the damping variation
caused by the lift force. As blowing pressure increases,
the lip displacement x also increases, which may lead to
a higher damping amount once x becomes larger than the
calculated mean displacement value x0. As a result, the
increase in damping also attenuates the high harmonics.

At a lower blowing pressure level, there is a higher chance
of getting short bursts of distortion when sweeping be-
tween resonances. The distortions are caused by the impe-
dance capping method, which changes in accordance to lip
frequency, but not to blowing pressure or lip aperture sur-
face. For low blowing pressure, the resulting lip displace-
ment and aperture surface are small. Thus, the surface-
dependent impedance is too high in this case, which leads
to a stronger air tube contribution in comparison to the
mouth pressure force.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A real-time physical model of a brass instrument with em-
bouchure independence is obtained, which showcases a
beneficial augmentation of previous work. While the model
matches the quality of timbre from previous implementa-
tions, it increases greatly the expressiveness potential of
the brass instrument model. By studying both theoretically
and empirically the physics acting upon an embouchure,
an independent model is obtained by taking into account
the VIV phenomena as a source of mass-spring excitation.
When coupled with the resonator, an improvement on the
transient behavior between natural frequencies of the air
tube is achieved.

With this accomplishment, the model could become a
versatile digital instrument, that would be able to support
a player’s needs for more expressive sound generation of
a virtual brass instrument. However, due to the nonlinear
complexity of the embouchure and the empirical approach
of modeling self-oscillation, the model proves to be unsta-
ble at certain points, creating unwanted distortions, bursts
or timbre evolution. An important amount of fine tuning
is required to obtain a stable model with a proper sound at
the current state.

For future consideration, several in-depth studies on cer-
tain aspects of the modeled embouchure could yield im-
provements. A possible study topic is the behavior of springs
with variable elasticity and damping, in order to have a bet-
ter expectation on the output’s fundamental frequency and
to adapt the model to the expected frequency. In addition
to this, a better insight on input impedance variation and
VIV can result in stabilizing the model’s behavior while
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interacting. Though, this research may result in discarding
the current mass-spring assumption for lip modeling and
replacing it with a more complex design.

After improving the embouchure model, the next steps
should concern the refinement of the resonator part of the
model. In order to obtain a full-fledged brass instrument,
some details of the resonator need to be added to the cur-
rent implementation. An example of a research topic in
this sense can be the bell of the brass tube with a user-
modifiable curvature.
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ABSTRACT

The tromba marina is a medieval bowed monochord instru-
ment. The string of the instrument rests on a rattling bridge
that, due to the collision with the body, creates a trumpet-
like sound. This paper presents a real-time implementation
of a physical model of the tromba marina. The goal of the
simulation is to make the instrument accessible to a larger
audience. The physical model is implemented using finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) methods and non-iterative
collision methods. A real-time implementation of the in-
strument is also presented. The simulation exhibits brass-
like qualities and sounds similar to a real tromba marina,
but requires further testing to validate the realism.

1. INTRODUCTION

The tromba marina (see Figure 1) is a medieval bowed
monochord instrument with a long quasi-trapezoidal body
and a uniquely fashioned bridge (often called a shoe, be-
cause of its shape – see Figure 2). The name of the in-
strument derives from the fact that tromba means trumpet
in Italian. A peculiarity of the instrument is that a foot
of the bridge is free to rattle against the soundboard in
sympathy with the vibrating string. This unusual bridge
creates a trumpet-like sound. The frequency produced by
the instrument is varied by placing the side of the knuckle
of the non-dominant hand, lightly, at specific nodal points
on the string, in order to select various harmonics of the
open string. The dominant hand controls the bow, which is
drawn across the string above the non-dominant hand [1].

In this paper, we present a real-time implementation of
a physical model of the tromba marina. One of the ulti-
mate goals is the emulation of an instrument that, due to
its rarity, is not accessible to a large audience.

Physical modelling for sound synthesis has a long his-
tory. Various techniques have been developed to simulate
real-world instruments, including mass-spring systems [2],
digital waveguides [3] and modal synthesis [4]. Finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) methods were first used
for sound synthesis by Hiller and Ruiz in [5–7], later by
Chaigne et al. in [8,9] and elaborated upon by Bilbao and
colleagues in [10, 11]. Compared with other techniques,

Copyright: © 2020 Silvin Willemsen et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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Figure 1. The tromba marina from the Danish Music Mu-
seum in Copenhagen.

Figure 2. The bridge of the tromba marina from the Danish
Music Museum in Copenhagen. The right side is pressed
against the body by the string while the left side is free and
can rattle against the body.
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FDTD methods are more computationally expensive, but
easily generalisable and flexible—no assumptions of lin-
earity of travelling wave solutions are employed. Our goal
is to implement these techniques in real time and thereby
make the simulations playable for the users. For this pur-
pose, we use the expressive Sensel Morph controller [12].
Other work in real-time control of FDTD methods using
this controller includes [13].

The emulation of nonlinear collision interactions in musi-
cal instruments normally requires the use of iterative solvers
(such as the Newton-Raphson algorithm) [14]. For the
nonlinear collisions present in the instrument, a method re-
cently proposed in the field of audio by Lopes and Falaize
in [15–17] and later by Ducceschi and Bilbao in [18] al-
lows such iterative methods to be sidestepped. It is thus
suited to creating a real-time implementation of the tromba
marina.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the models used and Section 3 shows the discretisation of
these. Section 4 provides information about implementa-
tion, parameter choices, the graphical user interface and
control and mapping. Section 5 shows the results and dis-
cusses these. Concluding remarks and future work are pre-
sented in Section 6.

2. MODELS

The tromba marina can be subdivided into three main com-
ponents: the string, the bridge and the body. In this sec-
tion, the partial differential equations (PDEs) of the differ-
ent components in isolation, under zero-input conditions,
will be of the form

Lq = 0. (1)

Here, q = q(x, t) represents the state of the component at
time t and spatial coordinate x ∈ D, where the dimensions
of domain D depend on the component at hand. Further-
more, L is a partial differential operator. (Subscripts ‘s’,
‘m’ and ‘p’ used subsequently indicate that (1) applies to
the string, bridge (mass) or body (plate), respectively.)

2.1 Bowed Stiff String

Consider a damped stiff string of length L (m), with do-
mainD = Ds = [0, L] and state variable q = u(χ, t). With
reference to (1), we define the operator L = Ls as [10]

Ls = ρsA∂
2
t −T∂2χ+EsI∂

4
χ+2ρsAσ0,s∂t−2ρsAσ1,s∂t∂

2
χ.

(2)
Here, ∂t and ∂χ indicate partial differentiation with respect
to t and χ. The various parameters appear as: material den-
sity ρs (kg·m−3), cross-sectional area A = πr2 (m2), ra-
dius r (m), tension T = (2f0,sL)2ρsA (N), 1 fundamental
frequency f0,s (s−1), Young’s modulus Es (Pa), area mo-
ment of inertia I = πr4/4 (m4), and loss coefficients σ0,s
(s−1) and σ1,s (m2/s). We set the boundary conditions to
be simply supported so that

u = ∂2χu = 0 for χ = 0, L. (3)

1 Even though this definition for T from the fundamental frequency
f0,s is only valid for a simply supported string without stiffness, the effect
of the stiffness eventually chosen for f0,s is negligible.

As the string is excited using a bow, Equation (1) may be
augmented as [10]

Lsu = −δ(χ− χb)FbΦ(vrel), (4)

with externally supplied downward bow force Fb = Fb(t)
(N), spatial Dirac delta function δ(χ − χb) (m) selecting
the bow position χb = χb(t) ∈ Ds (m) and dimensionless
friction characteristic

Φ(vrel) =
√

2avrele
−av2rel+1/2, (5)

with free parameter a. The relative velocity between the
string at bow location χb and the externally supplied bow
velocity vb = vb(t) (m/s) is defined as

vrel = ∂tu(χb, t)− vb. (6)

2.2 Bridge

The bridge is modelled as a simple mass-spring-damper
system. As this system is point-like, or zero-dimensional,
the state variable q = w(t) and the definition of domain D
is unnecessary. The operator L = Lm is defined as

Lm = M
d2

dt2
+Mω2

0 +MR
d

dt
, (7)

with mass M (kg), linear angular frequency of oscillation
ω0 = 2πf0,m, (s−1), fundamental frequency f0,m (s−1) and
damping coefficient R (s−1).

2.3 Body

The body is simplified to a two-dimensional plate with
side-lengths Lx and Ly , domain D = Dp = [0, Lx] ×
[0, Ly] and state variable q = z(x, y, t). Using the 2D
Laplacian

∆ , ∂2x + ∂2y , (8)

the operator L = Lp can be defined as [10]

Lp = ρpH∂
2
t +D∆∆+2ρpHσ0,p∂t−2ρpHσ1,p∂t∆, (9)

with material density ρp (kg·m−3), plate thickness H (m),
stiffness coefficientD = EpH

3/12(1−ν2), Young’s mod-
ulus Ep (Pa), dimensionless Poisson’s ratio ν, and loss co-
efficients σ0,p (s−1) and σ1,p (m2/s). The boundary condi-
tions of the plate are set to be clamped so that

z = n · ∇z = 0. (10)

where ∇z is the gradient of z, and where n indicates a
normal to the plate area at the boundary.

2.4 Collisions

It can be argued that the greatest contributor to the char-
acteristic sound of the tromba marina is the rattling bridge
colliding with the body. A diagram of the bridge with im-
portant parts highlighted can be found in Figure 3. A colli-
sion can be modelled by including a term to the PDEs men-
tioned above describing the potential energy of the system
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body
a) b)

c)

Figure 3. Diagram of the bridge while rattling (view from
top of the tromba marina). Indicated are: a) the pivoting
point always in contact with the body, b) the rattling point
colliding with the body (currently not colliding), and c)
the string cavity straight above the middle of the pivoting
point.

(further referred to as the potential) [18]. For the bridge-
body (mass-plate) interaction this potential is defined as
follows

φmp(ηmp) =
Kmp

αmp + 1
[ηmp]

αmp+1
+ , (11)

Kmp > 0, αmp ≥ 1, ηmp , z(xmp, ymp, t)− w(t)

where Kmp is the collision stiffness (N/m if αmp = 1),
αmp is the dimensionless nonlinear collision coefficient,
and ηmp = ηmp(t) is the distance between the rattling part
of the bridge and the body at the point of collision (m).
Furthermore, [ηmp]+ = 0.5(ηmp + |ηmp|) is the positive
part of ηmp. Note that penalty methods are employed here,
where a positive ηmp, i.e., interpenetration of the colliding
objects, is intended [19]. The term which can then be in-
cluded in the PDEs is φ′mp = dφmp/dηmp. As described
in [15–18], using this form of the potential requires us-
ing iterative methods for solving its discrete counterpart.
In [18], the authors propose to rewrite the potential to

ψ =
√

2φ, (12)

and the term included in the PDEs to

φ′ = ψψ′ = ψ
dψ

dη

chain rule−−−−−→ ψ
ψ̇

η̇
, (13)

where the dot above ψ and φ denotes a single time deriva-
tive. Equation (13), as can be seen in Section 3, leads to
guaranteed stable and explicitly computable simulation al-
gorithms without the need for iterative solvers.

As the string rests on the bridge, the interaction between
these components needs to be modelled as well. Even
though the bridge-body interaction is perpendicular to the
string-bridge interaction, we can model them as being par-
allel, assuming that a “horizontal” movement of the string
causes a “vertical” movement of the rattling part of the
bridge. We can use an alternative version of the potential
in Equation (11) described in [20] to make the collision
two-sided acting as a connection:

φsm(ηsm) =
Ksm

αsm + 1
|ηsm|αsm+1, (14)

Ksm > 0, αsm ≥ 1, ηsm , w(t)− u(χsm, t)

where ηsm = ηsm(t) is the distance between the string at
the location of the bridge and the bridge itself.

2.5 Complete System

A complete system for the tromba marina may be written,
in continuous-time as:

Lsu = −δ(χ− χb)FbΦ(vrel) (15a)
+ δ(χ− χsm)ψsmψ

′
sm

Lmw = −ψsmψ
′
sm + ψmpψ

′
mp, (15b)

Lpz = −δ(x− xmp, y − ymp)ψmpψ
′
mp, (15c)

ηsm = w(t)− u(χsm, t), (15d)
ηmp = z(xmp, ymp, t)− w(t), (15e)

where χsm ∈ Ds is the location of the bridge along the
string and (xmp, ymp) ∈ Dp is the location on the body
with which the bridge collides.

3. DISCRETISATION

System (15) is discretised using FDTD methods. These
methods subdivide the continuous system in grid points in
space and samples in time. Before going into the discreti-
sation of the models, and collision and connection terms in
the system described in (15), some finite difference opera-
tors are introduced.

3.1 Operators

The identity and temporal shift operators are defined as

1ηn = ηn, et+η
n = ηn+1, et−η

n = ηn−1. (16)

Using these, the operators for the forward, backward and
centered time differences can be defined as

δt+ =
et+ − 1

k
, δt− =

1− et−
k

, δt· =
et+ − et−

2k
, (17)

and are all approximations to a first-order time derivative.
Furthermore, forwards and backwards averaging operators
are defined as

µt+ =
et+ + 1

2
, µt− =

1 + et−
2

. (18)

and can be used to describe interleaved grid points n+1/2
and n− 1/2 respectively.

3.2 Discrete Models

To approximate the state of a system in isolation we use

q(x, t) ≈ qnl , (19)

where grid function qnl is a discrete approximation to q(x, t)
at t = nk with time step k (s), time index n ≥ 0 and grid
location l that depends on domainD of the system at hand.
In the case of the string, we use χ = lhs with grid spacing
hs (m), l = l ∈ [0, . . . , N ] and total number of grid points
N = L/hs to yield u(χ, t) ≈ unl .
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In the case of the body, we use x = lhp and y = mhp to
get z(x, y, t) ≈ zn(l,m) where l = (l,m) with l ∈ [0, . . . , Nx]

and m ∈ [0, . . . , Ny]. Here, Nx = Lx/hp and Ny =
Ly/hp are the horizontal and vertical number of grid points
respectively with grid spacing hp (m).

The discretisation of and expansion of operator L ≈ ` in
the case of stiff strings, mass-spring systems and plates us-
ing FDTD methods are well covered in the literature [10]
and will not be described in detail in this paper. To obtain
the highest accuracy possible while keeping the system ex-
plicit (except for the bow), centered differences – which
are second-order accurate – have been chosen where pos-
sible.

For stability, grid spacings hs and hp should satisfy the
conditions below. In the case of the damped stiff string,

hs ≥

√
c2k2 + 4σ1,sk +

√
(c2k2 + 4σ1,sk)2 + 16κ2s k

2

2
,

(20)
with wave speed c =

√
T/ρsA and stiffness coefficient

κs =
√
EsI/ρsA and in the case of the plate,

hp ≥ 2

√
k
(
σ1,s +

√
κ2p + σ2

1,s

)
, (21)

with stiffness coefficient κp =
√
D/ρpH . The closer the

grid spacings are to these conditions, the higher the accu-
racy of the approximation.

In order to discretise the Dirac delta functions found in
system (15) we introduce a spreading operator J(xc) that
applies a force to coordinate xc, which, in the simplest
case, is defined as [10]

J(xc) =

{
1
hd
, l = lc = round(xc/h)

0, otherwise
(22)

Here, d is the number of dimensions of domain D that x
is defined for, i.e., d = 0 for the bridge, d = 1 for the
string, and d = 2 for the plate. For finer control, a cubic
spreading operator J3 can be introduced [10]. This is used
for the bowing term in Equation (4), which is discretised
as follows

`su
n
l = −J3(χb)Fnb φ(vnrel) (23)

where, using the centered difference operator from Equa-
tion (17),

vnrel = δt·u
n
lb − v

n
b , (24)

with coordinate lb = χb/hs. Equation (24) needs to be
calculated using iterative methods.

3.3 Collisions using Non-Iterative Methods

For the discrete-time definitions of the potential in (13) we
can use

ψ ≈ µt+ψn−1/2 and ψ′ ≈ δt+ψ
n−1/2

δt·ηn
, (25)

where ψ at interleaved grid point n− 1/2 is defined as

ψn−1/2 = µt−ψ
n. (26)

Note that applying a forward or backward difference oper-
ator to an interleaved grid – such as δt+ψn−1/2 in Equation
(25) – is second-order accurate.

For a system that has a single (upward) collision we get

`qnl = J(xc)
(
µt+ψ

n−1/2
) δt+ψn−1/2

δt·ηn
. (27)

Here, we use the identity

µt+ψ
n−1/2 =

k

2
δt+ψ

n−1/2 − ψn−1/2 (28)

and define

gn =
δt+ψ

n−1/2

δt·ηn
, (29)

which can be rewritten to

δt+ψ
n−1/2 = gnδt·η

n. (30)

Then, inserting (30) into (28) and this together with (29)
into (27) we get

`qnl = J(xc)

(
k

2
gnδt·η

n − ψn−1/2
)
gn (31)

where gn may be explicitly calculated using the analytic
expressions for ψ and φ [18]:

gn = ψ′
∣∣∣∣
η=ηn

=
φ′√
2φ

∣∣∣∣
η=ηn

. (32)

Numerical stability of this scheme is shown in [18]. When
writing out (32) we can obtain definitions for gnsm using
(14)

gnsm = sgn(ηnsm)

√
Ksm(αsm + 1)

2
|ηnsm|

αsm−1
2 , (33)

and gnmp using (11)

gnmp =

√
Kmp(αmp + 1)

2
[ηnmp]

αmp−1

2
+ . (34)

3.4 Complete Discrete System

Introducing for brevity,

ξn =
k

2
gnδt·η

n − ψn−1/2, (35)

the discrete counterpart of the complete system described
in (15) will be

`su
n
l = −J3(χnb )FbΦ(vnrel) + J(χsm)ξnsmg

n
sm, (36a)

`mw
n = −ξnsmg

n
sm + ξnmpg

n
mp, (36b)

`pz
n
(l,m) = −J(xmp, ymp)ξnmpg

n
mp, (36c)

ηnsm = wn − unlsm
, (36d)

ηnmp = zn(lmp,mmp)
− wn, (36e)

where discrete counterparts of connection and collision lo-
cations in Equations (36d) and (36e) are described as lsm =
χsm/hs and (lmp,mmp) = (xmp/hp, ymp/hp). This leaves
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us with two different types of update equations, one where
qn+1
l is calculated and one where ψn+1/2 is calculated.
One might think that due to the centered differences δt·ηn

still present in Equation (35), our system remains implicit,
but as we can insert the definitions for Equations (36d) and
(36e) evaluated at the next time index n + 1, which are
already present in `su

n
l , `mw

n and `pz
n
(l,m), the Equations

in (36) reduce to a system of linear equations that can be
solved by a single division.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

The real-time implementation of the system has been done
in C++ using the JUCE framework [21] and will be con-
trolled using the Sensel Morph (or simply Sensel) – an ex-
pressive touch controller. A demo of the application can
be found in [22]. This section will first elaborate some
important considerations regarding the setup of the sys-
tem. Then, the algorithm together with the parameter de-
sign will be presented. Finally, the graphical user inter-
face (GUI) will be detailed together with the Sensel and its
mapping to the application.

4.1 Introducing an Offset

Firstly, for more realistic and expressive sounds, we model
the bridge – and with that, the string – to rest slightly above
the body. Expanding `mw

n in (36b) and including the off-
set yields

`mw
n ⇒Mδttw

n +Mω2
0(wn−woff) +MRδt·w

n (37)

wherewoff ≥ 0 is a predefined offset between the body and
the bridge. Furthermore, the second-order time derivative
can be defined from the definitions in (17) as

δtt = δt+δt− . (38)

The boundary condition of the string defined in Equation
(3) will also change depending on the bridge offset:

u = woff and ∂2χu = 0. (39)

4.2 Pitch Control

Secondly, as briefly mentioned in Section 1, the way that
different pitches are played on the tromba marina, is to
slightly rest a knuckle or finger on nodal points along the
string to induce harmonics. Thus, a damping finger is im-
plemented. Using the cubic interpolation operator I3 [10],
Equation (36a) can be extended to

`su
n
l = . . .− J3(χf)I3(χf)σf(u

n
l − woff), (40)

where 0 ≤ σf ≤ 1,

which essentially subtracts its own state at location χf ∈
[0, 0.5χsm] according to the damping coefficient σf (kg·
s−2) applied. As done in [13], the fractional part used in
the spreading operator (αi = χf/h− floor(χf/h)) is raised
to the 7th power as it has been found to scale finger posi-
tion to pitch more properly in the context of FDTD. As the
string is bowed above the damping finger (at the other side

Figure 4. The virtual system in (36) including the offset
in Equation (37) and the damping finger in Equation (40),
with different important coordinates highlighted. Note that
ηsm (Equation (36d)) is not shown as it is close to 0 at all
times.

of the rattling bridge) it is essential that the energy from the
bow reaches the rattling bridge, which is still the case for
lower values of σf. A more realistic approach that could be
investigated is to model the finger as a mass colliding with
the string, rather than imposing the damping directly to the
state of the string as presented here.

A schematic plot of the full system, including the offset
described in Equations (37) and (39) and the damping fin-
ger from Equation (40) can be found in Figure 4.

4.3 Other Considerations

Realistic initialisation of both ηsm and ηmp is essential. In
this case (at n = 0) η0sm = 0 and η0mp ≤ 0 so that no
collision is present at initialisation.

After hp is calculated in Equation (21), we check whether
it is smaller than a set value hp,min = 0.01. This reduces
the quality of the model, but increases the speed, ultimately
allowing for real-time implementation.

4.4 Order of Calculation

The order of calculation is shown in the pseudocode in Al-
gorithm 1. In theory, in order to iteratively calculate the
bow force, the collision and connection forces should be
included in this. However, as the string is practically never
bowed at the bridge position χsm, these can be calculated
independently.

4.5 Parameter Design

The list of parameters used in the implementation can be
found in Table 1. As the authors had a real (recreated)
tromba marina (presented in [23]) at their disposal, some
parameters have been measured in accordance to the real
instrument. The others have been tuned by ear by one of
the authors.

Regarding the output of the system, through informal test-
ing it was decided to retrieve the output from the state of
the plate right at the point of collision zout = (lmp,mmp)
combined with the sound of the string at uout = L − χsm
at a lower volume. It can be argued that the loudest sound
comes from the collision between the bridge and the body
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while application is running do

1. calculate schemes

2. apply bow to string

3. apply damping finger

4. calculate gnsm and gnmp

5. calculate collision and
connection forces and
add to schemes

6. Update states

(`q in Eqs. (36a-c))

(Eq. (36a))

(Eq. (40))

(Eqs. (33) and (34))

(Eqs. (36a-c))

qn−1 = qn

qn = qn+1

ψn−1/2 = ψn+1/2

end

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode showing the order of calcu-
lation after initialisation. Bold symbols denote the col-
lection of states of the entire system (q) and potentials
(ψ).

Bowed String

Bridge
bow

Body

node locations

volume:

Figure 5. The GUI showing the excited system with com-
ponents highlighted. A more detailed description can be
found in Section 4.6.

making it logical to select this point as the main sound
source.

4.6 Graphical User Interface

A screenshot of the GUI is shown in Figure 5. The GUI
is divided in four sections, three showing the states of the
string, bridge and body respectively and one control sec-
tion.

Firstly, the string section shows the state of the string u
as a cyan-coloured path and the bow as a yellow rectan-
gle with bow position χb and its opacity depending on the
bow force Fb. Furthermore, the bridge state wn is shown
as a green circle at location (of the bridge along the string)
χsm. Finally, the position of the damping finger χf is dis-
played as a yellow circle, the size of which depends on
damping coefficient σf. The position of the finger triggers
lines showing the locations of the closest nodes along the

Name Symbol (unit) Value
String
Length L (m) 1.90*
Material density ρs (kg·m−3) 7850
Radius r (m) 0.0005
Fundamental freq. f0 (s−1) 32*
Young’s modulus Es (Pa) 2 · 1011
Freq. indep. loss σ0,s (s−1) 0.1
Freq. dep. loss σ1,s (m2/s) 0.05
Bow
Bow force Fb (N) 0 ≤ Fb ≤ 0.1
Bow velocity vb (m/s) −0.5 ≤ vb ≤ 0.5
Free parameter a (-) 100
Bridge
Mass M (kg) 0.001
Fundamental freq. f0,m (s−1) 500
Damping R (s−1) 0.05
Body
Length Lx (m) 1.35*
Width Ly (m) 0.18*
Material density ρp (kg·m−3) 50
Thickness H (m) 0.01
Young’s modulus Ep (Pa) 2 · 105
Poisson’s ratio ν (-) 0.3
Freq. indep. loss σ0,p (s−1) 2
Freq. dep. loss σ1,p (m2/s) 0.05
Min. grid spacing hp,min (m) 0.01
String-bridge connection
Stiffness coefficient Ksm (N/m) 5 · 106
Nonlin. col. coeff. αsm (-) 1
Bridge location χsm (m) 1.65*
Bridge-body collision
Stiffness coefficient Kmp (N/m) 5 · 108
Nonlin. col. coeff. αmp (-) 1
Bridge location (xmp, ymp) (m,m) (1.08, 0.135)*
Other
Offset woff (m) 5 · 10−6

Damp. finger coeff. σf (kg·s−2) 0 ≤ σf ≤ 1
Output loc. string uout (m) L− χsm
Output loc. body zout (m, m) (xmp, ymp)

Table 1. List of parameter values used for the simula-
tion. *These values have been taken from a real (recreated)
tromba marina [23].

string according to the following equation

χinode =
i · χsm

n
for i = [1, . . . , n− 1], (41)

where n = round(χsm/χf) is an integer closest to the ratio
between the string length until the bridge location and the
damping finger position. These lines are drawn to help the
user place the damping finger at nodes along the string.

Secondly, the bridge section shows the displacement of
the bridge w as a green circle, the state of the body at the
collision location z(lsm,msm), both moving vertically accord-
ing to their respective displacements and finally, a static
grey horizontal line denoting the offset woff, i.e., the rest-
ing position of the bridge.

Thirdly, the body section shows the state of the body z as
a grid of rectangles changing (grey-scale) colour according
to their displacement.

Finally, the control section contains three sliders that con-
trol the volume-levels of the string (s), bridge (m) and body
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(p) respectively (for experimentation of volume ratios be-
tween the components) and a reset button to re-initialise
the system.

4.7 Sensel Morph and Mapping

The Sensel is an expressive touch controller using ~20,000
pressure-sensitive sensors laid out in an hexagonal grid
[12]. It retrieves x and y-positions and pressure at a rate
of 150 Hz from which velocities and accelerations can be
obtained.

The first finger registered by the Sensel is mapped to the
bow: x-position is mapped to bow position χb, y-velocity
to bow velocity vb (y-position is shown in the GUI but does
not influence the model directly) and pressure to bow force
Fb. The second finger is mapped to the damping finger: x-
position is mapped to finger location xf and pressure to
damping coefficient σf.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Informal listening by the authors has confirmed that the
sound has brass-like qualities and comparison with the recre-
ated tromba marina showed that the sound exhibited sim-
ilar qualities. Naturally, formal listening tests need to be
conducted to verify this.

Disabling the graphics of the application, its CPU usage
is 68.9% on a MacBook Pro with a 2.2 GHz Intel i7 proces-
sor, easily allowing it to work in real-time. As the heaviest
part of the algorithm is the calculation of the body, the min-
imum grid spacing hp,min could be set to a higher value to
decrease the CPU usage. However, as mentioned, this will
decrease the quality of the output sound.

Through using the application, the authors found some
odd behaviour, where the bridge ‘gets stuck’ behind the
plate, i.e., values for ψmp would be negative for a short pe-
riod of time (one to several samples). The explicit tech-
nique used in this work allows for this to happen (and
can be proven to still be stable in this case [18]), but it
is ‘unphysical’ to have a negative potential as this implies
a ‘pulling’ collision. As can be seen from Table 1, the non-
linear collision coefficients αsm and αmp are set to 1. When
increasing these values, this behaviour would arise much
more often, and even occur for a prolonged period of time
(several seconds to indefinitely). This is also the reason
why the reset button presented in Section 4.6 has been im-
plemented. As mentioned in [18], oversampling increases
the accuracy of the explicit collision method, and could be
a solution to this issue. However, in order for the applica-
tion to run in real time, this solution can not be afforded
without decreasing the quality of the implementation, e.g.
increasing hp,min. Further investigation will be necessary
to solve this issue without oversampling.

Lastly, it has been found that when |zn(l,m)| / 10−306 (but
non-zero) for any coordinate (l,m) (which happens when
the body has not been collided with for a prolonged pe-
riod of time), the CPU usage increases considerably. This
could be explained by the fact that calculations with ex-
tremely small values are handled differently by the appli-
cation. This is solved by implementing a limit to how small

a value for zn(l,m) can be. If the value of zn(lsm,msm)
is lower

than this limit, the total plate state is set to 0.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a real-time implementation of a simulation of
the tromba marina has been presented. The output sound
has been found natural and brass-like by the authors and
exhibited similar qualities when compared to a real (recre-
ated) tromba marina.

Future work includes a comparison between the non-iterative
methods used in this paper and iterative methods (such as
and Newton-Raphson) both regarding algorithm speed and
sound quality.

Lastly, for a more physical implementation of the damp-
ing finger, it would be good to model it as another mass col-
liding with the string rather than directly imposing damp-
ing onto the string state.
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of nonlinear phenomena associated with string–
barrier collision dynamics is a long-standing open problem
in musical acoustics. In order to advance towards a com-
plete understanding of the problem good supporting exper-
imental data are needed. The experimental and theoretical
analysis of the string vibration in the monochord equipped
with a smooth and rigid barrier is presented. The exper-
imental data are gathered using video-kymographic tech-
nique that relies on digital image analysis of high-speed
line-scan camera imagery. The data are then compared
against a time-stepping model proposed by the authors.
The measurements show that the string–barrier dynamics
features two distinct vibration regimes. The initial short-
lasting violent regime characterised by the high energy col-
lisions and the resulting pitch glide effect, and the more
peaceful regime characterised by the nonlinear inter-modal
energy transfer phenomenon. It is shown that the proposed
model can predict many aspects of the investigated system.
The results and methods presented here should in general
find application in string instrument acoustics of similar
phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental research into the fundamental mechanical as-
pects of musical instruments is an important part of the
history of musical acoustics and of physics in general. The
standard model of a musical instrument has traditionally
been based around the canonical picture of a linear res-
onator, such as an acoustic tube, string, or metal bar, ex-
cited by a device with a nonlinear character, such as the
lip–reed mechanism, hammer contact, or a friction model
of a bow [1]. In recent years, attention has shifted to the
nonlinearity in the resonator itself, and the major effect it
can have on the resulting sound of the instrument. Two ex-
amples are: shock wave propagation in acoustic tubes [2],
leading to the brassy timbre of the trombone at high am-
plitude playing levels; and geometric nonlinearity in thin

Copyright: © 2020 Dmitri Kartofelev et al. This is
an open-access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-
stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author and source are credited.

plate and shell structures, leading to crashes of cymbals
[3]. More widespread than either of these two effects is
the nonlinearity associated with the collision of a vibrating
object such as a string with a barrier. Such an effect plays
a dominant role, for example, in guitars and various lutes
where the string interacts with a fretboard. It can produce
pleasant distortion, increasing the brightness and perceived
loudness of the string instrument’s sound. However, it has
been the most recent nonlinearity to be considered in de-
tail, is least understood, and most lacking in supporting
experimental data.

The theoretical study and modeling of string–barrier in-
teraction are long-standing open problems in musical acous-
tics. In the early twentieth century, Raman [4] was first
to study the problem and identify the veena bridge as the
main reason for the distinctive sound of the tambura and
veena. He noted that all string frequencies in these instru-
ments are excited irrespective of the location of the exci-
tation thereby violating the Young-Helmholtz law which
states that the vibrations of a string do not contain the nat-
ural modes which have a node at the point of excitation.
He notes that this is caused by the geometry of the bridge
but did not explain the reason behind the inapplicability
of the Young-Helmholtz law. Since then, much effort has
been devoted to modeling the collision dynamics of a vi-
brating string with various obstacles or boundary barriers.
Over the years many authors have solved this problem us-
ing different approaches: method of characteristics [5, 6];
assuming an inelastic constraint where the string is losing
kinetic energy during contact [7]; physical modeling ac-
companied by the finite difference method [8–14]; a modal
analysis approach [15–17]; by describing the movement of
the sitar string with partial differential equations [18–20];
waveguide modeling [21–23]; and finite element method
with Ivanov transformation to integrate the problem [24].

Some direct experimental measurements of string vibra-
tion in various string–barrier systems have been previously
conducted. The methods of string displacement measure-
ment can be divided into three categories: electromagnetic
methods, electric field sensing, and optical methods. The
electromagnetic methods exploit Faraday’s law. The prin-
ciple of the string displacement detection is the following:
An electromagnetic coil is placed near the string, and the
motion of the string induces a voltage in the circuit that
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is proportional to the string’s velocity from which the dis-
placement of the string is obtained. This method was used
and described in [25, 26]. The electric field sensing met-
hod makes use of the phenomenon of capacitance change
between two electrodes, when the distance between them
is varied. In the simplest approach, a conducting string is
grounded, and direct current (DC) is applied to an elec-
trode plate. The string’s movement modulates the volt-
age between the string and the plate, and thus information
about the string’s displacement is obtained (cf. [27]). The
optical methods exploit various light or laser emitting and
detecting sensors to capture vibration. For example, high-
speed cameras with suitable video analysis have been used
to measure string vibration successfully [28]. Also, differ-
ent devices that convert laser rays into a uniform parallel
beam and detect their shadows can ensure the result [29].
Devices that are based on various photovoltaic detectors
have also been successful [30].

Our experimental approach can be classified under the
aforementioned optical methods. The non-invasive video-
kymographic method based on the exploitation of digital
high-speed line-scan camera (LSC) is used. The method
has been used successfully in musical acoustics research
[31–34].

In this paper a monochord equipped with a rigid barrier
with circular cross-section profile made from rigid polyvinyl
chloride plastic is experimentally investigated. This type
of plastic has compression strength ≈ 66 MPa which is
comparable to concrete. Figure 1a shows the position of
the barrier with respect to the speaking length of the str-
ing. The experimentally obtained string vibration data are
then compared against a simplified theoretical model, pro-
posed by the authors, with the aim to deduce some benefi-
cial conclusions in addition to the direct observations. The
model assumes frequency-independent lossy ideal string
vibration. The interaction between the vibrating string and
the barrier is modeled in terms of kinematics, i.e., we study
the string motion without considering its mass nor the pos-
sible inertial and reactional forces acting between the str-
ing and the barrier while colliding. The heuristics of our
approach are directly determined by d’Alembert formula
(traveling wave solution). Modeling approach presented
here is a continuation of the work done in [34–36].

The organisation of the paper is as follows: Secs. 2 and 3
present the numerical time-stepping model of string–barrier
interaction; in Sec. 4, the experimental approach and set-
up are further clarified; Sec. 5 compares the experimental
results with the model output and presents our findings;
Sec. 6 presents the conclusions.

2. STRING VIBRATION MODEL

We consider vibration of a lossy ideal string in a single vi-
bration plane described by one-dimensional wave equation

∂2u

∂t2
= c2

∂2u

∂x2
− 2α

∂u

∂t
, (1)

where u(x, t) is the transverse displacement of the string,
c =

√
T/µ is the speed of the waves traveling on the str-

ing, T is the tension and µ is the linear mass density (mass
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the problem studied. Triangu-
lar initial condition u(x, 0) exited at x = xe = L/4 is
shown with the solid black line, and corresponding (over-
lapped) traveling waves r(x, 0) and l(x, 0) are shown with
the thin line. The barrier is shown with the grey forma-
tion located at x = b. The resting position of the string is
shown with the horizontal dash-dotted line. String position
in the absence of the barrier u(x, P/2) after half a period
P is shown with the dashed line. LSC measurement point
x = xm is shown with the blue dash-dotted line. (b) Cross-
section profile B(x) of the barrier and its discrete samples
Bi, where Bβ = Bβ+1 = −D.

per unit length) of the string. In the context of a real string
Eq. (1) can be used as a valid approximation of thin homo-
geneous elastic string vibration under a small amplitude re-
striction. In this case wave speed c =

√
T/µ =

√
T/ρA,

where ρ is the volumetric density of string material (ny-
lon) and A is the cross-section area of a cylindrical string.
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) intro-
duces frequency-independent loss. It is easy to show that
for α > 0 all frequency components will decay ∼ e−αt.
This term can be seen as a perturbation term acting on the
wave equation in the form

∂2u

∂t2
= c2

∂2u

∂x2
, (2)

thus its linear effects on the final solution can be added sep-
arately. For now we focus on Eq. (2). It is well known that
Eq. (2) has an analytical solution—d’Alembert formula. For
an infinite string (ignoring boundary conditions for now),
for initial conditions u(x, 0) = u0(x), and ∂u(x, 0)/∂t =
0 the solution takes the following form:

u(x, t) = (u0(x− ct) + u0(x+ ct)) /2. (3)

This solution represents the superposition of two traveling
waves: u0(x − ct)/2 moving to the right (positive direc-
tion of the x-axis); and u0(x + ct)/2 moving to the left.
Function u0/2 describes the shape of these waves and stays
constant with respect to x-axis, as they are translated in op-
posite directions at speed c [37].
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In general, a wave on any arbitrary segment of the string
can be understood as a sum of two traveling waves that do
not need to be equal. It can be written

u(x, t) = r(x− ct) + l(x+ ct), (4)

where r(x − ct) is the traveling wave moving to the right
and l(x+ ct) is the traveling wave moving to the left.

A well-known time-stepping method for implementing
d’Alembert formula is the following. We discretise xt-
plane into n × m discrete samples. We discretise the x-
axis with grid spacing ∆x = L/n where L is the speak-
ing length of the string, and the t-axis with grid spacing
∆t = tmax/m, where tmax is the integration time. We
let xi = i∆x, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n and tj = j∆t, where
0 ≤ j ≤ m. Additionally, the values of ∆x, ∆t, n and m
are selected such that

c

2L
=
∆x/∆y

2L
=

√
T/µ

2L
=

√
T/ρA

2L
= f0, (5)

where f0 is the fundamental frequency of the string [37,
38]. From here it follows that uji = u(xi, t

j), rji = r(xi, t
j),

and lji = l(xi, t
j). And, by applying

rj+1
i = rji−1 and lj+1

i = lji+1, (6)

for all grid points i and j in a sorted order one gets the
translation of numerical values rji and lji propagating in op-
posite directions with respect to xi-axis. This result agrees
with d’Alembert formula (3) or (4) and can be understood
as a digital waveguide based on traveling wave decompo-
sition and use of two delay lines. The equivalence between
the model used here and the digital waveguide modeling is
shown in [37, 38].

So far we have not addressed the boundary conditions of
Eq. (2). We assume that the string is fixed at both ends.
The following boundary conditions apply:

u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0, t ∈ [0, tmax], (7)

where tmax > 0 is the desired integration time. By ap-
plying boundary conditions (7) to general solution (4) the
reflected traveling wave located at x = 0 can be found in
the following form:

u(0, t) = r(−ct) + l(ct) = 0⇒ r(−ct) = −l(ct), (8)

and similarly for x = L:

u(L, t) = r(L− ct) + l(L+ ct) = 0⇒
⇒ l(L+ ct) = −r(L− ct). (9)

These results are discretised according to the discretisation
scheme discussed above. The traveling wave (8) reflected
from the left boundary at x = 0 takes the form

rj0 = −lj0, j ∈ [0,m], (10)

and the traveling wave (9) reflected from the right bound-
ary at x = L takes the form

ljn = −rjn, j ∈ [0,m]. (11)

In order to obtain the resulting string displacement uji , for
the selected initial and boundary conditions, a superposi-
tion of traveling waves (6), (10), and (11) is found in ac-
cordance with general solution (4)

uji = rji + lji , i ∈ [0, n], j ∈ [0,m]. (12)

Finally, there remains only the question of loss introduced
in Eq. (1). Since loss is ∼ e−αt in the continuous domain
and ∼ e−αj∆t in the discrete domain then the loss factor
per single time step ∆t is

e−α(j+1)∆t

e−αj∆t
= e−α∆t(j+1−j) = e−α∆t. (13)

We introduce loss by updating (6) to

rj+1
i = rji−1e

−α∆t and lj+1
i = lji+1e

−α∆t. (14)

3. STRING–BARRIER INTERACTION MODEL

We consider a smooth and absolutely rigid impenetrable
obstacle. The obstacle is placed near the vibrating string
so that it is able to obscure string displacement u(x, t), see
Fig. 1a. For simplicity, we select a barrier with circular
cross-section profile

B(x) = −R−D +
√
R2 − (x− b)2, (15)

where x = b is the position of the barrier along the string,
D is the vertical proximity of the barrier to the string at its
rest position, and R is the radius of the positive half circle.
The function B(x) is discretised according to the discreti-
sation scheme presented in Sec. 2. We let Bi = B(xi).
Figure 1 shows cross-section profile function B(x) and its
discretised samples Bi in addition to the barrier position
with respect to the string.

The kinematic modeling of the string–barrier interaction
is a twofold problem. First, traveling wave r(x − ct) ap-
proaching the barrier form the left side is considered. Sec-
ondly, traveling wave l(x + ct) approaching the barrier
from the right side is considered.

3.1 Reflection of traveling wave r(x− ct)

The heuristics of the following approach are strictly de-
termined by d’Alembert formula (3) or (4). Any change
in string displacement u(x, t) imposed by the barrier must
involve both traveling waves that compose it. The reflec-
tion of traveling wave r(x − ct) approaching the barrier
from the left is determined by a change in traveling wave
l(x + ct). We assume that the traveling wave l(x + ct)
resulting from the interaction first appears, or already ex-
isting one is modified, only at the point x = x∗ ≤ b, where
the amplitude of string displacement u(x∗, t) < B(x∗).
The position of this point x∗ is determined by barrier pro-
file geometry B(x). Since, the barrier is impenetrable we
must have u(x∗, t) = B(x∗) during the collision. This
condition determines the shape of the reflected traveling
wave

l̂(x∗, t) = B(x∗)− u(x∗, t). (16)
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After determining the shape of the reflected traveling wave
given by (16) it is used to modify the existing traveling
wave l(x+ ct) in the following manner:

l(x∗, t) = l(x∗, t) + l̂(x∗, t). (17)

The above modification of traveling wave l(x+ ct) simply
ensures that the resulting string displacement u(x∗, t) =
r(x∗, t) + l(x∗, t) does not penetrate the barrier B(x).

The determination of points x∗ do not require consider-
ation of points x > b. In the absence of any waves ap-
proaching from the right and for x∗ = b the string dis-
placement u(b, t) = −D (caused by the reflection pro-
cess explained in Sec. 3.2). This means that the string dis-
placement u(x, t) becomes truncated and equal to the max-
imum value of the circular barrier as the propagating wave
passes over its apex. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 2
in the case of a short wavelength (width) inverted bell-
shaped pulse reflecting from the barrier during the first pe-
riod of vibration. Because, the barrier profile is a half-
circle with its maximum at x = b, then for x > b it holds
that u(x, t) > B(x)⇒ x 6= x∗.

The numerical implementation of this procedure is straight-
forward. We let xβ = β∆x = b (see Fig. 1) and xi∗ =
i∗∆x = x∗. Using this notation the reflected traveling
wave (16) takes the following form:

l̂ji∗ = Bi∗ − uji∗ , i ∈ [0, β]. (18)

The resulting reflection and consequent string shape ac-
cording to (12) and (17) for grid points i∗ takes the form

uji∗ = rji∗ + lji∗ , i ∈ [0, β], (19)

where
lji∗ = lji∗ + l̂ji∗ , i ∈ [0, β]. (20)

3.2 Reflection of traveling wave l(x+ ct)

The determination of the reflection of traveling wave l(x+
ct) approaching the barrier from the right side is similar
to the previous case. In fact, it is a mirror image of that
problem with the symmetry axis at x = b. However, there
is a slight difference in the region where it is necessary
to evaluate and determine points x = x∗. This differ-
ence stems from the selection of barrier cross-section pro-
file (15), namely, function B(x). Since, B(x) is a smooth
unimodal (single humped) function, it has one maximum
maxB(x) = −D at x = b. The problem arises from
the fact that one has already evaluated this point inside the
same time moment t, and used it to calculate the reflec-
tion of traveling wave r(x− ct). By using this point again
one would introduce an undesired discontinuity in the str-
ing displacement u(x, t). In principle it is not possible to
use some other closely located neighbouring point, e.g.,
x = b′ = b + ∆x (see Fig. 1). This selection, too, would
introduce a small discontinuity due to B(b) 6= B(b′), and
more importantly, in the continuous domain of real num-
bers there is no such thing as the neighbouring number be-
cause the set of real numbers is uncountable. One way of
resolving this problem is to slightly modify the discretised
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Figure 2. Reflection of traveling wave r(x − ct), shown
with the thin marked green line, from the barrier that is
shown with the grey formation. Reflected traveling wave
l̂(x+ ct) is shown with the thin blue line. Resulting string
shape u(x, t) is shown with the bold marked line. Arrows
indicate the directions of wave propagation. Bell-shaped
initial condition is shown with the dashed line. Results are
shown for three time moments, such that t1 < t2 < t3.

approximation of barrier profile Bi as shown in Fig. 1b. A
second maximum pointBβ+1 = −D is simply squeezed in
after the grid point i = β corresponding to xβ = β∆x = b.
Because∆x� 1 the overall change introduced inBi com-
pared to B(x) remains negligibly small.

This problem arises only for symmetric unimodal func-
tionsB(x) with their symmetry axis passing through a dis-
crete grid point i. Alternatively to the solution proposed
above, one could also redefine B(x) so that two neigh-
bouring grid samples i, e.g., β and β+1 would straddle the
symmetry peak, i.e., the peak would occur at the midpoint
between two samples. It must be noted that for barriers
with monotonic flat peaks this problem can be ignored.

Let us formalise the final result. Similarly to the previous
case only at the points x = x∗ ≥ b′ a reflected traveling
wave moving to the right is introduced in the following
form:

r(x∗, t) = r(x∗, t) + r̂(x∗, t), (21)

where
r̂(x∗, t) = B(x∗)− u(x∗, t). (22)

The numerical implementation, using the notation proposed
in Sec. 3.1, is the following: the resulting reflection and
consequent string shape according to (12), (21), and (22)
for grid points i∗ takes the form

uji∗ = rji∗ + lji∗ , i ∈ (β, n], (23)

where

rji∗ = rji∗ + r̂
j
i∗ and r̂ji∗ = Bi∗−uji∗ , if i ∈ (β, n]. (24)
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Figure 3. Placement of the LSC with respect to the vibrat-
ing string. Geometry of the area that is being imaged (the
line) is shown with the vertical dotted red line. Transverse
string vibration takes place in the xz-plane.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The transverse uniplanar displacement of a single point
along the string is measured using the high-speed LSC.
The camera produces two-dimensional images (not videos)
called the kymographs. The geometry of the digital imag-
ing sensor of the LSC differs from sensors found in com-
monly used video cameras. Usually, the video camera sen-
sor pixels are placed in rows and columns forming a grid.
The LSC sensor consists only of a single pixel array, re-
ferred here to, as the line, see Fig. 3. While filming the
camera continuously stacks these lines to form an image.
Figure 3 also shows the placement of the LSC with respect
to the string while recording.

The transverse string displacement time-series extraction
is based on the discrete one-dimensional convolution inte-
gral of the individual kymograph lines

s[i] = (p ∗ k)[i] =
∞∑

n=−∞
p[n] k[i− n], (25)

where i ∈ [1, 1024] is the pixel number in any given line,
p[i] is the image depth value in bits, k[i] is the convolution
kernel. Kernel k[i] is selected to be similar in shape to the
string (its line/image), this guarantees that convolved line
s[i] has a clear and unique maximum that will coincide
with the string position with respect to the measured line.
Thus, for any given line, pixel i corresponding to string
position

i = arg(max s[i]). (26)

This procedure is repeated for all kymograph lines. The
additional explanation and examples of applying formula
(25) can be found in [31, 32]. Figure 4a shows an ex-
ample of kymograph recording and the result of the afore-
mentioned image analysis. Figure 4b shows the calibrated
time-series where the line number is multiplied by dt =
1/44100 s since the camera is recording at audio sampling
rate of 44100 lines/s, and the line pixel number is multi-
plied by dx which value is determined by filming a high-
contrast calibration sheet with known dimensions. The ac-
curate calibration is of paramount importance because the
string–barrier system features a strong amplitude nonlin-
earity.

In this study we use the controlled and repeatable str-
ing excitation method explained in [34]. The string point
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Figure 4. (a) Kymograph of transverse string displacement
u(xm, t). String displacement tracking with line convolu-
tion method (25) is shown with the overlaid dashed line.
(b) Calibrated string displacement time-series u(xm, t)
corresponding to the kymograph above.

x = xe is displaced to a desired amplitude with the aid
of a cotton thread and abruptly released by burning the
thread. This method of string excitation produces triangu-
lar shaped initial condition shown in Fig. 1a and guarantees
uniplanar vibration of the string [34]. Figure 1a also shows
the position of measurement point xm, excitation point xe
(tip of the triangle), and the placement of the barrier along
the string’s speaking length x ∈ [0, L].

The following parameter values of the experimental set-
up shown in Fig. 1 are used: speaking length of the un-
wound nylon guitar string 1 L = 0.66 m; fundamental
frequency f0 = 196 Hz (if not stated otherwise); exci-
tation point x = xe = L/4 = 0.165 m; initial ampli-
tude A = 1.85 mm; barrier position x = b = 0.735L =
0.485 m; barrier’s proximity to the string at its rest posi-
tion D = 1.61 mm; barrier radius R = 0.1 m; loss pa-
rameter α = 9 s−1. All time and frequency-domain result
are shown or calculated for string displacement u(xm, t)
where measurement point xm = 0.41L = 0.235 m. The
spectrograms of power spectra, amplitude spectra and in-
stantaneous spectral centroid 〈f ′〉(t) are calculated using
the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. In calculating spec-
trograms a sliding window approach, in combination with
Hanning window function are used. Here, window size
is 45 ms and window overlap value is 80%. Instantaneous
spectral centroid 〈f ′〉(t) is calculated with the window size
40 periods and overlap of 16 periods, precisely. The (ex-
ample) numerical parameters of the model presented in
Secs. 2 and 3 are the following: n = 1105,∆x ≈ 6.0·10−4
m, m = 68 796, ∆t ≈ 1.9 · 10−6 s (resulting in 130 ms of
vibration, shown in Fig. 5).

1 String set: Earthwood Light 2148. String gauge: 15. Manufacturer:
Ernie Ball Inc. Coachella, California, USA 92236
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Figure 5. Transverse vibration of the string u(xm, t).
Comparison of a typical experimental result shown with
the red line and the model shown with the marked line.
Here, the model is tuned to f0 = 240 Hz—the initial pitch
glided frequency valid for t . 0.25 s.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of repeated experiments shows that the resulting
string–barrier dynamics can be divided into two distinct
regimes. The initial short-lasting violent regime dominated
by the high amplitude collisions and the resulting pitch
glide effect, and the more peaceful regime dominated by
the nonlinear energy transfer phenomena. The frequency-
domain results shown/discussed below indicate that the tem-
poral dividing line between these regimes t ≈ 0.25 s.

Figure 5 compares the model output to a typical experi-
mental measurement for the first 130 ms of vibration. The
shapes of waveforms u(xm, t) match up relatively well,
given the simplicity of our model and the nonlinearity of
the experiment. During the experiments it was discovered
that the monochord tuned to f0 = 196 Hz vibrated at fre-
quency 240 Hz for t . 0.25 s (violent regime). This fre-
quency lies almost precisely between 196 Hz the frequency
related to speaking length L = 0.66 m and 278 Hz the fre-
quency related to speaking length b = 0.485 m. Eventu-
ally, for t & 0.25 s (peaceful regime), the frequency settles
down to the nominal frequency of 196 Hz. Although, our
model is capable of generating pitch glided outcomes (e.g.,
for smaller D) [39] the glide is not accurately reproduced
for the actual parameters used in the experiment. The glide
in the modelled data is much smaller than in the experi-
ment. Hence, the incorrect tuning of the model in Fig. 5.
The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is the fact
that our model ignores the stiffness of the real string.

The time-domain explanation of the pitch glide is the fol-
lowing: The pitch is higher at the beginning of the vibra-
tion, because of the effective shortening of the speaking
length L due to the spatial extent of the barrier and the
string–barrier interaction. The segment of the string that
“clings” to the barrier, as it collides with it, is temporar-
ily forced not to participate in the vibration. This makes
the actively moving part of the string slightly shorter for
a fraction of the period and thus raising the average value
of the fundamental frequency. This phenomenon also ex-
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Figure 6. Spectral analysis of the model (a) and the exper-
iment (b). Instantaneous spectral centroid 〈f ′〉(t) is shown
with the marked line. (c) Amplitude spectra of the above
time-domain signals. Spectral peak indicated by the arrow
corresponds to frequency 240 Hz.

plains the fact that a stiff string must feature more promi-
nent pitch glide. The stopped string segment is shorter in
the case of ideal string that is capable of wrapping itself
around the barrier whereas it is much harder to wrap a stiff
string around it. This means that the effective shortening
of the speaking length L is greater in the case of a stiff
string—the experiment.

Figure 6 shows the frequency-domain results for the cor-
rectly tuned model, where f0 = 196 Hz. The initial pitch
glide is clearly visible on the spectrogram of the typical ex-
periment. The glide is also confirmed by the spectral cen-
troid 〈f ′〉(t) graph for t . 0.25 s. For t ≈ 0.3 s centroid
shifts abruptly upwards, which is explained by the dimin-
ished average amplitude (less violent collisions) and the
nonlinearity of the problem. The string–barrier collisions
force energy to move from the lower partials to the higher
ones. The visual inspection of the centroid 〈f ′〉(t) graph
shows that after the abrupt change at t ≈ 0.3 s the centroid
continues to slowly creep upwards towards higher frequen-
cies as predicted by nonlinear theories. The comparison of
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the model and experimental spectrograms suggests that our
model is not suitable for sound synthesis applications.

The amplitude spectrum, shown in Fig. 6c reveals that a 0
Hz DC component is present. Most likely, it is also related
to the pitch glide phenomenon. More precisely, to the most
violent initial stages of the vibration, when the barrier is
heavily restricting the string displacement by forcing it to
a stop. Again, although the duration of this stopping lasts
for only a fraction of period it is, nevertheless, picked up by
the Fourier transform. The amplitude spectrum in Fig. 6c
shows a clear peak corresponding to the initial higher pitch
f = 240 Hz present for t . 0.25 s discussed above. This
peak is missing from the modeled result.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental measurements conducted for this paper
revealed that the string–barrier dynamics features two dis-
tinct vibration regimes. The initial short-lasting violent
regime characterised by the high energy collisions and the
resulting pitch glide effect, and the more peaceful regime
characterised by the nonlinear inter-modal energy transfer.

The method of modeling string–obstacle interaction pre-
sented in this paper is probably one of the most simplified
and idealised approaches that is still able to retain scien-
tific relevance and provide a useful insight into more real-
istic problems. This was proven by its ability to predict the
string displacement, as shown in Fig. 5, quite accurately.
The idealised nature of the method guarantees numerical
robustness. The biggest mismatch between our model and
the experiment was the magnitude of the pitch glide phe-
nomenon, which for the actual experimental parameters,
was not sufficiently reproduced by our model. The most
likely explanation for this discrepancy is the fact that our
model ignores string stiffness. The proposed approach can
be applied for estimating the effect that an obstacle with
various cross-section profiles has on a string vibration—a
beneficial tool in musical acoustics research. Additionally,
the model can be used to study the effects of different ini-
tial and plucking conditions, including dynamic ones, on a
string–barrier system dynamics. Using the tools of signal
processing and sound synthesis the presented model can be
improved so to synthesise sounds of string instruments that
are equipped with nonlinearity inducing obstacles, such as,
frets, bridges, snares and nuts.

The video-kymographic experimental measurement tech-
nique used in this paper has proven to be highly reliable
for our purposes. The method was able to measure sub-
millimetre objects and displacements. Therefore it is suit-
able in applications where high spatial and temporal reso-
lutions of measurements are required.
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ABSTRACT

In acoustic instruments, sound production relies on the in-
teraction between physical objects. Digital musical instru-
ments, on the other hand, are based on arbitrarily designed
action–sound mappings. This paper describes the ongoing
exploration of an empirically-based approach for simulat-
ing guitar playing technique when designing the mappings
of ‘air instruments’. We present results from an experi-
ment in which 33 electric guitarists performed a set of ba-
sic sound-producing actions: impulsive, sustained, and it-
erative. The dataset consists of bioelectric muscle signals,
motion capture, video, and audio recordings. This multi-
modal dataset was used to train a long short-term memory
network (LSTM) with a few hidden layers and relatively
short training duration. We show that the network is able to
predict audio energy features of free improvisations on the
guitar, relying on a dataset of three distinct motion types.

1. INTRODUCTION

Playing ‘in the air’ can be seen as a way of music appreci-
ation [1], and also has potential for music expression [2].
But when you play an ‘air instrument’—for example, the
‘air guitar’—what are you actually playing? What kind
of sound is supposed to be produced, and which strategies
can be used in the design of such mappings? Our approach
is based on the idea of letting the action–sound couplings
found in acoustic instruments guide the design of action–
sound mappings in a digital musical instrument [3]. The
aim is not to recreate the action–sound couplings of (elec-
tro)acoustic guitar performance directly, but rather let them
inspire the mappings in a new ‘air instrument’.

There are several examples of air guitar instruments based
on fairly coarse body movement, such as, the Virtual Air
Guitar [4] and the Virtual Slide Guitar [5]. There are also
more recent examples of using deep learning and computer
vision to map between fingers and tones, for example, the

Copyright: c© 2020 Çağrı Erdem et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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Figure 1. Overview of the data collection used in the study.

‘deep air guitar’ framework [6]. Such a camera-based ap-
proach is less useful in a performance scenario, since it is
so dependent on the placement of the camera.

An alternative to using cameras to look at hands or fin-
gers, is to use muscle information as the input of an air in-
strument. The muscle signals on the forearms are closely
related to the finger movement, and the muscle signals
can be measured by technologies such as electromyogra-
phy (EMG) [7]. This approach is promising, and afford-
able muscle-sensing devices (such as the Myo) have been
widely used in digital musical instrument designs [8]. Work-
ing with the muscle signals is not trivial, however, and of-
ten results in arbitrary mappings between action (captured
as muscle signals) and the generated sound. In this paper,
we therefore ask the question:

• How can we model relationships between action and
sound in guitar playing, using muscle-sensing as the
input?

This question has been broken down to two main chal-
lenges that will be presented in the following: (1) building
a dataset that can be used for machine learning, and (2)
developing a model based on the dataset. We first intro-
duce the background of action–sound analysis and the ap-
plication of machine learning in music performance. Then
we elaborate on the data collection and the tools used for
recording the dataset. Finally, we describe the model ar-
chitecture and discuss the results.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Music-related body motion

Imagine a guitarist playing a song. For each chord to be
strummed, the guitarist would lift a limb upwards, and
move it back downwards to hit the strings. This process
relies on motion and force. The former is defined as the
continuous displacement of a limb or an object in space
over time, while the latter refers to the push or pull expe-
riences during the interaction. Force can set an object into
motion, and motion can lead to the experience of force.
While these can be objectively measured using a range of
sensing devices (see, for example, [9] for an overview of
different methods for sensing music-related body motion),
we reserve the term action to what can be described as the
goal-oriented chunking of such continuous physical phe-
nomena, what Godøy and Leman refers to as ‘cognitive
units’ [10].

2.2 Sound-producing actions

There are several types and categories of music-related body
motion [11], but in this context we will primarily focus on
the sound-producing actions that are responsible for note
production. These can be further divided into excitation
actions, such as the right hand that excites the strings, and
modification actions, such as the left hand modifying the
pitch. The excitation can be further divided into three main
categories [12] (as sketched in Figure 2):

• Impulsive: fast attack, discontinuous energy transfer

• Sustained: gradual onset, continuous energy transfer

• Iterative: series of discontinuous energy transfer

Musical performances typically combine all these types
in expressive ways. Drawing on such a conceptual appara-
tus, we can however assume the continuous music-related
body motion/force as a series of goal points, which, when
temporally close enough, can overlap and become coar-
ticulated [13]. In other words, we can think of an entire
instrumental performance in terms of such coarticulated
combinations of the three aforementioned motion types.

2.3 Action–sound couplings and mappings

The relationships between action and sound in acoustic in-
struments are dictated by the laws of physics, and can be
thought of as action–sound couplings [14]. However, dig-
ital musical instruments (DMIs) are based on the creation
of action–sound mappings, in which the relationships be-
tween the physical energy of the input action may not nec-
essarily correspond to that of the output sound. The cre-
ation of meaningful action–sound mappings in digital mu-
sical instruments is therefore critical for how they are per-
ceived [15], and has been a central topic in the field of
new interfaces for musical expression (NIME) over the last
decades [16].

time

SustainedImpulsive Iterative
Level

Sound

Energy

Action

Figure 2. Illustration of the three basic action–sound types:
impulsive, sustained, and iterative (from [14]).

2.4 Machine learning in mapping design

Machine learning has been a part of NIME design since
the early 1990s [17]. Well-known examples include the
Wekinator [18], Gesture Follower [19], ml.* library [20],
Gesture Recognition Toolkit (GRT) [21], Gesture Variation
Follower (GVF) [22], and ml.lib [23]. These (and other)
tools allow for using machine learning algorithms through
either a graphical user interface (GUI), or, in the form of
external libraries for audio programming platforms, such
as Max/MSP and Pure Data. A number of new musical
interfaces have employed such systems, such as Snyder’s
The Birl [24], Kiefer’s use of Echo State Networks (ESNs)
[25], and Schacher and colleagues’ Double Vortex [26].

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in
applications of deep neural networks (DNNs) for symbolic
music generation or audio modelling. There are fewer mu-
sical examples of physical interaction (see, for example,
[27] for an overview of deep predictive models in interac-
tive music). A recent interactive music framework for deep
learning is IMPS, which uses a mixture density network
(MDN) over LSTM layers, and provides a low-entry-fee
for musical exploration of DNNs [28]. Within instrument
design, Gregorio’s intelligent mapping structure [29], and
McCormack et al’s human–machine collaborative impro-
visation system [30] are some of the recent works.

2.5 Conceptual Idea

The central idea of this project is to investigate the action–
sound couplings found in electric guitar performance, and
use these for the creation of action–sound mappings in in-
terfaces that do not rely on a physical controller. This can
be thought of as the creation of technologies that allow for
sonic interaction in the ‘air’ [2]. Previous research on the
topic has primarily focused on capturing ‘overt’ motion,
using optical or inertial motion tracking devices. The chal-
lenge is, then, how to exert effort while the haptic feedback
of a physical interface is not available. To tackle this issue,
we explore how the ‘covert’ muscle signals related to phys-
ical motion can be used for such interaction, in which the
authors have been working on artistic-scientific projects in
the recent years ( [31,32]). Thus, we focus on electromyo-
graphic (EMG) signals that represent the electrical activity
of muscles [33].
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Figure 3. Sketch of the model: Raw EMG data and audio
RMS are input to the neural network. The network (LSTM
architecture) then outputs a predicted audio RMS.

The idea is to create a model of relationships between
extracted muscle activity and sound features. The model is
trained on raw EMG signals and the RMS of the resultant
sound. Finally, the system is tested with the EMG input
from freely improvised recordings.

3. DATA COLLECTION

3.1 Participants

A total of 36 music students and semi-professional musi-
cians took part in the study, three of which were excluded
due to incomplete data. Thus, our dataset consists of data
from 33 participants (32 male, 1 female, mean age and
standard deviation is 27±7 years). All the participants had
some formal training in playing the guitar, ranging from
private lessons to university-level education. The recruit-
ment was done through an online form published on the
web site of the University of Oslo, which was announced in
various communication channels targeting music students.
Participation was rewarded with a gift card (valued ap-
prox. e30). The study obtained ethical approval from the
Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), with project
number 872789.

3.2 Apparatus

Recordings took place in the fourMs motion capture lab at
the University of Oslo. We recorded the audio at 16-bit
48 kHz using an Universal Audio Apollo Twin audio in-
terface. All participants used the same performance setup:
A Sadowsky Semihollow guitar with 11-49 gauge round-
wound strings, a 1.5mm Jim Dunlop Tortex plectrum, a
Roland AC-40 acoustic guitar amplifier (clean tone with

all-flat equalizer settings) connected into the audio inter-
face through the line output. The sound level was set to be
comfortably loud for the participant.

We recorded the participants’ muscle activity as surface
EMG with two systems: consumer-grade Myo armbands
and medical-grade Delsys Trigno. The former has a sam-
ple rate of 200 Hz, while the latter has a sample rate of
2000 Hz. Overt body motion was captured with a twelve-
camera Qualisys Oqus infrared, optical motion capture sys-
tem at a frame rate of 200 Hz. This system tracked the
three-dimensional positions of reflective markers attached
to each participant’s upper-body and instrument. A trig-
ger unit was used to synchronise the Qualisys and Delsys
Trigno systems. We have also developed our own soft-
ware for recording data from the Myo armband in syn-
chrony with the audio (see Section 3.4). Regular video
was recorded with a Canon XF105, synchronised with the
Qualisys motion capture system.

For the current paper, only EMG data from the Myo will
be considered, since the aim is to use the trained model in
performance. Data from the Delsys system, as well as the
motion capture and video recordings, have been used for
reference only.

3.3 Procedure

The participants were recorded individually and were asked
to perform warm-up, four specific performance tasks, and
a final improvisation:

0. A warm-up improvisation with metronome at 70 bpm

1. Task 1

(a) Softly played impulsive notes

(b) Strongly played impulsive notes

2. Task 2

(a) Softly played iterative 16th notes

(b) Strongly played iterative 16th notes

3. Task 3

(a) Softly played hammer-ons and pull-offs

(b) Strongly played hammer-ons and pull-offs

4. Task 4

(a) Softly played sustained semi-tone bending

i. ‘As fast as possible’
ii. ‘As slow as possible’

(b) Strongly played sustained semi-tone bending

i. ‘As fast as possible’
ii. ‘As slow as possible’

5. A free improvisation (the tone features and the use
of metronome are at the participant’s discretion)
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Figure 4. The RMS of the recorded sound and the model prediction. Both curves are processed with a Savitzky-Golay filter
to reflect the general shape of the RMS comparison.

Figure 5. A participant during the recording session. Mo-
tion capture cameras can be seen hanging in the ceiling
rig behind, and on stands in front of, the performer. The
monitor with instructions can be seen below the front left
motion capture camera.

Figure 6. Placement of the EMG sensors on the arms of the
guitarists. Two delsys EMG sensors were placed on each
side of the arm, right below the Myo armbands.

Figure 7. A screenshot of the ‘prompter’ that the partici-
pants would see on the screen in front of them during the
experiment.

All the given tasks (1–5) focused on the notes B3 and
C4 on the 4th (D) string played by index and middle fin-
gers. Each task was recorded as a fixed-form track of dura-
tion 2’16”, where participants were instructed to play for 4
bars, rest for 2 bars, and repeat the same pattern for 5 more
times. All tasks are prompted through a Max/MSP patch
on a screen (Figure 7), which allowed for a consistent and
efficient experiment process.

3.4 Data Acquisition

We built a custom Python interface to record synchronised
sensor data and audio. This was using our previously de-
veloped myo-to-osc bridge [34], which implements low-
latency support for multiple Myo armbands connected via
individual Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) adapters. This
is necessary to overcome possible bandwidth limitations.
The latency can also be documented and eliminated after
the recording. 1

The data acquisition interface contains three parts: (1)
data collection from the two Myo armbands, (2) genera-
tion of a metronome sound for the performers, and (3) au-

1 https://github.com/chaosprint/
dual-myo-recorder
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dio recording using PyAudio. Audio and metronome time-
line information was captured alongside the EMG data to
simplify the segmentation and organisation of the training
dataset.

3.5 Post-processing the data

To prepare data for our model, we first aligned EMG and
audio arrays based on the recorded metronome timeline,
then we applied interpolation on the EMG data and calcu-
lated the root mean square (RMS) from the audio signal.

3.5.1 Interpolation of the EMG data

The data recorded from Myo armbands needs to be pre-
processed before it can be used for further analysis. This
is to compensate for noise and possible data loss during
recording. Here we solved this by performing a linear in-
terpolation on the data. Since the data was recorded at a
frequency of 200 Hz, the data loss is usually not more than
a few samples. Thus, this additional step to account for the
lost data should not create much of an error.

3.5.2 Root Mean Square of the audio signal

The root mean square (RMS) was calculated to reduce the
dimension of the discrete signals and to characterise the
signal. The RMS of a discrete signal x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

ᵀ

with n components is defined by

RMS =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

x2
i =

√
x2
1 + x2

2 + · · ·+ x2
n

n
. (1)

Even though it is a simple measure, the RMS can be ar-
gued to have both physical and perceptual significance. Its
physical significance is related to the proportionality to the
effective power of the signal. On average, one could argue
that RMS is also correlated to perceptual loudness. The
brain can judge whether a signal is loud, soft or in between,
but it cannot infer where a periodic signal is peaking or is
at a zero-crossing [35, 36]. Thus, for our purposes, RMS
is a better feature than simply taking just the peak value
within a given time interval.

4. DEVELOPING A MODEL

The aim of the model is to map the EMG data (raw muscle
signals) to the RMS of the instrument’s audio signal. Con-
cretely, the input to the neural network is every 50 samples
of the EMG recorded from all 16 channels of the two Myo
devices (e.g. sample N 0 to 49, sample N 1 to 50, etc.). As
we use the data from both hands, and each Myo has 8 ana-
logue channels, there are 16 channels for each sample. The
output of the neural network is the predicted sound RMS
energy on the guitar.

The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural
network (RNN) model was built in PyTorch [37], a popu-
lar model for time-series prediction. 2 As depicted in Fig-
ure 3, the LSTM network receives the raw EMG data and
audio RMS, which were aligned during the pre-processing,

2 https://github.com/cerdemo/air_model

and produces a predicted audio RMS. The training loss
function was defined as

L(xRMS, x̂RMS) =
1

n
‖x− x̂RMS‖22

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

(xRMS,i − x̂RMS,i)
2 ,

(2)

where xRMS are the recorded values, and x̂RMS are the
values to be predicted. The sliding window has size n.
The predicted RMS is computed according to Equation 1.

4.1 Training

A relatively small RNN was used for the training, consist-
ing of five hidden layers and with 32 LSTM units in each
layer. The window size of the input is 50, which is in line
with the size of the input layer that is 50. For training, we
used the data (excluding the improvisations) of 15 subjects
out of 20 and validated it on the remaining subjects. We
chose a batch size of 100 for determining the gradient of
the cost function. Typically, at the first 5 epochs, the loss
drops quickly and becomes stable after 10 epochs, which
takes around 3 hours. Overall, we managed to finalize the
training within the 12-hour limit of Google Colab’s graph-
ics processing unit (GPU) resources.

4.2 Training result

The model is generally capable of predicting RMS. This
can be seen in the figures of the recorded versus predicted
RMS of the tasks of playing impulsive notes (Figure 9) and
iterative 16th notes (Figure 10). For the latter, the model
can generate a similar consecutive energy shape as a series
of attacks.

We were also positively surprised to see that the model
could predict the general trend of the sound energy in free
improvisation tasks (Figure 4). This is the task that is most
relevant for our ultimate goal of creating an ‘air instru-
ment’ to perform with. So we are particularly pleased that
the model can, indeed, account for this, at least on a level
of the sound envelope.

An interesting result can be seen for the prediction of the
bending task (Figure 11). Although we describe three dis-
tinct motion types in Section 2.2 (impulsive, sustained, it-
erative), regular performance on the guitar does not afford
sustained motion during the excitation phase (it could be
done with a bow on the strings, but not with a plectrum). In
other words, one can hit on a string either once (impulsive),
or as a series of impulses (iterative). However, sustained
motion is available for the modification action, such as,
bending the string with a finger on the left hand. Therefore
in the prediction, we observe a longer decay when com-
pared to a impulsive, single attack of the right arm. We
think that this is an interesting in-between result, which
can be further interpreted as an augmentation of the guitar
for creative purposes. In other words, this also shows that
the model is promising for expanding the player’s control
space.
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Figure 8. Simplified signal flow diagram of the system.

4.3 Testing the model

The predicted features were tested using a preliminary soni-
fication strategy. Here the trained model was fed with 16
channels of raw EMG test data to generate predicted RMS
values. These values were then imported (as CSV files)
into a Max/MSP patch that runs through the values at the
same rate as the Myo armband (200 Hz). The sonifica-
tion is built around a simple Karplus-Strong algorithm pro-
grammed in the Gen environment within Max/MSP, where
the RMS value is mapped to the decay and damping pa-
rameters of the physical model. This effectively ‘shapes’
the white noise to simulate a (guitar-like) plucked string
sound. For further sound design purposes, we use a sine-
wave-based low frequency oscillator (LFO), and a fair amount
of pitch shifting. This creates a lower octave of the sound
that ‘feels’ similar to sub-frequencies of naturally resonat-
ing bodies of acoustic instruments and speakers.

The demonstration video 3 is structured as an alterna-
tion between the originally recorded sounds, and an of-
fline sonification that relies on the predicted RMS values
mapped to the temporal envelope of the sound synthesis.
The onsets are extracted from the predicted values within
the Python script, and stored in the CSV file along with
the RMS values. In the video, it is easily noticeable that
when playing a series of fast attacks during the iterative
task, onsets of the ‘air instrument’ often lose the action–
sound synchrony. This reveals an important weakness of
the strategy. As such, it motivated us towards modelling
the entire spectrum of the recorded audio, which will al-
low more reliable onset detection algorithms based on the
spectral flux.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has presented a method for building a neural-
network model based on recordings of action–sound cou-
plings from (electro)acoustic guitar performance. We show
that the model can predict the overall trend of the sound
energy (measured as RMS) of a freely improvised perfor-
mance, solely based on a training dataset of particular mo-
tion types.

As part of the data collection, we had to develop a solu-
tion for low-latency recording of multiple Myo armbands,
synchronised with audio and metronome. We also devel-
oped tools for post-processing the data including an in-

3 Video is available at http://bit.ly/air_guitar_smc

terpolation algorithm to compensate the sample loss hap-
pened in Bluetooth transmission. This framework can be
applied to the analysis and modelling of action–sound re-
lationships in playing a variety of acoustic and digital in-
struments. As such, we will openly share our dataset and
tools in service of further scientific and artistic studies.

Although no systematic evaluation has taken place, our
sonification experiment shows that the trained model can
be used reliably to control the ‘feel’ of an ‘air instrument’,
using only muscle sensing as input. As such, we believe
that creating models trained on recorded action–sound cou-
plings from acoustic instruments is a promising strategy
for the design of action–sound mappings in DMIs.

Of course, the prediction of a single temporal feature is
insufficient for capturing the complexity of musical sound.
The next step is therefore to expand the model with spec-
tral, temporal and spatial features. This will allow for a
wider and more flexible sound palette in real-time musical
settings. Furthermore, how to use the space, how to struc-
ture the time, and how to interact with the audience and/or
ensemble members while playing muscle-based ‘air’ in-
struments, introduce a number of conceptual, practical, and
technological challenges. Thus, the relationship between
different design considerations and the spatiotemporality
of the performance will be explored. Future work should
also focus on conducting a thorough user study of the model’s
use in real-time. We will also conduct a series of analysis
on the ‘muscle–sound’ relationships, in order to improve
the model and diversify its potential output. Finally, we
also see the potential for conducting other types of analyses
on the gathered dataset. It would be particularly interesting
to perform a more systematic analysis of the different types
of action–sound couplings, and how they were captured by
the different recording devices (EMG, video, motion cap-
ture, sound). One can also envisage between-participant
comparisons, to reveal individual differences. With an in-
terdisciplinary approach that draws on sound theory and
embodied music cognition, we can design more ‘econom-
ical’ deep learning models for music interaction. The re-
sults of such analyses could also prove valuable when im-
proving the modelling framework and further sonification
strategies.
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Figure 9. The RMS of the recorded sound and the model
prediction for the impulsive note playing task.
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Figure 10. The RMS of the recorded sound and the model
prediction for the iterative notes playing task.
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Figure 11. The RMS of the recorded sound and the model
prediction for the bending (sustained) note playing task.
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Figure 12. The predicted sound RMS of impulsive playing
in the ‘air’ (as demonstrated in the video excerpts).
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Figure 13. The predicted sound RMS of iterative playing
in the ‘air’ (as demonstrated in the video excerpts).

Figure 14. The user interface of the sonification patch.
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ABSTRACT

The same piece of music can be performed in various styles
by different performers. Vibrato plays an important role in
violin players’ emotional expression, and it is an important
factor of playing style while execution shows great diver-
sity. Expressive timing is also an important factor to reflect
individual play styles. In our study, we construct a novel
dataset, which contains 15 concertos performed by 9 mas-
ter violinists. Four vibrato features and one timing feature
are extracted from the data, and we present a method based
on the similarity of feature distribution to identify violin-
ists using each feature alone and fusion of features. The
result shows that vibrato features are helpful for the iden-
tification, but the timing feature performs better, yielding
a precision of 0.751. In addition, although the accuracy
obtained from fused features are lower than using timing
alone, discrimination for each performer is improved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music performance consists of two interdependent factors:
musical form and structures established by composer and
the interpretation by the performer [1]. Probably the most
common structural characteristics of music are pitch and
rhythm, which are typically defined by the composer. The
factor that makes musical performance more colourful, at-
tractive and unique is the interpretation. For example, al-
though rhythm is defined by the composer, the tempo can
be sped up or slowed down by the performer in a fairly
flexible manner. There are other influential factors of mu-
sical performance including loudness, articulation, varia-
tion of timbre using different playing techniques as well
as vibrato [2]. These techniques can be applied to vary-
ing extents and used differently among performers, result-
ing in different emotions perceived by, or evoked in lis-
teners by different performances. Jung [3] analysed play-
ing styles of three famous violinists, and argued for in-
stance that Heifetz can be described as ”unemotional” and
”cold”, whereas Oistrakh’s performances always make lis-
teners feel ”warm” and rich in emotion. Therefore, expres-
sive factors may have a great impact on the appraisal and
appreciation of music performances.

The characteristic playing style developed by master vio-
linists yields performance features, many of which can be

Copyright: c© 2020 Yudong Zhao et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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observed in the audio signal. Other music representations
such as scores are either void of these features or contain
only minimal notation, which may still be interpreted dif-
ferently by performers. Therefore signal processing and
modeling methods are crucial in studying how characteris-
tic playing styles are formed and in understanding which
acoustic features are influenced by them the most. Appli-
cations of this knowledge include performer identification
and helping music students to mimic the playing style of
master violinists.

There are prior works on violin expression analysis and
violinist classification. Pei-Ching Li and Li Su [4] devel-
oped a dataset containing 11 expressional items, then se-
lected duration, dynamic and vibrato features to classify
expressions using Support Vector Machine [5]. Ramirez
and Maestre et al. [6] built a Celtic violinist classifier us-
ing machine learning. They extracted pitch, timing and
amplitude features representing note-level characteristics
and broader musical context. Molina et al. [7] proposed
an approach for identifying violinists in monophonic au-
dio recordings using a musical trend-based model. Chi-
Ching Shih, Pei-Ching Li [8] used articulation and en-
ergy features to compare different playing styles of Heifetz
and Oistrakh, arguably the most talented violinists in the
world. To our knowledge however, most previous works
attempted violinist identification using features of pitch,
timing or energy. Such features are generally considered
important for classification, while vibrato features are sel-
dom used in this task. However, detailed vibrato features
can be considered more important in understanding master
violinists’ playing styles and difference among individual
expressions, and can be fused with timing features to get a
better identification result.

In this paper, we compare classification methods for nine
leading violinists using vibrato and timing features sepa-
rately, followed by a feature fusion method to consider the
features in combination. The structure of the performer
identification method proposed in this paper and related
experiments is summarised in the flow chart shown in Fig-
ure 1.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
introduces a novel dataset consisting of 162 solo vibrato
notes and 3796 note onset times for each performer. Note-
level excerpts from famous violin concertos played by all
violinists were annotated manually. Section 3 presents
the data pre-processing, feature extraction and selection
method. Section 4 discusses the classification experiments
and results. The overall conclusions and possible future
developments are outlined in Section 5.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of annotation and violinist classifica-
tion.

2. DATASET

The concerto is a musical work that focuses on a solo in-
strument, such as the violin or piano, accompanied by an
orchestra. It is paramount in the repertoire of master vi-
olinists who perform concertos very individually. Among
other characteristics of music performance, tempo, inten-
sity and vibratos are presented in a variety of different
ways from person to person, since every violinist brings an
individual style to the performance. For example, Heifetz
plays the Beethoven D major violin concerto (III) faster
than any other performer which, perhaps by intent, brings
a feeling of “unemotional and cold” to listeners and differ-
entiates his performances.

Most concertos contain a solo cadenza part. Performers
can play this without concern to the coordination with the
orchestra or obeying the global tempo. Violinists there-
fore often exhibit their unique playing style most expres-
sively during the cadenza. Paying special attention to the
cadenza is therefore very useful for our research aiming to
understand how to model differences in individual playing
style. In addition, we do not have to address the influence
of accompaniment and can focus on features that may be
extracted from the solo performance.

We select five concertos written by five well-known com-
posers: Beethoven, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky
and Sibelius. These pieces have all been performed by
nine violinists: Jascha Heifetz, Anne Sophie Mutter, David
Oistrakh, Itzhak Perlman, Pinchas Zukerman, Isaac Stern,
Salvatore Accardo, Yehudi Menuhin and Maxim Vengerov,
who are all leading master violin players. We introduce the
data annotation methods for two different kinds of features
in the following two subsections. Further details of the
recordings and the amount of annotated data are listed in
Table 1.

2.1 Vibrato note data annotation

To reduce the influence of accompaniment on our features,
we use solo notes that contain vibrato. We also sidestep
the influence of variation between music pieces, therefore
the same excerpts from each concerto for every performer
are annotated. This way we can focus on the differences of
vibrato characteristics between performers.

All vibratos were manually annotated at the note-level,
including onset and offset times for note segmentation.
Sonic Visualizer [9] was used for manual annotation, to-
gether with the Match Vamp plugin [10] to align the per-
formances, guiding and improving the annotation perfor-

Figure 2. Vibrato notes segmentation (excerpt)

mance. Figure 2 shows an example of the interface used for
annotation and an excerpt of the data with several notes. In
this plot, darker (purple) segments correspond to solo vi-
brato notes. Vibrato note onset and offset times are shown
as dark purple vertical lines around segment boundaries.

2.2 Note onset time annotation

The second data annotation task consists of labeling the
note onset times for every music piece. In this task, the
selection of music pieces are the same as above (see Sec-
tion 2.1). Since we want to analyse the deviation in onset
time among different performers while they play the same
note, the onset time label of each note must be accurate.
Although there are many existing automatic onset detec-
tors, the accuracy on violin recordings is not high enough
for our purpose, therefore we label onset times manually.
Because there are not many violin solos in the ’prelude’
or ’interlude’ (sections that are performed by orchestra
alone), we cut out the parts of the music without violin or
where the violin cannot be heard clearly. Hence the com-
mercial recordings are divided into several pieces before
the data labeling. The overall procedure consists of the
following three steps: music piece selection, music pieces
alignment, and onset time labelling.

Figure 3. Note onset time annotations (excerpt)

The first step is to select the music pieces. We consider
the impact of pieces themselves as well as note types. The
speed of the performance and the onset time deviations can
be very different for different parts of a concerto move-
ment. For example, the start of a movement is always soft
and slow, while the middle part is more varied and the end-
ing is usually passionate. In addition, different note types
such as semibreve, minim, crotchet, quaver, dotted note,
etc. will also become factors affecting onset times. There-
fore, we selected at least 3 different parts with different
speeds and cover as many note types as possible from each
movement to ensure the diversity of the data. To make the
feature extraction easier, we align the music pieces and the
start of the first note is considered as 0 seconds for each.
Labelling short notes with correct onset times is a substan-
tial challenge. For example, it is not easy to label a per-
formance with a quick succession of very short sixteenth
notes. To solve this, we slow down the music using the
appropriate function provided in Sonic Visualizer [9].
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Figure 3 shows the interface used for onset time annota-
tion. The vertical line indicates the position of onset times.
The number of annotated onset times from each movement
is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Details of recording selection and data annotation
Composer Concerto Movement No. of vibratos No. of onsets

L. V. Beethoven V.Concerto D major, Op.61
I 21 572
II 26 271
III 4 328

J.Brahms V.Concerto D major, Op.77
I 11 214
II 6 196
III 4 203

F.Mendelssohn V.Concerto E minor, Op.64 I 13 195
II N/A 196
III 3 211

P.I. Tchaikovsky V.Concerto D major, Op.35
I 26 189
II 7 191
III 18 209

J.Sibelius V.Concerto D minor, Op.47
I 23 188
II N/A 191
III N/A 209

3. METHODOLOGY

As mentioned in Section 1, the flow of the performer iden-
tification methods proposed in this paper is shown in Fig-
ure 1. There are two branches after the selection of “Con-
certo recordings”, which represent two different feature ex-
traction methods. These are summarised first while details
of each steps are given in the following subsections. lin

In the first method, monophonic vibrato notes are anno-
tated manually from the original recordings. However, we
cannot extract vibrato features from audio waveform di-
rectly. Therefore, we use the PYIN [11] algorithm to ob-
tain the fundamental frequency of each annotated note, so
that the change of the pitch within every note can be ob-
served. Since all vibrato features are extracted from the
pitch curve of each note, fundamental frequency estima-
tion is the first step. To avoid the interference of noise and
make all vibrato features extracted from relevant vibrato
data, the frequency signal is smoothed before feature ex-
traction. These two steps are denoted preprocessing and
detailed in Sec. 3.1. We introduce specific vibrato features
in Sec. 3.2. Similar structure can be found in the second
method, which is also shown in the flow chart in Fig. 1.
However, there are some differences in the data annotation
and feature extraction process, which will be explained in
Sec. 3.2. Finally, we find differences of individual vibrato
and timing characteristics by comparing their feature dis-
tributions. The classification process using these features
is introduced in Sec. 3.3.

3.1 Preprocessing

Vibrato is a phenomenon of oscillating pitch that is related
to fundamental frequency. After vibrato note segmenta-
tion, we obtain waveforms of each note from the original
audio (FS = 44.1kHz). In this research, a smoothed pitch
track is calculated using the PYIN algorithm [11] with
a frame size and hop size of 2048 and 256 respectively.
We thus obtain an array of instantaneous frequency values.
However, this array exhibits some noise and artefacts near
note boundaries. Figure4(a) shows the fundamental fre-
quency (F0) estimation curve of a note with noise around
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Figure 4. Pitch curve before smoothed and after

the location of onset and offset times. This is smoothed
to obtain reliable vibrato features using a zero-phase But-
terworth low-pass filter to avoid phase delay. This filter is
designed in the scipy package [12]. The smoothed signal
is shown in Figure 4(b). Compared to the original pitch
curve, the clarity is improved but some small fluctuations
remain around the boundaries. This issue is addressed in
the following steps.

3.2 Feature Extraction

We design four note-level vibrato features and an onset fea-
ture. To characterise vibrato, we extract average vibrato
extent (AE), average vibrato rate (AR), standard deviation
of vibrato extent (SE) and standard deviation of vibrato
rate (SR). All features are computed from the fundamental
frequency estimates. Additionally, we calculate the onset
time deviation (OTD) as a feature related to expressive tim-
ing. The feature extraction process for these are described
in Section 3.2.3

3.2.1 Vibrato extent

In every period of the pitch curve, the instantaneous vibrato
extent is considered to be the distance between an adjacent
peak and trough. The average and standard deviation of
vibrato extent is calculated from all instant vibrato extent
values within a note. First we find the location of every
peak and trough contained in the pitch curve by locating
maxima and minima in the smoothed F0 array. We then
calculate the absolute frequency distance between succes-
sive peaks and troughs to obtain the instantaneous vibrato
extent. The collection of note-level instant vibrato extents
are used to calculate the average and standard deviation of
vibrato extent for all annotated notes.

3.2.2 Vibrato rate

After obtaining the locations of every peak and trough in
the pitch curve of a note, the vibrato rate features can be
calculated easily. We find the time when every peak and
trough appears in the pitch curve. The interval between
adjacent peaks and troughs can be considered a half period
(th), then the rough instant vibrato rate can be calculated
using the formula in Eq. 1.

V ibratorate =
1

2th
(1)

However, as shown in Figure 4(b), although the pitch
curve has been smoothed before the feature extraction,
there are still low amplitude oscillations present that do not
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correspond to the player’s vibrato. We consider a heuristic
to eliminate the effect of this. In general, the range of vi-
brato rate is 2 Hz to 15 Hz, and the range of vibrato extent
is between 9 cents and 50 cents. After extracting the rough
instant vibrato extent and rate at the note-level, we discard
values outside these ranges.

3.2.3 Onset time deviation

After the segmentation of music pieces, as well as align-
ment and onset time annotation (see Sec. 2.2), we calculate
the onset time deviation (OTD). The first step is to obtain
the reference onset time of each note. There are two viable
methods to consider: the first is using score based note on-
set time as reference, the second is using the mean note on-
set time of each note across all performances in the dataset.
In this paper, we use the latter approach, since we can as-
sume that averaging removes most of the expressive timing
and individual interpretation of the performer, except for a
generally accepted interpretation of the piece, where such
interpretation exists. This approach also avoids the need
for audio to score alignment.

As Figure 5 shows, the first note of every piece is aligned
in time. Using the alignment between individual perfor-
mances, the corresponding notes are identified first, then
the mean onset time of each note is calculated from all vi-
olinists’ performances as the reference time. This is fol-
lowed by the calculation of onset time deviations from
this reference for each performer to characterise expres-
sive timing. For example, a score is shown at the top of
Figure 5. The different vertical bars indicate note duration
from different performers. The vertical dashed lines are the
average onset times of each notes in this piece, which are
treated as the “reference onset time” for the rest of this pa-
per. Then the distance between each actual onset time and
the reference time is the onset time deviation, with some
examples indicated in Fig. 5 as well.
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Figure 5. Expressive timing feature extraction

There are other features of violin performance currently
ignored by our method. This includes phrasing as well as
the dependence of the note onset times and vibrato tech-
nique on motion [13] and differences in the characteristics
of the actual instrument. Addressing these issues consti-
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Figure 6. Distribution of two performer’s average vibrato
extent

tute future work. For example the dependence on phras-
ing and previous onsets may be addressed using Bayesian
techniques. Instrument specific features may also be de-
veloped, for instance, detecting the amount of sympathetic
resonance has been shown to be useful for characterising
instrumental gestures in [14].

3.3 Violinist Classification

In this section, we describe our violinist identification
method, consisting of the estimation of feature distribu-
tions, similarity calculation and classification. All methods
are first presented using the features separately. A method
using feature fusion is discussed in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Classification based on vibrato features

When different performers play the same music piece, they
typically use different vibrato rates and extents in their re-
spective performances. Therefore, we model the vibrato
characteristics of each performer using the distribution of
these features. In this paper, we calculate histograms, ker-
nel densities (KDE) and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
separately to model these distributions, assuming that these
provide compact representations of the violinists’ style,
which we can use later for identification. Figure 6 shows
how the global distribution of average vibrato extent for
Heifetz and Mutter differs for example. We can easily see
that the highest density of the vibrato extent distribution
appears between 15 cents and 20 cents for Heifetz, but it is
20 cents to 25 cents as well as 29 to 30 cents in Mutter’s
performances. In addition, there is no vibrato greater than
35 cents in Heifetz’s performances, whereas the maximum
vibrato extent reaches above 40 cents in Mutter’s. This
shows that Heifetz prefers to use the vibrato in a smaller
scale, but Mutter’s vibrato extents are broader. Based on
similar observations for several performers, we can assume
that the feature reflects an important aspect of the vibrato
characteristics for every performer.

In Fig. 6, the red line shows the Gaussian kernel to es-
timate kernel density of average vibrato extent data from
Heifetz and Mutter as well, the curve of the two distribu-
tions show similar properties to histograms. We also train a
3-component Gaussian Mixture Model to estimate the dis-
tribution of the data. Their PDF curves are shown in Fig. 6
too using continuous (green) line. The number of compo-
nents in these models is selected using empirical observa-
tion, i.e., the distributions do not generally exceed three
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modes so the GMMs represent the histograms and kernel
densities well. Given these curves, we can observe the con-
tinuous distributions of features for each performer, and
their differences should reflect individual characteristics.

In order to quantify these differences, we calculate the
similarity of distributions of each given feature for all per-
formers using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [15]
shown in Equation 2. This corresponds to the likeli-
hood ratio between two distributions and tells us how well
the probability distribution Q approximates the probability
distribution P by computing the cross-entropy minus the
entropy. The KL divergence between kernel densities is es-
timated using the approach proposed in [16]. Since the KL
divergence between GMMs is not analytically tractable,
we use variational Bayes approximation following the im-
plementation in [17].

DKL(P ||Q)) =
∑
i

P (i)log(
P (i)

Q(i)
) (2)

For classification, the KL divergence can be calculated
between vibrato feature distributions of an unknown per-
former and every known performer in the dataset. Finding
the minimum divergence between an unknown and known
performer should help to identify the unknown performer.

3.3.2 Classification based on onset time deviation

The playing style of each performer has a great impact on
the expressive timing. For example, Heifetz always plays
fast no matter which piece he is playing. To characterise
expressive timing statistically, we compute the distribution
of all timing deviations using the same three statistical ap-
proaches used for vibrato features: Histogram, KDE and
GMM. Then we measure the similarity between training
data and a test set corresponding to a performer using the
KL divergence. The minimum divergence provides the
identity of the performer.

3.3.3 Fusion method

In this research, we use linear combination with equal
weights to fuse similarity estimates for the distributions of
different features summarised in Table 2. During the eval-
uation, leave one group out cross validation with 8 folds is
used to calculate the KL divergence between training set
and testing set for every group of data. The similarity es-
timates of feature distributions in every fold are combined
for the different kinds of features using the approach shown
in Equation 3:

KLoverall =

|Θ|∑
n=1

wnKLΘn
, (3)

where Θ = {V1, V2, V3, V4, T1} with V1, ..., V4 denoting
the sets of statistical models corresponding to four kinds
of vibrato features (AE,AR,SE,SR) computed separately,
while T1 corresponds to the OTD (see Sect. 3.2.3). All
corresponding weights wn are set to one in the current
implementation, however, feature importance may be in-
vestigated in future work using methods discussed in [18]
in the audio context. Moreover, the way how the features

are fused is not unique. We can combine for instance any
3 or 4 features together to compute the overall KL diver-
gence. Next, we validate if this mechanism works for vio-
linist identification and test how accurate the classification
results are for different performers. The design of the ex-
periment and the results are discussed in Section 4.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We test the effect of proposed identification mechanism us-
ing leave one group out cross validation and show the clas-
sification result (F-measure) and confusion matrix for all
performers in our dataset. In this section, we will show the
violinist identification results based on different features:
vibrato features only, timing features only and the com-
bination of features using the fusion method described in
Section 3.3.3. A summary of the features used in this paper
and their abbreviations are listed in Table 2 for clarity.

Table 2. Summary of features and abbreviations
Original Feature Name Shortened Name
Average Vibrato Extent AE
Average Vibrato Rate AR
Standard Deviation Vibrato Extent SE
Standard Deviation Vibrato Rate SR
Combination of all Vibrato features VC
Onset Time Deviation OTD

4.1 Classification result based on vibrato features

There are 12 music pieces each containing different
amounts of annotated solo vibrato notes ranging from 4
to 20. To ensure there is sufficient data in every test set
given the small size of our dataset, we perform eight folds
Leave one group out cross validation to assess the different
features and statistical representations.

In the experiment, we first designate one group of data
from a random performer as test data.We then compute the
distribution of four vibrato features based on the test data
and every other group in the training set separately. The
number and size of histogram bins, as well as the KDE
kernel and GMM hyper parameters are kept constant.

As mentioned above, we have separated each performer’s
data into 8 groups, so that for each test player, we can
get eight group-level distributions for each feature analy-
sis. Furthermore, since there are four vibrato features in
all, 32 distributions for one test performer can be obtained
to reflect his vibrato characteristics. Then, we compute the
KL divergence between each feature’s distribution from
test performer and the same features for every performer
in the training data. The similarity results for vibrato char-
acteristics based on four features can be obtained between
the test performer and every performer in the training set.
The smaller the KL divergence the greater the similarity,
therefore we treat the performer that corresponds to the
minimum value as the identified performer with each fea-
ture. Finally, we also compute the mean of normalized KL
divergences. These are donoted as ’combination’ features
(VC).
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Figure 7. Violinists classification using combined vibrato
features

From the cross validation, we get the similarity of vibrato
features between every two performers in the dataset and
performer identification based on one feature or the com-
bination feature can be obtained. Table 3 shows the preci-
sion of violinist identification using three distributions sep-
arately. The combination feature performs better than any
single ones, and the histogram model yields the best result
overall. Fig. 7 shows the normalised confusion matrix of
violinist identification using the combined vibrato features
and histogram distribution. To avoid overlap of performer
names in the X-axis of the confusion matrix, we abbrevi-
ate ’Vengerov’ as ’Venge’; ’Zukerman’ as ’Zuker’ in the
confusion matrix plots.

Table 3. Violinist identification result

Model

Precision Feature
VC AE AR SE SR OTD

Histogram 0.513 0.243 0.385 0.136 0.114 0.697
KDE 0.392 0.252 0.220 0.107 0.014 0.751
GMM 0.417 0.189 0.352 0.148 0.007 0.734

Table 4. Violinist identification result using histogram
Feature Precision Recall F-score
VC 0.513 0.430 0.425
AE 0.243 0.264 0.242
AR 0.385 0.306 0.292
SE 0.136 0.148 0.132
SR 0.114 0.097 0.090

4.2 Classification result based on timing features

There are 3739 annotated notes extracted from each vio-
linist’s performance, and the same amount of onset time
deviations are calculated from these notes. In this experi-
ment, a similar approach is taken to the assessment of vi-

brato features. Again, to ensure there are enough data in
every test set, and also a reasonably high number of cross
validation folds, we perform eight folds Leave One Group
Out cross validation to test the feature and the models. We
first split each performer’s feature data into eight groups
on average, which means there are 467 notes in each of the
first 7 groups, and 470 notes in the last group. Then we
select a random test performer and designate one group as
test data while the rest of the groups from all performers
is considered training data. Then, the distribution of test
data and every other group in the training set are obtained
by using the histogram, KDE and GMM separately. The
number and size of histogram bins, as well as the KDE
kernel and GMM hyper parameters are kept constant. Fi-
nally, we measure the similarity between the test performer
and every performer in the training set by calculating the
KL divergence, so that the minimum value identifies the
performer. Fig. 8 shows the normalised confusion ma-
trix of violinist identification using the timing features and
KDE distribution, the comparison of different distributions
is listed in Table 4 as well.
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Figure 8. Violinists classification using Onset time devia-
tion

4.3 Classification result using the fusion of features

As mentioned previously, there are 5 note-level features
extracted from the music signal. According to the identi-
fication results based on vibrato features, AE and AR per-
form much better than the other two features. Therefore
it is sensible to assess features in different combinations.
Due to the low number of features we sidestep the use of
complex feature selection methods. In addition, in table 3,
it is obvious to find that histogram performs better while
we use vibrato features to classify violinists. However,
KDE performs better while we use onset feature. There-
fore, in this experiment, the histogram is used to present
vibrato features, whereas KDE is used as onset feature dis-
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Figure 9. Violinists classification using the fusion of 3 fea-
tures

tribution. We firstly combine timing feature with AE and
AR together. The result is shown as ’3 Feature Fusion
(3FF )’ in Table 5. Then, we fuse four features in two
ways: timing feature fused with AE, AR, SE, which is pre-
sented as 4FF1; timing feature fused with AE, AR, SR,
this is denoted 4FF2. Finally we fuse the timing feature
with all vibrato features, whose results are denoted 5FF
in Table 5 as well. We can observe that 3FF performs
best in terms of precision. The corresponding confusion
matrix is shown in Figure 9.

Table 5. Violinist identification using different fusion fea-
tures

Feature Precision Recall F-score
3 FF 0.700 0.694 0.681
4 FF1 0.651 0.652 0.632
4 FF2 0.640 0.639 0.626
5 FF 0.670 0.639 0.635

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Given the results obtained from the vibrato features only,
Figure 7 shows that the discrimination for Heifetz and Ois-
trakh are best (0.62), while the identification for Menuhin,
Mutter, Perlman, Stern and Zukerman are also good. Their
performances can be identified correctly most of the time.
However, the identification for Vengerov and Zukerman
are less reliable. Their performances are confused with
some of other performers leading to incorrect classifica-
tion. The worst result is obtained for Accardo. His perfor-
mance is confused with Zukerman’s, i.e., we cannot obtain
the correct identification from his vibrato characteristics,
probably due to his limited use of the technique. We also
compute the macro F-score based on single features and
the combination feature. The result is shown in Table 4.

The best performing feature is average vibrato rate, with
a macro F-score of 0.385, and the worst is Standard devia-
tion of vibrato rate.

No matter which distribution model is used, timing fea-
tures perform clearly better than vibrato features. This
might partly be due to the smaller size of the vibrato data.
The highest precision is obtained using KDE distribution,
which is 0.751; whereas histogram performs worse for this
feature. However, although the overall result is the best
among all experiments, there are still some misclassifica-
tions. From Figure 8, it is easy to discover that Menuhin’s
performance is confused with Oistrakh’s, which means
they have similar timing feature distributions. Using the
KDE-based model, it can be observed that the shape of
their pdf contours are more similar to each other. We
can thus conclude that this timing feature based method is
promising as it works very well for most performer identi-
fications in our dataset, but it may still yield some confu-
sion between certain performers.

To address this problem, we tried to classify performers
using different fusion features. As explained above, we
used 4 ways to fuse features. The 4FF2 performs worse
in Table 9, which shows that SR contributes mainly noise
for this identification task, and we can remove this fea-
ture in the future. Meanwhile, the F-score and precision
of 3 features fusion performs best. According to Figure 9,
although the overall F-measure results is a bit lower than
using timing feature only, the discrimination for every per-
former is higher than using timing feature only. So there is
an obvious improvement in discrimination using the com-
bination of features.

In future work, we may fuse different features using dif-
ferent weights or design more features based on spectral
characteristics, dynamics, or features that correlate with
timbre or timbre changes during vibrato playing. We found
that some vibrato features work better than others. We can
therefore combine different vibrato features using differ-
ent weights instead of a uniform weight. Furthermore, we
may test other classification mechanisms including SVMs,
Decision Trees or Neural Networks.

A potentially interesting future direction is the use of a
“semantic space” describing differences in timbral char-
acteristics resulting from different playing techniques. Se-
mantic descriptors may be obtained using a combination of
acoustic features and machine learning models as in [19],
where the authors used machine learning to model the as-
sociations between semantic terms used by violin mak-
ers and acoustic features produced by the instruments de-
scribed by them. Similar techniques may be useful to learn
relationships between expressive performance descriptors
and the sound produced by different performers. This
poses interesting future challenges in differentiating be-
tween the effects of the acoustic environment, the specific
instrument, different playing techniques and the individual
player. Emerging technologies, such as the work of En-
gel et.al. [20], may enable us to model sound production
mechanisms, playing techniques and the effects of the en-
vironment separately.

Using other data modalities, such as motion data obtained
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from sensors as in [21,22] may also be useful in certain ap-
plication contexts, such as estimating how well a beginner
approximates a master player. Our current method benefits
from the non-intrusive nature of using only the audio, but
this may also be seen as a limitation when complementary
information in motion data and instrumental gestures are
considered.

Finally, we also aim to enlarge the size of vibrato dataset.
It would be beneficial to test the method with more than
500 annotated notes for each performer and 20 or more
performers.

In summary, we first construct a novel dataset from nine
master violinists’ performance. Four kinds of vibrato fea-
tures are proposed and extracted along with one feature
related to expressive timing. We propose a method to iden-
tify different violinists using the distributions of each fea-
ture. The results show that our proposed method works
reasonably well for the identification of master players in
our dataset.
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ABSTRACT

To investigate variations in the timbre space with regards to
musical dynamics, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
were trained on modulation power spectra (MPS), mel-
scaled and ERB-scaled spectrograms of single notes of
sustained instruments played at two dynamics extremes (pp
and ff ). The samples, from an extensive dataset of several
timbre families, were rms normalized in order to eliminate
the loudness information and force the network to focus
on timbre attributes of musical dynamics that are shared
across different instrument families. The proposed CNN
architecture obtained competitive results in three classifi-
cation tasks with all three input representations. In order
to compare the different input representations, the test sets
in three experiments were partitioned in order to promote
or avoid selection bias. When selection bias was avoided,
models trained on MPS were outperformed by those trained
on time-frequency representations, conversely, those trained
on MPS achieved the best results when selection bias was
promoted. Low-temporal modulations emerged in class-
specific MPS saliency maps as markers of musical dynam-
ics. This led to the implementation of a MPS-based scalar
descriptor of timbre that largely outperformed the chosen
baseline (44.8% error reduction).

1. INTRODUCTION

Timbre is often described as a complex set of sound fea-
tures that are not accounted for by pitch, loudness, duration,
spatial location, and the acoustic environment [1]. Musical
dynamics refers to the perceived or intended loudness of a
played note, instructed in music notation as piano or forte
(soft or loud) with different dynamic gradations between
and beyond. Previous research has suggested that listen-
ers can recognize musical dynamics even if there are no
loudness cues available by relying on timbral features [2,3].
More recently, Weinzierl et al. [4] extracted audio descrip-
tors of timbre from an extensive set of anechoic recordings
of orchestral instrument notes played at pianissimo (pp)
and fortissimo (ff ). They found that attack slope, spectral
skewness, and spectral flatness [5] together explained 72%
of the variance in dynamic strength across all instruments,
and 89% with an instrument-specific model.

Copyright: c© 2020 Luca Marinelli et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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The overall aim of this study is to further investigate the
role of timbre in musical dynamics, focusing on the contri-
bution of spectral and temporal modulations. Specifically,
we aimed to explore the use of modulation power spectra
in the context of deep representation learning for music
information retrieval.

1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks and Audio

Unlike more traditional machine learning systems based on
handcrafted features, which require previous knowledge of
the studied domain and careful engineering, convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) combine feature extraction and
classification. Originally used in computer vision, they
recently have been shown to be a powerful approach for a
variety of music information retrieval tasks.

Using mel-scaled magnitude spectrograms as input, thus
interpreting a machine listening problem as a machine vi-
sion one, Schlter et al. [6] found that in an elementary task
of musical onset detection CNNs outperformed previous
state of the art methods while requiring less manual prepro-
cessing. By analyzing their model, they found that it had
essentially learned features already implemented in hand-
designed descriptors, but it surpassed them by combining
the results of many slightly different versions. Han et al. [7]
found that the performance of CNNs for the recognition of
predominant instruments in polyphonic music was more ro-
bust than traditional methods, also using mel-spectrograms
as input. Furthermore, Phan et al. [8] showed that a more
“shallow” CNN architecture outperformed its deeper coun-
terparts in an audio event recognition task. Their CNN
consisted of just three layers: a convolutional layer coupled
with a pooling layer for feature extraction, and a final soft-
max layer for classification. Each convolutional filter can
be considered as mimicking a cochlear filter that spikes on
a specific feature of the signal.

Inspired by these results, we applied a similar approach
to the recognition of musical dynamics. In particular, we
were interested whether compact networks like those im-
plemented in this study can provide competitive results
without the large power and memory requirements of very
deep architectures [8].

1.2 Modulation Power Spectra and Timbre

A less explored two-dimensional representation of sound to
be used as input in CNN systems is the modulation power
spectrum (MPS). The MPS is obtained through successive
Fourier transforms along the time and frequency axes of
a spectrogram, which highlight the temporal and spectral
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the proposed CNN (with
feature maps).

regularities of the latter [9]. As such, it offers an invertible
representation of the spectrum of a sound that is invariant
to translations in the time-frequency domain [10]. Simi-
larly to the spectrogram, the MPS can be associated with a
processing stage in the auditory system [11].

Research in psychoacoustics, auditory modelling, and mu-
sic information retrieval has pointed out the important role
of spectrotemporal modulations in the perception and recog-
nition of the timbre of acoustic instrument sounds. Patil et
al. [12] showed that modulation representations can achieve
remarkably high accuracy in automatic instrument classi-
fication, and they also correlate well with perceptual dis-
similarity ratings between instrumental timbres. Elliott et
al. [13] suggested that these depend on spectrotemporal
patterns rather than on purely temporal or spectral features
such as attack time and spectral centroid. Using the MPS
as acoustic description of timbre dissimilarity dimensions
was found to have similar predictive power compared to
standard hand-crafted scalar audio descriptors. Thoret et
al. [10, 14] showed that instrument timbres of sustained
notes can be characterized by specific regions in the MPS,
with the most salient cues centred on low temporal and low
spectral modulations.

The present study aims to explore whether specific regions
in the MPS of sustained instrument sounds are relevant for
a timbre-driven classification of musical dynamics when
the influence of loudness information is excluded. As a
benchmark, we compare the performance of the proposed
MPS-CNN model against the standard spectrogram-CNN
approach.

2. METHOD

2.1 Dataset

In a recent study on the role of timbre in musical dynamics,
Weinzierl et al. [4] acquired under controlled conditions
a comprehensive dataset of anechoic recordings of single
notes for all instruments of a typical Beethovenian orchestra
in their modern and historical form.

The musicians were positioned in the geometrical centre
of a spherical 32-microphone array. They were asked to
play single notes in ff (instruction: “play as loud as pos-
sible without sounding unpleasant”) and pp (“play as soft
as possible without allowing the sound to break up”) in

Layer type Parameters
Conv2D filters : 16, size: 7x7, stride: 3
Batch norm. - -
Conv2D filters : 32, size: 3x3, stride: 1
Batch norm. - -
Average pool. size: 2x2
Conv2D filters : 64, size: 3x3, stride: 1
Average pool. size: 2x2
Flatten - -
Dense neurons: 128
Dropout p: 0.5
Dense neurons: 2

Table 1: A layer-wise definition of the proposed CNN

semitone steps over the entire pitch range required in the
standard orchestral repertoire, without vibrato for approx-
imately 3 s per note. From three recordings per pitch and
dynamic strength, the most musically convincing version
was selected manually. The database, including radiation
patterns, sound power measurements, and timbre descrip-
tors is fully available on DepositOnce, the research data
repository of TU Berlin [15]. Each sample is further anno-
tated with indices of note onset and offset (all samples), and
the beginning and end of the steady-state part (sustained
sounds only).

Using 33 sustained instruments from the same database,
we extracted 1 s snippets starting at the annotated onset of
the steady-state part of the corresponding ff and pp notes.
Although a majority of the recorded samples is longer than
one second, one-second-excerpts seemed to offer a proper
trade-off between input size and classification performance.
For further processing, only one of the 32 channels was used
from each recording. Calculating a sum of the channels
was not considered to avoid comb filter effects. Instead,
similarly to Weinzierl et al. [4], for each instrument we
selected that channel which most often exhibited the highest
rms signal level over all recorded notes as the principal
channel (i.e., as the principal direction of sound radiation).

Our dataset thus consists of 2793 mono audio recordings
(1362 ff and 1431 pp notes), originally recorded at a sam-
pling frequency of 44.1 kHz then downsampled to 22.05
kHz. The difference between the size of the ff and pp note
datasets (2.5% of the total dataset) is attributable to the fact
that, for some of the samples in the dataset, the length of
the sustained phase was shorter than one second.

2.2 Audio Preprocessing

Modulation Power Spectra

The MPS can be defined as the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of a spectrogram. As proposed in [14], first the
STFT was computed with a hamming window of length
1024 and a hop size of 256. Then, to eliminate the loud-
ness information in further processing, each time frame of
the STFT was normalized by its rms which was, therefore,
computed along the frequency axis. Subsequently, the fre-
quency axis of the STFT was compressed into the mel-scale
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Test sets mel-spec ERB-spec MPS
Individual instruments

Clarinet 0.99 0.97 0.95
Flute 0.60 0.69 0.53
Oboe 0.83 0.87 0.81
Trombone 0.99 0.89 0.81
Violin 0.94 1.00 0.90

Instrument families
Brass 0.88 0.83 0.91
Double reeds 0.80 0.76 0.86
Single reeds 0.97 0.96 0.98
Violin family 0.58 0.55 0.65

Table 2: F1 scores (micro avg.) of the CNN models on the
individual instrument and instrument family test sets.

using 174 bands, which reduced its size to 174x87.
Finally, the MPS is here implemented as the squared mag-

nitude of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the
logarithmic magnitude of the mel-scaled STFT. Given that
the two-dimensional Fourier transform is inherently conju-
gate symmetric, only the upper half of the resulting MPS
was conserved. The resulting two dimensions of the in-
put fed into the CNN (with a size of 87x87) are temporal
modulations (in Hz; abscissa) and spectral modulations (in
cycles/Hz; ordinate).

Mel-Scaled Spectrograms

Using the librosa python library [16], a reduction of the size
of a magnitude spectrogram (STFT) is performed, where to
combine FFT bins into mel-frequency bins a matrix product
is computed between a weighting ’filterbank’ matrix and
the spectrogram, mel filterbank ·STFT , for a predefined
number of overlapping approximated filters with a logarith-
mic increase in bandwidth. To maintain the same size, the
mel-scaled spectrograms are again computed with the same
parameters and steps (including the rms normalization of
the STFT) but with 87 bands this time, resulting again in a
input size of 87x87.

ERB-Scaled Spectrograms

With a python implementation [17] of Slaney’s Auditory
Toolbox [18], a bank of 87 gammatone filters with increas-
ing bandwidth and center frequency (fmin = 20Hz) is
constructed and applied to the raw audio signal to obtain
a spectral representation similar to the mel-scaled STFT.
Same frame size and hop size were used as for the previous
audio representations. The resulting spectrogram was then
normalized frame-wise by its rms. The resulting size is,
again, 87x87.

2.3 CNN Architecture

The proposed CNN architecture (Fig. 1 and Table 1) was im-
plemented with Keras running on top of TensorFlow. Given
that no previous work on MPS as input for CNNs was
available, the proposed architecture was selected through
systematic trial and error, where the selection criterion was
the validation accuracy. Discarded configurations, such as

Input F1 score
mel-spec 0.95 ± 0.007
ERB-spec 0.93 ± 0.025
MPS 0.93 ± 0.014
Models Wilcoxon p
MPS Vs mel-spec 0.025
MPS Vs ERB-spec 0.510
mel- Vs ERB-spec 0.005

Table 3: F1 scores (mean ± standard deviation) and
Wilcoxon p values of the CNN models on the entire cross
validated dataset.

deeper networks, promoted overfitting. The use of strided
convolution in the first layer reduced drastically the number
of learnable parameters, while in subsequent layers average
pooling offered a better performance than strides bigger
than 1. Average pooling, with a size of 2x2, was chosen
because max pooling seemed to promote overfitting. The
proposed architecture includes three 2D-convolutional lay-
ers: the first with 16 filters, a 7x7 receptive field and a stride
of 3, the second and third with 32 and 64 filters respectively,
with a 3x3 receptive field and a stride of 1. Finally, the soft-
max classifier receives its inputs from a dense layer with
128 neurons. All activation functions, but the softmax on
the last dense layer, are rectified linear units.

The training was performed by minimizing the categorical
cross-entropy cost function with the Adam-optimizer (with
an initial learning rate of 7 × 10−4). All models were
regularized with a dropout layer (p = 0.5) after the first
dense layer. Two callback functions were used to prevent
overfitting, the early stopping method, with a patience of 5
epochs, and the model checkpoint, to save the best model for
each training session; both of them monitored the validation
loss, where the validation sets were a randomly selected
10% of the training sets. For the sake of comparability,
instead of tuning each model separately, a global set-up for
all experiments was used.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1 Individual Instruments

In a first round of experiments, pp and ff notes of the follow-
ing representative instruments from different timbre fami-
lies are chosen to define five test sets: clarinet, flute, oboe,
tenor trombone and violin. The clarinet, tenor trombone,
and violin test sets comprise the historical and modern ver-
sion of the instrument, while the oboe test set includes the
Romantic historical oboe as well. The flute test set contains
the Baroque historical traverse flute, historical keyed flute,
and the modern transverse flute. For each individual test
set a different model was trained. Training and test sets
contain mutually exclusive data, and while all aerophones
samples of the dataset (flute set) are contained in the test
set, for all other instruments, the test sets are representative
of the respective training sets: for example the model tested
on the violin was trained also on samples of cellos, double
basses and violas. The class distribution of each test set (pp
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and ff ) was the following: clarinet (85, 85), flute (60, 59),
oboe (87, 95), tenor trombone (88, 81) and violin (81, 81).

Table 2 (upper panel) reports similarly promising results
for all three chosen audio representations. High accuracies
were obtained with all representations on clarinet, violin and
trombone test sets, where the highest results were achieved
with mel-spectrograms or ERB-spectrograms. As expected,
the worst performance was obtained on the flute set, given
that the training set for the flute did not contain any samples
of that timbre family (aerophones instruments) and appar-
ently, only with ERB-spectrograms the CNN was able to
extract robust features for the two dynamics extremes.

3.2 Instrument Families

In this second series of experiments, again, mutually ex-
clusive data were used to build training and test sets. This
time, similarly to what happened for the aerophones in the
previous experiments, the four test sets consisted of all in-
struments from a specific timbre family. Dividing training
and test data in such way aims at assessing which audio
representation would provide the most robust features in
an experiment that promotes selection bias, i.e., where the
training sets are ensured to be non-representative of the test
sets.

The CNN was tested on four sets comprising pp and ff
notes from both modern and historical versions of instru-
ments belonging to one of the following timbre families:
brass, double reeds, single reeds, and bowed strings. In
other words, this experiment was conducted as a four-fold
cross-validation, where each fold comprised all samples
of a certain timbre family, thus strongly introducing selec-
tion bias for that particular family. The brass set included
two versions of trumpet, French horn, tenor trombone and
bass trombone, and one for alto trombone and tuba. Dou-
ble reeds included three versions of bassoon and oboe and
one of contrabassoon, English horn and Dulcian. Single
reeds included three versions of clarinet and one of basset
horn, alto saxophone, and tenor saxophone. Finally, bowed
strings included two versions of violin, viola, cello and
double bass. The class distribution of each test set (pp and
ff ) was the following: brass (405, 367), double reeds (296,
304), single reeds (261, 263), and bowed strings (409, 369).

In these experiments (lower panel of Table 2) models
trained on MPS scored the highest results on all test sets.
The best performances were achieved with all three repre-
sentations on single reeds instruments, suggesting for this
family clear underlying spectrotemporal modulation differ-
ences between the two dynamics extremes. When compared
to the results on the violin set in the previous experiment,
the low accuracies obtained on the violin family can be in-
terpreted as a sign of overfitting. Generally, models trained
on MPS appear to be more robust against selection bias.

3.3 10-fold Cross Validation

To offer a third comparison where selection bias is avoided,
a 10-fold cross validation was performed on the entire ran-
domized dataset. All input representations delivered high
performances (Table 3). These results showed that there is
no significant difference between models trained on MPS

and ERB-scaled spectrograms, but that when selection bias
is taken into account and prevented, mel-spectrograms pro-
vide slightly more discriminative features to the CNN.

4. AN MPS-BASED TIMBRE DESCRIPTOR

4.1 Definition

Model Visualization Through Saliency Maps

Saliency maps indicate the input regions whose change
is most relevant for maximizing the output of a chosen
neuron, in this case the two class-specific neurons of the
final layer of the CNN. Saliency maps can be interpreted
as a correlation maps, where a salient regions basically
represents an area of the input that highly correlates with
the chosen target. All maps were obtained with the function
visualize saliency of the keras-vis toolkit [19]. The average
of the maps relative to all inputs of a specific class was
calculated for each family separately.

Comparing the MPS saliency maps of all analysed families
revealed a clearer pattern (see Fig. 2). For both classes the
most salient region appears to be generally located along
the spectral modulation axis and near the origin (i.e., low
temporal modulations), while in the fortissimo maps of
brass and double reeds the salient region appears to be
slightly shifted toward higher temporal modulations. What
is surprising is that for all instrument families, in at least one
of the two averaged saliency maps, a similar well-defined
central salient region is present. This suggests that in the
low-temporal modulations of the MPS is somehow precisely
encoded the dynamic strength of single notes of sustained
instruments.

In order to investigate to what extent this area is alone
effective in predicting the dynamics of single notes, a scalar
timbre descriptor is here defined as the average computed
from 2 to 16 cycles/kHz of the sum of the temporal frames
(from 0 to 3 Hz) of the MPS:

1

K16 −K2
·

K16∑
k=K2

J3∑
j=J0

MPS(j, k)

where K2, K16 and J0, J3 are the spectral and temporal
indices for 2 and 16 cycles/kHz and 0 and 3 Hz respectively.
From now on, the descriptor will be referred to as steady
spectral modulation power (steady SMP).

4.2 Baseline and Evaluation

Baseline

The following audio features were identified by Weinzierl et
al. [4] as good discriminators for musical dynamics (within
and across instruments) and will be used as a baseline to
compare the discriminative power of the steady SMP. As
previously mentioned, the attack phase of the note was not
considered in the analysis, so the final features set consists
of only spectral flatness (STFTmag, median) and skew-
ness (ERBfft, median). Both descriptors were extracted in
MATLAB using the default parameters of the TTB.
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Figure 2: Averaged MPS saliency maps of different instrument families (four pairs, pp and ff ). The ordinate is in Hz, and
given that the mel-scale is not directly convertible in octaves, the abscissa is shown in cycles/kHz with only the extremes and
a middle point for reference.

Dataset steady SMP spec. flat. & skew.
Brass 0.84 0.89
Double reeds 0.80 0.82
Flute 0.74 0.56
Single reeds 0.94 0.84
Violin family 0.84 0.85

Table 4: Family-wise LDA F1 scores for the steady SMP
against spectral flattness and skewness.

Experiments

In order to determine the behaviour of the descriptor on
different timbre families, a 10-fold cross validated LDA
was performed on the steady SMP and on the two TTB
descriptors, where this time, each timbre family was treated
separately as an independent dataset. Table 4 shows that the
steady SMP showed good predictive power for the dynam-
ics of single notes in all instrument families. While the two
TTB descriptors scored better on three different families
(brass, double reeds and violin family), the difference in
performance is never too important, but on flute and sin-
gle reeds, where the steady SMP has totalled increments
of circa +20% on the flute set and +10% for single reeds.
Noteworthy is the behaviour on the flutes, where if com-
pared to previous results one would have expected a weaker
discriminative power.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of SMP values of pp and
ff notes for the entire dataset and the flute set. For both
classes in the flute set, SMP values fall under 3 × 108,
which corresponds to the threshold between pp and ff notes
for the entire dataset. This could help to explain why in

Features set F1 score
steady SMP 0.84 ± 0.016
spec. flat. & skew. 0.71 ± 0.022

Table 5: Results of the 10-fold cross validated LDA for
steady SMP and spectral flattness and skewness.

previous experiments all classifiers showed worse results on
the flute set. Finally, when tested against spectral skewness
and flatness in a 10-fold cross validated LDA on the entire
randomized dataset (Table 5), the SMP was able to gain a
44.8% error reduction (Wilcoxon p = 0.002).

5. CONCLUSIONS

A convolutional neural network for musical dynamics clas-
sification was introduced, and the use of modulation power
spectra was proposed and tested against two well-established
time-frequency representations as input for the system. The
aim of the study was to investigate relevant spectrotemporal
modulation patterns in single notes of instruments played
at the two dynamics extremes, pianissimo and fortissimo.

In the first and third experiments, where the test sets were
in different ways representative of the training data, the
models trained on the two time-frequency representations
scored better than models trained on the MPS. This could
be explained in light of specific relations between musical
dynamics and pitch height that should have been better
captured by time-frequency representations. Notably, apart
for aerophone instruments, the models trained on the MPS
scored better than the others when they were tested for
robustness (second experiment), in a task that promoted
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Figure 3: Histograms showing the distribution of the steady SMP in the two classes.

selection bias. These remarkable results can be attributed to
the pitch invariance afforded by the MPS, that facilitated the
network in the extraction of features that would generalize
better on unrepresented data.

Visual inspection suggested that the most salient region for
dynamics recognition is located among low temporal mod-
ulations. Consequently, as proposed in [10], a MPS-based
scalar descriptor was implemented and tested. Compared
against two descriptors of timbre selected for the same task
(and on the same dataset) [4], the proposed MPS-based
descriptor showed comparable, when not better predictive
power than the two combined spectral descriptors. Particu-
larly, when compared with the baseline in a 10-fold cross
validated LDA, the proposed descriptor obtained 44.8%
error reduction.

Clear differences in the modulation space of notes played
at different musical dynamics are encoded in low temporal
modulations. Yet it should be noted that all the experiments
were performed on single notes of sustained instrument
played at only two dynamics extremes (pp and ff ), hence
limiting the generalizability of these findings. Future stud-
ies should expand on the results by analysing impulsive
sounds (such as plucked strings and piano notes) and by
including different dynamic gradations (i.e., p, mp, mf and
f ). Moreover in future works, the combination of MPS and
CNN should be also tested on common MIR tasks, such as
instrument and genre recognition.

Deep learning methods made the use of hand-crafted fea-
tures obsolete at the expense of interpretability of the auto-
matically extracted features, which are mostly too complex
and task-specific. This study showed that the translation
invariance afforded by modulation power spectra promotes
the extraction of features that are more robust and generaliz-
able, while at the same time more locally spaced in the input
domain than those based on time-frequency representations.
This property of the MPS and its invertibility, combined
with visualization tools for neural networks, could facilitate
the investigation of such features from a perceptual point of
view.
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ABSTRACT 
The class Fb1, contained in miSCellaneous_lib, an 
extension of SuperCollider (SC), enables single sample 
feedback and feedforward with arbitrary block sizes. This 
is made possible by an iterative application of the defining 
relation in the SynthDef (instrument) graph, a method 
suggested by Nathaniel Virgo. While alternative 
approaches exist, e.g. by setting SC server's block size to 
1, Fb1 provides a clear interface: the relation, which 
describes the calculation of subsequent samples from 
previous samples, is passed via an SC Function (the capital 
indicates the SC object) with the two arguments 'in' 
(feedforward) and 'out' (feedback). Consequentially, 
difference equations of linear filters can almost directly be 
taken over in the syntax, in which they are described in 
standard DSP literature. Because any operators can be 
written in the Function, non-linear filters and totally 
irregular feedback / feedforward setups can also be 
explored. Further options include arbitrary look-back 
depths and multichannel sizes, which allow complicated 
setups with a few lines of code. In August 2019 the class 
Fb1_ODE for integrating resp. audifying ordinary 
(systems of) differential equations with initial values in 
realtime was added to miSCellaneous_lib v0.22. It is based 
on Fb1 and will be described in more detail in a separate 
paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Like many other audio engines, SC [1, 2] server processes 
audio data in chunks of n samples. n is called the block size 
and defaults to 64. The block size determines the minimum 
delay time, which cannot be overcome with SC's standard 
unit generators (UGens) for managing feedback. It equals 

!"#$%	'()*
'+,-"*	.+/*

 (1) 

and, depending on the system, usually defaults to 

64

44100
	𝑠𝑒𝑐 = 0.00145	𝑠𝑒𝑐 (2) 

This so-called control duration corresponds to the control 
rate frequency of ca. 689 Hz, which can often occur as a 
background tone under certain circumstances. Setting the 
block size to smaller values – still it must always be a 
power of 2 – raises the control rate frequency and makes 
control rate operations more CPU-costly, though it enables 
lower feedback delay times. Regarding the audible results 
and the behaviour of changes, the differences between 
block size 64 and 1 can be huge. With block size 64, for 
example, slowly evolving changes can sometimes be 
perceived up to the point of a blowup, whereas similar 
setups with block size 1 often immediately derail, and 
modulations of delay time can have equally disparate 
consequences. To summarise: from the viewpoint of 
practical sound synthesis, single sample feedback is not 
only a special option of "default" feedback (if we regard 
the latter as feedback with a minimum delay time equaling 
default control duration), but a method that behaves quite 
differently and therefore opens new and interesting 
aesthetic possibilities. 	
   Now, as single sample feedback can, in principle, be eas-
ily achieved by setting SC server's block size to 1, why is 
there a need for a dedicated single sample feedback class? 
When setting block size to 1, single sample feedback is 
only possible in its raw form, which means that operators 
can be iteratively applied from sample to sample. 
Performing tasks like operating on a certain previous – and 
not only the last – sample (essential for many filters), 
multichannel handling and setting initial values would 
require extra implementational efforts on a per-case base. 
This all is covered by Fb1, and from my experience so far, 
this is its main benefit. As an extra bonus, Fb1 can do 
single sample feedback with arbitrary block sizes, though 
it doesn't make a difference from the viewpoint of the 
interface. Instead it's a trade-off: higher block sizes lead to 
higher compile times and larger SynthDefs, whereas the 
efficiency option of control rate unit generators is 
preserved. Which block size is practical depends on the 
concrete example: for experimenting with new SynthDefs, 
including Fb1, I tend to choose block sizes of 8 or 16. 
Originally Fb1 was assumed to tackle single sample 
feedback at audio rate. A control rate variant has been 
added to miSCellaneous_lib in version 0.22 [3]. 

2. IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Iteration 

A generalised feedback / feedforward relation can be 
written in the form 
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out[n] = F(out[n-1], out[n-2], ... , in[n], in[n-1], ...) (3)

   
out[n] denotes the new output sample which is calculated 
on the one hand from feedback data, the previous output 
samples out[n-1], ... , out[n-j] and on the other hand from 
feedforward data, the current and previous input samples 
in[n], in[n-1], ... , in[n-k] by a function F. In the 
multichannel case with channel sizes p and q every in[i] 
and out[i] would denote a collection of p resp. q samples. 
F can be an arbitrary function, not restricted to the linear 
difference equations of the standard filter types.	
Implementing this relation with a block size b > 1 requires 
the b-fold usage of F for blockwise calculation of the 
samples out[0], out[1], ... , out[b-1] in the SynthDef graph 
and storing the results in a buffer.  
It's important to note that F is implemented as a control 
rate operation, whose iterative b-fold application fills a 
buffer of b samples. After this filling (and this refers to the 
order in the SynthDef graph), an audio rate phasor reads 
out the data from the buffer. Fb1 is a so-called pseudo 
ugen, like a macro in other languages it establishes a 
compound structure, a subgraph of iterated UGens, in 
contrast to SC's basic Ugens, which are written in C++. 

This conception of the procedure has been described in a 
thread on the SC mailing list by Nathaniel Virgo [4]. An 
open point at that time was the integration of audio rate 
input signals, the feedforward component. Fb1 implements 
it like this: data is stored in temporary buffers first and 
written with control rate to copied buffers thereafter. That 
way, the copied buffers can be used in the iteration process 
which is based on the order of the SynthDef graph. The 
temporary buffers cannot be taken for this purpose, as they 
are overridden immediately. 

2.2 Look-back Depth 

In the implementation of Fb1, the relation (3) is passed as 
a SC Function object, where the two arguments 'in' and 
'out' denote the feedback and feedforward signals. 
Indexing within the Function refers to previous samples. 
E.g. SC's OnePole UGen with coefficient c is implemented 
by the formula 

 
            out[n] = (1 - abs(c)) in[n] + c out[n-1]          (4) 
 

This can directly be taken over for a re-implementation 
with Fb1, only the index offset -1 has to change the sign. 
An application to white noise with c = 0.95 would translate 
into the SC syntax 
 
{ 
    Fb1.ar({ |in, out|   
            (in[0] * 0.05) + (out[1] * 0.95)  
        },  
        WhiteNoise.ar(0.3) 
    )  
}.play 

 
being equivalent to 
 

{ OnePole.ar(WhiteNoise.ar(0.3), 0.95) }.play 
 

Looking back to previous samples requires the setting of 
appropriate inDepth / outDepth arguments in Fb1, e.g. for 
a second order filter with feedforward coefficients a0, a1, 
a2 and feedback coefficients b1, b2 one would have to set 
inDepth and outDepth to the value 3: 
 
{      
    var a = [-0.6, 0.5, -0.7]; 
    var b = [0.5, -0.1];       
    var src = Saw.ar(200, 0.1);       
    // out[0] is passed formally            
    // to allow taking over index convention           
    Fb1.ar({ |in, out|           
        (a[0] * in[0]) + (a[1] * in[1]) +  
        (a[2] * in[2]) +   (b[0] * out[1]) +  
        (b[1] * out[2])       
    }, src, inDepth: 3, outDepth: 3) 
 }.play 

 
When referring not to adjacent collections of previous 

samples but to selected earlier samples with gaps in 
between, passing specified inDepth / outDepth indices is 
saving UGens. In the following example – supposed block 
size 64 – the expression in[0] still refers to in[0], the 
current feedforward sample, but in[1] refers to in[n-56]. 
The double bracketing in the inDepth argument is 
necessary to distinguish from differentiation in a 
multichannel situation which would be done with single 
bracketing. The sound resulting from this setup and its 
following variants is reminiscent of a blend of voice and 
brass. 

 
{       
    var src = SinOsc.ar(500 * LFDNoise3.ar(5));          
    Fb1.ar({ |in, out|           
        (out[1] / max(0.01, (in[1] - in[0]))).tanh     
        }, in: src, inDepth: [[0, 56]], outInit: 1 
    ) * 0.1 
 }.play 
 

2.3 Multichannel Handling 

Feedback and feedforward signals can have an arbitrary 
number of channels, whereby the number of feedback 
channels must be explicitly passed by the key 'outSize'. 
Here a stereo source is passed to Fb1, and the recursion 
depth is differentiated per channel. Within the Function the 
expressions in[0], in[1] and out[1] all refer to stereo 
signals. 

 
{ 
    var src = SinOsc.ar(500 * LFDNoise3.ar(5!2));     
    Fb1.ar({ |in, out|           
        (out[1] / max(0.01, (in[1] - in[0]))).tanh        
    },  outSize: 2, in: src,           
        inDepth: [[0, 56], [0, 29]], outInit: 1   
    ) * 0.1   
}.play 

 
Single components of a multichannel feedback / 

feedforward signal can also be addressed explicitly, which 
allows for easy establishing of complicated cross relations. 
Note that in the following example the expression 
in[1][0] means the sample in[n-56] of the first 
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feedforward signal, and analogously in[1][1] refers to the 
sample in[n-29] of the second. 

 
{       

   var src = SinOsc.ar(500 * LFDNoise3.ar(5!2));          
   Fb1.ar({ |in, out| [   
      out[1][0] / max(0.01, (in[1][0] * in[0][1])),                  
      out[1][1] / max(0.01, (in[1][1] * in[0][0]))           
      ].tanh       
   }, outSize: 2, in: src,           
      inDepth: [[0, 56], [0, 29]], outInit: 1       
   ) * 0.1 
 }.play 
 

2.4 Further Fb1 Options 

2.4.1 Initialisation 

As arbitrary look-back depths can be passed to Fb1, there 
needs to be an option for setting initialisation values resp. 
sequences thereof for feedback and feedforward signals. 
This can be done with the Fb1 arguments ‘inInit’ and 
‘outInit’. Sequences can be differentiated per channel in a 
multichannel case. See Ex. 3b of Fb1’s help file for the 
details of the convention. 

2.4.2 Block Size 

It's the user's responsibility to pass the correct number to 
Fb1 if the server’s block size differs from default 64. Other 
than that, irregular values of ‘blockSize’, not equal to a 
power of 2, can be used to play with artefacts. 
   Look-back depths exceeding the server’s block size can 
be defined as well – more likely to be desired with lower 
block sizes – by setting the argument ‘blockFactor’ to a 
sufficiently high value, ensuring that the maximum look-
back depth is smaller than the product of ‘blockFactor’ and 
‘blockSize’. 

2.4.3 Differentiating the Function per index 

Besides ‘in’ and ’out’ – as formal arrays referring to 
feedback and feedforward data – an index is passed as third 
argument to the Fb1 Function. That way the Function can 
be differentiated depending on the index within the block, 
which adds another possibility for conditional feedback. 

3. APPLICATIONS 

3.1 Filters 

Simple examples of linear filters have been shown in 
chapter 2.2, in addition coefficients could be made 
dynamic, e.g. by passing audio rate signals via the 'in' 
argument. As there is already a source signal for the filter, 
the 'in' signal would have to be appended, which is no 
problem as the 'in' argument can take a multichannel signal 
of arbitrary size. 

Re-implementing standard filters already contained in 
SC is of course not more interesting than just a proof of 
concept. However, there are many linear filters not 

implemented in SC, and writing them with the help of Fb1 
can be useful, also as a test with the aim to write them as 
UGens in C++ later on. 

More exciting from an aesthetic perspective might be the 
field of non-linear filters [5, 6]. An example of this kind is 
the Dobson-Ffitch filter [7], which contains a quadratic 
term: 
 
out[n] = a out[n-1] + b out[n-2] + d out[n-L]^2 + in[n] – c (5) 

 
This example with GUI (also supposed block size 64) 

applies the filter to a sawtooth wave and allows changes to 
a, b, c, d and L. As the system tends to be unstable, a 
limitation by a sigmoid function within the feedback path 
is applied. It can be chosen from the methods tanh, 
softclip and distort with limitType.    

 
SynthDef(\df, { |out, freq = 50, a = -0.4, b = 0.6,  
    c = 0.2, d = 0.75, l = 32, limitType = 1,  
    amp = 0.2|       
    var src, sig;   
    src = Saw.ar(freq); 
     sig = Fb1.ar({ |in, out|   
        var x = (a * out[1]) + (b * out[2]) +    
            (d * Select.kr(l, out).squared) +  
            in[0] - c; 
        Select.kr(limitType, [ 
            x.tanh, x.softclip, x.distort 
        ])           
    },   in: src, outDepth: 50  ) * amp;       
    Out.ar(0, LPF.ar(sig, 15000) ! 2)  
 }, metadata: (specs: (      
    freq: [20, 7000, \exp, 0, 50],         
    a: [-1, 1, \lin, 0, -0.4], 
     b: [-1, 1, \lin, 0, 0.6], 
     c: [0, 1, \lin, 0, 0.2], 
     d: [-1, 1, \lin, 0, 0.75], 
     l: [3, 50, \lin, 1, 32], 
     limitType: [0, 2, \lin, 1, 1], 
     amp: [0, 0.5, \lin, 0, 0.2]       
)  )).add; 
 
SynthDescLib.global[\df].makeGui; 

3.2 Arbitrary Non-linear Operations 

From the viewpoint of explorative synthesis, unary and 
binary operators deserve special attention. Usually they are 
applied to time-varying signals, but in the context of 
feedback / feedforward, the iteration on a single-sample 
base is itself the essential part of producing variations in 
time. Good candidates are already simple operators and 
their combinations, also with '+' and '-', e.g. '*', '/', '**' 
(power), '%' (modulo), trigonometric operators etc. 
Another interesting option is conditional feedback / 
feedforward, which means to insert branching into the 
relation. All of these options taken together open huge 
vistas for research and experimentation. Several examples 
are included in chapter 2 of Fb1's help file. 

3.3 Integration of Ordinary Differential Equations 

Fb1_ODE, added to miSCellaneous_lib version 0.22, is a 
pseudo ugen for integrating / audifying ordinary (systems 
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of) differential equations (ODEs) with initial values in 
realtime, which is based on the Fb1 single sample feedback 
class. It comes along with containers for ODEs and 
numerical solution methods (Fb1_ODEdef, 
Fb1_ODEintdef). Both are basically Dictionaries of 
Functions and provide an interface for adding new ODE 
systems or integration methods interactively. An 
Fb1_ODE – or one of its wrappers – then merges the 
functional composition of numeric procedure and ODE 
into the SynthDef graph. 

This opens the possibility for immediate audio 
experiments with the sheer variety of models from physics, 
electrical engineering, population dynamics etc., 
preferably those with oscillatory or quasi-oscillatory 
solutions and/or chaotic features. Designing new ODEs 
from scratch can also be very interesting. Wrappers are 
included for well-known systems like Van der Pol, 
Duffing, Hopf, Mass-Spring-Damper and Lorenz, and 
others can be added interactively on the fly with 
Fb1_ODEdef. Examples with driven pendulum, two body 
problem, Lotka-Volterra, Hastings-Powell and extensions 
of exponential decay and harmonic oscillator equations are 
included in the Fb1_ODE and Fb1_ODEdef help files. The 
framework could also be used to test ODEs before 
considering how to write integrators as UGens in C++. The 
system will be described in more detail in a future paper. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Fb1 is a class for defining single sample feedback / 

feedforward relations in a syntax similar to definitions 
provided in DSP literature and independent from the 
chosen block size. That way linear and non-linear filters, 
which are not contained as UGens in SC, can easily be 
tested and used. Arbitrary non-linear mathematical 
operators, in combination with multichannel options and 
dynamic look-back depths open a wide vistas for audio 
exploration as well as the integration resp. audification of 
ordinary differential equations, which can be regarded as a 
special case of non-linearity with feedback, implemented 
by the class Fb1_ODE, based on Fb1.  

Possible limitations and drawbacks: the convenience of 
direct definition of the feedback / feedforward relation 
comes with the price of a large number of UGens involved. 
Experimentation with different block sizes is 
recommended to find a suitable trade-off: higher block 
sizes cause higher SynthDef compile times and more 
UGens, though preserve the benefit of cheaper control rate 
UGens. On the other hand even thousands of UGens do not 
necessarily cause a high CPU load at runtime. It might 
therefore be useful to choose lower block sizes for 
experimentation (shorter SynthDef compile time) and 
higher block sizes for running already tested SynthDefs 
(less CPU usage). Chapter 4 of Fb1's help file is dedicated 
to various strategies for reducing CPU load. Note that SC 
running with a blockSize value unequal 64 requires above 
examples to be updated (with blockSize and, if necessary, 
also blockFactor arguments). 
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ABSTRACT 

Masses-interactions modeling, also called physics New-
tonian networks modeling, was pioneered in the late 70’s 
with the CORDIS-ANIMA formalism. It is a modular 
physics-based approach, used in sound design, musical 
instruments design and musical composition, and also in 
computer graphics animation, virtual reality, gesture 
interaction, and more generally for digital creativity. 

Within the research that progressively position physics-
based modeling as a core mean to improve creativity 
with the computer, the paper introduces the Physics Net-
work Scripting Language. PNSL is aimed at accompany-
ing the modeling processes of any user, including artists, 
with masses-interactions modeling. It serves in particular, 
but not only, sound and musical purposes. 

The paper describes the PNSL language: context, goals 
and general choices; labeling system tailored to support 
modeling complexity by managing freely large module 
sets; main features and syntax choices; and implementa-
tion and exemplary usage contexts. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Current research in the field of physics-based modeling 
for sound and music question various axes, including: 

1. Research toward innovative modeling tools, able to
serve the practice of physics-based modeling within 
creative processes – that is: enabling the user, e.g. a mu-
sician, to design his/her own physical models. 

2. Research on core physics-based computational tech-
niques and algorithms, such as works aimed at improving 
the precision of digital solving of partial differential 
equations, e.g. in non-linear problems such as [1], or in 
collision such as [2], etc. 

3. Research toward new models. This includes high fi-
delity modeling of existing acoustical instruments and 
structures, but also adaptable generative models aimed at 
sound/musical quality, but without necessarily referring 
to a real instrument. Today’s research focus in particular 
on non-linear phenomena, such as non-linear resonators, 
on multisensory models (sound + visuals + gesture), etc. 

4. Research on musical use and musical relevance of
physical modeling, especially regarding incorporation of 
modeling at the core of creative processes. 

This paper is a contribution to the 1st of the above-
proposed axis, hence may serve developments along the 
3rd and 4th axis. 

There is today an increasing use of predesigned phys-
ics-based algorithms within digital musical instruments, 
which probably relates to the sound quality enabled by 
simulation. Beyond, work along the 4th research axis 
above progressively demonstrates that the design of 
physical models by musicians themselves has musical 
relevance – see for example [3] and [4]. However, and 
though such promising research results, the practice of 
physical modeling itself is still rare among musicians. 
For example, it is still far less incorporated in daily crea-
tive practices than signal-based patching.  
As a hypothesis for this fact, one could remind that de-
signing a physical model can be particularly difficult. We 
assume that another reason lies in limits of available 
modeling/creative tools, besides past successful 
achievements. For example, we assume that the physical 
modeling activity hardly well incorporates into today’s 
usual signal-based musical tools. Given the hope to pro-
gressively turn physical modeling into a daily creative 
practice, there is still a need for innovative modeling and 
creative technologies: adequate modeling tools, modeling 
languages, modeling GUIs principles, etc. This is today a 
challenge for the research in software design in our 
fields. 

As a contribution to this context, this article introduces 
the Physics Network Scripting Language, PNSL.  

Regarding the core modeling/simulation approach, 
PNSL roots on the masses-interactions networks physics-
based approach, as defined in the CORDIS-ANIMA 
formalism. It was pioneered in the late 70’s by Claude 
Cadoz during his PhD thesis, then first published in the 
80’s, e.g. in [5]. Within this modular formalism, a model 
consists in a network of masses bilaterally interconnected 
with physical interactions. Similarly to Kirchhoff’s net-
works developed in electrical engineering, the approach 
fits within lumped modeling systems. Similarly to [6], it 
is a type of block-based representations connected by 
bilateral links. In this context, CORDIS-ANIMA net-
works are particularly adapted to target any dimension-
ality (scalar, 1D, 2D, 3D), for uses in Computer Music, 
Physics, Computer Animation and Haptics. Given these 
various properties and uses, CORDIS-ANIMA networks 
have been called in [7] “Physics Newtonian Networks”, 
or shortly “Physics Networks”. [8] discusses the approach 
with others in the field. 
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The approach has so far supported the design of tens to 
hundreds of thousands physical models. It has been em-
ployed in about one hundred artworks – counting only 
those with contribution from ACROE. Regarding only 
models aimed at sound and music, examples include [9]: 
linear and non-linear vibrating sound structures (strings, 
acoustic tubes, membranes, plates, bars, gongs, etc.), 
sound boards and resonators of many sorts, instantaneous 
and continuous excitation means (striking, plucking, 
bowing, blowing, scrubbing, etc.), modifications of the 
vibrating structure (damping, pinching, pulling, deform-
ing, fracturing…), sound propagation models (room 
effects, models aimed at sound spatialization in multi-
channel audio, etc.), models of sound transformations 
and processing, etc. Beyond sound synthesis and instru-
mental models, works target also generation of musical 
events, and musical composition. As to them, the ap-
proach supported the invention of quite new composi-
tional processes, centered on the physical modeling activ-
ity itself, such as Cadoz’ “compose (with) physical mod-
eling”, first discussed in [3]. Finally, besides musical 
purposes, the approach developed also in Computer An-
imation and Virtual Reality [10], gesture interaction 
including force-feedback [5], and more generally as a 
mean to generate dynamic phenomena aimed at the hu-
man sensori-motor skills and at creativity with the com-
puter. 

On the side of creative tools that support CORDIS-
ANIMA masses-interactions modeling, the GENESIS 
series [11] is a series of modelling/simulation GUIs 
aimed at instrument and sound design, and at musical 
composition by means of physical modeling. Other relat-
ed technologies include for example synth-a-modeler 
[12], Cymatic [13], the PMPD extension for PureData 
[14]. Also, the masses-interactions approach progressive-
ly spreads within other audio/musical software, such as 
Max/SP, PureData, Processing and others. However, 
along with these existing technologies, there still is a 
need for a generic modelling language for creativity with 
the approach.  

The paper presents a domain-specific language [15], 
called the Physics Network Scripting Language (PNSL), 
that has been designed by considering the properties of 
masses-interactions modeling and tailored to support the 
modeling processes of the user, including artists, toward 
any model falling into the scope of masses-interactions 
models, especially in creative contexts.  

Rather than a detailed description of the language, that 
could not take place in a paper, we first review our objec-
tives with PNSL and then we introduce its main struc-
ture, characteristics and implementation. This includes a 
discussion of the labeling system, tailored to support 
managing each single module, as well as very large mod-
ule sets, when building complex networks. 

2. PNSL - GOALS AND SPECTRUM 
We aimed at supporting with PNSL the design of any 
model falling into the spectrum of masses-interactions 
modeling, as formalized in CORDIS-ANIMA [5]. 

2.1 PNSL, a language to practice CORDIS-ANIMA 

A CORDIS-ANIMA model consists in a network com-
posed of interconnected elementary physics-based mod-
ules taken from two categories: material points (called 
<MAT>), and interactions between two material points 
(called <LIA>, for the French LIAison). <MAT> mod-
ules support inertial behaviors, and <LIA> express phys-
ical influence between <MAT>. Connection between 
<MAT> and <LIA> is always bidirectional: they ex-
change with each other’s a bidirectional data flow of dual 
variables, forces and positions. Hence, a <MAT> re-
ceives forces (intensive variables) from the connected 
<LIA>, and outputs to them its position (extensive varia-
ble), whereas a <LIA> outputs two opposite forces com-
puted from the positions received from its two connected 
<MAT>.  

The exchanged variables, forces and positions, may be 
1D, 2D or 3D, depending on the dimensionality of the 
targeted phenomena.  

The <MAT> and <LIA> categories further derive in a 
series of basic “module types”. Each module type models 
an elementary physical behavioral law, through an opti-
mized algorithm, with specific physical parameters. A 
<MAT> can be, for example, a simple mass, a fixed 
point, a viscous mass, etc. And a <LIA> can be many 
types of interactions, either linear or non-linear: potential 
such as attraction, elastic, cohesive, plastic with hystere-
sis, or dissipative such as viscosity or dry friction, etc. 
With such variety of <LIA>, it is possible to model per-
cussions and collisions, including prolonged contacts, 
cohesions, repulsions, bowing or plucking interactions, 
irreversible breaking, etc. Non-linear capabilities, when 
needed, are included within the <LIA> modules them-
selves, under the form of non-linear profiles functions or 
finite state automata - see e.g. [5, 10, 11]. 

The number of elementary module types is small - no-
ticeably smaller for example than the core library of 
modules in most signal-based patching systems. Each 
algorithm is rather simple, though physically meaningful. 
Hence, complex behaviors emerge from the building of 
large models made of many elementary modules inter-
connected into a network, through a constructive model-
ing process. 

PNSL supports all module types defined in CORDIS-
ANIMA, no matter of the employed simulations frequen-
cies, and dimensionalities.  

2.2 PNSL, a modeling language for varied uses 

PNSL is centered on the modeling activity with CORD-
IS-ANIMA. It was aimed at supporting the user progres-
sive process toward a model, rather than as a tool to 
provide a static description of a given model. It seeks 
providing the necessary but sufficient means to cope with 
the building of any masses-interactions network with all 
its properties, from the simplest to the most complex, no 
matter the foreseen usage.  

The physical phenomena simulated by a physics net-
work can be heard through a loudspeaker (provided it 
generates centered oscillations in the appropriate fre-
quency ranges), but can equivalently be visualized on 
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screen, or e.g. used to generate the feedback of a force 
feedback device. Hence, PNSL was made neutral in 
regards to the aim pursued with modeling. It qualifies for 
the design of both mechanical and acoustical models, in 
either Computer Music, Computer Graphics, Virtual 
Reality, Haptics or multisensory real time synchronous 
simulation.  

In regards to its potential musical uses, PNSL was also 
designed to be as neutral as possible. Hence, though it 
can serve in particular musical creation, it does not em-
bed musical vocabulary nor musical notation of any sort. 
Similarly, though physical modeling especially enables 
modeling the instrumental universe, the language itself 
does not provide predesigned instrumental blocks, such 
as e.g. membranes or air tubes. It is conversely a mean to 
build, and to play around as wished, such instrumental, 
sound, or musical elements. In this way, it is a tool that 
hopefully lets musicians freely explore and write the still-
largely blank page of musical creation by means of phys-
ical modeling.  

This being said, and though this article focuses on 
PNSL basics, a library of scripts is progressively built 
and shared among users, with various routines that corre-
spond to specific sound and musical model parts or goals.  

2.3 Other General Goals with PNSL 

Targeting the end user. PNSL users can be for example 
artists, composers, animation designers, etc. who may not 
be used to Physics nor to programming. Consequently, 
we sought a low entrance cost of the language, and its 
learning curve was an important factor. However, some 
users are skilled programmers, and the language hopeful-
ly allows them to benefit from their higher programming 
skills. 

Adaptability. The features of the language can be 
adapted to the context of the target application at hand. In 
particular, the available module types, and, following, the 
categories of physics networks the user can define, can 
be varied from a target application to another. Also, in a 
given application, it is also possible to restrict the set of 
available features to those needed in the current modeling 
phase. For example: let the user access only the features 
related to the topology of the network, or only those 
related to physical parameters editing, or those related to 
initial state of the modules, etc. 

Efficiency. Search for generality required possibility to 
manage large networks, possibly with hundreds of thou-
sands <MAT> and <LIA> modules.  

Expression power. Typical models’ sizes and structures 
impact also the needed expression power. In particular, 
an analysis of past existing models and their design pro-
cess showed that the modeling user needs handling large 
overlapping sets of modules at a glance, but also requires 
being able at any time to select and target any single 
module anywhere in the network. This required design-
ing features able to target modules either individually or 
globally. It was achieved through the labeling system, 
which is presented in section 4. It also implied that any 
PNSL command should be able to process numerous 
attributes in various modules, with a single call and hope-
fully a concise syntax. 

3. PNSL - GENERAL DESIGN CHOICES 
This section situates our design choices regarding PNSL 
in the field of Domain Specific Languages [15]. 

3.1 PNSL: a Scripting Language 

There is no agreement in the literature of Domain Specif-
ic Languages regarding whether or not it should be an 
executable language [16]. Though, PNSL aims at accom-
panying the modeling user throughout his/her modeling 
activity toward the final model, including exploration and 
trial and error loops. We hence stated that PNSL should 
not be descriptive or declarative languages only able to 
describing the state of a given model. Conversely, PNSL 
is a full-featured programming language, and enables 
performing any modification of the model, or browsing 
any of its properties, at any time. We further chose to set 
up a script language, as opposed to compiled languages, 
so as to increase the ease of use (e.g. easily launch a 
single command) and embedding possibilities. 

3.2 System Front End pattern 

PNSL follows the System Front End pattern of Domain 
Specific Languages, as defined in [17]: the end-user 
language itself is offered as a programmable front end, 
called PNSL_front, that allows accessing an underlying 
core data structure and application programming inter-
face, called PN_Core. 

Though, the choice of the System Front End pattern 
was not carried out to ease the management of a preexist-
ing system, nor to reduce the development effort of 
PNSL, as considered in [17]: both PN_Core and 
PNSL_Front were developed altogether. We rather 
adopted this pattern as a mean to enable cohabitation of 
multiple front-ends on top of the core data structure of 
the model being designed. Indeed, in our case, the Sys-
tem Front End pattern made it possible to articulate the 
language itself (PNSL_front) with WIMP and direct 
manipulation featured in interactive graphical user inter-
faces. Hence, the new releases of GENESIS [11] and 
MIMESIS [10] now offer graphic/textual cooperation, 
and become multimodal modeling frameworks - in the 
sense of representational or interaction modality, as 
defined in HCI. 

3.3 Language Extension and Specialization patterns  

PNSL employs the Language Extension pattern [17] – 
or Embedding Pattern [18], or Extension Approach [16] 
– and the Language Specialization pattern [17] in order 
to benefit from and adapt the syntax, semantics and li-
braries of an existing full-featured language. 

We chose in our case the Tool Command Language Tcl 
[19], by considering the simplicity of Tcl’s grammar; its 
procedural, non-object oriented style; its promotion of 
variadic commands; its generalized use of strings, which 
is quite adequate to the PNSL’s labeling system present-
ed in the next paragraph (though using strings as the 
fundamental data representation also has drawbacks); and 
the fact that mathematical computation is rarely an im-
portant need in the context of masses-interactions 
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CORDIS-ANIMA modeling processes, so that it is worth 
using Tcl’s expr command. Though, to further accom-
modate users, other front ends may be deployed for 
PNSL in the future within another language, with a rea-
sonable development effort thanks to the use of the Front 
End pattern. 

4. LABELING SYSTEM 
A masses-interactions CORDIS-ANIMA model may 
exhibit a large number of modules, possibly millions. 
Acquired experience shows that real-cases models gather 
both finely structured network parts (where modules are 
interconnected one-by-one into a specific topology), and 
regular network parts (with some regularities in the net-
work’s topology). Similarly, a model often has parts with 
homogeneous attributes (physical parameter, initial 
states…), but also parts with non-homogeneous attrib-
utes, where for example each single module is given 
carefully chosen parameter values. 

Given the above, the modeling process often requires 
handling various sets of modules together, and important-
ly these sets often overlap with each other’s. But con-
versely the modeling process also requires being able to 
target any specific module separately, in particular, but 
not only, when it comes to assemble the modules point-
to-point, or to deal with initial state of the modules.  

Hence, the means provided to the user to reference both 
any individual modules and numerous overlapping sets of 
modules were paid specific attention. Additionally, these 
means had to be manageable both through the language, 
and through the GUI. The Labeling System was specifi-
cally designed by considering these aims. 

4.1 A review of known concepts to cope with com-
plexity in modular frameworks 

In modular modeling frameworks, and in particular in 
creative contexts, when facing the need to let the user 
structure large datasets, most systems build on the prin-
ciples of encapsulation: “capsules” or “macro modules” 
are created by the user by gathering various sub-parts – 
or, recursively, inner capsules – into a super structure. 
For example, encapsulation is a popular mean to cope 
with complexity in the context of signal-based modular 
patching environments such as PureData and MaxMSP, 
but also Simulink and others in other application fields. 
Similarly, in 3D shapes modeling, encapsulation is usual-
ly tied to the notion of object: various “objects”, that may 
be rather complex, such as a sphere, a house, a character, 
etc., are placed into the scene. Tied to the notion of ob-
jects, 3D modeling also often promotes a hierarchical 
structure for the scene, through the notion of scene graph: 
an object can be made of sub-objects, in a recursive 
manner (e.g. a house made of walls, made of bricks, etc.). 
Noticeably, encapsulation also powers a number ap-
proaches to physics-based modeling, such as for example 
the BlockCompiler system [6]. 

Indeed, encapsulation can be seen as a virtue of Infor-
matics. It enables drawing boundaries around the “cap-
sules”, hiding their inner complexity, and minimizing the 
“surface” or “outside” of these capsules. It enables cop-

ing with complexity by promoting a bottom-up hierar-
chical approach to complex modeling activities. And, 
importantly, it promotes reusability. 

However, encapsulation is not appropriate to masses-
interactions networks modeling. Indeed, complex physics 
networks do not match a strict tree-like structural organi-
zation. This relates first to the fact that, by principle, 
masses-interactions networks are coupled structures, 
where any part of a model is interacting with (and not 
acting upon) the other parts. It also relates to the idea 
that, with PNSL, we wanted the user to gain access to the 
elementary level at each and any corner of modeling 
process, so that e.g. musicians could experiment with 
“composing the inner of the sound” (as J-C. Risset 
founded), rather than managing only macro categories of 
vibrating objects. Indeed, past experiments showed that 
featuring the principles of encapsulation in PNSL would 
require the user to access individually, quite often, the 
inner modules of a capsule, for example to change series 
of parameters, or to modify a <LIA> connection inside 
the capsule or with another module in another capsule, 
etc. Symmetrically, it would require letting each “cap-
sule” exhibit most, possibly all, its inner properties on its 
“surface”, including its inner topology (e.g.: letting all 
the <MAT> of a capsule accessible to outside connec-
tions) and the its modules’ physical parameters. This 
contradicts the core interests of encapsulation. 

Beyond encapsulation, the labeling system is our pro-
posal to cover the need of dedicated features to cope with 
complexity while modeling with masses-interactions 
Physics Networks. 

4.2 Labels and Containers 

In PNSL, a label is a string that refers to a module. We 
say that a label targets a module.  

Upon creation, a label is said to be declared; upon dele-
tion, it is forgotten. Declaring and forgetting labels never 
creates nor deletes modules themselves. It only deals 
with modules’ labels. 

Each module is given by the system a unique perma-
nent label upon instantiation, in the form @<integer> 
(e.g. @147).  

Then, the user can define for each module as many user 
labels as needed, that is: as many labels as there are con-
texts in which he/she wants to name, select, connect, 
parameterize, or more generally handle the module. Us-
er-defined labels can feature any number of slash (/) 
separators. Hence, /string67/extermities/lia1 could 
be a label. Based on such separators, user labels are 
stored as a tree structure. A walk through the tree from 
the root “/” down to a leaf corresponds to a label, and 
refers to a module. 

The sub-tree below an internal node, or symmetrically 
the labels sharing a part of their path from the label’s tree 
root, can be seen as a context in which the user needed to 
name, or more generally consider, the targeted modules 
altogether. Each substring between two slashes separa-
tors in a label is hence called a contextual name.  
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We define internal nodes of the label tree as name con-
tainers, or containers. A container contains contextual 
names - and can if needed contain multiple contextual 
names targeting the same module. So as modules, con-
tainers may be targeted by numerous labels if needed. 
Containers enable managing (selecting, handling, para-
metrizing…) all the modules it contains in one shot or, 
more formally, all the modules that have at least one 
label starting with one of the container’s labels. 

Finally, contextual names are indexed within contain-
ers. The user labels tree is hence a rooted and ordered 
tree. 

4.3 Label Picker Expressions 

Label picker expressions (LPE) enable “picking” (or 
“selecting”) multiple labels, and consequently the mod-
ules they target, based on their syntactic proximity. Solv-
ing a LPE consists in retrieving the list of labels it picks. 
Most the Tcl commands that form PNSL_Front accept 
LPEs as arguments. This allows dealing with multiple 
labels (or multiple modules) in one shot. 

Table 1 provides a few LPE and their effects in picking 
labels, to give a taste of the LPE system. In this table, 
Part A presents basic examples. Part B illustrates LPE’s 
regular expression syntax. Part C exemplifies “filtering 
operators”, that restrict the picked label. Part D provides 
examples of “substitution operators”, that replace the 
picked labels with another label for the same module or 
container, and “ordering operators”, that enable manag-
ing the order of the picked labels. 

4.4 Comparison of the labeling system 

The labeling system enables referencing both individual 
modules and overlapping sets of modules within complex 
networks. The user can declare as many labels for a 
module or a container as there are contexts, or editing 
tasks, in which the module or the container is to be in-
volved. Symmetrically, a module may be named in as 
many containers as needed. With the labeling system, the 
modules, and the network, are left unstructured: only the 
modules’ labels are hierarchically organized. As for it, 

the label picker expression mechanism enables picking 
many labels with a dedicated syntax. 

The labeling system can be compared to UNIX/Linux-
style file systems: files and their unique inodes, directory 
hierarchy, and hard links enabling multiple paths for a 
given inode. Symmetrically, the label picker expression 
mechanism shares similitude with the regular expressions 
featured in UNIX shells – these were indeed a source of 
inspiration in our design. However, hard links in file 
systems are not very common at the end-user level, 
whereas, in PNSL, a user usually rapidly defines multiple 
labels for each module. Other differences are the index-
ing of names in containers, the handling of integers in 
labels and in label picker expressions, and the prefixed 
operators featured in LPEs. Noticeably, the goals pursued 
with label picker expressions, could also be compared 
with the principles of Semantic File Systems. 

The system shares also similitude with the address pat-
terns featured by the Open Sound Control OSC protocol. 
A first difference is that OSC does not distinguish meth-
ods from their unique name in the OSC’s address space. 
Also, the number of entities both systems were designed 
to deal with differs: usually up to some hundreds in OSC, 
to hundreds of thousands, possibly millions, in PNSL. 
Besides the necessity of optimization, this addresses the 
processing of numbers inside the labels’ contextual 
names. 

The XPath query language for XML documents, and 
also possibly jQuery in the JS/XML world, are other 
technologies of interest in our context: XPath enables 
selecting nodes in a hierarchical XML document, where 
an LPE select labels in the label tree. A difference lies in 
the fact that XPath manages the object of interest itself 
(the XML document), whereas LPEs manage labels as 
means to target modules in the designed network. Also, 
XPath (and also JQuery) provide more selection possibil-
ities. In particular, XPath selection patterns may not only 
act over the XML tree, but also on any attribute of any 
XML node. Conversely, in LPEs, the prefixed operators 
are so far limited to the type of the targeted modules. 
This indeed leaves room for possible future improve-
ments, for example toward filtering labels based on mod-
ules’ parameters or connections. 

A 
@23  Picks a single module, through its permanent label. 
/oscilator1/stiff_lia Picks a single label. 

B 

@* Picks all the modules’ permanent labels in the model (or, simply “all the modules”). 
/strings/>> picks all the labels starting with /strings, down to the leaves in the label tree. 
/membrane/>  Picks all the labels in the container /membrane, without descending further the tree. 
/audio_outputs/mass+  picks all the labels that start with /audio_outputs/mass, followed by an integer. 
@12..87 picks all the modules’ permanent labels between @12 to @87 
/strings1/#5..8 Picks the labels for the 5th to 8th based on the contextual names’ indexing 
/rhythm_gen/RG1/mass11.. In /rhythm_gen/RG, pick modules named with mass  followed by an integer >= 11. 

C 

LIA:@* Picks all the <LIA> (i.e. all the interaction modules) in the model. 
3D:@SELECTION/* Picks all the module with a 3D dimensionality that are currently selected in the GUI. 
uniq:REF:/melody/>> Picks the labels starting with /melody/ that target linear visco-elastic modules (REF), and 

also ensures unicity of targeted modules (only one label is kept for each module). 

D 
@:/part25/>> Picks the permanent labels of the modules having a label starting with /part25/ 
#:/gesture1/* # orders the picked labels according to the indexes of the terminal contextual names, instead 

of using lexicographic ordering. 

Table 1. Label picker expressions. Single label (A); regular expressions (B); substitution (C) and filtering (D) operators. 
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5. PNSL’S FRONT END 
PNSL’s front end allows a user to start with PNSL with-
out the need of programming skill. As an example, a 
simple model could be designed in PNSL without the 
need of Tcl built in features. Tcl is however available 
whenever the user needs to go beyond PNSL’s basics to 
start a deeper programming of his modeling process. 

5.1 Tcl packages 

PNSL_Front splits into 14 packages. Each package 
groups the commands necessary to handle a phase of the 
modeling process, or other services: create/delete mod-
ules; handle the topology of the masses-interactions net-
work at hand; manage labels and the labels’ tree; pick 
labels by using LPEs; manage physical parameters; han-
dle initial state of the MAT modules; setup audio outputs 
or the visual mapping of the model during simulation; 
etc. Thanks to the 14 packages, a host application can 
restrict which features the user can access in a given 
interpreter. So doing, the host application may respect 
and guide the various phases of the user’s modeling pro-
cess. For example, at a given time, an interpreter may 
handle only the topology of the network, only physical 
parameters, only initial state, etc. 

5.2 Common choices for PNSL_Front’s commands 

Implementing a domain-specific language on top of Tcl 
usually consists in extending Tcl with new Tcl com-
mands. PNSL is implemented through 67 such com-
mands. They are usually split in pairs of getters to access 
properties of the model at hand, and setters to modify 
them. Most PNSL commands share a comparable syntax, 
and most accept one or several LPE (hence: “any number 
of modules”) as arguments. When appropriate, to opti-
mize: commands acting on modules rather than on the 
label tree, directly compute the LPEs into a list of mod-
ules, instead of retrieving full labels; and commands may 
silently add filtering operators adapted to its semantic.  

5.3 Example 

To provide a taste of the language, Figure 1 presents a 
simple PNSL script, translated to English in this paper 
from the French-based PNSL script. This exemplary 
script builds and parameterizes a simple GENESIS “line-
ar string”, with a few inhomogeneous parameters, very 
basically excited with an initial velocity. 

In this example, line 1 controls the number of masses 
for the string. Line 2 creates a container in which to build 
the labels for the new string’s modules. Note that the + 
will be substituted by the first integer that has never been 
used so far after the chosen radix /string. Hence, the 
created container could be automatically named 
/string23 if, prior to execution, the label /string22 
had already been defined at some point in the model. 

Lines 3 to 6 create the needed modules: masses 
(MAS_U), visco-elastic interactions (chosen linear in this 
example: REF_U), fixed points (SOL_U), and audio out-
put (SOX_U). The acronyms employed for the module 
types are those defined by the CORDIS-ANIMA formal-

ism. With the same commands, we decide to declare 
some initial labels for each created modules. The needed 
name containers are silently created by the system. The 
use of @ (for “use permanent labels”) at the end of some 
of the declared labels denotes that we here do not want 
explicit contextual names for the modules in the contain-
er. For example, a label for the first created mass could 
be /string23/mas/@675, provided @675 is its permanent 
label automatically given by PNSL. 
 

 

Figure 1. A simple PNSL script 

Lines 7 to 10 declare other labels for some of the mod-
ules, enabling to later refer to these modules specifically. 
For instance, line 7 creates and fills the name container 
/string23/mat/ that gathers all the <MAT> (masses + 
fixed points) of the string. 

Line 11 to 15 set up <LIA> - <MAT> physical connec-
tions for all the modules of the string. Connections are 
established here by using the basic connect_lia com-
mand, but a straightforward feature provided in the 
PNSL library of scripts could also build such a simple 
string topology. 

Line 16 to 25 set up the modules’ properties: position 
on the GENESIS GUI’s 2D topological bench (see [11]), 
then physical parameters and initial state. For instance, 
line 21 affects “default parameters” to all the modules 
throughout the string. Then, lines 22-23 introduce some 
inhomogeneity, by modifying a few parameters in a few 
modules. Symmetrically, line 24 puts the model at rest, 
and line 25 introduces some energy by changing the 
initial speed of one of the masses. 

On lines 26 to 29, we print a few information about the 
created string and its modules’ labels. On line 27, the 
ESL @:uniq:$root/>> selects the permanent labels of all 
the created modules (@ selector), and ensures each of 
them appears only once (uniq selector). Then, the loop 
prints all the labels of each module. 

Finally, line 30 ensures selection of the created mod-
ules in the modeler’s GUI once the script terminates. 

C:\Users\nicolas\Desktop\test05.tcl jeudi 30 avril 2020 14:37

1   set nbmas 80

2   set root [declare_container /string+]

3   create_module $nbmas MAS_U named $root/mas/@

4   create_module [expr $nbmas + 1] REF_U $root/ref/@

5   create_module 2 SOL_U $root/fixed/@

6   create_module 2 SOX_U $root/audioout/1..

7   declare_label $root/mat/@ for $root/fixed/#1    \

8   $root/mas/* $root/fixed/#2

9   declare_label $root/outmas1.. for $root/mas/#1 $root/mas/#5

10   declare_label $root/excit_point $root/mas/#2

11   connect_lia $root/audioout/> to $root/outmas*

12   foreach_integer index in 1..[expr $nbmas +1] do {

13   connect_lia $root/ref/#$index      \

14   $root/mat/#$index $root/mat/#[expr $index + 1]

15   }

16   set posH 0

17   foreach_label label in $root/mat/* do {

18   set_bench_position $label bH $posH bV 0

19   set posH [expr $posH + 0,01]

20   }

21   set_param_phys $root/>> pM 1 pK 0,01 pZ 0,0001

22   set_param_phys $root/mas/#2 pM 2

23   set_param_phys $root/outerref/#1 pK 0,02

24   set_initial_state MAT:$root/>> iX0 0 iV0 0

25   set_initial_state $root/excit_point iV0 1

26   print_label $root/>>

27   foreach_label module in @:uniq:$root/>> do {

28   print module $module has labels [get_labels $module]

29   }

30   select $root/>>

-1-
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Noticeably, in the above script, keywords such as for, 
to, in are optional. Also, it would have been possible to 
omit certain aspects (e.g.: omit physical parameters set-
up), and let the user design them later in the GUI once 
the script has been executed. Finally, note that the PNSL 
library of scripts provides routines that generate full-
featured strings, membranes, plates, etc. – which could 
be employed in real-case situations to generate such a 
simple model, instead of this exemplary script.  

6. IMPLEMENTATION 
PNSL is accessible to the user as a stand-alone scripting 
language, which uses CORDIS-ANIMA simulation en-
gine to simulate the designed models. Besides, thanks to 
the use of the Front End Pattern, the language is now also 
incorporated into the interactive modeling software 
frameworks. This includes the GENESIS environment 
for sound design and musical composition [11] and the 
MIMESIS environment for movement and animated 
image synthesis [10]. In these environments, both the 
GUI and PNSL now fully rely on PN_Core for their core 
data structures and features. These creative tools are 
disseminated through 3 mechanisms: through research 
and creative cooperative projects, commercially, and 
through pedagogy/teaching/workshops.  

The language itself, PN_Front, is first used internally, 
as a file format, to save and share models in a human-
readable way, and also to manage the undo/redo mecha-
nism in the GUIs. 

Second, on the user side, PN_Core features are availa-
ble both in the language and in the graphical interface. 
Three embedding mechanisms are available to the user in 
the GUIs: (1) PNSL is accessible within a command-line 
interpreter, to fire any PNSL command on demand; (2) It 
is offered in a script editor, to program, then execute, any 
modifications of the designed model; (3) It can be used to 
program new user-defined modeling actions, hence to 
extend the GUI with new commands specialized for the 
user’s needs. Hence, whenever adequate, the user can 
employ the language to implement any modeling tasks, 
as a vis a vis of the graphical direct-manipulation and 
WIMP features of the GUI - see Figure 2. The network of 
modules (including its topology, its parameter and its 
initial states, etc.), and all the labels, are transparently 
accessible and can be edited through any of the two in-
teraction mechanisms, language and GUI. Hence, these 
environments now fall into the scope of multimodal 
interfaces (as defined in Human-Computer Interaction, 
when a given interface gathers multiple “representation-
al” or “interaction” modalities), by enabling cooperation 
of the graphics-based and the textual-based human-
computer interaction modalities within Physics Networks 
modeling. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
This article introduced the Physics Network Scripting 

Language, PNSL, a domain specific language that ex-
tends today’s modeling possibilities by allowing a user to 
design by programming any physics-based model within 
the physics-network, or masses-interactions, paradigm. 

 

Figure 2: a representation of the musical piece Helios by 
Claude Cadoz, 2015, in the current version of GENESIS 
equipped with PNSL. Helios’ model is made of 116 933 
elementary modules. Its label tree is rather complex, 
with close to 1000 overlapping name containers, and a 
tree-height of 6. On the right corner, the widget displays 
and enables managing the label tree from the GUI front 
end. Note that, as explained above, modules are some-
times unnamed in name containers (e.g. @67), and some-
times named with an explicit user-defined name. 

At a time when, in the field of physics-based simula-
tion, often only preconceived models or large prede-
signed building blocks are available to artists, PNSL 
aims at empowering the user (e.g. an artist, a musical 
composer, an animation designer, a researcher…) with 
the modeling of his/her own physics-based models. 
PNSL builds on the CORDIS-ANIMA formalization of 
Physics Networks. Thus, the language may apply to 
various modeling process rooted on masses interconnect-
ed by physical interaction - including mass-spring mesh-
es, and others. PNSL supports modeling no matter the 
network’s topology (regular and irregular), its complexi-
ty (from a few to hundreds of thousand modules), its 
parameters, the dimensionalities of its modules, and the 
application domain pursued, including Computer Music, 
Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality, Physics teach-
ing, research, etc.  

Since the first release of PNSL, the usage of PNSL de-
veloped into various directions. 

First, a number of existing models have been re-written 
using PNSL: large unstructured models (e.g. of non-
linear gongs, smoke models…), finely structured models 
(puppets, vehicles…), models of many sound structures, 
musical instruments models and past music pieces.  

Second, users of GENESIS and MIMESIS have started 
experiencing with PNSL, for artistic works falling either 
into the field of musical creation and visual creation, and 
for research purposes. The feedbacks we obtained show 
that users that are neither scientists nor programmers are 
able to start learning and using PNSL, and in particular 
are able to apprehend the labeling system; and conversely 
that PNSL enables more complex scripting of modeling 
tasks. For example, users scripted the generation of large 
regular model’s parts with specifically crafted topology, 
the computing of the physical parameters of a model to 
match various desired effects (“inverse problem”), the 
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management of the spatial organization of a model, the 
selection of modules in the GUI according to searched 
properties, etc. Users also reported that the language 
enabled opening new branches in their creative effort. 
This concerns for example the design of large networks’ 
parts with specific topology and their articulation with 
other parts in the model, thin managing of physical pa-
rameters’ profiles by mathematical laws, and program-
ming of systematic modeling/simulation experimental 
loops - all of these being difficult to implement with a 
direct manipulation GUI. 

Hence, we hope PNSL is a contribution to the technol-
ogy serving the trend that envisages physics-based mod-
eling, and not only physics-based simulation, as a core 
mean to extend creativity with the computer. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a first comparison between the re-
search domains of translation studies and data sonification.
This contribution explores the idea of considering the prac-
tice of sonification as an hermeneutic motion which entails
the transfer of information across different media. Sonifi-
cation is then envisioned as an adaptation concerned with
the transfer of incoming data into sonic forms. Transla-
tion theories are used to reflect on various sonification ap-
proaches: three translation perspectives are discussed and
compared to different sonification scenarios. The notion
of negotiation is suggested to frame the translation of data
into sound as a process by which the designer mediates be-
tween the source data and the target sound.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper attempts to combine two apparently distant ar-
eas of research: translation studies and data sonification.
The point of departure is that the mature corpus of transla-
tion theories could inform and enhance the much younger
research domain of Sound and Music Computing (SMC).
This contribution is a preliminary overview of such conver-
gence: rather than proposing a structured framework, the
intention is to introduce a set of reflections that, if further
formalised, might unfold a walkable research path. This
article is therefore conceived as an open-ended speculation
to stimulate and better understand sonification research by
expanding its frontiers and offering some alternative (raw)
concepts. In order to better frame the scope of this contri-
bution, the two main perspectives grounding the rationale
for this research will be introduced.

Sonification is here discussed as a broad set of practices
focusing on the “transformation of data relations into per-
ceived relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of
facilitating communication or interpretation” [1]. The word
sonification is then used as an umbrella term, roughly ga-
thering diverse approaches that emerged during the last de-
cades. These include auditory displays and icons [2, 3],
earcons [4], model-based, parameter mapping and wave
space sonification [5–7]. Sonification is also practised within
art communities and it can be found across diverse creative
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disciplines (e.g. sound-art, music composition and musical
interface design) [8].

This approximate perspective falls short in acknowledg-
ing the diversity of methods and purposes that characterise
these research areas. However, notions from translation
theories are proposed as versatile tools to comprehend var-
ious trends in sonification practices, despite their differ-
ences. This framing is grounded on the idea that both soni-
fication and translation share a common element: they are
ultimately concerned with the transfer of information from
a semantic system to another. In the context of this paper, a
semantic system can be considered as a set of information
coherently organised (e.g. a sequence of data represented
in binary numeral system). Although rather reductive, this
premise allows to consider both sonification and transla-
tion as communication practices where information can be
encoded (i.e. converted into another form of representa-
tion according to specific criteria) for transmission and in-
terpretation.

Despite these working definitions, translation and soni-
fication cannot be considered as equivalent. For instance,
translation relates to the transfer of textual information from
one language to another (i.e. the medium of text is kept),
sonification instead comprises the transformation of data
into acoustic signals where information traverse different
media (i.e. from the digital medium to sound). It will be
possible to reduce the gap between translation and soni-
fication by considering translation as a process of adap-
tation: an act of interpretation that, while engaging and
acknowledging the source material, might entail its mod-
ification. Adaptations involving the transfer of contents
from one medium to another occur in disparate contexts,
amongst others: theatrical adaptation, remake productions,
parodies and collages, ekphrasis (visual description of a vi-
sual work of art), subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
people, auditory feedback for visually impaired persons,
etc.

In order to illustrate these concepts, translation theories
are therefore discussed through the lens of cultural studies
and, tangentially, philosophy of language [9, 10]. The lit-
erature considered ranges from the early contributions of
Humboldt and Schleiermacher [11] to more recent cultural
investigations, such as Venuti’s reflections on the “transla-
tor’s invisibility” and the need of accommodating domestic
and foreign cultures while translating [12, 13]. Above all,
the work of Umberto Eco [14] influenced the reflections
proposed in this paper.

The two fields considered are characterised by strong mul-
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tidisciplinary connotations, however, to the extent of my
knowledge, a direct link between translation studies and
sonification practices has never been explicitly proposed.
Rather than suggesting an explanatory model for a system-
atic correlation between sonification and translation, the
intention is to investigate a few elements that, due to their
affinities, might be considered as useful devices to under-
stand our practices.

The exploratory ideas here presented which might pro-
vide useful conceptual tools to better comprehend the di-
verse mindsets, methods and objectives that characterise
current sonification practices. The concepts introduced are
then discussed from a broad viewpoint, without engaging
into the specificity of contexts and uses. Such a generic
view clearly limits the depth of the paper and it demands
further developments and careful reflections based on the
particular cases, purposes and design applications.

Overall, this paper avoids technical analyses, design im-
plications or methodological guidelines. Instead, the goal
is to examine different research concerns and attitudes that
often precede design choices and inform sonification’s pur-
poses and scopes. The reflection focuses on (i) the inten-
tions of the sound designer (the translator), (ii) the qual-
ity of the sonification task (the act of translating) and (iii)
the communities of listeners (users, audiences, performers,
etc.) to which the communication is addressed. Further-
more, the discussion should be intended in the context of
non-speech sound and it is not concerned with the ways
data are collected.

After covering relevant literature, three basic relations be-
tween input data (the source material) and sonic rendering
(the target matter) are proposed: literal translation, seman-
tic interpretation and critical interpretation. These relations
will be illustrated with examples of sonic interaction de-
signs found in the literature. Finally, in order to frame the
opportunities and weaknesses that might arise with this ap-
proach, the concept of sonification as negotiation will be
introduced.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Sonification or sonifications?

Since the first International Conference on Auditory Dis-
paly (ICAD) in 1992 [2], this field of research has seen a
flourishing of viewpoints and methods. A well know ex-
ample of such diversity is the article by Alexandra Supper
on “Trained Ears” and “Correlation Coefficients”, in which
she observed the presence of two cultures within the ICAD
community [15]. Auditory display related practices indeed
comprise both systematic approaches - envisioning soni-
fication as an instrument of rational knowledge [16–18] -
and artistic perspectives - where neither sonification’s dis-
ciplinary consistency nor its qualification as a scientific
method are supposed [19]. In order to bypass the cultural
divide between sciences and arts, Stephen Barrass advo-
cated for a distinctive design-oriented alternative that com-
plements scientific and artistic approaches [20].

ICAD research currently unfold a great variety of ap-
proaches beyond the art-science dichotomy. Roccheesso et

al. [21] thoroughly illustrate the constellation of concerns
and trajectories researchers are currently engaged with 1 .
This inclusive survey comprises perspectives coming from
embodied cognition [22], interaction design [23], peda-
gogy and disability [24, 25] (amongst others). These ex-
pansions and diversifications are often described in rela-
tion to the three “waves” of Human Computer Interaction
(HCI), each supporting increasing levels of intellectual di-
versity [26].

In SMC contexts, the phenomenological discourse intro-
duced by the third-wave HCI fosters researchers to open
their views beyond the technical element and considers
“sound in computation as a dimension of everyday life,
with aesthetic, emotional, and cultural connotations” [21].
According to this ethos, cultural studies on sound and tech-
nology [27, 28] are increasingly appreciated as integrative
and critical contributions even in research contexts mainly
driven by techno-scientific concerns [20, 21].

This paper relates to these research trends sharing their
overall sensitivities and concerns. In line with these schol-
arly and epistemological values, the intention is to add to
this heterogeneous body of research by proposing a contri-
bution that draws on literary and critical research domains.

2.2 Translation and adaptation studies

The discipline of translation is often framed as a hermeneu-
tic process: an empathetic projection of the interpreter’s
desire to understand an activity [29, p.94]. Schleiermacher
is one the first authors that discuss the practice of transla-
tion as an act of interpretation that makes a text conform to
a target culture [30, p.141-166]. He suggests that a transla-
tor might approach this task in two different ways. Either
making a text conform to the culture of the language being
translated to - which may involve a loss of meaning from
the source text - or deliberately breaking the conventions of
the target language to preserve the source text and its par-
ticular connotations. In translation studies, these two atti-
tudes have been debated for a long time but they were for-
mulated in their modern sense by Venuti in his work “The
Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation” [13].

According to this perspective, translation is therefore con-
sidered as a process of mediation where the translator in-
teracts with the culture that lies behind source and target
languages [12]. Rather than objectifying a text - e.g. ex-
amining it with the methods of empirical science - trans-
lators imagine themselves inside the cultural system that
produced the work and they speculate on the most appro-
priate ways to convey contents to the target community.
This view is in line with Steiner’s idea of translation as a
hermeneutic motion: “the act of elicitation and appropria-
tive transfer of meaning” [10, p.186]. According to Steiner
translation entails an initial act of trust - “ we grant that
there is ‘something there’ to be understood” - followed by
the attempt of comprehending and internalise the text. The
text is then imported into a new form aiming to equalise
source and target and create a faithful impression of the

1 This paper in particular moves from a designerly way of practising
sonification whit strong influences from electroacoustic music and New
Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) research
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original. Also Steiner acknowledges that, while moving
texts and contents towards the target language, despite the
translator efforts to restore the source material, the original
work will be inevitably transformed [10].

The ideas introduced in this paper are inspired by the no-
tion of hermeneutic motion, proposing that sonification can
be considered as a transfer of information from the digi-
tal domain to sound. This conversion necessarly implies
the alteration of the conveyed information. Although the
extent of such transformation will vary depending on the
sonification contexts and purposes, this modification will
occur also due to the fact that information is conveyed
across different media. In his essay “On Linguistic As-
pects of Translation”, Jakobson discusses three types of
translation: intralinguistic (or rewording), interlinguistic
(from one language to another) and intersemiotic. Inter-
semiotic translation can be defined as the “transposition of
meanings from one system of signs into another, for exam-
ple, from verbal art into music, dance, cinema, or paint-
ing” [31]. Eco explicitly refers to intersemiotic translation
as the ”transformation of a novel into a film, a painting into
a poem or a fairy tail into a ballet and so on” [14, p.123].

In translation studies, researchers often mention intersemi-
otic translation as a translation carried out amongst multi-
ple media. Thus, contents are conveyed through different
semiotic systems, i.e. not just between the written or spo-
ken languages, but also through sound and/or images. In
this context, the emergence of new media strongly con-
tributed to the creation of new paradigms alongside tra-
ditional translation theories [32]. These interdisciplinary
practices include adaptation and interpretation studies [33,
34] - see the Journal of Adaptation Studies 2 . As an ex-
ample, audiovisual translation studies are concerned with
translations that take place in audio and/or visual settings,
such as cinema, television and video games [35]. The
contribution here proposed might be contextualised within
the adaptation and intersemiotic frameworks: this paper
is essentially a rather sketchy attempt to re-contextualise
Eco’s theories on interpretation and intersemiotic transla-
tion [14, 36] within the practice of sonification.

3. SONIFICATION AND ADAPTATION

3.1 Literal translation

An early concept advanced in translation studies relates to
the word by word interpretation of a text: a ”word by word
and line by line translation ... correspond to literal transla-
tion” [37]. Berman refers to this modality as a translation
that “deals with texts that entertain a relation of exterior-
ity or instrumentality to their language” [38]. This sys-
tematic attitude might resonate with sonification practices
concerned with accuracy and reproducibility.

A medical device that produces a tone varying in pitch
with the level of oxygen in the patient’s blood should ren-
der an objective and precise translation of data and sound.
Similarly, the acoustic feedback of an altimeter is designed
to convey a precise measurement of altitude. It is possible
to imagine this rendering of information as a hermeneutic

2 last access May 11, 2020

motion from the outer word (incoming data) to an inner
understanding that enables a clear perception of tight and
narrow task dependencies.

In the context of sonification, the concept of literal trans-
lation might be conceived as an interpretation characterised
by precise and generalisable relations. The criteria gov-
erning the motion of information from data to sound are
not limited to a particular context (e.g. the altimeter must
function in the same way despite its location). As a literal
translation exploits constant and uniform correspondences
between words of different languages, a literal sonification
seeks to establish unambiguous and faithful relations be-
tween data and sound. In sum, this literal approach to soni-
fication fits to the goal of delivering “reproducible results
and thus trust sonification as a systematic method “to ob-
tain insight into data under analysis” [7].

3.2 Semantic interpretation and use

In “The Limits of Interpretation”, while discussing inter-
pretation with regards to communication theories and me-
dia studies, Eco distinguishes two levels of interpretation
[36]. The first is described as a primary semantic interpre-
tation: “a process by which an addresser, facing a linear
text manifestation, fills it up with a given meaning” [36,
p.54]. In the context of text, the writer guides the reader’s
interpretation to fall into the traps of the narration. For in-
stance, the author of a mystery tale might develop narrative
processes in order to elicit specific emotional and cognitive
reaction to feel fear or to suspect the innocent one. How-
ever, any act of communication eventually entails a sub-
jective semantic interpretation (e.g. the same book can be
differently interpreted by different readers). Based on this
circular process, Eco argues that, while interpreting we use
the text. To use a text “means to start from it in order to get
something else, even accepting the risk of misinterpreting
it from the semantic point of view” [36, p.57].

In sonification domains, similarities might be drawn when
data are interpreted in order to use (interpret, alter or bro-
aden) the original information in function of specific com-
municative purposes. This approach differs from literal
sonification, as the transfer of information into sound is
not any more a direct render of data. Rather, sonification
is used to point the listener’s attention towards new refer-
ences which, although still linked to the original informa-
tion, expand the semantic domain. This hermeneutic mo-
tion can be conceived as the designer intention to use data
as a means to intertwine humans and objects (in a broad
sense) through sound. Therefore, a semantic interpretation
relates to a communication that introduces additional in-
formation in light of specific goals and contexts.

Sonification practices that aim to propose further con-
tents or suggest imaginative and emotional allusions in re-
lation to the input data are exploited in a variety of con-
texts. These include artistic explorations [39, 40], peda-
gogical investigations [41] and sonic interaction design re-
search [42]. An example of this kind of approach is the
work of Barras on acoustic sonification where a data-set
is mapped onto the shape of a 3D printed singing bowl.
This 3D printed sounding object incorporates time-series
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data about a chemoterapy treatment and the sound the ob-
ject produces when striking, tapping or rubbing on it, is
both informative and strongly emotional [43]. Researchers
might privilege this approach while aiming at communi-
cating rich, emotional and aesthetic contents. This kind of
sonification might then facilitate the expression of subjec-
tive and situated meanings, a task that might be difficult to
achieve with more rigid and systematic methods [44].

3.3 Critical interpretation

The second level of analysis proposed by Eco can be de-
fined as critical interpretation. Critical interpretation is “a
metalinguistic activity which aims at describing and ex-
plaining for which formal reasons a given text produces a
given response (and in this sense it can also assume the
form of an aesthetic analysis)” [36, p.54]. Eco suggests
that the majority of texts implies the co-presence of both
levels: “ a first level ... supposed to understand semanti-
cally what the text says, and a second level, or critical one,
supposed to appreciate the way in which the text says so”
[pp. 54-55].

Such critical mindsets might be found in sonification con-
texts where sound and music are exploited to translate in-
formation generated through an expressive or creative act.
Namely, when dealing with the communication of aesthetic
and affective contents. Examples of this procedure might
be found in movement and dance sonification research [45],
audiovisual performance [46], circus art [47] and broadly
in media arts. An example of such approach is the work of
Wechsler et al. on the Motioncomposer: a device that turns
movement into music using video-based motion tracking
[48, 49]. The project, which has been used in both ther-
apeutic and artistic contexts, is the result of an intense
collaboration between dancers and music technologists in-
volved in the practices of interactive dance, composition
and affective computing.

This kind of sonification could be compared to a sense
for sense translation [37]: a challenging act focused on the
comprehension of creative and aesthetic contents. While
investigating the nature of information conveying expres-
sive meanings, a critical translation might also enquire the
cultural contexts that produced the source material to be
conveyed through sound. In comparison with translation
practices, this process presents strong analogies with the
difficult task of translating poetry (where the translator is
considered as important as the author).

A well known concept in translation studies suggests that
while looking for words that should transpose the origi-
nal content, the translator might contribute to the growth
of the target language. In the same way, the design of ad
hoc sonic interactions driven by a critical attitude might en-
hance the experience of the original information as well as
generate a unique musical aesthetic - “a translation exists
separately but in conjunction with the original, emerging
form it and giving the original text continued life” [9].

4. SONIFICATION AS NEGOTIATION

The idea of framing sonification as a form of translation
is nevertheless rather problematic. We might consider the
practice of organising sounds as a form of language but “in
saying so we use ’language’ in a peculiar unstable sense.
We may be using it either at the most technical semiotic
level (both are ’sequential rule-governed sign system obey-
ing certain constraints’) or in a sense almost too large for
proper definition (both can communicate human emotions
and articulate states of mind’)” [10, p.445]. The elusive
gap that divides language from the use of sound for com-
munication purposes might shatter the reflections proposed
in this paper.

Also, the fact that sonification implies the transfer of in-
formation across different media further complicates our
discussion. In this regard, the motion of contents from one
semiotic system to another (e.g. from one medium to an-
other) might be better considered as an adaptation rather
than a proper translation [14]. Eco outlines this problem as
a matter of matter observing that it seems difficult to trans-
late in words the Beethoven’s Fifth, as it is also impossible
to ’translate’ into music the whole Critique of Pure Rea-
son” [14, pp.156-158].

In order to clarify these controversies, it might be benefi-
cial to consider Eco’s idea of translation and adaptation as
processes of negotiation. Negotiation can be understood
as a dialogue by virtue of which, in order to get something,
each party renounces to something else [14]. This prac-
tical attitude aims to reach a compromise between source
and target texts. Borrowing from this metaphor, it is pos-
sible to frame sonification as a transfer of information by
means of which something will be necessarily lost. The in-
terpretation of complex and large data sources based on the
isolation of features through digital signal processes can be
consider as an example of such loss. For instance, while
filtering and smoothing large data-sets we ignore a large
amount of the original data, nonetheless, thanks to these
processes, we are be able to discover and convey hidden
information out of complex data.

Eco also discusses the notion of translation as negotiation
from the cultural perspective, he does that through a com-
plex analysis related to the production of meanings that
is clearly out of the scope of this paper. In a nutshell,
one of the arguments proposed by Eco refers to the idea
that a translator “moves within a framework of semantic
systems that education, culture and history have organ-
ised for him” [14, p.178]. Eco’s notion of negotiation can
be framed as the struggle of the translator to transfer a
source message across cultural borders. As suggested by
Venuti, this motion inevitably “reflects the values, beliefs,
and representations that the translator inscribes in it [the
text]” [12]. These qualities are inevitably “linked to histor-
ical moments and social positions in the domestic [target]
culture” [12].

Sonification practitioners might learn from translation and
adaptation studies the benefits of taking into account the
pre-existing assumptions, knowledge and ways of knowing
characterising the target community (e.g. specific users,
personas or audience). According to this view, if the anal-
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ogy with translation is still valid, there are no guarantees
that the same sonification will be perceived in the same
way by two different cultures. The perception of sound
is indeed strongly shaped by cultural and social dynam-
ics [50, 51]. As aesthetics and ethics change, a sonifi-
cation realised today might be perceived differently in a
couple of generations time. In this regard, amongst the
approaches previously mentioned, the sonification of aes-
thetic contents (e.g. translating into sound the movement
of a dancer) is probably the most provisional. As translat-
ing poetry is considered the most difficult type of transla-
tion, it seems appropriate to stress the fragility characteris-
ing those sonifications concerned with the interpretation of
aesthetic contents due to their dense semantic import and
stratification of meanings.

5. MAPPING AS HERMENEUTIC MOTION

Sonification is often conceived as a set of techniques in
which data is mapped to sound to communicate informa-
tion about its source to a listener [52]. Mapping can be un-
derstood as the process through which different relations
are established between two given systems [53]. This pro-
cedure mostly relates to the technical need of organising
complex realities by means of schematic representations.
The notion of mapping generally unveils a procedural gaze
directed towards the simplification (or modelling) of a phe-
nomenon to facilitate its understanding.

Mapping procedures generally entail the definition of two
systems with their parameters. In turn, parameters can be
defined as numerical features through which it is possible
to describe and manipulate the two systems. From a gene-
ral viewpoint, the parameters of a system are useful when
evaluating its performance and status. Although the no-
tion of parameter has a techno-scientific origin, the terms
is also widely used within the musical domains. For in-
stance, the legacy of early electronic music 3 , concerned
with the organisation of musical materials starting from the
generation of the single sonic components, still influences
many sonification practices [54]. Furthermore, in music
theory and production a parameter is frequently considered
as a sonic element which may be manipulated (composed)
separately from the others.

The discussion around mapping is very much alive and
the “problem of mapping” has been debated from a vari-
ety of viewpoints, including perspectives coming from the
arts and science [55–57]. Chadabe directly pointed at ”the
limitations of mapping as a structural descriptive”, consi-
dering it inadequate for complex systems which ”include
large amounts of data, context sensitivity, and music as
well as sound-generating capabilities” - such as musical
instruments [58]. More recently Roddy and Bridges pro-
posed an approach focused on embodied cognition theories
to match the ”cognitive–perceptual entanglement” related
to meaning-making in the context of sonification [59].

Drawing analogies between sonification and translation
suggest a conceptual shift: rather than considering systems
and parameters, designers might prioritise the transfer of

3 I particularly refer to the elektronische musik’s attitude which
strongly inherited from serialism.

information as the starting point. This attitude forces us to
confront with a set of broader questions similar to those
that translators are often struggling with. Reflecting on
some of the issues that a translation demands might help
to understand sonification as an hermeneutic motion where
data should be interpreted in order to transfer information
in the sonic dimension. The considerations introduced in
the previous sections are an attempt to sketch a small set
of concerns related to this perspective. It might be then
helpful to organise these considerations in three levels of
increasing abstraction.

Adaptation of information - Envisioning mapping as a
motion of contents from one medium to another means to
recognise that, during the transfer, there will be a loss of in-
formation - that is to acknowledge the “matter of matter”
introduced by Eco. Overall, if the medium is the message,
changing medium will change the message [60]. Sonifi-
cation can be understood as a process of adaptation that
might privilege specific subsets or features out of complex
data-sets and identify an appropriate sonic vocabulary to
render them. The sound designer is then in charge of ne-
gotiating data sources and target sounds to facilitate the
transfer of information.

Contexts and purposes - One of the risks technologists
might face while approaching a sonification task is to jump
straight into the engineering of the system without first
considering underlying contexts and purposes. In transla-
tion, the interpreter might intentionally use a text (i.e. care-
fully alter a text) to better match a target context. Clearly,
when sonification aims to be literal, consistency in transla-
tion is valuable and the relations between sound and data
should be unambiguous. On the other hand, when design-
ing sounds to interact with aesthetic artefacts or complex
environments, a composer might adapt the incoming data
to explore a novel musical lexicon. A careful reflection
on the contexts and purposes of a sonification might open
design spaces, allowing for interpretations and actual alter-
ations that are advantageous for the particular situation.

Cultural values and communities - The process of ne-
gotiation that any adaptation entails must acknowledge the
role that culture plays in any communication. Many soni-
fication research suggest that sound perception is highly
dependent on cultural factors [59]. In this regards the ar-
gument advanced by Roddy seems particularly appropri-
ate: “the key point is to choose a sonic complex and sonic
dimension that creates the right conceptual metaphorical
mapping for a given listener allowing them to interpret the
sonification on the basis of a familiar domain of embodied
experience for them” [59]. Translaiton studies stress the
importance of this issue. If the goal of sonification is to
communicate something, designers might find beneficial
to reflect on the values and assumptions that characterised
the target community, audience or users.

Given the difficulties (and sometimes impossibilities) that
characterise translation, it is common practice amongst trans-
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lators to acknowledge the limitations encountered and re-
flect on the proposed solutions (e.g. with the use of foot-
notes or appendixes). Another lesson we can learn from
translation and adaptation studies is the importance of be-
ing open about what a designer has chosen to prioritise or
to eventually lose. The ideas presented in this paper are
also meant to be read as a set of hints that might help de-
signers to get this reflection started.

Finally, considering sonification as a process of adap-
tation allows a freedom for practical explorations which
might not be justified by more rigid approaches. While
providing a permissive mindset for the search of suitable
solutions, this perspective also “moderates expectations of
creating extensible and verifiable theory” [44].

6. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the research
domains concerned with sonification by discussing its af-
filiation with translation and adaptation studies. The con-
siderations developed investigate the idea of sonification
as an act of interpretation concerned with the adaptation of
information into acoustic signals. While attempting to es-
tablish analogies and similarities between sonification and
translation, three perspectives on sonification have been
discussed: (i) literal translation (concerned with a trans-
parent sonic representation of data), (ii) semantic interpre-
tation (the deliberate alteration of the source information in
function of specific uses and contexts) and (iii) critical in-
terpretation (examined as the sonification of aesthetic con-
tents).

The three approaches described were presented in an ab-
stract fashion as conceptual tools for the understanding of
sonification practices. The reflections sketched in this pa-
per do not intend to propose either an explanatory model
of sonification as a whole nor a reductive categorisation
of diverse sonification practices. A particular sonification
design might combine some of the approaches here dis-
cussed as well as integrate completely different mindsets
and attitudes. Furthermore, this paper does not engage
with the vast literature on semiotics research concerned
with the production of meaning in sound and music do-
mains (e.g. Schaeffer [61], Chion [62], Nattiez [63] and
Tuuri et al. [64]). Such theories remain highly intercon-
nected with the considerations here proposed but out of the
scope of this contribution.

The main concept proposed relates sonification to a her-
meneutic motion. This framing can be considered as an
alternative to the technical notion of mapping where func-
tional relations are established between data and sound.
Considering sonification in terms of motion might help to
better understand existing sonification practices and poten-
tially explore novel sonic interactions. In particular, the no-
tion of negotiation is suggested to appreciate the transfer of
information from data to sound. According to this mindset,
the process of sound design can be conceived as mediation:
a tentative compromise between source data and sonic con-
tents that takes into account both contexts of use and target
communities.
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ABSTRACT

Musical confidence and beat synchronisation skills are ex-
plored before and after playing the custom made multi-
player game, Rhythm Rangers. Timing variability is eval-
uated comparing scores from a repeated baseline test, pre-
and post-game. A qualitative questionnaire assessing mu-
sical sophistication, behaviours, and confidence is used for 
correlation. Participants synchronise claps at quarter-note 
level to audio loops of varying rhythmic complexity from 
metronome, to complex syncopated break-beat. The setup 
comprises bespoke wearable controllers and software in-
tegrating multi-sensor microcontrollers (ESP32), a micro-
computer (Raspberry Pi), and a visual programming lan-
guage (Pure Data). Baseline test results indicate better 
overall beat synchronisation to drum loops compared to a 
metronome—similar results were found for game scores 
where the average standard deviation (SD) was highest for 
the metronome. Average drift variability showed a down-
ward trend for both baseline test loops (metronome and 
simple drum loop). Total average SD decreased with re-
lation to the amount of rhythmic information in the loops 
until the complex break-beat. Little correlation between 
the qualitative data and the participant’s performance dur-
ing the experiment was found. Dependant samples T-test 
for the simple drum loop showed a significant effect ( t =
−2, 48, p < 0.05). No significant effect for the metronome 
(t = 0.03, p < 0.05) when comparing the baseline test be-
fore and after the game. Participants with least or no im-
provement found the game most challenging; higher game 
scores showed the least improvement; less experience with 
rhythm games showed the most improvement. All par-
ticipants claimed to have had fun and enjoyed themselves 
while playing the game.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rhythmic coordination is an essential part of everyday life 
(e.g. during walking) and it is involved in higher order cog-
nitive tasks like dancing and performing music. Rhythm 
can also be helpful in rehabilitation of people suffering

Copyright: © 2020 Rasmus Kjærbo et al. This is an open-access article 
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from neurodegenerative disorders like Parkinson’s disease
[1] and moving to the beat can increase your sense of hap-
piness and well-being. It seems there is good evidence
supporting the benefits of training and exercising rhythmic
skills. However, the benefits of rhythm is also dependent
on perceptual and sensorimotor rhythmic skills [2]. Fortu-
nately such skills can be both tested [3] and trained [4].

Gamification is a great way to promote learning and skill
development [2, 5] and can help create incentives for pro-
gression and to motivate skill development [6]. Bégel et.
al [6] set up criteria for rhythm training and reviewed 27
rhythm-based games available on the market. Albeit pre-
senting good grounds for rhythm training, none of the games
fully met their criteria. Poor precision of temporal move-
ment recordings constricted measurements of motor per-
formance variability (drift) and testing the precision of beat
synchronization (local) [6]. Issues on level handling and
difficulty increases were also reported.

The aim of this work was to evaluate participants’ beat
synchronization skills and musical confidence through rhythm
training with a multiplayer game. A baseline skill evalua-
tion test was constructed along with a four-player rhythm
game in which the players synchronize their clapping to 2-
bar audio / drum loops, each repeated 4 times to a total of 8
bars. The loops vary in rhythmic complexity, ranging from
quarter-note metronome to syncopated break-beat. Addi-
tionally the player devices record the action and movement
of each player. Baseline tests were performed before and
after each game to evaluate training effect. The game data
is correlated with a qualitative pre-game and post-game
questionnaire in order to evaluate the effect of the game
and experiment as a whole.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

Research related to the coordination between perception
and action has seen a surge in the last 20 years, especially
when it comes to music [7]. The coordination of actions
(e.g. finger tapping) with a rhythmic event sequence (e.g.
music) is commonly referred to as sensorymotor synchro-
nization (SMS) [8]. SMS studies have traditionally used
simple metronome clicks or pure tones as stimuli and many
apply a synchronization-continuation paradigm, where a
participant synchronize finger taps to a stimuli and con-
tinues at the same rate when the stimuli disappears [8, 9].
However, some studies on SMS have used actions other
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than finger tapping [4, 10, 11], as well as other modes of
stimuli; ranging from simple drum loops to excerpts of full
compositions, or using visual stimuli; and to the form of
coordination; either on-beat or off-beat, in-phase [down
beat synchronization] or inverted-phase [up-beat synchro-
nization] [9]. With respect to rhythmic skills, several stud-
ies have found optimal beat reproduction (e.g. tapping
to the beat) is obtained with an interonset interval (IOI)
around 600 ms (100 BPM). According to [9], minimal vari-
ability was observed with IOIs between 200 ms and 1200
ms. Similarly, Getty [12] found that between 300 and 900
ms there was a linear increase of variability with interval
duration [9]. The variability can be both short-term (local)
and long-term (drift). A study [4] investigated isochronous
serial interval production (ISIP, classic continuation tap-
ping) by measuring the difference between individual in-
tervals respectively (per beat, local variability), and by look-
ing at changes in long-term variability (drift). According
to the authors, analysis of the variance can be further elu-
cidated by decomposing the ISIP task into local variabil-
ity - which could reflect random neural noise according
to the authors - and the slower evolving drift variability -
which could reflect some aspect of participants’ short-term
memory. During the first hour of practice, their partici-
pants showed a substantial decrease in variability, but not
much afterwards. The effect of training was similar for
different mode of response, amount of feedback, and inter-
val duration, they found similar effects, suggesting that the
observed improvement in variability is mainly an effect on
motor implementation [4].

For multimodal SMS there is a general tendency for audi-
tory dominance where participants show lower variability
for auditory metronomes as opposed to visual [10]. How-
ever, for continuous motion there is less dominance. Hove
et al [13] found that visual stimuli of a periodically bounc-
ing ball can be as effective as an auditory metronome in
producing stable tapping movements. When participants
were asked to synchronize with one modality only and the
other acted as a distractor, the effect on performance dif-
fered with the expertise of participants. Video gamers dis-
played higher variability and were more influenced by both
auditory and visual distractors. Musicians, who also had
experience in following conducting, had lower variability
but also a tendency to be distracted by the auditory events
when tapping to the visual metronome [13]. The influence
of rhythmic expertise on the sensitivity for asynchrony in
multisensory stimuli has also been shown in other stud-
ies [14].

A few rhythmic games with the aim of training studying
SMS already exist. Rhythm Workers was the final prod-
uct of a research project [2] and used rhythmic patterns
and musical stimuli as a tool to trigger cognitive abilities
in people having neurological disorders [2]. To evaluate
player training, the game comes in two versions; a percep-
tion and a tapping version. In the perception version of the
game, training is carried out using an adjusted version of
the Beat Alignment Test [3]. The main goal is to construct
a building by detecting whether a metronome is aligned
to the beat of an audio loop or not. In the tapping ver-

sion, the goal is to tap to the beat of the stimulus as accu-
rately as possible. Successful fulfilment of either tapping
or judgement task results in a building which appear better
structured and more aesthetically appealing than with bad
performance.

Many game designers have looked to Csikszentmihályi
and his conditions for optimal flow experience [15]. A
good flow task should be balanced in regard of difficulty
and participant skill level and there should be instant feed-
back on how well you are performing the task. When the
skill-to-task balance is optimal the player can experience
a merging of action and awareness. With varying diffi-
culty levels in the auditory stimulus, we hope to engage
various levels of skill. Coupling clear and concise goals
with immediate visual feedback to grab the players’ con-
centration on the task at hand, we aim to achieve flow states
like transformation of time (immersive engagement) and
loss of self-consciousness (decrease of negative personal
assumptions towards musicality). [6] remark that Guitar
Hero for example increases the difficulty by adding more
events that you need to respond to, this without affecting
the auditory stimulus (you play along to the same song).
An important aspect of the rhythm training protocol in [6]
is varying beat salience as a control for levels and difficulty.
A commercially successful rhythmic game is Beat Saber 1 ,
which is a VR rhythm game where the goal is move your
hands to ’cut’ or ’slice’ beats as they fly towards you as
small cubes. Every cube indicates which hand you need to
use and the slice direction. The tasks are designed so that
players appear to be dancing or moving to a choreography.
Beat Saber is a good example on how body movements
can be used in a rhythm game. All actions in the game are
strongly supported by sound and visual effects emphasiz-
ing the rhythm and flow.

A game or rhythmic training device can also be wear-
able. Soundbrenner Pulse is a tactile vibrating metronome
that allows the user to follow a beat without hearing sound.
The user feels vibrations on either chest, wrist, or ankles
depending on where the device is strapped. The device is
coupled with a mobile app and can be controlled via app
or directly on the device 2 . GripBeats is a device created
to explore non-traditional ways of making and interacting
with music in the shape of a bracelet strapped around your
wrist and hand 3 .

3. GAME DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 General Game Design

Players enter the game by strapping a wireless custom made
game controller to the back of their hand (see Figure 2)
and follow the game instructions. Four players compete
by synchronizing claps at quarter-note level to four audio
loops with increasing rhythmic complexity.

Levels and difficulty handling in Rhythm Rangers varies
beat salience with loops of varying rhythmic complexity.
First level is metronome sound, then a simple drum loop

1 https://beatsaber.com
2 https://www.soundbrenner.com
3 https://www.gripbeats.com
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(a) FFT metronome (b) FFT simple drum loop

(c) FFT syncopated drum loop (d) FFT jungle break-beat

Figure 1: Spectrograms of the different sound samples 
used for the experiment.

with kick drum, snare drum and hi-hats on straight eight-
notes only. The following level adds syncopation and more 
subdivisions. Final level is a break-beat with many synco-
pated subdivisions. All audio loops are only rhythm based, 
with no melody. Figure 1 shows an FFT of the four loops.

The players should maintain clapping with equal spaced 
rhythmic division for 32 beats except at randomly placed 
beat locations where they should avoid to clap. These “no-
go” tasks occured four times per game. Two tempo levels 
was chosen to be 90 BPM (IOI = 666.67 ms) and 100 BPM 
(IOI = 600.00 ms) based on [9, 12]. Each game comprise 
eight trials; four audio loops at tempo 90 BPM (666.67 ms) 
and four similar audio loops time-stretched to tempo 100 
BPM (600.00 ms).

3.2 Designing and building the wearable device

3.2.1 The main case

The TTGO T-Audio board is fastened to a wooden laser-
cut base plate using nuts, bolts and spacers. The space 
between the board and the base plate house a 3.7V Li-Po 
battery. An elastic band attaches the device to the back of 
your hand. Figure 2 shows the final case design.

Figure 2: Final case design. Case with device and battery
strapped to player’s hand.

3.3 Technical specifications and game implementation

3.3.1 Hardware and programming

The game was implemented using the microprocessor ESP32
on TTGO T-Audio v1.6 board 4 . The ESP32 is an af-
fordable micro-controller with built-in Bluetooth and WiFi
support, several GPIOs and analog inputs. The chip is ca-
pable of running real-time DSP applications 5 . The chip is
mounted on the TTGO T-Audio board which also houses
a MPU9250 3-axis acceleromenter and gyroscope. The
board has 19 built-in RGB LEDs and battery management.
Altogether adequate to analyse movement data with a de-
cent size, weight, and built-in technology. Four boards
were used in the project as wearable devices for the play-
ers while one was used as a visual metronome (VM) de-
picting the game rules, indicating when each player should
or should not clap, since the main cue for following the
tempo are the audio loops. The VM also hosts a web-
server which displays the score of each round accessible
via a web browser over http.

Communication between all devices was handled with
WiFi network hosted on a household router with messages
sent via the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol over the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP). OSC is supported by both
the ESP32 and Pure Data (Pd), which brought the benefits
of modern networking technology to our game and testing
environment 6 . Lower latency was preferred over reliable
packet delivery and handshaking, so UDP was chosen in-
stead of the Transport Control Protocol (TCP). UDP re-
sulted in minor loss of packets during transmission, but
was chosen for its superiority in real-time interaction and
communication. Packet loss was most prominent in areas
with high amounts of wireless network traffic. To mitigate,
the WiFi channel with the least measured activity was se-
lected before each run of the experiment, and Ethernet ca-
pable devices (RPi and researcher laptop) were connected
with CAT-5 cables to the router. Messaging between the
ESP32 boards via OSC is handled by a Pd patch (pro-
gramme) hosted on the RPi. Arduino IDE was used to
program the ESP32 chip with two main programs imple-
mented; clap detection and LED feedback for the baseline
test and game running on the wearable game device, and
the other, the visual metronome and game rule indicator,
loaded onto the VM.

3.3.2 Inter-device communication

Establishing a reliable communication between all the TTGO
T-Audio boards and the Pd patch on the RPi was a chal-
lenge. Bluetooth was considered, but discarded due to
higher latency and shorter range compared to WiFi [16].
The most challenging part of the setup was synchronizing
the VM and the wearable game devices. Accurate synchro-
nization is crucial as players have to follow the VM. In or-
der to correctly detect local variability for each clap, the
wearable game devices need to have the same tempo and

4 https://github.com/LilyGO/TTGO-TAudio
5 https://faust.grame.fr/doc/tutorials/index.

html
6 http://opensoundcontrol.org/introduction-osc
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start time as the Pd patch. After testing different methods,
we decided to follow the procedure described in Figure 3.

1. When the Game Start button (I/O 36) is pressed on
the VM, it sends an OSC message to the RPi stating
that the game is starting.

2. The RPi sends an OSC message with the interbeat
interval in milliseconds (90 BPM = 666.67 ms) to
the VM and to the wearable game devices. Imme-
diately afterwards, the RPi sends a metronome start
message to the VM which flashes its LEDs in time
with the count-in before the game starts. The game
begins after the count-in on the following quantised
beat (5th quarter-note from count-in). When the game
start OSC message is sent to all the devices - after the
respective audio sample has been selected - either a
baseline test run or game run commence. Depend-
ing on selected mode (baseline test or game) the VM
flashes accordingly and the game player devices start
detecting claps.

3. During the game, each wearable device sends a score
for each clap to the RPi which stores it for future
data analysis. At the end of the game, each wear-
able game device sends the average (drift) score of
all claps to the RPi.

4. Once the game finishes, the RPi calculates the final
score (with game penalties) from each player and
sends it to the web server hosted by the VM. Fi-
nal scores are then displayed on the web server (and
in the Pd console) and is subsequently shown on a
screen to the players.

Figure 3: Scheme of the communication between devices
during a game.

Hard syncing the devices was attempted by sending tempo
clock at tick level (24 PPQ, parts per quarter) from the RPi
to all devices. It worked somewhat, but with a noticeable
and odd desynchronisation observed between the devices,
so the method was ultimately discarded.

3.4 Game scores

When a clap is detected the score is calculated by the fol-
lowing expression:

Score = (1− abs(x)

y
) · 100 (1)

where x represents how early or late the player clapped to
the closest beat, and y is half the interbeat interval in mil-
liseconds. By computing the absolute value of x, only pos-
itive clap scores will be computed. The downside of this
approach is the loss of timing information; the algorithm
is ignorant of whether a clap happened before or after the
beat. It only computes how close it was to the beat. Clap
scores are normalized and thereby made independent of the
tempo so that a clap score value is obtained as an integer
between 0 and 100; where a score of 100 is equivalent to a
perfect clap on beat and 0 is a perfect off-beat clap.

4. EXPERIMENT

To further investigate the link between gamification in a
multiplayer setting and rhythm training, we designed an
experiment.

4.1 Aims and Predictions

We predict that players of our game can improve their syn-
chronisation skills in a multiplayer game. This improve-
ment is in the detection of the tactus while at the same
time clapping as accurate to the tactus as possible, min-
imising local and drift variability. We predict that players
with higher clap scores will feel an increase in their musi-
cal confidence, which might result in an increased engage-
ment in future musical activities. Participants claiming to
have rhythmic experience (e.g. drumming, playing rhythm
games, etc.) might elicit higher scores during the game,
hinting at some rhythmic skill present.

4.2 Participants

A total of 20 participants (one female, ages 21 to 47) were
recruited at Aalborg University Copenhagen campus and
participated in five groups of four persons each. The game
is designed for a target group of non-musically trained in-
dividuals, but we decided not exclude participants based
on musical ability. Compensation given in form of food
and beverages. Participants all agreed to being filmed and
photographed during the experiment.

4.3 Setup and Procedure

The experiment took about 25 minutes and was divided
into three stages: pre-intervention baseline test, game (in-
tervention) and post-intervention test. Before and after the
experiment, the participants filled out a questionnaire.

A group of four participants was brought to an isolated
room where they were instructed how to operate the wear-
able devices. Before carrying out the pre-intervention base-
line test, they were asked if the wearable device felt com-
fortable and were encouraged to move the device around to
ensure it is non obtrusive. Ensuring comfortability before
moving on to the actual experiment helped mitigate per-
formance issues which otherwise may arise. It was made
sure that none of the participants suffered from any kind of
colourblindness, so that they could follow the game rules
without any problem.
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Participants were made aware of the scoring system. Each
wearable device’s LEDs light up whenever a clap is de-
tected, with scores ranging from 0 to 100 being paralleled
in the LEDs lighting up from red to green (greener mean-
ing positive results). The flow of the game is presumed
to improve by providing the participants with instant feed-
back on their performance. Figure 4 illustrates the scoring
system described.

Figure 4: Scoring system for rhythm game. Red arrow
indicates game condition ’Red player do not clap on the
next beat’ with the LEDs on the VM flashing red on the
first quarter-note. The following quarter-note, a pink ar-
row indicates when the red player’s ’do not clap’ condition
gets evaluated while also showing the next game condi-
tion; pink colour indicating that everyone should clap on
the following quarter-note.

The participants were instructed to attempt to clap on
beat as close as possible to a series of repeating audio
loops which are played during the two tests and the rhythm
game. The audio files were time stretched from their origi-
nal tempo of 90 BPM using Ableton Live Suite 10.1.5 util-
ising the Beats Mode time-stretch algorithm and were pre-
sented in 44.1kHz 16Bit normalised WAV format through
a wired JBL Charge 3 loudspeaker.

4.4 Baseline test; pre-intervention

Prior to beginning the initial baseline test, we asked the
participants to fill out the first questionnaire with demo-
graphic data (age, sex); their experience with music and
rhythm related activities (e.g. do you play an instrument;
do you play rhythm games; do you dance) and music genre
preferences. This questionnaire was based on the Gold-
smith’s Musical Sophistication Index (Gold-MSI [17]) query-
ing musical and rhythmic abilities. Participants were asked
if they knew anyone in the group, as it could be an inter-
esting factor to explore the effect of interpersonal connec-
tions on performance. However, in the acquired sample
most participants knew at least one other participant in the
group, not allowing for a proper evaluation of this param-
eter.

Each participant took the baseline test individually in the
order of their assigned player number. In the baseline test
each participant clapped on tempo to two audio loops for
eight bars (32 beats) at 90 BPM in a 4/4 meter: a basic
metronome loop and a simple drum loop with little synco-
pation. The order was randomised for each group. Partic-
ipants clapped to the sound of the audio loops without the
visual metronome.

Each trial had a 4 beat vocal count-in (one, two, three,
four) before clapping commenced. The remaining partic-

ipants stayed outside the room, with the researchers not
conducting the experiment, until called for.

4.5 Rhythm game

Upon completion of the first test, all participants were called
into the room to begin the multiplayer rhythm game. Par-
ticipants were again asked if there were any comfortabil-
ity issues and if they were ready to proceed. The rules
of the game were then explained. Eight rounds of eight
bars of four distinct sounds were then played; metronome
and simple drum loop (same as in the baseline test) as well
as a more syncopated drum loop and finally a break-beat
with many syncopated subdivisions (see Figure 1) all in
4/4 meter, ordered, at 90 BPM, then repeated at 100 BPM.
In game mode, the VM was introduced to the players, with
flashing LEDs in six distinct colours, each with a different
game rule serving as a warning to what action is to be taken
on the following beat. When the VM flashes one of the
participant’s respective colours (red, blue, green or yellow)
that participant should skip the following beat (i.e. if red
flashes, the participant representing the red colour should
not clap on the next beat) while the remaining participants
clap as normal. A pink flash = every participant claps on
beat. A white flashes = all participants should skip the fol-
lowing beat (i.e. they should not clap on the beat following
the white flash). Participants were gently introduced to the
game by running a test-round allowing them to completely
grasp the game rules. Figure 5 provides an explanation of
the game conditions.

Figure 5: The conditions for the rhythm game; colours rep-
resented are displayed in the VM: condition A displayed
on beat 2 = every player claps on beat 3; condition B dis-
played on beat 5 = the player that had their colour flash on
beat 5 does not clap on beat 6, regardless of the colour that
shows up on beat 6, every other player claps; condition C
displayed on beat 8 = no player claps on beat 9, regardless
of the displayed colour on beat 9.

The researchers checked that everyone understood the rules
to the best of their abilities before proceeding. Two more
conditions were presented for the scoring system: when
a participant misses a clap (true miss) or claps when not
supposed to (false positive), two game points are deducted
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from their final score per erroneous action. The final game
score was calculated from participant’s drift scores with
the penalties scores subtracted. At the end of every round,
all scores (drift, total game score, and penalties) were shown
on the dedicated web server for everyone to see.

The go/no-go task involved in the game makes it demand-
ing in that participants need to attend to the VM and learn
to make the right response depending on the colour of the
flash. While the challenge makes the game more interest-
ing for participant to train their rhythm keeping skills, the
demand on attention is high. We are aware that some par-
ticipants have more difficulties to divide their attention be-
tween keeping the beat and following the game rules, com-
promising their scores. However, the experiment follows a
within participant design comparing the pre- and post- in-
tervention tests without the VM.

4.6 Baseline test; post-intervention

After the game, the baseline test was redone by each par-
ticipant. Before taking the test, the participants were asked
to fill out the second questionnaire regarding the game it-
self and their overall experience playing the game. The
questions covered issues during gameplay making the ex-
perience less enjoyable or if there was any especially dif-
ficult part during the game, 5-point scale questions (from
strongly disagree to strongly agree) regarding the comfort-
ability of the device, the fun and difficulty factors of the
game, and if instructions were properly explained.

5. ANALYSIS & RESULTS

Drift scores from pre- to post-intervention tests were com-
pared and cross-referenced with answers to the perceived
difficulty of the game. Linear regression revealed the fol-
lowing trends; participants with least or none-to-negative
improvement (difference between the post- and pre-test in-
tervention) found the game most challenging; participants
with high game scores were also found to have the least
improvement; participants claiming to be less experienced
with rhythm games also with fewer interactions with rhyth-
mic performance showed most improvement.

When analysing the difference in average local scores be-
tween both baseline tests for the metronome sound, a de-
crease of 0.14% was found. In contrast, the difference in
average local score for the simple drum loop showed an
increase of 5.83%. A dependant samples t-test showed the
game to have a significant effect on scores for the simple
loop, t = −2, 48, p < 0.05 but no significant effect with
the metronome results t = 0.03, p < 0.05. An interest-
ing result is that the scores were higher and less fluctuating
for the simple beat drum loop than the metronome sound.
On average, the difference between the simple beat and
the metronome was 17 % (12 point difference out of the
100 point scale) in the pre-intervention test and 24 % (17
points) for the post-intervention test. The standard devia-
tion (σ), comparable to the consistency of even claps be-
tween all participants, a score related to the overall drift,
was lower for the simple beat drum than the metronome.

Pre-intervention Post-intervention
Metronome Simple beat Metronome Simple beat

Average 69.77 81.99 69.67 87.07
σ 4.98 4.02 5.26 3.99

Table 1: Average score and standard deviation for pre &
post-intervention tests with different sound samples.

Participants showed an improvement in performance (dif-
ference between post-intervention and pre-intervention test)
for the simple beat drum loop opposed to the metronome
(see Figure 6). A difference of around 10% was found be-
tween the two sounds. An interesting tendency was found
where player performance decreased over time as seen in
Figure 6. This tendency was consistent throughout all tri-
als between both tests, however the decline was more pro-
nounced in the post-intervention trials, especially for the
metronome sound.

The majority of first claps, immediately after the initial
count-in were usually very accurate. The average value for
the first clap was close to 90 points. Since the stimuli were
presented in randomised order for each group, we assume
this difference in results between sounds is a matter of the
sound itself and not the order of presentation. Error bars
of ±1% are shown on the graphs, since the score values
are captured as decimals and then rounded to the nearest
integer.

Figure 6: Tendency over time of local scores decreasing
for all trials in both baseline tests. Error bars of ±1%.

Comparing players’ average performance between the tri-
als at 90 and 100 BPM (Figure 7), shows that players gen-
erally perform better at the higher tempo. This could be
due to entrainment from the previous rounds at 90 BPM
as players get more accustomed to the game and its condi-
tions. Players again score generally lower for the metronome
sound. At 100 BPM, the general scores for drum beat audio
loops increased with 20 points on average approximately
compared to scores from the metronome rounds.

For both tempi, the performance in the first beats for the
metronome trials were high (around 90 points) but after
about 4 beats, the scores started to decline to around 65
points. One group performed relatively well compared to
the other groups during the metronome rounds, however
these results are skewed by their overall performance, as
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Figure 7: Player performance between game trials at 90
BPM (Blue) and 100 (Red) BPM. From top-left to bottom-
right: metronome, simple drum loop, syncopated drum
loop and jungle drum loop. Error bars indicate standard
deviation.

this was the highest scoring group (overall average drift
score within the group = 84.16).

Figure 8 displays a trend over the audio loops at both
game tempi. Player performance seems to be more dis-
persed with the metronome loops, which is an audio loop
without any subdivisions. The the most consistent scores
(lower standard deviation values) are seen for the simple
and syncopated beats, which had more subdivisions than
the metronome. For the break-beat, consistency decreases
again, as it is more difficult to be accurate in tempo as there
are many subdivisions in the sound. It seems that beats
with either too many or too few subdivisions are harder to
synchronise to.

Figure 8: Average of the standard deviations for all the
players during a game with different tempos and sound
samples. It can be understood as the consistency of the
players beat keeping ability. Error bars indicate standard
deviation.

5.1 Participant feedback

From a total sample size of 20 participants; 19 partici-
pants found the provided game instructions were clearly
presented; 16 of the participants found the game had some

challenge to it; 17 of the participants found the game de-
vice was comfortable to wear; 11 of the participants tapped
with their foot and 9 bobbed their head as an aid for keep-
ing synchronization.

Six participants reported an increase in confidence level
in musical skills after partaking in the experiment. Nine
participants felt very inclined to participate in more mu-
sical activities in the future. Overall, some participants
claimed they faced some difficulty when the rhythm game
when the VM was introduced due to the complexity of the
rules, however every participant claimed they had fun play-
ing the game and enjoyed themselves throughout.

6. DISCUSSION

We have successfully developed a wearable, wireless game
device capable of capturing high resolution real-time per-
formance data to be played in a competitive multiplayer
game. Local variability in the baseline tests for the simple
drum loop showed an average standard deviation across all
clap scores which decreased slightly from the pre- to post-
intervention test. The overall average score increased from
81.99 points to 87.07 points. The same comparison for
the metronome sound showed an increase in overall aver-
age standard deviation (4.98 for pre-intervention test and
5.26 for the post-intervention test). The overall average
score was almost identical for pre- and post-intervention
test (69.77 for pre-intervention and 69.67 for post-intervention).

The game at 90 BPM showed a decrease in standard devi-
ation for the first three trials: 1. metronome (σ = 9.41) →2.
simple beat (σ = 5.34) →3. syncopated beat (σ = 4.44), fol-
lowed by the fourth audio loop, the break-beat with many
syncopations (σ = 7.06). The break-beat was deliberately
chosen as the hardest level. At 100 BPM, a somewhat sim-
ilar tendency was observed: decrease from metronome (σ
= 8.59) to simple beat (σ = 4.91), then slight increase from
simple beat to syncopated beat (σ = 5.15), and a higher
increase for the break-beat (σ = 6.85).

The results of the experiment hint at various interesting
correlations, but given the small sample size of partici-
pants, and how and where they were recruited, a more rep-
resentative experiment with a larger and more diverse sam-
ple size would be needed. In order to verify the effect of
rhythm training more thoroughly, future work could have
a control group whom did the baseline test twice within
a couple of days without playing the game. More trials
and training over a longer period (i.e. a couple of weeks)
would likely show stronger overall results. Also, given that
we compute the absolute value of the scores, information
about whether claps are early or late in relation to the beat
is lost. Signed values would likely have shown the doc-
umented tendency to anticipate the beat (negative mean
asynchrony, see e.g [10]). Correlations between some of
the qualitative data from the questionnaires (e.g. musi-
cal skills, behaviours, and musical genre preference) to
the quantitative test and game data proved difficult, but
some interesting findings were that higher pre- and post-
intervention test scores correlated with higher game scores
showing less improvement. The opposite was found as
well.
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Training in a competitive style with pseudo collaborative
tasks supported group cohesiveness according to partici-
pants. Earlier research support that interpersonal entrain-
ment tend to affect social attitudes in a positive way [10,18]
but considering that the overall task of the game was com-
petitive it is an interesting result. This supports the choice
of the ’no-one clap’ game condition, showing that univer-
sal task relations (all participants do not clap) increases
perceived group unity.

In addition to the VM, participants also had visual tem-
poral information from the movements of other players. It
seems reasonable to assume that these sometimes acted as
distractors similar to the study by [13]. It seems reason-
able to assume that in the case of one player displaying
more asynchrony, the influence would be larger on the per-
formance of non-musicians players.

A future version of the game could incorporate more modes,
more levels, more sounds, advanced features like sound
and timbre control, a visual metronome incorporated in a
2D platform game hosted on the RPi showed on a con-
nected HDMI monitor. The device could also double as an
OSC / MIDI compatible remote control which you could
link to a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) for expres-
sive music performance and production (like the MI.MU
Glove). If the audio engine gets ported to Faust, attaching
a speaker to the device would make it usable for individ-
ual or group training for patients with neurodegenerative
motor diseases or other types of rehabilitation.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an experiment designed to investigate
the influence of a creativity support tool on music creation.
Twenty five participants were asked to harmonise two very
similar melodies, the first on their own and the second
while given the opportunity to interact with the CHAME-
LEON harmonisation assistant. CHAMELEON can offer
a variety of solutions in a melodic harmonisation task by
harmonising according to a number of idioms and/or their
blends. Comparison between the produced harmonisations
by the participants and their selection of favourite CHA-
MELEON examples indicated that the majority of them
were directly influenced by the solutions offered by the
system. Three strategies by which participants exploited
CHAMELEON were identified: borrowing of full mea-
sures or long chord sequences, borrowing of one or more
single chords and finally, adoption of general concepts ex-
isting in the CHAMELEON examples. We argue that these
findings indicate that the system has the potential to stim-
ulate and promote creative thinking.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increase of the available computational power in the
last two decades has opened new possibilities for compu-
tational support of human creativity. The effect of such
systems has already been studied in the context of vari-
ous creative human activities such as poetry writing [1],
creative design [2, 3] or general problem solving [4]. Mu-
sic creation, in particular, constitutes a fruitful domain for
application of such approaches. Recent works have dis-
cussed the usefulness of machine learning systems for au-
tonomous and collaborative music generation [5] and have
dealt with the problem of evaluating complex creative struc-
tures whereby multiple machines interact both with each
other and with a number of people [6]. While autonomously
creative agents in music are undoubtedly evolving taking
advantage of the overall progress in machine learning meth-
ods and the increase of computational power, it could be
argued that computational creativity assistants may have
even more meaningful applications. An analogous exam-
ple is the widespread use of Digital Audio Workstations
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(DAWs), following the increase of computational power in
the last decades, which facilitated the recording and audio
production processes by professionals and amateurs alike.
In a similar manner, machines that can contribute to the
composition of the primary musical material may consti-
tute a paradigm shift for music creation. In such a future
scenario, the conception and processing of musical ideas
may be the result of collaboration between humans and
computers.

CHAMELEON is a computational melodic harmonisa-
tion assistant that can be used by human composers as a
creativity support tool. It can harmonise a given melody
according to a variety of harmonic idioms and/or their blends
based on a generative implementation of Conceptual Blend-
ing theory and statistical learning techniques [7]. Thus, it
can produce a number of diverge harmonic solutions to a
melodic harmonisation task. The question that arises when
such systems are available, concerns the way users may
take advantage of it. Does it help them to become more
creative and how this may be defined?

To address such questions, we designed a repeated mea-
sures type of experiment comprising two conditions. In
the first one participants performed a simple melodic har-
monisation, while in the second they interacted with CHA-
MELEON prior to harmonising a very similar melody. In
previous analysis of the collected data we demonstrated
that computational assistance by CHAMELEON resulted
in an overall increase of the produced harmonic complex-
ity (captured through computational metrics) in compar-
ison to no computational support [8]. This rise of har-
monic complexity was not justified by the minimal differ-
ences between the implied harmony of the two melodies
and it was thus attributed to the influence of the system
that helped participants become more explorative in com-
parison to their initial approaches. This, however, was only
a general observation. In this paper we are trying to com-
plement the above finding by looking at this experiment
from a more qualitative perspective.The goal in this case is
to decipher the individual strategies adopted by each par-
ticipant when interacting with CHAMELEON and to show
that the differentiation of the harmonisations in the compu-
tationally supported condition was indeed a direct effect of
using the system. The following sections will describe the
experimental design in detail and will discuss the strate-
gies that seem to have been adopted by participants in their
utilisation of CHAMELEON.
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2. METHOD

2.1 Experiment

As mentioned above, the experimental procedure comprised
two phases in a repeated measures type of design. In phase
one, twenty five musicians (13 male, 12 female, mean age:
24), either students from the School of Music Studies of the
Aristotle Univeristy of Thessaloniki or professional com-
posers, were asked to harmonise the melody of a Greek
traditional folk song called ‘Menexedes kai Zoumboulia’
in minor mode (see Fig. 1) by placing chords at the posi-
tions indicated by arrows (i.e. harmonic rhythm was fixed).
It was requested that satisfaction of personal preference
should be the sole criterion for their harmonisation, with-
out the need to necessarily conform to standard harmonic
rules. Voice leading was not at the centre of this study
therefore participants were advised to omit it in order to
save time.
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Figure 1: The two melodies used in the harmonisation
task. The upper melody was employed in the simple har-
monisation task whereas the lower one was used for the
computationally-assisted harmonisation. Arrows indicate
the requested harmonic rhythm.

In the second phase, the same participants were similarly
asked to harmonise a melody of a folk lullaby from South-
ern Italy also in minor mode (see Fig 1). Folk melodies
were selected for harmonisation in both experimental phases
since their melodic simplicity is believed to offer a gen-
erally more loosely implied harmony, thus leaving more
space for harmonic interpretations in comparison to more
complex melodies. An inspection of Fig 1 reveals that the
selected melodies of both phases were almost identical fea-
turing very similar implied harmonies. Therefore the task
for the two experimental conditions was equivalent but not
identical. The directions regarding harmonic rhythm and
voice leading were the same with phase one. This time,
however, participants had additionally access to CHAME-
LEON and they were prompted to explore its capability to
offer various harmonisations of this particular melody. Af-
ter giving a short demonstration of CHAMELEON, the ex-
perimenter made clear that the extent to which participants
should exploit the solutions offered by it for their own har-
monisations would be totally up to them. It was particu-
larly stressed that it would be fine to even completely ig-
nore CHAMELEON’s output.

At this stage, CHAMELEON offered the possibility to
choose among eight different harmonic styles:

• Bach chorales
• Jazz standards
• The Kostka-Payne corpus [9] of classical and roman-

tic harmonic style (18th-19th century).

• 20th century whole-tone harmonisations
• Polyphonic songs from Epirus in minor pentatonic

harmony.
• Fauxbourdon excerpts or short pieces (13th-14th cen-

turies)
• Modal homophonic chorales.
• Organum excerpts or short pieces (11th-12th cen-

turies).
The participants could also decide whether they wanted

to introduce some tonal difference between the two se-
lected styles (same styles/modes with tonal difference could
be blended) in the case they opted for a harmonic blend.
Pressing the ‘harmonise’ button on the online interface re-
vealed the score of the requested harmonisation and gave
the options to play it back and download it in a music xml
format.

In both experimental phases, participants filled in a post-
task questionnaire complemented by free-answer questions
for the purposes of user-experience evaluation but these
data are not presented here. Apart from filling in the post-
task questionnaires, participants submitted their melodic
harmonisation for each phase. For the computationally-
assisted harmonisation task they were also given the op-
tion to upload up to four example harmonisations produced
by CHAMELEON that they found interesting or influential
for their own harmonisation.

2.2 Calculation of harmonic features

Given that participants were free to use any type of har-
monic pallet, thus potentially avoiding tonal harmonic de-
vices, harmonic content had to be captured using idiom-
independent features of harmonic plurality. To this end,
three different features based on the Pitch Class Profiles
(PCPs), the General Chord Type (GCT) [10] and the iso-
lated type component of GCTs (without root information)
were extracted from each harmonisation. The PCP is the
12-dimensional vector that describes the percentages of
pitch classes in the entire harmonisation (harmonic part
without the melody). To obtain the complexity of a har-
monisation based on its PCP, the Shannon Information En-
tropy (SIE) of this distribution was computed, allowing the
representation of any harmonisation complexity through a
single numerical value [11]. Greater SIE values indicate
PCP distributions that are more uniform, which, in turn,
indicates a richer variety of pitch content in the harmonisa-
tion. The plurality of harmonic content within a harmon-
isation was also quantified through the absolute number
of GCT chords (unique root-type components) and chord
types (isolated type component of the GCT). Therefore,
each harmonisation was described by these three values,
for each of which, higher values indicated more complex
harmonisations.

3. RESULTS

Fig 2 presents the boxplots corresponding to the values
of the three harmonic features described above for each of
the two experimental tasks: the simple and the computa-
tionally supported melodic harmonisations. The evident
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differences between the two conditions have been found
statistically significant in previous work [8] signifying an
increase in the overall complexity of the harmonisations
produced by our participants when interacting with CHA-
MELEON. In Fig 3 the same feature values are presented
for each of the participants. It is evident that with the ex-
ception of very few participants (no. 5, 9 and 15), the ma-
jority produced more complex harmonisations when com-
putationally supported. A closer examination of the pro-
duced harmonisations is carried out to shed more light into
how this increased complexity is explained at the level of
each individual.
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Figure 2: Boxplots of the three harmonic feature values for
the two experimental conditions.
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Figure 3: Values of the 3 harmonic features for each of the
25 participants in both experimental conditions.

The following analysis is based on the comparison be-
tween the computationally supported harmonisation for each
participant and the selected CHAMELEON examples they
uploaded. Since we had requested our participants to se-
lect the most interesting or influential examples, we now
sought to identify signs of such potential influence. Four
of the participants did not provide any favoured CHAME-
LEON harmonisation. Therefore this approach could not
be applied to them since there was no way of attributing
characteristics of their computationally supported harmon-
isations to a direct influence by CHAMELEON. One addi-
tional participant made almost identical harmonisations in
the two conditions and finally for three of the participants
it has not been possible to identify clear influences based
on the examples they selected. Therefore, the following
analysis concerns the seventeen remaining participants.

Table 1 presents the number of times that each of the pro-
vided harmonic idioms was selected by our participants ei-

Idiom Pure Part of a blend
Bach chor. 3 13
Jazz 6 17
Kostka-Payne 4 14
Whole-tone 1 2
Epirus 3 10
Fauxbourdon 2 5
Modal chor. 2 8
Organum - 2

Table 1: Number of times each harmonic idiom was se-
lected either on its own or as a part of a blend.

ther on its own or as part of a harmonic blend. This table
shows that harmonic blends were favoured over harmoni-
sations based on a pure idiom and that Bach chorales, Jazz
and Kostka-Payne idioms were the most popular followed
by Epirus and modal chorales.

The comparison between each participant’s uploaded ex-
amples and their produced harmonisations revealed three
different types of influence. The first and most popular
type of influence was the use of single chords that also ap-
peared in the selected examples. An extention of this strat-
egy was the borrowing of whole unchanged measures or
small chord sequences from their favourite examples. Fi-
nally, a few participants embraced more general concepts
which they utilised in their own harmonisations. Table 2
presents the number of participants that fall into each strat-
egy category. Note that some participants utilised more
than one of these practices.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show some indicative examples that
demonstrate the above. In Fig 4 it is shown how participant
no. 21 borrowed the first four measures from the Kosta-
Payne harmonisation and used them in the exact same way.
Furthermore, measures 5 and 6 where evidently influenced
by the corresponding measures of a blend between Bach
chorales and modal chorales. In particular, there was an
exchange between the 1st and 3rd chords of this four-chord
sequence. Participant no.9 (Fig. 5), on the other hand, did
not borrow unchanged measures but rather interestingly
borrowed an abstract concept from one CHAMELEON ex-
ample. Specifically, the harmonisation begins with a grad-
ual increase of chord density in a similar fashion to mea-
sures 5-7 of the Epirus example. Finally, participant no. 5
(Fig. 6) has made use of all identified strategies presented
in Table 2. In particular, apart from using unchanged chord
sequences and a single chord appearing in CHAMELEON
examples, she also adopted the overlap of melodic line by
the inner voices evident in the Jazz Ionian - Jazz Lydian
blend. For all the examples we also show the ‘Menexedes
kai Zoumboulia’ harmonisation to demonstrate the differ-
ence from their initial solution on a very similar task.

4. DISCUSSION

This paper has presented the different creative strategies
adopted by participants when interacting with a creativity
support tool in the domain of music. The CHAMELEON
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Figure 4: The strategy of adopting unchanged chord sequences from the CHAMELEON examples. This example consti-
tutes an extreme of this approach as most of the harmonisation comes from borrowing chord sequences with little process-
ing. The computationally non-supported harmonisation of ’Menexedes kai Zoumboulia’ is also shown to demonstrate the
difference of solutions that were preferred between the two experimental conditions.

Single
chords

Sequences
of chords

General
concepts

Number of
participants 14 6 3

Table 2: Categorisation of strategies for creative exploita-
tion of CHAMELEON and the number of participants that
adopted each one. Some participants utilised more than
one of the presented strategies.

harmonisation assistant is capable of providing the user
with a number of diverge solutions for the same melodic
harmonisation problem. The primary question was whether
access to this wealth of solutions would be able to influ-
ence the final harmonisation of the participants. In this
work we elaborated on our previous general observation
that most participants produced more complex harmoni-
sations as a result of computational support compared to
working on their own. Was this increase of complexity
merely the result of a second attempt to a very similar
task or could the influence of CHAMELEON be specifi-
cally identified? The comparison between the CHAME-
LEON examples that were favoured by each participant
and his/her final harmonisation showed that at least sev-
enteen out of our twenty five participants created harmoni-
sations that borrowed elements directly from their selected
examples. This indicates that to a smaller or greater extent
these participants were influenced by the outputs of CHA-
MELEON for their own work.

It should be noted that even when the metrics of har-
monic complexity (types of chords used and distribution
of notes) indicate only a minimal difference between sim-
ple and computationally supported outcomes as in the case

Figure 5: This example demonstrates the more rare type of
influence that was the adoption of a general concept rather
than a specific harmonic sequence per se. Participant no.
9 introduces a gradual increase of the chord density in the
opening of the piece in a manner that resembles the clos-
ing of one of his favoured harmonisations according to the
Epirus style. Notice that this new feature is completely
missing from the ‘Menexedes kai Zoumboulia’ harmoni-
sation.

of participant no.21, the two harmonisations are actually
functionally quite different. In addition, both presented
case studies of participants no 5 and 9 show a decrease
in complexity according to most metrics which again is a
direct outcome of the system’s influence.

Having shown than in most cases there is a clearly trace-
able influence of CHAMELEON’s output on the harmoni-
sations by participants, the question that arises is whether
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Figure 6: This example demonstrates all three strategies combined. Participant no. 5 adopted both unchanged chord
sequences, one single chord and a general concept. This was the overlap of the melodic line by the inner voices evident in
the Jazz Ionian - Jazz Lydian blend. The computationally non-supported harmonisation of ‘Menexedes kai Zoumboulia’ is
also shown to demonstrate the difference of solutions that were preferred between the two experimental conditions. Note
that some enharmonic misspelling that takes place in some of the chords in CHAMELEON output is adopted as such by
participant no. 5.

Participant no. 3 
excerpt from the Chameleon quartet
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Figure 7: An excerpt of the work for string quartet by participant no.3 that was based on the melody of the ‘Lullaby from
Southern Italy’ and suggestions by CHAMELEON.

interaction with the system can indeed promote creativity.
Does increased outcome complexity combined with high
preference manifest an increase of creative behaviour? It
certainly seems to imply increased novelty (i.e., divergence
from the most expected solution) combined with at least
equal value as subjectively assessed by the creators them-
selves, both of which have been indicated as important
constituent dimensions of creativity [12]. In addition, based
on the identified strategies the answer could be that CHA-
MELEON’s use does provide potential for creativity en-
hancement but it does not guarantee it. Cutting and past-
ing unchanged complete measures or long chord sequences
cannot be deemed a particularly creative behaviour. At the
same time, however, participants were well aware that they
could completely ignore CHAMELEON’s solutions while
making their second harmonisation. The fact that some
of them opted for borrowing complete measures means
that they found them adequately interesting. Adopting full
measures or even a complete solution by CHAMELEON
may not be entirely creative but it can certainly be effi-
cient and time saving in a case were a creative outcome

is not the primary objective (in music education, harmon-
ising for a choir, etc.). Moreover, the most popular strat-
egy was the borrowing of single chords which can help
to enrich ones’ harmonic vocabulary and result in more
explorative harmonic solutions. Finally, the rare strategy
of utilising general concepts that appeared in an example
by CHAMELEON is certainly the most creative of all and
demonstrates the potential for creative exploitation of the
system.

Six participants of this study proceeded in composing
miniature works for a string quartet based on the primary
harmonisation they created on the ‘Lullaby from Southern
Italy’ while interacting with CHAMELEON. These works
were presented in a concert under the theme of ‘Collabora-
tion between humans and machines in music creation pro-
cesses’ that was given at the School of Music Studies of
the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in February 2020.
There the composers had the chance to briefly present to
the audience the way by which they took advantage of the
melodic harmonisation assistant in their creative process.
An excerpt of one of these short quartets by participant
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no.3 is shown in Fig. 7.
All things considered, CHAMELEON harmonisation as-

sistant does not promote creative behaviour by default, but
as with all tools, it depends on the way of use. To con-
clude with one of our participants’ quote on computational
support of music composition: ‘...the computer creates the
possibilities among which a composer is free to select.’
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, real-time physically-based solutions for
sound synthesis have become a common practice both in
academia and commercial applications, driven jointly by
the increase in computing power and advances in modelling
and simulation techniques. However, designing and im-
plementing such instruments and the means for expressive
interaction with them still poses several challenges, fac-
tors to be balanced by the instrument creator depending
on his or her needs. This paper discusses these concerns
through the prism of mass-interaction physical modelling.
First, a short review on the topics of computation and ex-
pressive control of real-time physical models is proposed,
followed by the introduction of the physical proxy, a new
mass-interaction modelling element yielding new possibili-
ties for expressive interaction via dynamically interpolated
topological connections. Three case-studies of physically-
based virtual musical instruments are then presented and
discussed, particularly in regards to computational aspects,
with benchmarks of various possible implementations. Fi-
nally, we offer some insight on the balance that one must
consider between model and control complexity, and be-
tween software genericity and performance, when building
physical models for real-time sound synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Physical models have been used creatively for sound syn-
thesis and musical composition purposes for over three
decades [1], spanning from the simulation of large virtual
worlds [2] to virtual musical instruments [3, 4]. While in
the early 90s real-time simulation was mostly limited to
waveguide modelling [5], today nearly all physically-based
methods may be computed and controlled interactively for
virtual musical instrument simulation. Indeed, advances in
hardware and computing power and breakthroughs in mod-
elling techniques now allow simulating fairly large-scale
virtual acoustical structures, and to increasingly account for
the non-linear dynamics at play in musical acoustics [6, 7].
A number of formalisms and software tools are now at the
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disposal of musicians, composers and virtual instrument
designers, or indeed anyone interested in making sound
through physical simulation.

This paper aims to discuss some questions that arise in
the design and development process of real-time physical
models for musical creation, starting with general concerns
regarding computation and expressive control, and then
analysing three case-studies of physically-based digital mu-
sical instruments, centred on the mass-interaction paradigm
(although bearing strong similarities with finite difference
approaches, as will be discussed). From this work, we then
offer a discussion on the ”balancing act” of developing phys-
ically based virtual instruments: balance between model
complexity and speed, balance between dynamical richness
of interaction and acoustical richness of simulated vibrat-
ing structures, balance between software genericity / clar-
ity (high-level code, abstractions, etc.) and hand-tailored
optimisation (low-level code). Finally, we conclude with
perspectives on future work.

2. REAL-TIME CONTROL OF
PHYSICALLY-BASED SOUND SYNTHESIS

2.1 Computational Aspects

Once primarily considered as a costly endeavour best suited
for off-line acoustical simulation, physical modelling tech-
niques are now deployed in a variety of academic and com-
mercial real-time systems [8–10]. While digital waveguides
(at least in 1D) offered a strikingly economical solution
for real-time sound synthesis as soon as they appeared,
other more computationally demanding techniques have
only really grown into viable real-time solutions for com-
plex physical models in the last 15 years, jointly due to
efforts in simulation optimisation and the increase in com-
puting power and dedicated hardware (including vectori-
sation, multithreading, GPU-based computation [11, 12]).
Several works now allow for real-time sound-synthesis with
mass-interaction models [13], modal synthesis, or finite
difference time-domain schemes [6]. In particular, the lat-
ter have made impressive progress into real-time territory,
through tailored optimisation techniques [14] and advances
into efficient solvers for non-linear problems [15].

It is worth noting that while all physical-modelling sound
synthesis techniques allow representing 1D, 2D or 3D phys-
ical topologies or spatial grids, the vast majority consider
the discretised matter to move along a single degree of free-
dom (1-DoF). This approach, rooted in theoretical acoustics,
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has the advantage of yielding mostly linear systems that
in turn allow using many convenient mathematical tools
(such as modal decomposition & analysis). The extension
of such formalisms to account for the numerous non-linear
phenomena present in physical acoustical systems is very
much an ongoing effort [15, 16], generally involving rather
heavy mathematics and computation. In this regard, 3-DoF
mass-interaction techniques [7] (drawing from the wide
use of 3D mass-spring models in computer graphics) offer
an interesting gateway into inherently non-linear territory,
although their computational cost is certainly higher than
simple 1-DoF systems.

2.2 Means for Expressive Control

Physical modelling is largely employed in Digital Musical
Instruments, offering means for creative exploration [17]
as well as multisensory interaction through force-feedback
technologies [10, 18, 19]. Traditional MIDI often falls short
in installing expressive interaction with sound-producing
models (especially for continuous excitation such as bow-
ing), whereas more sophisticated input devices such as the
Sensel Morph [8] or Roli Seaboard 1 show promising re-
sults thanks to precise multi-DoF continuous control data.

A key component for expressive interaction with virtual
instruments is to provide means to perform both excita-
tion (e.g. striking, bowing) and modification gestures (e.g.
moving a bow application point or a finger along a string,
moving a pressure point across a membrane or plate). Dy-
namically constraining physical matter in this way generally
sounds much more plausible than direct manipulation of
physical model parameters, which understandably can lead
to ”non-physical” sounding effects. Interpolation strategies
may be employed to account for interaction points located
between two points of discretised space or matter [6]. To
the best of our knowledge, common mass-interaction sound
synthesis frameworks such as [20,21] lack such possibilities,
hindering expressive control potential (a notable exception
being ad hoc implementations by Alexandros Kontogeor-
gakopoulos for cross-fading between listening points to
obtain physically-based audio-effects in [22]). Hereafter,
we present a general solution in the form of dynamically
interpolated topological connections based on standard in-
terpolation schemes.

3. EXPRESSIVE CONTROL OF MASS
INTERACTION MODELS

3.1 Spatial and Topological Considerations

Most mass-interaction toolkits operating on 1-DoF parti-
cles define each physical interaction statically between two
punctual masses of the system. For instance, a collision
between a hammer and a string is modelled as one (or possi-
bly several) point-based interaction(s) between the hammer
and statically defined string mass(es). This offers little flex-
ibility: the string will always be struck at the same spot,
yielding similar acoustic responses that are only modulated

1 Examples of real-time MPE control include Physical Audio’s coupled-
bars plugin (https://physicalaudio.co.uk/PA3) and SWAM’s bowed string
models (https://roli.com/stories/swam-soundpacks).

Figure 1. A 3D mass bouncing on a 3-DoF mesh with
surface contact computation. Surfaces in red represent
active point/plane collision detection and force projection
when the mass is close or in contact with the mesh triangles.

by the relative velocities of the masses. Such punctual
connections prohibit modification gestures such as those
mentioned in Section 2.2, often crucial in adding expres-
siveness and liveliness to synthesised sound.

2 or 3-dimensional mass-interaction models may alleviate
this problem, as they possess geometrical properties: a
hammer mass may potentially collide with any mass of
a vibrating structure. However, handling these cases can
be rather involved and computationally heavy, relying on
3D collision engines and possibly - if one wishes to go
further than mass-to-mass interactions - resorting to surface
meshes defined atop of the physical topology, allowing to
calculate force projections onto the masses that compose
their vertexes (cf. Figure 1). Given the cost of simulating
3D mass-interaction models at audio rate, this solution is
currently ill-fitted for implementing large scale models with
many degrees-of-freedom of control.

3.2 Interpolated Input, Output and Coupling Points
by Means of Physical Proxies in 1-DoF Models

Interpolation strategies allowing to handle inputs, outputs,
and coupling points that do not match the scattering junc-
tions of a finite difference grid or a waveguide network (be
it one, two or three-dimensional) have been studied in a
number of works such as [6, 23, 24].

In an effort to integrate these concepts into the framework
of 1-DoF mass-interaction networks, we introduce the phys-
ical virtual proxy as an economical way to represent and
compute smooth interpolation between topological connec-
tions. In essence, a proxy enables to dynamically couple an
interaction point to a macro-structure (for instance a string
or a mesh with a known topological organisation). The
interaction point can therefore be placed between actual
physical masses, and move smoothly along the structures,
including at audio rates.

Excluding zero order truncation or rounding methods, the
most basic interpolation strategy for an interpolated point
p located between two grid points m1 and m2 with a nor-
malised location coefficient 0 < α < 1 as shown in Figure
2 is first order Lagrange (or linear) interpolation, which
gives coefficients:

w1 = (1− α) , w2 = α (1)
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Figure 2. The first order 1D proxy, allowing for interpolated
topological connections between two masses.

This extends to the bilinear transform in the 2D case [23],
with masses m1..4 and additional coefficient β defining the
location along the second axis (cf. Figure 3):

w1 = (1− α)(1− β) , w2 = α(1− β)

w3 = (1− α)β , w4 = αβ
(2)

Certain limitations of linear interpolation are pointed out
in [6], notably possible low-pass filtering effects that could
be addressed using higher order interpolators such as cubic
Lagrange, requiring a larger stencil of points. For simplicity,
in the following we will assume first order Lagrange inter-
polation (which is also employed in the examples presented
in Section 4).

Integration of the interpolators into the mass-interaction
paradigm is as follows: the proxy p has no mass property,
and its physical position Xproxy is dynamically calculated
at each simulation step according to the ”spatial” location
given by the α and β parameters:

Xproxy =
1

N

n∑
i=1

wi.Xi (3)

Interaction forces are then calculated normally between
the proxy and the mass interacting with it (denoted mh

with position Xh) depending on the type of interaction (e.g.
spring, collision, friction, etc.) :

Fproxy = Finteraction(Xh, Xproxy)

Fh = −Fproxy

(4)

The equal and opposite interaction force is applied di-
rectly to the mass mh, whereas Fproxy (the force applied to
the proxy) is redistributed into forces applied to the actual
masses using the same interpolated weighting :

Fproxy =

n∑
i=1

Fi

Fi = wi.Fproxy

(5)

In a static regime (fixed α, β parameters) the use of a
proxy is mathematically equivalent to n weighted point-
based interactions with the n-mass underlying structure.
Displacement of the proxy results in smooth variation of
physical interaction parameters and topological connections,

Figure 3. The 2-D ”mesh” bilinear interpolation proxy,
allowing interpolated topological connections between the
four points of a rectangular mesh.

either moving inside a group of masses, or moving from
one group of masses to another.

As such, physical proxies constitute a means to approx-
imate linear or surface interactions that may be obtained
in 3D geometry (cf. Figure 1) at a fraction of the com-
putational cost, by adding ”artificial” Y and Z degrees of
freedom to move connection points dynamically within a
1-DoF physical model. Hereafter, we will discuss the inter-
est of this solution for the design of real-time large scale
models offering means for expressive control.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THREE
PHYSICALLY-BASED VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS

We now present three case-studies of virtual musical in-
struments developed over the last year using the mass-
interaction paradigm. For each, we will present elements
pertaining to the computational aspects (model complexity,
optimisation, benchmarking) and discuss design choices
and implementation of real-time control strategies. We will
also try to highlight the expressive potential of these instru-
ments through examples and/or by reporting their use in
recent or upcoming artistic works.

4.1 A Bowed String Drone Instrument

This instrument was designed in collaboration with the
French composer Eddy Jaeber and forms the basis of his
piece entitled ”Le Cosmos Pour Acoustique”. It features
several strings that may be bowed or plucked and whose
pitch may be altered by sliding ”fretting fingers”.

4.1.1 Physical Model and Implementation

The mass-interaction model of the instrument is shown in
Figure 4. It contains four 160-mass stiff strings, wherein
each mass is connected to its immediate neighbours via
spring dampers, and also to its second neighbours through
springs with a dedicated ”stiff” term. Bowing interactions
are connected to each string through proxies and distributed
over three application points (thus approximating non-null
bow width). The fretting finger interactions clamp strings
against a fretboard (located below) at a given length. Ad-
ditional sliding damping interactions are placed behind the
fretting point in order to dampen any residual vibrations in
the string section located behind the finger.
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Figure 4. Bowed string real-time visualisation in Max/MSP.
Blue lines show the motion of each string. Finger positions
in red, bow positions in purple, listening points in green.

The instrument was implemented directly in Max/MSP
using the mi-gen~ toolkit [25], driving the physical model
with data-rate or audio-rate signals from within a patch that
also handles visualisation processes (shown in Figure 4)
and control logic such as voice allocation. The simulation
uses approximately 55% of the CPU monitor in Max/MSP 2

which, although it is non-negligible for a model of this size,
poses no problem for real-time audio computation.

4.1.2 Real-time control

A Sensel Morph device with the MIDI overlay is used to
control the model, providing precise Polyphonic Expres-
sion (MPE) information, dynamically allocating voices to
available strings. The mapping is as follows :

• Touch pressure is mapped to bowing pressure and
bow velocity.

• MIDI notes and per-note pitch bend (lateral motion)
control the finger position on the current string.

• Vertical motion is mapped to the bow position on the
string.

In pizzicato mode, note-on messages and touch pressure
are used to pull the strings back through a contact interac-
tion, and note-off messages release the contact.

4.1.3 Use in the piece ”Le Cosmos Pour Acoustique”

The composition is a sound construction built with multiple
layers of audio from the instrument. It explores various play-
ing modalities discovered by the player himself during pre-
liminary experimentation, including some rather extreme
cases : very short and high pitched strings, slowly evolv-
ing infra-bass drones, progressive shifting between string
harmonics by moving the bow position, bowing extremely
close to the bridge/finger (producing unstable ”screeching”
tones), etc. The resulting sounds do not mimic a specific
bowed instrument reference (such as the violin) but they are
highly controllable, aided by sonic and visual feedback.

4.2 A Tangible Bowed Mesh

The tangible bowed mesh came from the idea of providing
many dynamically moving interaction points with a rela-
tively simple, yet large, single acoustical structure. The

2 Test machine specifications are detailed in Section 4.2.1.

Implementation CPU Usage (Max/MSP)
mi-gen~ 100%

C++ MI basic 30%
C++ MI shaved down 22%
C++ MI autovector 20%

C++ Finite Difference 18%

Table 1. Benchmarking results for a 30 x 35 closed mesh
(total of 1050 masses), simluated at 44.1 kHz.

Figure 5. Equivalent finite difference scheme for the 2D
mass-interaction mesh. Next value to compute (red) from
current (blue) and previous (green) values.

model is a 2-dimensional mesh with closed boundary con-
ditions, excited by up to ten bowing friction interactions at
positions defined by ”mesh” proxies.

4.2.1 Implementation and benchmarking

Performance rapidly becomes a concern when simulating
meshes or plates. A Max external was therefore imple-
mented directly in C++ using the min-dev-kit package 3 .
The model is computed with a specifically-coded mass-
interaction simulation engine using static pre-allocation of
contiguous memory blocks for the model state data (posi-
tions, forces) in double-precision floating-point format.

Benchmarks for a 30 x 35 mesh were measured on a 6-
core 2.60GHz Intel Core i7-8850H CPU, compiling the Max
external with Visual Studio 2019 using the \02 optimisation
and \fp:fast floating point model flags. The results are
reported in Table 1 and discussed below:

• mi-gen~ performance is largely inferior to any of the
hand coded C++ implementations, choking at 100%.

• Standard C++ mass-interaction algorithms lower this
to 30%, and further ”shaving” of the code (avoid-
ing function calls, using pointer-based access, etc.)
brings this down to 22%.

• Algorithms can be made autovectorisation 4 ”friendly”
to some extent by simplifying loop code and using
the restrict keyword to avoid pointer aliasing.

3 http://cycling74.github.io/min-devkit/
4 an optimisation consisting in the simultaneous computation of data

organised into vectors, typically of 128, 256 or possibly 512 bits.
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Figure 6. Bowed mesh model, showing active (red) and
inactive (grey) bowing points and listening points (green).
The mesh masses (in blue, turning to red as a function of
displacement) are connected to top, down, left and right
neighbours through spring dampers (not displayed).

This allows vectorising the mass updates, but not the
interactions as they require non-contiguous access
into array data. The gain is therefore quite minimal.
Manually vectorised code for the mesh topology is
not trivial, although it can be done [11, 14].

• Our mass-interaction mesh is equivalent to a ten-point
stencil explicit finite difference scheme for the 2D
wave equation (a standard 5-point Laplacian approxi-
mation for the undamped 2D wave as presented in [6],
with 5 extra points induced by the damping terms at
time n− 1), shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the posi-
tion update scheme may be expressed as a function of
current and previous positions covered by the stencil
and external forces (merging mass and interaction
terms into one update). This offers yet another slight
improvement, bringing the cost down to 18%. It is
currently the most efficient option.

Using the finite-difference implementation, mesh size can
be increased up to 70 x 70 (4900) masses, as shown in
Figure 6.

4.2.2 Real-time control

As for the bowed string instrument, interaction with the
model is handled via the Sensel Morph, this time directly
using raw contact point data: each point acts as a bow po-
sitioned at the X-Y location on the device, with bowing
velocity and pressure driven by applied contact pressure. A
video showcasing the expressive possibilities of this dynam-
ical multi-point interaction is provided 5 .

5 Video demonstrations of all three virtual instruments can be found at
the following address: http://mi-creative.eu/smc2020

4.3 A Virtual Classical Harp

The final presented instrument stems from an ongoing col-
laboration between Gipsa-Lab’s Digital Arts and Sensory
Immersions group, composer Arnaud Petit, and instrument
manufacturer CAMAC Harps. The latter have developed
an augmented electric diatonic harp, equiped with piezo
sensors for each string, offering real time per-string au-
dio channels as well as MIDI/OSC tracking. The piece
Orbis explores the capabilities of this instrument, while
confronting it with a virtual counterpart, playing with the
limits of what is physically possible to perform on both the
real and the virtual instruments.

4.3.1 Model and Implementation

Designing the virtual harp model is a matter of compro-
mise, as the scale of the instrument alone makes real-time
simulation a challenge. Among other things, simulating
sufficient brightness in the lower register calls for tense
and extremely long strings (approximately 505 masses for
the low C). What’s more, real plucked harp strings con-
tain noticeable tension effects (pitch glides in the lower
notes). The interactions between the tuning clamps oper-
ated by the pedals and the strings involve complex contacts
that may generate (wanted or unwanted) noise on the in-
strument, including from strings that are not plucked, as
they are lightly excited whenever the pedals are operated
(each pedal changes all octaves of a given natural note up
or down a semitone). And last but not least, the body of the
instrument plays a large part in its acoustical output.

The necessity for a robust real-time solution integrated
into a large musical piece alongside other audio processes
leads to pragmatic solutions to these aspects:

– Ideal linear 1D strings, scaled and tuned by numerical
resolution so that the highest mode of each string lies
at approximately 11kHz.

– Tuning the strings up and down artificially by di-
rect manipulation of the stiffness parameter when
pedal-induced alterations occur 6 . Pitch glide may be
accounted for by triggering additional exponentially
decaying stiffness terms, raising the initial pitch of
plucked strings by a velocity-dependant amount.

– Coupling via the body modelled by two ”bridge” os-
cillators, forming common termination points for the
strings. Inertia, stiffness and damping properties of
these oscillators allow tuning sympathetic resonance
throughout the instrument.

The resulting physical model contains 5500 masses for
a total of approximately 13000 modules. It is triggered
by MIDI or OSC data, either directly issued from the aug-
mented harp or from score following patches that synchro-
nise a score for the virtual harp with the score played on the
real instrument.

4.3.2 Implementation challenges: AVX2 vectorisation

While the above model does run in real time using the same
C++ framework as the bowed mesh model presented in

6 The effect in altered string brightness is barely noticeable, if at all, for
changes of the order of a semitone.
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Figure 7. Mass-interaction virtual harp. Strings in red,
bridge elements and bridge coupling springs in blue, op-
tional string-barrier collision interactions in orange. Red
dots represent finger-string interaction (OSC or MIDI-
controlled excitation and damping).

the previous subsection, it lies dangerously close to 100%
CPU usage and consequently causes severe glitches when
running the low latency audio settings required for minimal
delay between the real harp player’s notes and triggered
virtual harp notes.

A final possibility to reduce computational cost without
sacrificing the model’s sound qualities is explicit AVX2
vectorisation of the physical algorithms: while the compiler
struggles to automatically vectorise code at compile-time,
such vectorised operations can be defined manually by the
user, using specific Intel AVX2 primitives to compute 4
doubles or 8 floats in a single operation. This involves
letting go of genericity and modularity and writing low-
level code tailored for speeding up a specific computation
process. This is slightly less daunting for strings than for
meshes (or worse, arbitrary topologies!) but it still requires
some mental and computational gymnastics.

The entire system of strings (excluding bridge connec-
tions) is represented as a single string composed of m256
(8 x float) aligned memory blocks for position X , velocity
V , force F , stiffness K and damping Z, with null stiffness
and damping parameters separating one actual string from
the next. A challenge for manual vectorisation resides in
the fact that 256 bit vectorised operations only work on
data that is aligned and iterates over 256 bits: while our
data structure is suitably aligned for mass algorithms, in-
teractions along a string compute forces between adjacent
masses i and i + 1, requiring a 32 bit offset that AVX in-
structions cannot handle. Our proposed solution, shown in
Figure 8, works by:

1. creating aligned ∆X and ∆V vectors by substract-
ing backward-shifted copies from X and V vectors

Figure 8. AVX2 vectorised computation scheme for the vir-
tual harp model. Reading top-to-bottom, adjacent position
values are shifted into an aligned position difference vector,
which is multiplied by the stiffness term to generate spring
forces, that are copied and opposite-shifted forwards to ac-
count to equal and opposite spring forces between adjacent
masses.

(optimised using mm256 set ps operations and
carry-over variables for data that shifts from one vec-
tor into the previous one).

2. performing vectorised computation of the string in-
teraction forces on this aligned data Fst.

3. adding the string force vector Fst and a negative
forward-shift of Fst into the mass force buffer vector
F (symmetrically to 1.) to account for equal and
opposite forces applied between adjacent masses.

4. performing vectorised computation of the new mass
position vector X from the aligned X , V and F vec-
tors (using combined multiplication and add/substract
instructions whenever possible).

Since m256 arrays are float arrays in memory, keeping
float* pointers to the addresses of the state arrays allows
to access string data for the computation of non-vectorised
elements, such as the springs connecting both ends of each
string to the bridges, damper mechanisms and so forth.

The computational gain of manual single-precision float
AVX2 vectorisation is, to say the least, considerable: the
vectorised virtual harp runs on a lean 34% in Max/MSP,
allowing for steady ultra-low buffer-sizes running alongside
other sound processes, and possibly giving leverage for
enriching the initial model (e.g. increasing string length
and stiffness for additional brightness).

These three examples highlight a number of design and
implementation choices that must be confronted on a regu-
lar basis when conceiving physically-based virtual musical
instruments, in terms of model and real-time control com-
plexity, and software implementation techniques that ensue.
In the next section, we discuss some of these aspects.
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5. BALANCING MODEL, INTERACTION AND
SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 Balancing model and control complexity

Traditionally, complexity and richness of acoustical vibrat-
ing structures has been the dominant concern in physically-
based sound-synthesis research, and rightly so, as it has lead
to major breakthroughs as testified by many recent works
concerning the simulation of strongly non-linear instrumen-
tal dynamics [9, 15, 16]. However, we argue that richness
of control, and in particular real-time user interaction, is of
equal importance in unleashing the full potential of physi-
cal models for sound production, as shown in works such
as [8,19]. Even simple models such as the bowed string sys-
tem of Section 4.1 may yield surprisingly expressive sound
through fine multi-DoF control of excitation and modifi-
cation gestures, allowing users to progressively discover
and assimilate the sonic possibilities of the instrument. As
another example, the mesh of Section 4.2 sounds rather
bland when simply struck, but reveals a completely differ-
ent nature when driven by continuous control of the moving
bow interactions, to the point where it is hard to believe that
it is such a rudimentary linear acoustical structure.

5.2 Balancing software genericity and performance

The three instruments discussed in Section 4 also show
that model complexity leads to important implementation
decisions: while a modular and generic model coding envi-
ronment such as mi-gen~ allows to focus on model features
rather than implementation specifics, the performance bot-
tleneck limits real-time use for large models. Specific C++
coding with static memory allocation for the model state
and various algorithmic optimisations allows for a leap
in performance, but can still be costly. And finally, low-
level manual code vectorisation can allow for a quantitative
boost, enabling very large models, but supposes completely
re-thinking the algorithms for a specific model topology.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Through the complementary questions of physical mod-
elling techniques, computational cost and means for expres-
sive control, as well as the analysis of three recently de-
veloped virtual musical instruments, this work offers some
insight into various design and implementation considera-
tions that arise when developing real-time physically-based
virtual musical instruments.

The proxy elements discussed in Section 3.2 have been
integrated into the mi-gen~ Max/MSP package 7 and can
readily be used to create and creatively explore modular
mass-interaction models with extensive real-time over phys-
ical parameters, inputs, outputs and topological connection
points. Although side-effects of the first-order interpolators
used in the example models were not perceived as particu-
larly problematic or significantly audible during testing and
playing phases, higher order cubic Lagrange interpolators
will be implemented, as the additional computational cost
is very moderate.

7 https://github.com/mi-creative/mi-gen/

Given the difference in performance between automati-
cally generated C++ (whether using Max/MSP’s gen~ en-
gine, as shown in the present results, or using the Faust
environment as shown in previous work [26]) and hand-
tailored C++ simulation code, ongoing development efforts
aim to provide a high-level, modular yet efficient simulation
engine based on the prototypes developed for the bowed
plate and harp virtual instruments.

On a broader scope, the issue of efficient simulation for
large scale physical models for sound synthesis is still a very
active topic [9, 11, 14, 15]. This leads to yet another inter-
rogation: is such modelling and computational complexity
compatible with modular creative physical modelling tools,
tailored for artists, musicians, composers? While the sci-
ence of physical modelling sound synthesis propels forward
at a sustained pace, one must remain vigilant not to place
such advances beyond reach from its primary target audi-
ence. In this regard, proposing the right tools and environ-
ments allowing for mere mortals to harness the full power
of physically-based models for sound creation remains a
fundamental and exciting challenge.

Further comparison between finite difference schemes and
mass-interaction models [27] would be worth exploring, in
particular incorporating more advanced/implicit schemes
into benchmarks. Models such as the bowed mesh could
offer an interesting means to evaluate the audible effects of
numerical dispersion in such schemes as well as integration
methods for the non-linear bow interactions, both formally
and through user experiments. Finally, a more extensive
evaluation of the computational cost of 3-DoF versus 1-DoF
mass-interaction models in efficient C++ implementation
would provide a larger picture of how viable 3D models
could be for complex physically-based sound-synthesis in
the near future. Early results show exciting perspectives in
leveraging audio-rate 3D simulation to capture inherently
non-linear acoustical phenomena [7], however the compu-
tational requirements lead to believe that 1-DoF physics
simulations for large scale virtual musical instruments still
have good days ahead.
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ABSTRACT

Multimedia production involves the editing of several 
tracks (e.g., audio, MIDI, video) and related parameter 
control envelopes. This activity unfolds through several 
iterations, each consisting of repetitive tasks. In such sce-
nario, the use of an input controller providing multimodal 
feedback can reduce the cognitive load associated to task 
execution. In particular, tactile feedback can reinforce vi-
sual information to facilitate the detection of specific fea-
tures in a waveform.

We present an endless knob controller prototype with 
programmable resistive force feedback to rotation. Its use 
in supporting basic audio editing operations is then infor-
mally tested in a pilot software environment developed in 
Processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern mixing consoles, Digital Audio Workstations 
(DAWs) and video editing software are reducing the gap 
between ideas and the resulting musical or multimedia out-
come through the implementation of novel editing proce-
dures. Traditional interaction paradigms are in fact evolv-
ing to accommodate procedural improvements that, for 
their higher complexity, are now increasingly implemented 
on touchscreen interfaces [1, 2].

In spite of the growing diffusion of touchscreens in mix-
ing consoles, most professional products continue to put 
tangible controls such as physical faders, buttons and ro-
tary knobs available to the sound engineer. Moreover, the 
effectiveness of traditional controls in front of complex 
procedures can be further improved by augmenting them 
with additional feedback. Motorized faders can also be 
used to provide haptic feedback [3], improving user inter-
action [4]. Similarly to sliding, rotation can be motorized 
too.

Rather than active behavior, in this paper we deal with 
resistive force feedback as a mean to mark-up specific 
positions in controllers. A common example is that of 
the sound balance fader or pot in home stereo ampli-
fiers: through physically marking the mid position with a
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point-wise change of the resistance operating in both slid-
ing/rotating directions, it was far easier for the hi-fi lis-
tener to reset the stereophony to the center position. Simi-
larly, standard knobs provide a constant resistance to turn-
ing, and sometimes add detents emphasizing regular scale
points or specific positions depending on the encoder me-
chanical design. Our research goal is to freely program the
resistance offered by such controls.

The benefits of tactile reinforcement of visual feedback
made possible by haptic interfaces have been recognized
also for audio mixing [5], suggesting that rotary controllers
with programmable resistance improve the interactivity
in mixing consoles and DAWs. Visually impaired users
could instead rely on audio-haptic interfaces for control-
ling DAWs [6]. Although variable-resistance knobs have
been made available for many years, high costs and encum-
brance still limit their effective use in commercial prod-
ucts. In the music controller market, one product incor-
porating programmable haptic feedback technology is the
Traktor Kontrol S4 DJ console [7].

In this paper we describe a knob with programmable re-
sistive force based on an electromagnetic system, which
provides different haptic effects. The proposed technol-
ogy results in a significant reduction of costs, weight, space
and power consumption as compared to existing products.
As an application of such technology, we will enrich some
visual-based examples of waveform editing: for instance,
the association of detents to amplitude transients while
moving the cursor along a timeline. The same interac-
tion paradigm can be easily extended to contexts such as
video editing, where it may e.g. help detect video cuts and
support the temporal synchronization of different media
tracks.

2. RELATED WORK

Rotary controllers have been studied from different per-
spectives: ergonomic studies defined guidelines concern-
ing knobs’ size and shape [8, 9], while other studies fo-
cused on user interaction [10]. Experiments compar-
ing physical and virtual rotary controls highlighted that
tangibility has positive effects on several interaction as-
pects [11, 12]. More specifically, it was proved that tangi-
ble control allows for better performance in terms of error
rate and interaction speed: interaction with physical knobs
was found to be 20% faster compared to virtual counter-
parts and additionally, subjective performance remained
unaltered also when one’s visual attention focused on a
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different task. These results are especially relevant when
a knob is used as a multi-parameter controller integrating
browsing and selection of items through turn-and-click ac-
tions. Also for this reason, many recent smart gadgets in-
corporate or offer additional physical knobs: examples in-
clude Google Nest [13], an intelligent touchscreen-based
thermostat, Griffin PowerMate [14] and Microsoft Surface
Dial [15], both being Bluetooth multimedia controllers.

In the last decade product designers have furthermore
started to “brand” tactile cues [16]. Thus, tactile feed-
back is overcoming a traditional design approach linking
mechanical features (e.g. torque, detents resistance num-
ber) to functional behavior [17, 18], and is progressively
embracing the idea of characterizing the “feeling” of a ma-
chine interface.

Force-feedback rotary controllers can be found in many
contexts, including car dashboards, piloting systems, au-
dio/video editors, robot controls, medical devices, house-
hold and professional appliances. Most of them make use
of DC motors to generate force feedback [18–20]. The
use of such motors enables complex actuation, such as
bouncing effects, at affordable costs. Hybrid solutions
that combine motors and brakes have been proposed as
well [21]: while they allow the design of previously un-
available subtle effects, additional components increase
complexity, costs and size of the hardware. Even more
advanced and expensive solutions make use of magneto-
rheological fluids to generate variable torques [22, 23]: in
this case, magnetic fields variations are used to change the
density of a fluid in which the knob shaft is immersed, al-
lowing a precise control of torque.

3. DESIGN

Our programmable knob generates variable resistive force
feedback which induces tactile illusions of active force
feedback. Resistance is generated by an electromagnetic
braking system, whose cost hardly exceeds 40 Euros and
with large-scale manufacturing can be easily contained
within 10 Euros. The main hardware parts consist of a
microcontroller offering Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
outputs (e.g. Arduino), a rotary encoder and the mentioned
electromagnetic braking system. Compared to existing so-
lutions, the use of an electromagnetic braking system has
advantages and drawbacks. The main advantage is the pos-
sibility to couple a standard knob with an encoder using the
braking hardware as a connection point, as shown in Fig. 1.
Other benefits are the lower weight, thickness and price
compared to any other similar design based on DC mo-
tors [19]. Power consumption is also reduced compared to
DC motors, enabling portable battery-supplied solutions.
The main shortcoming of our system consists in the lack
of active movement which limits the available force feed-
back effects to variable torque, detents and barriers.

Although the knob resists turning in both directions, the
system exploits the unidirectional movement performed by
users during rotation gestures. Its control algorithm in fact
determines strength and duration of the generated resistive
force based on the encoder position and the estimated ro-
tation speed.

Figure 1. Schematic of the knob controller: the end effec-
tor (A) is connected to the encoder (C) by means of the
electromagnetic braking system (B).

The algorithm processes the encoder position based on
the desired force feedback. Every position variation gen-
erates an impulse on a corresponding pin of the micro-
controller, that calls a specific interrupt routine. The en-
coder position is incremented or decremented one step by
an asynchronous routine. The hand rotation speed is thus
estimated by checking the encoder position (that is, count-
ing the number of steps) every 100 ms.

The output voltage (between 0 and VCC) of the micro-
controller depends on the relative length of the PWM duty
cycle. For example, if a constant torque is set, the output
will always be active with a voltage proportional to the se-
lected torque and the detected rotation speed.

The available force feedback effects include detents:
once the encoder hits a position containing a detent, the
algorithm will set the PWM duty cycle and a counter de-
pending on the programmed resistance and the current ro-
tation speed. The electromagnetic brake will remain ac-
tive (with a constant PWM value) until the counter reaches
zero. The counter in its turn will be decremented at ev-
ery cycle. The deeper the detent, the longer the knob will
be blocked. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the
mentioned variables concerning two different examples of
the effect. In the leftmost event a soft detent blocks the
hand movement for 50 ms, while in the second case the
hand force is greater than the knob resistance which acti-
vates partially the braking system slowing the hand move-
ment.

Since a high frequency PWM control is needed to avoid
audible noise from the system, in the Arduino implemen-
tation it is mandatory to program the PWM using the
low-level timer instructions of the microcontroller: for in-
stance, using the 8-bit timer of Arduino UNO the largest
PWM frequency is 16 MHz/255 = 62.7 kHz. Alternatively,
it is possible to use the methods provided by the Arduino
Motor library: this library in fact offers an abstraction of
timer controls for many microcontrollers.
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Figure 2. Example of the temporal evolution of the algo-
rithm variables: when the encoder value reaches a detent,
the output pin (black plot) is switched ON until the counter
(green plot) is no longer great than zero. From left to right,
the PWM values of the effects are 100% and 50% of the
duty cycle, respectively.

4. PILOT TEST ENVIRONMENT

A pilot software application was developed in Processing
to demonstrate the use of the device limited to some simple
control of digital effects and music production. A screen-
shot of the GUI is reported in Fig. 4. The application com-
municates with the device through a serial bus. The opera-
tions made available by the software are described below:

Volume control: the controller is associated to the blue
virtual knob of Fig. 4. Each discrete value is visually
denoted with a small tick. Movements across ticks
generate a resistance simulating soft detents. The ra-
tio between encoder steps and ticks is 2:1. The top-
most plot in Fig. 3 reports the space covered by the
encoder in 500 ms (for a constant torque input). The
absence of resistance enables fast motion, resulting
in the accomplishment of many steps in little time
(steep lines); otherwise, the knob resistance blocks
hand movement for 100 ms (flat lines).

Multiple choice selector: the controller is associated
to the green virtual knob of Fig. 4. Five possible
choices are displayed with ticks. Movements across
ticks generate a resistance feedback that simulates
hard detents. The center plot in Fig. 3 visualizes the
feedback effect: hard detents are rendered by block-
ing hand movement for 350 ms; otherwise, no resis-
tance is generated resulting in large space covered.

Variable resistance: the controller is associated to the
orange virtual knob of Fig. 4. The larger the en-
coder value, the stronger the resistance and vice-

Figure 3. Example of different feedback designs for con-
stant torque input.

versa. When the largest value is reached, the resis-
tance suddenly disappears generating the effect of
an hard switch, as illustrated in the bottom plot of
Fig. 3.

Amplitude transient detection: the rotary controller al-
lows to explore the track shown in Fig. 4 across time.
A red cursor visually prompts the position on the
waveform. Moving along the waveform produces a
varying resistance, proportional to the energy of the
signal crossed by the cursor.

Time window navigation: the rotary controller allows
to explore the track across time. Time units are dis-
played above the waveform. A red dot marks the
current position. A hard detent effect is generated
each time the cursor moves through the marker.

A video footage of the haptic knob being used in the five
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Figure 4. Software developed in Processing to test the de-
signed haptic knob.

operations mentioned above is available in an open-access
repository. 1

5. CONCLUSIONS

A low-cost programmable resistive feedback knob con-
troller was presented. Informal tests with a pilot appli-
cation developed in Processing demonstrate the potential
of the proposed tool for interacting with multimedia pro-
duction software. As future work, we plan to implement
bidirectional MIDI and OSC communication with the knob
controller, allowing to read control data and activate vari-
ous haptic feedback designs. Finally, we plan to have the
device rigorously tested in combination with visual feed-
back in the context of multimedia editing operations and
control of digital effects.
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ABSTRACT

Artificial reverberation algorithms aim at reproducing the
frequency-dependent decay of sound in a room that is per-
ceived as plausible for a particular space. In this study,
we evaluate a feedback delay network reverberator with a
modified cascaded graphic equalizer as an attenuation filter
in terms of accurate reproduction of measured impulse re-
sponses of three rooms with different decay characteristics.
First, the late reverb is synthesized by the proposed method
and mixed with the early reflections separated from the
original signal. The synthesized and measured signals are
compared in terms of their decay characteristics and re-
verberation time values. The experiment shows that the
proposed reverberator design reproduces real impulse re-
sponses well, although the decay-rate error exceeds the
just noticeable difference of 5% in many cases. Addition-
ally, perceptual qualities of the synthesized sounds were
assessed through a listening test. Four qualities were tested
for three room impulse responses and three kinds of stim-
uli. The results show that for the qualities reverberance,
clarity, and distance, on average 75–79% of participants
noticed only a slight or no difference between the mea-
sured and synthetic reverbs. Similar results were obtained
for the speech and signing voice stimuli and the reverbera-
tion of lecture room and concert hall.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reverberation is considered to be one of the most impor-
tant sound qualities of physical spaces. It is also used in
virtual environments to make them sound and feel more
real. Therefore, many algorithms that aim at synthesiz-
ing reverberation are used nowadays, with Feedback De-
lay Networks (FDNs) being among the most popular due
to flexibility in design and computational efficiency [1, 2].

To make the artificial reverberation sound perceptually
plausible, i.e., logical and probable for the particular space,
the energy decay must be frequency-dependent, which can
be achieved by inserting attenuation filters into the algo-
rithm. Over time, various types of such filters have been
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proposed, starting from a first-order low-pass infinite im-
pulse response (IIR) filter [3], to biquadratic filters, which
allowed to control the decay in few frequency bands [4], to
high-order filter designs [5].

Advanced control over frequency-dependent reverbera-
tion is achieved by using a proportional graphic equalizer
(GEQ). This idea was first proposed by Jot [6] and later
improved by Schlecht and Habets [7] to enhance the sys-
tem’s accuracy while ensuring its stability. Recent work
by Prawda et al. [8] suggests to use a modified cascaded
GEQ with shifted and scaled frequency response and a
first-order high-shelf filter inserted at high frequencies to
further increase the accuracy of the reverberation approxi-
mation.

The artificial reverberation should primarily be perceptu-
ally plausible. Therefore, various types of perceptual eval-
uation techniques were proposed to assess different quali-
ties of synthesized reverberation. Czyżewski [9] proposed
several criteria for assessing concert hall reverberation. The
listening tests together with the objective evaluation com-
paring synthetic late reverberation and a measured impulse
response were described in [5, 10–12]. The two studies,
[11, 12], are of special interest to the present work since
they focus on evaluating FDN reverberators.

This paper presents an objective as well as a perceptual
evaluation of the accurate reverberation design proposed
in [8]. The study compares impulse responses measured
in rooms with various reverberation characteristics with
synthesized versions of the same signals. The evaluation
includes objective measures, such as frequency-dependent
energy decay, and listening tests examining the perceptual
qualities of signals for different types of sound stimuli.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the algorithm used to synthesize room impulse responses.
Section 3 presents the target signals and shows the results
of an objective evaluation of the artificial reverberation al-
gorithm. Section 4 describes the listening test and reports
on its results and their statistical analysis. Section 5 dis-
cusses the results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the work
presented in the paper, concludes on the findings, and pro-
poses ideas for future research.

2. ARTIFICIAL REVERBERATION ALGORITHM

The FDN algorithm with the modified GEQ that was pre-
sented in [8] proved to work well for a simplified case in
which one delay line (single-delay-line absorptive feed-
back comb filter) was analyzed. However, that type of
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FDN is unusual in practice, as it does not provide enough
echo and modal density. Usually, a high-order system is
required to obtain smooth reverberation without audible ar-
tifacts [13]. Therefore, a commonly used FDN comprising
of 16 delay lines was adopted in this work.

Another decision concerning the design of the algorithm
was the choice of the feedback matrix. In principle, the
stability of an FDN is achieved, when the matrix is uniloss-
less, i.e., it does not cause any loss of energy for any type
of delay when no attenuation is introduced in the system
[14]. To fulfill the above-mentioned requirement, in the
present work a 16th-order Householder matrix is used. It is
created by recursively embedding the fourth-order House-
holder matrix

A4 =
1

2


1 −1 −1 −1

−1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

 (1)

for each entry in a matrix of identical structure [4, 12]:

A16 =
1

2


A4 −A4 −A4 −A4

−A4 A4 −A4 −A4

−A4 −A4 A4 −A4

−A4 −A4 −A4 A4

 . (2)

2.1 Attenuation filters

To obtain a frequency-dependent reverberation, attenua-
tion filters must be inserted either at the beginning or at
the end of every delay line. They should be designed to
approximate the same target gain-per-sample in dB, which
is given by

γdB(ω) =
−60

fsT60(ω)
, (3)

where T60(ω) is the reverberation time in seconds, ω =
2πf/fs is the normalized frequency, f is the frequency in
Hz, and fs is the sampling rate in Hz. For all the delay lines
to approximate the same reverberation time, the attenua-
tion should be proportional to the number of unit delays
in samples L, such that the attenuation filter’s magnitude
response in dB is expressed as

AdB(ω) = LγdB(ω). (4)

The attenuation filter controls the decay rate of the syn-
thetic response in a broad enough frequency range to make
it perceptually the same as the measured room impulse re-
sponse (RIR). To obtain such similarity, this study used
a cascaded GEQ that can regulate the reverberation time
in ten octave bands, having their center frequencies from
31.5 Hz to 16 kHz [15].

To smooth the equalizer’s magnitude response and to avoid
any unwanted increase in T60(ω) below and above the fre-
quency range of interest, the gains for all the frequency
bands were first shifted up (boosted) by their median value
and then scaled down (attenuated) by the same number.
The more detailed explanation of those operations is pre-
sented by Prawda et al. [8]. The equalizer’s final response

in dB is given by:

H̃dB(e
jω) = g0 +

M∑
m=1

(HdB,m(e
jω)− g0

M
), (5)

where m = 1, 2, ...,M is the number of controlled fre-
quency bands, g0 is the broadband gain factor (set to the
median of all gains), andHdB,m are the frequency responses
of equalizing filters.

Additionally, the first-order high-shelf filter was inserted
in the GEQ above 16 kHz to ensure a correct energy decay
for the high frequencies. The gain of the filter was set to
the gain of the highest peak-notch filter and the crossover
frequency, i.e. the frequency at which the gain is the arith-
metic mean of the extreme gains in dB [16], fixed at
20.2 kHz, as proposed in [8].

2.2 Early reflections

In this study, the FDN was intended to synthesize the late
part of the impulse response and therefore the decision was
made to obtain the early reflections from a suitable portion
of the measured RIR and mix it with the FDN’s output. In
this approach, the challenge is to find the correct truncation
point to capture the right amount of early reflections.

There exist a few approaches discussing the issue of RIR
truncation that suggest studying the skewness and kurto-
sis of the windowed signal [17], the changes in the RIR’s
phase over time [18], or the echo density profile [19–21].
In this study the method suggested by Stewart and San-
dler [22] was adopted. It assumes that the RIR has an
approximately Gaussian distribution in the time domain,
with a standard deviation of the group of samples being
the measure of the spread of samples defined as

σ =
√

E(x2)− E(x)2, (6)

where E(x) is the expected value of x. In a normal distri-
bution one-third of the samples lies outside and two-thirds
inside of one standard deviation from the mean, but in case
of early reflections, more samples lie within one standard
deviation. Therefore, the truncation point is found by ana-
lyzing the ratio of samples outside and inside the standard
deviation.

To observe the ratio of samples, the RIRs of interest were
windowed with a 20-ms rectangular window with no over-
lap. The length of the window was described in [12, 23]
as favorable, since a shorter one would not provide enough
samples to perform reliable calculations, whilst a longer
window could lead to choosing the truncation point too
early or too late. The ratio’s threshold was set to 30%,
meaning that when at least 30% of samples lie outside one
standard deviation, the point after the window is the correct
truncation point. After truncating, the right half of a 32-
sample long Hanning window was applied to the early re-
flections part of the RIR to fade the signal energy smoothly
to zero, as suggested in [12].

3. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In order to test the proposed method of producing reverber-
ation, an evaluation was performed. In the objective part,
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Center frequency 31.5 Hz 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz 16 kHz
Meas. RIR RT (s) 1.62 0.81 0.76 0.73 0.63 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.27 0.19
Synth. RIR RT (s) 1.13 1.00 0.79 0.74 0.67 0.56 0.43 0.42 0.33 0.30
Error (%) 30.25 23.46 3.95 1.37 6.35 16.67 4.87 16.67 22.22 57.89

(a) Office room, short reverberation, cf. Fig. 1a.
Center frequency 31.5 Hz 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz 16 kHz
Meas. RIR RT (s) 1.20 0.95 0.71 0.78 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.62 0.39
Synth. RIR RT (s) 1.10 0.89 0.75 0.78 0.86 0.93 0.87 0.88 0.67 0.53
Error (%) 8.33 6.32 5.63 0.00 1.18 5.68 0.00 1.15 8.06 35.90

(b) Lecture room, medium reverberation, cf. Fig. 1b.
Center frequency 31.5 Hz 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz 16 kHz
Meas. RIR RT (s) 2.09 2.08 2.03 2.06 2.03 2.10 1.98 1.6 0.68 0.18
Synth. RIR RT (s) 2.33 2.10 2.11 2.06 2.12 2.21 1.99 1.77 0.83 0.27
Error (%) 11.48 0.96 3.94 0.00 4.43 5.23 0.51 10.63 20.06 50.00

(c) Concert hall, long reverberation, cf. Fig. 1c.

Table 1: Reverberation time for measured and synthetic RIRs and the modeling error in octave frequencies for the three
tested reverbs. Errors exceeding JND of 5.0% are highlighted. Cf. Fig. 1.

three RIRs measured in different venues were chosen to be
reproduced with the proposed algorithm:

1. Short reverberation – RIR of an office room [24];

2. Medium reverberation – RIR of a lecture room [24];

3. Long reverberation – RIR of a concert hall in Pori,
Finland.

The reverberation time (RT) values of the chosen RIRs
were calculated in ten octave bands with center frequencies
from 31.5 Hz to 16 kHz with the energy decay curve eval-
uation method [25, 26]. To ensure that all the delay lines
create a meaningful contribution to the synthesized rever-
beration, the delay-line lengths were randomized over the
range between 10 ms and 100 ms.

The RT values of RIRs produced with the FDN were
compared to the target values to check whether the differ-
ences between them were exceeding 5%, which is the just
noticeable difference (JND) for the RT of an acoustic im-
pulse response [25, 27]. The spectrograms of both sets of
impulse responses were also analyzed.

3.1 Results

Figure 1 presents the spectrograms of the measured (top)
and synthetic (bottom) RIRs, respectively, for all the test
cases, and the Table 1 shows the RT values for center fre-
quencies of the octave bands and the error between the tar-
get and obtained RT.

For all three RIRs, the errors are biggest for the high-
est frequencies, 8-16 kHz, where the reverberation synthe-
sized with the proposed algorithm is longer than the mea-
sured values. The differences are also considerable in the
31.5-Hz band. For the short and medium reverbs the ob-
tained values are lower than the target ones, whilst for the
concert hall the RT is longer.

The short reverberation of the office proved to be the most
problematic case in the objective evaluation. The JND of
5% is not exceeded in only a few bands, as shown in the
Table 1a. The error for 500 Hz, however, is higher than the
threshold by less than two percentage points.

The best results were obtained for the medium reverbera-
tion of the lecture room. Although the differences between
the target and obtained values are lower than the JND for
only a few bands, as presented in the Table 1b, the er-
ror exceeds 10% only at 16 kHz. In two bands, 125 Hz
and 1 kHz, the JND is passed by less than one percentage
point, whilst in 63 Hz the difference is only 1.32 percent-
age points larger than the threshold of noticeability. The
spectrograms of the measured and synthesized RIRs shown
in Fig. 1b. The target decay is modeled accurately for low
and mid frequencies from around 100 Hz up to 6 kHz. The
only exception is the slight lack of energy at about 300 Hz,
from 0.55 s on.

In the case of the concert hall, that the error between
target and obtained values is smaller than 5% in five fre-
quency bands, 63-500 Hz and 2 kHz whilst for 1 kHz the
JND is exceeded only by 0.23%, as shown in the Table 1c.
As depicted in the Fig. 1c, the decay of the measured signal
is well reproduced by the synthetic one in mid frequencies,
however, there is a visible overshoot in energy over 5 kHz.
The modeled decay is noticeably shorter than the original
one at about 300 Hz.

4. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In addition to the objective evaluation of the algorithm per-
formance, a subjective evaluation in a form of a listening
test was conducted in order to assess the perceptual quali-
ties of the synthetic reverberation.
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(a) Office

(b) Lecture room

(c) Concert hall

Figure 1: Spectrograms of the (top panes) measured and
(bottom panes) synthetic RIRs of the three test cases.

4.1 Stimuli and test setup

Prior to the listening test, the assumption was made that as-
sessing the perceptual qualities of raw impulse responses
would prove difficult for participants. Therefore, the test
sounds were created by adding reverberation to the follow-
ing anechoic recordings:

1. Speech – A 3-s sample of a female saying “The juice
of lemons makes fine punch” [28];

2. Singing voice – A 49-s sample of a male singing
[29], which was truncated to 10 s;

3. Guitar – A 49-s sample of guitar music [29], which
was truncated to 4 s.

The truncation was performed in order to avoid tiring par-
ticipants with overly long stimuli.

Every sample was convolved with each of the measured
RIRs and also reverberated using the approach described
in previous sections of this paper. The samples convolved
with the measured RIRs were used as references, whilst the
remaining sounds were the test items. Each question of the
test comprised of one reference sound and a respective test
sample. The task was to determine how big the audible dif-
ferences in the test sounds in comparison to the reference
sound were within the scope of four qualities: reverber-
ance, clarity, distance, and coloration. The answers were
presented in the form of a Likert scale, with “No differ-
ence”, “Slight difference”, “Clear difference”, and “Strong
difference” as possible responses.

The listening test was conducted in the anechoic chamber
of the Aalborg University Multisensory Experience Lab,
using Sennheiser HD-600 headphones. The test was car-
ried out by using the web-based experiment software web-
MUSHRA developed by International Audio Laboratories
Erlangen [30]. Before the test, the subjects were allowed to
adjust the volume of the sound, which remained the same
during the experiment. Since it is known that the loudness
affects the perception of reverberance [31], the subjects
were advised to keep the volume at a high level, and not
reduce it below the default setting. It was also confirmed
that all participants knew and understood the terminology
used during the evaluation. They were familiarized with
the task in a short training session, which was not included
in the results.

Twelve people participated in the test. The answers of
two of them, however, were dismissed due to hearing im-
pairment reported in the post-test questionnaire. The av-
erage age of the participants whose results were analyzed
was 29.8 years (SD = 5.6). All the participants were either
students or employees of Aalborg University in Copen-
hagen. Many of them had previously participated in similar
listening tests.

4.2 Listening test results

The results of the listening test are presented separately for
the three reverbs (short, medium, and long) with the fur-
ther division based on the type of stimulus (speech, singing
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Figure 2: Listening test results for the short reverberation.
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Figure 3: Listening test results for the medium reverbera-
tion.

voice, and guitar music) and assessed quality (reverber-
ance, clarity, distance, and coloration). To ensure the ease
of interpretation of the results the number of responses
given to each question was converted to a percentage.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of answers for the short
reverberation. Most subjects perceived the differences be-
tween the reverberance of the test and reference sounds as
slight or did not notice any difference at all, regardless of
the type of stimulus. In the guitar music sample, 70% of
the participants chose the “No difference” answer and only
a small percent of “Clear difference” responses. Clarity
was evaluated similarly, however, it received fewer “No
difference” and more “Clear difference” answers.

For the speech stimulus, over 60% of the subjects chose
the “No difference” answer. In cases of the singing voice
and guitar music more “Clear difference”, and “Strong dif-
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Figure 4: Listening test results for the long reverberation.

ference” answers were given. For speech stimulus, dis-
tance received over 60% of “No difference” responses and
no “Strong difference” ones. Coloration received the largest
number of “Clear difference” responses for all stimuli. When
accessing the reverberated singing voice, however, over
50% of participants picked the “No difference” answer.

The listening test results for the medium reverberation are
presented in Fig. 3. The distribution of answers is similar
for each stimulus, with the answer “Slight difference” be-
ing chosen most of the time – between 30% and 60% for
each quality. The “No difference” response was granted
almost as frequently, from 20% to 40% times in each ques-
tion, except for reverberance in case of speech stimuli.
For this reverberation, the “Clear difference” grades were
granted no more than 30% of the time. Strong differences
between the test and reference sounds were noticed mostly
for guitar music but by no more than 20% of the partici-
pants. Three qualities for the speech stimulus – distance,
clarity, and coloration - two for singing voice – distance
and coloration – and reverberance for the guitar music did
not receive any “Strong difference” answers.

The results for the long reverberation of the concert hall
are presented in Fig. 4. For the singing voice, the “No dif-
ference” answer is the most prominent, being chosen be-
tween 30% and 60% of the time, depending on the assessed
quality. For speech the percentage of the “No difference”
and the “Slight difference” grades was similar, between
20% and 40%. Two out of the four qualities, reverber-
ance and coloration for speech, and clarity and coloration
for singing voice, did not receive any “Strong difference”
responses.

In the case of guitar music, the distribution of the “No
difference” and the “Slight difference” responses was the
most uneven. Reverberance and distance were many times
granted the “No difference” response, but both of them also
received “Strong difference” answers. 50% of participants
reported slight differences between the clarity of the as-
sessed samples. The most “Clear difference” and “Strong
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Figure 5: Listening test results analyzed for the RT values.

difference” answers were given to the coloration.

4.3 Statistical analysis

The results of the listening test were further analyzed ac-
cording to the RT, quality, and stimulus. Figs. 5, 6, and
7 present the average percentage of each type of answer
granted to the sounds depending on the factors mentioned
above. The mean grade is marked with a dot of the respec-
tive color with bars showing the 95% confidence intervals.
The smaller dots with less opacity present the percentage
of each type of response granted in each question of the
listening test.

4.3.1 Reverberation time

Figure 5 presents the average percentage of each type of
answer granted to the sounds depending on their RT val-
ues. It shows that the participants chose the “Slight differ-
ence” and “No difference” answers most frequently. The
combined average percentages for those two answers were
73%, 74%, and 72% for short, medium, and long reverber-
ation, respectively.

The analysis reflects the tendencies observed in the ob-
jective evaluation, where the algorithm performed better
for long and medium reverberation than for the short one.
It shows that the more accurately modeled RIRs are per-
ceived as more similar to the measured ones even when the
JND between target and modeled RT values is exceeded in
some frequency bands.

4.3.2 Quality type

The analysis based on the quality type is given in Fig. 6. In
the case of reverberance, clarity, and distance there are sig-
nificant differences between the mean percentage of “Slight
difference” and “Clear difference” answers, and between
the “Clear difference” and the “Strong difference”. For
coloration, only the mean percentage of the “Strong differ-
ence” answers was significantly different from the others.

The analysis shows that in most cases, the “Slight Dif-
ference” or the “No difference” responses were chosen.
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Figure 6: Listening test results analyzed for the type of
perceptual sound quality.
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Figure 7: Listening test results analyzed for the type of the
stimulus.

The combined average percentage of those two types of re-
sponses was 79%, 75%, and 78% for reverberance, clarity
and distance, respectively. Distance was perceived as the
quality that was the most similar in the test and reference
sounds, with the “No difference” response granted in 42%
questions on average. Fig. 6 shows that the results con-
cerning coloration are the most equivocal, indicating that
the algorithm still needs improvement to accurately repro-
duce that quality of sound.

4.3.3 Stimulus type

The results analyzed according to the type of stimulus are
presented in Fig. 7. The subjects gave the most consistent
grades for questions concerning speech, which resulted in
all adjacent means for all types of responses for that stim-
uli to be significantly different. In the case of the singing
voice, the mean percentage of answers “No difference”
and “Slight difference” are similar, whilst for the guitar,
only the mean percentage of “Strong difference” answers
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are significantly different from the other three. For speech
the “No Difference” answer was picked 30% of the time,
whilst slight dissimilarities between the references and test
sounds were noticed in 48% of questions. The respective
values for singing voice are 35% and 44%. For guitar mu-
sic the “No difference”, “Slight difference”, and “Clear dif-
ference” were chosen around 30% of the time.

The analysis proves that the algorithm works well when
reproducing the frequency range of the human voice, how-
ever, in the case of a guitar, with a lower frequency range,
the improvement is needed to obtain better accuracy.

5. DISCUSSION

There are a few explanations as to why the proposed ar-
tificial reverberation algorithm reproduces the target RT
most inaccurately in the high frequencies. One of them
may be that the GEQ used as the attenuation filter works
best when the gains are within the range of ±12 dB. Many
times the attenuation required to obtain target RT goes be-
yond the lower bound of that range, especially when long
delay lines are used to approximate short reverbs, as pre-
sented in Fig. 8.

Another reason is that the high-shelf filter, which reduces
overshoot in the decay for frequencies above 16 kHz, also
introduces ripple in the filter’s magnitude response, as was
reported in [8]. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 8, where
the drop and rise in the magnitude are present at high fre-
quencies in all three attenuation filters.

Similarly, the undershoot in the RT values observed in the
31.5 Hz band may be the consequence of shifting and scal-
ing of the attenuation filter’s magnitude response. Those
operations create a decrease in the magnitude response for
very low frequencies, as shown in Fig. 8, which may lower
the algorithm’s accuracy.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The present work studied the ability of the FDN with the
modified cascaded GEQ as the attenuation filter to repro-
duce the measured RIRs accurately. The evaluation was
conducted both by comparing the RT values and decay
characteristics of the original and synthetic RIRs and by
the means of the listening test.

In the objective assessment the RIRs produced with the
proposed method replicated the target decay best in the
mid-frequency range between 125 Hz and 2 kHz. For each
RIR type, the biggest dissimilarities between the target and
obtained RT values occurred in the 16 kHz band. The re-
sults show that the proposed design performs best when
long reverberation times are modeled, and that small differ-
ences between the RT values in the neighboring frequency
bands produce more accurate approximation.

The listening test showed that for the three types of re-
verberation and stimuli, when the four qualities of sound
were assessed, the subjects mostly perceived only slight
differences between the sounds convolved with measured
and synthetic RIRs. Many times the “No difference” an-
swer was chosen as well. The differences were easiest to
notice for the coloration in case of the sound quality and
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Figure 8: The attenuation filter’s magnitude response for
the three test cases of short, medium, and long reverbera-
tion and a delay-line length of 90 ms.

the guitar music in terms of the stimulus. However, further
testing is needed to establish whether the test sounds were
truly indistinguishable from the references.

Accurately reproducing impulse responses of real spaces
with parametric artificial reverberation is still a difficult
task. The present study shows that with the proposed FDN
design in many cases it is possible to trick the human per-
ception into not noticing dissimilarities between the orig-
inal and artificially produced signals. However, this study
suggests that the FDN reverberator can still be improved
by further developing the accuracy of the attenuation filter.
Additionally, future work may look into the choice of the
feedback matrix and delay lengths, which were not consid-
ered in this work.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a set of real-time modules that digi-
tally enhance the performance of a drummer. The modules
extract rhythmic information from the multichannel audio
acquired using simple microphones onto the different drum
parts. Based on the predicted tempo, the modules generate
complex patterns that can be manually controlled through
high-level parameters or can be left automatic while the
system adapts to the playing condition of the drummer.
Such an interactive system is intended mainly for an im-
provised solo performance confronting a human drummer
with a computer; however, it could be effectively employed
in improvisations with larger ensembles or installations.

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND RELATED
WORK

In the early years of electronic music, when the new tech-
nologies began to be considered as valid and innovative
means for musical expression, percussion instruments had
a fundamental role in the transition between the traditional,
keyboard-influenced musical language and the all-sound
music of the future [1]. Several composers considered per-
cussion a great match with electronics because of their
common characteristics. Both instrument families can gen-
erate a broad spectrum of unpitched sounds which encour-
aged composers to focus on timbre and rhythm. Another
aspect is the modularity that characterises both setups of
the percussionist and the electronic musician: the possi-
bility to swap parts of an instrument chain has an impact
on the creation process, and opens new possibilities in the
performative approach [1] [2] [3].

In the following years, the diffusion of digital technolo-
gies, computers and real time digital audio processing al-
lowed the birth of new strategies for composition and live
electronics. In the late 70’s Chadabe started experiment-
ing with digital interactive composing systems: algorithms
capable of responding in complex ways to the actions of
the performer [4]. In his pieces Solo and Rhythms, for
example, the performer provides high-level input data to
the system which elaborates them in order to produce the
whole musical output. The performer influences the final
result but is unable to control each single event, placing

Copyright: c© 2020 Matteo Amadio et al. This is an open-access article distributed

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
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the original author and source are credited.

himself in a position where he needs to listen and react to
the gestures of the computer. In 1983 George Lewis was
working at IRCAM developing an interactive software that
could automatically generate instrumental music and also
analyse the performance of human musicians in order to
play along with them [5]: this work established the base of
his Voyager system. The idea of independence of the com-
puter from the human performer led to the abolition of the
“human leader/computer follower” hierarchy, in order to
create the possibility to communicate only using the musi-
cal language [6]. As a result, some intentions and emotions
expressed by the human performer could also be found in
the electronic performance, confirming the achievement of
an authentic man-machine musical interaction. This last
concept was pointed out also by Robert Rowe in the de-
scription of one of his early works in the field of human-
machine musical interaction, Hall of Mirrors [7]. Rowe
describes the feedback loop generated by mutual imitation
as two (or more) mirrors facing each other. Rowe devel-
oped his own interactive system named Cypher. In Cypher
the user has to decide how the listener will interact with the
player, allowing a high-level control on the actions of the
software [8]. In the ‘90s both Cypher and Voyager were
modified to include the use of MIDI data as input and out-
put, in order to easily process all the necessary data [9].

In recent years, great progress has been made in the de-
velopment of new interactive music systems and digital
tools for the analysis of human performances. B-keeper is
a real-time beat tracker specifically designed for live per-
formance [10]. The software analyses the audio coming
from the kick microphone of a drum set and syncs to the
drummer’s tempo. It creates the possibility to play pieces
with pre-recorded audio or MIDI sequences without the
constrictions imposed by the “fixed media”, allowing the
musicians to shift the performance tempo. Every temporal
interval analysed by the system is weighted using prob-
ability distributions in order to discard non relevant data
or reduce the impact of human errors on the stability of
the system. By doing that, the algorithm privileges reg-
ularity over sudden changes and, as a consequence, it is
less reactive in some musical situations with drastic tempo
changes. Jeff Gregorio follows a completely reversed ap-
proach by considering the drum set as a whole polyphonic
resonant system [11]. By applying electromagnets on the
drum heads he sends synthesized sounds to activate the vi-
bration of the drums: the software allows direct control
over the tones that will be generated by the drums. The
system can listen to the performance of a melodic instru-
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ment and harmonize the notes that are played in order to
generate an always varying musical accompaniment.
In Agumenta by Alessandro Guerri an electronic drum kit
is used to send continuous event information to a software
that extracts general parameters like tempo, density and
dynamics [12]. This data is then used to control the gener-
ation of rhythmic patterns related to the performance of the
drummer. In these drum kits all the information about the
notes played by the drummer are sent as MIDI messages,
so their analysis can produce very accurate results. On the
other hand, the use of an electronic drums has the down-
side of the drastic reduction of the timbral expressivity of
the instrument.
The augmented drum kit developed by Christos Micha-
lakos is based on an acoustic jazz drum kit with drum trig-
gers, contact microphones and a speaker mounted on it
[13]. The software includes sound processing and synthe-
sis modules that can be turned on and off in various ways:
manually by using a MIDI controller, automatically after
the recognition of specific acoustic elements or through
a pre-programmed cue. The variety of sound processing
modules and the presence of different modalities of inter-
action with the software allows the drummer to control a
rich electronic section, capable of enhancing the perfor-
mance in several different ways, but requires a complex
set of transducers thus a long setup time.

In this paper we present our approach for a digitally en-
hanced acoustic drum kit combining and expanding the
ideas of the aforementioned systems. Our main goal is to
sample the acoustic sound of the drum kit with all its nu-
ances, then extract high-level features such as tempo, cue
onsets and density to rhythmically enrich the performance
by counterbalancing the drummer style. In the design pro-
cess we privileged the ease of setup and transportation for
the system, requiring only few common microphones and
a sound card.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION

2.1 Hardware

We use the acoustic drum kit in two ways: as acoustic
source and as control interface for the software. Beyond
the drums, the performer can use a self-built MIDI foot
controller which is based on an Arduino Uno 1 and has six
buttons that can be mapped to control the desired param-
eters. We chose an acoustic drum kit instead of an elec-
tronic one because, even if some parts of the software (e.g.
onset detection) would have requested a minor amount of
work, an important drawback would have been a drastic re-
duction of the possibilities of interaction between the per-
former and the sound of the drums. The acoustic sound of
the drums is captured using four microphones: one placed
inside the kick drum, one close to the snare and the two
overheads that can be placed over the kit to capture its
sound with a stereo microphone technique, or closer to
some elements that are mostly desired to be included in
the digital processing. The number and the position of the
overhead microphones can be modified, but kick and snare

1 Arduino Uno: https://store.arduino.cc/arduino-uno-rev3

Figure 1: Scheme of the hardware used.

microphones are essential for the software to work prop-
erly because their signals are analysed in order to retrieve
important data regarding the performance of the drummer.

2.2 Software

The software is programmed in Max/Msp 2 and is divided
in two main sections: the first one analyses the inputs to
extract rhythmical information regarding the performer’s
style in order to generate control signals, while in the sec-
ond one the audio coming from the microphones is digi-
tally processed to produce rhythmical effects related to the
data retrieved. This allows the drummer to easily influence
the action of the effects by just modifying, for example, the
groove or by changing the metric subdivision of a fill.

The electronics is completely controlled by the data ex-
tracted from the performance except for a few manual con-
trols: the Reset button which immediately sets the patch to
its initial state, and a Performance end message that causes
the electronics to slowly fade out and can be used whenever
the drummer wants to end its exhibition. These messages
can be sent through the use of the midi pedal and are not
subject to any kind of variation operated by the software.

2.2.1 Features Extraction

In the first section the sound captured by the kick and snare
microphones is analysed in order to detect the onsets of
the single strokes and to send a message whenever one is
identified. This is done by calculating the RMS amplitude
over a 64 samples window and then routing the resulting
signal to the thresh∼ object, which acts as a Schmitt trig-
ger: an onset is identified whenever the signal exceeds the
higher threshold, but the object won’t be able to detect an-
other one until the input falls beneath the lower threshold.
After this data is extracted, it will be used to control the
modules of the second section, but also reanalysed in order
to retrieve information about the rhythmical aspects of the
performance, in particular its tempo and density.

Tempo is estimated by measuring the distance in millisec-
onds between each onset and the previous one and then ar-
ranging this data in a histogram which has on the X axis the
time interval in milliseconds, and on the Y axis the num-
ber of repetitions of the corresponding value. The higher
“peaks” are identified as useful data and are then analysed
to generate the tempo value.

2 Max/Msp by Cycling ’74: https://cycling74.com
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Figure 2: The structure of the software.

Density is estimated as the number of kick and snare on-
sets received over a two-seconds temporal window. The
onset messages are routed into a counter: every time a mes-
sage is received, the carried count is increased by one. At
the same time, each message is delayed by 2 seconds and
then routed back to the counter, this time causing it to de-
crease the count by one. By doing that we obtain a param-
eter that is highly reactive to the actions of the drummer
and computationally cheap. The resulting signal is then
smoothed and normalised in order to reduce the value to a
floating-point number varying between 0 and 1. This pa-
rameter is very important for the musical interaction with
the software because, when used as control signal, it helps
creating a strong and musical link between the drummer’s
and software actions. As will be explained later, Density
often controls the Probability parameter of the effects.

2.2.2 Audio Routing and Effects

All the calculated data is sent to the elements of the second
section of the patch, which is formed by an audio routing
matrix and five sound processing modules that we named
Delay, Frequency Modulator, Buffer, Stretcher and Ran-
domizer. In order to easily route all the audio signals and
define their way from the microphones to the stereo output,
we arranged a matrix that can be modified manually or in
an automatic way.

The Delay is made of a time varying delay line with two
feedback loops, one of which has a transposer in the middle
that shifts the signal of a transposition ratio randomly cho-
sen between 0.062 and 4 times its original pitch. This ef-
fect generates ascending or descending “quantised glissan-
dos”, creating rhythmical and timbral variety whenever the
effect is activated. The presence of this double feedback
allows to manipulate the timbre of the effect by choosing
the desired mix between transposed and non-transposed
signal. The incoming audio signal is analysed using the
bonk∼ 3 object in order to detect the presence of onset
transients. If an onset is detected, the Delay effect can be
triggered depending on a Probability value set by the user.
The delay time and the length of the amplitude envelope

3 bonk∼ by Miller Puckette: https://cycling74.com/forums/
64-bit-versions-of-sigmund-fiddle-and-bonk

of the effect are chosen probabilistically from multiples or
submultiples of the estimated tempo.

The Frequency Modulator uses the audio input as the
modulator signal for the frequency of a square wave os-
cillator. This signal is amplified and then the central fre-
quency value is added; these two operations transform the
input in order to bring it in a range where the modula-
tion can be audible and effective on the carrier oscillator.
The output of this effect is not continuous but, similarly
to the delay, its amplitude envelope is triggered whenever
the randomly generated number exceeds the gate imposed
by the Probability value. The effect is triggered by snare
onset messages.

The Randomizer and Stretcher use a monophonic audio
buffer which is the recording of the signal coming from
one of the audio outputs of the matrix, and can operate in
a manual or automatic way. When in automatic mode, the
recording is armed by the kick onsets with a probability of
3% and the recording starts on the next tempo tick. Manual
commands override the automatic mode. While recording
to buffer we temporarily deactivate the other effects that
use the audio buffer from playback in order to avoid clicks.
At the end of each recording, the Randomizer analyses the
buffer through the use of the slice∼ 4 object that divides
the buffer in various segments based on the detection of
transients in the signal. The buffer is rhythmically scram-
bled to create a playing queue where all the segments are
permutated in time. The reproduction of this queue is au-
tomatically managed by comparing the Density parameter
with a threshold set by the user. The queue starts to be
played whenever the Density parameter goes beneath the
threshold and it is paused when the threshold is exceeded
or, if that does not happen, after 5 seconds. This method
keeps the performance balanced and avoids confusion.

The Stretcher responds to the need of balancing all the
short and percussive sounds with longer and softer ones.
The audio output of this effect is mostly located in the
lower region of the spectrum and is characterised by slow
and often undefined attacks that create continuity in the
performance. It uses the results of the analysis performed
by the slice∼ object and stretches the audio segments by
playing them at much lower speed, causing them to be
transposed and lengthened. The effect is triggered by the
snare onset messages and the Probability parameter is con-
trolled by the Density value. The probabilistic gate is anal-
ogous to the one described for the Frequency Modulator
and whenever it is exceeded, the segment to be played and
its new speed are randomly chosen.

2.3 System setup

Setting the system correctly is fundamental for the perfor-
mance and it has to adapt to the playing style of the drum-
mer. The gains for the kick and snare microphones are
of critical importance as they influence the corresponding
onset detection algorithms. Once verified the correct func-
tioning of the onset detection algorithm, it will be sufficient
to reset the patch and recall the desired preset in order to

4 slice∼ by Nao Tokui: http://naotokui.net/2014/10/
maxmsp-objects-on-github/
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start the performance. The whole procedure usually takes
few minutes.

3. APPLICATIVE SCENARIOS

The probabilistic gates make the interventions of the soft-
ware unpredictable for a drummer. This aspect suggests an
improvisational approach to the performance, in which the
musician has to constantly modify his musical material to
adapt to the electronics. The solo performance is the first
and more immediate way to use this system, but interesting
experiments could also be done by improvising with other
musicians. They could play independently from the aug-
mented drums system, or their sound could also be routed
into the audio processing unit of the software, considering
it as a sound source equal to the drum microphones. An-
other variation could be to use the audio from the drums
microphones just to generate the control signals to process
the sound of the other musicians.

Another possible application of this project is the real-
isation of an interactive installation where the audience
through sensors or an interface could interact with the soft-
ware and, as a consequence, with the performer. The audi-
ence could modify the parameters of the processing engine
to add more or less disturbance elements to the drummer
playing.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We described an augmented drum system for interactive
electroacoustic improvisations between a drummer and the
computer. The computer listens to the acoustic sound of
the drums and generates effects and rhythmical patterns
based on the analysis of the performance. We wanted to
establish a close relationship between the actions of the
drummer and the software in order to create a strong sen-
sation of interaction between drums and electronics, also
from the audience’s point of view. However, to avoid a one
to one correlation thus allowing for more complex interac-
tion between acoustic and electronic events, we decided to
implement an architecture using probabilistic gates. This
last strategy suggests new directions to the drummer that
can decide to follow or disregard the musical gestures gen-
erated by the electronics. Also due to this probabilistic ar-
chitecture, the approach utilised in our software for the or-
ganisation of the electronic section can be considered sim-
ilar to the concept of “sound-masses” as used by Varése.

At the current status the system gives a lot of musical
freedom to the performer that can explore new possibilities
without being constrained by technical limits or instabili-
ties of the software. The effects interact between them in
different ways, creating a various and well-balanced elec-
tronic section which fits the goal of enhancing the rhythmic
patterns played by the drummer. The presence of an audio
routing matrix and the possibility to store presets of the
patch allow to create different sonic situations which can
be utilised, for example, as different moments of a perfor-
mance. From the performer’s point of view the interaction
with the software is smooth and doesn’t require any extra-
musical gesture. In other words, after completing some

basic operations, the drummer will only have to sit on the
drum kit and start his performance.

For the current implementation, the hardware used is just
a basic drum kit and few common microphones: instru-
ments and materials that could be easily found in the con-
cert venue. We conceived it in this way so that the musi-
cian only has to bring the software, the relative computer
and sound card. However, improvement can be done in
order to create more variety in timbre by adding new ele-
ments to the kit. Also experimenting with different types
of drum sticks or mallets and the use of other objects to
excite the various drum parts is recommended. These new
additions of course won’t require modifying the software
architecture. An important aspect we will be studying is
the type and positioning of the microphones. The first idea
that will be tested is the addition of two room microphones
that will be placed far from the drum kit in order to cap-
ture and process the ambient response. Another possible
improvement could be the use of drum triggers that will
replace the onset detection section in the software, giving
it more stability and a simpler structure.

On the software side, we are thinking of new mapping
possibilities, also through the predisposition of another rout-
ing matrix for control signals. This revision will also intro-
duce the possibility to easily set the action of the electron-
ics to manual or automatic. In manual mode there will also
be the possibility to give the control of the software to a
second performer through the use of a MIDI controller, for
more classic electro-acoustic concert setup. We consider
fundamental the implementation of new features extraction
algorithms that will provide a more accurate description of
the ongoing performance. Some examples are a more pre-
cise beat tracker, the analysis of spectral features to iden-
tify different musical gestures, and the development of al-
gorithms capable of classifying rhythmic patterns and to
generate new ones. There’s also the need of new effects
and sound processing modules that, combined with ex-
pressive control signals, will enrich the electronic output.
Some ideas are dynamic filtering, ring modulation, granu-
lation and spatialization of the electronic sounds. The last
addition to the software is a cue-based interaction system.
Cues may be useful for a performer to organise long impro-
visations, or could be used to store presets and recall them
whenever some specific sound environments are needed.

Figure 3: Me vs Me? - Interactive drum performance
https://youtu.be/taSawYaJ9YU
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an algorithmic strategy based on net-
work systems for controlling the large number of param-
eters typically implied in the additive synthesis process.
Such an approach relies on the definition of the behaviour
of a system, of which the generated parametric control is an
emergent property. This method descends from observa-
tions on the behaviour of vibrating acoustic bodies, which
constitute both an inspiration and a starting point for de-
veloping the control paradigm.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the light of Fourier theory, the timbre of musical in-
struments can be considered as consisting of multiple har-
monic and non-harmonic partials or overtones [1]. Ad-
ditive synthesis is a sound production technique exploit-
ing this principle to generate complex timbres by superim-
posing sine waves of different frequencies and amplitudes.
The power of additive synthesis derives from the fact that is
theoretically possible to closely approximate any complex
waveform as a sum of elementary waveforms [2]. Given
the large number of time-variant attributes, additive syn-
thesis features a disadvantageous input/output complexity
ratio compared to other synthesis techniques. Moreover,
manipulating the synthesis parameters is not always obvi-
ous, from a musical perspective [3] [4]. The multitude of
additive synthesis parameters is often addressed with high-
level algorithmic control structures and spectral processes
[3] or simplified by partial grouping techniques [5] [6] and
data approximation methods [7] [8].

This paper proposes a method based on network systems
to exert high-level control over additive synthesis parame-
ters. Such a systemic approach allows to manage a large
corpus of synthesis attributes from a global viewpoint, pro-
viding parametric control as an emergent property of the
system. The design of such a control structure descends
from observations on the behaviour of vibrating acoustic
bodies, exploited as a starting point for the development of
the control paradigm.

These network systems, together with some specific tools
useful for their control, are implemented as a collection of
external objects named et for the Max 8 environment 1 .

1 https://cycling74.com

Copyright: c© 2020 Matteo Marson et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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2. GENERAL METHODOLOGY

2.1 Overarching design principles

In order to successfully address the heavy demand for con-
trol data, the proposed method for managing additive syn-
thesis parameters has to comply with the following:

• It must determine the state of multiple parameters at
the same time.

• It must retain the same level of input complexity in-
dependently of the number of parameters it is used
to control.

• It must provide values for the parametric control;
these values may vary over time and such variations
must be autonomous to a certain degree.

• The interactions with the control system must be as
simple and minimal as possible.

Some of the aforementioned requirements are well ad-
dressed by another sound synthesis technique: physical
modelling synthesis. Physically modelled instruments are
defined by a small number of geometrical and material pa-
rameters, and are played by sending to them physically
meaningful data such as striking locations and forces, or
blowing pressures [9]. Moreover, such techniques rely on
the definition of the behaviour of a system of which the
generated waveforms are an emergent property. This ap-
proach, which we can categorize as a systemic one, di-
rectly addresses issues of control, making the complexity
implicit.

The proposed method translates the systemic approach to
the control of additive synthesis parameters. Our approach
does not implement a physical modelling method, nor it
aims to replicate the acoustic phenomena of any physi-
cal sound source. The references to acoustic physics and
physical modelling synthesis are purely metaphoric or in-
strumental in designing a synthesis control system which
exhibits musically relevant behaviours.

2.2 Synthesis control through network systems

A network is a system consisting of many similar elements
(nodes) linked by connections (arcs), so as to allow move-
ment or communication among them. In a network sys-
tem, the mutation of a part may determine, according to
the scheme of connections, the variation of others. By ap-
plying this paradigm to synthesis parameters, we can vary
a large number of those through localized interactions that
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can create a complex chain of events. This makes net-
work systems good candidates for successfully controlling
many parameters from a high-level perspective, providing
complex outcomes through simple interactions. We shall
call the network systems designed to implement the pro-
posed control method et systems, where et stands for ‘en-
ergy transfer’ — the reason for this specific terminology
will be made clear over the next few sections.

3. OVERVIEW OF ET SYSTEMS

3.1 Significant observations on the behaviour of
oscillating acoustic bodies

When a body with elastic properties is excited by an ex-
ternal force, it produces travelling waves that move back
and forth and deform it. The interferences between such
travelling waves lead to the generation of standing waves,
responsible for specific sonic phenomena. Each oscillating
body produces many simultaneous standing waves, namely
its oscillatory modes.

The movement of the body occurs in the time domain but
produces phenomena that are perceived and can be mean-
ingfully described in the frequency domain. The amplitude
variation of oscillatory modes is the result of interference
between the aforementioned travelling waves, but it can be
alternatively described as an energy transfer between os-
cillatory modes [10]. The proposed method exploits the
energy transfer principle to control the amplitude of addi-
tive synthesis partials and their evolution over time.

3.2 What are et systems

et systems are network systems specifically designed to
control additive synthesis parameters. Such systems can
be conveniently described by weighted directed graphs. At
each instant, each node contains a scalar value represent-
ing the amplitude of a partial. The arcs of the graph repre-
sent the connection towards one direction only and nodes
are capable of totally or partially migrate the quantity they
contain to other nodes through the arcs connecting them.
With a somewhat inaccurate term, we shall call such quan-
tity energy 2 . A weight called energy transfer factor is
assigned to each arc defining the amount of node-to-node
transferred energy against time. Such energy transfers give
rise to an evolution of the system, computable in a discrete-
time domain.

The graph in Fig. 1, k(from→to) shows the energy trans-
fer factors as the weights of its arcs.

3.3 The adjacency matrix

Energy transfer factors can be conveniently expressed as
adjacency matrices. We assume the following conventions
to represent the arcs between nodes and the energy transfer
factors in matrix form:

2 The term ‘energy’ here must not be understood as the physical quan-
tity, but rather as a scalar value that can be partly transferred over time
from one node to another, similarly to what happens with actual energy
in vibrating bodies according to the energy transfer model.

21 3
k(1→2)

k(1→3)

k(1→1)

k(2→1)

k(2→3)

k(2→2)

k(3→1)

k(3→2)

k(3→ 3)

Figure 1. Weighted directed graph

• Each matrix cell contains an energy transfer factor
(for readability’s sake, empty cells imply a factor of
0).

• A system of Cartesian coordinates ranging from 1
to the total amount of nodes identifies the transfer
factors.

• In the coordinate system, x is the index of the emit-
ting node, y is the index of the receiving node.

• An energy transfer factor other than 0, expressed in
the relative matrix cell, establishes an arc between
two nodes.

• An energy transfer factor expressed in the x = y
diagonal establishes an arc from the node to itself
(that is, a loop).
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Figure 2. Energy transfer factors as an adjacency matrix

3.4 Anatomy of et systems

In the simplistic transfer matrix in Fig. 3, in which a sin-
gle arc has non-zero weight, the value assigned to node1
in t is equal to the value of node2 in t−1 multiplied by the
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1 2 3 4

0.5

Figure 3. A simplistic matrix. The arc connecting node 2
to node 1 is represented as a value in cell (2;1). In conse-
quence, the value 0.8 present in node 2 at t−1 is multiplied
by 0.5 and transferred to node 1 at t1.

transfer energy factor located in the transfer matrix at coor-
dinates (2; 1). This energy transfer is therefore expressed
as:

nodetto = nodet−1from · k(from;to) (1)

where nodeto is the receiving node, nodefrom is the
emitting node and k(from;to) is the transfer energy fac-
tor contained in the transfer matrix at cell coordinates
(from; to). t represents the current stage of system eval-
uation and t− 1 the previous one. In the described energy
transfer system, it is also possible for multiple nodes to si-
multaneously transfer energy to a single target node.

1 2 3 4

0.5

1

Figure 4. Multiple nodes transferring energy to a single
target node

For n emitting nodes, the energy transfer is therefore gen-
erally expressed as:

nodetto =

n∑
from=1

nodet−1from · k(from;to) (2)

Namely, nodeto equals to the sum of the energy contained
in the emitting nodes in t − 1 multiplied by the relative
energy transfer factors.

In equation 2, when from = to and kfrom;to is a non-
null transfer factor, energy gets transferred from a node to
itself. This, from a physical standpoint, can be interpreted
as inertia, that is, the tendency of a body to maintain un-
altered its state of motion. Inertia can be defined as an
amount of energy a node can retain, or, in our formalism,
give it back to itself at the next system evaluation stage.
The amount of inertia is expressed by energy transfer fac-
tor located over the adjacency matrix diagonal.

1 2 3 40.5

0.5

1

Figure 5. Inertial transfer factor

Given an initial system state, the transfer matrix con-
figuration determines therefore how the system evolves
through subsequent evaluation stages.

So far, we only considered linear transfer between nodes,
but the proposed system allows to specify custom, poten-
tially non-linear transfer functions, which can be defined
individually for every node. The non-linearity of transfers
may concur to the creation of oscillating system behaviours
and attack transients:

nodetto = fto

 n∑
from=1

nodet−1from · kfrom;to)

 (3)

Where fto(x) is the energy transfer function for node to.
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1 2 3 40.5

1

0.5
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1

Figure 6. Example of subsequent stages of system evalua-
tion

3.5 Controlling the amount of energy contained
within the system

The systems described in the previous section require the
injection of an initial amount of energy to observe a spon-
taneous evolution of the system in a discrete time domain.
According to the adjacency matrix configuration, the ini-
tial values of the nodes and the energy transfer functions,
the system may spontaneously evolve in different ways.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Nodes Init t1 t2 t3 t4

node1 0 0.5 0 0.125 0
node2 1 0 0.25 0 0.0625
node3 0 0.5 0 0.125 0
node4 1 0 0.25 0 0.0625

Table 1. Dying system behaviour

2

2

2

2

Nodes Init t1 t2 t3 t4

node1 0 2 0 8 0
node2 1 0 4 0 16
node3 0 2 0 8 0
node4 1 0 4 0 16

Table 2. Exploding system behaviour

Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 show two possible behaviours of the
system: using linear transfer functions f(x) = x and ini-
tializing the nodes with the values reported in the tables,
the amount of energy contained within the system tends
to 0 for the system in Tab. 1, and to ∞ for the system in
Tab. 2. As the values contained in the nodes are assigned
to control amplitude parameters, it is crucial to prevent the
energy contained within the system from extinguishing or
exploding autonomously. This can be addressed by prop-
erly defining normalized energy transfer matrices, that is,
ensuring the sum of the weights of each adjacency matrix
column equals 1.

However, if the energy transfer functions differ from
f(x) = x, normalized adjacency matrices alone do not
prevent the system from the aforementioned issues. For
such reasons, et systems are not controlled by injecting
energy into the system from outside, but rather the values
of the nodes are initialized as a small positive number close
to zero 3 , and the energy contained within the system gets
‘expanded’ or ‘contracted’ by multiplying the values of the
nodes by a given gain factor. By using multiplication for
controlling the amount of energy, it is possible to ‘force’
the global energy of the system in t as a function of the
amount of energy in t− 1 (see 3.6.2).

3.6 Controlling the evolution of the system

Bounding the behaviour of the system between arbitrary
limits is crucial for its application as a control device. The
evolution of et systems can be controlled in three ways,
which will be described in the following paragraphs.

3.6.1 Clipping

Clipping functions, setting a limit to the values each node
can take, can be defined for each node independently, and
are meant to define the spectral profile of the synthesized
sound.

nodetto = cto

[
fto

 n∑
from=1

nodet−1from · k(from;to)

]
(4)

Where cto(x) is the clipping function.

3.6.2 Targeting

A target level parameter for the system to fluctuate around
can be set. It arbitrarily controls the point of equilibrium
of the system by ‘expanding’ or ‘contracting’ the energy
contained within it. This is accomplished by computing the

3 This value is 10−10 in the current software implementation.
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overall energy level of the system for each instant of time
and providing a gain factor in function of it to be applied
to each node. The current energy level of the system is
calculated as the sum of the absolute values of each node
at a given instant t; the gain factor is computed by dividing
the target level for the current energy level. Each node
value in t+ 1 will be then multiplied by the resulting gain
factor:

current level =
n∑

i=1

|nodet−1i |

;
gain =

target level
current level (5)

nodetto = cto

[
gain · fto

 n∑
from=1

nodet−1from · k(from;to)

]
(6)

The target level parameter allows the creation of ampli-
tude envelopes.

3.6.3 Damping

A damping parameter can be expressed by gain factors.
Such factors, different for each node, may interfere with
the spontaneous system evolution by increasing or decreas-
ing the values of nodes:

nodetto = cto

[
dampto · gain · fto

 n∑
from=1

nodet−1from · k(from;to)

]
(7)

This control can be used to determine the resonant qual-
ities of a system in compliance with rules other than the
ones defined in the energy transfer matrix.

4. ET SYSTEMS AS CONTROL PARADIGM

Practically using the system first requires a definition stage
in which the user defines the system behaviour by filling
the transfer matrix and designing the energy transfer func-
tions. Such definition is responsible for the spectral be-
haviour of the synthesized sound, that is, its spectral en-
velope and overall timbre. The nodes are initialized with
a ‘small’ positive value close to 0. Once the matrix is de-
fined, the system can be started: at each discrete instant of
time, the values for all the nodes are calculated, based upon
the values at the previous instant, the weights of the arcs
and all the accessory considerations previously exposed
(non-linear transfer functions, clipping, and damping). As
stated above, the user can generate amplitude envelopes by
setting the target level parameter, which expands or con-
tracts the energy contained within the system accordingly.

4.1 Energy transfer matrix definition

By filling the matrix with transfer factors clustered in pre-
cise areas, it is possible to roughly determine the system
behaviour and the resulting spectral shape. Filling hori-
zontal areas of the matrix concentrates the energy of the
system in the given node or group of nodes. Filling the

Define the system behaviour
(energy transfer matrix)

Energy
transfer

calculation
Input (clipping, target level, damping) Parametric

control

Figure 7. et systems workflow

transfer matrix diagonally, above or below the diagonal,
generates a progressive displacement of the system energy;
from higher nodes to lower ones (above the diagonal) or,
conversely, from lower nodes to higher ones (below the di-
agonal). Transfer factors can be either positive or negative.
Negative transfer factors are the representation of trans-
ferred energy in opposition of phase. An energy transfer
matrix filled with same-sign transfer factors is remarkably
stable; if the matrix contains both positive and negative
transfer factors, it will more likely show an oscillatory be-
haviour.

4.2 Energy transfer functions definition

By defining the response to the incoming energy, each node
can have a specific behaviour according to the overall en-
ergy amount contained within the system. Moreover, the
discrimination of such behaviours for each node allows
to represent transients: defining an exponential profile for
the energy transfer functions of the lower indexed nodes
provides a sort of ‘impedance’; as the system target level
rapidly increases, lower indexed partials are ‘slower’ in
their reaction, providing the sonic result of an attack tran-
sient.

4.3 Clipping functions definition

Clipping functions concur to the definition of the spectral
shape of the synthesized sound. They play an essential
role in the process of generating transients as well; by set-
ting the energy transfer functions as described in the previ-
ous section, the energy contained within the system tends
to migrate toward areas of lower impedance as the sys-
tem target level rises. As the amplitude of higher partials
increases, it reaches a point, determined by the clipping
functions, where it cannot to expand further for lack of
‘headroom’. If the target level keeps increasing, energy
is ‘forced’ to distribute among other partials. This occur-
rence, together with the proper definition of transfer func-
tions, tends to create attack transients.

4.4 Damping factors definition

Damping factors provide a convenient form of interac-
tion with et systems allowing to actively interfere with the
system evolution while the energy transfer calculation is
running. Such factors result suitable to define frequency-
dependent resonant qualities of the system: each node con-
tains a value which is interpreted as amplitude informa-
tion; nodes do not contain any frequency information, nei-
ther absolute nor in form of ratio to a given fundamental.
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This is essential to the generality of the system, and in-
deed the assignment of such information to the additive
synthesis apparatuses is completely arbitrary and not re-
lated to et systems, which only provide amplitude parame-
ters. Through damping factors, it is possible, for instance,
to determine a different behaviour of the system in function
of the frequencies assigned to the partials. This metaphor-
ically allows to establish a mutual relation between a ‘vi-
brating body’ (the core of the et system) and a ‘resonator’.

5. ET SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION IN THE
MAX 8 ENVIRONMENT

The synthesis control system was implemented as a collec-
tion of external modules designed for the Max 8 environ-
ment (Cycling ’74). The modules featured in the package
consist of a set of externals (written in C) and abstractions
(Max patches composed of externals and possibly other ab-
stractions). Such modules are designed to implement the
et systems principles and provide useful tools for the defi-
nition of transfer matrices and the controls related to the et
systems usage. These objects operate on both audio signals
and lists; the objects that manipulate digital audio signals
make extensive use of the MC protocol 4 .

Of particular interest for the topics discussed in this pa-
per is the et.transmatrix module (Fig 10), an abstraction
implementing some practical tools designed to edit the
weights contained in et adjacency matrices. et.transmatrix
provides a graphical approach to the definition of energy
transfer matrices thought a set of procedural ‘brushes’ and
image processing functions. The graphical and procedu-
ral approaches allow to retain a fairly constant complexity
with respect to the definition of the transfer matrix, for any
dimension it may assume. Some of the included editing
functions are:

Harmonic and sub-harmonic brushes — tools de-
signed to procedurally edit the transfer matrix by
modifying the values contained in those cells whose
y coordinates are in harmonic or sub-harmonic ratio
with the selected cell

Cluster brushes — tools designed to edit the values con-
tained in matrix cells within a certain radius from the
selected one.

Per-row and per-column editing — a set of functions
operating on specific rows and columns; such
functions include gradient generators and ‘hand-
drawing’ of the transfer factors (Fig. 11).

Macro editing functions — a set of functions operating
on the whole matrix; such functions include gate (re-
move any transfer factor whose absolute value is less
than a given threshold), harmonic and non-harmonic
gain factors and gradient generators manipulating
cells above and below the x = y diagonal indepen-
dently.

4 ”MC” is a communication protocol introduced in version 8 of the
Max environment, allowing to ”wrap” multiple digital audio signals into
a single patch chords.

et.transmatrix also allows to edit the transfer matrices by
user defined procedural methods and to incorporate custom
image processing functions designed with Jitter objects.

The modules are still in development and will be released
under open source licence in the coming months.

6. SOUND SYNTHESIS EXAMPLES

We have produced a small set of sounds examples, to show
some possible behaviours of et systems. Each sound is
produced by an additive synthesis process with a bank of
10 sine waves as oscillators, whose amplitude is guided by
an et system. The examples are completed with a spectral
analysis, showing the magnitude of each partial as a func-
tion of time (Fig.8, 9). The examples can be downloaded
at the following URL: https://bit.ly/3d7mc55

Figure 8. Spectrogram of sound example 1

Figure 9. Spectrogram of sound example 2

One of the authors (Marson) has composed a musical
study aimed to investigate the expressive capabilities of ad-
ditive syntheses processes controlled by et systems. The
study was composed by generating a large corpus of sonic
gestures, synthesized by additive synthesis with narrow-
filtered bands of white noise as oscillators, and by assem-
bling such sonic materials in an audio editing software 5 .

7. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

This paper proposes a method to establish a high-level al-
gorithmic control over additive sound synthesis parame-
ters. Such a method descends from observations on the

5 Cubase 6.5, Steinberg.
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Figure 10. et.transmatrix

Figure 11. et.transmatrix column editing mode
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behaviour of vibrating acoustic bodies, exploited as a start-
ing point for developing the control paradigm. The control
system was implemented under the name et as a package
of external objects for the Max 8 environment.

The collected results appear promising since the con-
trol paradigm appears to satisfy the initial requirements.
The systemic approach addresses, for the most part, the
complexity issues characterizing the additive synthesis
parametrization. Besides, this control paradigm is almost
completely unaffected by scalability problems in regards to
the managing of large numbers of parameters, by retaining
a high-level kind of user interaction. With the appropri-
ate settings, the sounds produced by synthesis processes
guided by the proposed control paradigm show interesting
features, including timbral qualities reminiscing of acous-
tic instrument nuances.

This approach to additive synthesis control presents how-
ever some critical aspects:

• The demand for computational power grows expo-
nentially. This represents an issue for real-time ap-
plications of the control paradigm.

• The system definition is purely empirical; no sound
analysis process is used at the moment to help define
the system behaviour.

• Under certain circumstances, being the control
paradigm based on non-linear systems, it may be-
have unpredictably, and would thus need to be reset
in order to work properly again. This potential risk
makes the et control systems unreliable for real-time
performance environments at the moment.

• The tools useful for the procedural definition of ad-
jacency matrices are suitable to control additive syn-
thesis processes in which the synthesized partials are
in harmonic or quasi-harmonic ratio to a given fun-
damental. It is less clear how to employ them for
controlling strongly non-harmonic partials.

Moreover, the efficiency of the system is far from being
optimal, especially when a large matrix is employed. The
worst-case class of complexity of the currently employed
algorithm isO(n2), and — because of the inherently inter-
dependent nature of the computation — no parallelisation
has been attempted, whereas this would be a very inter-
esting possibility to investigate, as it would allow to make
use of a larger amount of partials for the synthesis pro-
cess and to use complex et systems in real-time. As the
management of large et systems is computationally inten-
sive, the development of et systems specifically oriented
to the control of additive group synthesis should be taken
into account, in order to increase the spectral complex-
ity of the synthesized sounds while retaining a contained
amount of nodes to manage. Moreover, it will be cru-
cial to establish collaboration with a mathematician and/or
a computer scientist, so as to evaluate if the formalism
of the et systems can be expressed in a cleaner way and
therefore simplified, thus hopefully leading to higher effi-
ciency. The capabilities of et systems may be expanded to
treat n-dimensional vectors, opening the possibility to the

control of multidimensional parameters with the same ap-
proach, but this would cause even higher computational re-
quirements. Lastly, a detailed study on computer-assisted
methods to describe et transfer matrices, ranging from fac-
torization techniques to machine learning, should be con-
ducted and, on the other hand, other applications of the
system (for example as a tool for musical formalization)
should be investigated.
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ABSTRACT

A novel algorithm for transforming static and moving im-
ages into sound is presented. The algorithm turns image ar-
eas into a sound whose brightness depends on image area
luminocity. Subjective evaluation investigated the extent
to which listeners could identify if a moving target entered
an image area based on the timbre of the sound produced
from a sonified camera stream, while engaging with a par-
allel transcribing task. Results show that listeners identi-
fied target entries well above threshold, however, false de-
tections increased for image regions of similar luminosity.
Although providing visual feedback improved monitoring
performance significantly, it increased dual-task cost when
both displays were not accessible by peripheral vision.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sonification of images or video streams has been per-
formed for artistic purposes such as the composition of
soundscapes [1, 2], however the main body of research in
the application of image sonification aims at sensory sub-
stitution; to enable people to make inferences with respect
to the content of an image through sound with most no-
table applications in assistive technology [3–9]. However,
the applicability of the related techniques should not be
constrained to assistive technology or artistic expression.
Given that a lot of monitoring activities involve input from
cameras they may also be useful for monitoring applica-
tions. Multimodal monitoring displays may make it pos-
sible to monitor information even when visual contact to
the display is temporarily lost and improve dual-task per-
formance [10].

Sound has often been used in multimodal displays. Data
sonification and auditory display [11] has been applied
successfully in monitoring patient biometrics [12, 13],
stock market data, industrial plants, the workplace or soft-
ware processes [14]. Quite often spatialized sound is
used to provide spatial cues in air-traffic control tasks e.g.
[15, 16]. Benefits due to a multimodal display are often
associated with dual-task scenarios. In such cases, multi-
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modal displays can help reduce or even eliminate overlap
in the modality used to perform each of the two tasks [17].
This is often associated with a reduced dual-task cost: the
deterioration in the performance of each task due to the
performance of the parallel task. However, in studies in-
volving audiovisual displays the benefits are often signif-
icant only when the displays for each of the two tasks
are not within peripheral vision. Often the benefit due
to a unimodal auditory display for the one task is miti-
gated due to reduced task accuracy relative to a visual dis-
play [10, 15, 16, 18].

Despite a large body of research in assistive technology,
image sonification techniques have not been applied in
monitoring applications using camera input. This paper
introduces a novel image sonification technique which al-
lows mapping image luminosity to sound brightness. Sub-
sequently, the usability of the technique is evaluated for
a location monitoring task. Results indicate that using
this technique participants can identify target entries into
a monitored area well above threshold while performing
a parallel visual task. However, confusions emerge as
long as the luminosity of the monitored area is shared by
other possible locations. Performance improves signifi-
cantly in the presence of visual feedback, but dual-task cost
increases if the displays to both tasks are not accessible by
peripheral vision.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Image sonification

Image sonification techniques can be grouped in three
classes. The first class maps image pixel location and in-
tensity to sound spectrogram bin frequency, time stamp,
amplitude, and sometimes spatial location. The second
identifies objects in an image using computer vision and
maps them to sounds. The third uses direct mappings, ac-
cording to which individual pixels instead of objects are
directly sonified in the location in which they appear in
the visual scene. Most techniques use sound spatialization
technology to spatialize sound output according to its lo-
cation in the image. Most often stereophonic or binaural
(HRTF) reproduction is used [19] as the majority of appli-
cations are designed to operate using headphones.
Spectrogram mappings: Spectrogram mappings typically
map pixel location along the image y-axis to bin frequency,
pixel location along the image x-axis to bin time, and the
intensity value of each pixel to bin amplitude. Subse-
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quently, each image column is synthesized using for ex-
ample the inverse Short-Time-Fourier-Transform (ISTFT).
This yields a wide-band signal whose frequencies are em-
phasized depending on the intensity of the pixels of each
image column e.g. [3]. In certain implementations, the lo-
cation of each pixel along the x-axis is used to spatialize
the resulting sound signal for each image column in az-
imuth [4]. In another variation, the height of each image
pixel is used to determine the pitch of software synthesized
instruments [5].
Object-based mappings: In this view, objects of interest in
a three-dimensional visual scene are detected using com-
puter vision algorithms and then sonified using pre-defined
mappings before being spatialized according to their loca-
tion in the visual scene [6, 7]. In the ´Depth Scanning’
technique proposed by Bujasz et al. [6], a surface moves
away from the user along the viewing area and signals the
playback of the objects it intersects; sound is spatialized
using generalized HRTFs according to object position in
the visual field. Distance to object was mapped to sound
temporal onset delay and loudness, object size to sound
pitch, object type to sound timbre, and object elongation
to sound tremolo, vibrato and openness. In another ap-
proach [7], objects within the field of view were simply
mapped to instrument tones that were spatialized accord-
ing to object location.
Direct Mappings: Direct mappings map individual pixels
in the visual scene to simple abstract sounds, which are
often spatialized according to the pixel location in the vi-
sual field. A direct implementation of this approach has
been done by Gonzalez-Mora et al. [8]. They sonified the
contents of pixels within a low-resolution depth map, us-
ing clicks spatialized in the locations of pixels of sufficient
intensity using HRTFs. The click inter-onset interval was
related to the size of the objects.
Associating an elementary sound with each pixel, may
however result in unnecessarily complex soundscapes. The
rasterization approach of McGee et al [1, 2] is promising
in addressing this issue. The method, originally devel-
oped for musical purposes, works by scanning the scaled
grayscale pixel intensity values within specific image re-
gions into an one-dimensional vector of wavetable sam-
ples, reproduced using scanned synthesis [20]. Direct play-
back of such raw data results in noisy sounds without much
variation between separate regions in most images. For
this reason, the spectrum of the wavetable data is calcu-
lated and processed. Subsequently, the sound signal is ob-
tained using the inverse STFT. Sound output from different
regions can be mixed and rendered in stereo or multichan-
nel, whereby the location of the image region determines
the azimuth of its sound [2].
The See ColOr project, [9] developed prototypes that soni-
fied HSL color values of individual pixels at the location
in which they occurred in the visual field using an HRTF
rendering of Ambisonics. Hue was mapped to instrument
timbre, saturation to pitch, and luminosity to a bass sound
when it was low and to singing voice when it was bright.
Hue values were quantized to the 8 basic colours and inter-
mediate values resulted in a mix of the associated timbres.

Luminosity was sonified on top of hue, according to an
algorithm which emphasized high and low values and de-
emphasized middle luminosity values. Distance to objects
was mapped to into four duration levels.

2.2 Spatial monitoring using sound

Sound has often been used for monitoring spatial param-
eters. These are often mapped in a non-spatial auditory
dimensions such as fundamental frequency, tempo, loud-
ness, dynamics, or timbre. The distance to objects of inter-
est has also been encoded into changes in the fundamental
frequency, modulation, loudness, timbre, or rate of onset
(beep rate) of a sound [21–23]. Although spatial Mappings
in which the 2D or 3D location of the object is presented
using a sound in space are also possible, the relatively low
spatial resolution of hearing as well as the necessity for
dedicated spatialization hardware and individualized soft-
ware makes non-spatial auditory Mappings of spatial pa-
rameters worth investigating.

Timbre is a particularly appealing parameter because
changes in timbre are less annoying than changes in fre-
quency [21], while still resulting in fast processing and
high task accuracy [23]. Timbre has been used to encode
1D spatial features (such as distance), but not 2D location.
For example, sounds have been given a distinct timbre or
were filtered in a different way depending on whether the
came from the front or the back of the user to help resolve
front-back ambiguity [24]. Timbre is multidimensional.
Mappings may be designed using its perceptual dimen-
sions, for example the spectral centroid (which correlates
to perceived brightness), the attack time, or the spectral
flux [25].

2.3 Summary and Research Questions

Considering image sonification techniques for application
to the location monitoring task considered here the follow-
ing observations can be made based on Section 2.1: 1. a
major difficulty with the spectrogram technique is the high
cognitive load required to process the generated sound-
scape into a viable visual scene, 2. object-based techniques
rely on sound spatialization so that they can be applied
to location monitoring, and may face object tracking and
mapping difficulties. Furthermore, due to the abstract map-
pings involved both techniques require extensive training
before they can be used effectively.

The direct mapping techniques target an inherently per-
ceptual mapping and may thus be more effective. With
or without spatialization, the combination of simultaneous
elementary sounds results in a changing timbre as the con-
tents of sonified image region change. This is potentially
interesting for creating low-annoyance auditory Mappings
of spatial quantities. However, the output of direct map-
ping techniques is often unpredictable, hard to associate
with image areas, and the resulting soundscapes are dif-
ficult to parse. The rasterization approach is interesting
as by focusing and processing image areas it addresses the
problem to some extent. However, sound output is also un-
predictable if further processing is not performed. There-
fore, it was not possible to find a straightforward solution
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Figure 1: (a) A snapshot of the video that was projected
on the canvas. Participants were tasked to detect when the
car entered the marked area. When Modality was auditory
no video was projected but the white frame remained vis-
ible. (b) An overview of the sound generation algorithm.
The process is illustrated for location number 10 but was
repeated for each grid subdivision.

for mapping 2D spatial location into timbre for location
monitoring using visual input. It is therefore reasonable to
ask: (1) how can timbre be used to encode 2D object loca-
tion using visual input and, (2) how well can it be used to
differentiate between locations.

3. PICTORIZE: THE MAIN CONCEPT

To create the algorithm used here, the rasterization ap-
proach is extended [1,2]. A difficulty with the rasterization
approach is that scaled intensity values from each region
are scanned into a wavetable buffer and played back using
scanned synthesis which results in noisy sounds that
change little across grid subdivisions. Using filters to yield
an aesthetically pleasing sound is a possibility, however,
the relationship to the original image content is gradually
dissolved as a result, which is problematic for monitoring
applications.

This can be overcome if instead of using pixel values
as samples fed into scanned synthesis, one calculates a
histogram of the pixel grayscale intensity values within
each image area. If the histogram is then mapped directly
to sound spectrum the resulting sound can be perceptu-
ally related to the image content. Specifically, consider-
ing a grayscale image a mapping between image region
luminosity and sound brightness, typically defined as the
instantaneous value of the spectral centroid, is achieved.
This approach scales well as image areas of variable di-
mensions can be defined to suit different applications.
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Figure 2: Periodograms of the synthesized sound for each
grid subdivision

Application in location monitoring: The application of
the algorithm in the location monitoring experiment that
follows is based on using a 4×3 grid which exactly cov-
ers the image frame. The algorithm operated on the pixels
within each grid subdivision. These will be called L1-L12.
Numbering starts at the top let corner and proceeds in each
column. The monitored area was bottom right (L12). Right
above it are L11 and L10 and directly to the left L9.

First, background subtraction was applied, then his-
tograms for each grid subdivision were calculated, normal-
ized, smoothed, and mapped to the sound spectrum for
each frame, and finally re-synthesized using the inverse
STFT before being normalized by the number of subdi-
visions and added to the output buffer. Background sub-
traction resulted in that no sound was produced when the
sound did not move and in that no sound was produced
from grid subdivisions that did not contain the target as
the resulting intensity of all pixels was zero and the his-
togram and the associated spectrum had a single peak at
the DC component. A STFT window of 1024 samples
was used. Histograms were linearly interpolated to in-
crease their original 256 bins resolution. The resulting
spectra were band-limited between 400 and 12000 Hz and
smoothed using a first order low-pass filter to broaden spu-
rious peaks and avoid tonal components.

The application of the algorithm to each video frame re-
sults in that the colour patterns of the target car give rise to
three peaks in the intensity histogram and the periodogram
of the resulting sound (Figure 2). These are relatively
broad and give the sound a band-limited noise quality with-
out tonal components. As hypothesized, the peak centre
frequency and amplitude changes depend on the grid sub-
division the car is currently in (Table 1). Listeners need
therefore to be able to correctly identify the target car loca-
tion based on its timbral signature to perform the location
monitoring task.

It follows that the timbre of the sound generated when
the car is in L12 should be easy to distinguish from this of
L1-L9 because: 1. the difference in both second and third
peak centre frequency between the sound generated when
the car was in L12 and L1-L9 was consistently above 10%
and 2. the first spectral peak was attenuated in L12. How-
ever, it should be more difficult to differentiate between
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the sound of the car in L12 and this in L10 and L11 be-
cause: 1. the difference in the third peak central frequency
was ∼200Hz (4%, L12-L10) and ∼310Hz (7%, L12-L11),
2. the difference in the second peak centre frequency was
∼50Hz (4%, L12-L10) and ∼100Hz (12%, L12-L10), 3.
all locations exhibited a first peak with a similar centre fre-
quency. Changes in the resonant frequency of a second-
order filter can be discriminated if they exceed 8% the cen-
tre frequency, or even less for Q>1, for centre frequencies
between 300 and 2kHz [26].

4. EVALUATION

An experiment was designed in order to answer the re-
search questions. Participants monitored the location of a
single object (a remote-controlled toy car) which was mov-
ing on a floor surface. The car had been recorded by a
video camera placed above the surface while its movement
was controlled remotely (Figure 3). Participants reported
as soon as the car entered the marked area on the video
screen (Figure 1).

Independent Variables: The independent variables were:
(monitoring) display Modality (auditory or audiovisual),
and (monitoring) display Location. Factor display Modal-
ity manipulated whether location monitoring was per-
formed by watching a video of the car moving on a pro-
jection screen and hearing a sound that encoded the current
car location (audiovisual), or just by hearing the sound (au-
ditory). Factor display Location manipulated whether the
location monitoring display was within the participant’s vi-
sual field (frontal, Figure 3) or in a dorsal Location at the
participants’ back and outside the visual field.
Hypotheses: The following hypotheses about location
monitoring performance with the auditory cue were eval-
uated: 1. the difference in the frequency of spectral peaks
will allow listeners to identify target versus the rest of loca-
tions, however, performance will be faster and more accu-
rate with the audiovisual compared to auditory Modality,
2. reversing display Location will incur a location moni-
toring cost when Modality is audiovisual but not when it is

F1 A1 F2 A2 F3 A3 ∆F2 ∆F3

L1 0.33 -21 1.14 -3 4.90 -15 11% 15%
L2 0.34 -15 1.16 -3 5.35 -17 13% 26%
L3 0.33 -18 1.15 -2 5.25 -16 12% 24%
L4 0.35 -19 1.18 -4 5.10 -15 15% 20%
L5 0.36 -15 1.26 -4 5.66 -18 23% 33%
L6 0.34 -18 1.20 -3 5.20 -17 17% 22%
L7 0.35 -23 1.17 -4 4.96 -15 14% 17%
L8 0.35 -18 1.28 -3 5.59 -19 25% 32%
L9 0.34 -20 1.17 -3 5.10 -17 14% 20%
L10 - - 1.07 -6 4.42 -11 4% 4%
L11 - - 1.15 -5 4.54 -12 12% 7%
L12 - - 1.02 -4 4.23 -11 - -

Table 1: The center frequencies (kHz) and amplitude (dB)
of the three frequency peaks that characterized the gener-
ated sound spectrum depending on the grid subdivision in
which the target was located averaged over all five videos
used in the experiment. ∆F2 refers to the difference in fre-
quency to the monitored area.

auditory, 3. the likelihood of confusing with L12 will in-
crease for L11 and L12 in comparison to other Locations
when Modality is auditory.
Dependent variables: Hypotheses were evaluated by com-
paring location monitoring speed and accuracy and when
relevant transcribing speed and accuracy in the conditions
tested in the experiments. To estimate location monitor-
ing accuracy, detections registered while the target (or a
part of it) was in the monitored area were classified as hits
(or true positives, tp). Detections registered while the tar-
get was outside the area were classified as false alarms (or
false positives, fp). A missed entry in the target area was
classified as a miss (or false negative, fn). Furthermore, hit
rate (hr) was calculated by dividing hit count with the total
number of target entries in the target area. False alarm rate
(fa) was calculated by dividing the number of detections in
each Location with the total target entries for each Loca-
tion for the particular trial. This was done for each possible
location yielding the spatial distribution of false alarm rate.

Location monitoring speed was estimated as the fraction
of the instance in which a detection was registered rela-
tive to the respective duration of each specific target entry
in the monitored area in order to counterbalance variabil-
ity in target entry duration in the monitored area. To this
end, the instance in which a detection was registered was
normalized within the [0,1] interval (0.5 means detection
occurred at half the entry duration). As the number of de-
tections per participant and condition varied, the average
of valid detection intervals in each condition for each par-
ticipant was averaged to yield a balanced data-set.

Transcribing speed and accuracy were quantified as the
total number of correctly typed words and the average
number of typed characters per second respectively. Both
transcribing speed and accuracy were normalized in [0,1]
for each participant versus a control typing condition to
account for individual differences in transcribing.

Transcribing speed, accuracy, monitoring hit and false
alarm rate, monitoring speed, detection frequency were
analyzed statistically using a two-way display Location ×
Modality ANOVA. When analyzing spatial false alarm rate
a display Location × Modality × target Location ANOVA
was used. ANOVAs were followed by pairwise t-tests at
p<0.05 with Holm p-value adjustment for multiple com-
parisons. F-statistic using Type III error terms is reported
for ANOVAs. ANOVAs were performed using the ez pack-
age of the R language.

4.1 Setup

Participants sat in front of a desk which supported a screen
and a keyboard. The text to be transcribed was placed on
a book rest on the left-hand side of participants (Figure 3),
while typed text appeared on the screen.
The video of the target moving was projected onto an
acoustically transparent projection screen (white PVC, 390
g/m2, 7 percent perforation area), which was located at a
distance of 2.5m in front of the participant’s chair. The
video used in each trial was picked randomly out of five
videos (about 4:00 minutes duration)in which the car fol-
lowed different movement paths but entered and stayed in
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Figure 3: A photo of the experiment setup including a user,
the book rest, screen, and keyboard for performing the
transcribing task and the projection canvas behind which
the loudspeakers were placed. When display Location was
reversed the location of the desk and the book rest was re-
versed and participants looked away from the projection
screen.

the monitored area a similar amount of time.
When appropriate sound was played by a single loud-
speaker behind the middle of the projection area. When
display Location was dorsal, the position of the chair, desk,
and book rest were rotated 180◦ so that the distance to
the projection screen and loudspeaker did not change but
these were now at the participants’ back. Texts used when
transcribing contained random word sequences of the same
difficulty out of a pool of 72154 lowercase words without
accents or special characters. A different text was used in
each dual-task condition, which remained the same for all
participants in each experiment session.
There were two computers. The first controlled the ex-
periment, video playback and processing, and sound syn-
thesis. The second ran a Pure Data patch, which re-
ceived Open Sound Control (OSC) messages and automat-
ically opened and saved editor windows for typing and
logged key presses when a new condition started. Key-
board input was blocked as soon as a condition was fin-
ished. All operations were implemented in real time us-
ing Open Frameworks (https://openframeworks.cc)
and a self-implemented C STFT library built on the FFTW
library. Both PCs ran the Debian GNU/Linux distribu-
tion. Jack (http://jackaudio.org) was used for au-
dio playback running at 44.1 kHz / 24 bit resolution. A
Genelec 8020CPM loudspeaker, driven by an RME MADI
FX audio interface and Behringer ADA8000 DA converter,
was placed 0.5m behind the projection screen to play back
sound. Equivalent Continuous Sound Level (Leq) at the
listening position was 50 dBA. The experiment was per-
formed in an acoustically treated room, 6m (l) × 4m (w) ×
3m (h).

4.2 Procedure

Initially, participants provided written consent and were
briefed on the tasks. Subsequently, a single-task transcrib-
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Figure 4: Hit vs. false alarm rate in the conditions in the
experiment. [Modality: A = Auditory, AV = Audiovisual,
Location: F = Frontal, D = Dorsal]

ing condition was performed to measure typical transcrib-
ing speed and accuracy followed by a training singe-task
audiovisual location monitoring condition so that partici-
pants got used to the relationship between the video and the
sound stimulus. Dual-task conditions were performed next
in a counter-balanced order as part of a bigger study. Par-
ticipants received a monetary compensation for their time.
None reported hearing problems.
Participants: There were two groups of ten participants (5
female, µ=24 years, σ=3.8 years), which were tested in the
frontal and dorsal display Locations, respectively. Listen-
ers had no training in critical listening.
Task: On the single-task training condition, participants
pressed a key when the moving target entered the moni-
tored area. The projection and the monitored area bound-
aries were marked visually using a white frame (see Figure
1). On dual-task conditions, the location-monitoring task
did not change but participants performed the task simul-
taneously with transcribing text.
Instructions: In the single-task transcribing condition, par-
ticipants were instructed to transcribe as quickly and accu-
rately as possible. In the dual-task conditions, participants
were instructed to transcribe as quickly and accurately as
possible while they monitor car movement and report as
soon as the car entered the monitored area by pressing the
ESC key once.

4.3 Monitoring Performance

Location monitoring hit and false alarm rate is shown in
Figure 4. Hit rate was highest when Modality was au-
diovisual followed by auditory; the main effect of Modal-
ity was significant F(1,18)=35.74, <0.001. The main ef-
fect of Location and the Location × Modality interaction
were not significant. In pairwise comparisons, hit rate was
significantly higher for the audiovisual Modality for both
Locations and the effect of Location was not significant
for both Modalities. Fewer false alarms were observed
when Modality was audiovisual, however, their number
increased when display Location became dorsal. The ef-
fect of Modality was significant, F(1,18)=13.68, p=0.001.
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Figure 5: Monitoring sensitivity vs. speed in the condi-
tions in the experiment. [Modality: A = Auditory, AV =

Audiovisual, Location: F = Frontal, D = Dorsal]

The effect of Location was not significant. The Modality ×
Location interaction was marginally significant, F(1,18)=
4.42, p= 0.049. In pairwise comparisons, the difference
in false alarm rate due to Modalities was significant when
Location was frontal, p<0.001, but not when it was dor-
sal and false alarm rate deteriorated significantly when Lo-
cation reversed when Modality was audiovisual, p=0.022,
and not when it was auditory.

Sensitivity is shown on Figure 5. Sensitivity was higher
when Modality was audiovisual. The effect of Modality
was significant, F(1, 18)= 7.47, p<0.001. The effect of Lo-
cation and the Location × Modality interaction were not
significant for sensitivity. Monitoring speed is also shown
on Figure 5. Detections were fastest when monitoring dis-
play Modality was audiovisual and Location frontal. The
effect of Modality, F(1,18)=59.05, p<0.001, and Location,
F(1,18)= 14.97 p<0.001 were significant. Pairwise com-
parisons showed that detections were fastest when Modal-
ity was audiovisual for both display Locations (p<0.001);
Monitoring speed deteriorated significantly when Modal-
ity was reversed when Modality was audiovisual but not
when it was auditory.

Spatial false alarm rate is shown on Figure 6. Detection
rate was 75% when target was in L12, while false alarm
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Figure 6: Spatial distribution of detections in the condi-
tions tested in the experiment
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Figure 7: Typing speed vs accuracy in the conditions tested
in the experiment. Data have been normalized against their
value in the control typing condition for each participant.
[Modality: A = Auditory, AV = Audiovisual, Location: F
= Frontal, D = Dorsal]

rate for L11 and L10 was 11% and 5% for L9, while false
alarm rate was below 1% for the rest of the Locations. In
the analysis, only Locations 9-11 are taken into account.
The effect of Modality, F(1,18)=34.03, p<0.001, and tar-
get Location F(2,36)=7.26, p=0.002, as false alarm rate
was higher for the auditory compared to the audiovisual
Modality, and false alarm rate in L9 was significantly lower
than L10, p=0.034 and L11, p=0.009. False alarm rate be-
tween L10 and L11 was not significantly different. The
display Location × Modality interaction was significant,
F(1,18)= 6.9, p=0.017. While the effect of Modality re-
mained significant for both display Locations, false alarm
rate in L9-L11 increased significantly when Location was
reversed and Modality was auditory but not when it was
audiovisual. The Modality × target Location interaction
was also significant F(2,36)=9.62, p<0.001. The differ-
ences in false alarm rate among L9-L11 were significant
when Modality was auditory, but not when it was audio-
visual. False alarm rate varied significantly with Modality
for Locations 10 and 11, p<0.001, but not for L9.

4.4 Transcribing Performance

Transcribing speed and accuracy were significantly lower
than nominal (1) in both conditions (p<0.05). The deterio-
ration was highest when monitoring display Location was
dorsal and for the visual and audiovisual monitoring dis-
play Modalities (Figure 7).

The main effect of monitoring display Modality was sig-
nificant for transcribing accuracy, F(1,18)=5.74, p=0.02
and marginally significant for speed, F(1,18)=3.64,
p<0.08. The main effect of Location was not signifi-
cant. The Modality × Location interaction was signifi-
cant for both speed, F(1,18)=5.02, p = 0.03, and accuracy
F(1,18)=5.74, p=0.02. The difference between modalities
in terms of speed and accuracy was not significant when
Location was frontal, however, both speed, p=0.018, and
accuracy, p=0.003, improved when Modality was auditory
when Location was dorsal.
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5. DISCUSSION

Hypothesis 1 was confirmed as although participants were
relatively successful with identifying target location, loca-
tion monitoring was faster and more accurate when visual
feedback was available. Arguably, this was an easy task
considering the high spatial resolution of the visual system.
The main limitation of the auditory display was in terms of
hit rate, which attained a grand average of 67% and varied
between 30% to 100% among participants. This reflects
individual differences in the ability of participants to use
the timbral cues which may be possible to smooth out with
increased exposure to the sounds. Another factor that may
have contributed to the low performance of some of the
participants is the dynamic nature of the sound stimulus
while the target was within the timbre subdivisions. Sound
was updated with each new video frame which resulted in
that the timbre of the sound changed while it was in each
of the grid subdivisions. This was done to help partici-
pants associate visual and auditory cues. This could have
increased the sonic complexity some participants were pre-
pared to deal with. A variation in which sound is synthe-
sized based on an average histogram could be used to result
in a static timbre for each of the possible locations, as in the
periodograms in Figure 2. This may improve performance.
False alarm rate was 4.2% on average, which resulted in an
average sensitivity of 2.28, well above threshold but signif-
icantly less than the 3.5 units attained when Modality was
audiovisual.

Hypothesis 2 was verified as reversing display Location
reduced transcribing speed and accuracy as well as moni-
toring speed and false alarm rate when Modality was au-
diovisual but not when it was auditory. This is consis-
tent with other studies reporting improvements in dual-
task performance when the displays to each task are not
within peripheral vision [15, 27] and predictions of re-
source allocation theories [10]. Apart from an increased
false alarm rate and a reduction in monitoring speed, mon-
itoring with the audiovisual Modality was not affected by
reversing Location. This could be attributed to the rel-
atively easy visual monitoring task. As we observed in
the experiments, participants did turn to visually verify if
the car was in the target Location, when monitoring dis-
play Location was reversed. This explains the observed
deterioration in transcribing and monitoring performance.
The toy-car was, however, moving at a low speed and was
thus easy to avoid misses by penalizing transcribing perfor-
mance. Quite likely participants used auditory feedback to
some extent in order to time the points they turned to the
visual display. How much did they benefit from auditory
feedback cannot be estimated without analyzing data from
a condition that does not include auditory feedback.

Hypothesis 3 was also verified as the likelihood of con-
fusing the monitored to another area increased when the
target was in Locations 10 ans 11. As discussed in Sec-
tions 3, the resulting spectrum from these two locations
was most similar to the sound spectrum synthesized using
the pixels from the target location. The confusion rate for
these locations was therefore higher 10% and 12% respec-
tively. The overall false alarm rate was, however, lower

as the target moved in other locations during the trials, for
which false alarm rate was well below.

Let us return to our research questions (1) how can timbre
be used to encode 2D object location using visual input and
(2) how well can it be used to differentiate between loca-
tions. The results indicate that the luminosity to brightness
timbral Mapping of spatial Location could be a promising
way to encode 2D object location to sound. The algorithm
we proposed resulted in a distinct sound that varied de-
pending on the luminosity of the current target location.
Using the sound timbre users were able to recognize when
the target entered a target versus other locations well above
threshold. However, the observed limitations in hit rate and
false alarm rate for locations of similar luminosity may re-
strict the applicability of the technique to unimodal audi-
tory displays when increased sensitivity is required. Fur-
thermore, the evaluation presented here involved a single
target, so it is not clear how the algorithm will perform had
more than one object moved in the display. Future work
could concentrate on improving user performance perhaps
by using a constant sound timbre for each possible loca-
tion, enrich Mapping by involving other parameters, such
as colour, to increase the variation of sound timbre in the
different locations, but also use spatialization techniques to
investigate potential improvements due to compound tim-
bral and spatial Mappings.

6. CONCLUSION

A novel algorithm for sonifying the location of an object
in an image or a video stream using a luminosity to sound
brightness mapping was presented. Using sound output,
users were able to monitor the entry of a moving object
in an area of interest while performing a transcribing task
with an accuracy that was well above threshold. However,
monitoring accuracy and speed remained lower in com-
parison to the performance obtained when visual feedback
was provided in addition to auditory. Despite these limi-
tations, monitoring based on auditory feedback resulted in
lower cost due to the performance of a parallel visual task
when the displays to both tasks were not within peripheral
vision and thus provides increased flexibility with respect
to the positioning of the user relative to the monitoring dis-
play.
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ABSTRACT

Modal synthesis is used to generate the sounds associated
with the vibration of rigid bodies, according to the char-
acteristics of the force applied onto the object. Towards
obtaining sounds of high quality, a great quantity of modes
is necessary, the development of which is a long and te-
dious task for sound designers as they have to manually
write the modal parameters. This paper presents a new
approach for practical modal parameter estimation based
on the spectral analysis of a single audio example. The
method is based on modelling the spectrum of the sound
with a time-varying sinusoidal model and fitting the modal
parameters with linear and semi-linear techniques. We also
detail the physical and mathematical principles that moti-
vate the algorithm design choices. A Python implemen-
tation of the proposed approach has been developed and
tested on a dataset of impact sounds considering objects of
different shapes and materials. We assess the performance
of the algorithm by evaluating the quality of the resyn-
thesised sounds. Resynthesis is carried out via the Sound
Design Toolkit (SDT) modal engine and compared to the
sounds resynthesised from parameters extracted by SDT’s
own estimator. The proposed method was thoroughly eval-
uated both objectively using perceptually relevant features
and subjectively following the MUSHRA protocol.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modal synthesis [1] is a physical modelling approach to
sound synthesis based on approximating the vibrations of
a complex object by decomposing them into a set of in-
dependent modes, i.e. oscillations at a single frequency.
The physical motivation of this approach is that we can ex-
press the the behaviour of a mechanically vibrating object
describing it as a lumped mass-spring network [2]. This,
in turn, can be modelled by a system of second-order par-
tial differential equations (PDEs). Such a system can be
diagonalized and the solution of every factorized PDE is
a damped oscillator (function of time) with initial ampli-
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tude given by the modal shape (function of space). So,
oscillations at any one point can be computed as the linear
combination of the damped oscillators, each one weighted
by its modal shape at that point.

Despite their potential advantages in terms of interactiv-
ity and parametrizability, physically based and procedural
approaches have so far gained limited popularity in appli-
cation domains related to sound design. Böttcher [3] dis-
cusses possible reasons for this. One is the need for tools
that facilitate the work of the sound designers, without re-
quiring them to deal with low-level technicalities of the
sound models.

In the context of modal synthesis, a much needed facil-
itating tool for the sound designer is one that allows for
automatic tuning of the mode parameters in order to re-
liably resynthesize a target (e.g., recorded) sound. In the
constrained case of monophonic audio, every mode is fully
characterised by a triplet of scalars: the modal frequency,
the decay coefficient and the initial amplitude. This can be
generalised to multichannel audio by considering an array
of initial magnitudes (each associated to a “pickup point”
for the sound), or even to space-continuous processes de-
scribing modal shapes as functions of spatial coordinates
on the modal object. These parameters have a direct effect
on the spectral content of the synthesised sound. Every
mode describes how the power of the corresponding modal
frequency evolves over time.

This paper presents an approach to the automatic estima-
tion of modal parameters based on a target sound. The pro-
posed approach is abbreviated as SAMPLE (Spectral Anal-
ysis for Modal Parameters Linear Estimate) as it employs a
spectral modelling algorithm to track the variations of en-
ergy with respect to every sinusoidal component (partial)
and then to perform linear regression to estimate the modal
parameters corresponding to the inferred energy function.

SAMPLE is evaluated in combination with the Sound De-
sign Toolkit (SDT), a a software package developed over
several years [4, 5], which provides a set of sound models
for the interactive generation of several acoustic phenom-
ena, including interactions between solid objects by means
of modal synthesis and physically-based interaction force
models (impacts and frictions) [6]. Objects used to record
an impact sounds evaluation dataset are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. The four object used for recording the dataset: a
glass bottle, a metal saucepan, a porcelain mug and a small
piece of wood. Recordings by Giulia Clerici, LIM (Music
Informatics Laboratory), University of Milan.

2. RELATED WORK

Starting with the studies by van den Doel and co-workers [7],
modal synthesis has become a popular technique in inter-
active computer graphics applications, where the aim is to
generate a sound that matches the geometry and the mate-
rial of virtual objects as well as the user’s interaction with
them. In this context, the geometry of the object is usually
known and it provides useful information about the modes
of the object.

If both the geometry and the material distribution of the
object are known, finite element methods (FEM) can be
employed to estimate the modal parameters. Picard et al. [8]
propose to use finite element methods to compute the masses
and stiffnesses of the mass-spring network matrix and to
find the modal parameters by eigen-decomposition of that
matrix. This approach can compute the complete modal
shape for the modes and allows for the synthesis of the
sound at any pickup point on the object. However the ge-
ometry and the material distribution of the object are as-
sumed to be available a-priori.

A conceptually similar approach is taken by Michon et
al. [9] who use FEM analysis starting from a volumetric
mesh of a 3D object, and generate the corresponding modal
physical model in the framework of the FAUST program-
ming language for real-time audio processing.

Acoustic information can also be used, as an alternative
to, or in combination with object geometry. Ren et al. [10]
propose a hybrid approach, combining FEM and audio anal-
ysis. An initial estimate of the modal parameters is made
from the geometrical model, assuming that the material
is isotropic and homogeneous along with several starting
values with respect to mass density, Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio. Then, convex optimization is used to fit
the material parameters to the detected modes in the audio
example, which are extracted from an array of varying res-
olution spectrograms. It also employs deterministic resid-

ual compensation for modelling the non-sinusoidal com-
ponent. This approach has the advantage of working in
the absence of any knowledge of the material parameters.
Furthermore, it can translate the identified material’s pa-
rameters to virtual objects with different geometries.

Sterling et al. [11] build their approach on top of the fea-
ture extraction algorithm proposed by Ren et al., and add
a probabilistic model for the damping parameters in order
to reduce the effect of external factors and non-linearities
on the estimate of damping. External factors that may af-
fect the estimate are the object support (that adds damping
on top of the object’s natural damping) background noise,
feature extraction errors (e.g. spectrogram resolution and
windowing sidelobes) and the relative emission and pickup
patterns of the object and the microphone. The modal pa-
rameters are estimated through maximum-likelihood over
an average of nearly 50 impact sounds samples per object,
using and exponentially-modified gaussian as the proba-
bility density function of the likelihood. This approach re-
quires neither the material parameters nor the geometrical
model of the object, and improves robustness to some ex-
ternal factors. However, it is still affected by reverberation
and does not estimate the modal shape function. At the
same time, it requires multiple audio examples to estimate
the parameters.

Kereliuk et al. [12] proposed a modification of the ES-
PRIT algorithm [13] to determine the modal parameters of
room impulse responses. Their approach supported a vari-
able number of modes, emphasising on high quality for
lower mode counts.

Some approaches address modal parameter estimation via
parametric estimate using autoregressive (AR) system fit-
ting. Abel et al. [14] used resonant filter parameters fitting
to model the modal response of rooms and spring reverber-
ators. Maestre et al. [15] used a similar technique to model
the response of the body of stringed instruments, such as
guitars and violins.

Deep learning approaches are not well suited to address
the present problem, for two main reasons: the amount
of available labeled data is usually too small to train a
deep neural network (DNN) and the number of output fea-
tures is not known a priori. Owens et al. [16] presented
a recurrent-convolutional neural network (R-CNN) that di-
rectly estimates the sound of a struck or scratched object
from a silent video recording of the interaction. The down-
side of this approach is that, whatever physical properties
that DNN has learned to estimate, they are not encoded in
a physically meaningful format nor can they be converted
into one. Also, in the context of interactive sound, avail-
ability of a video registration of the physical interaction
corresponding to the sound is a strong assumption.

3. METHODS

The proposed estimation algorithm is based on one single
audio example, without any prior knowledge about the ge-
ometry or the material properties of the object. The modal
parameters are found through linear and non-linear regres-
sion on the spectral features obtained by state-of-the-art
sinusoidal analysis. The method is summarized in Algo-
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rithm 1. An implementation has been developed in Python
(Python 3.7.4, NumPy 1.17.2, SciPy 1.3.1). During the de-
velopment of the approach, we have used MTG’s own im-
plementation of SMS, which is available on their GitHub
repository 1 .

3.1 Sinusoidal Analysis

Serra [17–19] introduced Spectral Modelling Synthesis (SMS),
an analysis and synthesis system for musical sounds based
on the decomposition of the sound into a deterministic si-
nusoidal and a stochastic component. The main compo-
nents of the sinusoidal analysis are the peak detection and
the peak continuation algorithms. The peak detection al-
gorithm detects peaks in each STFT frame of the analysed
sound as a local maximum in the magnitude spectrum:
zero-phase windowing is employed, so, local flatness of
the phase spectrum can be used to detect the peaks. The
peak continuation algorithm organizes the peaks into tem-
poral trajectories, with every trajectory representing the
time-varying behaviour of a partial. Subsequently, for ev-
ery peak in a trajectory, the instantaneous frequency, mag-
nitude and phase are stored to allow further manipulation
and resynthesis. The residual power-spectral density is
estimated with a line-segment approximation of the dif-
ference between the original spectrum and the sinusoidal
component.

For the problem of modal analysis, our method relies
only on the deterministic sinusoidal component of SMS.
The general-purpose analysis of SMS enables recycling of
the peak trajectories: if one trajectory becomes inactive,
it can be later picked up when a newly detected partial
arises. Thus, after SMS analysis, one first post-processing
step amounts to splitting mixed trajectories into trajectories
that represent only one partial. Subsequently, two trajecto-
ries that do not overlap in time but have approximately the
same average frequency (any thresholding function could
be used, in the default implementation of the algorithm it
is set to 1 mel) can be considered as belonging to the same
partial and merged into the same trajectory.

Some simplifying assumptions and ad-hoc refinements
can be made for the sounds considered in this work, i.e.
sounds of resonating objects produced by mechanical im-
pacts. First, all partials start at the same onset, so any
identified trajectory that starts significantly after the on-
set can be discarded. Second, we found that feeding the
audio signal into the algorithm with the time axis reversed
(i.e. starting from the end of the sound) avoids the detec-
tion of spurious spectral peaks in the attack transient of
the sound, while allowing it to pick up the longest-lasting
partials more robustly. This is a common trick used in au-
dio analysis for additive synthesis [20], that is also used in
MPEG Audio [21]. It doesn’t impose any further limitation
to the approach, because processing is always assumed to
be batch.

1 https://github.com/MTG/sms-tools

Data: the array of audio samples x,
the sampling frequency fs

Result: list of frequencies f ,
list of decays d,
list of magnitudes m

// Sinusoidal analysis
x← flip(x)
τ ← sinusoidal analisis(x, fs)
for i := 0 to #τ − 1 do

τ [i]← flip(τ [i])
end

// Split trajectories

τ ←
⋃#τ−1
i=0 split trajectory(τ [i])

// Merge trajectories
i := 0
offset := +∞
while i < #τ do

j := i+ 1
while j < #τ do

if mergeable(τ [i], τ [j]) then
τ [i]← merge trajectories(τ [i], τ [j])
delete τ [j]
j ← i+ 1

else
j ← j + 1

end
end
offset← min(offset, τ [i][0].time)
i← i+ 1

end

// Discard trajectories starting late
i := 0
while i < #τ do

if τ [i][0].time ≤ offset + off thresh then
i← i+ 1

else
delete τ [i]

end
end

// Regression
initialize empty lists: f, d,m
for i := 0 to #τ − 1 do

(k, q)← regression(τ [i].time, τ [i].db)
f .append(mean(τ [i].freq))
d.append (−40 log10 (e)/k)
m.append (exp10(q/20))

end

// Filter
i := 0
while i < #f do

if is plausible(f [i], d[i],m[i]) then
i← i+ 1

else
delete f [i], d[i], m[i]

end
end

Algorithm 1: Summary of the SAMPLE algorithm.
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3.2 Parameter Regression

Partials of a modal impact sound are characterized by ex-
ponentially decaying amplitudes. In its general form, the
oscillation related to the ith modal partial is defined as

pi(x, t) = si(x)e
− t

di cos

(
2π

∫ t

0

fi(t)dt+ φ0

)
, (1)

where fi is the instantaneous frequency of the mode, di
is the associated damping, and si is the modal shape at
the spatial point x. In the case of static modes (constant
modal frequency) and for one pickup point, Eq. (1) can be
simplified as follows:

pi(t) = mie
− t

di cos (2πfit+ φ0) . (2)

SMS trajectories carry information about instantaneous fre-
quency, magnitude and phase; however, phase information
will not be considered. Hence, the trajectory τi relative to
the ith partial will be regarded as a function that associates
to every frame index the instantaneous amplitude and fre-
quency of the partial:

τi : N(i) ⊂ N→ R2, n 7→
(
mie

− t(n)
di , fi(t(n))

)
, (3)

τi(n) =: (A(τi(n)), f(τi(n))) , (4)

where t(n) is the time instant associated to frame n and
N(i) is the set of indices of the frames where there is a
peak belonging to τi.

The modal frequency is then estimated as the average fre-
quency of the trajectory:

f̂i :=
1

#N(i)

∑
n∈N(i)

f(τi(n)). (5)

The instantaneous amplitude of the partial can be derived
from Eq. (2), excluding the oscillatory component, as de-
fined previously in Eqs. (3) and (4):

Ai(t) = mie
− t

di . (6)

Taking the logarithm of the instantaneous amplitude, the
function becomes linear.

lnAi(t) = −
t

di
+ lnmi , (7)

Thus, lnmi and d−1i can be estimated as the coefficients of
a linear model via ordinary linear regression (least-squares
estimate, LSE) [22]. In the implementation of the method,
amplitude is expressed in decibel.

A
(dB)
i (t) = kit+ qi ⇒ Ai(t) = 10

kit+qi
20 . (8)

The estimates of the linear coefficients are

k̂i, q̂i = argmin
ki,qi

∑
n∈N(i)

∣∣∣A(dB)(τi(n))− kit(n)− qi
∣∣∣2 ,

(9)

Figure 2. Comparison of fitting a linear function and a
hinge function to noisy amplitude trajectory data when the
noise floor stops the linear decay. Axes are time (abscissa)
and amplitude (ordinate, logarithmic). The hinge regres-
sion allows for a better estimate of the linear parameters,
while the linear regression is biased towards a lower value
for the intercept q and a less steep slope k.

where A(dB) denotes the trajectory point amplitude ex-
pressed in decibel. These are the conversion formulae.

mi = 10
qi
20 , (10)

di = −
20 log10 e

ki
. (11)

When the noise floor is high, it could be detected by SMS
and its magnitude would contribute to the magnitude of the
trajectory. In order to obtain a finer estimate of the linear
parameters, the amplitude of the trajectory can be fitted to
a hinge function using non-linear least squares estimate (as
shown in Fig. 2). A hinge function h(t) is a function that
is linear for t < α and then continues as a constant.

hk,q,α(t) = k ·min (t, α) + q. (12)

Non-linear LSE is not guaranteed to converge to a global
optimum. Matti et al. [23] included the noise in the model
and defined a customized optimization method. In this ap-
proach most of the noise is excluded by the sinusoidal anal-
ysis and the optimizer is initialized with the linear param-
eters values found via linear LSE, with α equal to half of
the duration of the signal. Parameter α is discarded after
the estimate.

3.3 Feature elimination

Triplets of parameters not corresponding to plausible modal
features are discarded. Partials whose frequency is not in
the audible band (default 20Hz ∼ 20 kHz) are filtered out
because they are not of interest for audio resynthesis.

The time-constant d is not conventionally used to describe
the decay time of a sound. A more common descriptor is
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Figure 3. Violin plots for the Pearson correlation coefficient and the normalized Euclidean dissimilarity between the
original sounds MFCCs and the resynthesised sounds. The twelve pairs of violin plots correspond to the MFCC index
(one to twelve). The body of the violin plot is the histogram, the black rectangle is the interquartile range and the white
dot is the median value. Stars above the groups are indicative of the p-value of the paired-difference test as explained in
equation (17). Macro averages are drawn as horizontal lines of the same colour of the corresponding class.

t60, the time to decay by 60 dB [24].

A(t60)

A(0)
= 10−

60
20 ⇒ t60 = d · 3 ln 10 = −60

k
. (13)

A threshold value on the t60 can be set to filter out rapidly
decaying partials. Setting the threshold to 0 has the effect
of filtering out only misbehaving partials. If k > 0 it, then
the partial is increasing in magnitude instead of decreasing.

A threshold can be also set on the relative magnitude.
Considering the partial with the largest magnitude m∗ as
a reference, the relative magnitude (in decibel) is

m
(r)
i := 20 log10

mi

m∗
. (14)

In this way, very soft partials can be discarded.

3.4 Resynthesis

To resynthesise modal sounds, the PureData implementa-
tion of SDT [5] was employed. 2 A PureData patch has
been assembled to synthesise sounds using previously ex-
tracted modal parameters. Also, a Python interface was
developed with Cython [25] to wrap the relevant C API
of SDT, which makes it possible to write complete analy-
sis/synthesis pipelines entirely in Python.

An important technical caveat is that SDT resonator ob-
jects require a decay parameter δ that is twice the decay

2 http://soundobject.org/SDT/

parameter d defined in Eq. (1):

δi = 2di = −
40 log10 e

ki
. (15)

4. RESULTS

A dataset was collected, containing 20 audio recordings
from each of the 4 objects in Fig. 1 (a bottle, saucepan,
plank, and mug), for a total of 80 samples. They have been
recorded in an acoustically isolated room at LIM with a
Zoom H4 recorder. The sounds have been produced by
manually hitting the objects with a wooden stick.

Additionally, five publicly available recordings of differ-
ent bells sounds were used: they have been recorded by
Daniel Simion and are available under Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 3 licence. Every recording has been cropped
to a single repetition, starting right at the onset.

The two datasets were analysed with both the proposed
approach and SDTModalTracker, a modal parameters esti-
mator recently added to SDT. The sounds resynthesised us-
ing the parameters extracted with the two approaches were
compared both objectively and subjectively.

All sounds have been analysed using the same hyperpa-
rameters. This serves as a reference for the baseline per-
formance of the approach. An experienced sound-designer
should tweak those hyperparameters based on the nature of

3 http://soundbible.com/tags-bell.html
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the sound being analysed. The hyperparameters we used
are the following: Hamming window (2048 points), FFT
size 16384, hop size 256, magnitude threshold -80 dB, min-
imum sine duration 0.02 s, maximum number of sines 64,
frequency deviation offset 10 and slope 0.001, time delay
threshold 0.1 s, initial magnitude threshold -60 dB (abso-
lute), frequency boundaries 20 Hz and 18 kHz, t60 thresh-
old 0 s, using time-reversed audio.

The original audio files and the outputs can be found on
the GitLab Pages website of the development repository 4 ,
as well as time-domain and time-frequency domain plots 5 .
Plots for the in-between analysis steps are also available at
the same page.

4.1 Objective Evaluation

To assess the resynthesis accuracy of the two methods, the
resynthesised sounds are compared to the original sounds
using the mel-frequency cepstrogram (12 MFCCs are com-
puted for every STFT frame, resulting in a time-cepstrum
representation of the sound). For every MFCC, the Pear-
son correlation coefficient is computed between the orig-
inal and the resynthesised sound. Since the correlation is
invariant to scale factors, another metric is employed to
account for absolute differences, the normalized Euclidean
dissimilarity (NED). This is a variant on the RMSE that is
insensitive to bins for which both vectors are zero-valued
and is always in the interval between zero and one.

NED(A,B) =
‖A−B‖2√

2(‖A‖22 + ‖B‖
2
2)
. (16)

The first dataset was used for this evaluation. For each of
the 48 output values (12 MFCCs, 2 evaluation metrics, 2
analysis methods) the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality [26]
was performed to ascertain which paired-difference statis-
tical test could be used for comparison. The only output
value that did not fail the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality
was the NED for MFCC-6.

For MFCC-6, the paired-samples t-test rejected the hy-
pothesis that the two methods have different means for the
NED. Also, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test rejects the same
hypothesis for the PCC. For every other MFCC, the differ-
ence in the empirical values is significant and in favour of
the proposed method, according to the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test. Fig. 3 shows violin plots with the distributions
of the metrics for all MFCCs and for both methods. Stars
indicate the level of significance for the p-value of the cor-

4 chromaticisobar.gitlab.io/pyaprsi2/audio
5 chromaticisobar.gitlab.io/pyaprsi2/plots

µ PCC σ µ NED σ

SDTModalTracker 0.225 0.293 0.494 0.077

SAMPLE 0.643 0.132 0.351 0.069

Table 1. Objective evaluation metrics macro-average and
macro-standard-deviation.

responding paired-difference test.

* p ≤ 0.05 ** p ≤ 0.01
*** p ≤ 0.005 **** p ≤ 0.001

(17)

The macro-average values are summarized in table 1. It
should be noted that the PCC is a measure of similarity
and the NED is a measure of dissimilarity.

4.2 Subjective Evaluation

A MUSHRA test (MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference
and Anchor) [27] has been set up to evaluate the subjective
quality of the resynthesised sounds. It has been developed
using webMUSHRA, a MUSHRA compliant web audio
API based experiment software [28], and deployed to the
web 6 .

The listening test has 9 pages, one for each of the dif-
ferent sounds (one sample for each of the four objects in
Fig. 1, chosen at random, and the five bell sounds). In each
page the listener is presented with one reference sound
sample and 5 approximations: the reference, two anchors
(the reference sound filtered with a low-pass filter at 7 kHz
and 3.5 kHz) and two synthetic sound generated with SDT
using the modal parameters extracted with SAMPLE and
SDTModalTracker.

The listener is asked to report on the quality of each ap-
proximation with respect to the reference sound using a
scale from 0 to 100. The listener is informed that the ref-
erence sound is hidden among the approximations. They
are also encouraged to give a prefect score to a sample if
they think that it is the reference. The listener can listen to
the reference and to the approximations in any order and
as many times as they like.

The listener is also asked to use headphones or studio
monitors instead of their computer or phone built-in speak-
ers, if possible. At the end of the test the listener must state
what listening device they used (headphones, earphones,
studio monitors or built-in speakers) at what is their audio
background: no background, intermediate (e.g. student or
amateur musician or audio engineer) or expert (e.g. musi-
cian or audio engineer). Optional information about gen-
der and age can be input, along with a feedback message.

We received 12 entries, two of which have been discarded
according to the MUSHRA guideline because they rated
the hidden reference below 90 MUSHRA points for more
than 15 percent of all test items. One of them reported hav-
ing no audio background, the other reported being an inter-
mediate. The remaining 10 participants were so divided: 2
no-background, 3 intermediate and 5 experts. Only the dis-
carded intermediate used studio monitors, all other partic-
ipants used either headphones or earphones. Although the
test was not conducted in a controlled environment, these
conditions and support have been considered sufficient to
draw macroscopic conclusions.

The results for all the valid entries are summarized us-
ing violin plots in Fig. 4, similarly to Fig. 3. The sound
resynthesised using the parameters extracted with SAM-
PLE have been considered as Fair in the average case.

6 www.lim.di.unimi.it/mushra/?config=sample.yaml
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SDT SAMPLE 3.5 kHz 7 kHz reference
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100 **** **** ****
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Figure 4. Violin plots for the MUSHRA test scores. The
body of the violin plot is the histogram, the black rectan-
gle is the interquartile range and the white dot is the me-
dian value. Stars above the groups are indicative of the
p-value of the paired-difference test as explained in equa-
tion (17). The audio samples resynthesised with parame-
ters extracted with the proposed method have been judged
similar to the 3.5 kHz anchor and better than SDT.

The distribution of the scores is also very similar to the
3.5 kHz low-pass filtered anchor and their differences are
not significant (p > 0.05 for the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test). The 7 kHz low-pass filtered anchor and the refer-
ence collected better scores (Good and Excellent, respec-
tively). The sound resynthesised using the parameters ex-
tracted with SDTModalTracker have been considered as
Poor in the average case, that is, significantly worse than
SAMPLE (p ≤ 0.001 for the Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

5. CONCLUSION

A method for estimating modal parameters has been pre-
sented, which uses only one audio recording as a sam-
ple. The method has been compared to a publicly avail-
able open-source method with the same premises in the
task of parameter estimation for modal synthesis. The two
methods were compared with computational and subjec-
tive tests.

The proposed method does not require any previous knowl-
edge of the object geometry or materials and also requires
no more than one audio recording of the sound of the im-
pacted object. However, it is only applicable to rigid res-
onators and it is not robust to external factors such as re-
verberation. Furthermore, the system that contributes to
the sound is modelled as a whole: the contribution of the
resonator, the impacting object and any support are not dis-
entangled. Also, the method only models the mode contri-
bution when impacted at one impact point and recorded at
one pickup point.

Non-linear phenomena, such as coupling, are not mod-
elled in this approach. Modal systems that have a sig-
nificantly non-linear behaviour should be analysed by ad-
dressing the specific non-linearities. Those non-linearities
should also be implemented in the synthesis model.

The parametrization of transients is not addressed and left
to the sound-designers. The main motivation of this choice
is that it would require a complementary approach (e.g.
it could be addressed using information from the residual
component). Also, in modal synthesisers such as SDT’s
there is a small number of transient parameters, that can
easily be tweaked by the sound-designer.

Assumptions of modal analysis could be implemented di-
rectly in the sinusoidal model, instead of after the analysis,
such as stationarity of modes and monotonic decreasing
amplitude. A stand-alone GUI will be developed to allow
for the fine-tuning of hyperparameters and modal param-
eters and ease the access for sound-designers who are not
familiar with Python.

Beats could be included in the model, allowing for the
resolution of partials that are grouped together in the STFT.
This could be done either in the time domain or in the time-
frequency domain, as a successive fitting step after hinge
regression.

The model could be generalized to the case in which more
than one example is available, to improve robustness. Sim-
ilarly, a generalized model could accept optional prior in-
formation about the geometry and the material distribution
of the object, to extend the model to a space-time process.
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ABSTRACT

We present a software for the sonification of neuronal ac-
tivity acquired by calcium imaging of neurons in the brain
of zebrafish larvae. The objective was to facilitate the ob-
servation of the temporal and spatial patterns of activity
as well as the synchronous phenomena between different
neurons. The parameter mapping approach was used. The
method we present relies on manually drawn regions of in-
terest (ROI), whereby, the average fluorescent values of the
ROIs are computed to drive FM synthesis parameters. The
ROIs represent neurons and each ROI is associated with a
FM synthesizer producing sound signal. An interface was
developed to allow one to tune the parameters of the soni-
fication and manage the data sets. This paper presents the
different mapping that were tested, their implementation in
the software, and the interface that was developed.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are 86 billion neurons in the human brain. We are
only starting to understand how these neurons are con-
nected and how they function to drive movement, emotions
and cognitive abilities. To better understand how the brain
works, scientists use model organisms including rodents,
fish, and flies. Many studies have shown the similarities
between different animal species with humans. Recently,
the zebrafish has become a popular model system to study
brain function due to its transparency and small size as
there are ‘only’ around 100,000 neurons in the larval brain.
Brain activity can be monitored using genetically encoded
calcium sensor, GCaMP, which can be expressed only in
subset of neurons [1]. When neurons become active, it re-
sults in an increase in calcium levels. When calcium binds
to GCaMP, it causes the protein to increase its fluorescence
intensity. In other words, we can monitor the activity of

Copyright: c© 2020 Argan Verrier et al. This is an open-access article distributed

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original author and source are credited.

neurons by measuring the changes in its fluorescence lev-
els using GCaMP. This technique is called calcium imag-
ing and is especially powerful as it allows the monitoring
of real-time activity in as many neurons as can be imaged
under a microscope at a single cell level. However, the
downside is that due to the large number of neurons, it is
difficult to find the best approach to recognize the different
types of activity in the brain. This work was initiated to
find a novel method to more easily recognize and differen-
tiate the diverse activity of hundreds of neurons.

This paper presents a software for the sonification of cal-
cium imaging data. This project is a collaboration between
the LAM (Lutheries-Acoustique-Musique) team of the In-
stitut Jean Le Rond d’Alembert - Sorbonne université and
the FINN (Formation and Interaction of Neural Networks)
team in the department of Neuroscience Paris Seine of the
Institut de Biologie Paris-Seine - Sorbonne Université.

The goal of this project was to study if sound information
in addition to visual information would help clarify the dif-
ferent types of neuronal activity. The device was designed
to facilitate the recognition of synchronous neuronal activ-
ity in the nervous system [2], as well as their temporal and
spatial activity patterns. A special attention was given to
the ease of use of the software and the aesthetic aspect of
the sonification.

The parameter mapping was used along with an FM syn-
thesis. Several mapping methods were tested to study their
effect in processing the data. We firstly present the state-
of-the-art of the sonification approach, mainly focusing on
the imaging application. Next, we present the material and
methods used in this study. We then introduce the soft-
ware and the mapping method used, implementation of the
sonification, and finally the results.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Sonification refers to the representation of data using a
sound signal, in the same way that visualization is the rep-
resentation of data using image. In this section, we present
the main sonification techniques and their applications in
the medical imaging field.
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Both sonification and visualization are intended to ex-
plore data sets. In [3] Hermann states that sonification is
well suited for large data sets hard to represent visually,
as well as allowing perception of patterns and structures
within the data. Sonification methods have a large field
of applications, ranging from the sonification of the cen-
ter of gravity of a skier [4] to the monitoring of electrical
grids [5]. In [6] Hermann presents the main sonification
techniques : audification, earcon, auditory icon, parame-
ter mapping and model based sonification (MBS). Audifi-
cation consists in ”the direct translation of the waveform
of data into sound” [7] : the data, audible or not, is trans-
formed to be heard by the user. Auditory icon and earcon
are sound events related to data or interactions. MBS con-
sists of creating a numeric model based on the data prop-
erties, which produces a sound signal when excited by the
user [6].

Parameter mapping consists of driving the parameters of
an audio synthesis with parameters of the data to sonify
[6]. According to [8] it is the most widely used sonifica-
tion technique and studies about the perception of different
mappings have been carried out [9, 10]. One of the main
issues encountered is the non linear perception of some
sound characteristics [10], especially the pitch, which is
the most commonly used [8], as well as the perception of
the mapping, which may not be intuitive.

Medicine is an important field of application. Data such
as neuronal activity or heart beat can be sonified to help
the physician with a diagnostic. It is interesting to note
that these methods are usually used to complement visual
information.

In [11] the authors present a method to facilitate the diag-
nosis of Alzheimer’s dementia. The parameter mapping is
used along with PET/CT scan imaging. The activity of two
affected lobes is compared to a reference, unaffected lobe
for each patient. Each lobe is allocated an oscillator, the
reference lobe with a base reference frequency. The fre-
quencies of the two affected lobes are deviations from the
base frequency, calculated based on the deviation of activ-
ity between each lobe with the reference lobe. The interac-
tion between the different frequencies results in an audible
beating pattern, which differed according to the severity of
the disease progression.

In [12] the authors propose a method to help find anoma-
lies in pictures from medical imaging using statistical de-
scriptors, applied to mammography. Parameter mapping is
used and the descriptors drive synthesis parameters. The
user explores the picture with a moving region of interest
on which the descriptors are computed.

The authors of [13] present two sonification methods us-
ing an arbitrary number of voxels for functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). The first method uses a low
number of voxels to drive pitched notes, and thus produces
evolving chords. The second method uses a large number
of voxels to control a large number of notes to obtain an
evolving sound texture.

Finally, in [14] the authors present different approaches
to help identify cells affected by cervical cancer. They use
parameter mapping and present several mapping methods

to be used with visual information. It is interesting to note
that they take into account the aesthetics of the produced
sound, since the cytologists who use these methods would
need to listen to the sound for hours.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Calcium imaging data

The data set used for the sonification was from calcium
imaging of spontanenous neuronal activity of habenular
neurons in the brain of larval zebrafish carried out in the
Hong lab. Spontaneous neuronal activity refers to endoge-
nous neuronal activity without any external stimuli. The
habenula is an evolutionarily conserved area of the verte-
brate brain important for mediating aversive emotions [15].

The transgenic line Tg(gng8:gal4ff;UAS:GCaMP7a) [16],
expresses the GCaMP calcium sensor only in habenular
neurons. The fish were maintained at 28◦C on a 14:10h
light:dark cycle in a recirculating system. All experiments
were carried out in agreement with the European Direc-
tive 210/63/EU and the French application decree “Décret
2013-113”. The project has been approved by the ethical
committee “Comité d’éthique Charles Darwin ”(APAFIS15909-
2018070912072530 v5). The fish facility has been ap-
proved by the ‘Service for animal protection and health’,
(A-75-05-25).

6 and 7 days old larvae were used for experiments. They
were anesthetized in Tricaine (0.01%), their brains were
dissected using fine forceps in Ringer’s solution (134mM
NaCl, 2.1 KCl, 1.2mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 10mM
Glucose, 2.1 CaCl2, pH = 7.6) and mounted in 1.2% low-
melt agarose.

The calcium imaging was performed on a spinning disk
microscope (Zeiss Axio Examiner.Z1) with a 40X water
immersion objective (NA=0.95) at a rate of 5Hz. As de-
scribed in [16] the average fluorescence intensity of habe-
nular neuron soma were calculated using manually drawn
region of interest (ROI) in FIJI [17]. The average fluo-
rescence intensity over each ROI was then extracted and
analyzed with custom-written Matlab scripts. The ampli-
tude of calcium activity was computed using the following
relation:

∆f(t)

f
=
fi(t)− fmean

fmean
(1)

Where fi(t) is the mean intensity over the ith ROI at a
given time (the signal of the ROI), and fmean is the mean
value of the ROI over the entire recording. K-means clus-
tering was carried out on Matlab with kmeans function,
k=5 was selected based on correlation coefficient values
and manual analysis of calcium activity using a heatmap.

The data set consisted of mean values computed over the
ROIs for each frames. The number of ROIs ranged from
129 to 198. They are represented as a NROI -dimension
discrete signal of time sampled at the rate of 5Hz. The
length of the recordings was around 3000 frames.

Additional materials used: the video generated from the
recording, the location of the ROIs on the videos and the
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clusters extracted using the k-means clustering, which con-
sisted of ROIs allocated to different clusters.

The sonification software was developed using Max/MSP,
which allows quick prototyping and interaction with the
user. The data was formatted using custom written Matlab
scripts.

3.2 Goals and constraints

The sonification is intended to be used with the associated
video : the auditory information is complementary to the
visual information.

The two main goals for the sonification were the synchro-
nization between neurons (neuron groups), and activation
patterns (spatial and temporal). The aesthetic of the sound
was another point of focus for this project. Another aspect
of the sonification we focused on was the interaction with
the user. Rather than passively listening to the resulting
sound signal, the user is able to interact and explore the
data using the sound. The user is able to select the data
sets to sonify and also set the parameters of the sonifica-
tion to be used with different sets of data. In summary, we
strived to make the the software as easy to set-up and use
without prior experience.

The parameter mapping approach was chosen as it was
well documented, and studies on the perception of differ-
ent mapping were previously carried out. MBS and au-
dification approaches were excluded because of our high
dimension data set.

We focused on transition of the values from a base value,
corresponding to a non-active ROI, to a high value corre-
sponding to an active ROI.

4. THE SOFTWARE

In this section, we describe the software and the sonifica-
tion approach developed. The materials used are the aver-
aged fluorescence intensity computed over each ROI with
the coordinates of the ROIs, and the video recording of the
calcium (neuronal) activity.

4.1 Overview

The software consists of an interface which allows the user
to set the sonification parameters, display the calcium ac-
tivity recording (movie) and provide the audio feedback
corresponding to the sonified data.

The approach used for the sonification is based on man-
ually drawn regions of interest (ROIs). Each ROI is rep-
resented by an FM synthesizer whereby the carrier is ob-
tained by reading a wavetable at a pitched frequency fc, the
note of the ROI. This frequency is modulated by a signal
obtained by reading another wavetable at the modulating
frequency fm . The parameters of the synthesis are driven
by the properties of the signal of the corresponding ROI.
More details about the mapping are given in Section 4.2.

The user interacts with the data by forming groups of
ROI, which all have the same carrier frequency and a same
wavetable used for the carrier signal. In the software, the
groups of ROIs are represented by their colors. The audio
signal is the summation of the signals produced by each

ROI. The overview of the sonification process is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the sonification approach. Each
ROI is associated to an FM synthesizer where the param-
eters are driven by the corresponding signal. The user
can interact by forming groups of ROIs and choosing the
wavetables and notes.

For each group, the user chooses the wavetable of the
carrier and the note. Before the sonification process, the
signals are preprocessed and normalized. This process is
described in Section 5.1.

The software itself is a Max/MSP patcher that contains a
user interface (Figure 3), and a video display for the user
to select the ROIs (Figure 2). Through the interface the
user can set the sonification parameters, manage the data
and ROI groups, and tune the video and audio feedback.
The videos can be played at 5 frames per second (real time
recording) to a default speed of 25 frames per second. This
choice was arbitrary and can be modified by the user.

Figure 2. Video display of the calcium activity in the habe-
nula, obtained as described in section 3.1. The ROIs are
represented by colored dots, which the user can click to
select for sonification.

4.2 Mapping

For a given ROI, the properties of the corresponding sig-
nal are used to drive the parameters of the FM synthesis.
Four parameters are used: the amplitude A, the inverse
of the harmonicity ratio h, the modulation index I and
the panning (stereophonic or quadriphonic). The follow-
ing variable t refers to discrete times sampled at audio rate
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Figure 3. Main user interface. This panel allows the user
to manage the data sets, set the audio and video feedback
and select the ROI groups.

(32kHz or 44,1kHz). The driving parameters are computed
for each frame of the video. The fluorescence value refers
to the normalized and preprocessed signals as described in
section 5.1.

We define h as the inverse of the harmonicity ratio:

h =
fm
fc

(2)

The modulation index I is defined as

I =
Am

fm
(3)

where Am is the amplitude of the modulation signal.
The amplitude A is mapped to the fluorescence value, as

it was assumed that the relationship between the intensity
and the loudness of the sound would be intuitive. The in-
verse of the harmonicity ratio h is mapped to the rate of
fluorescence change. This quantity is computed over two
frames with the normalized and preprocessed fluorescence
signals. The panning of the sound is mapped to the loca-
tion of the ROI on the video. The effect of stereophony
and quadriphony can be investigated. Lastly, the modula-
tion index is mapped to an additional parameter that can
be defined based on the ROI group. The mapping is sum-
marised in Table 1 .

Synthesis parameter Driving parameter
Amplitude Fluorescence value
h Fluorescence rate of change
Modulation index Group parameter
Panning Location of the ROI

Table 1. Mapping the data to synthesis parameters. Four
tested parameters are described in this table.

The group parameters used for this mapping are based on
formulas that reflect the properties of the user-made ROI
groups. The main purpose is to provide feedback to the
users on the arbitrary groups they made. Four different pa-
rameters can be selected: average, standard deviation, acti-
vation ratio and activation ratio rate of change. The group
parameters are computed for each frame of the recording.
The parameters can be computed using the fluorescence
values or its rate of change.

The average consists of the averaged chosen value over
the whole values of a given group at a given frame. Thus,
it can be expressed as

Fgj =

∑
g fij

Ng
(4)

where Fgj designates the value for the group g at the frame
j, Ng is the number of ROIs in the group g, fij is the cho-
sen value for the ith ROI at the jth frame and

∑
g is the

summation over the group g. We note that when the rate
of change is selected as the value to be processed, the pa-
rameter corresponds to the rate of change of the average
fluorescence in the group computed over two frames. In
the same way, the modulation index can be mapped to the
standard deviation of the selected value, computed over the
whole group. The activation ratio is the ratio of the active
ROIs over the total number of ROIs in the group. The pa-
rameter is expressed as

Fgj = ngj/Ng (5)

where ngj is the number of active ROIs in the group g at
the jth frame. Ng is the total number of ROIs in the group
g. The rate of change of the activation ratio is computed
over two frames.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we discuss the implementation of the soni-
fication process into the Max/MSP patcher. The required
material is the video of the calcium activity of habenular
neurons. The ROIs are selected and average fluorescence
intensity over each ROI calculated using FIJI. The files
containing the average fluorescence intensity and the lo-
cation of the ROIs are re-formatted using Matlab scripts 1 .
The user can either make their own ROI groups or use pre-
identified clusters using the k-means clustering method.

Two more effects can be used : a detune feature, based on
the rate of fluorescence change and a plucking-like sound
event triggered by the fluorescence value.

5.1 Preprocessing and normalization

The current version of the software enables the user to pre-
process the video and apply various noise-reduction and
normalization processes, which are the first two steps of
the sonification process. We are interested in the percep-
tion of the activation of the ROI, which is the transition
from a low value (the base activity within the ROI), to a
high value. The normalization process ensures that the sig-
nals are between 0 and 1, to allow one to use the software
with different data sets without the need to re-scale the pa-
rameters.

Two methods were used to compute the processed values.
The first method uses the average value and standard devi-
ation of the signals computed over the whole recording.
The processed signal corresponding to the ith ROI fpi(t)
is determined as

fpi(t) =
|fi(t)− fimean|

fimean
(6)

1 Credit for the ROI reading function goes to Dylan Muir.
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Or

fpi(t) =
|fi(t)− fimean|

σi
(7)

where fimean is the mean value of the signal over the whole
recording and σi is the standard deviation of the same sig-
nal computed over the whole recording.

The other method is a running average of N frames. The
number of frames to average can be determined by the user.
Hence, the nth sample of the signal of the ith ROI fpin is
expressed as

fpin =
1

N

n+N∑
j=n

fij (8)

where fij is the jth sample of the ith ROI.
Next, the data set is normalized. Three methods were

used: normalization by the maximum value per frame, the
maximum value over the whole data set, or the maximum
value per signal. With the first method, the signal is nor-
malized frame-by-frame by the maximum value of the data
set in the current frame. Thus, the normalized value fnij
of the processed signal fpi at the jth frame can be written
as

fnij = fpij/Fj (9)

where Fj is the maximum value of the data set in the jth

frame.
The second method consists of normalizing every signal

by the maximum value over the whole data.
Finally, the last method consists of normalizing the sig-

nals independently by their own maximum value over the
entire recording. The choice of normalization can be se-
lected by the user, and can be changed without reloading
the data.

The normalized and processed signals are used for the
sonification process. The rates of change are computed
with these signals, and normalized using the third method.

5.2 Mapping the amplitude

The values used to drive the amplitude are the processed
and normalized signals of the data set. However, the rela-
tionship between the amplitude of a sound signal and the
loudness perceived by the auditor is not linear and may de-
pend on the frequency [18]. Thus, describing the relation-
ship between the data parameter and the driven synthesis
parameter is a crucial part of the sonification design.

The property intended to be perceived with this mapping
method is the temporal organization of the activated ROIs.
Three steps were implemented. Firstly, a threshold was
placed to exclude the values corresponding to a non-active
state. The resulting signal was then sharpened (by analogy
to the sharpening effect used in image processing) with its
rate of change. Lastly, the signal was scaled to drive the
amplitude. To further enhance the perception, a compres-
sor is added after the synthesis.

For the sake of simplicity, the notation fni(t) remains
constant during the whole process.

The values that correspond to the non-active ROIs were
set to 0. We considered the ROI active when its fluores-
cence value is above 1 standard deviation. Thus, the ROI

is active when the corresponding normalized signal fni(t)
is above the threshold value kσi where σi is the standard
deviation of fni(t) and k is an arbitrary coefficient set by
the user.

The discrimination is implemented by interpolating the
signal’s value with a curve defined by two points (kσi, 0)
and (1, 1). A slope is added to smooth the transition. The
output value is determined as

fout = g (fni(t)) fni(t) (10)

where g(fni) is the interpolated value.
The discriminated signal is then used to drive the ampli-

tude. This is carried out in real time whereas the normal-
ization and the preprocessing are done prior to the sonifica-
tion. This allows the user to have a more dynamic control
over the threshold. The main purpose of the discrimination
process was to exclude the static sounds corresponding to
the base fluorescence values to clarify the sonification.

The sharpening effect is intended to enhance the percep-
tion of the activation by adding its rate of change to the
signal to intensify the event. The rate of change is scaled
with an interpolating curve to amplify the effect and re-
ject the lowest rate of change values. The output signal is
determined as

fout = fni(t)

[
1 + a

dfni(t)

dt

]
(11)

where a is an arbitrary coefficient set by the user that con-
trols the value added to the signal. We note that since the
fluorescence decay is considered to be less significant, only
the positive values of the rate of change were used.

The last transformation made to the fluorescence signal
is the scaling. This step defines the relationship between
the driving parameter and the driven parameter, the ampli-
tude. The scaling is done by interpolating the signal with
another curve. The purpose is to amplify the variation of
the signal between a base state and an active state (Figure
4). The curve is made of three zones and is intended to

active value

1

rejected values transition active value

0

Figure 4. Interpolating curve used to scale the signal be-
fore driving the amplitude. Three zones are shown : the
rejected values, the transition and the active value, which
is constant.

work as a compressor, as it is meant to enhance the attack.
The first zone consists of the rejected values. This gives a
finer control over which values will be sonified. The next
zone is the transition, whereby the slope controls the acti-
vation speed. A steeper curve will sharpen the transition
as the opposite will smooth it. The last zone sets the value
attributed to the active state.
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5.3 Mapping the modulation index

In each frame, the fluorescence values and rate of change
are calculated for each ROI. The selected values are routed
to the appropriate group. The parameters associated for
each group are then computed. Before driving the synthe-
sis the parameter goes through two interpolating curves.
The first scales the parameter between 0 and 1. The second
curve scales the modulation index to drive the synthesis.
Having two scaling curves instead of one allows the user to
independently scale the data parameter and the modulation
index. As each parameter are configured independently,
the user is able to design the relationship between the pa-
rameter and the synthesis while keeping a same range of
variation in the resulting sound. After scaling, the modu-
lation index is multiplied by an arbitrary coefficient value
for amplification. Convincing results were achieved with a
value of 20 which allows the variations to be easily audi-
ble without adding too much brightness as it would make
the information harder to distinguish and less aesthetically
pleasing.

6. INTERFACE

In this section, we describe the interface, which enables the
user to perform the steps to control the sonification : tun-
ing the parameters, loading data sets, allocating ROIs to
groups, managing the groups and choosing the wavetables.
The user has the possibility to shape the wavetable, choose
wavetables from audio files or even draw his own waveta-
bles. We also kept in mind musical applications that could
be achieved by tweaking the parameters and the waveta-
bles, and the ease of use of the software.

Additional features were also implemented : saving and
loading sets of groups and notes, buffers, ability to switch
between clusters and groups, and monitoring the activity
in specific ROIs.

The interface is built around three panels : the main panel
(Figure 3), the mapping panel and the instrument panel
(Figure 5). The main panel is the main interface where
the user can access other panels as well as managing the
data sets. The mapping panel contains the controls over the
sonification parameter. The instrument panel allows the
user to select the buffers and the waveshaping functions.
The interface is completed by the video display where the
user can select the ROIs.

The mapping panel is organized as a flowchart. Only
the most important parameters are displayed : the scal-
ing curves and the parameters of the sharpening and dis-
crimination. The curve used for the discrimination and the
parameters of the compressors are not accessible, as they
were considered to be less sensitive to the data to sonify.
Lastly, four presets were designed and implemented.

The instrument panel allows the user to set the buffers
used as wavetables and waveshaping functions. While this
choice is not crucial to the sonification, we wanted the
user to be able to experiment for musical applications. We
chose only to leave the most crucial information : the shape
and the allocation of the groups. This feature is experimen-
tal and would need further work. The default waveforms

Figure 5. Instrument panel (top) and mapping panel (bot-
tom). The mapping panel contains the settings to modify
the mapping. It is organized as a flowchart : The top line
represents the mapping to the modulation index, the mid-
dle line represents the mapping to the amplitude. The in-
strument panel allows the user to set the wavetables used
by the different groups of ROIs, and apply waveshaping
functions.

and waveshaping functions were sufficient and different
waveforms were mainly used to highlight a certain group.
However, the goal was to allow experimentation and musi-
cal applications, to have more control over the buffer and
their parameters, and for the advanced user to use external
software and load the results in the program.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present and discuss the results of the soft-
ware and the mapping presented above. In particular, we
present how they were used to design four presets : 1) gen-
eral purpose (default), 2) focus on the activity within indi-
vidual ROIs, 3) focus on monitoring synchronicity within
the ROIs grouped in cluster made groups, and 4) focus
on monitoring consecutive group activation. Note that the
evaluations presented in this section were established by
the authors. Hence, these results are preliminary and re-
quires further investigation.

7.1 Normalization and preprocessing

The choice of the normalization and preprocessing method
allows the user to obtain various results.

The running average was not ideal as it tended to smooth
most of the events. Average and standard deviation nor-
malization produced similar sounding results. Moreover,
they tended to reduce static notes being played, which was
aesthetically more convincing. As we were mainly inter-
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ested in variations in the signal, these two methods were
used for the four presets.

The normalization by the maximum per frame tended to
smooth the variation from frame to frame. This was sub-
optimal as we are mostly interested in the variation.

Lastly, the normalization by the maximum value over the
whole data tended to emphasize the variations of intensity
from one signal to another. Since we were more interested
in the activation patterns and not the relative amplitude of
different signals, this method was considered to be of less
interest.

7.2 Mapping the modulation index

Mapping the modulation index allows the user to access
additional information about the user-made or pre-clustered
(based on k-means clustering method) ROI groups.

The average over the whole group processed with the flu-
orescence value or its rate of change provides information
about the mean fluorescence in the group, or the rate of
change of the mean fluorescence. These mappings were
found to enable the user to monitor group activation : the
sound gets brighter when the group is highly activated, or
when the mean value increases. However, using the rate of
change of the fluorescence was perceived to be less com-
prehensible when using user-made groups compared with
pre-clustered groups. In the case of user-made groups the
less homogeneous activity would produce an almost con-
stant brightness harder to interpret. This configuration was
found to be less sensitive to the data, and required less
modification from one set to another. We chose the av-
erage fluorescence for the default preset.

On the other hand, the activation ratio and its rate of
change provideded information about whether or not a large
portion of the group is active, when fluorescence is cho-
sen as the value, or becoming active, when fluorescence
rate of change is chosen. We mainly used the fluorescence
value, as the rate of change processed with both processing
tended to produce an almost constant brightness harder to
interpret.

The activation ratio was used to provide information about
the synchronicity of the groups. If the ROIs are synchro-
nised and become activated at the same time, a very bright
sound is produced, with great variations. On the contrary,
if only a few ROIs are activated randomly, a more constant
brightness is produced. Therefore, this configuration was
used in preset 3. The activation ratio rate of change used
with the fluorescence intensity produces small bursts of
bright sound that would occur when the group gets quickly
activated. These quick changes were used to perceive the
moments when several ROIs in the same group gets ac-
tive. Moreover, the difference in the sound between syn-
chronous and non-synchronous groups were emphasized
by the fact that a synchronous group would produce smaller
bursts. This configuration was used in preset 4.

The Standard deviation was considered to be less useful
than the others. The result is harder to interpret as the pa-
rameter would get lower if all the ROIs are active at the
same time, but would increase if only a small number of
ROIs are active.

Lastly, the use of the fluorescence rate of change of in-
dividual ROIs were used to monitor ROI activity without
focusing on group events. This configuration was used in
preset 2, along with the plucking-like sounds to emphasize
the activation.

From an aesthetic point of view, the settings of these map-
pings allows us to obtain different sounds such as a con-
stant, fluctuating brightness or small bursts. Attention was
given to obtain aesthetically pleasing results. Indeed, the
drawback of the mapping is that the result is sensitive to
the data and can result in too much or too little brightness.
Hence, it is important that the user has control over the
scaling process.

7.3 Mapping the amplitude

Mapping the amplitude was highly dependant on the scal-
ing of the fluorescence. Increasing or decreasing the range
of rejected value were used to adapt to different data sets,
by rejecting static sounds considered to be irrelevant or un-
pleasant. The slope of the scaling curve can be used to em-
phasize the transition. Therefore, for presets 1 and 2 as we
wanted the information to be mainly conveyed by the am-
plitude, a rapid transition was used. On the other hand, for
presets 3 and 4, we wanted to use the brightness to convey
information about the groups. Hence, a smoother curve
was used.

The main drawback of this mapping was that as the values
used as fluorescence intensity were the mean value of the
ROI, the spatial distribution (size of the ROI) had not been
taken in account. Hence, some activation were not well
represented and could not be perceived depending on the
size of the ROI.

7.4 Selected sound frequency

Initially, we distributed the ROI groups on the notes of the
C major scale (rather than random frequencies) in order to
keep an overall consonance.

The first requirement was to obtain a uniform relationship
between perceived loudness and cell activity, regardless of
the tone selected for the cell. We thus used isosonic curves
[18] to map the activity of the ROI to the amplitude of the
audio synthesis.

Another interesting point was the impact of the interval
between the selected notes. Different intervals were tested.
First of all when using small intervals, up to perfect 5th,
consecutive activation were more easily perceived as melo-
dy, whereas larger intervals were more likely to be per-
ceived as independent events. This phenomenon of stream-
ing by pitch proximity [19] was used to monitor temporal
patterns of activation between the groups.

Moreover, the use of low notes would produce two au-
ditory streams : one with the notes themselves, and one
with the high harmonics added by the frequency modula-
tion. This effect of streaming by timbre [19] was used in
presets 3 and 4.

The effects of the notes used on the perception should be
further studied. In particular, future studies to analyze the
relationship between the different notes and mapping used
could be of great interest.
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8. CONCLUSION

We developed a sonification software using parameter map-
ping to explore neuronal activity using calcium imaging
data. An interactive interface was developed. The goal was
to observe synchronicity phenomena between the neurons,
as well as temporal and spatial activation patterns.

The mapping to the amplitude enables the recognition of
temporal patterns of activation. The quality of the mapping
to the modulation index largely depend on the choices of
the user. We designed four presets to detect different pa-
rameters : general purpose, observation of ROIs activity,
monitoring synchronicity within groups of ROIs, and mon-
itoring temporal patterns of activation.

The selection of notes also had an impact on the percep-
tion of the sonification. Indeed, the relationship between
mapping and notes allows one to obtain various effects.

Finally, the sonification of the visual media appears to
enhance and clarify the visualization of neuronal activity.
These conclusions should be completed with further stud-
ies. In conclusion, we have made an interactive software,
which can be used as a tool to further comprehend the di-
verse and complicated modes of neuronal activity.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents DigiDrum – a novel virtual reality mu-
sical instrument (VRMI) which consists of a physical drum
augmented by virtual reality (VR) to produce enhanced
auditory and haptic feedback. The physical drum mem-
brane is driven by a simulated membrane of which the pa-
rameters can be changed on the fly. The design and im-
plementation of the instrument setup are detailed together
with the preliminary results of a user study which investi-
gates users’ haptic perception of the material stiffness of
the drum membrane. The study tests whether the tension
in the membrane simulation and the sound damping (how
fast the sound dies out) changes users’ perception of drum
membrane stiffness. Preliminary results show that higher
values for both tension and damping give the illusion of
higher material stiffness in the drum membrane, where the
damping appears to be the more important factor. The goal
and contribution of this work is twofold: on the one hand it
introduces a musical instrument which allows for enhanced
musical expression possibilities through VR. On the other
hand, it presents an early investigation on how haptics in-
fluence users’ interaction in VRMIs by presenting a pre-
liminary study.

1. INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) is described as an immersive envi-
ronment provided by technology and experienced through
sensory stimuli [1]. Different types of technologies are
available for creating VR experiences, and head-mounted
displays (HMDs) are among the most popular. VR has
been used as a platform for the creation of perceptual illu-
sions, and much research has gone into producing realistic
or otherwise compelling visual and auditory experiences.
By comparison, the sense of touch has been neglected in
spite of its obvious potential to increase a sense of pres-
ence in a simulated world [1].

Virtual musical instruments (VMIs) are defined as soft-
ware simulations or extensions of existing musical instru-
ments with a focus on sonic emulation. Virtual reality mu-
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sical instruments (VRMIs), are those which also include a
simulated visual component [2].

The design and evaluation of DigiDrum – a novel VRMI
where a physical darbuka (a djembe-like drum) is enhanced
by VR is presented. The user wears a HMD which puts
them in a recording studio where a virtual drum is aligned
with the physical drum, so that both drums can be played
at the same time. Interaction with the (physical + vir-
tual) drum triggers a virtually simulated sound of a drum
membrane. This sound is sent to the user through sound-
isolating headphones for auditory feedback, and a vibra-
tion motor (haptuator) attached to the inside of the phys-
ical drum’s membrane creating a vibrotactile response in
the physical drum – similar to the haptic response a real
membrane would produce. As the drum’s sound is being
simulated, its properties can be changed on the fly, some-
thing which is impossible to do in the physical world.

An initial user study was conducted on DigiDrum with
a twofold goal. On the one hand, in order to study how
users interact with the installation and use this feedback
to improve the drum, and on the other hand, for trying to
understand whether there is a correlation between mate-
rial stiffness perception and the way users interact with the
drum. More specifically, the study investigated which pa-
rameters influence the perception of the material stiffness
of the drum membrane. Different combinations of values
for: (1) tension in the virtual membrane and (2) damping,
or how quickly the sound dies out were used. The ini-
tial hypothesis was that higher values for both tension and
damping would influence the perception of stiffness posi-
tively. In other words, higher tension and higher damping
(sound dying out faster) will result in users perceiving the
drum membrane as being more stiff. It was suspected that
tension would be the most important parameter in the per-
ception of stiffness. In the test, the auditory and haptic cues
were linked, or matching.

The research question which guides this work is:

Can a user’s perception of
material stiffness in an enhanced drum membrane change

by using auditory and haptic cues?

The ultimate goal of the paper is to (1) present an instal-
lation which helps to enhance musical expression possibil-
ities through a novel VRMI, and (2) investigate users’ in-
teraction with a VRMI focused not only on the visual and
auditory experience, but also on haptics.
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The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a
selection of related work. Section 3 is an introduction to
haptic perception. Section 4 describes the design criteria
used in for DigiDrum. In Section 5 we describe the sys-
tem overview and Section 6 details the implementation of
the visual virtual environment. In Section 7, the physical
model sound algorithm is described. In Section 8 a user
study looking at the interaction with the setup is presented
and preliminary results are shown and discussed in Section
9. Conclusive remarks and future development are made in
Section 10.

2. RELATED WORK

Several investigations on the connection between haptic
and auditory cues and perception of material stiffness have
been done. Some look specifically at playing percussion
musical instruments as the music community has long had
a strong interest in haptic technology [3], where others in-
vestigate haptics, visuals and sound in relation to human
computer interaction.

In [4], Sile O’Mohrain describes a series of studies where
experienced musicians played VMIs with both haptic and
auditory feedback with the aim of finding out whether adding
haptic feedback to these instruments would improve their
playability. The results indicate that the presence of haptic
feedback can improve a player’s ability to learn the behav-
ior of a VMI.

In [5], Dahl gives a detailed analysis of four experienced
drummers performing the same musical sequence using
drumsticks on drums with three striking surfaces (soft, me-
dium and hard). The study finds that the main parameter
influencing the preparatory movement and the striking ve-
locity was the dynamic level and, to a lesser extent, the
striking surface.

The work of Avanzini and Crosato’s [6], that of Passalenti
et al. [7], and that of Liu et. al. use the haptic device
PHANTOM R© OmniTM (now Touch) [8]. Avanzini and
Crosato test the influence of haptic and auditory cues on
perception of material stiffness separately, in an experi-
ment where subjects had to tap on virtual surfaces, and
were presented with audio-haptic feedback. In each con-
dition the haptic stiffness had the same value while the
acoustic stiffness was varied. The study indicates that sub-
jects consistently ranked surfaces according to the auditory
stimuli. Passalenti et al.’s experiment focuses on haptics
and guitar strings. In [9], a multimodal interface that syn-
chronizes visual, haptic and auditory stimuli to give users
a feeling of presence of virtual objects is presented and
thoroughly detailed. The study notices that although the
stiffness parameters of different materials were set to be
the same, the sound effects biased user’s judgment of the
hardness of surfaces.

The preliminary experiment conducted in relation to Digi-
Drum takes inspiration from these works, but looks at the
specificity of a VR-enhanced drum.

In [10], the design of a physically intuitive haptic drum-
stick is presented. The paper suggests that physically intu-
itive new musical instruments may help performers trans-

fer motor skills from familiar, traditional musical instru-
ments.

3. HAPTICS

The sense of touch is the first to develop in humans – a
sense we cannot shut down. Vision is the last sense to de-
velop, a sense we are able to “turn off” [11] by closing our
eyes. Despite this, tactile awareness generally receives less
attention than other sensory modalities when it comes to
technological development [12]. We live in a world over-
saturated by visuals, and VR is a technology where this
has been the case notably. In this section, we describe in
further detail haptic perception and how it works from a
neurophysiological point of view as well as the basis for
subjective decision making on tactile sensation.

3.1 Haptic Perception

The peripheral nervous system gathers environmental stim-
uli in form of visual, audible, tactile, olfactory (smell) and
gustatory (taste) inputs and transfers them to the central
nervous system for further elaboration and integration. Tac-
tile information is collected in the skin, muscles, and joints
and sent to an area in the brain called the primary somato-
sensory cortex [13]. This cortical area is the first stage
for the tactile awareness occurring across the surface of
the body. Several other structures of the central nervous
system take part in the generation of tactile feedback, as
generally, a single brain area is never responsible for infor-
mation awareness [14]. Light touch and tactile attention
are processed in the secondary somato-sensory cortex – an
area directly connected with the primary somato-sensory
cortex [15]. Literature reports that people undergoing tac-
tile training improve their perception but also strengthen
the connections and cortical representations of the stimu-
lated body area [16]. There is a direct relationship between
size of cortical region and haptic performance.

A specific area of the central parietal lobe, placed in the
back of the primary somato-sensory cortex, integrates the
information from the visual and haptic regions to help lo-
cate objects in space.

The sense of hearing is connected to the sense of touch
and touching objects in different ways produce abundant
sounds which convey information about the object and the
interaction, such as material, shape, roughness, stiffness,
the gesture, rate and strength of our actions. In VR sys-
tems, users may immediately notice the unnaturalness if
the interface has no sound or provides mismatched sound
[9].

As Cao et al. explain in [17], skilled interactions with
sounding objects, such as drumming, rely on resolving the
uncertainty in the acoustical and tactual feedback signals
generated by vibrating objects.

3.2 Notes on Experiments Involving Haptics

Conducting experiments on haptics can prove difficult be-
cause there are no proper technological devices for deliver-
ing controlled and reliable tactile stimuli [12]. When users
interact with a physical object, uncertainty may arise from
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mis-estimation of the objects’ geometry-independent me-
chanical properties, such as surface stiffness. How mul-
tisensory information feeds back into the fine-tuning of
sound-generating actions remains unexplored [17].

In virtual environments (as used in VR) and using hand
tracking devices such as Leap Motion [18] (see Section 5),
subjects are able to move their hands freely, which could
confound somato-sensory processing with activations re-
lated to motor planning and movement [19]. These un-
controlled motor activities result in uncontrolled somatic
stimulation. There is an anatomical explanation of this
close somato-motor functional relationship: areas involved
in the perception of touch on the hands in the primary
somato-sensory cortex are located mostly in front of the
areas responsible for hand movements [20]. Another prob-
lem with haptics is the subjective quantification of the stim-
uli. Contents of tactile consciousness vary between indi-
viduals and a common lexicon to evaluate haptic sensation
through surveys still seems far to be conceived [21].

3.3 Interaction between Visual Information and
Tactile Feedback

In a famous experiment, Pavani et al. [22], asked a group
of participants to detect the position of vibro-tactile stim-
uli on their arm. The participant’s own arm was placed
under a table (out of sight) while a fake rubber hand was
laid in front of them. The rubber hand was laid out in
a position that was anatomically compatible with partici-
pant’s real hand. When seeing the mannequin hand being
touched, all participants reported that their own hand was
being touched, even though that was not the case. In short,
the perception of tactile stimulation was simulated through
visuals. A similar experiment was conducted by [23] ask-
ing subjects to watch a video of a hand being touched on
the first finger while their own hand was stimulated syn-
chronously. Brain activity during synchronous stimulation
showed an improved tactile acuity. Taking into account
previous literature findings, we can conclude that in virtual
environments hand manipulations and interactions are im-
portant factors that enhance realism and user experience.

4. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR DIGIDRUM

As explained by [10], a new musical instrument is physi-
cally intuitive if the physics of haptic interaction are simi-
lar to those supported by a traditional musical instrument.
Physically intuitive new musical instruments may help per-
formers transfer motor skills from familiar, traditional mu-
sical instruments. This is why we choose to augment an
existing drum, instead of suggesting a completely new mu-
sical instrument – seeing a physical drum will invite users
to play the new instrument in an intuitive way and as a
regular drum. The mechanics of a musical instrument’s in-
terface – what the instrument feels like – determines much
of its playability [24].

In creating DigiDrum, the design criteria for VRMIs sug-
gested by Serafin et al. were used as guidelines [2]. The
setup integrates visuals, audio and haptics and extends an
existing musical instrument using VR seeking to create a

Figure 1: The physical setup of the system. The Leap Mo-
tion is mounted to the front of the HMD.

Figure 2: A user interacting with the setup.

“magical interaction”. Creating a sense of presence is at-
tempted by mapping the virtual drum’s location to that of
the physical one, and by representing the user’s hands in
the simulated world. DigiDrum was designed to create
three types of illusions: (1) a place illusion – users should
feel like they are in a music production studio, (2) a plau-
sibility illusion – users should feel like the experience is
really happening, and (3) virtual body ownership – users
should see their own body in the virtual world and feel
ownership of their virtual body.

5. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the overall design of DigiDrum and its
setup and Figure 2 shows a user interacting with the setup.
For hand-tracking, the Leap Motion [18], which is an infrared-
sensor-based camera that allows for accurate hand tracking
is used. It is mounted to the front of an Oculus Rift HMD
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Figure 3: Detailed system layout. The user interacts with
the system using their hands and gets haptic feedback
from the haptuator attached to the drum membrane, audi-
tory feedback from closed headphones and visual feedback
from the Oculus Rift headset. A detailed explanation can
be found in Section 5.

so that the user’s hands are in the field of view when they
look at the virtual drum. The drum is fixed in-place and
played like a djembe. In the application, the virtual drum
was placed slightly higher than the physical drum to make
sure the physical model was triggered when the physical
drum was hit.

A detailed overview of the system is given in Figure 3.
The hand movement data is retrieved by a PC which runs
the cross-platform game engine Unity [25]. The Unity
‘scene’ contains the virtual environment (see Section 6)
that the user will see through the HMD and the physi-
cal model used for the sound and haptics (see Section 7).
The HMD also sends data back to the PC regarding lo-
cation and head rotation. Once the tracked hand touches
(or collides with) the virtual drum, the physical model is
triggered and its output sound is sent to a haptuator which
is attached to the inside of the drum membrane. This ef-
fectively causes the physical membrane to be actuated by
a virtual membrane. To accommodate for the plausabil-
ity illusion mentioned in Section 4, the chosen haptuator
has a very high fidelity, i.e. can play realistic audio sig-
nals as opposed to non-realistic ‘buzzes’. Other forms of
haptic feedback have been considered, but – according to
the authors – the use of this actuator attached to the drum
membrane had the highest potential of resembling realistic
drum membrane vibration in the end.

Finally, the same sound that is sent to the haptuator is
also sent to sound-isolating headphones. Sound-isolation
is important as the sound coming from the physical drum
should not interfere with the audio coming from the simu-
lated drum.

6. UNITY IMPLEMENTATION

The virtual environment was created using Unity. All the
hardware drivers and software components were linked to-
gether using this platform. Here, a virtual drum playable
with hand motion using Leap Motion was created. The

user enters the VR environment (rendered as a recording
studio) and Leap Motion reconstructs (in VR) the subject’s
own hands. In the virtual recording studio a drum was
placed at the center and programmed to detect collision
with the reconstructed hands. When a collision was de-
tected, a C# script, in which a physical model of a drum
membrane was programmed, was activated to reproduce
the beating sound of the drum through an actuator placed
inside the drum skin.

7. PHYSICAL MODEL

The behaviour of musical instruments can be well described
by partial differential equations (PDEs) [26]. In this sec-
tion, the continuous-time PDE for a drum-membrane is
given and explained. This is followed by an explanation
of the discretisation method used. Finally, the parameter
values used for the implementation are given.

7.1 Continuous Time

A rectangular (stiff) membrane with dimensions Lx (m)
and Ly (m) can be described by the following equation
[27]:

ρH
∂2u

∂t2
= T∆u−D∆∆u− 2σ0

∂u

∂t
+ 2σ1∆

∂u

∂t
. (1)

Here, state variable, u = u(x, y, t) is a function of horizon-
tal coordinate x ∈ [0, Lx], vertical coordinate y ∈ [0, Ly]
and time t ≥ 0 and is parameterised in terms of mate-
rial density ρ (kg/m3), membrane thicknessH (m), tension
T (N) and frequency independent and dependent damping
coefficients σ0 (s−1) and σ1 (m2/s). Furthermore, D =
EH3/12(1− ν2) with Young’s modulus E (Pa) and Pois-
son’s ratio ν. Lastly, ∆ represents the 2D Laplacian [27]:

∆ =
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
. (2)

Furthermore, clamped boundary conditions – i.e., the state
u at all plate edges and their gradients are 0 – have been
chosen for simplicity:

u = ∇u = 0 with ∇ =
∂

∂x
+

∂

∂y
. (3)

7.2 Discretisation

For implementing the physical model, finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) methods were used [27]. These meth-
ods were chosen over others, such as the 2D waveguide
mesh [28], as they allow parameters and real-time changes
of these to be better controlled. FDTD methods discretise
u(x, y, t) shown in Equation (1) to un(l,m) using t = nk
with sample n and time step k (s), x = lh where l ∈
[0, ..., Nx − 1] and y = mh where m ∈ [0, ..., Ny − 1]
where Nx and Ny are the number of horizontal and verti-
cal grid points respectively. Furthermore, grid spacing h
(m) can be calculated using

h ≥ hmin = 2

√
c2k2 + 4σ1k +

√
(c2k2 + 4σ1k)2 + 4κ2k2

2
,

(4)
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Parameter Symbol (unit) Value
Membrane width Lx (m) 0.3
Membrane length Ly (m) 0.3
Material density ρ (kg/m3) 10

Thickness H (m) 0.001
Tension T (N) {15, 40, 80}

Young’s modulus E (Pa) 2 · 103

Poisson’s ratio ν (-) 0.3
Freq. indep. damping σ0 (s−1) {0.5, 2, 5}
Freq. dep. damping σ1 (m2/s) [0, 0.005]

Time step k (s) 1/44100
Grid spacing h (m) 4hmin

Table 1: Table showing parameter values.

where c =
√
T/ρH and κ =

√
D/ρH . The closer h is to

hmin, the higher the accuracy of the implementation.

7.3 Parameters

Most parameters used in the simulation were chosen em-
pirically and can be found in Table 1. With these param-
eters a small (30×30 cm) membrane with a low density
and stiffness is simulated. For the purpose of getting the
model to work in real time, the minimum grid spacing hmin
in Equation (4) is multiplied by 4 (hmin in (4) is calculated
based on the highest value of T and σ1 = 0.005). The
values for T and σ0 correspond to the cases used in the
experiment. The frequency dependent damping σ1 follows
an exponentially decaying curve,

σ1(t) = 0.005e−0.01t, (5)

where t = 0 at the time of excitation. This allows for
very low damping, i.e., very long sound, while taking away
some of the high frequency content present immediately
after excitation. This ultimately results in a more natural
drum sound, even when σ0 is set low.

8. USER STUDY

This work hopes to add to the corpus of design guidelines
for VRMIs, more specifically those VRMIs which involve
a touch based stroking movement. In [2], Serafin et al. de-
scribe three layers of evaluation for VRMIs, namely: (1)
investigating modalities of interaction, (2) evaluating VR
specific aspects, with engagement being the most interest-
ing from a VRMI perspective, and (3) looking at quality
and goals of interaction.

An initial user study was conducted with a towfold goal:
on the one hand - to study how users interact with DigiDrum
and create guidelines for improving the setup, and on the
other hand to investigate the relationship between tension
and frequency independent damping coefficient (T and σ0
respectively in Section 7) and user’s perception of material
stiffness.

As shown in Section 7, there are 3 different cases for both
tension T and frequency independent damping σ0. All
combinations were tested, resulting in 9 different cases.
Sound examples of each individual case can be found in

[29]. Participants’ experiences were evaluated through both
qualitative and quantitative methods, namely by: (1) ask-
ing them during the test how they rate the stiffness of the
material in each of the 9 cases, (2) a questionnaire includ-
ing questions about their relationship and experience with
playing a musical instrument, virtual body ownership and
whether they thought their interaction patterns changed be-
tween the different cases and (3) observation while the par-
ticipants interacted with the setup to retrieve data on en-
gagement and stroke patterns which possibly correlate to
the haptics and sound.

8.1 Process for the User Study

Before the experiment, participants were told that they would
be “drumming in VR”, that their perception of the stiff-
ness of the material they were interacting with was tested
and that their performances did not need to be musical in
any way. Furthermore, participants were told they would
hear 9 different cases in between which the “parameters
of the experience” would be changed and that for each of
these cases they would have to rate the stiffness of the ma-
terial they were interacting with on a scale of 1 to 7, 1
being “extremely soft or loose”, 7 being “extremely stiff
or hard”. The order in which the cases were presented was
randomised to reduce bias. Between cases, the participants
did not take off the headset or headphones, and the authors
noted their answers. After the test, the participants filled
out a questionnaire with the following questions (the last
two taken from [6]):

• I felt like the hands in the simulation were my own.
(1-7 rating)

• In order to express your judgements to the questions
during the simulation, you relied mainly on... (mul-
tiple answers possible: visuals|audio|haptics)

• In your opinion what was varying between each con-
dition? (multiple answers possible: visuals|audio|
haptics)

From participant-observation during the experiment and
the the final two questions of the questionnaire, “Did your
behaviour change between different cases, and if so what
did you do differently?” and “Anything you would like to
add?”, information on the user interaction and the quality
of the setup was collected.

The experiment was done on 16 participants, 9 of which
were experienced musicians (> 5 years of instrument prac-
tice). Three participants were drummers.

9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section will give the results of the user study and dis-
cuss these. Due to the small sample size and some issues
regarding interaction described at the end of this section,
the presented results should be considered preliminary.
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Figure 4: Relation between stiffness perception and sub-
jective ratings.

Figure 5: Subjective ratings grouped by different tension
and damping levels.

9.1 Statistical Analysis

The results of the stiffness ratings can be found in Fig-
ure 4. Intriguingly, there was a significant correlation be-
tween the cases sorted by damping first and then by tension
(both sorted from low to high) and the subjective ratings
(ρ = 0.9372, p < 0.01) using Spearman correlation. The
Spearman methodology was used because the low num-
ber of values did not allow modelling a normal distribu-
tion [30]. A quasi-linear relationship between subjective
stiffness perception and the values for tension and damp-
ing used by the simulation can be observed.

Figure 5 shows the average participant scores for each
level of damping and tension both grouped in levels (low,
medium and high). As previously hypothesised, the ratings
of material stiffness increases with tension and damping.

A statistical analysis was run on each single level based
on non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test with the results
reported in Table 2. This test helps to identify significant
differences between groups in presence of small samples
made by ordinal variables. Abbreviations are T for “ten-

Mann-Whitney U-test [p-values]
LT
LD

MT
LD

HT
LD

LT
MD

MT
MD

HT
MD

LT
HD

MT
HD

HT
HD

LT LD .0642 .0163 .1268 .0049 .0041 .0034 .0004 .0002
MT LD .0642 .6463 .3465 .6582 .1802 .1584 .034 .0091
HT LD .0163 .6463 .2123 .8933 .5413 .4455 .1737 .0915
LT MD .1268 .3465 .2123 .0791 .0254 .0283 .0012 .0009
MT MD .0049 .6582 .8933 .0791 .3191 .3114 .0449 .0174
HT MD .0041 .1802 .5413 .0254 .3191 .7732 .5214 .1383
LT HD .0034 .1584 .4455 .0283 .3114 .7732 .7725 .3424
MT HD .0004 .034 .1737 .0012 .0449 .5214 .7725 .2991
HT HD .0002 .0091 .0915 .0009 .0174 .1383 .3424 .2991

Note: Bonferroni adjusted significance threshold for multi-comparison p<0.0056

Table 2: Mann-Whitney U-test (p-values).

Different levels of tension/damping p-values
Low Damping Medium Damping 0.2560

Medium Damping High Damping 0.0078
Low Damping High Damping 6.5071e-04
Low Tension Medium Tension 0.0950

Medium Tension High Tension 0.4268
Low Tension High Tension 0.0297

Table 3: Comparison between different levels of tension
and damping.

sion” and D for “damping” while letters L, M and H mean
the levels “low”, “medium” and “high”. It is important to
take into account the multi-comparison problem and in this
case the threshold level for significance should be equal to
0.0056 following the Bonferroni correction.

As we can observe from Table 2, there isn’t a significant
difference between “high tension – low damping” and “low
tension – medium damping” (p = 0.2123) suggesting that
the linear relation shown in Figure 5 holds despite the dis-
continuity between points as seen on the scatterplot. How-
ever, we should consider it similar to a monotonically in-
creasing function rather than a pure linear trend.

Lastly, Table 3 shows group comparisons between the
three different values of damping and tension. A signif-
icant difference in participant’s ratings between medium-
high damping and low-high damping levels can be noticed
while tension shows significance only between low to high
tension. It can be deducted from the results that damping
is a more important factor than tension in material stiff-
ness perception. This result was unexpected, as it was hy-
pothesised that tension would be the most dominant factor
in stiffness perception. Additionally, it appears difficult
for participants to evaluate low to medium levels of both
damping and tension. In a future test, the values could be
chosen differently, or more alternatives for the parameter
values could be investigated to better see the perceptual
differences between these values.

9.2 Statistical Analysis: Reliability

Individual ratings were initially analysed with Cronbach’s
alpha [31] to test the internal consistency of the responses.
This measure is generally known as a metric to validate
a questionnaire with higher values of alpha as those more
desirable. The non-standardised Cronbach’s alpha value
was 0.6348 while the standardised value reached 0.6589.
According to [32], a value between 0.6 to 0.7 is question-
able (questionnaire scale is not fully reliable) with 0.7 as
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Question Result

I felt like the hands in the simulation were my µ = 5.44,
own. (1-7 rating) σ = 1.26

In order to express your judgements to the ques- visuals: 0,
tions during the simulation, you relied mainly audio: 15,
on... (visuals|audio|haptics) haptics: 5

In your opinion what was varying between each visuals: 0,
condition? (visuals|audio|haptics) audio: 14,

haptics: 10

Table 4: Questionnaire results. The last two questions were
taken from [6].

the threshold for an acceptable test. Despite the outcomes
being slightly below threshold (probably caused by sub-
jective difficulties in evaluating stiffness), it appears that
in future a good reliability can be reached by increasing
the sample size. Moreover, if we don’t consider all factors
loadings as evenly distributed, we could assume that the
Cronbach’s alpha underestimates the true reliability.

9.3 Questionnaire

The questionnaire results in Table 4 show that the partici-
pants generally found that the hands in the simulation were
their own. This proves that the Leap Motion is a good way
to track the hands and that it was well implemented. The
visuals had no influence on participants’ judgement, prob-
ably because they were unchanged. The audio seemed to
be the most predominant feature the participants focused
on when expressing their judgements (93.8%). Haptics for
expressing judgements was only chosen by 5 participants
(31.3%). In the future, removing the audio, only leaving
the haptics might be a better way to force the participants
to use their sense of touch and test the influence of this
modality on perception.

9.4 Qualitative Observations

From participant observation during the experiment, com-
ments they gave during and after the test, and the two last
(open) questions of the questionnaire (see Section 8) addi-
tional findings were compiled.

Due to the fact that the virtual drum was placed slightly
higher than the physical drum (see Section 5), many par-
ticipants interacted with the air above the drum rather than
finishing their stroke to actually hit the drum. This was an
issue, as the haptic sensation would not be felt in that case.
This might also explain the result of the second question in
Table 4. Either before or during the test, the participants
were instructed to finish their stroke to actually physically
interact with the drum.

The interaction was programmed in such a way, that when
a tracked hand collides with the virtual drum, this hand
would not be able to trigger the physical model until it was
completely out of the “collision zone”. Due to the mis-
alignment mentioned above, many interactions were not
captured. Again, either before or during the experiment,
the participants were instructed to make longer movements

to ensure that their hands were completely outside of this
“collision zone” before interacting with the drum again.

Another technical issue was that sometimes participants
would look forward rather than down to the hands. This
caused the hands not to be tracked anymore as the Leap
Motion was mounted on the HMD. A solution for this would
be to mount it at a lower angle rather than straight forward
(as is the current case).

The experiment could be improved by addressing the above
interaction issues to yield stronger data. The issues could
potentially be solved by adding a more precise and reliable
sensor to the setup, such as a contact microphone placed on
the drum membrane. Even though a feedback loop could
occur due to the haptuator being present on the same mem-
brane, there is a potential to filter out its vibrations and only
use the transients due to the interaction with the membrane
for control.

Some participants commented that they would have liked
to have reference points for “the stiffest” and “the softest”
cases before testing as they said they would have judged
the first few cases differently if they had known these ref-
erences in advance. This could, however, bias the partici-
pants’ answers.

The movements of participants were observed during the
test and sporadically noted. There was a small tendency
towards slower and longer movements in the case of lower
tension and faster and shorter movements in the opposite
case, but as these observations were not done systemat-
ically, to be able to say anything about this, this should
be properly tested, possibly using raw data from the hand
tracking.

10. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented and evaluated a novel VRMI
where a physical drum was enhanced by VR. The phys-
ical drum was augmented by a vibration motor and the
sound was simulated using a physical model of a drum
membrane. In an experiment run during the study, prelim-
inary results show that higher values for both tension and
damping increase the perception of material stiffness of the
drum membrane, as hypothesised. However, the damping
appeared to be a more important factor in this perception
than the tension, which was contrary to expectations.

In future work, improving the experiment by, for exam-
ple, adding a contact microphone to the membrane for more
accurate control and re-conducting the experiment with a
larger sample size will be necessary to validate or improve
the results presented in this paper.

Other future work includes decoupling the audio and the
haptics, to test the perceptual influence of each individual
modality separately. More alternatives of the parameter
values could be presented in a future test to more deeply
investigate the connection between parameter values and
stiffness perception.

Additionally, the tracking of the user’s hands should be
improved by mounting the Leap Motion more downwards
on the HMD. Furthermore, the virtual and physical drum
should be better aligned in space as to make the interaction
less confusing and more intuitive. Lastly, in order to test
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whether the interaction patterns change depending on the
changes in parameters, the raw data from the hand tracking
should be analysed.
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a multisensory simulation of a tromba
marina – a bowed string instrument in virtual reality. The
auditory feedback is generated by an accurate physical model,
the haptic feedback is provided by the PHANTOM Omni,
and the visual feedback is rendered through an Oculus Rift
CV1 head-mounted display (HMD). Moreover, a user study
exploring the experience of interacting with a virtual bowed
string instrument is presented, as well as evaluating the
playability of the system. The study comprises of both
qualitative (observations, think aloud and interviews) and
quantitative (survey) data collection methods. The results
indicate that the implementation was successful, offering
participants realistic feedback, as well as a satisfactory mul-
tisensory experience, allowing them to use the system as a
musical instrument.

1. INTRODUCTION

The tromba marina is a bowed monochord from medieval
Europe [1] (see Figure 1). The string rests on a loose bridge
that rattles against the body. This rattling mechanism cre-
ates a sound with brass- or trumpet-like qualities. Unlike
other bowed string instruments, different frequencies are
created by slightly damping the string with a finger of the
non-bowing hand as opposed to pressing the string fully
against the neck. This interaction at different locations
along the string triggers the different harmonics of the open
string. Furthermore, the tromba marina is bowed closer to
the nut, and the finger determining the frequency is closer
to the bridge (below the bow). As the tromba marina is a
rare instrument which can be merely found in museums,
very few have the opportunity to play it and discover its
interesting timbral possibilities. We wish to recreate the
feeling of playing this instrument by using physics based
multisensory simulations [2].

In the context of musical applications, physics based mul-
tisensory simulations have shown some interest in the sound
and music computing community. As stated in [3], the
combination of haptics and audio visual content has its

Copyright: © 2020 Silvin Willemsen et al. This is an open-access article distributed

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original author and source are credited.

Figure 1. A tromba marina owned by Nationalmuseet in
Copenhagen, Denmark.

own specific challenges worth investigating. Sile O’Modhrain
is one of the pioneers that noticed the tight connection be-
tween auditory and haptic feedback and investigated how
haptic feedback can improve the playability of virtual in-
struments [4]. At the same time, Charles Nichols devel-
oped the vBow, a haptic human computer interface for bow-
ing [5]. For several years, researchers from ACROE in
Grenoble have developed multisensory instruments based
on the mass-spring-system paradigm, with custom-made
bowing interfaces [6, 7]. Such multisensory simulations
have recently been made open source [8]. Haptic feedback
has also been combined with digital waveguide models for
simulating bowed string interactions [9].

Simulating the feeling of string-instrument vibrations is
particularly important since it has been shown how vibra-
tions’ level can be strongly perceived [10]. We use de-
mocratized VR technologies controlled by a commercial
device called the PHANTOM Omni (or simply Omni) by
SenseAble Technologies (now 3D Systems) [11]. The Omni
is a six-degrees-of-freedom system providing the tracking
and haptic feedback (up to 3.3 N) in our application. Us-
ing the same device, Avanzini and Crosato tested the in-
fluence of haptic and auditory cues on perception of ma-
terial stiffness [12]. Auditory stimuli were obtained using
a physically-based audio model of impact, in which the
colliding objects are described as modal resonators that in-
teract through a non-linear impact force [13]. Auditory
stiffness was varied while haptic stiffness was kept con-
stant. Results show a significant interaction between au-
ditory stiffness and haptic stiffness, the first affecting the
perception of the second. Passalenti et. al’s also used
the Omni to simulate the act of plucking a virtual guitar
string [14–16].

The goal of this project is to explore the experience of
interacting with virtual bowed instrument by using physics
based simulations and haptic feedback, together with a vi-
sual virtual reality (VR) experience. This effectively makes
the implementation a virtual reality musical instrument (VRMI)
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[17]. The tromba marina is used solely as inspiration be-
cause it affords itself to being a solid starting point by hav-
ing only one string. Besides that, the rarity of the instru-
ment ensures that the participants do not have prior expe-
rience playing a tromba marina, nullifying possible com-
parisons between a real instrument and the virtual one. At
no point the system was evaluated as an alternative to the
real tromba marina. The system (and its evaluation) is
targeted towards musicians in order to avoid discourage-
ment frequently encountered when non-musicians interact
with musical instruments. It is assumed that musicians ac-
knowledge that mastering any instrument require extended
study, therefore it is expected that they will not evaluate
this system exclusively based on its difficulty to play.

We start by describing the implementation of the system,
both from the hardware and software perspective in Sec-
tion 2, followed by presenting a study that evaluates the
setup in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results of the eval-
uation and Section 5 discusses these. Finally, concluding
remarks appear in 6.

2. IMPLEMENTATION

The virtual tromba marina consists of three main compo-
nents: auditory, visual and haptic feedback, all of which
will be elaborated on in this section. For visuals, the Ocu-
lus Rift CV1 setup was used [18]. The setup consists of
a head-mounted display (HMD) and a pair of of wireless
controllers that provide tracking information and user input
through several buttons and a joystick. A diagram showing
the full setup of the system can be found in Figure 2. The
controls, their mapping to the system and the final setup
of the system will also be presented. A video showing the
implementation can be found in [19].

2.1 Auditory Feedback

The audio is generated by a physical model of the tromba
marina presented in a companion paper [20]. Some pa-
rameters of the model are exposed and can be controlled
by the user. These are the velocity, force and position of
the bow and the position of the finger inducing the harmon-
ics. The algorithm will not be discussed in detail here, but
the mapping to the various parameters of the model will be
described in Section 2.4.

2.2 Visual Feedback

The application was built using the cross-platform game
engine Unity3D (or simply Unity) [21] which can be used
to build VR applications. Even though the visual feed-
back is not the focus of the implementation and eventual
evaluation, it was used to guide the users’ movements and
give them a sense of where the virtual instrument was lo-
cated. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the view from the
HMD, depicting the virtual instrument, the bow and the
damping finger indicator. A 3D model of the tromba ma-
rina was made inspired by a real-life instrument (presented
in [22]) available to the authors. The overall environment
resembled a medieval room, providing context to tromba
marina’s historical nature.

Figure 2. Diagram showing the system layout of the appli-
cation. The user interacts with the system using the Omni
– which in turn provides haptic feedback – and the Ocu-
lus Touch controller. These trigger the physical model of
the tromba marina. Auditory feedback then comes from
speakers and visual feedback from the Oculus Rift head-
set. A detailed explanation can be found in Section 2.5.

Figure 3. The view from the head-mounted display
(HMD). The damping finger is highlighted and shown as
a transparent white sphere.

2.3 Haptic Feedback

The PHANTOM Omni (or simply Omni) is a six-degrees-
of-freedom tracking and haptic system developed by Sens-
Able Technologies (see Figure 4). The device has a pen-
shaped arm that a user interacts with.

The raw data provided by the Omni are 1) the absolute
position of pivot point B2 (three degrees of freedom), 2)
the rotation (three degrees of freedom), and 3) the pressure
(touching depth). The latter is calculated from the absolute
euclidean distance between the virtual collision point of
the object (in our case the bow) and the virtual position of
the pen.

The axes are labelled as follows in relation to the vir-
tual tromba marina (also see global coordinate system in
Figure 5): x-axis (width): horizontally across the sound-
board (the common interaction direction), y-axis (height):
floor to ceiling, and z-axis (depth): perpendicular to the
soundboard. The orientation of the Omni with respect to
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Figure 4. The PHANTOM Omni has six axes of rotation,
three of which provide force feedback (A1-3), and three
only tracking position (B1-3). Together, these axes pro-
vide six degrees of freedom: x, y and z positions of B2
(according to the shown coordinate system) and rotations
of the pen.

the aforementioned axis can be seen from the coordinate
system in Figure 4.

The fact that pivot points B1-3 do not provide force feed-
back gives rise to an issue in our application. The virtual
bow’s frog (where it is held by the player) has been placed
at the pivot point B2, whereas the interaction between the
virtual bow and string happens at an offset as seen in Fig-
ure 5. To solve this issue, we created a separate game ob-
ject with which the bow (pivot point B2 to be exact) will
interact with in the virtual world Figure 5. This ‘(hidden)
collision block’ lives in a local coordinate system and its
x and y-position exactly follow that of the Omni-pen. The
y-rotation will change the rotation of the local coordinate
system and uses the virtual string as the center point. If,
for any reason, the bow ends up behind the string, the col-
lision block will be offset to the left along the (local) x-axis
so that no collision occurs when trying to return the bow to
the normal playing area.

Through a list of pseudophysical parameters, the collision
forces computed by Unity’s physics engine are mapped
to the haptic feedback produced by the Omni. Through
empirical testing, the following pseudophysical parame-
ters have been found: Stiffness: 0.003, Damping: 0.0071,
Static Friction: 0, Dynamic Friction: 0.109, and Pop-through:
0. For more information, please refer to [23].

Throughout implementation, it was considered to actuate
the Omni’s pen with the output of the physical model used
for the auditory feedback, in order to replicate the stick-slip
interaction encountered in a real bowing scenario. This
was deemed unnecessary, as the Omni’s internal gearing
systems provide a similar, though uncorrelated, haptic feed-
back, which satisfied the authors.

2.4 Controls and Mapping

As most people are right-handed, it was chosen to also
have the bow in the right hand in the application. The
(now-local) x-velocity of the Omni is mapped to the bow
velocity, pressure to bow force and y-position (including

Figure 5. Top-down view of the global and local coordinate
system (x-z–plane). The rotation of the local coordinate
system around the (global) y-axis is determined by the y-
rotation of the bow. The (normally hidden) collision block
lives in the local coordinate system. Its (local) x and y-
position follows the (local) x and y-position of B2.

rotation around the local z-axis) to bow position. The left
hand is used to control the pitch by changing the position
of the damping finger along the string. This position is
defined as

xf = L · n−1, (1)

where L is the length of the string and n ∈ [2, 8]. If n is
an integer, it is the number of the harmonic we want to in-
duce. The lowest harmonic has been set at half the string
length L/2, meaning that the string is never completely
open. The highest harmonic (8 in this case) has been cho-
sen to be the one that can still be (comfortably) reached.
The location of the damping finger xf is controlled using
the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ buttons and the joystick on the left Oculus
Touch controller. The buttons are used for “discrete har-
monic” control of the damping finger, i.e. integer values of
n in Equation (1), where ‘Y’ increases n and ‘X’ decreases
it. The joystick allows for fine pitch control, i.e., decimal
values of n, and moves the damping finger up and down
the string. The latter could potentially create pitch glides
in the output sound of the application, but make it harder
to ‘hit’ a perfect harmonic according to Equation (1). If
a button is pressed while the current finger position is be-
tween two discrete points, the position will move to the
next or previous discrete position, depending on the button
pressed.

2.5 Physical Setup

The physical setup is shown in Figure 6. The Omni is
mounted on a stand at ~125 cm to match the approximate
bowing height of the real instrument. As can be seen in
Figure 6, the right Oculus Touch controller is mounted
right underneath the Omni. This is used to align the phys-
ical setup with the virtual tromba marina, both in the x-
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Figure 6. User interacting with the physical setup. The
Omni is mounted on a ~125cm stand together with the right
Oculus Touch controller used for location and tilting infor-
mation.

z–plane but also the height of the bow in the application.
After the scene is initialised the controller is used for a tilt-
ing interaction so that the instrument can rest on the user’s
body, as is done with the real instrument. The aforemen-
tioned alignment came with a drawback – as the center of
the x-axis range of the Omni was aligned with the tromba
marina and B2 was aligned with one end of the bow, only
half of the range of the Omni could be used for bowing.

The setup shown in Figure 2 is implemented as follows:
the user controls the application using the Omni (for track-
ing) and the left Oculus Touch controller which sends data
to the computer running the application. The Omni pro-
duces haptic feedback based on Unity’s physics engine cal-
culating the interaction force between the ‘(hidden) colli-
sion block’ and the virtual bow as shown in Figure 5. This
data simultaneously triggers the physical model which sends
its output to a pair of speakers. The user wears a HMD that
gives visual information about the location of the tromba
marina (and medieval scene). The user’s position in the VR
environment is controlled by the HMD, but this dataflow
is not visualised in the diagram. Lastly, the right Oculus
Touch controller is attached to the stand the Omni is at-
tached to, and sends position and tilting data to the appli-
cation.

3. EVALUATION

The goal of the study was to (1) evaluate the general expe-
rience of bowing in a VR environment using haptic feed-
back and accurate physical modelling and (2) to evaluate
the playability of a VR monochord instrument. This was
done by exploring the quality of the software, the acous-
tic model, the interface and the mapping, as proposed by
[24] and implemented previously in a similar study [25].
To meet this aim, an investigative study was performed
through which feedback on the virtual instrument was col-

lected. In order to ensure a high level of validity and re-
liability, a triangulation of methods has been used: think
aloud protocol [26] throughout the interaction, observa-
tion and post-study self report through a modified Usabil-
ity Metric for User Experience survey [27]. The study
concluded with an semi-structured interview based on the
observed actions, noted comments and questions loosely
revolving around goals, operators, methods and selection
method [28].

3.1 Participants

A total of 14 people (12 male, 2 female), 23-48 years old
(M=29.5, SD=7.65) participated in the study. All partici-
pants were students or staff at Aalborg University Copen-
hagen. The selection of participants was based on the sin-
gle criterion that one had to have experience playing a mu-
sical instrument. Over 70% of the participants have been
playing an instrument for more than 5 years, guitar being
the most common occurrence (25%). There was only one
participant experienced in playing bowed instruments (vi-
olin). The same participant mentioned playing the tromba
marina briefly before, but the majority of the other partici-
pants had never heard (of) it. All but one participant have
had tried VR experiences before joining the study.

3.2 Procedure and Task

The experiment started with the participant reading an in-
troduction about the experiment and completing a ques-
tionnaire covering several demographic questions (age, gen-
der, musical experience, familiarity with the tromba ma-
rina and VR experience). They were then introduced to
the setup and task, and controls were explained. The par-
ticipants were informed that the study is exploring the ex-
perience of bowing in a VR environment. It was empha-
sised that the most important part of the experiment was
for the participant to talk aloud with the phrase: “any-
thing positive, negative, basically anything that comes to
mind, please speak out loud”. Furthermore, the user was
instructed to bow above the damping finger (visualised as
a white sphere) at all times, as this is also the interaction
with the real instrument.

The interaction part was divided into two phases. Firstly,
the participants were asked to freely explore the instrument
on their own. Then, when they felt they are ready to move
on, an audio recording made by the authors using the ap-
plication was played, showcasing the system’s capabilities,
aiming to inspire the second phase of free exploration. It
was stressed that the participants did not have to recreate
what they heard, but to merely use it as inspiration. The
experiment concluded with participants completing a ques-
tionnaire covering usability and playability of the system.
Finally, a semi-structured interview was held which lasted
5 minutes on average.

Throughout the interaction phase, the participants’ ac-
tions were observed and noted by the authors, and their
comments written down. Most participants were encour-
aged again to think aloud during their exploration. The
full experiment lasted ~30 minutes for all participants.
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3.3 Measurements

Because the goal of the study was to investigate the over-
all experience of bowing in VR, as well as evaluate the
playability of the instrument, self-reporting measurements
were used in combination with the observations, interview
and think aloud notations. Specifically, after exposed to
the instrument, the participants were asked to fill out a
questionnaire containing 20 items related to the experience
of interacting with the VRMI. The items can be broadly
segmented into four categories: overall experience, haptic
feedback, auditory feedback and visual feedback. Table 1
presents the questions.

Questionnaire items:
Overall experience:
(1) It was easy to understand how to play the instrument.
(2) I felt the instrument was hard to play.
(3) I felt the instrument was expressive.
(4) The instrument’s capabilities did not match my expecta-
tions.
(5) I felt I could easily achieve my goals.
(6) I made many errors playing the instrument.
(7) I am satisfied with the instrument.
(8) I felt the instrument was boring.
(9) Interacting with the instrument was frustrating.
Haptic feedback:
(10) I felt the haptic feedback was realistic.
(11) I felt the haptic feedback was too strong.
(12) I felt the haptic feedback was natural.
Auditory feedback:
(13) I felt I was in control of the sound.
(14) I felt the audio was matching my actions.
(15) I felt the sound was matching the haptic feedback.
(16) I felt the sound was matching the visuals.
(17) I felt the sound was static.
Visual feedback:
(18) I felt the visual feedback was helping me play.
(19) I felt the visuals were confusing.
(20) I felt the visuals were matching my actions.

Table 1. The questionnaire items and corresponding an-
chors of the 5 point (1 – 5) rating scales (Strongly disagree
– Strongly agree).

4. RESULTS

This section presents the results obtained from the self-
reported measure regarding the participants’ experience as
well as the qualitative findings from interview, observa-
tions and think aloud.

4.1 Quantitative Data

The data obtained for the questionnaire items was treated
as ordinal and analysed in terms of central tendency (me-
dians and mode), interquartile ranges, minimum and max-
imum ratings. Figure 7 visualises the collected data. The
mode was considered only when different from the me-
dian, specifically question 8, 13 and 14. It is worth noting
that most of the items show a skewed normal distribution.

Question 1-9 paint a picture of how the instrument was
perceived by the users. Questions 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 9 cover

the perceived difficulty of using the system as a musical
instrument. The answers to these questions show that even
though participants generally found the instrument easy to
understand, they had difficulty playing it and reaching their
goals. Questions 3, 7 and 8 cover their general opinion
about the instrument. Participants generally felt satisfied
and not bored with the instrument. Questions 10-12 cover
exclusively the impressions about haptic feedback. It can
be seen that most participants found the haptic feedback to
be realistic and generally natural and the force to be not too
strong. The questions 13-17 approach the auditory aspect
of the instrument, focusing on its perceived characteristics.
As can be seen from questions 13, 14 and 17, the partic-
ipants felt a high level of command over the sound, and
were satisfied with mapping between the haptic and audi-
tory feedback. The same thing can be said about the visual
mapping, as indicated by question 16. Items 18-20 inves-
tigate the perceived visual quality. It can be seen that the
visuals helped the participants play and were implemented
well, i.e., not confusing and matching their actions.

4.2 Qualitative Data

In order to present an accurate representation of the find-
ings, this section will be split into two categories: actions
– covering the observed activities during the interaction
phase, and oral feedback – presenting the findings from
the think aloud protocol and interviews.

4.2.1 Observed Actions

Since there were no tasks given to the participants, all ac-
tions were noted and analysed. That said, most users per-
formed similar actions in their interaction phase. All par-
ticipants experimented with bowing at different heights,
but only a few of them tried to explore bowing heights for
all discrete pitches. Most of them were satisfied with trying
different heights on whatever pitch they found themselves
at that time. In a similar fashion, all participants experi-
mented with playing different pitches, both using the dis-
crete buttons as well as the joystick. It is worth mentioning
that many users tried to investigate the limits of the pitches
they could play. Higher pitches usually resulted in little
or no sound which was commented on by most. This be-
haviour is true to a real tromba marina, where higher har-
monics are harder to excite than lower ones. The majority
tried to perform some form of glissando, as well as bowing
with different velocities, usually commenting on the find-
ings. Due to the non-intrusive nature of observation, it was
impossible to notice the pressure applied with the bow, but
some participants explicitly mentioned that they tried to
experiment with different forces. This was especially true
in the second phase of interaction, when they experimented
with a higher dynamic range of sounds. Another common
occurrence was the attempt to play some sort of melody
or riff. Simple melodies like Mary had a little lamb, or
Twinkle twinkle little star were attempted, with various de-
grees of success. One participant tried to play a Mozart
segment. The last commonality was found in the attempt
to perform a sustained tone, with a constant bowing speed
and a back-and-forth motion.
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Figure 7. Boxplots visualizing the results related to the 20 questionnaire items (shown in Table 1) in terms of medians (red
lines), interquartile ranges (blue rectangles), minimum and maximum ratings (dashed lines), and outliers (red crosses). The
y-axis maps ”Strongly disagree – Strongly agree” to a 1 – 5 interval.

When it comes to seldom or individual actions, a great
variance in experimentation was observed. Participants
tried to hit the string with the bow, rotate the bow upwards
to the point of it being parallel to the string, move the bow
in an up-down (y-axis) motion, bow on the damping finger
indicator and underneath it or play some form of vibrato
or staccato. No one tried to tilt the stand supporting the
Omni.

4.2.2 Oral Feedback

Generally the overall impression of the instrument was pos-
itive, described with words like: cool, fun, interesting, weird,
as well as hard or difficult to play. One participant’s answer
encapsulates this very well by saying: “I got to express my
ideas, but not perfect them”.

Just as described in the previous section, there was a gen-
eral consensus on several reported characteristics. All par-
ticipants that attempted to play the highest harmonic said it
is hard to play, and that it felt frustrating. At the other end,
several participants expressed their preference towards lower
pitches, where some said that they prefer the sound pro-
duced when bowing under the damping finger (essentially
playing the lower-pitched open string). Besides that, many
reported that is was hard to maintain a sustained tone, re-
gardless of the pitch. Another sound-related report was
the inability to re-create the buzzing sound heard in the
recording; one of the participants familiar with the tromba
marina’s mechanism even mentioned specifically that he
“couldn’t get the bridge to rattle”. When it comes to the
pitch selection interface, the reports are very polarised be-
tween the joystick and the buttons. On one hand some de-
scribe the buttons as being more, fun, musical, melodic,
useful or easier, while describing the joystick as useless,
unrealistic, too hard or meaningless. On the other hand
some participants clearly preferred the joystick describing
it as natural, intuitive, interesting, expressive or humane,
but everyone mentioned that the sensitivity of the joystick
is too high, making it hard to land on the desired pitches.
Due to the incremental nature of the damping fingers’ po-
sition, it was impossible to skip over notes, a fact that was
mentioned in different forms by several participants. Some
noted that the control of the damping finger (‘Y’ for up the

string and ‘X’ for down) should have been inverted. Fur-
thermore, some would have liked a more physical interac-
tion for the damping finger, such as moving the controller
up and down rather than using buttons.

When it comes to the haptic feedback, the majority was
satisfied with it, mentioning that “it feels nice”, “it feels
good”, “is great”, “impressive - it felt natural”, or “it feels
real”, while one participant found it to be “wild and a bit
too powerful”. A special case related to the haptic feed-
back was the bounce obtained by hitting the virtual string
with the bow. Most subjects found it pleasing and were
intrigued by its realistic feel, but the violin player repeat-
edly mentioned that it is “unrealistic and way to powerful”.
One participant explicitly mentioned that the haptic feed-
back matches the auditory one, and his expectations.

Several participants noticed that the bow could rotate along
its axis and asked whether it made a sonic difference or
not, to which they were answered negatively. Besides that,
there were very few comments regarding the visual aspect
of the system, but most of these were positive. One par-
ticipant mentioned that sometimes there’s a gap between
the string and the bow, and that it would be nice to observe
one’s hands. No one mentioned anything related to the vi-
sual indication or the damping finger seen in Figure 3.

The overall interaction was described offering a high de-
gree of freedom on the bowing hand, but the pitch select-
ing hand was either not mentioned, or described as discon-
nected several times. Some agreed that the instrument is
hard to play, mentioning that it is frustrating. However,
most people estimated that they can perform better after
practising more.

5. DISCUSSION

In this section, both the evaluation procedure itself and the
results from Section 4 will be discussed.

5.1 Procedure

It is acknowledged that the cognitive load of speech and
playing an instrument are overlapping [29], therefore the
think aloud protocol might have not generated in the most
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abundant data possible. Most participants alternated be-
tween playing and speaking. This resulted in occasionally
long breaks in either activities, and required participants to
be encouraged to think aloud. Retrospectively, a structured
activity schedule allocating time for playing and feedback
could have been more productive. Similarly, using self
report through Likert scales require large sample sizes to
achieve a high level of accuracy [29]. Therefore the in-
terpretation of results rooted into the qualitative data, and
then validated using the quantitative data.

Furthermore, as the data we obtained was purely through
non-intrusive methods, it would have been useful to log
the raw data provided by the Omni (such as the bowing
pressure). This could then have been analysed to obtain a
better understanding of the user’s feedback.

Lastly, the audio did not fully match the sounds that were
possible to create with the application. As the recording
was quite distorted, the volume of the audio plugin was
turned down during the test, but the recording was not re-
made. This will be elaborated on below.

5.2 User Feedback

The generally positive oral feedback about the overall ex-
perience is backed up by the quantitative data which showed
that participants were satisfied and not bored with the in-
strument. They attempted to perform fundamental tasks
as producing a sustained tone or playing simple melodies
with various degrees of success, and when exposed to the
example recording, some tried to recreate the sounds heard
from the audio clip. Several participants mentioned that it
was difficult to achieve this particular goal, a problem that
finds its explanation in the difference in volume between
the recording and the experiment scenario as mentioned
above. This would be a point of improvement for future
testing, as it could have impacted the answers for question
5 – the lowest scoring question regarding the overall expe-
rience. Another reason for this question’s answers could
be linked to the inability to play the higher notes, or the
limited pitch range, as presented in Section 4, but these
characteristics are inherited from the physical characteris-
tics of the real instrument, so could be expected.

Interestingly, many participants believed that it was easy
to understand how to play the instrument, but that they
could become better after some more practice. This in-
dicates that the setup has a low “entry-level”, with an envi-
sioned high virtuosity ceiling. This is believed something
desirable when creating computer based instruments [30].
Even though the implementation was inspired by a real in-
strument with a possibly different learning curve, as men-
tioned, it was not our goal to recreate it.

The haptic feedback was considered positive and gen-
erally having an appropriate level of resistance to move-
ments. The answers to questions 10 (realistic haptic feed-
back) and 12 (natural haptic feedback) correlate positively
and question 15 (sound matching the haptic feedback) was
also answered positively, giving a strong indication that the
participants considered the haptic feedback real and ac-
cording to their expectations. It can be understood that
the realism of the haptic feedback is estimated considering

the multisensory experience and this result reassures that
bowing in VR with our setup is possible.

Furthermore, many participants noticed that they could
‘bounce’ the bow onto the string. Even though this be-
haviour was a byproduct of the implementation, partici-
pants generally liked this interaction and found it to be re-
alistic and exciting.

Many users noted that the full range of the bow could not
be used. As mentioned in Section 2.5, the virtual tromba
marina was aligned with the physical position of the Omni
and as the bow is held at one end, about half of the range
could not be used for bowing. This was a commonly re-
ported issue, and it could have impacted the answers for
questions 4, 5, and 9. The reason for aligning the physical
setup with the virtual tromba marina was the tilting inter-
action, so that if people wanted to interact with the entire
instrument, they would be able to grab the physical setup.
As none of the participants used this, we could discard the
aforementioned alignment to be able to account for the en-
tire range of the bow.

The polarisation of the participants’ opinion on the pitch
control – joystick versus buttons – was backed up by the
answers individuals gave on question 9 (interaction was
frustrating). It could be argued that users preferring the
joystick over the buttons had a harder time interacting with
the instrument than the people preferring the buttons. As
mentioned, all participants who mentioned the joystick in-
teraction said it was too fast, explaining the above.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a virtual reality implementation of the
tromba marina and its evaluation. Our goal was to evalu-
ate the general experience of bowing in VR and to evaluate
the playability of our implementation. The results show
that the implementation was successful with participants
finding the haptic feedback realistic and the general expe-
rience enjoyable and interesting on one hand, and difficult
and frequently frustrating on the other hand. Nevertheless,
all sensory modalities we focused on (auditory, haptic and
visual) seemed to reinforce each other, inspiring partici-
pants to attempt to play melodies with the instrument. This
was considered to be an important achievement. Improve-
ments on our application include the pitch control, which
should either be more physical, i.e., moving the pitch hand
physically up and down the virtual string, or simply slower
continuous control. Besides that, a better physical setup,
allowing the users to utilise the entire bow is desired. The
findings of this paper prove that it is possible to create a
satisfactory bowed VRMI using off-the-shelf hardware and
accurate physical modelling.
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ABSTRACT 

We present news developments and their integration 
within the ACROE’s Hélicanthe creative workstation.  
These improve the concepts and technologies previously 
implemented in the CORDIS-ANIMA formalism, the 
GENESIS software and the TELLURIS station for 
interactive multisensory simulation of physical objects, 
TELLURIS including the ACROE’s haptic systems, 
“Transducteurs Gestuels Rétroactifs” (TGR). 

After a brief review of the theoretical and 
technological bases, we present:  

1) the new prototype of the fourth generation of 
GENESIS dedicated to modeling for real time with force 
feedback systems, G-IV. 

 2) a new principle of gestural emulation allowing, in 
the absence of force feedback devices and in non real 
time, to design physics-based instruments models to be 
simulated on real time platforms equipped with TGRs. 

Finally we illustrate through the musical artwork 
Quetzalcoatl (Cadoz, 2018) composed on Hélicanthe, 
new ways of musical dialogues: (i) between real gestures 
on haptic devices and emulated ones; (ii) between 
several instrumentalists playing on two coupled TGRs. 

We conclude on the perspective of "writing the 
gesture" which is by such advancements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Hélicanthe Platform (Figure 1) is a new real-time 
interactive platform which integrates the five basic 
technologies developed by ACROE into a complete tool 
for multi-sensory musical and artistic creation: 

• CORDIS-ANIMA: a modular physical modeling and 
simulation formalism for multi-sensory responsive 
simulation of physical objects [1,2], 

• TGR: "Transducteur Gestuel Rétroactif", 
mechatronical interface for force feedback gestural 

interaction [3,4], 
• TELLURIS: which integrates TGRs and a powerful 

and reactive computer (Figure 2), 
• GENESIS: a software environment dedicated to 

physical modeling for sound and musical creation [5,6], 
and in particular its new version G-IV, 

• MIMESIS: a physical modeling software 
environment for Computer Animation. [7]. 

• 24-channels audio and a multi video projection. 
 

 
Figure 1. The Hélicanthe Platform. Spatial 
organisation adopted for the 24 loudspeakers. 

 
Figure 2. TELLURIS functional diagram: the real-
time simulator (red), the force feedback gestural 
system with mechanics (blue) and electronics 
(white), and the audio and video output peripherals. 

In this article, we tackle the question of the 
"nomadicity" of technically very demanding systems, as 
is the case of high-performance force feedback devices, 
ie the possibility of using their fundamental 
functionalities without degradation, apart from fixed 
(sedentary) reference platforms, for example with a 
simple laptop. 

Copyright: © 2020 Claude Cadoz. This is an open-access article 

distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 

Unported License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and 

reproduction in any médium, provided the original author and source 

are credited. 
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First, we present the first prototype of the fourth 
generation of GENESIS, the G-IV software environment 
developed by ACROE, dedicated to real-time CORDIS-
ANIMA modeling and simulation. We then introduce the 
principle of “Gestural Emulation”, by which force 
feedback gestural devices and instrumental gestures are 
themselves simulated by physical models. Such 
emulation allows designing instrumental models, in the 
absence of TGRs and in non-real time mode, to later run 
in real time with force feedback devices. By way of such 
emulation, we are able to foresee, off-line, future real 
time situations with real TGRs and real gestures. Such a 
“Gestural Emulation “, beyond its predictive function, 
can coexist with real TGRs and gestures, within a real–
virtual duet. In addition, emulated gestures can be 
applied to real TGRs themselves. It follows that the 
instrumentalist will perceive them in his-her fingers and 
will be able to learn, accompany or thwart them, 
improve or transform them.  

The last session of the paper is devoted to the musical 
artwork Quetzalcoatl (Cadoz, 2018), composed on the 
Hélicanthe workstation, as a new musical experience on 
which all these modalities are implemented. The piece 
illustrated a mix of real time models and non real-time 
ones. It also proposes an “inter-instrumentality situation” 
by which two instrumentalists plays together on the same 
shared instrument, feeling each others’ gestures, and also 
a mix of real gestures and emulated gestures. 

2. NECESSARY REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MULTI-SENSORY-MOTOR 

SIMULATION 

2.1. Performance of Force Feedback Gestural Devices 

Force feedback in multisensory-motor simulation must 
fulfill exigent requirements as the proprio-kinesthetic 
sensori-motor modality is very sophisticated. It 
combines lot of features such as dynamics, resolutions, 
sufficient number of degrees of freedom, distributed in 
complex spaces and versatile geometries, etc. 

The properties of the haptic devices hence depend on 
several parameters: inertia, elasticity of moving 
components, frictions of joints and guides; end effectors 
morphologies, resolution and ambitus of position sensors 
and of the forces produced by actuators, frequency 
bandwidths and temporal latencies, etc. [8,9]. 

The ACROE TGRs were primarily designed by taking 
into account all these parameters at their higher level of 
performance with the concern to be used as a “reference” 
and “metrological” system for qualitative and 
quantitative scientific and musical research on gestures.  

As an example, we shown in [10], within an 
experiment on musical bowing gestures that some 
scaling down on some parameters are possible without 
breaking down the relevant features of the gesture, but 
conversely that some others must be kept at the highest 
quality to reach a musical level of playability and 
believability of the virtual musical instrument.  

2.2. The performance of the simulation 

2.2.1. Algorithmic performance - performance of 
computation 

Beside the TGR’s performance, the efficiency of the 
simulation loops is also of a great importance. It takes 
place primarily in the optimality of the algorithms. Such 
optimality is not simple to reach as it is at the crossing 
point between at least three constraints: (1) "axiomatic" 
properties, i.e. to be more general as possible, (2) the 
widest possible coverage of the field, (3) the 
computation efficiency itself. The CORDIS-ANIMA 
formalism (§3.1) took care of all of these through: (1) 
the minimalism of the simulation language elements; (2) 
the choice of basic Newtonian principles and the most 
robust discretization schemes, (3) the minimalism of the 
number of operations per algorithmic modules. 

There are four conditions for the calculation process: 
- The need of an absolutely regular time base at all levels 
of the simulation chain (gestural input signals, gestural 
physical simulation, acoustic physical simulation, 
gestural, audio and visual outputs). If tnere is an absence 
of regular time basis, the notions of speed and 
acceleration, are lost, i.e. to the differential calculus in 
time itself. 
- The execution of the whole simulation loop must be 
achieved within the time interval of a simulation step. 
This simulation step is regulated on one hand by the 
numerical stability of the discrete algorithms and on the 
other hand by the Shannon frequency required to obtain 
the desired dynamics. 
- The need of synchronism, that is to say of the 
unequivocal correspondence between the time of input 
Ti and the time of output Tj of the algorithm whatever 
the simulation step imposed by the algorithm. 
- That of the minimum latency, expressed in number of 
samples, between the input and output samples, 
particular on the haptic system. 

The real-time computer architectures of ACROE 
implement a regular time step from 5kHz to 44.1 kHz, 
synchronized on an hardware clock, with the minimum 
latency of 1 sample between inputs and outputs [11]. 

2.2.2. Relevance of the model 

Although it is impossible to define, in abstracto, what 
could mean “relevance of the model”, we may have in 
mind some basic guidelines. Let’s take the example of a 
musical timbral richness. The relevance of the model 
cannot be associated univocally to its complexity in 
terms of number of elements generating the acoustical 
phenomenon, and vice-versa. This leads, generally 
speaking, that we must be able to simulate as many 
optimal components as possible with a given 
computational tool. 
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2.3. “Nomadicity” 

Let us assume that we have at our disposal all the best 
conditions in terms of TGRs and in terms of algorithms, 
and in terms of simulation platforms, such as those 
discussed above. Nevertheless, it remains that: It is 
absolutely legitimate to wish to simulate the very largest 
physical structures, even in non-real time, and/or 
structures played by a huge number of instrumentalists 
through a incredible variety of TGRs!. 

Therefore, it is of a primary importance to be able to 
co-articulate what can be done “off-real-time” and what 
can be done “on-line and in real time”, for example with 
a limited number of high quality TGRs or computers. 
Hence, we consider that articulating fluently “on-line” 
performances and “off-line” simulations is a basic 
functionality of a creation tool called its “nomadicity”. 

3. GENESIS FOURTH GENERATION 

3.1. Reminders: The CORDIS-ANIMA formalism 1 

 
Figure 3. From Music V to CORDIS-ANIMA. 
 

The CORDIS-ANIMA (CA) modeling and simulation 
formalism is grounded on block modeling principle as 
initiated by Mathews in Music V [11] (Figure 3. Left). It 
differs fundamentally because the relationships between 
modules are, by principle and structurally, bidirectionnal 
(Figure 3. Right). Indeed, they represent physical 
interactions satisfying the action-reaction Newtonian 
principle. One of their mathematical representation is by 
pairs of dual variables: one called “intensive” (VI), such 
as force, the other called “extensive” (VE) such as 
position or velocity. 

The axiomatic of CORDIS-ANIMA is based on 
reverse pairs of oriented relationships. Let’s consider 
two categories of data flow: force (F as VI) and position 
(X as the chosen VE). The CORDIS-ANIMA basic 
language entity is the “Communication Point”, through 
which a pair {F, X} is circulating. There are two types of 
Communication Points: <M> Point, that inputs F and 
outputs X, and <L> Point, that inputs X and outputs F. 

The rules to connect two Communication Points derive 
from their syntax: (a) only two different types of Points 
can be connected; (b) only VI are additive, multiple <L> 
points can be connected to a single <M> Point and only 
one <M> point can be connected to an <L> Point. 

                                                 
1 For the full description of the CORDIS-ANIMA formalism, see [2] 

Consequently, two types of modules are introduced in 
the formal CORDIS-ANIMA system: 
- one called <MAT> element, for Material element, 

with only one <M> Communication Point,  
- and the other, called <LIA> element, for Link 

element, having two <L> Communication Points. 
Then, a CORDIS-ANIMA object is an assembly of 

<MAT> and  <LIA> elements, that takes the form of a 
network, called  “CORDIS-ANIMA Network”, on which 
the nodes are <MAT> and bonds are <LIA>.  
In order to simplify the graphical representation, the pair 
of bonds are represented by a single line (Figure 4). 

3.1.1. CORDIS-ANIMA is multisensory by nature 

The properties considered in CA are nor perceptual 
(auditory, visual or haptic) but physical (inertia, 
elasticity, friction, etc.). 

The simulation algorithms are distributed in <MAT> 
and <LIA> modules and compute, at each time step, the 
physical behaviors of such “Virtual Matter”, lumped 
within the CA network. 

The relationship to sensorialities occurs only 
downstream of the physical simulation: extraction of 
auditory signals from selected <M> points, pairs of 
input-output haptic signals from selected <L> points, 
visual 3D rendering from the movements of all (or 
selected) <MAT> elements. 

The “imaging” issue consists here in the mixing of 
these three multi sensory-motor output processes. 

3.1.2. Computational “modules” and simulation loop  

Simulations take place on modules, that correspond 
exactly to the formal elements <MAT> and <LIA>. 

At each step, <MAT> modules compute positions from 
forces, satisfying the additivity on forces, and <LIA> 
modules compute pairs of forces from pairs of positions, 
satisfying the Newton action-reaction principle.  

The simulation loop relies on the duality of <MAT> 
and <LIA> modules. First, each simulation step is 
composed of two phases, the <MAT> and <LIA> 
phases. Second, the choices of the discrete algorithms in 
each <MAT> and <LIA> modules and the temporal 
sequencing between <MAT> and <LIA> phases 
implement a robust symplectic computation scheme, 
which allows to control accurately the energy 
consistency over long durations. 

3.2. Reminders on GENESIS 

GENESIS is the software environment that allows to 
design CORDIS-ANIMA Networks, for sound and 
music, by direct interactive manipulation of <MAT> and 
<LIA> modules and their respective physical parameters 
(Figure 4). GENESIS provides to the user high-level 
functionalities: various situations of simulations, of 
hearing, of visualizing, of structures analysis (modal, 
metrological issues, etc.); PNSL modeling language to 
accompany GUI-based modeling, etc. 
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The designing process is split in 3 steps: (1) the design 
of the CA model, (2) the simulation step and (3) the 
listening and the visualization of the results. Noticeably, 
all of these steps are off-line and in non-real time. 
The new version G-IV presented in §3.3 and the 
“Gestural Emulator” presented in §4, allows to go 
beyond this situation. 
 

 
Figure 4. The GENESIS workbench. 

3.3. GENESIS – IV 

G-IV is the new prototype, recently designed by the 
ACROE’s software development team headed by 
Nicolas Castagné.  

It contains the entire GENESIS functionalities 
previously implemented. As such, it is able to accept any 
models designed with the previous versions. 

It greatly improves the models by implementing new 
processes for on-line real-time simulation. So doing, it 
runs on the Hélicanthe Workstation, with its real time 
simulator and high quality force feedback devices. 

Extending GENESIS with real time capabilities 
including TGR is not a simple technical mooring. 

First, of course, the user can declare a TGR as a CA 
module within a CA network. Consistently with CA 
formalism, TGR is nothing more than a <MAT> module. 
From the user modeling point of view, nothing is 
changed. From the simulation one, all the simulation 
algorithms remain coherent: the instrumentalist will act 
on, and receive forces from the simulation, as usual. 

A second major contribution is that G-IV includes 
functionalities for segmenting a CA physical network in 
several parts, preserving the physical consistency of the 
whole model. For that, it contains methods to adapt the 
physical flows (in frequencies, geometry, forces etc.) 
between these different sub-parts in respect with energy 
and physical power they convey. 

Let us take the case of the instrumental musical 
situation. In his-her modeling activity, the user has the 
option to separate models in two parts, for example: 
- one that corresponds to the mechanical parts close to 

the gestures (i.e. to the TGRs), exhibiting lower 
frequencies than acoustical ones, 

- and one that corresponds to the acoustical parts. 
The user can choose the simulation frequencies for 

each part, usually 44.1kHz for vibrating parts and about 

1 to 10kHz for gestural part. One of the consequences is 
that the physical parameters of each simulated module 
are automatically adjusted in order to preserve its 
physical consistency of the modules and of the 
relationship between the two parts. Assume that the user 
first designed a CA model in GENESIS-3 adjusting its 
parameters for 44.1kHz. Then, after he-she separates this 
model in two parts running at different frequencies, the 
behaviors of the first non-separated model are entirely 
preserved: this means that his-her previous designing 
activity remains integrally valid. 

4. “GESTURAL EMULATION “ – 
REFLECTIVE METROLOGY 

4.1. “Gestural Emulation “ 

We present now the principle of “Gestural Emulation”, 
aiming to design force feedback real-time CA models, 
but off-line, in the absence of TGR and in non real-time 
(Figure 5). 

The principle consists in substituting the real TGR and 
the gestures applied on it by CA models. To model the 
TGR device requires a precise knowledge of the real 
device, which is not that simple.  

 
Figure 5. “Gestural Emulation “ / TGR Emulation. 

4.1.1. TGR Emulation 

A TGR device is characterized by mechanical properties 
(§2.1) : inertia, stiffness, linear and non-linear frictions, 
of their components or emerging  of their morphologies. 
Figure 6 shows one ACROE TGR device of 12 degrees 
of freedom called CRM and how it is connected to a 
CORDIS-ANIMA model. On the right of Figure 6 the 
<MAT> element represents the TGR within CA. 
 

 
Figure 6. The “Clavier Rétroactif Modulaire” (CRM) 
ACROE - ERGOS Technologies. 
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One can first observe that, at rest, the TGR key is in a 
low position. This indicates the presence of a weight, 
and thus of an inertia. The weight can be measured with 
a simple weighing system as shown below (Figure 7): 

 

 
Figure 7. Weighing system of a TGR’s key. 
 

A simplified model of a TGR’s slice can be a CA MAS 
with a Mtgr inertia value. However, it is not what it is 
observed: when a TGR key is moved toward another 
position, it will stay at rest while the device oscillates 
very slightly and returns to its starting rest position: all 
this happens as if there are stiffness and damper forces. 
Adding a CA REF module2, with stiffness Ktgr and 
damping Ztgr parameters can model this observation.  

With appropriate metrological methods, one can 
estimate the Ktgr, et Ztgr values. Then, a first CA model 
of the TGR could be a CEL module3, with chosen values 
for its parameters, Mtgr, Ktgr, et Ztgr. Then the 
behaviors of the real key and of its so-designed model 
can be compared point-to-point at any time. This 
simplest model constitutes the first step of an iterative 
process, described in §4.2, and called “Reflective 
Metrology”. 

4.1.2. Gesture Emulation 

With GENESIS, off-line and in absence of gestural 
action, materials element are put in motion from their 
initial values (X0 and V0). This corresponds to an initial 
quantum of energy applied to the system. During the 
simulation, this energy is dissipated4 through viscous 
elements till the rest state. 

Then : “how to represent (write) the conditions causing 
the occurrence of events, i.e. of temporal singularities, in 
a universe where the processes run determinedly from 
laws prescribed at the beginning of all things?” 

Create the event 
The simplest way to create an event, in such physical but 
virtual universe, is to provoke the collisions between two 
particles by means of the simplest non-linear interaction 
called BUT5 (§3.2). Let the first particle being at the 
                                                 
2 A CORDIS-ANIMA REF module calculates the pairs of opposite 
forces produced by a virtual damped spring from the positions and 
velocities of two linked <MAT> 
3 A CORDIS-ANIMA CEL module combines MAS and REF and 
simulates the second order mechanical oscillator. 
4 Apart from situations of divergence which we do not consider here. 
5 A CORDIS-ANIMA BUT  

position “0” and the second at X0 with an initial negative 
velocity V0. The collision will occurs exactly at the time 
T0 = X0/V0. This means that the date of the event was 
born from initial conditions by the fact of non-linearities.  
 

 
Figure 8. The “Striker” / The “Struck”. The small 
yellow ball is the mass simulating the "Striker". It is 
linked to the "Struck" (yellow ball at the bottom) by a 
BUT module (red) simulating an oriented collision, with 
a contact stiffness and viscosity (K, Z). The struck is 
connected to a fixed point (green) by a REF module 
(spring and friction). This constitutes an elementary 
oscillator (the simplest instrument we can imagine). 

In the previous situation (Figure 8), particle 1, “the 
struck”, is passive and particle 2, “the striker” is active. 
Launching a striker with adequate initial conditions 
toward a mass, for example the mass of the TGR 
Emulator, initiates its movement at a chosen time T, 
with a precise velocity. The continuation of the 
movement is “ballistic”: it no longer depends of the 
strike. Thus, we get the simplest gestural emulator. 

Ballistic gesture 
Let’s simply consider an instrumentalist as a mechanical 
system composed of passive articulated rigid solids (the 
skeleton) and muscles (actuators) controlled by the mind. 
Without seeking to model biological, physiological, or 
neuronal issues of the gesture, it can be considered as 
composed of two dual counterparts: one of structural 
permanent properties and another of contingent acts 
considered as events, the “evenemential” part (Figure 9). 

An example could be again a CA CEL oscillator: after 
being launched, the continuation of the movement no 
longer depends on the hit as in a ballistic motion. It 
could be possible to design more complex models. 
However, the duality between a triggering process and a 
ballistic flowing in the gesture suggests the ultimate 
nature of the gestural acts as “mind events”, upstream of 
the physical, physiological or biological contingencies. 

Such paradigm shift will be the step toward a physics-
based narrative gesture. 
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Figure 9. Gesture Modeling: Evenemential / 
Structural duality. 

Narrative Gesture 
We call “narrative gesture”, or more precisely the 
narrative part of the emulated gesture, the events that 
must be carried out over time in order to decide 
precisely, at each instant, the value of a chosen variable. 
Here, the variable is the position of the material point 
representing the TGR or its emulator. 

Within the CORDIS-ANIMA and TGRs framework, 
this means: “how to generate the movement of a TGR or 
its emulator so that it follows an arbitrarily chosen 
narrative profile? “ 

Indeed, this profile can be described by a sequence of 
pairs of instant and positions called “GN”, as following: 

 
                                                                                   (1) 
 
In the next paragraph, we propose a generation method 

based on the generalization of the one used previously to 
create the event. 

Throwing of low inertia particles at high velocity 
In the previous paragraph, we introduced a striker which 
was launched against the mass of the TGR Emulator 
under correct initial conditions. At the chosen time T, it 
started to move in the same direction as the striker. Its 
velocity can be calculated with the movement quantity 
and energy conservation equations of the system 
composed by the two colliding particles. Collisions are 
considered without dissipation. 

Let m and M the respective inertia of the striker and 
the struck; v and V their velocities before the collision; 
v’ and V’ the velocities after the collision. 

With the following initial conditions: {X0=0 ; V0=0} 
for the struck; positive position x0 with negative initial 
velocity v0 for the striker, in one dimension, it comes: 

 
 

                                           (2) 

 
Let us take the value of the inertia of the striker much 

smaller than that of the struck and the velocity of the 
striker much greater than that of the struck. It comes:  

 

                                                                    (3) 

 
 
 
The striker bounces and goes in the opposite direction 

with a velocity equal to the incident one while the 
velocity of the struck increases of6: 

 

                                                                    (4) 
 
By this way, we are able to compute exactly the value 

of the velocity vi of the striker particle at each time Ti. 
In addition, with a high velocity “vi” for the striker, the 
error on the time T of the impact becomes negligible, 
whatever is the position of the struck, which could be 
oscillating. By launching the striker from a very high 
distance and a very high velocity, we can get the instant 
of the impact as precisely as we want. That is a very 
relevant condition to “draw” the profile of the narrative 
gesture as close as possible to which we have in mind. 

The “Ergons” 
We call “ergons” such particles having a very small 
inertia and a high velocity, hence a non-negligible 
energy. Note that we can tune this energy through the 
m/M ratio and the velocity v, so as to be at the scale of 
the gestural energy.  

To change the direction of the ergon’s effect on the 
struck - above and below, positive or negative - we then 
define ergons “+” and ergons “-“, a kind of duplet of 
“matter” and “anti-matter”.  

It comes that, by throwing chosen “positive” and 
“negative” ergons along time, we are able to obtain off 
time, with the Emulated TGR, exactly the movement 
profile we seek. Moreover, we can hence emulate a real 
gesture applied to the real TGR, and obtain off-time the 
same exact movement we have in real time. 

The method can be generalized to more complex 
models of TGR than a CEL (the struck) after having a 
right analytical model of it, by means of the metrological 
reflective methodology described in §4.2. 

By this way, we are able to physically simulate what 
we called in [12] “ergotic gestures”. Such “simulated 
ergotic gestures” can take their rightful place in a non 
real time and off-line simulations and in addition, are 
able to play together with real ergotic ones. 

4.2. Reflective Metrology 

The reflective metrology method consists in applying 
simultaneously the simulated ergotic gestures to the 
simulated TGR and to the real TGR in absence of real 
instrumentalist. 

In case of the simulated and real TGR were absolutely 
identical, since they are submitted to identical gestures, 
they should exhibit exactly the same movement. 

                                                 
6 Note that it complies with the conservation of the movement quantity 
of the whole system. 
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To reach such results, several steps must be walked 
over until the model can be considered as right. 

First, a real TGR calibration stage, in order to master 
the real-virtual correspondence of the values of the 
variables (forces, velocities and positions) and that of 
parameters values (inertia, stiffness, viscosity). And 
second, the refinement of the virtual model of the TGR, 
by adding physical elements able to restitute, for 
example, the vibrating modes measured on the real ones. 
We can use here the CORDIS-ANIMA modal analyzer. 

Reflective metrology allows simultaneously: to 
simulate the real TGR so as to get knowledge on it and 
to know the real TGR so as to simulate it. Finally, once 
achieved, the model becomes a means to calibrate the 
real TGRs. Such “specular iterative process” is a 
predominant paradigm that grounds permanently our 
work [13]. It constitutes, for us, a “virtuous circle” 
whose centrifugal force is a creative force. 

5. QUETZALCOATL - SPECULAR AND 
INTER INSTRUMENTALITY 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Visualization of simulation in Quetzalcoatl. 
The yellow particles are “ergons”, the blue ones are the 
10,000 independent oscillators. 
 

The musical piece Quetzalcoatl7 is entirely designed 
with GENESIS (Figure 10). It sets up a first way of 
duality: a very huge CORDIS-ANIMA model composed 
of more than 230,000 modules, which is simulated in 
non real time, and a sub-part of this model which can be 
simulated and controlled by 12 keys of the TGR in real 
time. These two parts are played on the Hélicanthe 
Workstation. During the performance, the pre-computed 
part is displayed on the 24 audio channels of a sound 
dome in synchronicity with the visual display of the 3D 
movements of all the <MAT> modules (cf. §5.1.). 

                                                 
7 Claude Cadoz, Mondial Creation 10th november 2018, Micro-Music, 
Festival, Romans, EASTN-DC European Project leaded by ACROE. 

GENESIS allows a real time interactive navigation 
within the 3D visualized scene. 

The performance itself consists on the playing of two 
instrumentalists on two real TGR and, last but not the 
least: the TGR are coupled, allowing instrumentalists to 
play together on a shared virtual instrument by feeling 
the gestures of each other. 

The non real time model is composed of a first set of 
vibrating structures of 10,000 independent oscillators 
(nostalgia of additive synthesis!), which all the pitches 
are different and dispersed randomly from 20Hz to 
10KHz. These oscillators are geometrically placed 
radially on the GENESIS workbench at distances 
inversely proportional to the pitch (in cents) and 
randomly for the angular positions. 

A second set of vibrating structures is composed of 
interconnected <MAT> modules. For example, there 
exists a “gong”, modeled as a meshed disk, on which 
nodes are MAS modules linked hexagonally by REF 
viscoelastic bonds. The bonds are nonlinear REF in a 
way to approximate the thin shells non linearities leading 
to the evolution toward chaos in real gongs or cymbals.  

5.1. Spatial Audio Projection 

The spatial audio projection is done by means of an 
"emulator" of the sound dome. It consists of 24 SOF8 
modules arranged on the workbench in isomorphic 
positions with the speakers in the auditorium. Each of 
the 10,000 oscillators is connected to the SOF module to 
which it is closest. Everything then happens as if a huge 
"plate" (or a tiny galaxy) of oscillators was above our 
heads, the lowest pitches appearing on the 
circumference, the highest towards the center (at the 
edge of the black hole). The same arrangement adopted 
for the gong places it above our heads; this time, it is not 
the heights that are projected into space, but the places of 
impact on this "Gong-Dome". 

5.2. Reflective Instrumentality - Co-instrumentality 

The real time playing is morphologically possible only 
on objects at human sizes (hands or body). Conversely, it 
will be always a limit to compute large size objects in 
real time. Such dilemma has been a wonderful challenge 
to trigger the design of an “emulator” of gestural TGR 
on huge non real time models. The idea is to place an 
exact “copy” of the TGR used in the real time model at 
the exact same place but in the non real time one. 
However, this apparently simplest idea requires that the 
emulated TGR has exactly the same physical properties 
than the real one! This was achieved, thanks to the 
metrology process described above as a way to solve a 
complex inverse problem. 

So doing, it is possible to play “off-line”, to play “on-
line”, to play ”on-line together on real TGR”, and to play 

                                                 
8 A CA SOF module outputs forces from several <LIA> and sent them 
to an audio channel. 
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“together on-line” with real and emulated TGR, with 
same or … different playings.  

This opens a large spectrum of dialogs: from the re-
designing of a previously made real performance to the 
design of a gestural narration by “anticipation”, and a  
possible dialog between both. In the above lies a second 
way of duality called  “Specular Instrumentality” 

The third form of duality, called “Inter-
Instrumentality”, consists in virtually coupling two 
TGRs, for example by way of a CA REF module. One 
can imagine more complex other coupling than this 
simplest one. Then, both TGR are, by software, 
interdependent. Thus, the gesture of an instrumentalist 
can be felt by the other one (Figure 11): one player can 
be accompanied or contradicted gesturally by the other, 
etc. Such gestural cooperation, beyond the usual audio 
one, is a very new situation, impossible to reach in real 
world. Within Quetzalcoatl, such promising situations 
are just beginning to be explored. 

 
Figure 11. Inter-Instrumentality in Quetzalcoatl. 

6. TO CONCLUDE: WRITING THE 
GESTURE  

All of these developments, specifically that of “ergonic 
sampling”, extend the processes of “writing the 
gestures” as a part of a post-scripting situation we are 
dived today by computer technologies, explored in [14], 
on which instrumentality and writing are newly so 
closely and strongly linked. 

The gesture itself can be written, through a coherent 
and transmissible method, without any weakening of the 
gesture-instrument dialectics. Indeed, the disruption of 
gesture and instrument could be a breaker deal for music.  
Here it means that the effect of an “ergon” on a TGR, is 
dependant of the properties of that TGR, as shown by the 
mathematical formula. Which is anything but a 
drawback, as it highlights the deeper role of the gestural 
interaction in music. 

Obviously, it points out the necessary quality of haptic 
systems and accurate methodologies to characterize them 
qualitatively and quantitatively, in order to stage them on 
a musical and multi-sensori-motor situation. 
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ABSTRACT

Tonal Pitch Space (TPS) gives us a numerical distance
between two chords, and enables us to give multiple inter-
pretations of chord sequences as to their keys and degrees.
Therefore, we can find the most plausible (i.e. sounds nat-
ural for humans) interpretation as the shortest path for the
sequence. In this study, we first extend the TPS to in-
clude tetrads and natural/harmonic/melodic minor scales
to cover those chords commonly used in jazz. Thereafter,
we propose the notion of ε-transition, which is a free re-
interpretation of a chord, to represent a pivot chord. Also,
we propose the notion of cadential shortcut, which includes
multiple chords to express a cadence, given as a shorter di-
rected path in addition to the original sequences of possible
interpretations. With this, we consider chord tri-grams as
well as chord bi-grams. As a result, our method can re-
duce the number of the shortest paths, which results in an
efficient algorithm to analyze jazz harmony.

1. INTRODUCTION

Harmony is one of the most fundamental components of
music [15], and, like natural language, there must be some
kind of syntax in harmonic sequences [1]. Harmonic syn-
tax has been utilized in many music applications, e.g. au-
dio chord transcription [3], melody harmonization [5], me-
ter detection [8].

Tonal Pitch Space (TPS) [7] is a music model which pro-
vides a foundation to the harmonic analysis by defining
the smoothness of chord connection as the numeric dis-
tance between two chords, given their keys and degrees.
When a chord name is interpreted in multiple ways as to
these keys and degrees, a chord sequence also gets mul-
tiple interpretations and results in a complicated network
of connections. Among which, we can regard the path of
connections with the shortest distance as the most natural
interpretation.

Sakamoto et al. [14] have proposed a method to find the
most plausible interpretations of chord progressions based
on TPS. However, this method has some limitations: (1)
tetrads (e.g. seventh chords) are not considered, (2) nat-
ural/harmonic/melodic minor scales are not distinguished,

Copyright: c© 2020 Hiroyuki Yamamoto et al. This is

an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-
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(3) every chord has only one interpretation in an interpreta-
tion path, (4) direction is not considered, and (5) relations
among more than two chords are not considered. Because
these limitations tend to result in somewhat coarse anal-
ysis for jazz, the number of shortest paths often becomes
enormous.

In this paper, first we incorporate tetrads and other minor
scales to deal with the issues on (1) and (2). Thereafter,
we propose two extensions on [14] to alleviate these limi-
tations and conduct an experiment to confirm the effective-
ness.

First, we introduce ε-transition, which is a notion in au-
tomata theory, that tolerates ‘free’ shift in states. In this pa-
per, we regard a chord progression as a state change from
a vertex to another in a directed graph. This ε-transition,
however, allows us to reread a chord name to another with-
out progression. This contributes the interpretation of pivot
chord, and thus solves (3).

Second, we introduce the notion of cadential shortcuts
to reduce the complexity and also to solve (4) and (5). If
a certain sequence of chords matches a typical progression
of cadences, we can skip the intermediate progressions and
can jump to the cadences. This kind of shortcuts explicitly
gives us the direction of chord progression to solve (4), and
they enable us to consider tri-grams to solve (5).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we look
back related works, In Section 3, we detail our new ideas.
In the following Section 4, we show our experimental re-
sults and in the following Section 6, we evaluate cadence
patterns. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our contri-
butions.

2. RELATED WORKS

There have been a lot of approaches to analyze musical
harmony [6,10,12]. Our approach is based on one of those
works to computationally analyze harmony syntax.

2.1 Tonal Pitch Space

TPS is a music model for the quantitative harmony analy-
sis proposed by Fred Lerdahl [7]. It is proposed to comple-
ment Lerdahl’s the other music theory the Generative The-
ory of Tonal Music (GTTM) [6], which applies the gen-
erative grammar to extend the Schenkerian theory. In this
model, a chord is a pair of a key and a degree in it (e.g.
interpretations of C major triad are as follows: I/C, III/a,
V/F, IV/G, VI/e and VII/d) and distances are defined be-
tween these chord interpretations. The distance between
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chord interpretations x and y can be calculated as eq.(1)

δ(x, y) = region(x, y) + chord(x, y) + basicspace(x, y)
(1)

where region(x, y) is a distance between keys and is de-
fined as the length of the shortest arc on the circle of fifths.
This distance cannot be calculated between major and mi-
nor keys; in such a case, one of them is converted to its
minor/major relative key. For example, region(C,d) =
region(C,F) = 1.
chord(x, y) is a distance between degrees and is defined

as the length of the shortest arc on the chord circle. When
x and y are on different keys, degrees must be adjusted to
either key.

Figure 1: basic space from I/C to iv/d.

basicspace(x, y) is a distance on a structure called basic
space which is composed of 4 layers (i.e. root, fifth, triad
and diatonic) and each layer contains pitch classes reflect-
ing the chord interpretation. Figure 1 shows the example
when x = I/C and y = iv/d, and the digits only in y are
boxed. The distance on basic space is defined as the num-
ber of the boxed digits. In this case, basicspace(I/C, iv/d) =
5. The detail is explained in [7].

The calculation above is applicable only when x and y
are in relative keys which are defined as follows:{

C(I) = {i, ii, iii, IV,V, vi}
C(i) = {I,bIII, iv, v,bVI,bVII}

(2)

where C(R) is the set of all relative keys of key R.
If x and y are not in relative keys, distance between x and
y can be calculated as:

δ(x, y) = min(δ(x, TR1) + ∆(R1, Rn) + δ(TRn , y)

|R1 ∈ C(Rx), Rn ∈ C(Ry))
(3)

∆(R1, Rn) = min(

n−1∑
i=1

δ(TRi
, TRi+1

)|Ri+1 ∈ C(Ri))

(4)
where TR is key R’s tonic, Rz is chord interpretation z’s
key. In other words, the transition from x to y must be
considered as a combination of transitions within relative
keys, and calculate the tonal distance for each combina-
tion, and then the shortest of these total distances is taken
as the distance between x and y.

2.2 Former Approaches

Sakamoto et al. [14] have applied TPS to analyze chord
sequences to find the most plausible interpretation as the
shortest path based on the distances described above.

Figure 2: interpretation graph

Given a chord sequence, at first, their method extends
each chord to its interpretations and constructs a graph
whose edges have weights that correspond to the distances
on TPS. Then it applies the Viterbi algorithm [16] to find
the shortest interpretation paths from the start to the goal.
Figure 2 shows an interpretation graph for chord sequence
C → F → G → C, and one of the shortest interpretation
paths is I/C→ IV/C→ V/C→ I/C.

However, because this method is based on TPS, there are
several limitations derived from this method. First, TPS
basically is a theory for the harmony of period of com-
mon practice [11] and only consider major triads and mi-
nor triads and does not distinguish three minor scales, but
it is insufficient to analyze jazz harmony which belongs to
the period beyond common practice and for the most part
composed of tetrads and is often characterized by scale-
conscious performances. Also, TPS only defines the dis-
tances between two chord interpretations, so, for exam-
ple, some chord sequences found very often in jazz like
II 1 → V → I cannot be dealt directly with it. Moreover,
the distance becomes symmetric (i.e. δ(x, y) = δ(y, x) for
all x and y), but it seems not appropriate for harmony anal-
ysis; every chord progression should hold its own meaning,
and the reverse order often does not make sence. Finally,
the interpretation graph of [14] does not allow double inter-
pretations on a chord in an interpretation path, therefore it
cannot express key modulations by pivot chords, which is
common in jazz. As a consequence, the original TPS can-
not distinguish the subtle differences in the jazz chords,
and the analysis results in a number of the shortest paths
with the same value. To avoid such an ambiguity, we need
to extend the TPS.

1 We henceforth simplify the degree notation to use only upper case
letters and omit accidentals, and disregard the difference of major/minor
triads.
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chord type scale deg func
major triad maj I T

nat III T
maj, mel IV SD
maj, har, mel V D

dominant maj* I T
seventh maj*, nat*, har*, mel* II D

mel IV SD
maj, har, mel V D
nat*, har*, mel* VI SDM
nat*, har*, mel* VII SD

major maj I T
seventh nat*, har*, mel* II SDM

nat III T
maj IV SD
nat, har VI SDM

minor nat, har, mel I T
triad nat, har IV SDM
minor nat I T
seventh maj, mel II SD

maj III T
nat, har IV SDM
nat V D
maj VI T

minor- har, mel I T
major
seventh
diminished har VII D
seventh
half- nat, har II SDM
diminished maj* IV T
seventh mal, mel VII D

‘maj’, ‘nat’, ‘har’, and ‘mel’ mean major, natural minor, har-
monic minor, and melodic minor scales respectively. ‘*’ is added
if the chord is non-diatonic.

Table 1: Extended Chord Types

3. HARMONY ANALYSIS BY THE EXTENDED
TPS

To redress the limitations described above, we propose the
following three extensions.

3.1 Tetrads and Scales

First, we extend chord types and scales as in Table 1, which
is obtained from [9]. This includes commonly used chord
types, available scales, degrees, and functions. Some of
them are non-diatonic chords and they are penalized ac-
cording to the number of out-of-scale notes. The penalty
cost used here is a parameter (we set this 1 for each out-of-
scale notes 2 ). Note that not all of the chord interpretations
appeared in the original TPS are included in the table (e.g.
second-degree triads of major keys).

2 We chosen this value through our experiments, and the same goes for
the other parameters in this paper.

3.2 ε-Transitions

Secondly, we introduce ε-transition to express paths which
contain interpretation changes within a chord. For exam-
ple, given a chord sequence A7 → Dm7 → G7 → CM7,
we may consider A7 → Dm7 is in D (harmonic) minor,
and Dm7 → G7 → CM7 is in C major, then Dm7 is a
pivot chord, which bridges the key modulation and needs
to be interpreted in both keys. We call this bridging edges
ε-transitions. To bring this into the calculation, we modify
the interpretation graph, as shown in Figure 3, duplicat-
ing every chord interpretation candidate so that each chord
can have at most two interpretations at once without losing
applicability of Viterbi algorithm. In Figure 3 all diago-
nal arrows within rectangles are ε-transitions, for example
the white arrow inside the Dm7’s rectangle is the one de-
scribed above. The cost of this interpretation change is a
parameter (we set first this 0.5).

3.3 Cadential Shortcuts

Thirdly, to handle chord sequences of more than two chords,
we extend the interpretation graph further to add new edges,
which we call cadential shortcuts. Based on [9], we de-
fine the sequence patterns as certain sequences of chord
functions and are listed in Table 2. These patterns are de-
fined as sequences of chord functions within the same keys
and their parallel keys, and the consecutive same functions
can be wrapped into one. For example, pattern 5 (SD →
D → T) can be applied to Fm7 → Dm7 → G7 → Cm7.
This method also enables us to take the direction into con-
sideration and to assign different costs to reversed chord
sequences. We search for all the patterns in Table 2 in
the graph and for every identical pattern, we add cadential
shortcuts connecting from the start node to the end node of
the identical patterns and set the cost as that of the origi-
nal path times 0.5 (this is also a parameter). In Figure 3
there found a pattern 5 (SD → D → T, shown by thick
arrows) and added a cadential shortcut (shown by a dashed
arrow). Our statistical analysis will be shown later in Sec-
tion 4. This modification also retains the applicability of
the Viterbi algorithm to find the shortest paths (for conve-
nience of explanation, we expressed the cadential shortcuts
as edges, but they are actually combinations of edges and
nodes).

pattern function sequence
1 D→ T
2 SD→ T
3 SDM→ T
4 SD→ SDM→ T
5 SD→ D→ T
6 SDM→ D→ T
7 SD→ SDM→ D→ T

Table 2: Cadence Patterns
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Figure 3: extended interpretation graph

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we examine the effectivity of these exten-
sions by experiments.

4.1 Effectivity in terms of Disambiguation

We test if our approach can successfully disambiguate the
interpretations by reducing the number of the shortest paths.
We used JazzCorpus [4], which is an annotated corpus of
tonal jazz chord sequences of 76 pieces totalling roughly
3,000 chords, and for each music piece we extract every
successive nine 3 chords in the sliding window and then
apply the analysis described above and calculate the aver-
ages of generated graph complexity (node count and edge
count) and the numbers of shortest paths. To compensate
those chords which are not included in Table 1, we substi-
tute them for similar chords (e.g. Csus4,7 with C7, C#5,7
with C7). The result is shown in Table 3 (a). It shows that
while our extensions increase the complexity of the inter-
pretation graphs the number of resulting shortest paths is
reduced, especially when cadential shortcuts are applied.

This result is of arbitrary nine chords within pieces, so
that there exist a lot of unnatural chord sequences to which
hardly any cadence patterns can be applied. Then, we ap-
ply the same calculations, but this time the whole piece
instead of nine chords sliding window, to several well-
known jazz standards. The results are shown in Table 3
(b). Though each piece has different characteristics from
the others, it can be seen that in all cases our proposed
method can reduce the number of shortest paths.

Figure 4 shows a concrete example of the first eight mea-
sures of ‘Fly Me to the Moon’. White arrows represent
ε-transisions and consecutive dashed arrows represent ca-
dential shortcuts. As can be seen, the result of the original
method contains many forks with the same costs, and in
this example, there are 24 = 16 paths. On the other hand,
our method can find one shortest path. This is especially
because the cadential shortcuts prefer those plausible ca-
dences to the other equally costed forks.

3 We chosen this number in terms of processing time.

#nodes #edges #shortest
paths

original [14] 56 300 227.49
+ tetrads, 4 scales 55.01 287.22 172.76
+ ε-transitions 108.01 617.43 450.27
+ cadential shortcuts 131.58 657.06 74.18

(a) average

#chords original proposed
[14] approach

Fly Me to the Moon 34 8,495,104 384
Autumn Leaves 31 262,144 48
I Got Rhythm 53 over 1B 41,472
Giant Steps 24 193,536 3,888
Afro Blue 18 786,432 8
Blue Monk 13 3,072 2,560
I Remember Clifford 75 58,392,576 768

(b) shortest paths counts for each piece

Table 3: Graph Complexity and Shortest Paths Counts

4.2 Tree Representation

As can be seen from the example Figure 4(b), since our
method manages to narrow down the candidate paths, the
resulting paths usually contain a lot of cadence shortcuts
which are connected with ε-transitions. This means that we
can obtain the cadence chunks and their keys as a result of
our analysis. We also can have the chord function chunks,
which are identified by the key.

Music have some hierarchical structure, among which,
the cadence and modulation between keys are fundamental
basis of harmonic aspect. There are a lot of computational
approach to obtain the harmonic structures [2, 6, 10, 13].
These studies mainly focus on the generative grammars
based on the music theory of the chord function, the ca-
dence and the key. In contrast to these approach, by uti-
lizing the obtained cadence chunks and modulation infor-
mations from ε-transitions, we can generate a tree with a
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Figure 4: analysis of ‘Fly Me to the Moon’. (a) original method [14] (b) proposed method

bottom up manner.
Specifically, the steps to generate a tree are as follows:

1. Generate a tree for each cadential shortcut.

• The trees can be n-ary according to the length
of cadential shortcuts, but we adopt (left-brancing)
binary tree after the convention of preceding
studies.

• However, every repetition of same functions is
grouped under a parent node at first (n-arys are
allowed here).

• The caption of each leaf node is the correspond-
ing function and key in the cadential shortcut,
of each internal node is copied from its right
most child node’s. We omit the scale informa-
tion here for the sake of ease.

2. In case an ε-transion connects two cadential short-
cuts, corresponding trees should be merged by one,
where the root node of the previous tree as a child of
the left most leaf node of the subsequent tree.

3. Generate a tree for each chord which is not assigned
to any cadential shortcuts (the tree is therefore com-
posed of only one node). Captions are blank.

4. Line up the trees generate above.

Figure 5 shows two examples of generated trees. Dou-
ble lines represent ε-transitions, dashed lines represent ca-
dential shortcuts, and dotted lines represent repetitions of
same functions. In the case of Figure 5 (a), the left most
tree (which represents the result shown in Figure 4 (b)) is
composed of four cadences interconnected by three modu-
lations. The second and third one have an identical struc-
ture with two cadences and one modulation. The last one
consists of just one cadence. In the case of Figure 5 (b),
all trees have just one cadence because no ε-transition is
detected. Overall, our method seems to detect modulation
sequences which finish in either relative keys.

Although the structures expressed by these trees are still
very coarse, they seem to capture some basic structural

facts. So we believe our three extensions especially ε-
transisons and cadential shortcuts can actually improve the
expressiveness.

5. EVALUATING CADENCE PATTERNS

In this section, we utilize cadential shortcuts in an oppo-
site manner to evaluate cadence patterns themselves. In
the foregoing section, we adopted the cadence patterns in
Table 2 as de-facto standards, but here we drop it and ex-
amine all bi-gram and tri-gram patterns. Moreover, we in-
clude patterns of degrees (e.g. V → I). We use JazzCor-
pus and nine-chord sliding window again, but this time
we replace the chord at the middle of each window with
all possible chord candidates (i.e. 8 chord types times 12
keys), and predict the true chord by calculating the shortest
path, this is possible because the chord where the short-
est path passes should be the most natural and plausible
chord. And also, we repeat this process for all bi-gram and
tri-gram patterns, then evaluate each pattern by measuring
the accuracy gain against the accuracy without any caden-
tial shortcuts (18.8%). Accuracy here can be understood
as the frequency the shortest paths select the true chord,
therefore, the denominator is not affected by the lengths of
cadence patterns. Intuitively, better patterns should be able
to guide the shortest paths more strongly to the true chord,
and vice versa.

The result is shown in Table 4. Common progressions
like II → V → I and their relative siblings (e.g. IV →
VII → III) can be found in the best patterns. This re-
sult confirms the limitations of the former approach we
mentioned above. Namely, the necessity of tri-gram was
corroborated as is seen in Table 4. For example, the accu-
racy of IV → VII → III is more gained than IV → VII.
Similarly, II → V → I obtains more accuracy either than
II → V or V → I, and SD → D → T does so than
SD → D or D → T. Also, the necessity of distinguishing
the directions is corroborated by the fact that D → T is
located in the best 11 while T → D in the worst 1. Note
that Table 4 shows the accuracy gain, independent of the
number of occurrence.
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Figure 5: generated trees of the first eight chords of (a) the first half chorus from ‘Fly Me to the Moon’, and (b) the one
chorus from ‘Autumn Leaves’

best patterns acc(%) worst patterns acc(%)
IV→ VII→ III 55.85 T→ D -24.47
II→ V→ I 55.48 I→ III -23.35
II→ V 49.41 III→ V -23.19
IV→ VII 43.88 VI→ I -22.61
VII→ III 28.83 II→ IV -22.29
SD→ D→ T 27.98 SD→D→SDM -21.22
SD→ D 27.39 D→SDM→T -21.12
V→ I 17.34 IV→ VI -21.06
SD→ SDM 17.02 V→ II→ IV -20.85
SDM→ T 16.76 IV→ I -20.69
D→ T 15.00 T→ D→ T -20.69
III→ IV 12.82 I→ IV -20.27
I→ VI→ II 11.17 VI→ III -20.21
VI→ II→ V 10.74 D→SDM→SD -20.11
I→ II 9.20 II→ VI -20.00

Table 4: 15 Best and Worst Patterns (acc represents accu-
racy gain)

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first extend the original Tonal Pitch Space
to include tetrads and various minor scales, and thereafter,
we have introduced ε-transition, that is a distance-free tran-
sition in two chords, and cadential shortcut, into the net-
work of possible interpretations of chord progression. In-
evitably, we have also considered the tri-grams and the ex-
plicit direction in them. As a result, we could reduce the
number of the shortest paths and could obtain the efficient
algorithm to find the most plausible interpretation, which
results in a more reliable method to analyze jazz chord se-
quence.

There remain still several limitations for future research:
(1) there is no distinction between long-term and short-
term modulations, (2) values of the most parameters (e.g.
coefficients for three elements in TPS, weight of ε-transitions
and discount rate for cadential shortcuts) are not assessed
theoretically, (3) chords are evaluated equally regardless
of their lengths or relationships with beats, and (4) repi-
titions in chord sequences are not considered. To rem-
edy these limitations, considering the relationship between
more global structures would be necessary. Since our anal-
ysis gives local keys as well as the cadence types, we be-
lieve it would be an efficient step for extending the analysis
to capture prolongated patterns by making an examination
of relative importance of local keys or cadence types. And
also, it might be better to employ more data-oriented ap-
proachs to find chord types and cadence patterns instead
of just using predefined data tables (i.e. Table 1 and 2).
Overcoming these challenges would lead to deeper under-
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standing of jazz harmony.
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ABSTRACT

Modulations, the moments where key change, are struc-
turally important in tonal music. Analyzing music, espe-
cially studying large-scale music structure of a piece, of-
ten implies to look for modulations. State-of-the-art key-
finding algorithms generally aim at identifying keys rather
than studying the way they change. Here, we introduce
new ways to model modulations with the help of features
based on musicological knowledge, as well as an algorithm
estimating the tonal plan of a piece. We study the concept
of current diatonic pitch set and introduce a heuristic to de-
tect dominant-to-tonic progressions. We design three prox-
imity measures to assess how close the music is from each
key. These measures are then combined by an algorithm
that identifies an optimal tonal plan. We report results on a
corpus including 38 movements from Mozart’s string quar-
tets, obtaining a 84.8% prediction of correct keys with in-
sight on where the modulations occur.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Tonality and Modulation

How do pitches relate to each other during a musical piece?
Are some pitches more stable than others? Do some pitches
attract some others? Tonality consists of a hierarchical ar-
rangement of pitches, referred to in this context as scale
degrees. This hierarchy implies specific relations between
these pitches like stabilities, attractions as well as harmonic
directedness.

The principle of tonality appeared during the baroque era,
in the 17th century, emerging from modality. Synthesiz-
ing and expanding concepts from earlier theorists (Zarlino,
Mersenne, Sauveur), Rameau developed a comprehensive
theory on tonality, in his Traité de l’harmonie réduite à ses
principes naturels [1]. The term “tonality” however ap-
peared first in the Dictionnaire historique des musiciens,
artistes et amateurs, morts ou vivans written by French
music theorist Choron in 1810 [2]. Choron states that “mod-
ern tonality” only includes two modes, the Major one and
the minor one. He also indicates the scales associated with

Copyright: c© 2020 Laurent Feisthauer, Louis Bigo, Mathieu Giraud, Flo-
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these modes. Theories on tonality were considerably deep-
ened across the XVIIIth and XIXth century by music the-
orists who were often composers themselves, such as Rie-
mann. Tonality is still largely used nowadays in Western
music, notably in popular music.

Tonal musical pieces usually start and end in the same
key, referred to as the main key or global key. However,
composers tend to switch to alternative keys in order to
create contrast, emotions, or simply give a new direction to
the musical rhetoric. The moment when the key changes
during the piece is called a modulation.

Modulating is generally considered to be a delicate mu-
sical task. The arrival of the new key must be “prepared”
in order to smooth the perception of the change while con-
serving its novelty. Some theorists have proposed “good”
and “bad” ways to modulate. Among other composers,
Max Reger wrote 100 melodic and harmonic progressions
that modulate, mainly from C Major or A minor to each
of the other keys.

Identifying keys and modulations is generally one of the
first tasks of the music analyst when confronted with a new
score. Indeed, key changes are often associated with sec-
tion boundaries defining the musical structure. The sonata
form is a well-known example of this phenomenon where
the two themes forming the exposition are in a different
key. The modulation between these two themes, often ac-
companied by a specific cadence called the medial caesura,
provides an outline of its structure [3].

1.2 MIR Research on Key Finding in Symbolic Scores

Researchers in the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) com-
munity have designed a number of key finding algorithms
in symbolic scores. In 1971, the approach of Christopher
Longuet-Higgins [4] consisted in progressively eliminat-
ing the keys which do not include the notes of the begin-
ning of the score until one last key remained. Some deci-
sion rules are added to help with the most difficult cases.
This algorithm was able to retrieve the key of the fugues
of Bach’s Well-tempered Clavier. A similar approach has
later been used by Vos and van Geenen [5].

One of the most popular approach is the use of pitch pro-
files, first introduced by Krumhansl and Kessler in 1982 [6].
A pitch profile is an histogram that states the prevalence
of the different pitches in a key. Later, Krumhansl and
Schmuckler proposed a key finding algorithm that estimates
the correlation between the pitch profile and the histogram
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of pitches extracted from the musical score [7], whereas
Lerdahl introduced tonal pitch space [8] that can be used
as a pitch profile with key finding algorithms.

The use of different pitch profiles became a standard ap-
proach to estimate the global key of a piece. Such methods
were experimented upon and improved by Temperley [9],
Aarden [10], Bellman [11], Haas et al. [12], Sapp [13], Al-
brecht and Shanahan [14], and more recently by Nápoles
López et al. [15].

Machine learning approaches, especially those including
neural networks, have gained considerable popularity these
last years in MIR researches including key finding. For
instance, both Chen et al.and Micchi et al. [16–18] estimate
local keys, among other musical attributes, from a per beat
tonal analysis of Beethoven Piano Sonatas.

These algorithms are fairly accurate when it comes to
detecting global keys and possibly long term local keys.
However, they are not designed to precisely identify where
the modulations occur and what actually makes the modu-
lations, with the notable exception of work by Chew [19].
Chew establishes a distance from a set of pitches to a key
using the spiral array introduced in [20]. The tonal plan
is then modeled as a sequence of boundaries dividing the
score in successive keys. It minimizes the distance with
pitches included in the corresponding segments. The com-
plexity of the approach increases with the number of mod-
ulations.

1.3 Contents

We present here an original approach to model key change
with the help of musicological knowledge-based features
used by an algorithm estimating the tonal plan of a piece.

We introduce the current diatonic pitch set as well as an
heuristic to detect V → I progressions. Based on these
concepts, we design two proximity measures to assess how
close the music is from a given tonality. We also design a
measure assessing the smoothness of a modulation from
one key to another (Section 2). We then propose a way to
combine these three measures to identify keys and modula-
tions (Section 3). We finally present our results on a corpus
of Mozart’s string quartets. We analyze further results on
the Presto of the third quartet (K 157), which we denote
K157.3, and give perspectives for future research on key
and modulation detection (Sections 4 and 5).

2. THREE MEASURES FOR A MODULATION

What aspects of the music make the listener – and the an-
alyst – feel that the key is modulating? A first signal is
when one of the notes does not “match” the current tonal-
ity. This note can be generally identified on the score by
the presence of an accidental, generally notated with a flat,
a sharp or a natural sign, or because it is a cancellation
of a previous accidental. Such an accidental changes the
scale currently heard. However, it does not always mean
that the key has changed: It can also be a nonchord tone

that ornaments the melodic line, such as in passing tones,
neighbor tones, retardations, appoggiaturae, escape tones
and anticipations.

A confirming signal of modulation is often found in some
harmonic progression, such as an arrival on the new tonic
or, even stronger, a dominant-tonic (V→ I) progression in
the new key [21].

Finally, depending on the period, a composer will tend
to favor certain keys relative to the main key, raising ex-
pectations of some modulations in the experienced listener
or analyst. For the classical period, the tonalities that a
composer tends to employ are generally associated with
the scale degrees of the main key, prioritizing the domi-
nant, or the relative major for a minor main key [21]. This
is indeed the case for the Mozart quartets studied here (see,
at the end of this paper, Table 3 and discusion).

We introduce thus three proximity measures to determine
at a beat b “how far” we are from a key k. The first two
measures look at previous pitches and chords, and the third
one assesses the plausibility of modulation:

• How different are the pitches in the score around b
from the pitches of the key k? (pitch compatibility)

• Did a stable harmonic sequence in key k occur in the
near past of b ? (harmonic anchoring)

• Does a key k have a peculiar affinity or relationship
to other potential previous key k′ ? (relationship
proximity)

These measures are designed for scores with full pitch
spelling information. We strongly believe that when it comes
to tonal music, it provides information not only about pitch
but also about its function – “sharpening” or “flattening”
a pitch is a thoughtful choice by the composer, impor-
tant for the analysis. On data without such information,
pitch spelling algorithms [22] could be applied first but the
pitches which are the most difficult to spell are precisely
the challenging ones for key and modulation estimation.

2.1 Pitch Compatibility

2.1.1 Current Diatonic Pitch Set

Each note sounding in a score confirms or modifies our per-
ception of the current tonality. Suppose that we are used to
hearing C\. When one hears a C], the perception of the di-
atonic scale may change. If we now hear only C], we are
likely to think we are in a tonality including this pitch. Of
course, approaches based on pitch profiles consider statis-
tics on C\ and C], but they do not take into account the
directedness of music: one or a few C] can alter our per-
ception, no matter how many C\ there were before.

To model this phenomenon, we introduced the current di-
atonic pitch set, also called current diatonic scale, in [23].
We define N as the set of the seven pitch names:

N = {C,D,E, F,G,A,B}
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Figure 1. mm27-29 of Mozart’s first movement of String
Quartet No. 13 in D minor (K173.1). This is a high mod-
ulating passage, to an unexpected E minor , just after the
secondary thematic zone. Each bar presents a V→ I pro-
gression, in G minor , C Major , then B Major – even if
they are only tonicizations and not full modulations.

The current diatonic pitch set CS(b) is a vector with 7 val-
ues built by associating to each of the pitch names in N
the last encountered accidental ([[, [, \, ], ]]) on b or right
before. It can thus have theoretically 57 different values,
even if many of these values are not musically relevant. If
one of the 7 pitches was not used before b, we consider
the accidental suggested by the key signature of the piece.
In Figure 1, the current diatonic pitch set at beat 2 of the
measure 27 is thus

CS(2) = {C],D,E[, F ],G,A,B[}

(the C] being heard in a previous measure not displayed in
this figure).

The current diatonic pitch set is evaluated at each beat. If
two accidentals are encountered for the same pitch name
between two beats, only the last one is considered.

2.1.2 Usual Diatonic Pitch Sets

Which pitch set do we expect in a given tonality? We de-
fine S(k) as follows:

• for the major keys, pitches of the usual major scale,
as {C,D,E, F,G,A,B} for C Major ,

• for the minor keys, pitches of the minor harmonic
scale, as {C,D,E[, F,G,A[,B(\)} for C minor .

2.1.3 Diatonic Pitch Set Distance and Pitch
Compatibility Measure

Given any two diatonic pitch sets S and S ′, we define the
distance ddiat(S,S ′) as the number of differently altered
notes between them:

ddiat(S,S ′) = |{n ∈ N with S[n] 6= S ′[n]}|

We evaluate the pitch compatibility between the notes of
the score until beat b and some key k by comparing the
alterations of the current diatonic pitch set CS(b) with the
alterations of S(k), the usual diatonic pitch set of key k.

For each beat b and candidate key k, we will use as a
proximity measure the value ddiat(CS(b),S(k)). For ex-
ample, in Figure 1:

ddiat(CS(2),S(G minor)) = |{C}| = 1

ddiat(CS(2),S(C minor)) = |{C,F,A,B}| = 4

The measure captures that having recently heard an F]
makes a G minor more relevant than a C minor .

Figure 2 shows an example of an actual modulation. At
the cadence in D minor , we have

CS(b) = {C],D,E, F,G,A,B[},

and the same CS(b) is still found at measure 8. The C\ at
measure 10 yields a scale which is exactly S(F Major):

CS(c) = {C,D,E, F,G,A,B[},

2.2 Tonality Anchoring

2.2.1 Detection of V→I progressions

The most stable harmonic progression for a key is the one
from the dominant (fifth scale degree, V ) to the tonic (first
scale degree, I). Such V→I progressions are a good con-
firmation that a modulation occurs. However, a V→I pro-
gression can occur on another scale degree than the first
one (what is called a tonicization, as in Figure 1). Due to
tonicization, modulations can thus not be solely based on
V → I , but such progressions are nevertheless important
contributions to modulations.

Our heuristic to detect a V → I progression in key k is
when there are at least two of the three following voice
leadings:

¬ the third of V (also known as the leading tone) going
to the tonic of I,

 the seventh of V going to the third of I,

® the root from V going to the root from I.

In Figure 2, this heuristic identifies a V→ I progression
in F Major with V occurring on the second beat of mea-
sure 10 and I on the first beat of measure 11.

Note that this heuristic produces false positives for homo-
nym keys. In Figure 2 again, the V→ I on the cadence on
measure 8 is on a cadence in D minor , but the heuristics
also falsely detects it as a V→I in D Major , because two
of the three voice leadings characteristic of D Major are
found. The heuristic will also falsely consider I → IV
movements as V→I .

2.2.2 Tonality Anchoring Measure

We propose the proximity for some key k to be harmon-
ically minimal if, on some beat b, a progression from the
dominant to the tonic is occurring in this tonality. Other-
wise, the proximity value should be as big as its distance
from a V → I progression. Thus we define the measure
cV→I(b, k) using the distance in beats from the last V→ I
progression in the tonality k:

cV→I(b, k) =

 0 if the harmony at b is the V or the I
of a V→I progression in k

min[c, cV→I(b− 1, k) + 1] otherwise
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Figure 2. Measures 4 to 12 of the fourth
movement of Mozart’s String Quartet No. 15
(K421).

The movement is in D minor . There is a
modulation in F Major starting at measure 10.
The V → I movements confirm both of these
keys. However, there is also a V → I move-
ment of a tonicization at the end of measure
6. The voice leadings used by the proposed
heuristics are highlighted. The diatonic pitch
sets a, b, and c are discussed in the text: The
C\ of measure 10 changes the perception of the
current diatonic pitch set and contributes to the
modulation in F Major .

To avoid values that are too high, we bound this value by
a constant c = 20. Note that the value 0 is given at the
moment the V occurs, because it triggers the modulation.

2.3 Tonality Proximity

Music theorists have developed several systems drawing
relationships between keys. The best known is probably
the circle of fifths, introduced by Diletski [24] and refac-
tored to its current form by Heinichen [25]. By assuming
that the enharmonics are in fact the same notes (equal tem-
perament hypothesis; E[ = D]) and starting from a given
note, the sequence of 12 fifths in the same direction (as-
cending or descending) allows to go through all the notes
of the chromatic scale then to return to the starting note.

While working on Mozart’s string quartets, we noticed
that Mozart often switched between Major and minor modes
of the same tonality. The circle of fifths is not designed
for this behavior, whereas it is present in the table of rela-
tionships between tonalities introduced by Gottfried Weber
in Versuch einer geordneten Theorie der Tonsetzkunst [26]
(see Figure 3).

We define dW (k, k′), our measure of proximity between
two keys k and k′, as the euclidean distance between those
two keys in Weber’s table:

dW (k, k′) = min
(√
|xk′ − xk|2 + |yk′ − yk|2, w

)
where (xk, yk) and (xk′ , yk′) are the coordinates of both
keys in the table and w = 10 is a bounding constant.

As an example, dW (D minor , F Major) = 1 whereas
dW (D minor , C) =

√
2. It is more common in the clas-

sical era to modulate from D minor towards F Major , as
in Figure 2, than towards C Major .

The Weber’s table seems to be relevant only for the classi-
cal period. Modulations are more daring from the roman-
tic era, favoring enharmonic and chromatic modulations.
It would then be interesting to favor theories that allow
switching from one key to another in very few chords, as
for example those of Max Reger [27] or Tchaïkovski [28].

Figure 3. Extract of the Table of the relationship of keys
from [26]. Major keys are uppercase, minor keys are low-
ercase.

3. ESTIMATING THE TONAL PLAN
AND THE MODULATIONS

BY COMBINING THE THREE MEASURES

We now describe a dynamic programming algorithm that
uses the three measures described above to estimate the
tonal plan of a piece. Computing a tonal plan k1 . . . kB of
a piece of B beats requires to select a key kb for each beat
b ∈ [1, B]. The tonal plan returned by the algorithm opti-
mally minimizes a combination of the three measures for
the whole piece. We use here a simple weighted combina-
tion of the three measures. We associate to any tonal plan
k1 . . . kB a cost:

D(k1 . . . kB) =
∑

b∈[1,B]

[α · cV→I(b, kb)/c

+ β · ddiat(CS(b),S(kb))/7]
+
∑

b∈[2,B]

γ · dW (kb−1, kb)/w

where the divisions by c, 7, and w normalize each of
the three measures to obtain values between 0 and 1. The
weights α, β, and γ further ponder the relative importance
of the three measures.
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The optimal plan k1 . . . kB that minimizes D(k1 . . . kB)
can be computed by dynamic programming, as optimiz-
ing k1 . . . kb can be done by combining an optimal partial
plan k1 . . . kb−1 with a key kb. We consider that there are
42 possible keys that correspond to all the triplets:

{C,D,E, F,G,A,B} × {], \, [} × {Major , minor}

The algorithm thus builds an array D of size B × 42. For
a beat b and a candidate key k, the value D(b, k) estimates
the likelihood from this key k on the beat b, assuming that
the tonal plan calculated until there is optimal. It is com-
puted by D(1,k) = 0, and, when b ≥ 2:

D(b, k) = α · cV→I(b, k)/c

+ β · ddiat(CS(b),S(k))/7
+ min

k′
[γ · dW (k, k′)/w + D(b− 1, k′)]

When theB×42 values ofD(b, k) are computed, we look
for the optimal plan k1 . . . kB in the table by backtracking:

• for the last beat bB , choose the key kB that mini-
mizes D(bB , kB) ;

• for the preceding beat bB−1, choose the key kB−1 ;
that minimizes dW (kB−1, k

′) +D(bB−1, kB−1)

• repeat until the first beat b1.

4. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Corpus and Implementation

The corpus gathers 38 movements of Mozart’s String Quar-
tets, with manual annotation of keys and cadences. It is an
enhancement of the corpus used and described in previ-
ous works on sonata forms [23, 29]. The corpus contains
**kern files with full pitch spelling information, retrieved
from KernScores [?], together with reference annotation
data including keys, and is available at www.algomus.
fr/data.

We implemented the algorithms within the Python mu-
sic21 framework [30]. The beat granularity used is the
quarter note for binary time signatures and the dotted quar-
ter note for ternary time signatures. We consider this to be
sufficient to model most of the harmonic rhythm in this
repertoire.

4.2 Discussion on the Measures

To discuss the relevance of the proposed measures, we fo-
cus on the third movement of the string quartet No 3, here
called K157.3. This movement is in rondo form and its
main key is C Major . The modulations to other keys (the
dominant GMajor and the parallel C minor ) are easily
identifiable and observable.

0 50 100 150 200 250
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Figure 4. Pitch compatibility measure
ddiat(CS(b),S(k)) along K157.3 for keys k ∈
{C Major , GMajor , C minor , C[ minor}. The
thick bar at the bottom shows the keys in the reference
annotation.

Figures 4 and 5 show curves representing, for each beat,
the ddiat and cV→I measures for a set of selected keys as
well as the combined optimal measure. The selected keys
are:

• C Major , the main key of the movement,

• GMajor , the dominant key of C Major (modula-
tion at measures 17 through 32),

• C minor , the parallel key of C Major (modulation
at measures 49-56 and 61-64),

• C[ minor , an intentional distant key to confirm the
pertinence of each measure.

The distance dW on keys is not computed on each beat in
an independent way as it requires the hypothetical last best
key in order to take into account how likely the resulting
transition is. We thus do not evaluate independently dW ,
but together with D in the next section.

4.2.1 Current Diatonic Pitch Sets and Pitch
Compatibility Measure

Figure 4 shows that the pitch compatibility measure suc-
cessfully estimates ddiat(b, C[ minor) to be unlikely through-
out the piece. There is indeed not much compatibility be-
tween pitches of C[ minor and the pitches actually played
in the movement.

For a majority of the beats, the key of the reference an-
notation is the only one to be assigned the minimal value
(0) by the pitch compatibility measure. The best ddiat(b, k)
value describes the correct key for 243 out of the 252 beats.
The current diatonic pitch set alone, therefore, appears to
be sufficient to detect the key at beat b.

Starting from beat 100, only ddiat(b, C minor) provides
a value of zero for a few beats. In this region, Mozart pro-
gressively modulates by gradually introducing notes of the
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key ref pred TP FN FP F1

C Major 28 34 24 4 10 0.77
C minor 4 26 2 2 24 0.13
GMajor 4 5 3 1 2 0.67
G minor 0 3 0 0 3 ·
E[Major 2 0 0 2 0 ·
others 0 48 0 0 48 ·
(C[ minor ) 0 0 0 0 0 ·

Table 1. V → I progressions in K157.3, in the reference
annotation (ref), predicted by the heuristics (pred), among
which false negatives and positives (FN and FP), and asso-
ciated F1 measure.

upcoming keyC minor . The current diatonic pitch sets re-
trieved in this region do not exactly fit with any of the keys
but still favor this key of C minor in a few beats. Note
that between beats 112 and 119, the key of the reference
annotation E[Major is correctly detected, although the
corresponding curve is not shown in the figure for clarity.

4.2.2 V→I Progressions

The reference annotation on K157.3 contains 38 V → I
movements. The heuristic detects 116 V→ I movements,
with 29 true positives (Table 1). As expected, most of the
87 false positives are on parallel keys and on I → IV
progressions. For example, spurious V → I are detected
in F Major , F minor , A[Major and in A[ minor while
they are in fact I → IV in C Major and E[Major . Fo-
cusing on the two most present keys in the piece, C Major
and GMajor , there are finally few false positives (12/39).

The heuristics thus manages to detect relevant signals for
modulations, even if it detects other signals too.

4.2.3 Tonality Anchoring Measure

The Figure 5 displays the evolution of the tonality anchor-
ing measure cV→I(b, k) with the same selection of four
keys along K157.3. As for the pitch compatibility mea-
sure, the maximum value c = 20 of cV→I(b, C[ minor)
for b > 20 indicates that tonality anchoring measure suc-
cessfully excludes distant keys. Indeed, cV→I(0, k) = 0
for all keys and progressively converge towards c unless a
V→I movement is detected.

The values of cV→I(b, C Major) and cV→I(b, C minor)
are often very close due to the false positives in the V→ I
detection. The consequence is the poor performance of
cV→I(b, k) by itself, predicting correctly only 66 of the 252
beats of K157.3.

4.3 Key and Modulation Detection

We now evaluate the algorithm by combining the three
measures. The best coefficients α, β, and γ, were eval-
uated on the corpus was on the 38 Mozart’s string quar-
tets, by testing values between 0 and 4 (with increments of
about 0.002 for α, 0.02 for β, and 0.5 for γ). No training
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Figure 5. Tonality anchoring measure cV→I(b, k) along
K157.3
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Figure 6. Average accuracies of key detection over the 38
Mozart’s string quartets when one of the α/β/γ coefficient
is constant.

set was separated from the corpus. Overfitting could thus
arise, but we felt it was a reasonable risk due to the size of
the corpus and the very small number of parameters.

Figure 6 shows the average prediction accuracy of key de-
tection when one coefficient is constant and the two other
changes. Table 2 shows that although the current diatonic
pitch set measure alone (β = 1) yields good results, adding
the others measures improves the local key detection by
17.5%. The optimal values of α = 0.016, β = 0.3, and
γ = 4.0 reflect that, even after bounding and normaliza-
tion, cV→I is generally high and does not significantly help
the detection here, probably due to the false positives (see
the discussion in the previous section).

Table 3 further details these results with the best coeffi-
cients. The algorithm shows a higher F1 measure (and so
better results) on pieces in major main keys than in minor
main keys. This is a known issue in key detection and is
mostly explained by the floating 6th and 7th scale degrees
of the minor scale. It is confirmed by the better perfor-
mance for estimating major keys than minor keys. The
algorithm seems also reliable to find which beats are in
the main key, which is fortunate as over 50% of the cor-
pus beats are in the main key. The choice of Weber table
to model the relationships between keys seems a judicious
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method α β γ correct
only ddiat 0 1 0 67.3
only cV→I 1 0 0 16.3
no modulation 0 0 1 50.0
best coefficients 0.016 0.3 4 84.8

Table 2. Correct key prediction (percentage of beats) on
the corpus. When α = β = 0, then D(b, k) is minimal
when each beat is in the main key: This baseline algorithm
considers that no modulations occur.

choice as keys used by Mozart in the corpus are the ones
that are directly aside the main key in the Weber table (with
the exception of V when the main key is in minor mode).
However, the algorithm seems to have trouble finding sub-
dominant related keys (ii, iv and IV). The reason for this
behaviour is still under investigation.
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Figure 7. Key Detection along K157.3 by combining the
three measures with the optimal α, β, γ coefficients. The
graph shows the difference D(k, b)−mink′ D(k′, b).

As an example, we examine the prediction on K157.3 in
detail. Figure 7 plots the combined D(b, k) measure (as
well as, for clarity, the difference of this measure with the
best measure between all keys) with the optimal values of
α, β, and γ found above. It confirms again that C[ minor
is not expected. The proposed method manages to find
the main key of C Major and all modulations (GMajor ,
C minor , and – not shown – E[Major ), at most within
2 beats of the place the modulation occurs in the reference
analysis. The key detection works here on 248 of the 252
beats, improving the prediction with ddiat alone. Indeed,
the computation of D, including dW , favors some stabil-
ity in the predicted keys, preventing the algorithm from
switching keys for only 1 or 2 beats when a nonchord tone
do appear.

5. CONCLUSIONS

When analyzing music, looking at how keys change and
modulations are performed is at least as interesting as keys
themselves. We have introduced various techniques to model

Major mode main key (I)
key ref pred TP FP FN F1

I 5801 5999 5451 548 350 0.92
V 2851 2846 2525 321 326 0.89
vi 469 410 330 80 139 0.75
IV 386 382 241 141 145 0.63
i 204 217 159 58 45 0.76
v 152 129 81 48 71 0.58
ii 130 18 9 9 121 0.12
[III 102 84 63 21 39 0.68
others 238 248 139 109 99 –
total 10333 10333 8998 1335 1335 0.87

Minor mode main key (i)
key ref pred TP FP FN F1

i 1268 1038 1012 26 256 0.88
I 544 543 462 81 82 0.85
[III 421 654 385 269 36 0.72
V 262 234 213 21 49 0.86
iv 247 133 118 15 129 0.62
v 177 230 155 75 22 0.76
others 253 340 117 223 136 –
total 3172 3172 2462 710 710 0.78

Table 3. Key detection accuracy over the 38 Mozart string
quartets in the 30 movements in a major key (top), and in
the 8 movements in a minor key (bottom), with the best
coefficients. The results are gathered by keys. Each key
is identified by how its tonic relates to the scale degrees of
the main key of each movement. Major key are uppercase
while minor key are lowercase.

key changes based on essential signs of modulation, such
as the current diatonic pitch set and V→I progressions.

Combined with a tonality proximity measure, these tech-
niques create good estimations of the tonal plan, with more
than 80% correct estimations on classical string quartets –
without any computation of a pitch profile. In particular,
the ddiat measure alone provides a very good estimation
of the keys and their change.

Perspectives include a more accurate V→I detection and
more complete benchmarks, including comparisons with
alternative key finding algorithms, as well as an evaluation
of the detected position of each modulation. The combina-
tion of the three measures is still very simple – improved
combinations, possibly involving machine learning, could
probably improve the raw results.

Altogether, these new models on tonalities could be used
for providing (semi-)automatic harmonic analysis while fur-
ther providing insights on the signals involved in the mod-
ulations.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in deep learning accelerated the develop-
ment of content-based automatic music tagging systems.
Music information retrieval (MIR) researchers proposed
various architecture designs, mainly based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), that achieve state-of-the-art re-
sults in this multi-label binary classification task. However,
due to the differences in experimental setups followed by
researchers, such as using different dataset splits and soft-
ware versions for evaluation, it is difficult to compare the
proposed architectures directly with each other. To facil-
itate further research, in this paper we conduct a consis-
tent evaluation of different music tagging models on three
datasets (MagnaTagATune, Million Song Dataset, and MTG-
Jamendo) and provide reference results using common eval-
uation metrics (ROC-AUC and PR-AUC). Furthermore, all
the models are evaluated with perturbed inputs to investi-
gate the generalization capabilities concerning time stretch,
pitch shift, dynamic range compression, and addition of
white noise. For reproducibility, we provide the PyTorch
implementations with the pre-trained models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic music tagging is a multi-label binary classifi-
cation task that aims to predict relevant tags for a given
song. Typically these tags carry useful semantic music in-
formation that can later be used for other applications such
as music recommendation or music retrieval. To tackle
the problem of music tagging, recent studies in music in-
formation retrieval (MIR) adopted deep neural networks,
mostly based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
motivated by their huge success in other domains (e.g.,
computer vision, natural language processing). The in-
troduction of deep learning helped to break the previous
glass ceiling in the performance of music tagging systems
and MIR researchers started actively proposing ingenious
architecture designs. As a result, the hand-crafted feature-
based approaches were replaced by data-driven feature learn-
ing approaches in most recent automatic music tagging re-
search.

To maximize the advantages of CNNs, a deep fully con-
volutional network (FCN) was proposed for music tagging

Copyright: c© 2020 Minz Won et al. This is an open-access article distributed

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original author and source are credited.

[1]. It uses a stack of 3 × 3 rectangular filters followed
by a max-pooling layer. As an alternative, the Musicnn
[2], also a Mel-spectrogram-based CNN, tried to incorpo-
rate domain knowledge into its filter designs so that the
model can capture timbral characteristics and temporal pat-
terns using vertical filters and horizontal filters, respec-
tively. Sample-level CNN [3] pursued an assumption-free
end-to-end model by applying 1D convolution directly to
a raw audio waveform, and the following research [4] im-
proved the performance by adding squeeze-and-excitation
blocks [5]. Different from images, however, music is se-
quential. For this reason, a convolutional recurrent neural
network (CRNN) [6] was proposed to extract local features
using CNNs and summarize them with recurrent neural
networks (RNNs). Another sequence modeling approach
[7] adapted the self-attention mechanism [8] to summa-
rize the temporal sequence of the extracted local features
by CNNs. Finally, Harmonic CNN [9] used a harmoni-
cally stacked trainable representation to preserve spectro-
temporal locality in convolution layers.

Unfortunately, due to different experimental setups fol-
lowed by the authors of these approaches when report-
ing results (e.g., dataset splits, library versions, comput-
ing environments, and optimization methods), it is diffi-
cult to compare the proposed architectures directly with
each other. In this paper, we address this issue and re-
port experimental results for various state-of-the-art music
tagging models using three different datasets (MagnaTa-
gATune, Million Song Dataset, and MTG-Jamendo dataset)
with a consistent experimental setup. In addition, we con-
duct experiments to assess the robustness of these archi-
tectures against four different types of deformations [10]
and determine their generalization abilities. For the repro-
ducibility, we provide PyTorch implementations for all the
models considered and their pre-trained models. 1

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
automatic music tagging tasks with details of multiple in-
stance problem, evaluation metrics, and dataset descrip-
tions. Section 3 elaborates on the model designs. We report
model performances and their generalization capabilities
in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

1 https://github.com/minzwon/sota-music-tagging-models/
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2. AUTOMATIC MUSIC TAGGING

2.1 Multiple Instance Problem

Various semantic information characterizing music, such
as genres, subgenres, moods, instruments, decades, and
languages, can be expressed in the form of music tags.
Automatic content-based music tagging is a task that aims
to predict such relevant tags for a given song based on its
acoustic characteristics. However, depending on the tag,
relevant characteristics are not necessarily predominant in
the entire music recording. For example, when a song has
a tag female vocal, it does not imply that the female vocal
appears in every time segment of the song. In essence, this
is a multiple instance problem [11]. A song can have many
acoustic characteristics (instances) that describe it, but of-
ten only specific characteristics (instances) are responsible
for the associated music tag. In most cases, we do not have
time precise instance-level annotations because the precise
labeling can be laborsome, therefore a music tag associ-
ated with a song is simply applied to all music excerpts
(instances) of the song during training [12].

There are two approaches to handle the multiple instance
problem in music tagging. One is to train the model on
full songs and produce song-level predictions from a song-
level input. From a given song-level input, the model has
to predict relevant tags. Another one is to train the model
on short audio chunks (instances) and generate chunk-level
predictions, which can be later aggregated (e.g., majority
vote, average) in the evaluation phase. In this paper, we
refer to these two approaches as song-level training and
chunk-level training, respectively.

2.2 Evaluation Metrics

A common evaluation metric of binary decision problems
is the area under receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC-AUC). However, the area under precision-recall curve
(PR-AUC) can be more informative for evaluation on highly
skewed datasets [13]. Hence, we use both macro ROC-
AUC and PR-AUC to evaluate all considered music tag-
ging models with both scores being averaged across all the
tags the models operate with. For our robustness studies,
we report the variance of ROC-AUC and PR-AUC scores
obtained on perturbed audio inputs.

2.3 Datasets

MagnaTagATune (MTAT) [14] is one of the most com-
monly used datasets for benchmarking automatic music
tagging systems. It contains multi-label annotations by
genre, mood, and instrumentation for 25,877 audio seg-
ments, each 30s long. The audio is in the MP3 format
(32 Kbps bitrate and 16 kHz sample rate). Originally the
dataset is split into 16 folders, and commonly the first 12
folders are used for training, the 13th for validation, and
the last three are used for testing. Only 50 most frequent
tags are typically used for the task. The top 50 tags include
genre and instrumentation labels, as well as decades (e.g.,
’80s’ and ’90s’) and moods.

In our work, we follow the same data split and we use
the top 50 tags to be consistent with results reported in the

majority of previous studies. 2 However, we have noted
that the performances reported in some studies are incon-
sistent, as their authors discarded audio segments without
any associated tags (leading to slightly higher values of
performance). Also, some of the previous studies are re-
using those reports unintentionally compare incompatible
performance values, which is one of the main motivations
of our work.
Million Song Dataset (MSD) [15] is a dataset of audio
features for one million songs, partially expanded by the
MIR community with crowdsourced tags from Last.fm as
well as a mapping to 30s audio preview segments orig-
inally obtained from 7digital. 3 In total, this subset of
the dataset contains 241,904 annotated song segments and
it is commonly used for benchmarking on a larger scale.
The tags cover genre, instrumentation, moods and decades.
The audio segments vary in quality, being encoded as MP3s
with a bitrate from 64 to 128 Kbps and sample rate of 22
kHz or 44 kHz.

Again, in our study we follow the dataset split commonly
used by researchers 4 [2, 3] and use only 50 most frequent
tags for consistency with previous studies. This split in-
cludes 201,680 songs for training, 11,774 for validation
and 28,435 for testing. Unfortunately, similarly to MTAT,
some previous studies report inconsistent comparisons of
automatic tagging approaches, as there also exists a slightly
different split, 5 containing audio segments of shorter du-
ration and on which lower performance values were re-
ported. Note that the tag annotations available for this
dataset are inherently noisy as they come from a free-form
social tagging application for music enthusiasts and are
used without any preprocessing intended to improve the
quality of tags [16].
MTG-Jamendo Dataset [17] contains audio for 55,701
full songs and is built using music publicly available on
the Jamendo 6 music platform under Creative Commons
licenses. The minimum duration of each song is 30s, and
they are provided in the MP3 (320 Kbps bitrate). Thus, this
dataset contains significantly larger audio segments with
higher encoding quality than MTAT and MSD. The tracks
in the dataset are annotated by 692 different tags cover-
ing genres, instrumentation, moods and themes. All tags
were originally provided by the artists submitting music to
Jamendo, but they were preprocessed with the goal of tag
cleaning by the creators of the dataset.

Multiple splits of the data are provided for training, vali-
dation and test. In this work we use the split-0 and 50 most
frequent tags. 7 As this dataset has been released only re-
cently, not many studies are reporting the performance of
the models using it yet. Yet, it is a useful addition for the
evaluation methodologies followed by researchers in order
to better assess the generalization of their models.

2 https://github.com/jongpillee/music_dataset_
split/tree/master/MTAT_split

3 https://www.7digital.com
4 https://github.com/jongpillee/music_dataset_

split
5 https://github.com/keunwoochoi/MSD_split_for_

tagging
6 https://jamendo.com
7 https://github.com/MTG/mtg-jamendo-dataset
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Shapes of the first convolution filters and input representations of different models. (a) FCN, CRNN, self-
attention, and short-chunk CNN with a Mel spectrogram input (b) Musicnn with a Mel spectrogram input (c) sample-level
CNN with a raw audio input (d) Harmonic CNN with a stacked harmonic tensor.

Model input length # of Mel training

FCN 29.1s 96 song-level
FCN (128)∗ 29.1s 128 song-level
Musicnn 3s 96 chunk-level
Musicnn (128)∗ 3s 128 chunk-level
Sample-level CNN 3.69s - chunk-level
CRNN 29.1s 96 song-level
CRNN (128)∗ 29.1s 128 song-level
Self-attention 15s 128 chunk-level
Harmonic CNN 5s 128 chunk-level
Short-chunk CNN 3.69s 128 chunk-level

Table 1: Experimental setups of different models.

3. MODELS

We here describe the architectures of all models consid-
ered in this study. Essentia [18] and Librosa [19] libraries
are used for loading audio files and extracting Mel spec-
trograms, respectively. We re-sampled the audio to 16 kHz
sample rate. Table 1 shows different input lengths and the
number of Mel bands. Since some models have a smaller
number of Mel bands in their original implementations, we
further experimented with a larger number of Mel bands
for the fair comparison (marked with *). All Mel-spectrogram-
based approaches used 512-point FFT with a 50% overlap.
For training the models, we used a unified optimization
method: a mixture of scheduled ADAM [20] and stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD), introduced in [7]. The best
model is selected based on the training loss. In the evalua-
tion, chunk-level models average predictions over 16 chunks
to perform the final prediction. Note that FCN and CRNN
are song-level training models for MTAT and MSD but
they perform as chunk-level training models for the MTG-
Jamendo dataset since the songs in the dataset are longer
than 29.1s which is the size of receptive fields of both mod-
els.

3.1 Fully Convolutional Network

A fully convolutional network (FCN) is a variant of CNN
that consists of only convolutional layers without any fully-
connected layers. A FCN for music tagging [1] uses Mel
spectrogram inputs. In the preprocessing step, a 29.1s au-
dio segment is converted to a 96× 1366 Mel spectrogram.
It is then used as an input and is passed through 4 con-
volutional layers. Each convolutional layer uses homoge-
neous 3 × 3 2D filters (Figure 1-(a)) followed by a max-
pooling layer. Different sizes of strides are used for max-

pooling layers ((2, 4), (4, 5), (3, 8), (4, 8)) to increase
the size of receptive fields to cover the entire input Mel
spectrogram (96 × 1366). In the original paper, FCN was
trained with a song-level training method since the track
durations in MTAT correspond to the size of the receptive
field. However, this is not the case for MTG-Jamendo con-
taining longer tracks, where chunk-level (29.1s) training is
applied.

3.2 Musicnn

The Musicnn [2] model also uses Mel spectrograms as its
inputs. Different from previously proposed models, the ar-
chitecture design choices in Musicnn rely on some intu-
ition from the music domain knowledge. The first con-
volutional layer of Musicnn consists of vertical and hori-
zontal filters. Vertical filters are designed to capture pitch-
invariant timbral features (bottom-left of Figure 1-(b)): e.g.,
38 × 7 filter captures sub-band information of short pe-
riod of time. To enforce the pitch-invariancy, the follow-
ing max-pooling layer pools the maximum value across the
frequency axis. Horizontal filters, on the other hand, cap-
ture temporal the energy envelope of the audio. After the
mean-pooling across the frequency axis of input Mel spec-
trograms, horizontally long filters (e.g., 1 × 165) capture
the temporal energy patterns (top-right of Figure 1-(b)).
The extracted timbral and temporal features are concate-
nated in the channel, then the following 1D convolutional
layers summarize them to predict relevant tags. Different
from FCN, the Musicnn only uses short audio excerpts (3s)
as its inputs during training, i.e., chunk-level training.

3.3 Sample-level CNN

Sample-level CNN [3] tackles the automatic music tag-
ging problem in an end-to-end fashion. It takes raw audio
waveforms as its inputs. Sample-level CNN is simpler and
deeper than Mel spectrogram-based approaches. It con-
sists of ten 1D convolutional layers with 1 × 3 filters and
1 × 3 max-poolings (Figure 1-(c)). Trained front-end fil-
ters perform similar to the process of deriving Mel spec-
trograms and the back-end convolution layers summarize
them. We also considered a variation of sample-level CNN
[4] with squeeze-and-excitation (SE) [5] blocks. Sample-
level CNN and its variant with SE blocks also use short
audio excerpts (3.69s) for the chunk-level training.
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3.4 Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network

Convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) [6] uses
Mel spectrogram inputs. A CRNN can be described as
a combination of CNNs and RNNs. The CNN front end
extracts local features and the RNN back end summarizes
them temporally. Since RNNs are more flexible than CNNs
for summarizing sequential information, it can be benefi-
cial to use RNNs for predicting tags that may be affected
by global structures (e.g., moods/themes). Four convolu-
tional layers with 3× 3 2D filters are used in the front end
and two-layer RNNs with gated recurrent units (GRU) are
used in the back end. Long music excerpts (29.1s) are used
as inputs of CRNN.

3.5 Self-attention

The self-attention-based music tagging model [7] shares
the same intuition as CRNN to extract local features with
CNNs and summarize them with sequence models. The
only difference is that the self-attention mechanism is used
instead of the RNNs for the temporal summarization back
end. Motivated by its huge success in natural language pro-
cessing [8], the authors adapted the Transformer encoder,
which is a deep stack of self-attention layers, for automatic
music tagging. 15s-long audio excerpts are used for train-
ing the self-attention model.

3.6 Harmonic CNN

Harmonic CNN [9] takes advantage of trainable band-pass
filters and harmonically stacked time-frequency represen-
tation inputs. Trainable filters (mainly trainable bandwidths)
bring more flexibility to the model. And harmonically stacked
representation preserves spectro-temporal locality while keep-
ing the harmonic structures through the channel of the in-
put tensor in the first convolution layer (Figure 1-(d)) as in-
troduced in [21]. The number of trainable frequency bands
is set to 128 and the number of harmonics considered for
stacking is 6. Chunk-level training with 5s audio segments
is performed.

3.7 Short-chunk CNN

According to the previous work [9], a simple 2D CNN with
3×3 filters can already claim exceptional results when it is
trained with short chunks of audio, i.e., chunk-level train-
ing. It is a very prevalent type of CNN (sometimes referred
as vgg-like) but, to the best of our knowledge, there are
no references for this architecture design in music tagging
research. Hence, we implemented a 7-layer CNN with a
fully-connected layer and its extension with residual con-
nections [22]. Different from FCN, it uses a smaller size
of max-pooling (2 × 2) because the input segment is way
shorter than the song-level inputs (29.1s). We used 128
Mel bins so that 7 max-pooling layers can summarize them
into a single dimension (27 = 128). It uses 3.69s audio ex-
cerpts, hence we call this model “short-chunk CNN” in this
paper to differentiate it from FCN.

4. RESULTS

We report ROC-AUC and PR-AUC of all implemented mod-
els using three datasets in Table 2. In general, models
trained with short audio excerpts (Musicnn, variants of sample-
level CNN, Self-attention, Harmonic CNN, variants of short-
chunk CNN) outperform other models trained with rela-
tively longer audio segments (FCN, CRNN). Training with
short chunks (instances) is noisier: e.g., an audio excerpt
can have a tag guitar if a guitar appears in the song even
though the selected excerpt doesn’t include guitar sound in
it. However, one can expect a much larger number of ex-
amples during the training (e.g., 25,877 tracks× 16 chunks
= 414,032 examples). We suspect this brings the perfor-
mance gain when the model is trained with short chunk-
level examples. Furthermore, most of the top 50 tags in
the three datasets can be identified only with a short audio
excerpt (e.g., instruments, genres). Thus, the model does
not need a long sequence of audio to perform its binary
classification task. For the top 50 tags in each dataset we
experimented with, it is more beneficial to use chunk-level
training with short audio excerpts than the song-level train-
ing.

Short-chunk CNN, short-chunk CNN with residual con-
nections, and Harmonic CNN showed the best results for
every dataset. These three models are trained on short au-
dio excerpts (3.69s or 5s) and they use 3× 3 convolutional
filters followed by 2 × 2 max-poolings. FCN uses similar
filters, but larger max-poolings which increase its size of
the receptive field to fit long audio segments (29.1s). We
conclude that smaller max-poolings with shorter audio ex-
cerpts work better for CNNs with 3× 3 filters.

Musicnn shows competitive results in MTAT. However,
other models (sample-level + SE, self-attention) outper-
form Musicnn on larger datasets (MSD and MTG-Jamendo).
This confirms an intuition that domain knowledge can be
beneficial for relatively small datasets, reported in [2]. How-
ever, the design choices for parameters of Musicnn restricts
the power of the model when it is trained on larger datasets.

For the sequential models, self-attention outperforms the
CRNN. Different from self-attention mechanisms, RNNs
with long sequence inputs suffer from vanishing gradient
problems. Self-attention mechanism alleviates the prob-
lems by providing direct paths between all time steps. Ac-
cording to the reported visualizations [7], self-attention per-
forms well for pinpointing relevant short-time acoustic fea-
tures in the audio sequence, but it was difficult to deter-
mine if the model learned long-time characteristics prop-
erly. To determine such abilities, some tags related to a
global structure have to be cherry-picked and evaluated.

Since FCN, Musicnn, and CRNN use Mel spectrogram
inputs with 96 Mel bands, there can be relative disadvan-
tages when they are compared with other models using 128
Mel bands. For the fair comparison, we experimented with
FCN, Musicnn, and CRNN using 128 Mel bands. A larger
number of Mel bands did not show any significant impacts
on the performances. Since each architecture design was
optimized for a smaller number of Mel bands, simply in-
creasing the size of input Mel bands cannot guarantee the
optimized performance of the models.
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Methods MTAT MSD MTG-Jamendo

ROC-AUC PR-AUC ROC-AUC PR-AUC ROC-AUC PR-AUC

FCN [1] 0.9005 0.4295 0.8744 0.2970 0.8255 0.2801
FCN (with 128 Mel bins) 0.8994 0.4236 - - - -
Musicnn [2] 0.9106 0.4493 0.8803 0.2983 0.8226 0.2713
Musicnn (with 128 Mel bins) 0.9092 0.4546 - - - -
Sample-level [3] 0.9058 0.4422 0.8789 0.2959 0.8208 0.2742
Sample-level + SE [4] 0.9103 0.4520 0.8838 0.3109 0.8233 0.2784
CRNN [6] 0.8722 0.3625 0.8499 0.2469 0.7978 0.2358
CRNN (with 128 Mel bins) 0.8703 0.3601 - - - -
Self-attention [7] 0.9077 0.4445 0.8810 0.3103 0.8261 0.2883
Harmonic CNN [9] 0.9127 0.4611 0.8898 0.3298 0.8322 0.2956
Short-chunk CNN 0.9126 0.4590 0.8883 0.3251 0.8324 0.2976
Short-chunk CNN + Res 0.9129 0.4614 0.8898 0.3280 0.8316 0.2951

Table 2: Performances of state-of-the-art models.

Figure 2: Evaluations metrics with perturbed audio inputs. Dynamic range compression is shortened as “drc” in the plot.

5. ROBUSTNESS STUDIES

5.1 Input Deformations

To further investigate the performance of different state-of-
the-art models, we conducted robustness studies. If a pre-
trained model has good generalization abilities, the pre-
diction of the model should not be sensitive against small
perturbations in the input audio. By applying four different
audio deformations to the test set (pitch shift, time stretch,
dynamic range compression, and addition of white noise),
we intended to determine the generalization abilities of the
models. Note that we applied these four deformations only
to the test set, which means that the models have never
been exposed to the same deformations during training.
All employed deformations are based on an existing mu-
sic data augmentation framework (MUDA) 8 [10]:

Pitch shift by n ∈ {−1, 1} semitones.

Time stretch by γ ∈ {2−1/2, 21/2}.

Dynamic range compression following speech and music
(standard) settings of Dolby E standards [23].

White noise addition xmixed = (1 − α) · x + α · xnoise
where α ∈ {0.1, 0.4}.

5.2 Robustness results

Figure 2 shows performances of each model under vari-
ous input deformations. Here we tested FCN, Musicnn,
sample-level + SE, self-attention, Harmonic CNN, and short-
chunk CNN. We followed the original input preprocessing
of each model because a larger of Mel bands did not show
significant effects in Section 4. CRNN is not included due
to its relatively low performance. Dynamic range com-
pression was the least influential and the white noise ad-
dition (0.4) was the most critical among the four differ-
ent perturbations considered. Musicnn is robust against
time stretching but it is relatively vulnerable against pitch
shift. We suspect the max pooling layer over frequency
axis hinders the Musicnn from learning generalized repre-
sentations. Harmonic CNN and short-chunk CNN were the
two best models with original data. However, Harmonic
CNN showed better generalization abilities against input
deformations except for the white noise addition (0.4). Sample-
level CNN with SE blocks showed good performance with
a small amount of noise (0.1), but it could not generalize
when this amount was increased (0.4).

8 https://github.com/bmcfee/muda
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we revisit state-of-the-art automatic music
tagging models and report their performances with a con-
sistent experimental setup. In general, short-chunk-based
approaches showed better results than models trained with
larger input segments (FCN, CRNN). The design choices
followed by Musicnn could show good performance on
a small dataset, but it restricted the model from learning
more information on larger datasets. Sequential models
(CRNN, self-attention) showed competitive results but could
not outperform other models since most of tags in the datasets
do not require long sequences for their identification. Inter-
estingly, the best performing model is a simple CNN with
3 × 3 filters trained on short audio excerpts (short-chunk
CNN). Although the original design choice of the CNN is
from computer vision, it outperformed other methods ex-
cept for Harmonic CNN.

We further assessed generalization abilities of models by
testing perturbed inputs. We could observe a different rank-
ing of the models in terms of their performance on each de-
formation. This implies that the ROC-AUC and PR-AUC
scores are not enough to evaluate music tagging models.
In our experiment, Harmonic CNN and short-chunk CNN
consistently report better scores than other models. Specif-
ically, Harmonic CNN showed the best generalization abil-
ities against every deformation types except for a heavy
white noise addition.

We expect the reported results to be a useful reference for
further research in automatic music tagging. More detailed
exploration of the deformations for robustness tests should
be done in the future work. Also, the efficacy of data aug-
mentation in music tagging has to be further investigated.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a Web-based manual time-span tree 

generation tool. While we have previously collected time-

span trees analyzed by musicologists on the basis of the 

generative theory of tonal music and created several edit-

ing tools for the trees, the tools are not ideal for practical 

use due to the following four issues. First, the piano roll 

dis-play tool does not allow musicologists to conduct intu-

itive analysis. Second, the staff score display library can 

no longer be used when editing time-span trees created on 

an iPad due to an OS update. Third, with all editing tools, 

operation slows when the number of notes increases. 

Fourth, editing a tree-structured branch requires a large 

number of manual operation steps. In response to these is-

sues, we developed a Web-based manual time-span tree 

editor that displays staff scores and enables high-speed op-

eration by reviewing the data structure. Experimental re-

sults indicate that the number of operation steps decreased 

by about 14.6%. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Our objective is to develop a music operation system that 

uses time-span trees constructed on the basis of generative 

theory of tonal music (GTTM) analysis [1-3]. Music pro-

duction is complex because it requires a large number of 

operation steps [4]. For example, making a melody simpler 

requires many operation steps. These operation steps can 

be performed using a time-span tree for performance ren-

dering, music reproduction, and summarization of the mu-

sic [5]. The goal of our system will be to have a time-span 

tree that reduces the number of operation steps.  

The main advantage of using time-span tree for music 

production is using it reduce the number of notes in a mel-

ody and extract a simple melody reduced from a complex 

melody [6, 7]. With this reduction, the relationship be-

tween the complex melody and reduced melody is ex-

pressed as a subsumption relationship. There is also a 

“meet” operation that extracts the common part of two 

time-span trees and a “join” operation that overlaps two 

trees [8]. The melody-morphing method is a combination 

of the subsumption relation described above and the meet 

and join operations [9]. ShakeGuitar [10] and Melody Slot 

Machine [11] are applications that use the melody-morph-

ing method. 

Figure 1 shows an example of how to reduce the number 

of notes in a melody using a time-span tree of K. 331/300i 

(Mozart’s Piano Sonata No. 11). We can obtain an ab-

stracted melody by slicing the tree in the middle and omit-

ting notes whose branch connections are below the line. 

Therefore, time-span reduction is the inverse process of 

composition. 

The largest problem in constructing a melody operation 

system using a time-span tree is the low accuracy of the 

time-span tree analyzer [12, 13]. We previously carried out 

a naive implementation of GTTM, but the analysis accu-

racy of the time-span tree was just 60% [12]. The analysis 

accuracy of the time-span tree of a probability-based anal-

ysis system that introduces probabilistic context-free 

grammar is 76% [13], which is a little better, but since that 

evaluation is limited to the melody for which the probabil-

ity has been obtained, further improvement is required. 

In GTTM analysis, a grouping structure, metrical struc-

ture, and time-span tree are extracted in that order. We re-

cently implemented deep learning to extract grouping and 

metrical structures, and the analysis performance improved 

significantly [14]. Extracting a time-span tree by deep learn-

ing was not possible due to the lack of analyzed data. 

Therefore, in this work we aimed to add analysis data, 

but this is difficult to do with conventional analysis tools. 

For example, while the interactive GTTM analyzer [15] 

can find simple analysis mistakes, it is not suitable for mu-

sician analysis because the display is a piano roll. While 

the manual time-span generation tool [16] is able to dis-

play staff scores, an OS update made the staff score display 

library unusable. Other issues include the lengthy calcula-

tion times and high number of operation steps. 

    To resolve these issues, we developed an analyzer that 

uses the popular Web-based staff score display library. We 

also improved the data structure and manipulation meth-

ods. We compared the number of operation steps with this 

Web-based time-span tree editor with those of the manual 

time-span generation tool.  Experimental results indicated 

that the number of operation steps decreased by about 

14.6%.

Copyright: © 2020 Masatoshi Hamanaka et al. This is an open-access 

article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 

Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unrestricted use, 

distribution, and reproduction in any médium, provided the original 

author and source are credited. 
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     In Section 2 of this paper, we discuss the issues with 

previous time-span tree editors. In Section 3, we present 

our Web-based time-space tree editor and experimental re-

sults in Sections 4 We conclude in Section 5 with a brief 

summary and mention of future work. 

2. ISSUES WITH PREVIOUS TIME-SPAN

TREE TOOLS 

We have been building GTTM analyzers and time-span 

tree editors for over 15 years, but the main ones are the 

interactive GTTM analyzer and manual time-span genera-

tion tool. 

2.1 Interactive GTTM analyzer 

One of the interactive GTTM analyzers we developed is 

shown in Fig. 2. Because musicians are accustomed to staff 

scores, it is difficult for them to analyze data presented as 

a piano roll. For example, in a piano roll, as shown in Fig. 

3(a), it may be difficult to distinguish between a series of 

notes of the same pitch or a single long note. When the 

number of notes in a piece increases, the number of 

branches in the time-span tree also increases. Therefore, it 

is difficult to visually distinguish between an essential par-

ent branch and an ornamented child branch in a time-span 

tree because the parent branches and their child branches 

are mostly straight lines (Fig. 3(b)). 

Figure 4 shows the position (highlighted) where the se-

lected branch can be connected in the time-span tree. Thus, 

if we move the branch to the target position, that branch 

becomes highlighted then connected to the desired posi-

tion. The largest problem with this tool is that many actions 

are required for the simplest and most frequently per-

formed operation steps, such as swapping the parent and 

child of a branch. 

Figure 2. Interactive GTTM analyzer with piano roll. 

Figure 3. Difficulty in manipulating musical piece with 

large number of bars and notes. 

Piano roll score Time-span tree 

(b) Parent and child branches

(a) Series of notes

(f)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1. Reduction of melody. 
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Figure 4. Highlighting the position that can connect the 

selected branch in previous editor for editing time-span 

tree. 

2.2 Manual time-span tree generation tool 

The manual time-span tree generation tool can display 

staff scores and zoom in on the screen, making branch op-

erations easier than with the interactive GTTM analyzer. 

However, it comes with its own problems. 

   Since it is difficult to touch and select single notes or 

branches with one’s fingertip, we added circular handles 

to them. These handles are attached to all notes except rests 

and grace notes. After loading the Music XML, the handles 

are visible directly above the notes (Fig. 5(a)) [16]. The 

heights of the handles are automatically separated because 

if two handles are very close to each other, it may not be 

possible to select the desired one. By simply placing one 

handle over another one, we can generate a tree structure 

such that the original handle becomes a sub-branch and the 

handle that was placed on top becomes the parent branch 

(main branch) (Figs. 5(b) and (c)).  

Figure 5. Screenshot of manual time-span tree generation 

tool. 

    By simply placing a handle on another handle, a tree 

structure can be generated in a way that the original handle 

becomes a sub-branch and the handle that was placed on 

top becomes the parent branch (main branch) (Figs. 7(b) 

and (c)). 

This tool has no problem assembling a time-span tree 

from the bottom up, as described above. However, modi-

fying a tree once it has been completed cannot be done in 

a single action. For example, to disconnect a branch, one 

must first press and hold the handle to bring up a menu 

then select which connection to delete from the menu items. 

Furthermore, since only the handle can be connected, 

if one wants to modify the tip of a tree branch, one needs 

to cut the tree structure up to that point and recreate it again 

from the bottom up. 

2.3 Issue with data structure 

Time-span trees are stored by time-span XML [17, 18]. 

Figure 6(a) shows a time-span XML corresponding to the 

time-span tree in (b). The time-span XML consists of ts, 

primary, and secondary elements. The ts element indicates 

the length and position of the time span in a piece of music. 

It includes a head element, which requires a note element 

indicating the most salient note in the time span. If there is 

more than one note in the time span, we can divide the time 

span into two parts: one that includes the head and one that 

does not. The primary element in  the ts element has a next-

level ts element that corresponds to the time span, which 

includes the upper-level head. The secondary element in 

the ts element has a next-level ts element that corresponds 

to the time span, which does not include the upper-level 

head. 

Figure 6. Time-span XML and time-span tree. 

Selected branch 

Target position 

(a) Time-span XML (b) Time-span tree

(b) Bottom-up tree generation

(c) Time-span tree with cadential retention

(a) Initial state after loading Music XML

Cadential retention 
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This storage format is suitable for operation steps such as 

melody reduction, since the ts element indicates the length 

of the time span, that is, the note value after reduction. 

However, it is not suitable for the data format when dis-

playing the time-span tree. The time-span tree is displayed 

with the branches equally spaced to make it easy to see 

even when the number of branches increases. For example, 

when there are five child branches in the parent branch, the 

intervals between the five branch points are the same, i.e., 

equally spaced. To do this, the display program needs to 

know how many branches come out of one parent branch. 

In time-span XML, this information is not explicitly given, 

so it is necessary to recursively search the file. 

3. WEB-BASED TIME-SPAN TREE EDITOR

In response to the issues discussed in the previous section, 

we developed our Web-based time-span tree editor, which 

is an improvement upon the manual time-span tree gener-

ation tool. The time-span tree is created from the bottom 

up, the same as the manual time-span tree generation tool, 

but it can be easily modified. The four features of the Web-

based time-span tree editor are described in the following 

subsections. 

3.1 Single action for connecting and removing 

The Web-based time-span tree editor reduces the number 

of operation steps by connecting and deleting branches in 

a single action. That is, a connection is established simply 

by selecting a branch and attaching it to another branch, 

and a connection is deleted simply by selecting and mov-

ing the connected branch (Fig. 7). With the manual time-

span tree generation tool, branch connection is a single ac-

tion but deletion requires a double action. This is because 

there are two operation steps for the connected branch—

deletion of the branch and designation of credential reten-

tion—and it is necessary to pull up a menu and select one 

(Fig. 5(c)). Since the cadence retention is specified only 

once per song, it is very inefficient to use a double action 

for deletion. With the Web-based time-span tree editor, the 

credential retention is specified by tapping the “c” button 

on the keyboard, allowing a single action for deletion. 

When the branches are connected, the positions of the 

branches are recalculated and automatically displayed 

again so that the connection points of the branches are 

equally spaced. 

Figure 7. Connecting and removing a branch. 

3.2 Selecting candidate time-span trees 

If the branches are dense, they may be connected to places 

different than the user intends. If the connection is made in 

an unintended place, additional work is required because 

the branch must be removed then connected again. More-

over, the reconnection is not always successful. 

    With the Web-based time-span tree editor, users can se-

lect the time-span tree candidates that they intend. Since 

the branches of the time-span tree do not intersect, the 

place where the branch of a note n5 is attached can be any 

of P1, P2, P4, and P5, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Figure 8(b) 

shows a case in which the connection to P3 is made by a 

user operation. In this case, the user may have actually 

wanted P2 or P4, which are adjacent to P3. After connecting 

to P3, the user can simply tap the space bar to select (c) P2 

or (d) P4 instead. 

Figure 8. Selecting candidate time-span trees. 

3.3 Defining data structure using JSON 

We use JavaScript Operation Notation (JSON) to define 

data structures that are suitable for display in computer 

programs and easy for users to understand [19]. 

    A time-span tree and its subtrees are surrounded by 

curly brackets. A subtree may be a single branch, include 

other branches, or include subtrees. The subtree of the 

time-span tree being edited is described in time series or-

der, with a colon and square brackets indicating descrip-

tions after the branch. Child branches of the branch are de-

scribed with square brackets. If there are multiple child 

branches, they are described in comma-separated order 

near the root. Figure 9 shows an example of time-span 

JSON, where n1 to n4 contain the note IDs of the corre-

sponding Music XML. 

3.4 Web-based implementation with music notation 

rendering API and analyzed database 

We implemented our tool using HTML5 (Fig. 10), which 

is advantageous because it can operate on multiple plat-

forms (Windows, Mac, Linux, etc.) [20]. Java’s interactive 

GTTM analyzer also runs on multiple platforms, but it has 

(a) Connecting (b) Removing

♩ ♩ ♩ ♩♩ ♩

♩ ♩ ♩ ♩ ♩
n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

♩ ♩ ♩ ♩ ♩
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♩ ♩ ♩ ♩ ♩
n1 n2 n3 n4 n5
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P4
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P3

P4
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P4

♩ ♩ ♩ ♩ ♩
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(d)(c)

Connecting

Tapping the space bar
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limitations such as some instructions working only on Mac. 

We used the OpenSheetMusicDisplay music notation ren-

dering API to display staff scores [21]. OpenSheet-

MusicDisplay is made with JAVA script and can read Mu-

sic XML and display the staff score on the browser. 

(a) Time-spanJSON

 [ 

   {"mom": "P1-1-1", "children": []}, 

   {"mom": "P1-1-3", "children": [ 

 {"mom": "P1-1-4", "children": []}, 

 {"mom": "P1-1-2", "children": []} 

 ] 

 } 

 ] 

(b) Time-span Tree

♩ ♩ ♩ ♩
n1     n2     n3     n4 

Figure 10. (a) Time-span JSON and (b) time-span tree. 

4. EXPERIMENT

We compared the number of operation steps with the Web-

based time-span tree editor with those with the manual 

time-span generation tool, as the manual time-span gener-

ation tool no longer runs. 

If we create a time-span tree from the bottom up, the 

number of operation steps is the same for the Web-based 

time-span tree editor and manual time-span generation tool. 

The number of steps mentioned here is the number of op-

eration steps performed with a single mouse click. In prac-

tice, branches are often mistakenly attached, and the num-

ber of steps increases due to correcting such errors. Since 

the manual time-span generation tool can no longer run, 

we compared the number of operation steps as follows. 

 First, the participants created a time-span tree using the 

Web-based time-span tree editor and captured the display 

screen with a moving image. Next, we counted the number 

of operation steps of the editor while watching the moving 

image. The same operation was converted into the number 

of operation steps when the operation was performed using 

the manual time-span generation tool. The results (Table 

1) indicate that the number of operation steps decreased by

about 14.6%. The five pieces in Table 1 were selected ran-

domly from the GTTM database [17].

Title of piece Operation steps 

of Web-based 

editor 

Operation steps 

of manual gen-

eration tool 

1. Carmen 40 48 

2. Greensleeves 20 22 

3. Amazing Grace 25 28 

4. Corrente 37 45 

5. Vittoria, mio core! 24 28 

Avg. of five pieces 29.2 34.2 

Table 1. Average number of operation steps for 

constructing time-span tree.

Figure 9. Web-based time-span tree editor. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

We developed the Web-based time-span tree editor. Our 

main contributions are as follows. 

⚫ Development of a Web-based time-span tree edi-

tor using staff score 

The conventional analyzer using a piano roll score 

and an analyzer on an iPad are OS-dependent pro-

grams that have been difficult to use. We expect that 

our Web-based editor can be used by many people as 

it is a multi-platform Web-based application. 

⚫ Time-span tree editing with a single action for 

connecting and removing branches 

We simplified the operation method and reduced the 

number of operation steps. We plan to enable further 

reduction by eliminating time-span trees that violate 

time-span tree well-formedness rules. 

 

      Our Web-based time-span tree editor and analysis da-

tabase can be accessed at http://gttm.jp/gttm/. 

Our future work will involve adding analysis data by using 

the Web-based time-span tree editor. 
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ABSTRACT

Creating formalized musical structures sometimes requires 
solving complex constraint satisfaction problems or dis-
crete optimization problems. However, it is not very easy 
for composers to integrate specific tools such as constraint 
solvers or integer programming solvers into their composi-
tional practice. To demonstrate the relevance of constraint 
satisfaction and discrete optimization to the computer-aided 
composition and the possibility of integrating them in a 
common musical programming environment, this paper pre-
sents the motif set assignment problem, a constrained op-
timization problem that appeared in the process of com-
posing the author’s piece Musical Rally, which is a guided 
collective improvisation piece based on motif collections 
that are assigned to respective sections. Also, this paper 
shows a practical implementation of an algorithm to solve 
this problem with OpenMusic and its library OM-Darwin, 
without using external tools.

1. INTRODUCTION

Musical scores, especially in the form of classical west-
ern notation, consist of discrete information such as pitchs, 
durations, and meters, which can be expressed by natural 
numbers (midi pitch numbers, rhythmic ratios, etc.). Nat-
urally, discrete mathematics is closely related to musical 
problems. Since the twentieth century, musical set theory 
has been developed and musical pieces have been mathe-
matically described with pitch-class sets and their transfor-
mations. However, it was only recent decades that large-
scale discrete problems in music have been solved by com-
putational methods such as constraint programming (CP) 
and integer programming (IP) because complex problems 
are sometimes NP-hard and need fast computers and effi-
cient algorithms. CP and IP are paradigms of declarative 
programming with which users describe mathematical re-
lationships between variables to be satisfied (constraints, 
equalities, inequalities, etc.) contrary to ordinary procedu-
ral programming. Therefore, the formulation of the prob-
lem and the algorithm to find i ts solutions can be clearly 
separated. Thanks to this, users of CP and IP can con-
centrate on formulating the problems because the solvers

Copyright: c© 2020 Tsubasa Tanaka. This is an 

open-access article distributed under the terms of the 

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original 

author and source are credited.

already have efficient algorithms for general problems. CP
is mainly for constraint satisfaction problems [1] and IP
is for optimization problems in which variables take only
integer values [2].

An example of a typical CP problem is N Queen problem
and that of IP problem is traveling salesman problem. In
the field of music, the problem of finding all interval se-
ries, which is a 12-tone row that has eleven different inter-
vals between adjacent notes, is one of the typical problems.
There have been some larger-scale applications of CP and
IP. The problem of melodic segmentation of polyphonic
music was formalized as a set partitionning problem and
solved with IP in 2014 [3]. The link between the problem
of generating Milton Babbitt’s all-partitions allay and the
set covering problem was discussed in [4] and a solution
was found with CP in 2016 [5].

Before these applications, CP has been applied to real
compositional practice since the 1990s [1] although the
problems were relatively small. Notably, musical program-
ming environments PatchWork and OpenMusic were de-
veloped in this direction and used by composers of con-
temporary classical music. In general, music composition
consists of many choices of notes or sounds from a vast
number of combinatorial possibilities without the capabil-
ity of knowing most parts of them. This is as if composers
have to walk in an unknown dark space without lights. In
such a situation, some techniques like the 12-tone tech-
nique can be a light that gives them sight. The 12-tone
technique can give a lot of objective information about
where the composer is in the space of possibilities by ratio-
nally limiting possible choices through the specific 12-tone
rows and transformations. CP and IP can play a similar
role to the 12-tone technique in more generalized ways us-
ing the power of computers. Contrary to other techniques
such as supervised machine learning, CP and IP have merit
that they assure the satisfaction of a set of rules that com-
posers want to pose and that composers can design the ob-
jective function from their own criteria explicitly.

Here, the author does not insist that the satisfaction of
the rules or the optimality always means that the generated
piece is good. This is the same as the fact that a strict ap-
plication of the 12-tone technique does not mean the good-
ness of the result. However, CP or IP can at least give the
sight to the composers so that they can proceed with the
compositions with a certain degree of confidence. This is
an important aspect of compositional technique based on
rules and indicators.

There have been several libraries of OpenMusic for con-
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straint programming such as OMCloud, OMGecode, OMRC,
and OMCS. However, to the author’s experience, OMCloud,
OMRC, and OMCS can only solve relatively small prob-
lems in a realistic sense of time. OMGecode is a library for
OpenMusic that uses powerful external constraint solver
Gecode [1]. However, OMGecode can use only a part of
the functions of Gecode and it is not supported for recent
versions of OpenMusic. As for the integer programming,
there is no library that is specific to music, to the best of
the author’s knowledge.

Therefore, we currently lack sufficiently powerful tools
dedicated to finding exact or optimal solutions of com-
plex constraint satisfaction problems or discrete optimiza-
tion problems even in OpenMusic. Furthermore, even in
the case one uses CP or IP solvers, he/she sometimes has
to create a program that generates a program that defines
vast number of variables and constraints, which would be
a hard work for ordinary composers. Thus, integrating CP
or IP in the practice of composition is not very easy. There
are large gaps between the practice of scientific researchers
and that of composers, which would be worth taking into
account.

Örjan Sandred, who has developed OpenMusic library
OMRC and OMCS, is one of the prominent composers
who have explored constraint-programming-based approa-
ches in composition [6–9]. He has also improved the li-
braries and created more efficient constraint solvers PWMC
(Patch Work Musical Constraints) and Cluster Engine, which
are adapted to music-specific structures. The use of such
music-specific constraint solvers might be a possible choice
for some composers.

However, changing one’s platform only for CP or IP would
be practically not easy. Not everyone can pay the cost of
leaving his/her familiar platform. This motivated the au-
thor to search for an alternative implementation of a con-
strained optimization problem that appeared in the compo-
sitional process by using only OpenMusic, a widely-used
music programming environment for composers. In com-
mon with Max or Pure data, OpenMusic is based on the
visual programming paradigm. Thanks to that, it has high
readability and intuitiveness. It is used in many music in-
stitutions and there are many composers who are used to
these environments even if they do not have a coding back-
ground of ordinary programming languages. Therefore, in
order to extend the possibilities of composition, it would be
pragmatic and beneficial to integrate mathematical meth-
ods including CP and IP with such composers’ customs of
music programming.

In this context, this paper presents a case study of such a
constrained optimization problem that the author dealt with
through the compositional process of a piece Musical Rally
(2020), which is a guided collective imporovization piece
based on motif collections. In this piece, four motifs from a
candidate motif set are assigned to respective sections and
finding an optimal or semi-optimal solution to this problem
is at the core of the compositional process. The author
named this problem the motif set assignment problem and
implemented the algorithm that solve it with OpenMusic.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains

the intention of composing the piece Musical Rally. Sec-
tion 3 formalizes the motif set assignment problem, which
determined the score material of the piece. Section 4 de-
scribes the implementation of the algorithm to solve it with
OpenMusic and its library for the genetic algorithm, OM-
Darwin. Section 5 concludes the present paper.

2. A GUIDED COLLECTIVE IMPROVISATION
PIECE “MUSICAL RALLY”

Musical Rally is a piece for participatory collective guided
improvisation that was inspired by the musico-political move-
ment “Nueva Cancin” (New Song) and the popular protest
“cacerolazo” (stew pot hitting) in South America. It is
supposed to be performed by a number of musicians (not
necessarily professional ones) who improvise according to
some instructions and score materials (motif sets). The
number of musicians is essentially not fixed and participa-
tion of as many people as possible is preferable. The style
is also somewhat similar to Terry Riley’s In C (1964).

The intention of composing this piece is to make mu-
sicians possible to play together without practice or spe-
cial capacities by introducing simple rules and materials
for guided improvisation. The score material consists of
eleven sections and the score of each section is based on
four motifs. There are seven parts and all of the players
share the same motifs with some transformations (temporal
augmentations, modal transpositions, and superpositions.
A player is assigned to one of the parts that he/she can
play by his/her instrument. Each player chooses and plays
one of the motifs one after another. The motifs can be var-
ied to a certain degree and rests can be inserted between
motifs freely. Figure 1 shows an example of the four-motif
set for a section of Musical Rally. All of the motifs are
transformed citations from a Victor Jara’s song Manifesto,
as a mark of respect to his works and the ways people in
South America have reacted to the political and economic
situations with music.

The timings of the arrival and the leaving of individual
players are different. They temporarily occupy the stage
of the concert and leave it independently like in a meeting.
The players are encouraged to take pictures to be uploaded
on social networking services when they leave. In this way,
the time and space of the concert are deconstructed.

The process of composition is divided into three steps:

1. transcription of Victor Jara’s song Manifesto into mo-
tifs to form a candidate motif sets for the score ma-
terial.

2. determination of the sets of motifs for the sections.

3. computer-simulated realization of the guided- im-
provisation to confirm how the piece sounds.

Concerning step 1, the author dictated the melody of the
song Manifesto and that resulted in 29 short motifs that
contain from one note to four notes. From these motif can-
didates, four motifs are assigned to each section in step
2. Step 2 is the main procedure of the composition and
it is formulated as a mathematical problem of assigning
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Figure 1. An example of the four-motif set for sec-
tion 7 from Musical Rally, which is denoted X7 in the
next section. The same motifs are used for every instru-
ment with some transformations (temporal augmentations,
modal transpositions, and superpositions.

optimal motif sets to the sections. Thus, the sets are de-
termined at once as a solution of the problem. This is ex-
plained in detail in the next section. The computer simula-
tion of the realization of the improvisation in step 3 can be
listened to on SoundCloud [10].

3. MOTIF SET ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM

The piece consists of N = 11 sections and each section
of the piece has four motifs (therefore, 44 motifs in to-
tal with some duplications of the same motifs between the
sections). There are 29 candidates of motifs taken from the
song Manifesto. This means that there are (29C4)

N ways
of assigning four motifs to each section, which is an expo-
nential growth over the number of sections N . From these
possibilities of assignment, the most desirable one that is
suitable for the musical form of the piece should be chosen.

The aesthetical aim of this compositional method is to re-
alize a gathering of musicans that has a dense interaction
between them by sharing a small number of motifs and to
easily generate hocket-like polyphonic textures. In order to
avoid monotony, it is desirable that as many different mo-
tifs as possible are selected (diversity of motifs) and that
the sets of four motifs are as different as possible over sec-
tions (diversity of motif combinations).

Specifically, the author has set the following constraints
(Let Xi denote the set of four motifs assigned to section i
and S denote the set of all of the 29 motif candidates.):

• Each section has motifs of one note, two notes, three
notes, and four notes respectively.

• The lower limit LP
i and the upper limit UP

i of the
pitches that appear in the four motifs of the section
i are posed so that the registers, which are relevant

to the transition of tension between the sections and
musical form, are controlled.

• Card(Xi), the number of different pitches (the car-
dinality of pitches) contained in the four motifs in
the section i, is fixed as Ci (typically as 6) to assure
strong modalities.

• The lower limit LM
i and the upper limit UM

i of
MotDurCard(Xi), the cardinality of the durations
of motifs in the section i, are posed so that the metric
complexity is controlled.

• The lower limit LD
i and the upper limit UD

i of
DurCard(Xi), the cardinality of rhythmic durations
contained in the motifs in the section i, are posed so
that the complexity of rhythm is controlled.

These criteria can be expressed as the following constraints.

(1) Xi = {xi,1, xi,2, xi,3, xi,4} ⊂ S (i = 1, 2, ..., N),

(2) NumNotes(xi,j) = j (i = 1, 2, ..., N, j = 1, 2, 3, 4),

(3) Card(Xi) = Ci (i = 1, 2, ..., N),

(4) ∀x ∈ Xi,∀p ∈ Pitches(x), p ∈ [LP
i , U

P
i ] (i =

1, 2, ..., N),

(5) DurCard(Xi) ∈ [LD
i , UD

i ] (i = 1, 2, ..., N),

(6) MotDurCard(Xi) ∈ [LM
i , UM

i ] (i = 1, 2, ..., N).

Also, the author has designed the following global char-
acteristics of X that should be as large as possible:

• The number of different pitch patterns of the motifs
over the sections (denoted by P (X)) should be large
to cover as many different motifs as possible to as-
sure the variety of sections (X = X1 ∪X2... ∪XN

denotes the union of motif sets over the sections.).

• The number of different combinations of the pitch
patterns of the motifs over the sections, especially
the combination of the three-notes motif and the four-
notes motif, sould be large so that the motif sets of
the sections are not similar to each other. Let C(X)
denote the number of different combinations of the
pitch patterns of the three-note motif and four-note
motif over the sections.

• The number of different rhythmic patterns of the mo-
tifs over the sections should be large so that the “rhyth-
mic mode” of a section is different from those of
other sections. Let R(X) denote the number of dif-
ferent rhythmic patterns of the motifs over the sec-
tions.

These characterstics should be maximized as much as pos-
sible at the same time. To achieve this, the author defines
an objective function to be maximized as the product of
P (X), C(X), and R(X).

Considering all of these constraints on the sections and
the global characteristics, the problem of finding an opti-
mal assigment of motif sets to the sections (Let us call it
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the motif set assignment problem) is formalized as the fol-
lowing constrained descrete optimization problem:

maximize P (X) · C(X) ·R(X)
subject to Xi ∈ Ai (i = 1, 2, ..., N),

where Ai is the set of solutions of the constraints (1)-(6).
Basically, the “goodness of the solution” is measured by

these three indicators. However, the author does not insist
that the optimality of the solution immediately means the
goodness of the generated music. What is important is that
the solution provides a reference point in the space of pos-
sibilities (and possibly a candidate for the final decision)
whose certain characteristics are verified.

Another good thing about this method is that it can con-
sider the global distribution of many motifs at once using
the power of computation. In traditional motif-based man-
ual composition, only a small number of motifs are consid-
ered at once and the global optimality is hard to be verified.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

This objective function of this problem is non-linear and
the constraints are not in the form of linear constraints. Be-
cause IP solvers are mainly designed to solve linear prob-
lems, the use of CP solvers would be more suitable for this
problem. However, for composers, it is not very easy to
adopt such solvers because they are not necessarily used
to other programming environments than those for mu-
sic. From a practical point of view, it is ideal that com-
posers can implement any problems within their familiar
programming environments.

Therefore, in this section, an implementation of the al-
gorithm to solve the problem with OpenMusic, one of the
most common programming environments for computer-
aided composition, and its libraries is shown. This imple-
mentation does not use any external programs dedicated
to constraint programming or discrete optimization (As for
the basic knowledge of OpenMusic, refer to [11].).

The strategy of this implementation is two-fold: firstly,
constraint filters for enumerating the candidates of four-
motifs sets for each section that satisfy the constraints from
(1) to (6) are created. Secondly, an optimizer of the objec-
tive function is created using OM-Darwin, an OpenMu-
sic library for the genetic algorithm created by Geof Hol-
brook [12, 13]. This is possible partly because the part of
constraint satisfaction and the part of optimization are de-
signed to be separated by the definition of the problem so
that we can find the solutions relativly easily. Combining
these two, we can create a solver of the problem only us-
ing basic functions and some libraries of OpenMusic. This
two-fold strategy is, to some extent, similar to a method
for the nurse scheduling problem [14] in witch possible
patterns are enumerated in advance to deal with the com-
plexity of the problem and tight constraints that make us
difficult to find feasible solutions.

The genetic algorithm is an algorithm for optimization
that simulates the evolution of genes. It generates a popu-
lation of genes that represent instances of an object (those
of motif sets, in this case) that have better and better val-

Figure 2. Constraint filters for the motif sets of a section
and the definition of a gene of a section for OM-Darwin.

ues of fitness function by means of crossover and mutation
through generations. The genes adopted for the crossover
and mutation are selected based on the values of the fitness
function. In this way, better genes have more chances to
be transmitted to the next generations. Although the ge-
netic algorithm does not assure the optimal solution, it is
suited to obtain semi-optimal solutions in a realistic sense
of time.

Figure 2 shows the part of constraint filters that create ev-
ery possible list of four motifs (the sets of four motifs that
satisfy the constraints) that can be assigned to a section.
Inside the upper object “constraint filters”, motif sets that
do not satisfy at least one of the constraints (1)-(6) are ex-
cluded. From the motif sets that passed this flter, the sub-
patch “generate a gene” selects one of them (by the object
nth-gene of OM-Darwin inside the subpatch) and the ob-
ject define-species of OM-Darwin encodes it into a gene of
the section. For generating all of combinations of the sets
of four motifs that are passed to the constraint filters, the
function combine of the OM library Combine was used.

Figure 3 shows the optimizer part. It uses GA-ENGINE,
a central function of OM-Darwin as the engine of the opti-
mization. All of the genes of eleven sections are concate-
nated by the make-stack object. GA-engine takes two in-
puts, the gene definition patch “genes of the sections” and
the fitness function patch “fitness function”. This fitness
function is −1 times the objective function defined above,
which is to be minimized. GA-ENGINE evaluates the val-
ues of the fitness of genes and generates genes of the next
generation from those of current generation by crossover
and mutation.

The values of the fitness function of the best genes for
the respective generations are shown in Figure 4. Table
1 shows the values P (X), C(X), R(X) of the best solu-
tion found, whose fitness value is −3344. The numbers
inside the parentheses are the upper limits of the three val-
ues, which correspond to, respectively, the number of dif-
ferent pitch patterns in the 29 motif candidates, the number
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Figure 3. A GA-ENGINE object as the optimizer.

Figure 4. The transition of the fitness values (timed −1)
of the best genes through the generations of the genetic
algorithm.

of sections, and the number of different rhythmic patterns
in the 29 motifs. Figure 5 shows the number of different
candidates for respective sections that were not excluded
by constraint filters. The motifs of Figure 1 correspond to
section 7 of the best solution found. It took several minutes
of calculation time until the 15th generation of the genetic
algorithm.

From Table 1, we sees that C(X) and R(X) achieved the
optimal values. As for P(X), the optimality is not con-
firmed. However, the upper limit 25 only means there are
25 different pitch patterns in the candidates and does not
mean there necessarily exists a solution that achieves it. In
this sense, the best solution found is acceptable and has the
possibility of being an optimal solution. The author, as the
composer, admitted that the indicators are sufficiently good
and used the solution in the composition without modify-
ing it.

Figure 5. The number of four-motif-set candidates that sat-
isfy the constraints (1)-(6) for respective sections.

P(X) C(X) R(X)
19 (25) 11 (11) 16 (16)

Table 1. The numbers of different pitch patterns (P(X)),
that of different combinations of pitch patterns of the three-
note motif and the four-note motif (C(X)), and that of dif-
ferent rhythmic patterns (R(X)) across the sections ( for the
best solution). The numbers inside the parentheses are the
upper limits.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the motif set assignment problem, which
was at the core of the compositional process of the au-
thor’s piece Musical Rally was presented. A solver of this
constrained optimization problem was implemented with
OpenMusic and OM-Darwin without using external pro-
grams so that certain composers can easily implement it.
The algorithm has found a solution that satisfies the con-
straints and that has optimal values at least for two of the
three criteria. To the best of the author’s knowledge, OM-
Darwin is currently the only powerful library that can be
used as an engine of optimization in OpenMusic. As a
composer, the author hopes that more libraries for math-
ematical tools such as integer programming, neural net-
works, reinforcement learning are created in the future so
that composers can easily integrate mathematical thinkings
into their compositional practice. OM-AI, which is a li-
brary for a clustering algorithm, at this moment, is another
good example of recent libraries in music programming
environments [15]. This type of library will promote com-
posers to develop new compositional methods that utilize
the power of mathematics and computation.
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ABSTRACT

Many grammar theories of music have been proposed com-
pared to language, and thus, the syntax has been revealed
in a tree. In their parsing processes, trees are usually con-
structed by the generative rules given by the whole span
of a music piece in a top-down manner. In this paper, we
propose an incremental parser of music, from the left to
the right of the scores, building partial trees. In this pro-
cess, we can predict the succeeding phrase from the be-
ginning part. Therefore, the generation process of the tree
itself represents our human expectation process of music.
We apply our method to jazz music represented by chord
sequences, implement the parser, and exemplify the incre-
mental generating process in several standard pieces.

1. INTRODUCTION

We recognize a progression of music by Gestalt. This
means that while we cannot recognize a single tone as mu-
sic, a group of sequential tones provides us with a mean-
ingful phrase. For example, in jazz, a sequence of chords
II-V-I (two-five-one) creates an explicit notion of progres-
sion, where II starts the progression, V makes us feel tense
and the final I releases us from the tension. However, each
single chord cannot be meaningful on its own.

In the dynamic process of forming Gestalt in our minds,
Meyer [1] claimed that an emotion appears from mutual
references among melodies and phrases. When a listener
recognizes a phrase, he/she predicts how the phrase pro-
ceeds in the next time-step consciously or unconsciously.
This prediction is called expectation and it enables us to
discover the meaning of music.

It is widely accepted that music and language have the
same origin [2], and Charles Darwin suggested that the
music had been a media to pass love messages between
men and women in the ancient era [3]. Therefore, various
linguistic ideas have been considered to be imported into
music analysis. A typical example is the idea of grammar
in music. We can compose a constructive structure in mu-
sic to represent such relations as mutual references, which
often result in hierarchical tree. For example, in a II-V-I

Copyright: c⃝ 2020 Yuta Ogura et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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Figure 1. Hierarchical analysis of the most popular chord
sequence II-V-I.

progression such as Dmin7-G7-Cmaj7, G7 possesses the
function of dominant, and together with Dmin7, it forms a
dominant phrase. A dominant phrase tends to proceed to a
tonic chord of Cmaj7, and all the three chords form a tonic
phrase (Figure 1) [4].

When we analyze such a structure in Figure 1, we need
to consider the whole piece at a time as one static struc-
ture. Namely, if we assume a virtual machine to output
such a hierarchical tree, we feed the whole piece as an in-
put. This kind of static recognition does not reflect Meyer’s
view of expectation. If we are to implement such a pro-
cess of forming an expectation, we need to feed a piece
of music by one note by another consecutively to the vir-
tual machine, and the tree structure should be composed
dynamically, along with the progression of music, that is,
from left to right on the score.

In this paper, we consider music as a dynamic cogni-
tive process, and propose an incremental parser that com-
poses a tree from a local phrase of the beginning part to
a larger phrase including the succeeding part. This incre-
mental parser explicitly represents our expectation, which
suggests what follows from a half-way of a music piece.

In natural language processing, there have been studies
on the incremental parser [5]. This parser composes a tree,
one word by another from left to right, called Earley’s algo-
rithm [6] or in general a chart parser [7]. We employ this
parser in our music recognition and expectation, thereby
proposing a set of context-free grammar (CFG) rules. We
implement a chart parser and apply it to the analysis of
jazz-standards.

This paper is organized as follows: In the following sec-
tion, we survey related works; In section 3, we detail the
mechanism of our incremental parser; In section 4, we
show our analyses with several examples; In section 5, we
discuss the cognitive meaning of our parser; and in section
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6, we summarize our contributions.

2. RELATED WORK

Linguistic approaches to music have been basically based
on Chomskian generative syntactic theory [8, 9] with the
notion of context-free grammar (CFG); each rule consists
of one non-terminal symbol (or a variable) on the left-
hand side of an arrow ‘→’ to produce a sequence of non-
terminal or terminal (constant) symbols on the right-hand
side. Since any of the non-terminal symbol on the left-
hand side, regardless of its surrounding context (where the
symbol appears), can be replaced by the sequence on the
right-hand side. The rule is called context-free.

In this paper, we focus on Chomsky Normal Form (CNF)
of CFG, where any CFG-rule can be rewritten by the fol-
lowing binary production.{

X → Y Z
X → a

where X,Y and Z are non-terminal symbols and a is a ter-
minal symbol. Furthermore, Chomsky proposed X-bar the-
ory [10]; in each of a binary production in Chomsky Nor-
mal Form (CNF), one of the right-hand side non-terminal
should be the head daughter category X that would be the
parent category X′ on the left-hand side, as follows:{

X′ → Spec X
X′ → X Comp

where Spec stands for specifier and Comp for comple-
ment. Namely, Spec rule represents the left-branching and
Comp rule does the right-branching, respectively, among
the binary trees.

Winograd [11] made efforts of applying CFG to mu-
sic. Some works were based on specific grammar theo-
ries; Tojo employed Head-driven Phrase Structure gram-
mar (HPSG) [12] and Steedman et al. did Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG) [13, 14]. Furthermore, In re-
cent years, two distinguished works are shown; one is
exGTTM by Hamanaka et al. [15] based on Generative
Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM) [16] and the other is Gen-
erative Syntax Model (GSM) by Rohrmeier [4].

In GSM, we introduce the basic sets of regions, functions,
key names, and chord names. The P (piece) is the start
symbol of production rules. It introduces TR (tonic re-
gion), as P → TR. In the next level, TR generates DR
(dominant region) and SR (subdominant region). In the
further downward level they result in t (tonic), d (domi-
nant), or s (subdominant).

The current GSM employs abstract context free grammar
(ACFG) [17], which is an extension of CFG, and can take
advantage of the algebraic structure of music-specific cat-
egories. ACFG is defined by the 4-tuple: G = (T,C, S, Γ )
where T is a set of terminal symbols which make up the
actual content of the sentence / musical sequence; C is a
constituent categories; S is a start symbol S ⊆ C; and a set
of partial functions Γ := {r | r : C → (T ∪ C)∗} is called
rewrite rules.

For example, we apply ACFG to jazz chord progression.
In the following, Zn denotes the ring of integers modulo
n ∈ N. We introduce the terminal symbol T as a set of
chord symbols such as Cmaj7, Dmin7, . . . . The categories
C are modeled as pairs of scale degrees and keys: C =
Z7× k, where Z7 indicates scale degrees that is designated
by roman numerals and k means an arbitrary key. The start
symbol S directly introduces a category with degree I (e.g.
S→ IC). The set of rewrite functions consists of xk → (x+
4 mod 7)k xk, where x ∈ Z7 is a scale degree. According
to the definition above, we can get tree structure of chord
progression as in Figure 1.

Tojo [18] proposed to employ the modal logic to repre-
sent internal references in music. Such modal operators
as:

□ : For all the time points in some neighborhood region
♢ : A time point exists in any neighborhood region

denote the accessibility from each pitch event in music to
specified regions, and thus, we can clarify the inter-region
relationship in a piece. For example, ‘♢’ operator repre-
sents the notion of expectation in the near future. Further-
more, ‘□’ operator characterizes the local region (neigh-
borhood) by a key, a local modulation, or a chord function.
Considering X-bar rule, we regard the rule ‘X′ → Spec X’
as an expectation of X after observing Spec. Therefore, the
future X is written as ♢X. ‘X′ → X Comp’ can be viewed
as prolongation, and X′ area is characterized by □X. In this
paper, we do not consider explicitly such modal operators
nor X′ notations. However, we should be aware of such
logical semantics behind the syntactic parser.

3. INCREMENTAL CHART PARSING

In this research, we implement an incremental chart parser,
based on [19]. This parser consists of the binary branching
rules viz., CNF of CFG. By observing the first non-terminal
symbol in the right-hand side, the parser predicts the sec-
ond non-terminal symbol. These non-terminal symbols in
production rules are called categories. The possible suc-
ceeding structures are generated along the parsing process
by the dynamic programming.

In natural language processing, an input is a sequence
of words spaced by blanks. Each word is positioned by
numbers, called nodes, placed at blanks between words;
thus, word wi resides between node i− 1 and node i.

An edge combines one node to another. A tree is repre-
sented by a data structure called term; when α belongs to
category X, we write it as [α]X . Here, α is either a word
(chord), a term, or a list of terms. A chart consists of an
edge and a term. For example, when a chart is (i, j) and
[[α]Y [β]Z ]X , it represents a (local) tree obtained by an ap-
plication of production rule ‘X → Y Z’ between nodes i
and j to the sequence of αβ, being recognized by α and
β belonging to X and Y , respectively. On the contrary, an
edge can possess multiple terms, that is, there may be mul-
tiple parse trees on the edge. Thus, there might be different
interpretations on the edge.

A term displayed by [⟨u⟩]X is called an undecided term,
where the contents of category X is not decided. When
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of incremental parsing
function CHART PARSING(G chart,w)

L chart← {} \*Local charts*\
temp← {}

\*step1 Lexicon Consultation*\
for X ∈ Lexicon do

if w = X then
L chart← L chart ∪ {[w]X}

\*step2 Rule Application*\
for σ ∈ L chart and A→ XY . . . Z ∈ Rules do

if σ = X then
L chart←

L chart ∪ {[σ[⟨u⟩]Y . . . [⟨u⟩]Z ]A}

\*step3 Term Replacement*\
for ϕ ∈ G chart and ψ ∈ L chart do

if ∃ γ γ = lut(ϕ) ∧ γ = ψ then
replace lut(ϕ) with ψ
temp← temp ∪ {ϕ}

G chart← temp \*Global charts*\
return G chart

\*main*\
G chart← [⟨u⟩]S
for i=1,...,last do

wi ← input chord
G chart← CHART PARSING(G chart,wi)

an undecided term resides on an edge, the edge is called
active; otherwise, inactive. In addition, We denote the left-
most undecided term of term ϕ as lut(ϕ).

In general, a chart parser employs two rules, bottom-up
rule and fundamental rule. The charts obtained by the for-
mer rule are local charts, and by the latter, global charts.
Therefore, the local charts represent local dependencies
while the global charts represent the global dependencies
from the beginning of a given sentence.

In Algorithm 1, we demonstrate the algorithm of an incre-
mental chart parser. The addition of charts is executed by
the following three steps: In Algorithm 1, an edge is rep-
resented by a pair of indices in the array; hence, an edge
is not mentioned explicitly in the algorithm. Furthermore,
σ, ψ, ϕ, and γ represent terms, and when terms are con-
nected by equals (=), it indicates that the outermost cate-
gories are equal.

Lexicon Consultation When the category of wi is X, add
an inactive edge labeled by term [wi]X on (i− 1, i).

Rule Application When there exists an active edge la-
beled by term [. . . ]X on (i − 1, i), for all grammar
rules such as A → XY . . . Z, add an edge labeled
by term [[. . . ]X[⟨u⟩]Y . . . [⟨u⟩]Z ]A on (i−1, i) exhaus-
tively.

Term Replacement Let [⟨u⟩]X be the leftmost undecided
term of ϕ labeled on (0, i − 1). If the category of ψ

Yk

Xk

. . . ⇑ x

⇓ Yk

Yk

Xk

. . .

Yk

⇑ y

Figure 2. Incomplete sub-tree (left) and sub-complete tree
(right)

Figure 3. Web Application screenshot

labeled on (i−1, i) is X, add an edge labeled by term
that replaces the leftmost undecided term of ϕ with
ψ to (0, i).

For each input of a new word (chord), the above opera-
tions are executed.

A general incremental chart parser treats all rules equiva-
lently in Rule Application, however, when there is a left-
recursion rule1 the process falls in an infinite loop. To
avoid this, we place the upper limit of the number of appli-
cation of a left-recursion rule; in this paper, we restrict the
number to a maximum of one.

In this process, we may obtain those complete, closed
trees that are half-way in a sentence/music piece. Since
these are inactive, we name such trees as sub-complete
trees; regarding them as stable structures residing in a mu-
sic piece. To visualize such sub-completeness, we employ
an uparrow (⇑) beside the node to show the current input
chord. Conversely, a down-arrow (⇓) indicates undecided
term. Since no undecided terms exist in a sub-complete
tree, there is no down arrow as depicted in the right side of
Figure 2.

The proposed algorithm was implemented as a web appli-
cation and is publicly available2 . The application was im-
plemented by HTML and JavaScript. We confirmed that
it works with the latest version of Google Chrome. The
application has an interface as shown in Figure 3.

4. SAMPLE ANALYSES

In this section, we apply our incremental parser to two
jazz-standards; Take The A Train and Satin Doll, both in
C major, and clarify our expectations.

1 A rule such that X → X · · · .
2 https://github.com/yutaogura/expectation-based-parsing
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Figure 4. The sheet of Take The A Train A-Part

Grammar Lexicon
(r1) S → IC (l1) IC → Cmaj7
(r2) IC → IC IC (l2) IIC → Dmin7
(r3) IC → VC IC (l3) VC → G7
(r4) VC → IIC VC (l4) VG → D7
(r5) VC → VG VC

Table 1. Grammar and lexicon for Take The A Train.

In these sample analyses, we have employed those rules
proposed in [4, 17]. Since this research focuses on the ex-
pectation model, the number of rules is slight and the rules
are only restricted to the intrinsic ones.

4.1 Take The A Train

Take The A Train is a form of AABA, and consists of 32
bars. For brevity, we analyze only A-part of this section,
in which the chord progression is:

Cmaj7 – D7 – Dmin7 – G7 – Cmaj7

we present the sheet music of A-Part of Take The A Train
in Figure 4 as reference.

We employ the grammar rules and the lexicon in Table 1
to analyze the take the A train. These grammars character-
ize harmonic relationships on an abstract level and have the
following meanings: (r1) presents the beginning of parsing
and start the song. (r2) is for the prolongation, which ad-
mits the continuation of the same chords. (r3), (r4), and
(r5) are the preparation rules, that arouse expectations to
the following chord, given an initial chord. Consequently,
the lexicon is used to connect each chord representation to
a surface chord name.

We demonstrated the process of our parser in Table 3 and
Table 4. Each row represents an edge of the charts; the ID
is added for convenience of explanation, which represents
the identifier of the pair (edge and term).‘rules’ are the em-
ployed rules. For example, when the parser observes D7,
it checks the lexicon, and the terms in (8) are generated.
Consequently, for each term in (8), rules are applied and
terms of (9) to (13) are generated. Here, we omit multiple
applications of the left-recursion rule to enable (r2) to only
generate (l2). Next, the parser replaces terms. Prior to this
step, the surviving active edge is only (7); since the cate-
gory of (7) is S, the parser replaces (10) and (12) with (14)
and (15).

Following the tree generation process with the global
chart, We observe that two trees (6) and (7) are generated
when the initial chord of Cmaj7 is the input. Here, it can
be concluded that (6) is a sub-complete tree because it has
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Figure 5. The sheet of Satin Doll A-Part

Grammar Lexicon
(r1) S → IC (l1) IC → Cmaj7
(r2) IC → VC IC (l2) IIC → Dmin7
(r3) VC → IIC VC (l3) VC → G7
(r4) VC → VG VC (l4) IID → Emin7
(r5) VC → VG♭ (l5) VD → A7
(r6) VD → IID VD (l6) IIG♭ → A♭min7
(r7) VG♭ → IIG♭ VG♭ (l7) VG♭ → D♭7
(r8) VG → IIG VG (l8) IIG → Amin7
(r9) VG → VD VG (l9) VG → D7

Table 2. Grammar and lexicon for Satin Doll

no undecided terms. Subsequently, D7 is input. (6) can-
not grow because there are no undecided terms, and only
(7) generates the two trees (14) and (15). When Dmin7
and G7 are input, each candidate tree grows. Then, when
Cmaj7 is input, (29) becomes (35), and it is sub-complete.
At Cmaj7, there are candidate trees (36) to (38), which sug-
gests the possibility of subsequent musical development.

4.2 Satin Doll

Similar to Take The A Train anlysis, Satin Doll is a form of
AABA, which consists of 32 bars. However, we analyze
only A-part in this section. Further, we drop chord repe-
titions concisely, thus the chord progression is as follows:

Dmin7 – G7 – Emin7 – A7 – Amin7 – D7 –
A♭min7 – D♭7 – Cmaj7

The sheet music of A-Part of Satin Doll is displayed in Fig-
ure 5. To analyze Satin Doll, we add several grammar rules
as in Table 2. The basic set of the rules is common with
that of Take The A Train, however, we have added unary
rewriting rule for (r5). This is a substitution, preserving
the same function between both side of the arrow.

We demonstrate growth of tree in Figure 6, instead of
permitting the chart representation. In Figure 6, the tree
growth is shown in order of (a)→ (b)→ (c)→ (d)→ (e)
→ (f)→ (g)→ (h)→ (i).

Satin Doll does not begin from the tonic chord, as op-
posed to Take The A Train, and thus (a) in the figure is
not sub-complete. According to the progression of the
music, the undecided terms are filled with corresponding
chords and the tree becomes finally sub-complete when
part A completes. Actually, there appear more candidate
sub-trees in the midway of analysis. However, the major-
ity of them are discarded.
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input local chart
chord ID edge term rules

Cmaj7 (2) 0-1 [Cmaj7]IC (l1)
(3) 0-1 [[Cmaj7]IC ]S (r1)(2)
(4) 0-1 [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(2)
(5) 0-1 [[[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(4)

D7 (8) 1-2 [D7]VG (l2)
(9) 1-2 [[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC (r5)(8)
(10) 1-2 [[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r3)(9)
(11) 1-2 [[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(10)
(12) 1-2 [[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(10)
(13) 1-2 [[[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(12)

Dmin7 (16) 2-3 [Dmin7]IIC (l2)
(17) 2-3 [[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC (r4)(16)
(18) 2-3 [[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r3)(17)
(19) 2-3 [[[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(18)
(20) 2-3 [[[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(18)
(21) 2-3 [[[[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(20)

G7 (24) 3-4 [G7]VC (l3)
(25) 3-4 [[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r3)(24)
(26) 3-4 [[[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(25)
(27) 3-4 [[[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(25)
(28) 3-4 [[[[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(27)

Cmaj7 (31) 3-4 [Cmaj7]IC (l1)
(32) 3-4 [[Cmaj7]IC ]S (r1)(31)
(33) 4-5 [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(31)
(34) 4-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(33)

Table 3. Local chart of Take The A Train

input global chart
chord ID edge term rules

(1) 0-0 [⟨u⟩]S
Cmaj7 (6) 0-1 [[Cmaj7]IC ]S (1)(3)

(7) 0-1 [[[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (1)(5)
D7 (14) 0-2 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (7)(10)

(15) 0-2 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (7)(12)
Dmin7 (22) 0-3 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (14)(17)

(23) 0-3 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (15)(17)
G7 (29) 0-4 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (22)(24)

(30) 0-4 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (23)(24)
Cmaj7 (35) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [Cmaj7]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (29)(31)

(36) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (30)(31)
(37) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [Cmaj7]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (29)(33)
(38) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (30)(33)

Table 4. Global chart of Take The A Train

5. DISCUSSION

We have visualized the growth of trees dynamically with
their properties in the figures. We regard the undecided
term in the parser as expectation; hence, we could eluci-
date the two different expectations as follows: One is a
chord assignment in a local chart, that is, a local expecta-
tion. This operation represents our cognitive process of
expecting the consecutive chord after listening to a cer-
tain chord, in accordance with given grammar rules such as
preparation or prolongation. Secondly is the global expec-
tation, which appears in the global chart, and is resolved as
the whole tree in the figure. These processes deeply inter-
connected to the context of chord progression, and reveal
the existence of our innate intuition towards such progres-
sion.

The strength of the expectation can be measured by the
depth of the corresponding undecided term in the whole

tree. For example, IC in Take The A Train or the same IC
in Satin Doll are long retained undecided and those sub-
trees become sub-complete when the final solution chord
appears. Therefore, a long retained unresolved chord in a
considerable shallow position in the tree indicates a very
significant role in the music.

In this research, we have focused on the incremental con-
struction of a tree to restrict the grammar rules to a sim-
ple set. However, if this research is developed to a more
practical one, acquiring the rules in a larger scale with ma-
chine learning should be considered. For this purpose, we
consider accumulating annotated data by learned musicol-
ogists for such learning. The annotation by expectation
may be different from the usual chord assignment. Such
expectation may vary according to the genre and the expe-
rience of the annotators. Thus, we would require an extra
care to normalize the annotated data.

On the other hand, merely grammar extension may cause
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Figure 6. Tree display of incremental analysis Satin Doll

an explosive increase of intermediate sub-trees. There-
fore, we will introduce probabilistic context-free grammar
(PCFG) and update the parsing Algorithm to optimize the
candidate tree. The introduction of the notion of probabil-
ity may give a clearer indication of the strength of expec-
tation.

In Table 1 and 2, we have presented the rules and the lex-
icon with the suffixes of key, to clarify how each rule is
grounded to the chord names at terminal level. We can
absorb such redundancy (attaching key labels), employ-
ing the grammar formalism with internal features, as e.g.,
HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar), where
‘VC → IIC VC’ and ‘VD → IID VD’ are summarized as

V[key=X] → II[key=X] V[key=X]

providing those internal values for X independently.

6. CONCLUSION

Our prime contribution in this paper is that we have imple-
mented an incremental parser based on a chart algorithm,

which composes a tree structure dynamically from the be-
ginning of a given music piece, assuming that music con-
sists of Chomskian context-free grammar (CFG). The pro-
cess generates multiple possible parse trees from the first
phrase, and thus inevitably includes multiple intermediate
local trees. In this research, we have applied our method in
sequences of chords in jazz-standards.

The incremental parser is considered the realization of
our notion of expectation. As mentioned previously, music
is regarded as meaningful when it generates an expectation
as to the future progression of music during listening to
a piece. Therefore, our parser returns to us the resultant
analysis of music structure, and our cognitive construction
process of the parse tree.

Since this paper focused on the expectation model, the
grammar size was small and restricted. In future work, we
will combine our framework with those of automatic gram-
mar acquisition, employing PCFG towards annotated data.
Furthermore, we the expectation-based incremental analy-
sis has the potential to be applied to various MIR tasks in
the futre, and we will continue our broad investigation.
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ABSTRACT

In a context where Augmented Reality (AR) is rapidly
spreading out as one of the most promising technologies,
there is a great potential for applications addressing mu-
sical practices. This paper presents the development of
a framework for creating AR gesture-based scores in the
context of experimental instrumental composition. The
notation system is made possible by GesturAR, an Aug-
mented Reality software developed by the author: it al-
lows one to draw trajectories of gestures directly on the
real vibrating body. Those trajectories are visualized as
lines moving in real-time with a predetermined speed. The
user can also create an AR score (a sequence of trajecto-
ries) by arranging miniaturized trajectories representations
on a timeline. The timeline is then processed and a set of
events is created. This application paves the way to a new
kind of notation: embodied interactive notation, charac-
terized by a mimetic 4D representation of gesture, where
the act of notation (performed by the composer during the
compositional process) corresponds to the notated act (i.e.,
the action the interpreter is meant to produce during the
performance).

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

GesturAR is an application that allows to create, store, re-
call and organize trajectories in 4D (space and time) cre-
ated from performance gestures detected through motion
capture equipment. It has been developed for exploring of
a new concept of musical notation: embodied interactive
notation. In such form of notation, the act of notating (re-
alized as a physical gesture in 3D space) corresponds to
the notated act (the gesture that is meant to be performed).
The transition from notation (realized by the composer) to
the interpretation (realized by the performer) is mediated
through an AR system (see section 3). This project relies
on a background mainly including gesture-based notation,
live notation and 3D/AR/VR forms of notation.

Copyright: c© 2020 Giovanni Santini et al. This is

an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

1.1 Extended techniques and gesture-based notation

Both as a cause and a consequence of the increasing mu-
sical experimentation (especially from the 50s), the Com-
mon Music Notation 1 (CMN) has been pushed beyond the
traditional forms of representation depending on different
aesthetical purposes and composers. We can call graphic
notation all those forms of notation that do not follow the
traditional rhythm-pitch-loudness definition (as in CMN)
and use graphic solutions not adopted in CMN. In partic-
ular, action scores [2] are scores where a prescriptive in-
dication of the gesture to perform replaces the descriptive
indication of the result to obtain. An example of action
score can be found in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Lachenmann’s Gran Torso, bars 95-97.

Gran Torso by Lachenmann (1971, Figure 1), presents
graphic elements along with freely arranged derivations of
CMN (Common Music Notation). In the example in Fig-
ure 1, it is possible to notice the use of the typical string
clef: it represents the body of the string instruments; lines
drawn inside the staff indicate the bow position. More im-
portantly, in the first bar of Violin I appear two shapes with
an arrowhead. They indicate form and direction of two
different movements (to be performed together). In this
score, as in numerous other that deal with some forms of
gesture-based notation, the performative act that generates
the sound is a compositional resource and part of the musi-
cal form. At the same time, the possibility to compose the
gesture (alongside the sound) allows composers to create
a brand-new set of timbral resources that were unthinkable

1 “Common music notation (CMN) is the standard music notation sys-
tem originating in Europe in the early seventeenth century.” [1].
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and unreachable inside the frame of traditional instrumen-
tal techniques.

1.2 Real-time scores

The increasing processing power of computing devices has
enabled the possibility to include visual processing inside
musical scores. Real-time scores (typically scores visu-
alised on a screen) make use of some forms of animated
notation. As they are essentially represented on screens,
they can also be called screen scores and categorized as
scrolling, permutative (elements of the score are moved,
copied or cancelled in real-time), transformative (elements
of the score are transformed in real-time) or generative
scores (an algorithm generates in real-time the notation or
parts of it) [3].

Such scores need specific pieces of software for being vi-
sualized. For example, the Decibel Scoreplayer is a tool
developed specifically for real-time scores synchronized
over a network [4] [5]). It can be used for scrolling scores,
or for changing transparency of layers of superimposed
static images. For example, in the composition trash vor-
tex (2016) [6] by L. Vickery, different visual structures
(used as musical notation) are revealed by such changes in
transparency.

Advanced use of graphics and animations can be found
in more recent scores, sometimes more focused on some
idea of dramaturgy than on notation itself, projected to-
wards film-making and gamification. Genni (2018) by P.
Turowski is the staging of a story where the characters are
geometric figures moving in a 3D environment. The score
has to be interpreted by the performers as a form of graphic
notation.

1.3 3D, VR and AR scores

Technical developments during the last decade allowed the
utilization of the three spatial dimensions in real-time ren-
dering, thus fostering the idea of 3D musical notation, as
in [7]. In 64x4x4 by D. Kim-Boyle (Figure 2) for string
quartet, for instance, the score is animated and nodes in-
side a 3D space are mapped to different pitches and playing
techniques. For example, “colored nodes [. . . ] represent
various natural harmonics. The nodes are connected by a
series of thin lines the color of which denote the strings on
which the harmonics are to be performed” [8].

Figure 2. Kim-Boyle’s 64x4x4 string quartet.

More recently, VR and AR applications started being de-
veloped. The concept of immersive score is presented in [8].
The 3D score 5x3x3 (2016), for any three pitched instru-
ments, is translated, in room-scale size, into an AR envi-
ronment. The score becomes a virtual structure superim-
posed to the real world. It can be visualized by performers
wearing Hololens 1.

In [P.O.V.] (2017) by O. Escudero for saxophonist, VR
glasses, electronics and projected video, the performer sees,
in a VR environment, a 2D score and some short anima-
tions used as markers for some musical details, such as
repetitions. Projections require lights to be turned off; the
VR environment reproduces a score in the absence of phys-
ical light.

In Hidden Motive (2018) by A. Brandon, a graphic score
is generated live by the composer and transmitted to a mo-
bile device mounted on a VR/AR headset through wi-fi.
The score is also mirrored to a projector.

LINEAR [9], in Figure 3, constitutes one of the first exper-
iments making use of AR as a resource for live-generated
notation and musical performance in the context of impro-
visation. The application allows one to draw perdurable
gestures in the air. Those gestures, represented as virtual
strokes formed by numerous virtual bodies, are linked to
specific sounds. In order to produce some sound, the per-
former is required to draw and then interact with those vir-
tual objects. Thus, virtual trajectories are both notation (as
they indicate the gesture to perform) and control interface
(as they can be used for producing sound).

Figure 3. Rehearsal using LINEAR.

Other forms of AR music notation have been experimented
in the field of music education. Piano learning is by far the
most explored topic, presenting already a high number of
studies (e.g. [10–12]). Experimentations also exist for gui-
tar (e.g. [13, 14]), violin or viola [15, 16] and non-western
instruments (e.g. [17,18]). In a good number of researches
on AR-based music education it is possible to find:

• the use of some form of indication of position in 3D
space (where to perform an action);

• the notation of event’s timing is not in space (e.g., on 2D
paper or screen) but over time (i.e. events are notated
when they are meant to happen and their duration is
indicated through visual cues that last as long as the
event they are referred to).

The piano roll (often used in AR piano education) is a
good example: AR colored blocks come towards the per-
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former in correspondence of specific piano keys (indica-
tion of position). As long as a block is “in contact” with
the respective key, the player has to keep that key low-
ered (indication of time over time). Notwithstanding the
interest of some solutions, notation in music education is
usually adopted for teaching simple compositions selected
from the traditional repertoire (compositions are notated
in CMN in their original form) for beginners or amateurs.
Evaluations in the studies show an increase in precision by
using AR, a higher motivation and a lowered barrier of en-
try for beginners.

All the experiences above, from graphic scores to AR no-
tation, extend resources and aims of the notation far be-
yond the CMN. It is possible to individuate a process to-
wards the expansion of notation from the
2-dimensionality of paper towards the (interactive) space-
time continuum. AR technology has the potential to further
enhance these possibilities.

2. GESTURAR

GesturAR represents a first step towards the exploration
of a new notational concept made possible by the recent
developments of AR: the creation of 3D gesture-based ac-
tion score (or interactive embodied notation, see section 3).
The concept behind it is that, by notating quite exactly a
movement in 4D space and time (as a trajectory), new aes-
thetical and experimental possibilities might arise. Current
notational solutions for extended techniques are, in numer-
ous cases, complete as they are: in fact, indeterminacy in
the identification of the precise action to perform (almost
intrinsic in prescriptive notation) leaves room for the inter-
preter to establish, within certain limits, an own relation-
ship with the instrument and with the notation. However,
the new and basically unexplored possibilities of AR for
gesture-based notation present a promising perspective in
which prescriptive notation reaches a high degree of pre-
dictability in terms of gesture and sound result, especially
where complex actions, difficult to notate on paper, come
into play.

GesturAR allows one to draw, store and play back trajec-
tories of gestures (with the sound they produce) performed
on any acoustic instrument having a vibrating surface. For
example, metal sheets, gongs, toms, bass drums, piano
strings, strings or harp could be suitable instruments. In
fact, the sound of all of the mentioned instruments is mod-
ified by trajectories performed on their surfaces (or along
and across the strings). On the contrary, woodwinds or
brass instruments players could hardly make any use of
GesturAR, as the sound is almost exclusively controlled
through lips position, blow emission and fingerings. The
application has been developed thinking about musical per-
formance on acoustic instruments. In GesturAR, trajecto-
ries are recorded with the original speed and internal artic-
ulation of the gesture and will maintain the exact temporal
proportions when played back.

For example, let’s consider a setup formed by a tam-tam
and two spherical magnets (one per side of the tam-tam,
held together across the instrument’s body by the magnetic
force, Figure 4). By moving the magnets on the surface,

the timbre of the instrument is changed according to the
position of the magnet and the perceived pitch(es) (if any)
will be shifted downwards or upwards. The system pro-
vides indication about the position of those magnets in time
(therefore about the result, which is unique given a specific
instrument and a specific position) directly on the instru-
ment itself.

Figure 4. A magnet moved on a tam-tam. The second
magnet is in the back of the instrument.

Another example (Figure 5) can be seen on the piano
played with a rattle-singing magnet (similar effects can
be achieved, in general, with metal objects). In that case,
the position of the magnet determines the production of
two pitches at any given time: the metal object divides the
string in two distinct vibrating parts, each of them produc-
ing a different pitch. In normal notation, the indication of
the precise gesture related to a precise pitch result would
present several issues. In GesturAR, the trajectory and the
position of the magnet at any given time can be delivered
in real-time and in space.

Figure 5. The use of a rattle-singing magnet on piano
strings.

The visual representation of gesture shown directly on
the vibrating body (such as strings or metal plates) could
provide a new, intuitive framework for writing, rehearsing
and performing some specific sets of extended techniques.
From the performer’s point of view, it is possible to follow
the trajectories in real-time on the instrument instead of
learning, from a paper score, the precise gesture, its timing
and its approximate timbral result. From the composer’s
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point of view, the notational process allows a direct and in-
tuitive way of storing and retrieving information about the
wanted gesture and, at the same time, the intended sound
result.

2.1 Technical framework

The framework is composed of:

• software developed in Unity3D/C#, used for motion cap-
ture, data processing (headset and trackers position
and orientation) and graphics rendering; connected
through OSC protocol to:

• Max/MSP patch handling audio processing and playing
sound files;

• 1 HTC Vive Pro headset;

• 1 HTC Vive Tracker;

• 1 LeapMotion 2 ;

• 1 contact microphone.

2.2 Functions

2.2.1 Recording trajectories

The system makes use of LeapMotion for detecting the fin-
gers’ position at each video frame. The detection is per-
formed using the LeapMotion plugin for Unity. There is
also a sound processing unit (in Max/MSP) used for de-
tecting when the instrument is played (details explained in
2.2.4). The position of the instrument (tam-tam, in this
case) in space is detected by using a Vive Tracker. This
way, the user does not need to manually set the position of
the instrument after every reboot of the software.

In GesturAR, a User Interface (UI) is created around the
instrument. It can be used for triggering different func-
tions: Start Recording, Stop Recording, Cancel, Save, Load,
Write Score, Process Score. The interaction with virtual
buttons is enabled by the hands’ position detection pro-
vided by the LeapMotion. The hands have virtual colliders
attached to them, used for detecting collisions with virtual
objects.

When the user’s hand collides with the Start Recording
button, the system waits for the user to start playing (by
using an envelope follower implemented in Max/MSP, see
2.2.4) Then it starts recording the position of the left index
finger-tip at each frame (Figure 6) and creates a trajectory
out of it. When the user stops playing (according to the en-
velope follower), the system stops recording the position.

2 Device for skeletal hand-tracking, providing position and orientation
for each knuckle, the palm and the wrist.

Figure 6. When the recording is activated and the instru-
ment is played, the software starts recording the position
of the fingertip frame by frame.

If the user hits Save, the system stores the trajectory as
a .json file and saves it for later use. The trajectory can
be played back by reading consequent positional data in
the .json file in consequent video frames. By interacting
with the Cancel button, the user can erase the last recorded
trajectory.

2.2.2 Loading trajectories

Figure 7. The user can select different pre-stored trajecto-
ries by “pressing” with the hand the red square containing
its miniaturized shape.

After the user presses the Load button, an additional part
of the UI is rendered near to the instrument, presenting all
the trajectories already stored in the system. Each of them
is represented as a miniaturised collection of spheres (one
per sampling point) inscribed inside a red blocks. The user
can select one trajectory by interacting with the relative
blocks (Figure 7). The selected trajectory is then rendered
on the instrument, in full scale (Figure 8). The original
gesture can be played back as a line that moves from one
sampling point to the next, preserving the original speed of
the gesture (Figure 9).
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Figure 8. The selected trajectory is rendered over the real
instrument as a collection of spheres, indicating the sam-
pling points in space.

Figure 9. Trajectory playback.

2.2.3 Creating the score

By selecting Write Score, a timeline (a transparent white
rectangle) is activated (Figure 10). The user will have the
possibility to select trajectories from a menu (still in minia-
turized form inside red blocks). When a trajectory is se-
lected, a copy of it is created inside the timeline. By using
a grab gesture 3 , the user can move trajectories inside the
timeline. At the current stage of development, only one
trajectory at a time is possible. Inside the timeline, dura-
tions are proportionally represented. The length of blocks
is proportional to the duration of each gesture and the space
between different gestures is proportional to the duration
of the silence (i.e., no gesture rendered on the instrument)
between consecutive gestures. Once the timeline has been
arranged, the user can press the Process button and the AR
action score will be created and played back.

3 An interaction gesture consisting in closing the fist and moving it.
This gesture is typically used in AR/VR for moving virtual objects.

Figure 10. The user positioning trajectories on the time-
line.

The score consists of a series of lines drawn on the in-
strument, representing the gestures in the given order on
the timeline, with their original speed and with rests be-
tween gestures having a duration proportional to the space
between consecutive red blocks.

2.2.4 Max/MSP

The Max/MSP patch has two functionalities:

• understanding when the instrument is played for trigger-
ing the recording inside the AR software;

• storing and recalling the recorded sound linked to each
trajectory.

The first function is accomplished by using an envelope
following algorithm based on spectral magnitude values,
averaged over 10 consecutive audio frames. When the val-
ues pass the minimal threshold, a start message is sent
through OSC (Open Sound Control) to the AR software,
that starts recording the trajectory. When the values fall
back under the threshold, a stop message is sent to the AR
software. The second function is accomplished by stor-
ing the sound produced by each trajectory inside a buffer.
If the user decides to save the trajectory (inside the AR
software) a save message is sent through OSC from the
AR software to Max/MSP and the content of the buffer is
saved to a sound file. When a trajectory in the AR soft-
ware is selected and played back, a play message is sent
from the AR software to Max/MSP and the file associated
to the trajectory is played back.

3. EMBODIED INTERACTIVE NOTATION

GesturAR represents the first exploration into a new type
of notation that could be called embodied interactive nota-
tion: the notation is created as a direct consequence of an
embodied act (detected through sensors) and is a 4D rep-
resentation in space and time of the original gesture, in the
form of a trajectory or some other kind of spatial marking.
The gesture that creates the notation and the notated act co-
incide, as the notational moment is also a performative one
(the notation is generated as a consequence of a gesture
that produces sound). Following from this description, an
AR representation of gesture in space has a two-fold inter-
pretation: from one point of view, it is, as said, a new type
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of musical notation, with specific possibilities and affor-
dances, still largely unexplored. On the other side, it has a
very specific technical profile, as it allows a precise repre-
sentation of trajectory and timing of complex gestures, in
a way that is precluded to notation on paper.

This particular form of notation implies a peculiar rela-
tionship between composer and interpreter: the notation
keeps trace of the performative moment from which it was
generated. For notating, the composer has to be a per-
former. For interpreting, the performer has to redo what
the composer did in the moment of creation.

Embodied interactive notation, as realised in GesturAR,
also implies a peculiar approach to rhythm. Musical time
is not notated in a proportional or symbolic way. The sys-
tem is not meant to represent a precise rhythm subdivided
in discrete values of duration (as it happens, for example,
with quavers and semiquavers in CMN). In fact, while in
the usual practice rhythm is notated in space (e.g., on paper
or on a screen), GesturAR notates time over time: informa-
tion about starting moment and duration of events is pro-
vided in the moment in which the event is meant to happen
and as long as the event is meant to last. Such a relation-
ship with time is quite intrinsic in AR forms of notation,
as shown in numerous research papers on music education
that make use of some real-time positional indication (e.g.,
the piano roll described in 1.3). The notation in GesturAR
can portray the inner articulation of different velocities in-
side a gesture: typically, a complex gesture does not have
an even speed for its all duration but is characterised by an
alternation of different velocities. This peculiar approach
to musical time could be called continuous rhythm, as op-
posed to discrete rhythm (the one indicated by noteheads).

GesturAR also presents an embodied approach to the con-
struction of the musical form. The disposition of gestures
on the timeline, as a result of a bodily physical motion,
poses an interesting perspective, although, at the current
stage of development, the solutions offered are too limited
(see next section).

4. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The technical quality for motion capture and rendering con-
stitutes one of the limitations of the current version of Ges-
turAR. The precision allowed by the use of LeapMotion
is barely satisfying. The device has been designed to de-
tect bare hands or hands while holding a pen or an object
with similar shape. When the finger is pressing against
the instrument (tam-tam, in this case), positional errors
arise (trajectories tend to be subjected to random devia-
tions from the original gesture). Another limit in the use of
LeapMotion consists in the need to always keep the hands
in the limited Field of View (FOV) of the sensor (150 x
135 degrees). This limitation might be solved through the
use of motion capture gloves (not using magnetometers) or
similar equipment. The quality of rendering is limited by
the low resolution of the front facing cameras mounted on
the Vive (420p). Further enhancements would include the
use of a third-party front facing stereo VR camera (such
as Stereolab’s ZED Mini) or the adoption of a see-through
device, such as Microsoft’s HoloLens 2. However, in this

case, the limited FOV (43 x 29 degrees) might make the
device unsuitable for this specific application. Other see-
through devices have a similar or smaller FOV.

Although the representation of trajectories can precisely
resemble speed and position over time of the original ges-
ture, the interpreter cannot follow said trajectory as soon as
it appears, due to the physiological reaction time. Instead,
the performer would wait until a part of the trajectory has
been shown before starting his/her own movement. There-
fore, the notation would be followed with some degree of
approximation. This fact is not necessarily a limit, as it
is due to biological factors and should be perceived as a
characteristic rather than a shortcoming.

Drawbacks can be found in the compositional dimension
of GesturAR. The system so far allows the construction of
very simple musical forms with no possibility of overlap-
ping or superimposing gestures. The long-range temporal
organization is left to an approximate perception of dis-
tance between blocks on the timeline, with no system for
accurately structuring the occurrence of events. The cur-
rent version of GesturAR does not allow the indication of
dynamics, although the speed of the gesture itself might
be considered, in some circumstances, as a dynamic mark.
The notation can only work on instruments that have a sur-
face to play on, like tam-tam, drums, piano strings. Such a
form of notation could not be used for instruments such as
woodwinds or brasses.

At the current stage, an evaluation experiment has yet to
be realized. In order to assess the actual usefulness of the
system, different parameters should be evaluated, with per-
formers, composers and non-musicians as participants to
the experiment(s). The main aspects to evaluate would be:
time effectiveness of the system (both for composing and
learning a piece), accuracy of the performance (comparing
an AR system with a normally written score) and perceived
usefulness.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is about GesturAR, a system for the real-time
notation of gesture and embodied composition in AR. The
concept of embodied interactive notation has also been pre-
sented.

GesturAR allows the composer/performer to record tra-
jectories in 4D space and time through the use of motion
capture and AR equipment. Such gestures are intended to
be performed on the surface of an instrument (for exam-
ple, a tam-tam, as described in this research) as a collec-
tion of sampling points in space (3D cartesian coordinates
and time values). By using a virtual UI, each saved trajec-
tory is stored in memory and can be recalled, selected and
played back (with a line moving from one sampling point
to the next) on the instrument’s surface. Trajectories can be
adjusted on an AR timeline by using bare hands gestures.
Once the timeline is processed, the time of occurrence of
events is calculated proportionally (the red blocks’ length
is proportional to the duration of the gesture and the si-
lence is calculated proportionally to the distance between
blocks).

The concept of embodied interactive notation has been
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proposed, defined as that form of notation that is created
as a consequence of a gesture (detected through sensors)
and that is a precise representation of that gesture in space
and time, displayed as a trajectory or some other form of
AR mark. Composer and performer experience the same
performative dimension, although at different times and
with different aims. In this context, the representation of
rhythm shows a peculiar trait. In fact, this form of nota-
tion is not suitable for the indication of discrete time val-
ues (such as quaver or semiquaver) or different time pro-
portions (still conceptually affine to the concept of subdivi-
sion of a longer duration value into shorter ones). Instead,
it is the vehicle of a continuous representation of rhythm,
where time proportions are represented over time and as
different speeds inside a single gesture.

Limitations can be found in the robustness of the hand-
tracking system making use of LeapMotion and in its com-
positional usability. Future developments of the research
will include the use of motion capture gloves for reach-
ing more reliable space sampling and capture data, the de-
sign of an evaluation experiment and improvements in the
functionalities, such as the possibility of superimposition
of different gestures.

Supporting material
Demonstration of the use of GesturAR at:
https://www.giovannisantini.com/gesturar
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ABSTRACT

The use of a generative approach for sound synthesis breaks
through the limitations of traditional approaches, propos-
ing novel ways to explore creative ideas. This paper demon-
strates a method to generate original bird vocalizations us-
ing a Variational Convolutional Autoencoder trained on
mel-spectrograms of bird song and call recordings. The
vocalizations are reconstructed by sampling the latent space
and decompressing the resulting mel-spectrogram. The
results are quite promising, in that our system is able to
generate a variety of bird vocalizations depicting plausible
songs and calls, by interpolating between existing vocal-
izations or sampling the latent space. A Twitter bot that
publishes a unique daily bird vocalization is also imple-
mented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has led to the emergence of a new gener-
ation of artists, exploring the possibilities of humans and
machines as equal collaborators. Although at first the cre-
ative applications of machine learning (ML) were limited,
mainly due to the lack of creative workflows, the insuf-
ficient volume of data and the inherent complexities of
utilizing an ML model, in recent years a range of tools
and frameworks have become available, bringing this dis-
cipline closer to the public.

In our study, we used Keras 1 to explore the creative po-
tential of Neural Networks (NN) for sound synthesis, with
an easy to train architecture.

Our motivation stems from the following needs:

1. There are few architectures capable of synthesising
or generating natural sounds. Systems such as [1]
require a complex setup and can generate only very
short audio fragments (1 second). A workflow capa-
ble of generating almost unlimited longer bird vocal-
izations can be used as a copyright-free system for
adding ever changing sound effects. This includes,
but is not limited to, the film and gaming industries,

1 https://keras.io/
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television and radio broadcasts, artistic installations,
wellness and mindfulness purposes.

2. Having a publicly available collection of bird vocal-
izations (distributed by a Twitter bot) and available,
open-source tools, would enable practitioners and
enthusiasts of ML and creative programming to test
their methods, compare them and encourage novel
research in the field.

Inspired by the Bird Sounds project by Manny Tan and
Kyle McDonald [2], where the authors use t-SNE [3] to or-
ganize thousands of bird sounds in a two-dimensional grid,
we decided to employ existing bird vocalizations to train a
Variational Convolutional Autoencoder (VCAE) to gener-
ate new bird vocalizations. The generated audio reaches
the public through a Twitter bot implemented specifically
for this purpose; the Jupyter Notebook containing our im-
plementation is available on GitHub.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Neural Networks and Audio

When it comes to sound and music generation, ML-based
audio processing is still broadening its horizon: the main
areas of research are speech synthesis [4] and music and
sound generation [5].

The use of deep neural networks to create longer output
sequences on a sample-by-sample basis is especially rele-
vant in this context. The two most common architectures
are WaveNet, based on convolutional layers [6], more sta-
ble but slower to converge, and SampleRNN, based on re-
current layers and different time steps [7] that converges
much faster, but sometimes induces unstable performance.

These technological advances are also used by the mu-
sicians as new tools, built entirely from scratch, or using
frameworks such as Google Magenta, whose mission is de-
fined as “exploring the role of machine learning as a tool in
the creative process” 2 . The outcome of this technological
democratization is projects such as Audio Deepdream [5]
where the NN is used to hallucinate soundscapes, or the
work by Carr and Zukowski [8], that feed a Recurrent NN
with instances of several music styles in order to compose
full albums. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have
been explored in [1], where the authors implement and
compare two GAN architectures, the first one based on raw
audio and the second one based on spectrograms, with no

2 https://magenta.tensorflow.org/
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conclusive results in terms of human preference for one of
those two methods.

2.2 Spectrograms and Convolutional Networks

By converting the audio into a graphical representation,
image processing techniques can be applied. The spec-
trogram is the most commonly used graphical represen-
tation, because it retains information from both time and
frequency domains. This representation can be further im-
proved by applying a non-linear transformation that mim-
ics the behaviour of the human ear by reducing the resolu-
tion of the higher frequencies. The resulting spectrogram
(called mel-spectrogram [9]) is fed into a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), where a series of filters or kernels
are created and applied to all the input pixels, to extract
low- and high-level features. Then, a pooling operation is
used to reduce the size of these features. This pair of op-
erations is usually repeated several times until reaching a
desired level of image abstraction. The CNNs are a pop-
ular choice for a range of sound and music classification
and detection applications, but they are not widely used
for audio generation.

2.3 Variational Autoencoders

Since raw audio files are large, a lot of processing power
is needed to handle them in a reasonable amount of time.
In this context, dimension reduction is a tool for limit-
ing complexity and efficiently explore a multidimensional
space of possible new instances. The Autoencoder [10] is
a type of NN architecture divided in two parts (Figure 1):

1. The encoder compresses the information: each layer
has a smaller dimension than the previous one, un-
til reaching a bottleneck layer, which holds the most
dense representation of the data, efficiently perform-
ing dimension reduction;

2. The decoder restores the original data, using the code
vector as its input.

As input and the output have the same dimensions, this
system can be seen as a lossy compression scheme.

Figure 1. Architecture of a deep autoencoder. It consists of
an input and an output layer of the same dimensions, and a
number of hidden layers.

The intuition is that, once the autoencoder is trained, new
outputs can be generated by varying the code vector, an
operation often referred to as “sampling the latent space”.
Also, interpolation between different inputs is possible by
interpolating the code vectors generated by these inputs.
The main drawback is that, depending on the original data
distribution, the obtained latent space generated is usually
not smooth: thus, moving from point a to point b in the la-
tent space does not guarantee a continuous and meaningful
series of outputs. Furthermore, the smaller the code vec-
tor dimension, the more irregular the latent space will be.
To avoid this pitfall and ensure a smoother latent space,
a new generative model has been proposed: the so-called
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [11].

In a Variational Autoencoder, the encoder generates a
stochastic space made of normal distributions N(µ, σ)
rather than points. Then, the network is forced to learn a
more relaxed representation of the input. For this archi-
tecture, the loss function is rewritten as the sum of two
terms: the reconstruction loss (e.g. mean square error) ap-
plied on the output, and the regularization loss applied on
the code vector to force a standard normal distribution [11]
(i.e. µ = 0 and σ = 1). Figure 2 depicts the additional
layers µ and σ that encode the mean and the standard de-
viation of every element of the code vector.

Figure 2. Representation of a Variational Autoencoder.
The extra layers regularize the latent space, forcing a more
compact grouping of the encoded values, thus avoiding
overfitting and allowing better results during the genera-
tive process.

2.4 Ornithology and Machine learning

Birds use two kinds of vocalizations: songs, associated
to territory and courtship, and calls, associated to keeping
contact among the flock and raising alarms. The distinction
depends on context, length and complexity of the vocaliza-
tions. In the field of ornithology, the study of bird songs
is highly regarded, as birds are one of the few biological
classes that share extensive vocal learning demands with
humans: “birds need to hear and imitate others in order to
develop their vocal communication signals” 3 . These skills
are absent in the greater apes, more closely related to hu-

3 https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=BB%2FR008736%2F2
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mans than birds. So, modeling the birds’ learning process
can help us understand how humans learn to communicate.

There is also a growing interest in bird detection using
only sound. In the first Bird Audio Detection challenge
[12], the winning team [13] used an implementation based
on CNNs. In BirdCLEF 2018, a convolutional architecture
is also used for setting the baseline score [14].

Despite the efforts being made in speech or instrument
sound synthesis, no special work is being done on the syn-
thesis of bird vocalizations, with some exceptions based
on 1) Hidden Markov Models [15] based on human speech
but taking into account the fluctuations of the vocaliza-
tions and the unpredictability of the utterances or 2) par-
ticle swarm simulations [16], where bird songs are syn-
thesized by modulating an oscillator by means of Bezier
curves computed by a particle swarm.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation is made with Keras and the Tensor-
Flow [17] backend in a Jupyter Notebook.

3.1 Data

Our dataset is extracted from Cornell Guide to Bird Sounds:
Essential Set for North America 4 and contains 1379 files,
for a total of six hours and two minutes of audio. These
files have been cut into four-second fragments and down-
sampled to 22050Hz (16-bit, mono). To augment our data,
we used an overlap of 2 seconds on the original instances.
We discarded any audio clip shorter than 4 seconds.

The audio fragments were converted into 128 bins × 128
frames mel-spectrograms using librosa [18] with an FFT
window length of 4096 samples (185.7 ms), a hop size
of 690 samples (31.3 ms), Hamming windowing and 128
mel-bands. Note that phase information was thereby dis-
carded. We converted our spectrogram values to a dB scale
and stored as 16384-element vectors.

3.2 Training

The resulting set of spectrograms was used to train a VCAE
(Figure 3). The encoder stage has the following architec-
ture:

• Input layer: 16384 neurons, one for each pixel in the
spectrogram.

• A Reshape layer, to transform the one dimensional
input into a (128, 128) array.

• Six Conv2D (i.e. convolutional) + MaxPooling2D
(i.e. pooling) layers for stacking the filters and pro-
gressively reducing dimensionality.

• One Flatten layer to get a 1024-dimensional vector.

• Three 512-neuron Output layers, i.e. two Dense lay-
ers in parallel, which store µ and σ (the parameters
of each distribution), and one custom layer (Lambda)
for retrieving samples from the latent space using the
values from the two Dense layers.

4 https://store.birds.cornell.edu/product_p/ml-essential-1.htm

The six Conv2D layers stack the convolution filters (32,
64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024, respectively) using a 3 × 3
kernel size, with a stride of (1, 1). The MaxPooling2D
layers reduce the dimensionality from 128×128 to 64×64,
32×32, 16×16, 8×8, 4×4, and 1×1. All the layers use
a pool size of (2, 2) except the last one, which is (4, 4).

The variational layers are based on the Keras variational
autoencoder example 5 , including the reparametrization
trick to compute the derivative needed for backpropagation
through stochastic nodes.

The decoder is a network of four fully connected layers,
which progressively increase the number of neurons from
512 to 16384 (512, 2048, 4096, 16384 respectively) to re-
construct a 128× 128 spectrogram.

We use LeakyReLU [19] as the activation function in all
layers except the last one, where we use a sigmoid func-
tion, and in the stochastic layers, where we use the default
linear activation function.

Due to the extreme differences among bird vocalizations,
the full augmented dataset is shuffled and split 80-20 into
training and test sets (7256 and 1815 spectrograms respec-
tively) so fragments from the same vocalization will be
randomly assigned to one set, including partially overlap-
ping fragments. The NN is trained for 1500 epochs with a
batch size of 128, using Adam [20] as the optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.00025. We use a custom composite loss
function with two terms: the standard mean error squared,
plus the regularization loss.

The encoder and decoder are defined as separate models,
but we also define a model that encompasses them, so that
the user can access the encoder, the decoder or both at the
same time.

The generated output is reshaped to a 128 × 128 array
to recompose the mel-spectrogram; then, the frequency
bin amplitudes are converted from dB to linear scale; fi-
nally, librosa’s function mel_to_audio (which first approx-
imates an STFT magnitude from a mel-spectrogram and
then performs an approximate spectrogram inversion using
the Griffin-Lim algorithm [21]) is invoked to reconstruct
the waveform.

4. RESULTS

The VCAE training took 4 hours on a Titan X. At the end
of the process, we got a training loss of 58.47 and a val-
idation loss of 192.27 (both unitless), as shown in Figure
4. We chose to overfit the VCAE as the main use of this
model is exploring the latent space.

After training, we used the model in two different ways:

• Vocalization generation. To generate a new vo-
calization, we sample the latent space, generating a
512× 1 vector, where each value is sampled from a
normal distribution. This vector is fed to the trained
decoder, that outputs a spectrogram corresponding
to a new (i.e. non previously existing) vocalization.
We can also move in one (or several) dimensions of
the latent space, generating a series of evolving bird

5 https://keras.io/examples/variational_autoencoder/
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Figure 3. Variational Convolutional Autoencoder Architecture used in this paper. The input spectrogram is reshaped and
presented to six convolutional + pooling layers and then flattened to estimate a distribution in the latent space. These
distribution is sampled and reconstructed using a deep decoder.

Figure 4. Mean square error loss over 500 training epochs
for train and validation sets.

vocalizations. The spectrogram is finally converted
to audio.

• Vocalization interpolation. To interpolate between
bird vocalizations, we randomly choose two spectro-
grams s1, s2 from the training set, run them through
the encoder and get two coded representations of the
vocalizations r1, r2 (i.e. two different distributions
in the 512-dimensional latent space). The interpo-
lated code vector ri is calculated using this formula:
ri = α ·r1+(1−α)·r2, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. ri is then
fed to the decoder to generate a spectrogram which
is finally converted to audio. This transformation in
shown in Figure 5.

Our system is able of generating 14000 spectrograms per
second. Each spectrogram produces 4 seconds of audio,
and the conversion takes 0.75 seconds, so, if required, a
continuous stream of audio in real time can be produced.

300 files have been generated as content for the Twit-
ter bot (150 new vocalizations, 150 interpolated vocaliza-
tions). For each vocalization, a still picture has been gener-
ated, showing an overlay of the spectrogram and the wave-
form.

5. DISCUSSION

To evaluate the robustness of the VCAE architecture, we
made a series of tests:

• We plotted the representation of two randomly cho-
sen dimensions of the mean vector, and checked that
the values conform to the expected distribution.

• We plotted the activation of the filters in the first con-
volutional layer. The results matched our expecta-
tions, as the plot highlighted different features of the
spectrograms (edges, thresholds...)

• We presented it a fragment from the training set and
compared its reconstruction with the original audio
using both the spectrogram and the audio file. The
reconstructed spectrogram and audio file were highly
similar to the original files.

Figures regarding these checks are available in the GitHub
repository.

A pure convolutional architecture without the variational
layer would provide a more compact code vector, and pro-
duce a smaller validation loss, but for the purpose of a gen-
erative model, smoothness of the latent space is more de-
sirable than a perfect reconstruction.

By using the VCAE architecture, we introduce an extra
layer of complexity. In exchange, the latent space gets
reorganized in such a way that when building a random
code vector or interpolating two vocalizations, the results
are more bird-like.

Other types of architectures have been tested (e.g. sym-
metrical deep autoencoder and symmetrical convolutional
autoencoder) with worse performance than our non sym-
metrical convolutional encoder/deep decoder.

The generated audio demonstrated some interesting char-
acteristics. The number of unusable vocalizations (noisy
output, garbled sounds) is low. A higher amount of vocal-
izations exhibit what we could call a flocking effect. This
effect is due to the energy spread in the reconstructed spec-
trograms: the energy bands in the generated spectrogram
tend to lose definition and get spread into a wider fre-
quency range. At the same time, some artifacts appear (see
Figure 6). These two factors translate perceptually into the
sound of a flock of birds rather than a single one, as is
perceived as several birds singing not at the same exact
frequency, as in a real flock. When the system generates
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Figure 5. Seven-step interpolation examples. Between fragments 3507 and 6215 (Top two rows) and fragments 6058 and
683 (Bottom two rows). Rows 1 and 3 show the power mel-spectrogram. Rows 2 and 4 show the dB mel-spectrogram). As
can be observed, the intermediate steps in the latent space are more complex than merely crossfading between spectrograms.

a spectrogram with narrow high-energy bands, the flock-
ing effect disappears, and the vocalization is perceived as
if sung by a single bird.

Figure 6. Distribution of energy in an original spectrogram
(left) and in the reconstructed version (right) showing the
spread of the energy and the flocking effect.

By using a 512-dimensional code vector, the latent space
becomes less compact than desirable. This can be observed
at the midpoint of some interpolations, where the gener-
ated audio is garbled and noisy.

To obtain longer audios using the proposed architecture,
we start by choosing an original sample and calculating the
corresponding coordinates in the latent space. By orbiting

around that point we can obtain similar sounds. To create a
richer soundtrack, orbits with different radii and on differ-
ent dimensions can be combined. The smaller the radii, the
more similar the vocalizations will be to the original audio.
By adding Perlin noise to the orbit radius, we can generate
a continuous audio stream without wandering away from
the original sample.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated bird vocalization syn-
thesis. For that, we have designed and implemented a non-
symetrical Variational Convolutional Autoencoder capable
of generating 4-second bird vocalizations in real time. Two
vocalization generation methods are used: random sam-
pling of the latent space and interpolation between exist-
ing vocalizations. The recreated sounds present interest-
ing characteristics, proving that the approach presented is
a valid step towards the synthesis of nature sounds.

The proposed architecture is very fast to train compared
to other alternatives (e.g. GAN-based methods), taking
hours instead of days; it generates longer vocalizations; fi-
nally, it is relatively simple to extend or integrate in exist-
ing workflows.

Our code is available on GitHub 6 , including the pre-
trained model and the spectrograms, but without the origi-
nal audio files. Also, a Twitter bot 7 is posting a new bird
vocalization every day.

6 https://github.com/juanalonso/latentbirds
7 https://twitter.com/latentbirds/
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7. FUTURE WORK

Our results are promising, but there is room for improve-
ment. More specifically:

• Although a large variety of sounds have been used as
a training data-set (tweets, hoots, chirps, woodpeck-
ing, etc.), some of them were underrepresented, ren-
dering specific sound qualities more dominant to the
generative procedure. Using the full Cornell database,
or getting new vocalizations from other datasets (e.g.
xeno-canto 8 ) could improve the representation of
the missing types of vocalizations. Also, applying
existing knowledge about the structure of bird vo-
calizations [12] can improve the preprocessing of the
audio and the architecture of the VCAE.

• An interesting possibility is feeding the autoencoder
with non-bird related spectrograms (music, speech,
mechanical noises, other animal sounds) and see how
the VCAE performs while trying to approximate those
sounds.

• Use a labeled dataset to group birds of the same
species and implement vector arithmetic to interpo-
late between them.

• Improve the latent space by discriminating the less
interesting/unusable bird vocalizations. This can be
achieved by exploring the latent space checking for
the existence of outliers and analyzing the presence
of common characteristics or by creating an addi-
tional architecture to evaluate the quality of the dataset.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in real-time music score following have
made it possible for machines to automatically track highly
complex polyphonic music, including full orchestra per-
formances. In this paper, we attempt to take this to an
even higher level, namely, live tracking of full operas. We
first apply a state-of-the-art audio alignment method based
on online Dynamic Time-Warping (OLTW) to full-length
recordings of a Mozart opera and, analyzing the tracker’s
most severe errors, identify three common sources of prob-
lems specific to the opera scenario. To address these, we
propose a combination of a DTW-based music tracker with
specialized audio event detectors (for applause, silence/noise,
and speech) that condition the DTW algorithm in a top-
down fashion, and show, step by step, how these detec-
tors add robustness to the score follower. However, there
remain a number of open problems which we identify as
targets for ongoing and future research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Score following is the task of aligning a music performance
with its corresponding score, in real time, in order to be
able to follow along in the score and synchronize the live
music with various other media or applications (such as
score viewers, page turners [1], lighting, etc.). Since its
start in the 1980s [2], score following research has pro-
duced promising results, eventually succeeding in follow-
ing full orchestral performances in the concert hall [3, 4],
and it is still an active research topic in Music Informa-
tion Retrieval [5, 6]. The goal of our project is to extend
this to even more complex musical stage works, namely,
entire live operas. Robust real-time opera tracking would
have many applications in the opera hall as well as in live
streaming scenarios, such as fully automatic lyrics displays,
synchronization of lighting, camera control, live video cut-
ting, and back-stage operations. In fact, our partner in this
project is the Vienna State Opera, a world-famous opera

Copyright: c© 2020 Charles Brazier et al. This is

an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

house and one of the pioneers in HD and UHD opera live
streaming 1 .

Two state-of-the-art methods are commonly mentioned
in the score following literature. One is a probabilistic ap-
proach where the process is modeled by a Hidden Markov
Model [7–9], the current position being the hidden vari-
able and the audio performance being the observation. The
other approach makes use of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
[1, 10] to find the optimal alignment between score se-
quence and performance sequence.

Synchronizing two different entities requires a common
representation. In musical score following, the score is
generally converted into a corresponding symbolic repre-
sentation (MIDI or MusicXML format) and then synthe-
sized into audio, using appropriate sound fonts. The task
is then to align two audio streams (or feature sequences ex-
tracted from these) to each other, in real time. The problem
with this is that the resulting score audio can be very dif-
ferent from the performance in terms of sound, but also in
terms of structure. This becomes particularly acute in the
domain of opera, with its complex structure (including un-
expected events), and the complexity of voices and singing
techniques of opera singers. (Also, it is next to impossible
to obtain full opera scores in machine-readable format.)

An alternative is to use some available real audio record-
ing(s) of the piece in question, annotated and aligned to
the score, as a proxy of the score, and treat score following
as a performance-to-performance matching problem. This
approach has recently been demonstrated to successfully
follow a complete orchestra concert [4]. In this paper, we
will follow this latter strategy, presenting a tracker that at-
tempts to align a live opera performance (the target) with
another, already recorded and annotated performance (the
reference), using an adapted version of the On-Line Dy-
namic Time Warping (OLTW) algorithm [11].

However, as we will see, operas are generally more com-
plex than orchestral concerts, containing a complex mix-
ture of voices (singing voice or spoken language) and mu-
sic which is often interrupted by breaks, noises, interludes,
etc. A tracking experiment with a full annotated Mozart
opera (Don Giovanni) will reveal several general sources
of problems. For three of these – applause, acting breaks,
and non-notated musical interludes –, we will propose a
solution based on learning specific acoustic event detec-

1 https://www.wiener-staatsoper.at/en/
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Conductor Orchestra Place Year Duration Role

Á. Fischer Orchester der Wiener Staatsoper Vienna State Opera, Vienna, AT 2018 3:12:54 Target
Karajan Berliner Philharmoniker Philharmonie, Berlin, DE 1985 2:57:53 Reference

Table 1. Dataset used in the audio-to-audio alignment strategy.

tors and using these to control the DTW tracking process.
A series of experiments will demonstrate the additive ben-
eficial effect of these detectors.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the data provided by the Vienna State Opera, as well as
the manual annotations needed for evaluation. Section 3
demonstrates the limitations of a standard online align-
ment system. From an analysis of the most severe track-
ing errors, Section 4 derives some classes of problematic
situations. Section 5 describes our acoustic event detec-
tors, how they were trained, and how they interact with the
OLTW tracker. Section 6 presents corresponding experi-
ments, Section 7 discusses the results, and Section 8 offers
some conclusions and ideas for the next research steps.

2. DATA DESCRIPTION

For systematic experiments with opera score following, an-
notated audio data are needed. There is as yet no such data
set, so we had to produce our own. As a first test piece, we
have selected the opera “Don Giovanni” by W.A.Mozart. 2

Table 1 summarises the performances/recordings used. For
our project, we were provided with the recording of a live
performance at the Vienna State Opera in Nov. 2018, con-
ducted by Ádám Fischer, in the form of one continuous
audio recording of almost 4 hours. This is the target that
we want to track relative to the score. To slightly simplify
the task, we do not consider the extended audio passages
before the beginning of the acts, where musicians rehearse
or tune their instruments while the audience arrives in the
opera hall.

As a reference and proxy for the score, we chose a CD
recording by Herbert von Karajan from 1985 (Deutsche
Grammophon). This performance is split into tracks on the
CD. We noted that a few specific tracks, e.g., Act 1, Scene
6, Recitativo (In questa forma dunque) and Act 2, Scene
12, Recitativo (Ah, si segua il suo passo), are present in the
reference but were omitted in the target performance. As
a first simple solution, we decided to remove these from
the reference (Karajan) in order to obtain the same musical
structure of reference and target. Later, in Section 7, we
will briefly sketch how the problem of structural mismatch
could be handled.

We manually annotated both recordings by placing time
markers at bar boundaries, giving us 5304 bar annotations

2 We are aware of the fact that a single opera (in two different record-
ings) may seem like rather little data. However, it should be kept in mind
that a full opera represents several hours of music and requires massive
annotation work. For instance, the score of ‘Don Giovanni’ is a book
of 500 pages, containing 5304 bars of music. Efforts are currently un-
derway to annotate additional Don Giovanni recordings, and a second
Mozart opera (Die Zauberflöte; again in several recordings), in order to
enlarge the current study.

Mean Std ≤ 1s ≤ 2s ≤ 5s errmax

Act 1 9.6s 19.1s 0.74 0.76 0.78 72.7s
Act 2 14.0s 24.7s 0.40 0.72 0.74 89.2s

Table 2. Standard OLTW: Tracking error on complete acts.
(Absolute durations in target: Act 1: 01:38:13; Act 2:
01:34:41)

(2866 for the first act, 2438 for the second) for each record-
ing. The annotations made on the reference performance
permit us to link the audio to the score, while the annota-
tions made on the target serve as ground truth and allow us
to evaluate the accuracy of the tracker.

For evaluation, the metric described in [12] is applied.
For each alignment given by the tracker, we compute its
errors with respect to the ground truth and calculate the
mean and standard deviation of the alignment errors, as
well as the percentage of bar boundaries matched with an
error below one, two, and five seconds. We also provide
the maximal alignment error errmax (in seconds).

3. STARTING POINT: OLTW-BASED TRACKING

Standard Dynamic Time-Warping (DTW) [13] calculates
the optimal alignment path between two sequences. How-
ever, the inherently quadratic complexity of the similar-
ity/cost matrix computation is prohibitive for online or real-
time applications. In our work, we thus opted for the On-
Line Time Warping (OLTW) algorithm described in [11],
which is of linear complexity, and adapt it to our purpose.
For real-time application, each element of the target se-
quence received incrementally is compared to a vector of
elements in the reference, which is centered around the ex-
pected position in the reference sequence. This vector can
be interpreted as a calculation security margin around the
position proposed by the algorithm. The size of the vector
directly conditions the calculation time. For our experi-
ments, the length of the vector has been fixed to correspond
to 40 seconds of audio.

In order to align two audio recordings, we first need to
select suitable audio features to be compared. Follow-
ing the study in [14], we extract, from each audio frame,
120 MFCCs but discard the first 20, which leaves us with
a feature vector of length 100. The audio length is fixed to
20 ms with a hop size of 10 ms. With this set of parame-
ters, we compute the features of the reference performance
beforehand, whereas the features from the target are com-
puted in real time.

In accordance with the same study, we select the cosine
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Figure 1. Bar-level alignment error on Don Giovanni, Act I (left) and Act II (right).

distance to measure the cost (difference) between the cur-
rent target feature vector and a range of feature vectors (the
above-mentioned ‘calculation security margin’) in the ref-
erence. From the resulting cost vector, we recursively com-
pute the corresponding global cost in following the stan-
dard accumulated cost formula (see equation (4.5) in [13]).
We finally retrieve the score position by extracting the in-
dex minimizing the global cost.

Fig. 1 shows the error curves (time deviations between
alignment and ground truth) when we perform OLTW on
each of the two acts making up Don Giovanni. A posi-
tive error means that the tracker is in advance in the score,
while a negative error indicates a delay. The correspond-
ing numeric results given in Table 2 constitute our base-
line. Of the 2866 annotations (bars) making up Act 1, 74%
have been detected with an error smaller or equal to 1 sec-
ond, with a maximum error of 72.7 s. Analogously, for
Act 2, composed of 2438 annotations, only 40% have been
detected with an error smaller or equal to 1 second, with
a maximum error of 89.2 s. These results as well as the
curves in Fig. 1 show that the tracker has severe problems.
A positive aspect is that it does not get completely lost; it
does eventually manage to find back to the correct posi-
tion in the reference, but sometimes only after a long time
(note, e.g., the period of disorientation in Act 1, which lasts
around 500 bars!). Our goal in the following is to identify
the main sources of difficulty and reasons for some of these
errors, and propose ways to address these.

4. SOME OPERA-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES

As a first step, we take a look at those points in the tracking
error curves (Fig. 1) where the error suddenly increases, by
a large amount. In particular, there are four anchor points
with sudden error jumps higher than 40 seconds 3 . We now
take a closer look at these, in order of severity.

The biggest jump occurs during the transition from Act 2,
Scene 10, Aria (Mi tradı̀ quell’alma ingrata) and the fol-
lowing recitative (Ah ah ah ah, questa è buona) in Scene 11,
with the jump equal to 66.5 seconds. In listening to the tar-

3 The two additional clearly visible large error peaks (around bar 730
in Act 1, and near the beginning of Act 2), on analysis, turn out to re-
late to similar musical/acoustic causes as the four cases we picked for
discussion.

get performance, we find that the end of the aria is followed
by 15 s of applause and 54 s of relative silence (no music,
no speech) where coughs from the audience, knocks at a
door and footsteps are clearly heard.

The second biggest jump (64.3 s) appears during the tran-
sition between the recitativo accompagnato in Act 2, Scene 12
(Crudele! - Ah no, mio bene!) and the start of the Fi-
nale. Listening to the live performance, we find the same
applause (14 s) – silence (17 s including coughs and foot-
steps) sequence as before.

The third biggest jump (60.3 s) happens at the transition
from the aria in Act 2, Scene 6 (Vedai, carino) to the fol-
lowing recitative (Di molte faci il lume). In listening to the
target performance we find a more difficult sequence in-
cluding 12 s of applause, 51 s of silence including coughs,
followed by a 17 second improvised interlude played by a
cembalo. This interlude is not written in the score and does
not appear in the Karajan reference performance.

The fourth big jump of the error curve (46.2 s) appears in
Act 1, at the transition between Aria 10a (Dalla sua pace,
Scene 14, Vienna Version) and the following recitative (Io
deggio ad ogni patto, Scene 15). We find again the se-
quence applause (26 s), silence including coughs (24 s),
and an interlude (18 s) which is also not written in the
score and does not appear in the reference. As the error
curve shows, the tracker is then confused for a long period
(almost 500 bars) before finding back into track.

From the above, we can immediately identify three spe-
cific sources of problems for any opera tracker: (1) spon-
taneous applause from the audience; (2) more or less ex-
tended passages of silence or noise (due, e.g., to acting,
singers moving about on stage, or stage changes); and (3) short
musical interludes that are not part of the score (often im-
provised, e.g., on a clavichord or cembalo). 4 In the fol-
lowing, we will propose solutions to these problems by
devising specific acoustic event class detectors and inte-
grating these into the tracking procedure.

4 An additional and general source of problems are recitativo sections,
where again we see relatively large alignment errors, due to the larger
sonic variations and differences between different recordings and the of-
ten speech-like character of the singers’ parts. This is a problem that
requires deeper analysis and more elaborate methods, and is the focus of
ongoing work.
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5. COMBINING OLTW WITH
ACOUSTIC EVENT DETECTORS

The acoustic event detectors will be based on trained au-
dio classifiers for applause, speech, and music recognition.
There are several conceivable ways of combining the de-
tectors with the OLTW algorithm; the simplest one is to
use them to directly control the tracking process, halting
the tracker during events or passages that are not thought
to be part of the score. (Note that all the severe errors in
Fig. 1 are positive, meaning that the tracker was ahead of
where it should have been.) The model is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The three specific detectors and corresponding con-
trol strategies are as follows:

1. The purpose of the Applause Detector is to control
the tracker’s advance in the case of spontaneous ap-
plause at transitions from one part to the next, i.e., at
the end of an aria. The Karajan performance acting as
reference does not include applause, but the Fischer
live recording does. The error curves in Fig. 1 indi-
cate that when the audience applauds between scenes,
the tracker keeps progressing in the score. Our simple
strategy is to stop this progression when we detect ap-
plause, and to force the current score position to be the
transition position (i.e. the beginning of the next part)
in the score. In order not to be sensitive to clapping
sounds that can be part of some acting action during
a scene, this condition is activated only when the cur-
rent score position is within an interval of 1 s around
a transition position according to the score, and when
we detect applause for a duration longer than 400 ms,
reducing the sensitivity to noise.

2. The purpose of the Pause Detector is to address the
second challenge: extended passages of silence or act-
ing noise between parts. We model these as the peri-
ods that contain neither speech nor music (but possi-
bly other noises), using dedicated speech and music
classifiers (see below). Our observation is similar to
the previous point: the tracker keeps progressing in
the score during these passages. Our strategy is to
stop this progression when we detect neither speech
nor music, again forcing the current score position to
be the transition position in the score. As before, this
condition is active when the current score position is
within an interval of 1 s around a transition position

and when we detect pause for longer than 400 ms.
3. A possible approach to the Interlude Problem would

be to continuously compare, during regular tracking,
the input audio stream to the beginning of the next
expected section (aria, recitative, etc.) in the refer-
ence (via stream monitoring [15]) so as to be able to
re-synchronise at section beginnings. However, this
requires to set a threshold on DTW’s global cost in
order to judge if there is a match or not. In experi-
ments, this turned out to be very brittle. For now, we
instead settled on a simple heuristic solution, based on
the observation that, at least in operas from the period
in question, such improvised interludes usually occur
before recitativo sections, which themselves are diffi-
cult to track (as noted in Section 4, Footnote 3). Our
heuristic aims at synchronizing the first voice activity
of a song between target and reference, if the refer-
ence contains voice in the first 4 s of audio (the idea
here is to only target recitativo sections). When the
tracker proposes a score position after a section tran-
sition that involves voice activity, the tracker is halted
until voice activity is also detected in the live target.
This indirect solution also allows the tracker not to
accumulate error in the future.

To implement the above control strategies, we learn three
dedicated audio classifiers: an applause detector, a mu-
sic detector, and a speech detector. For training, we use
an internal data set consisting of a collection of YouTube
recordings of classical music performances. The data set
contains 15 hours of audio and was manually annotated
with applause, music and speech labels.

In selecting features for training these classifiers, we fol-
low the relevant literature and rely on the features used
in the respective current state-of-the-art models, keeping
a focus on those that can be computed in real time. For
each feature, we fix the window size at 100 ms of audio
and the hop size at 20 ms. The features for the applause
detector are described in [16] and are a combination of
the Spectral Centroid, Spectral Spread, Spectral Flux and
Spectral Flatness measures from four different frequency
bands, and the first 9 MFCCs from a filter bank of 20
channels. This results in a vector of length 25. The fea-
tures for the music classifier are a concatenation of the ap-
plause features and the Continuous Frequency Activation
(CFA) feature described in [17], giving a vector of length
26. The speech features are a concatenation of the four
spectral measures from the applause feature, the Curved
Frequency Trajectory (CFT) used in speech detection [18],
and the Fluctogram from 11 overlapping frequency bands
with 18 delta-MFCCs used in singing voice detection [19],
resulting in a vector of length 46.

The classifier models are identical and inspired by [19],
II.D., and are LSTM-RNNs. Considering their real-time
application, they are composed of a unique LSTM layer
of 55 cells, corresponding to a temporal context of 1.1 s,
followed by a linear layer and a sigmoid function. We train
these models with a Binary Cross-Entropy loss function.
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Mean Std ≤ 1s ≤ 2s ≤ 5s errmax

Act 1 9.6s 19.1s 0.74 0.76 0.78 72.7s
A1+A 1.5s 5.4s 0.89 0.92 0.94 42.6s
A1+AS 0.7s 2.9s 0.92 0.95 0.97 27.5s
A1+ASI 0.3s 0.9s 0.94 0.97 0.99 12.5s
Act 2 14.0s 24.7s 0.40 0.72 0.74 89.2s
A2+A 8.7s 20.7s 0.79 0.82 0.83 88.2s
A2+AS 2.4s 7.5s 0.87 0.90 0.92 61.5s
A2+ASI 1.4s 5.3s 0.89 0.93 0.95 61.5s

Table 3. OLTW tracking performance on complete acts
(Act 1, Act 2), with applause detector (A1+A, A2+A),
with applause and pause detectors (A1+AS, A2+AS) and
with applause, pause and speech-based interlude detectors
(A1+ASI, A2+ASI).

6. EXPERIMENTS

For the following experiments, we add the different detec-
tors incrementally. Starting from the baseline model, we
first show the relevance of integrating the Applause Detec-
tor, then add the Pause Detector and, finally, the speech-
based Interlude Detector. Each experiment is applied specif-
ically on the four problematic sections discussed in detail
in Section 4 above. The resulting error curves are illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The full tracking performance on the entire
opera acts is summarised in Table 3.

6.1 OLTW with Applause Detector

We first integrate our Applause Detector in the tracking
process. This configuration leads to the blue error curves in
Figure 3. Comparing this to the black curves representing
our baseline, we observe an improvement in all of our four
cases. We also observe that the size of the initial error
jump does not always decrease. This indicates that we do
not catch the error immediately during the changeover to
the next scene. However, we always observe a drop at the
next bar, which means that the tracker quickly recuperates.

The quantitative results on the complete acts are sum-
marised in Table 3. We see that for both acts, A1+A and
A2+A perform much better than Act 1 and Act 2, with 89%
and 79%, respectively, of the bars aligned with an error be-
low one second.

6.2 OLTW with Applause and Pause Detectors

In the second experiment, we add the pause detection strat-
egy (based on music and speech detectors), in order to han-
dle possible acting breaks between songs. This configura-
tion corresponds to the green curve in Figure 3. We ob-
serve that in all four cases, the error decreases, even track-
ing without any error jump in the second challenge (see
top-right).

The overall improvement on the complete acts can be
seen in Table 3 (columns +AS), with now 92% and 87%
of the bars from Act 1 and Act 2, respectively, detected
below one second.

6.3 OLTW with Applause & Pause Detectors and
Condition on Speech Activity

In the third experiment, we make use of the speech detec-
tor to deal with interludes by synchronising the beginnings
of voice activity (Strategy 3 above). This results in the red
curve in Figure 3. We observe further improvement in the
latter two of the challenges (see bottom-left and bottom-
right in Fig. 3), which contain interludes between scenes
of 17 and 18 s, respectively. The fourth alignment (see
bottom-left) does not present any error jump any more.
For the two first cases without interlude, the error curves
remain the same.

On the complete acts, Table 3 shows that the +ASI vari-
ant yields an additional improvement, making it the best
alignment system among all of the methods.

7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
REMAINING PROBLEMS

The complete picture is shown in Fig. 4, which gives the er-
ror curves of the final full-act alignments produced by our
tracker. As can be seen, the presented strategies improved
the tracking not only in the four cases we had selected for
analysis, but also in some of the other passages that had
suffered from severe error (compare this to Fig. 1). How-
ever, there remain a number of open problems.

First, we note that in the second act, the maximal error did
not decrease significantly (see also Table 3). This comes
from the detector’s condition which aims at forcing the cur-
rent score position to be the transition position in the score
(see 5.1 and 5.2). As a consequence, the time error be-
tween this position and its corresponding ground truth can
remain large, but this method does help avoid the propaga-
tion of the error into the following bars, a problem which
had shown as a plateau in the baseline error (see Fig. 3).

Looking at the selected situations in Fig. 3, we find an er-
ror that still persists, visible in the top-left plot. Listening
to the audio reveals that there is a second interlude played
in between the recitative Ah ah ah ah, questa è buona
(Act 2, Scene 11), making our solution ineffective. This
indicates that our current heuristic solution to the interlude
problem is still unacceptably brittle.

The tracking curves for the full acts (Fig. 4) reveal that a
few problems persist, but almost all of them are corrected
very quickly. What is new relative to Fig. 1 are some oc-
casional downward spikes in the error curve. These are
due to the activation of our speech-based Interlude Detec-
tor which stops the tracking. Looking at the voice activity
in our ground truth, which is automatically annotated by
our speech detector beforehand, we observe that the signal
contains noise which tends to halt the tracker more often
than expected. We plan to annotate the reference manually
in order to study this problem in more detail.

Generally, recitatives are challenging to detect the exact
beginning of, and to track. They tend to be played in a
different way from performance to performance. Actors
pronounce their lyrics in whispering, speaking or singing
while they act. Thus the vocal content varies significantly
between recordings, making the alignment inaccurate. Also,
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Figure 3. Bar-level alignment errors on Don Giovanni, Jump 1 (top-left), Jump 2 (top-right), Jump 3 (bottom-left) and
Jump 4 (bottom-right). Black: On-Line Time Warping (OLTW). Blue: OLTW with applause detector. Green: OLTW with
applause and pause detectors. Red: OLTW with applause, pause and speech-based interlude detectors.
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Figure 4. Bar-level alignment error on Don Giovanni, Act I (left) and Act II (right). Black: On-Line Time Warping
(OLTW). Red: OLTW with applause, pause and speech-based interlude detectors.

the accompaniment is partly improvised and even played
by different instruments in different recordings. It may
thus become necessary to consider the actual lyrics for
robust tracking. Consequently, we are currently working
towards speech recognition and audio-to-lyrics transcrip-
tion/alignment methods specifically adapted for opera.

A final problem that needs to be addressed concerns struc-
tural mismatches between score (reference) and performance
(target). For our first study, we simplified the problem by
making sure that the structures of reference and target are
similar (apart from interludes etc.). However, opera direc-
tors frequently decide to skip certain parts, shorten long
finale sections, etc. Also, there may be different variants
of an opera, with additional or alternative arias etc. (This
is actually the case for Don Giovanni, of which there is
a Prague and a Vienna version.) There are solutions for
handling repetitions or omissions in offline alignment (e.g.,
JumpDTW [20]); these could possibly be adapted for real-
time application.

8. CONCLUSION

To summarize briefly, we have shown, using Mozart’s Don
Giovanni as a showcase, that tracking live opera with state-
of-the-art On-Line Time Warping (OLTW) is inaccurate,
not robust, and leads to severe errors during transitions be-
tween scenes. We identified three specific categories or
sources of error, proposed a partial solution by integrating
various top-down control strategies based on audio event
detectors, and showed experimentally that these help to
strongly mitigate these problems.

We also saw that a number of problems remain, includ-
ing improvised interludes, recitatives, and structural dif-
ferences between performances. Thus, our immediate next
research steps in this project will focus on audio-to-lyrics
transcription and alignment, and on robust methods for
quickly reacting to differences in section structure. How-
ever, we have to remind ourselves that opera, as an art form
that has developed over several centuries, is considerably
more complex and varied than the specific classical style
represented by Don Giovanni; extensive experiments with
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other operas from other periods will be needed to establish
the robustness of any methods we will come up with.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an approach using machine learn-
ing to extract sound expressiveness and translate it into
light. An autoencoder was trained on several musical ex-
amples, thereby learning how to compress a constant Q
transformed audio input, and then the latent space repre-
sentation was used to generate visuals, in real time. A sin-
gle interactive control parameter, the interpolation speed
between new and current values, was made for customisa-
tion. The expressiveness of the visuals was tested through
a variety of musical textures and genres rated by partici-
pants. Results indicate that participants found the system’s
translations to be visually expressive, and reacted very pos-
itively to the experience. The control parameter was tested
for customization potential and found to be a good tool
for allowing the participant to adjust the visual expression.
The method for expressive visualization used in the system
shows promise for further development.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of devices for visual representation of music has
a history of several centuries, one of the first being the
Ocular Harpsichord dating back to the 1700s. The de-
vice was first proposed by French mathematician Louis
Bertrand Castel in 1725, and later designed by Johann Got-
tlieb Krüger in the essay On a new kind of music, enjoyed
by the eyes in 1743 [1]. The Clavilux made by Danish born
Thomas Wilfred in the 1920s had internal discs of stained
glass that rotate along with a light bulb. The Clavilux
projects a colorful composition onto a surface and can be
manipulated by controlling the speed of the various discs.

In more modern history, the Demoscene, hailing from the
1980s with the home computer revolution, was a move-
ment creating audiovisual programs that would show off
the skills of the creator [2]. Software was subject to pro-
grammers who would attempt to build the most impres-
sive visualizations, which grew to a culture with people
competing to create the most compelling algorithms with
minimally-capable hardware.

Contemporary digital arts are entering the era of machine
learning, which is being explored for its multi-modal capa-
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bilities. The Deep Music Visualizer [3] is a project that
utilises interpolation features between images, and uses
musical features like volume, tempo and pitch to drive the
interpolations of the image features.

The importance of the combination of visuals and sound
is apparent as demonstrated by (W. E. Hanser and R. E.
Mark, 2013). They found that music with an emotional
rating can affect the perception of a visual. [4]

For real time application, the contextual translation from
sound to light is often based on pre-programmed responses
and manual inputs, which requires constant attention from
a video jockey (VJ) or a lighting designer to directly ma-
nipulate the visual output. The aim of this study is to show
an expressive connection between the real time input sound
and an output visual, through the use of an autoencoder.

Figure 1. Illustration of Thomas Wilfred playing the Clav-
ilux. [5]

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Audio Visualisation

In recent years, visualisation of audio has been used in a
variety ways for academic purposes. A visualisation of real
time musical expression has been done by tracking tempo
and loudness, showing the musical expression by different
artists [6]. And in participatory arts, mood-based visualisa-
tion has been made by using the participant’s physiological
arousal along with the music to generate visuals [7].

2.2 Autoencoder

The autoencoder as seen in Fig 2 is a Neural Network ar-
chitecture, where the input and output layers are of the
same dimensions, with the middle layer being a bottle-
neck. The autoencoder functions by learning how to com-
press the given input to a smaller size in the bottleneck
layer (encoding), and then reconstruct the data based on
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the compressed representation (decoding). The bottleneck
layer of the autoencoder is known as the latent space.

Figure 2. Model of the autoencoder architecture with the
bottleneck layer being the compressed representation of
the input.

This study focuses on the translation of sound into light
using the latent space, as a feature extraction method. When
data is compressed and then reconstructed, only the most
important information would be used for reconstruction.
The representation found in the latent space is a set of fea-
tures that can be used as descriptors, and can act as a di-
mensionality reduction method, by reducing the complex-
ity of the input signal. This can be seen in the project by
Terence Broad and Mick Grierson ”Blade Runner Autoen-
coded” where the entirety of the 1982 film Blade Runner
has been reconstructed with the use of an autoencoder. [8]

Autoencoders were chosen over PCA [9] as a dimension-
ality reduction technique, because it can handle non-linear
data and is able to perform faster after training. Anomaly
detection is another use of autoencoders for which it out-
performs linear PCA [9]. Autoencoders have been used
for noise reduction and speech enhancement [10], the re-
sults of which show better performance with deeper net-
works. Autoencoders have been used for language gen-
eration where an autoencoder is able to encode text, and
reconstruct it coherently [11].

In this project the music is mapped by using an autoen-
coder trained with music, and using the resulting latent
space values directly as the brightness values driving a real-
time visualization based on a pixel shader. Color saturation
of the shader was set to 0 to ensure simplicity in compre-
hension of the dynamic structure of the latent space. Ex-
pectations were to find a temporal structure in the latent
space representative of the music.

3. METHODS

3.1 Building a neural network

3.1.1 Preparing the training dataset

A dataset consisting of various music tracks was trans-
formed with a constant Q transform (CQT) [12]. An early
implementation of the system was utilising the raw signal
as input for the network, but it was discarded in favor of
a massive reduction in network size from 1024 to 64 in-
put layer, which reduced training time. With a sample rate

of 44100 Hz, the 1024 samples is 23.2 ms. The hop size
is equal to frame size with no overlap. Sampling frequen-
cies up to 22000 Hz requires a sampling frequency at least
double the frequency because of the Nyquist frequency to
avoid aliasing [13].

A constant Q transform (CQT) is an alternative to the
fast fourier transform (FFT). Where the FFT converts a
signal from a time domain into the frequency domain, by
analysing the frequencies present in the signal and divid-
ing into a number of frequency bands, the CQT utilises the
same principle but uses a different methodology of band
division as it is divided by octaves instead of an even spac-
ing. The human hearing covers approximately ten octaves
from 20Hz to 20KHz with each octave being double the
frequency of the previous.

Dividing the frequency bands in respect to the octaves
instead of the absolute frequency, mimics the human hear-
ing capacity, as we are more sensitive on perceiving small
changes at lower frequencies, rather than at high frequen-
cies. In other words, it allows an allocation of more fre-
quency bands for the lower end of the frequency spectrum,
which helps to emphasize the importance of perception of
those frequencies to humans. Another reason for choosing
an octave spacing is that octaves are universal between mu-
sical cultures. The chromatic scale most commonly used in
western musical tradition divides an octave into 12 pitches,
while for instance Gamelan music in Indonesia divide it
into 7 [14]. Building the system on an octave spacing
would allow the system to generalise over cultural differ-
ences in pitch divisions, by choosing the training dataset
for the network.

The choice of music to build the dataset was done by
choosing aurally different music, which was verified by
visually evaluating the CQT spectrograms. The dataset
used for training can be seen in Fig. 3 where three different
tracks can be distinguished:

Figure 3. Spectrogram of the constant Q transformed
dataset used for training.

• From the left, the first is a track called Sorry I Am
Late (Pig & Dan Remix) by Kollektiv Turmstrasse,
and is a house track signified in the CQT by a repet-
itive low frequency seen towards the bottom of the
spectrogram. In the middle there is a build up which
can be distinguished by the lack of low frequency
content and an increasing amount of higher frequency
content.

• Second is a track by Infinite Body called Dive, which
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is known as drone music. It is signified by gradually
evolving textural sound across the entire frequency
spectrum.

• Last track is from the polish classical music, and
film music composer Wojchiech Kilar called Love
Remembered composed for the film Bram Stoker’s
Dracula (1992). It is signified by a varied but rhyth-
mical content of mid to high frequency bands.

The last part of the spectrogram is black because a section
of noise gated silence was introduced to the dataset.

3.2 Neural Network Architecture

The Keras [15] library for Python was used for the imple-
mentation. Programming was done in the Python environ-
ment Jupyter [16].

3.2.1 Neural Network Setup

The activation function used for the architecture was rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU). Activation functions define how
any given neuron in the network will react to an input value.
In the case of ReLU, any value below 0 will yield a 0. And
any value above 0 will correspond to the value linearly.
The advantages of using ReLU is that it is computationally
simple, reducing training time. Moreover, ReLU suffer
less from the vanishing gradient problem. The optimizer
used was adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [17]. The
loss function used was mean squared error (mse). MSE
calculates the loss based on the difference between the out-
put values and the input values. These values can be higher
and lower, therefore can produce differences that are both
positive and negative numbers. Squaring the numbers be-
fore calculating the mean will ensure that negative values
will not falsely minimize the calculated loss.

Previously used for speech recognition [18] Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) [19] was thought to be useful for
the same distinctions in music as it is able to in speech.
The much longer training time of the LSTM autoencoder
made it very difficult to iterate the architectures within the
project time frame. This steered development away from
the use of LSTM and the idea was discarded for a more
simplistic approach to reach a minimalist architecture. The
resulting neural network is a shallow 64-8-64 dense config-
uration which is seen in Fig. 4.

3.2.2 Training the network and training validation

The network was trained 100 epochs, and ended with a loss
of 0.0056 which did not improve over the past 25 epochs
of training. When the trained model is introduced to the
training dataset, it is able to decode the values of the latent
space seen in the spectrogram in Fig. 5 which indicates a
successful training.

3.3 Implementation

The trained model can be utilised with real time audio in-
put, from a microphone or by using any audio routing soft-
ware. The system records an audio frame and makes a con-
stant Q transform which is then used as input for the trained

Figure 4. A model of the network architecture used with
3 dense neural network layers in an autoencoder structure
with input size 64, latent space size 8 and output size 64

Figure 5. Spectrogram of a constant Q transformed audio
track, above is the original, and below is the decoded spec-
trogram reconstructed from the latent space.

model. The values from the latent space are then extracted
and flattened into a one dimensional array, normalized and
sent to Touch Designer with the OSC protocol. The OSC
message is received by Touch Designer and then used to
manipulate a shader coded with GLSL. Moreover, Touch
Designer was used for real time parameterization and pro-
jection mapping.

The shaders simulate the effect of a fluorescent light tube
mounted on a concrete wall. Eight identical light fixtures
have been used, each one utilizing a single latent vector
value, in order to control the brightness of this light. That
way the fluorescent tubes represent a direct visualisation
of the latent vectors. An example of how a single latent
vector frame looks can be seen in Fig. 6.

Logarithmic interpolation was used, as a low pass filter,
in order to reduce sudden changes in the latent space val-
ues. Changing the interpolation speed of the latent space
values was used as a visualization parameter and was added
for convenience and integrated as part of the experiment.
Low interpolation values results in faster changes in the
lighting, and a higher value results in slower changes. A
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Figure 6. Example of the GLSL shaders that are mapped
in the space. Here all 8 fluorescent tubes are on 1 screen
whereas in the space they are projection mapped on 3
screens and arranged differently. Projection mapping al-
lows precise control to ensure a completely flat projection
on the screens, independent of the projector position.

Figure 7. Model of the system architecture.

tablet was used as an OSC controller for the interpolation
speed. For clarity, this control parameter was called ”up-
date speed” to ensure that participants would understand
it’s function. The slider seen in Fig. 11 as ”Slider 1” was
used in the OSC app to control a parameter in Touch De-
signer. The value divided the difference between the cur-
rent frame and the previous frame by a range of 1-400. At
setting 1, every frame updated with the full difference be-
tween the values and at setting 400, it divided that value by
400 making the visuals appear more calm.

3.4 Experiment Setup

Twenty-one participants consisting of university students
and professors, were enrolled in this study. The experiment
was done in the Lighting Design Laboratory of AAU. The
lab is rectangle shaped with white walls and the ability to
block light with curtains. Three short throw DLP projec-
tors were used for this setup, which was put under a table
in the middle of the room. The participants had access to
a tablet, to control the music being played and the interpo-
lation speed. A video showing the visuals in the space can
be seen here: https://bit.ly/2VPF6YF

The experiment was executed in 3 phases. Phase 1 and 2

Figure 8. Screenshot from the app used to control interpo-
lation speed of the visualisation.

Figure 9. Top view layout of the experiment setup with 3
projectors, 3 walls used as projection screens, 1 tablet and
2 speakers.

evaluates with expressiveness of the visualisation of textu-
ral sounds with 2 different update speed settings (fast and
slow). Phase 3 evaluates the expressiveness of visualisa-
tions of the participant’s choice of music from the Spotify
library, and the potential of the control parameter(update
speed).

Participant were asked to read the project description and
were allowed to ask questions, to ensure that they under-
stand the scope and objectives of this study. The applica-
tion installed on the tablet to control the update speed was
explained. The participant was informed that they are al-
lowed to explore the space. Phase 1 starts with 4 different
sounds from the Spotify library: 1. Rivers and Streams
- Babbling Brook, 2. Granular - White Noise - 200 Hz,
3. White Noise Collectors - Human Heartbeat, 4. Singing
Bowls of Tibet - Tibetan Singing Bowl. The sounds were
played with an update speed setting of 1 (very fast). Then,
the participant answered a questionnaire, using the same
tablet to evaluate the expressiveness of the visual on a lik-
ert scale from 1 (Not at all) to 10 (Very much). The ques-
tion asked in the questionnaire is: ”You have just listened
to the sound of [track]. How expressive would you say the
visual was of the sound?” The evaluation was executed af-
ter every sound for a total of 4 times in phase 1, and 4 times
in phase 2.

Phase 2 repeats phase 1, now with the update speed set
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Figure 10. Picture of the experiment showing the table,
and the projections from 2 of the 3 projectors.

at 200(calm). Expressiveness was evaluated in the same
manner.

Figure 11. The OSC control app could be used to change
the update speed of the visuals between 1-400.

In phase 3, the participant was given the tablet to change
the music and control the update speed seen in Fig. 11.
The participant was allowed 10 minutes to play with the
system. After 10 minutes the participant would continue
the questionnaire, which evaluated two facets of the sys-
tem: first the expressiveness of the input to output mapping
of the AVAI system. Second the potential of the control
parameter of the update speed to match the aesthetic tone
of the music and the visual. The participant was allowed
to decide the music as to ensure a wider variety of genre
choice and to avoid bias.

The questions asked in phase 3 in point form:

• What are your initial thoughts of the system? (Para-
graph answer)

• How correlated did you feel the visuals were with
the music that you listened to? (Likert scale from 1
(Not at all) to 10 (Very much))

• Did you find yourself changing the update speed a
lot during the listening session to match the visuals
and the music? (Likert scale from 1 (Not at all) to
10 (Very much))

• Did you feel that the control parameter to change the
update speed of the visuals is sufficient to match the
aesthetic tone of the music and the visual? (Yes/No)

• If no, can you explain/elaborate? (Paragraph an-
swer)

• Any comments? (Paragraph answer)

4. RESULTS

4.1 Phase 1 and 2

The 4 questions evaluating expressiveness of the sounds
with the likert-scale will be referred to as Q1-Q4. Phase 1
and phase 2 will be referred to as P1 and P2. Q1 = Rivers
and Streams - Babbling Brook. Q2 = Granular - White
Noise - 200 Hz. Q3 = White Noise Collectors - Human
Heartbeat. Q4 = Singing Bowls of Tibet - Tibetan Singing
Bowl.

Figure 12. Diverging stacked bar chart of the likert grades
showing the distribution of expressiveness grades from 1-
10 of all 4 songs (Q1-Q4) in both phases (P1 and P2). Fully
saturated red being the grade 1, and fully saturated blue
meaning the grade 10.

The mean grades with standard deviation seen in Fig. 13
shows the the comparison between the ratings for P1 and
P2. Note the significant drop of Q3 from P1 to P2, and the
increase of Q4 with a lower standard deviation from P1 to
P2.

4.1.1 Wilcoxon

The Wilcoxon test was used to determine the statistical dif-
ference between P1 and P2 for each likert evaluation of the
different sounds. Null hypothesis for the test: there is no
difference in expressiveness between P1 and P2.

The differences in mean grades seen in Fig. 13, is con-
firmed by the Wilcoxon test as it can be seen that the null
hypothesis can be rejected confidently for Q3 and Q4 to an
alpha of 0.005.
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Figure 13. Graph of the mean grades and standard devi-
ation of Q1-Q4 in P1 and P2. Blue is P1 and Red is P2.

Figure 14. Table of the results from the Wilcoxon test. H0
signifies an acceptance of the null hypothesis. H1 denotes
a rejection of the null hypothesis.

4.2 Phase 3

4.2.1 Expressiveness of the system

The first question in P3 was: ”How correlated did you feel
the visuals were with the music that you listened to?”

The participants expressed a positive reaction to the sys-
tem, which is presented in Fig. 15 and can also be seen in
the mean grade = 7.1 with a standard deviation = 2.0.

4.2.2 Potential of control parameter

The first question about the control parameter: ”Did you
find yourself changing the update speed a lot during the
listening session to match the visuals and the music?” This
checks if the participants felt that they could find a setting
for the update speed that would fit perfectly for an entire
song, or even several songs. The mean grade was 7.3, and
the standard deviation was 2.5.

This shows a high user engagement, meaning that the
users were interacting a lot with the control parameter as
they didn’t feel that one specific setting would be perfect
for a genre or even a specific part of a track. This can also
be found in the paragraphed comments: ”With slower mu-
sic I liked to slide it more towards the right. Music with
more beats needed more movement so I slid it more to the
left”.

Next question: ”Did you feel that the control parameter
to change the update speed of the visuals is sufficient to
match the aesthetic tone of the music and the visual?”

Figure 15. Diverging stacked bar chart of the likert grades
showing the distribution of expressiveness grades from 1
(red) to 10 (blue). 4 of the grades were 5 or lower, 17 were
6 or higher.

Figure 16. Diverging stacked bar chart of the likert grades
showing the distribution of user engagement. 5 of the
grades were 5 or lower, 16 were graded 6 or higher.

As seen in Tab. 1, a majority of the participants felt that
the control parameter was sufficient for them to match the
aesthetic tone of the music and the visual. The majority
of the participants that answered ”no” would prefer to see
the system also allowing for control of colors to match the
music: ”I feel some more interpretive layers are needed;
color, shapes, movement, etc.”

4.2.3 Paragraph answers

Common themes were found in the paragraphed comments:

• Mentioned a wish for color: 33.3%

• Mentioned accuracy of control parameter: 28.6%

The attitude towards the system was very positive:

• Commented positively about the system: 95.2%

• Commented neutrally about the system: 4.8%

• Commented negatively about the system: 0%

5. ANALYSIS

The participants responded positively to the system with
no participant commenting negatively about the experience
with 95.2% commenting positively and 4.8% neutrally. In
terms of user based responses for system improvements,
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Yes No
12 9

Table 1. More than half of the participants felt that the
control parameter was sufficient

33.3% mentioned a wish for color in the visuals which is
also a subject for development and implementation. 28.6%
mentioned the accuracy of the control parameter on the
tablet application being too responsive in the lower end
of the scale, but inconsequential in the higher end - this
can be tested with an exponentially scaling slider instead
of a linear one. The control parameter seems as a power-
ful tool for visualisation manipulation, but should be ex-
panded upon as the control may seem too one dimensional
for a fully expressive translation.

The mean grade for the evaluation of expressiveness of
the system was 7.1, which along with the positive reac-
tion from participants does express a successful translation
from music to visual. As seen in Fig. 15, the reaction to
the system and the experience was very positive with only
4 participants grading it below 5, and 7 grading it at a 9.
One of the participants noted: ”It makes the experience of
the music more intense.”

5.1 Wilcoxon

Referring to Fig.14, a significant difference can be seen in
Q3 and Q4 compared to Q1 and Q2. This coincides with
the general mean score being higher in Q3 for P1 and Q4
for P2, illustrating the polar differences between P1 and
P2 for Q3 and Q4. This means that the change in update
speed polarised the perceived expressiveness of the visu-
als significantly for Q3 and Q4. This might be because of
the sound of a water stream, and the sound of white noise
is rhythmically incoherent, making it difficult for the par-
ticipant to evaluate the expressiveness - or that the partic-
ipant felt that the speed at which the visuals updated were
irrelevant for the perceived expressiveness. This may indi-
cate that the system is more expressive with more dynamic
rhythmical content rather than a more rhythmically ”static”
sound like noise or running water.

5.2 Control

The aim for evaluating control parameters for the system
is a matter of balance between the participant feeling in
control, and being overwhelmed by options. With 57% of
participants stating that the control parameter is enough,
the control parameter for the update speed of a dynamic
visual system indicates that it grants the user meaningful
control through one parameter. More parameters should
be added to address the wish for color integration in the
system.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Experiment

The aesthetics of the installation setup may have had an
effect on the scores. All the participants were introduced

to the project by reading the project poster which sought to
ensure that they were not going to evaluate the aesthetics of
the visuals, but the dynamic connection between the visual
and the music. If this was completely clear to the partici-
pant cannot be known, only attempted to be communicated
clearly by using a clear language. It may have been hard
for the participants to distinguish if they were evaluating
the entire experience of being in the space.

6.2 Technical improvements

Currently, there is an amount of frame loss in the sys-
tem, possibly generating more volatile values from frame
to frame. In spite of this, the system is able to produce
expressive translations of music. A migration of the DSP
operations would likely alleviate this concern.

6.3 Dataset

The dataset used is very small. However, the system has
been able to represent temporal feature extraction which
was perceived to be expressive of the music, in spite of
the dataset’s small size. It is expected that in terms of ab-
straction, the features are very low level, and therefore not
truly dependent on procedural information but rather tem-
poral shifts in frequency. This may explain why the sys-
tem is able to expressively translate a much broader array
of sounds based on only 22 minutes of samples.

6.4 Future Work

As suggested by Roche et.al (2019), deep or recurrent au-
toencoders perform better at signal reconstruction which
means that the latent vectors may be more expressive of
the input sound [20]. The working prototype of the system
is not analysing time series, but only one frame of sound at
any given moment. Further system development should re-
investigate the options for either a deeper neural network
configuration, and/or time series analysis with utilisation
of LSTM nodes and the recurrent neural network method-
ology.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a selection of the analytical and music-
historical results of the research project “Historiography
of musical form through MIR” 1 . It discusses the modes
of operation, strengths and shortcomings of the software
‘AnalyzeSrttpf’ 2 , especially its suitability to contribute to
closing a gap in the historiography of 18th-century music.
The software identifies the small rounded two/
three-part form (srttpf) in large corpora with symbolic mu-
sic, the elements of which are short monophonic compo-
sitions (songs and dances). In doing this, AnalyzeSrttpf
shall help to reconstruct firstly the occurrence of the srttpf
in popular music published in London between 1650 and
1770, and secondly its relationship to popular Viennese
classical music, a style that shows a similar preference for
the srttpf.

1. INTRODUCTION: A MUSIC-HISTORICAL
PROBLEM

Since the mid-19th century, the discourse on the ‘nature’ of
the Viennese classical music has been shaped by the claim
that the Viennese classical style is marked by a Volkston
[folk tone]. 3 Closely connected with the promotion of the
Volkston thesis is the discussion of a specific musical form:
the small rounded two/three-part form (‘srttpf’ in the fol-
lowing) [3, p. 110ff] [5]. The srttpf can be found in the
music of Viennese classical composers such as Mozart’s

1 For the project website: http://historiography-of-musical-form-
through-mir.sbg.ac.at

2 Source code and instructions for installation and applica-
tion: http://historiography-of-musical-form-through-mir.sbg.ac.at/
instructions-for-the-installation-of-analyzesrttpf/.

3 The cultural historian and sociologist Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl stated,
in 1849, with nationalist impetus that “Mozart’s opera is based on the -
folk song” while “Hasse’s opera is based on the artificial, scholarly sys-
tem of Italian arias” [1, p. 667]. Guido Adler claimed in 1929 that “the
art [of Viennese classical music] [...] is based on folk music”, but did
not give any arguments or evidence for his assertion [2, p. 783]. Walter
Wiora noted in 1957 that the Viennese classics created “in the folk tone”;
this constituted an “essential aspect of the concept of Viennese classi-
cism” [3, pp. 110 and 132]. In 1971, Charles Rosen apparently drew on
these views when he described the style of some of Haydn’s and Mozart’s
works as “popular” [4, pp. 332-333] (the translator of Rosen’ss mono-
graph into German, Traute M. Marshall, retranslated “popular style” as a
“volkstümlichen Stil”).
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“Komm lieber Mai” (1791) and Beethoven’s “Freude schö-
ner Götterfunken” (1824). Because those pieces have be-
come popular, they have falsely been considered ‘typical
Austro-German’ folk music, together with children’s songs
such as “Hänschen klein”, a song that was composed in the
early 1780s or earlier 4 and also possesses the srttpf.

Figure 1: The scheme of an ‘ideal’ srttpf, visualized by
means of colours and letter labels.

In those pieces, the srttpf is primarily constituted by the
pieces’ melodies that consist of four sections (with a cen-
tral caesura 5 ) (Fig. 1). The second and fourth sections are
authentic or varied repetitions (as a whole or in part) of the
first section while the third section is different enough to
constitute a contrast to these parts. Both main parts on the
right and the left side of the central caesura can or should
be repeated according to repeat signs and double bars. (The
repeat signs and double bars serve as notational instruc-
tions for repetition. The repeat signs are obligatory; some
types of them are precise. The double bars are optional and
insufficiently determined. 6 ) Because the srttpf, a four-part
form in essence, – AA(’) || BA’(’) – can be cognitively sum-
marized into a two-part form

P1 (= AA(’)) || P2 (= BA’(’)) with the rounding A’(’)

or a three-part form

P1 (= AA(’)) || P2 (= B) P3 (= A’(’)),

music theorists have coined this form ‘rounded binary’
[12] as well as ‘small ternary’ [13, pp. 13-15 and 70-86].

Throughout the 20th-century, musicologists intensely ex-
amined (and differentiated) the (alleged) relationship be-
tween the ‘folk tone’ and the Viennese classical style point-
ing out similarities between the music of Haydn and Mo-
zart, on the one hand, and popular pieces of music that
were claimed to have been performed in Central Europe,

4 The earliest manuscript of “Hänschen klein” we know today is from
1784. The earliest print was released in 1807 [6, p. 11, set to the lyrics
“Fahret hin”].

5 The central caesura of the srttpf is to be distinguished from the medial
caesura that separates the presentation of the first and second theme in
sonata form from each other (on the medial caesura [7, p. 55]).

6 Double bars are undetermined as performance instructions. They can
be interpreted as a prescription to repeat one part, both parts or no part at
all. The instructions are likewise not obligatory in general, but are left to
the subjective interpretation of the performers [8–11].
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on the other. Since the latter were usually falsely classified
as folk music, scholars considered their findings proofs of
the Volkston thesis (on the fiction of the concept of ’folk
music’: [14], [15], [16]). Having demonstrated the similar-
ity of themes by Mozart and themes in folk songs by means
of synoptical tables, Walter Wiora, one of the most ardent
advocates of the Volkston thesis, concluded in 1951: “For
him [Mozart], as for the ‘Viennese classics’ in general, the
popular elements [...] form [...] a basic feature of his oeu-
vre, his style, his character” [3, p. 185]. At the same time,
however, the promoters of the Volkston thesis permanently
failed to produce evidence for a causal relationship be-
tween Viennese classical music and folk music as Thomas
Hochradner, for instance, pointed out: “Whether Mozart
strove for this [folklorist] musical level or grasped it en
passant remains open” [17, p. 863]. Other scholars such as
Koraljka Kos and Rudolf Flotzinger aimed at a fundamen-
tal criticism of the Volkston thesis, but regularly concluded
their studies not with its rejection but with a mild rela-
tivization. Kos stated that most suspected quotes of folk
music were central European common knowledge and the
effect of polygenesis [18, p. 228], i.e. could be considered
as belonging to numerous genres of music including folk
music and Viennese classical music (similarly [19]).

In this light, it is noticeable that, according to the find-
ings of Beate Kutschke, an extensive repertory of popular
music published in London in the first two thirds of the
18th century (1710-1770) – multi-volume song and dance
collections and airs of ballad operas with numerous per-
formances – show a similar preference for the srttpf and its
intertwinement with popularity and folklorist associations
(Note that the terms "popular", "folkloristic" and "folk mu-
sic" must not be intermingled. In this context, "popular
music" is considered to be the only one of these three terms
that is suitable to describe music that many people know
(see also [14], [15], [16])). The connection between pop-
ularity, folklore and srttpf are best visible in The Beggar’s
Opera, which is the first ballad opera premiered in London
of 1728. 31 % of its airs possess an srttpf [16, p. 228ff]. 7

The similarity between the English popular music of the
early 18th and the Viennese classical music of the late 18th

century is remarkable because the latter does not seem to
have ties with the former.

Against this background several music-historiographical
questions arise: Is the preference for the srttpf in the con-
text of popular music at two different times and in two
different places, 1400 km apart, a mere coincidence; or
did a causal relationship exist between the formal prefer-
ences articulating themselves in both music cultures? Did,
in other words, the srttpf migrate from London to Vienna
and, if so, which way did it take: via Amsterdam, Paris,
Francfort, Prague and/or Munich? What were the vehi-
cles of the journey: performed and/or heard music, scores,
compositional practice or conscious concepts and uncon-
scious sense of form? Did the srttpf migrate at all from
London to Vienna or did this form similarly strongly occur
at numerous places in Europe at the same time, i.e. was it

7 Popular dance and song collections were published from 1651 (Play-
ford’s Dancing Master) onwards, but an increasing preference for the
srttpf does not become visible before the 1710s [16, p. 223ff].

wide-spread, when The Beggar’s Opera was premiered in
London of 1728?

To answer these questions, a complex, multi-step music-
historical study is necessary that investigates diverse mu-
sical repertories on the British islands and in central Eu-
rope throughout the 18th century. This paper focuses on
a subproject of the study: the in-depth investigation of
the repertory of popular music (more than 12,800 pieces
of which 1159 pieces were transcribed) published in Lon-
don between 1650 and 1770, which includes the above-
mentioned pieces and genres – mostly monophonic, short
songs, dances and airs from ballad operas.

In order to determine in which segments of the reper-
toire of 18th-century popular music in London the srttpf
appeared to a higher or lower proportion, a large corpus of
pieces must be analyzed with respect to the pieces’ form.
Carrying out the analyses manually, i.e. by means of the
music-analytical techniques that have been established in
musicology and music theory appears to be methodolog-
ically difficult in more than one respect. The analysis of
numerous pieces – big data instead of case studies – is not
only time-consuming and tedious, but above all inaccurate.

Human beings tend to make arbitrary decisions, espe-
cially in borderline cases, for example, when they have to
determine whether two rather vaguely similar melodies are
to be classified as still ‘similar’ or already ‘different’ – a
decision that is crucial for whether a series of notes is still
a variant of a preceding series of notes or operates more as
a contrasting passage in the formal structure.

This arbitrariness in judgement and decision-making reg-
ularly leads to unreliable, incomparable data. Only com-
puters consistently apply the same set of criteria to a given
set of data regardless of the size of the data set. Computer-
assisted analysis of the musical form (of symbolic music)
is therefore desirable.

2. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

2.1 Solving the technical problem – research survey
and approach

Numerous research projects in the digital field have ex-
plored ways of recognising compositional aspects that func-
tion as constituents of musical forms in major-minor tonal
music (1600 to 1910). Those aspects are, first, bound-
aries (defined by clausulae and cadences as well as closure
cues), and, second, repetitons. 8 However, computer sci-

8 Regarding the use of the technical terms “cadence” and “clausula”
for two different types of “Endigungsformel” (in the terminology of Hein-
rich Christoph Koch, 1787) and the distinction between the two, we fol-
low the practice of German music theorists. According to them, “ca-
dence” refers to an “ending formula” which consists of the interplay of
several voices (e.g. full and half cadence); “clausula” refers to an “end-
ing formula”, which consists of only one voice (e.g. tenor and soprano
close) [20]. Arnold Schönberg highlighted that “smaller notes” are symp-
toms of a terminating section [21, p. 29]. According to Marcelo Enrique
Rodríguez-López, closure cues are a “[l]ong note or rest; pitch jumps;
[a] [c]hange in dynamics, timbre, register, rhythm, motive, contour, me-
ter, key, or tempo; [or the opposite:] [c]onsistency in dynamics, timbre,
register, rhythm, motive, contour, meter, key, or tempo; [e]xact or inex-
act repetitions; [c]omplete tonal motion; cadence preparation and com-
pletion; implicit harmonic progression; [m]etrical accent: beat, bar, hy-
permetric; [t]emplate form structure, recognition of stylistic motive or
quotation” [22]. The Local Boundary Detection Model (LBDM) in the
version by Emilios Cambouropoulos is based on the Gestalt principles of
change and proximity [23, p. 1 (our page count)]. Rodríguez-López and
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entists have rarely dealt directly with the challenge of de-
veloping software that analyzes musical form as such, i.e.
in terms of the musicological, music-theoretical concept of
musical form.

The use of digital means to determine the boundaries in
music in analogy to punctuation in verbal language has
so far proved to be little successful. 9 This is so because
the criteria that define boundaries, including cadences and
clausulae, are difficult to describe even though for human
listeners the identification of boundaries seems to be a sim-
ple task.

In contrast the second constituent of form, repeated series
of notes, is more promising for the research objective of
this study. 10 The occurrence of a note string such as e’ e’
f’ g’ more than one time

e’ e’ f’ g’ . . . || e’ e’ f’ g’ . . .

defines the first occurrence and its repetitions not only as
two sections (such as AA(‘)). Contrasting sections (B) such
as d’ d’ e’ c’ are likewise recognizable against the back-
ground of the repetitions. 11 In computer science, the in-
vestigation of repetitions in music has been carried out un-
der the headings “melodic self-similarity” [24, p. 2], “mu-
sical parallelism” [28] or “pattern recognition” [29].

Both constituents of form – cadences and clausulae, on
the one hand, and repetitions, on the other – do not only
concern different aspects of the music, but also occur in
different places of a musical piece. While boundaries, cae-
sura and closure cues stimulate the investigation of the be-
ginning and ends of a section detected by perception, repe-
titions draw the researchers’ attention to the music’s shape
in the middle of a section.

Note that both groups of constituents of musical caesuras
– cadences, clausulae, and other closure cues; repetitions
– cannot be found in all musical styles and genres alike be-
cause they were developed and occur to varying degrees
in different music-historical periods. The cadences and
clausulae can be traced back as constituents of form to the
15th century – musical phrases were considered equivalents
to verbal language – and were complemented by repeti-
tions in the later 18th century [30].

As can be seen from sample analyses which we manually
produced at the beginning of the project, the constituents
of form of the pieces in the London corpus – short, mono-
phonic songs and dances – are primarily those of the sec-
ond group, i.e. repeated series of notes. The form of many
pieces is formed from literal or almost literal repetitions. If

Anja Volk, however, point out that, according to their findings, change,
i.e. “local discontinuities” are not universal, genre-independent closure
cues [24, p. 7].

9 The algorithm developed by Mathieu Giraud, Richard Groult, Em-
manuel Leguy, and Florence Levé identifies about 82 % of the PACs
(perfect authentic cadences) which are indicated in the ground truth data
(fugues with annotated cadences) [25, p. 88]. The software that Jesse
Rodin and Craig Stuart Sapp developed in the context of the Josquin Re-
search Project reliably identifies the interval steps that constitute clausu-
lae, but cannot distinguish between these clausulae that effect a bound-
aries, and others that do not interrupt the continuity [26].

10 “Repetition”, “coming back to what has aready been there, in all its
forms – as simple repetition or dislocation or imitation and the like – does
indeed privide the main lever of musical form formation.” [27].

11 Seen in this way, in epistemological-cognitive respect, the srttpf is
the most basic and, at the same time, efficient form. Contrast requires
repetition without which the contrast cannot be recognized as such.

varied repetitions, such as sequences, occur in these short
pieces, they form a contrasting section (B), not a repeated
one (despite the similarity of the melodic contours between
the initial and sequenced notes), just like completely differ-
ent series of notes.

In contrast, the identification of boundaries (between the
authentic and/or variedly repeated or contrasting note
strings) by means of cadences and clausulae turns out to
be more or less irrelevant for the pieces of the London cor-
pus, because of two reasons: first, knowledge about the ex-
act point of the phase ending is not indispensable to deter-
mine the series of formal sections and parts. What counts is
the melody’s shape in the middle of the sections and parts,
and their relationship to each other (as authentic or var-
ied repetition or contrast such as A, A’ and B). Second, the
determination of phrase endings (boundaries) on the basis
of the harmonic progression (cadences and clausulae) re-
quires polyphonic, multi-part music whose combinations
of sounds constitute chords and cadential chord progres-
sion. The phrase endings of monophonic music such as
that one in the London corpus allow to identify clausulae,
but not chords and especially cadences. Note sequences
that look like clausulae, however, do not have to function
like them, i.e. mark a boundary, for the listeners and per-
formers of the piece. 12 Consequently, the software Ana-
lyzeSrttpf we developed 13 analyzes the pieces of the cor-
pus mainly on the basis of repetitions, yet takes into ac-
count boundaries into the analysis, that repeat signs and
double bars unequivocally indicate. 14

To identify literally and varied repeated series of notes,
three algorithms are available that identify identical note
strings and sequences, and the different degrees between
them: the longest common substring algorithm, the longest
common subsequence algorithm and edit distance. 15 In
music informatics, researchers have used these algorithms
thus far for analytical objectives, which differ significantly
from those of this study. In keeping with the original pur-
pose of the algorithms, namely to determine the degree of
similarity between two strings and/or sequences of charac-
ters, in the context of music, the algorithms serve to de-
termine the similarity between two different compositions.
For this project, in contrast, we had to develop an algorithm
that identifies the repeated note strings as constituents of
the srttpf within a piece, not between two different pieces.

2.2 Solution to the technical problem: reshaping the
longest common substring algorithm into the all
common substring algorithm (ACS)

The longest common substring algorithm (LCS) serves as
starting point for the development of our digital tool. To re-
capitulate briefly the basic principle of the LCS algorithm:
the LCS algorithm finds, within two given strings (A of

12 See footnote 9 .
13 Tobias Bachmann designed the architecture and executed the cod-

ing; Beate Kutschke defined the objectives and functions of the tool and
ensured usability for non-computer scientists.

14 For more details: see subsequent section.
15 The first two algorithms detect substrings and subsequences shared

between two note strings; the latter quantifies the degree of the similarity
between two strings.
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length a and B of length b), the longest substring and re-
turns the position of the substring’s elements. It does so by
comparing the elements of two strings A and B, which are
each characterized by a value representing a letter of the al-
phabet and a position within the string, with respect to their
value, and notes the results – LCS(i-1)(j-1)+1 for identity;
0 for difference – in a two-dimensional matrix. This ma-
trix is then searched for the cell LCS(i)(j) with the highest
value, indicating the end of the longest common substring
with ends at A(i) resp. B(j) and the length LCS(i)(j). (Di-
agonal strings of non 0 indicate substrings that are identical
between the original strings A and B.)

For AnalyzeSrttpf, we have reshaped the LCS algorithm
into the all common substring algorithm (ACS). The ACS
algorithm is distinguished by the LSC algorithm in three
respects.

1. The elements of the investigated strings are the val-
ues not of letters, but of music21 note objects which,
in the context of this project, are characterized by the
parameters ‘duration’, ‘pitch’ and ‘position within
string’. 16

2. While the LCS algorithm enters the values of the let-
ters of two different strings (A and B), the ACS vari-
ant enters, in the first row and column of the matrix,
the values of the same string and, thus, compares the
piece with itself.

3. Instead of the longest common substring, the variant
returns all common substrings of at least the min-
imal length m that appear more than once (exclu-
sively, meaning another appearance of the same sub-
string must not be a part of another appearance) in
the given string (A of length a). It does so by search-
ing the matrix for ACS(i)(j) != 0 and ACS(i+1)(j+1)
= 0, indicating the end of a pair of identical sub-
strings of length acs(i)(j) and ends A[i] resp. A[j]. In
the final step, the algorithm consolidates the found
pairs in order to link all pairs describing the same
substrings.

ACS algorithm: string a, string b

acsa,b(i, j) =


acsa,b(i− 1, j − 1) + 1

if a(i) = b(j)
0 else

(1)

Using the ACS as only algorithm to identify the con-
stituents of the srttpf has two shortcomings that, however,
are not relevant for successfully pursuing the defined ob-
jective of identifying pieces with srttpf (in contrast to pie-
ces with other forms or the lack of a recognizable form).
The first weakness is that because the ACS algorithm finds
only identical note strings, a flaw or variant in the repe-
tition of a note string makes AnalyzeSrttpf identify two

16 AnalyzeSrttpf deletes information about the note’s articulation and
ornamentation which, in music21, are parameters of the note object [31].
However, our software considers grace notes (because they are relevant
for the determination of repeated note sequences and, thus, musical form).
It does so by analyzing two versions of a piece: first, without and, then,
with grace notes.

repeated note strings instead of one. Second, the ACS al-
gorithm can determine the contrasting section B only ex
negativo, i.e. by not finding the same note string(s) in sec-
tions B and A(‘).

2.3 Criteria for the four sectors: the method of
operation of the criteria script (CrS)

The ACS algorithm, however, is only one of two main
components of AnalyzeSrttpf. The other main component
is the criteria script (CrS in the following). Using the all
ACS algorithm in order to display all common substrings
inside of the analyzed melody, the CrS determines the oc-
currence (or lack of occurrence) of common substrings
within different sections of the analyzed piece. Since the
srttpf is essentially a four-section form whose sections can
be combined into two or three parts (see 1), the CrS identi-
fies the occurrence or lack of occurrence of common sub-
strings in each of the four different sections (sectors 1 to
4) that jointly constitute the form. Because many, but not
all scores in the London corpus have a clear marking of the
central caesura – a repeat sign or a double bar –, the CrS
firstly determines the central caesura (see yellow stripe in
Fig. 2). For those pieces that do not have a repeat sign or
double bar in their middle, we have defined an artificial,
speculative boundary after 50 % of the total length of the
analyzed pieces (that, however, can be changed by the user
if needed). Placing the artificial boundary in the middle of
the piece is reasonable because, according to our ‘manual’
control, at least half of the pieces without explicit central
caesura in the investigated corpus can be divided into two
parts of the same or almost the same length. 17

Figure 2: Analytical results of the software ’Analyze-
Srttpf’. The second, third and fourth of the four graphs
(from above) show three different pairs or triplets of iden-
tical note strings, which partially overlap. The first graph
(from the top, labeled "S") shows the summary of the indi-
vidual graphs below.

Based on the determination of the central caesura, the CrS
identifies the following four criteria:

Criterion 1 defines the occurrence of two identical note
strings – the original and the repetition – of a minimum
lengths of 12 % each within each half of part 1 (sector
1 and 2) 18 . The CrS allows a tolerance of the position

17 A slight difference between the notated and the artificially defined
central boundary does usually not affect the analytical results. See 3.1.

18 These and the following percentages were determined by the authors
by trial and error. AnalyzeSrttpf is designed in such a way that the thresh-
olds can be changed if other percentages seem more appropriate to Ana-
lyzeSrttpf users.
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of the identical note strings by 10 % on each side off the
string (its beginning and end) because the exact place of the
boundary between sector 1 and 2 (as between sector 3 and
4) is unknown (cf. 2.1); identified note strings that meet
the defined criteria for part 1 are marked by red color (here:
graphs no. 3 and 4). They shape the first two sections AA
or AA’.

Criterion 2 is an excluding criterion. It identifies two
identical note strings in the center of part 1 (positionBe-
gin=25, positionPivot=50, positionEnd=75 of part 1; po-
sitionTolerance=20) because identical note strings in this
position in part 1 usually do not define the sections AA(‘),
but are a symptom of the fact that part 1 has no internal di-
vision (as a condition for AA(‘ )); the two short repetitions
in the middle of part 1 are more patterns than thematical
material (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: George Frideric Handel, „March in Rinaldo“, in
J. Gay and C. Pepusch, The beggar’s opera (1728), Lon-
don, 1729, p. 20.

Criterion 3 defines the contrasting section B in sector 3.
In order to constitute the srttpf, sector 3 must possess a
note string that does not occur in any of the other three
sectors. This unique note string has the minimum length
of 14 % of the total length of part 2 with a tolerance re-
garding the string’s position of 10 %. In the paradigmatic
example (“Freude schöner Götterfunken”), the contrasting
section is not only marked by a note string that does not
occur in the remaining sectors (presented in grey color),
but are additionally repeated within sector 3. The repe-
tition of note strings is a compositional strategy particu-
larly suited to mark the contrasting section as individual
section (on the epistemological-cognitive relationship be-
tween repetition and the definition of a section: see 2.1)
Unlike the preceding criteria, the unique note string should
be located not only on one of the individual graphs (here:
individual graph 5), but also on the summary graph (graph
1 marked with an S (for ‘summary’) on the left side of the
graph). The location of criterion 3 on the summary graph
is to ensure that the CrS does not consider the criterion ful-
filled even if red sections (A’(’ )) on other graphs determine
the understanding of the melody in this sector as repetitive
rather than contrasting.

Criterion 4 (4a, 4b and 4c): To determine the rounding
in sector 4 (A’(’)), we have defined three variants of the
same criterion. They determine roundings of three differ-
ent lengths: 5, 7 and 9 % of the total length of a piece (with
a position tolerance of 10 % regarding the boundary to sec-
tor 3). In Fig. 2 the rounding is located on graphs 2 and
4.

2.4 Exclusion criteria/counter-indications

The following musical characteristics, if possessed by a
piece, can lead to inaccurate analytical results from Ana-
lyzeSrttpf:

• no explicit, notated boundary (repeat sign or double
bar); the absence of an explicit boundary, however,
does not necessarily mean that the piece does not
consist of phrases whose endings effectuate implicit
boundaries,

• more than one boundary in the middle of the piece;
AnalyzeSrttpf neglects repeat signs at the very end
or in the last measures of the piece because they do
not alter the form, yet, in its current release, the dig-
ital tool cannot deal reasonably with more than one
central boundary,

• pattern-like repeats (‘accompaniment figures’) in the
middle of part 1 that the CrS of AnalyzeSrttpf mis-
interpretes as AA’ (= part 1) even if part 1 consists
only of A (see. Fig. 3 and description of criterion 2
in preceding section).

AnalyzeSrttpf notes the weak points of the analysis in the
report that the digital tool automatically returns after each
analytical run.

2.5 Visualization

AnalyzeSrttpf differs from other software that analyzes
symbolic music in that it not only returns values, i.e. sta-
tistically evaluable results, but also piece-individual visu-
alizations of its analytical findings. The visualization has
been inspired by the DB-position indicator of trains and its
method to use colors that refer to types of coaches (Fig. 4).
Just as the latter displays the position of all trains and their
coaches next to the platform in relation to each other, Ana-
lyzeSrttpf displays the location of repeated and contrasting
note strings of all analyzed pieces in relation to each other
on an infinite canvas.

Figure 4: Position display of trains on platform as used by
Deutsche Bahn ( c© By courtesy of Deutsche Bahn)

The visualization, like the return of the abstract values,
takes into account that a significant amount of pieces in
the London corpus possesses repeat signs (obligatory re-
peat signs such as :||: and optional ones such as || 19 ) and
grace notes. Both – repeat signs and grace notes – ask the

19 Double bars suggest optional repetitions of only the left, only the
right or of both sides of the piece.
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performer(s) to add individual notes and entire sections of
music that are only indirectly notated in the score. 20 Con-
sidering a composition with or without additional (grace)
notes and (repeated) sections, significantly alters which
passages the ACS algorithm identifies as repetitions and,
thus, which form the CrS derives from the algorithm’s re-
sults. For example, a piece that has the form A :|| BA’ in
the notated version becomes an srttpf (AA || BA’) when
performed with the repetitions prescribed by the obliga-
tory repetition mark, while double-sided repetition marks
(:||:) transform all pieces into pieces with the form AA | BB,
regardless of which form is present in the notated version.
Since it is not clear what significance a composer writing
music attributes to the two versions of the piece – notated
vs. performed version – AnalyzeSrttpf analyzes the pieces
in both versions.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Analytical Results

Although the CrS cannot accurately evaluate specific melo-
dic configurations and, if they occur in pieces, returns am-
biguous results (see 2.4), the overall results of AnalyzeS-
rttpf are sufficiently reliable, as a comparison between the
results from the analysis of the London corpus (1159 pie-
ces) produced by AnalyzeSrttpf and the results produced
by manual annotation (groundtruth dataset) shows. 97 %
of the pieces of the London corpus, do not meet the criteria
of ambiguity and, thus, provide reliable results regarding
the analytical objective (‘srttpf’ vs. ‘no or other form’).

Similarly positive are the results for pieces with more
than one boundary (in the shape of a repeat sign or dou-
ble bar) or without an explicit, i.e. notated boundary in the
middle of the piece (see Table 1). 21

Even though AnalyzeSrttpf is specialized in identifying
the form of pieces with one central boundary, the fact that
only 65.4 % of the pieces of the London corpus have ex-
actly one central boundary does not significantly reduce
the reliability of the results. This is so because of the fol-
lowing reasons. Regarding the pieces with more than one
boundary (6.56 %), the method of AnalyzeSrttpf to ignore
the second boundary proves to be inefficient: most classi-
fications of the form of those pieces by AnalyzeSrttpf are
false. It is therefore advisable to omit those pieces from
investigations. In contrast, regarding the pieces without
boundary (28.04 %), the comparison with a manual anno-
tation shows that the method of having AnalyzeSrttpf add
a hypothetical boundary in the middle, i.e. after 50 % of
the piece (see 2.4), leads to satisfactory results. This is so
even though, paradoxically enough, the place of the artifi-
cial boundary of almost half of the pieces without bound-
ary (160 of 325 pieces; 49.23 %), has not been accurately
located. Despite of the incorrect placement of the hypo-
thetical boundary, which is thus unusable for the deter-

20 Music has always two different modes of being (Seinsformen) man-
ifesting themselves in the use of two different sign systems: the visual
score and the performed, sounding music.

21 Repeat signs at the end of a piece do not pose any difficulties for CrS
to apply its criteria. In case of the presence of square brackets (for prima
and seconda volta), AnalyzeSrttpf neglects the first bracket and therefore
considers this passage as marked by only one boundary.

mination of the form, the results obtained by AnalyzeS-
rttpf are largely correct: only with regard to 4.38 % of the
pieces with inaccurate, schematically-set artificial bound-
aries (or 2.15 % of the pieces without boundary or 0.65 %
of the total), 22 the placed boundary distorts the analytical
results. 23

3.2 Music-historical (prelimary) Results 24

Using AnalyzeSrttpf, it is possible to reconstruct in detail
the preferences of music editors and publishers of pop-
ular(The diagram distinguishes between three groups of
srttpf: 1. pieces with ’srttpf full’ have all the properties
that define an srttpf; 2. pieces with ’srttpf hybrid’ have all
the properties, but their graphs can also be interpreted as
another form (often as P1-P1’/2, AA||A’A” or AA’||BB’)
if other graphs are prioritized (perspective dependency);
3. pieces with ’srttpf subliminal/hybrid’ have all proper-
ties only in the parameter ’duration’, while in the param-
eter ’pitch’ the rounding is missing - the form is existent
only subliminally -; the group ’srttpf subliminal/hybrid’
contains pieces which have either a clear srttpf sublimi-
nal are both an srttpf subliminal and at the same time other
forms. The diagram also distinguishes between two groups
of other forms (such as #A||BB’, #AA||A’ and those men-
tioned above). In contrast to pieces with "other forms,
full", pieces with "other forms, ambiguous" can be inter-
preted as two or more other forms superimposing each
other (perspective dependency). ’No form’ means that the
CrS cannot assign any of the forms it ’knows’ to the piece.)
songs and dances regarding the srttpf in England of the 18th

century. To give two examples: first, the number of pieces
with srttpf published in London increases in comparison to
pieces without form and pieces with other forms through-
out the 18th century (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: The form of pieces in popular tune collections
published in London between 1651 and 1770; percentages
of form types within a decade.

Second, the year 1719 marks an important turning point
of the publishing history of popular pieces with srttpf. In
this year, the actor-poet Thomas D’Urfey developed a re-
markable publication activity. Of the total of 2154 popular
songs and dances (first prints or uniques, and reprints) re-
leased by various publishers in 1719, D’Urfey alone pub-
lished 1436 pieces, i.e. 67 %. He was able to accomplish

22 1083 pieces (1159 transcribed pieces in total minus 76 pieces with
more than one boundary).

23 Cf. statistics, unpublished, available with the principal author,
beateruth.kutschke@sbg.ac.at.

24 The complete results will be published in an extensive monograph
forthcoming in the next two to three years.
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Number of explicit boundaries in piece 0 1 More than 1 Total
Number of pieces in corpus Number % Number % Number % Number %

325 28.04 758 65.40 76 6.56 1159 100

Table 1: Number of boundaries in the pieces of the London corpus.

this through numerous reprints from earlier publications
(Fig. 6). 25

Figure 6: Absolute number of publications between 1651
and 1770.

Most importantly for this project, D’Urfey’s publishing
activity also influenced the history of the ‘visibility’ of
the srttpf. His publications almost doubled the number of
pieces with srttp in the investigated corpus (Fig. 7).

However, D’Urfey did not achieve this by selecting pie-
ces for reprints with srttpf, but by publishing new pieces,
the origin of which is unclear. As the diagram shows, the
pieces in D’Urfey’s volumes that had been made favorites
by four or more (re-)prints in the past have an srttpf much
less often than the pieces published in D’Urfey’s volumes
that were comparatively new and therefore had been print-
ed only three times or less in the past (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Number of pieces with and without srttpf within
each reprint group of D’Urfey’s publications in 1719 (less
than 4 reprints, exactly 4 reprints, more than 4 reprints).

Third, Scottish tunes, which became popular in the sec-
ond half of the 18th century and for which British pub-
lishers commissioned Central European composers such
as Haydn and Beethoven to arrange, seem to have played
a significant role in increasing the popularity of the srttpf
not only in Britain, but also Central Europe (Fig. 8).

Fourth, the history of popular songs and dances in Eng-
land draws attention to the fact that the similarity and ap-
parent akinship of the Viennese classical style with the
music of the folk is not a coincidence, but the effect of

25 As regards popular music, English publishing policy in the decades
around 1700 was characterised by sophisticated reprinting strategies.

Figure 8: The form of Scottish tunes published in London
between 1650 and 1800; percentages of form types within
a decade

communication and exchange – not, however, between Vi-
ennese classical composers and ministrels in Austrian vil-
lages, but between Viennese classical composers and En-
glish music publishers keen to market – true or bogus –
Scottish tunes.

4. FUTURE DIRECTION/WORK; UNSOLVED
PROBLEMS

4.1 Regarding MIR

There is still no software that determines musical form as
a result of repetition, variation and contrast. AnalyzeSrttpf
provides a component for this purpose. The following ex-
tensions and additional components, most of which are al-
ready available but not yet connected to our tool, are desir-
able:

• an algorithm capable of analysing polyphonic music
with respect to musical form

• the implementation of software that identifies caden-
ces

• criteria scripts that reliably identify forms other than
the srttpf

• a software architecture that autonomously derives
these criteria through machine learning.

4.2 Regarding music historiography (by means of
MIR)

The research findings with respect to the London corpus
demand to be complemented by the production and inves-
tigation of corpora with popular music – dances and songs
– in France and German-speaking regions of the 18th cen-
tury.
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ABSTRACT

During the last 40 years, a large number of musical works
was composed and recorded at the Centro di Sonologia
Computazionale (CSC) of the University of Padova. The
problem of how to preserve this increasing amount of au-
dio documents arose and, in order to meet this need, the
CSC started to carry out a research to develop a scien-
tific methodology for preservation. In the last 7 years,
this methodology was refined and applied to the digitiza-
tion of more than 2,500 audio documents both from Ital-
ian and international audio archives, mainly stored on ana-
logue magnetic carriers such as open-reel tapes and cas-
settes. Their content consists of electronic, folk and other
kinds of music, as well as speech recordings. The method-
ology provides for collecting numerous metadata about the
original carrier on which the audio information was stored,
i.e. flange diameter, brand and material, its physical state
and the related preservation copy, necessary for a correct
preservation of the content and the contextual information.
This work aims to extract and interpret the information
from this wealth of data and metadata, which was collected
and structured through the software PSKit. This may be
useful for audio technicians, archives and policy makers to
plan future preservation projects.

1. INTRODUCTION

“Why digitize?”. This question was the title of Abby Smith’s
contribution for the Council on Library and Information
Resources in 1999 [1] and an avenue of reflection for the
scientific community on what were the best ways to act
to preserve memory. A question that later resonated with
other libraries and archival institutions. In 2004, Interna-
tional Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
(IFLA) “Guidelines for Audiovisual and Multimedia mate-
rials in libraries and other institutions” reported: “Preser-

Copyright: c© 2020 Niccolò Pretto et al. This is an open-access article distributed
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permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
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vation of long-term access to the information on unique
analogue materials often involves copying that information
to the same or a different medium. [. . . ] Nowadays, the
preferred means of copying such information is digitiza-
tion.” [2]

In the early 2000s, the concept of digitization and all that
this entailed was thus being defined by entities such as
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orga-
nization (UNESCO) [3], International Association of Sound
and Audiovisual Archives (IASA) [4] and IFLA. In 2017
IASA published its 4th edition of IASA TC-03 “The Safe-
guarding of the Audiovisual Heritage: Ethics, Principles
and Preservation Strategy.” [5] After a debate two decades
long, it represents a clear sign of the open questions that
the scientific community has been asking while reflecting
on possible scenarios from digitization to born-digital doc-
uments, and strategically planning the interventions.

Following the example of the IASA Technical Commit-
tee, the Centro di Sonologia Computazionale (CSC here-
after) in Italy keeps reflecting on its preservation strategy,
centered on digitization, sharing the results of the last few
years’ worth of work with the scientific community.

The CSC was founded in 1979, after the first researches
on digital and electronic technologies applied to sound and
music computing took place during the 1960s at the Uni-
versity of Padova. Musical production and research ac-
tivity in the field of electronic music, especially electroa-
coustic, 1 led to the interest in investigating strategies and
methodologies for the preservation of analogue recordings
produced and stored at CSC during the years, in order to
save this heritage from the deterioration they have inevitably
to face. The research work at CSC led to the development
of a scientific methodology mainly focused on the impor-
tance of metadata and contextual information that has been
gradually improved during the years. [7] This methodol-
ogy was supported by the software Preservation Software
Kit (PSKit) [8], developed to assist and semi-automate the
correct creation of the preservation copy. Thanks to this

1 Electronic music, concrete music, electroacoustic music, tape music,
experimental music, acousmatic music, live electronics, computer music
and informatics music are terms used to denote the musical work that
makes use of modern electronic technology [6].
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software, adopted in 2013, a remarkable amount of infor-
mation was collected and it allowed to identify most com-
mon issues, typologies and usage practices for each type of
audio archive. Archives and scholars could plan future in-
terventions based on the results obtained during these years
of CSC activity in the field. This paper summarizes the
wealth of data and metadata stored during the last seven
years at CSC and compares them for different typologies
of audio archives. The next section provides an overall
description of the collections that were digitized at CSC
in the last seven years. Due to confidential agreements,
the authors can not share the data and metadata, nor the
name of the archives. In order to analyze different kind
of collections and, at the same time maintain anonymity,
five classes of audio recordings are defined, based on their
genre. Then, Section 3 presents PSKit and its peculiarities.
A summary and an interpretation of the data and metadata
collected through this software is illustrated in Section 4,
and discussed in the final section.

2. DESCRIPTION OF DIGITIZED COLLECTIONS

The CSC started its first experience in the field of preser-
vation of audio documents with the digitization of the in-
ternal archive of electronic music of the centre, formed
by records made by several Italian and international com-
posers over the past years. For this reason, this genre was
the one of main interests during the first years of activ-
ity, with the sharpening of specific skills within this field.
From the early days of activity, the developed methodol-
ogy has been gradually improved working on several col-
lections of this genre of music, facing the most common
typologies and issues that may affect them. In a second
phase, the digitization activity at CSC faced other types of
audio archives, such as the ones containing speech record-
ings of historical and cultural value and music in a broad
sense, with other genres, for example pop-folk and opera
music. Each type of audio archive introduced specific vari-
ables and issues and helped the development of a method-
ology that could be suitable for all the cases. In fact, a tape
recorded in a studio with professional equipment, contain-
ing music, differs in many respects from a speech record-
ing made with portable devices in an untreated audio envi-
ronment, where often audio quality has been considered
less important than mobility and an extended recording
time. In particular, the data reported in the following sec-
tions concern 4 collections of electronic music, 5 of ethno-
musicological content, 1 of Operas and contemporary pop
music performed in a theatre and 10 of speech recordings
that were taken into consideration. The electronic music
collections (referred as “Electronic” in Table 1) play a role
of great importance from a musicological point of view,
because they are formed for the most part of sketches and
unpublished materials, used then in the final cut of the
musical works. The collection of opera and contempo-
rary pop music is made of live recordings of concerts in
a theatre setting, mostly on open reel tapes with a semi-
professional equipment (referred as “Various Music” in Ta-
ble 1). The collections that include pop-folk music and
contents of other ethno-musicological interest are formed

for the most part of field recordings of popular Italian songs
(referred as “Ethnomusicology” in Table 1 ), often in di-
alect language, made with portable devices in a live set-
ting, and they bear witness to a huge heritage that ought
to be preserved for its enormous cultural value. The 10
digitized speech collections (referred as “Oral Sources” in
Table 1) are formed for the most part of audio cassettes of
heterogeneous contents, such as interviews with witnesses
of war, linguistic and pedagogical studies. In fact, the 60s
and the 70s coincided with the beginning of field record-
ings of dialectal speech, folk music and other orally trans-
mitted material, such as legends, proverbs, folk medicine
formulas, etc. [9], and these collections are often charac-
terized by the lack of written records. The digitization of
these collections play a role of great importance both from
a cultural and a historical point of view. Few other small
archives of other genres (referred as “Other” in Table 1)
were also digitized, but their dimension is not significant
for statistical purposes. Table 1 describes the kind of audio
documents that composed the classes.

3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PSKIT

PSKit (Preservation Software Kit) is an open-source soft-
ware system (GNU GPL v.3) made of independent mod-
ules that combine different programming languages and
technologies (mainly Java, MySQL, PHP, shell scripting,
LATEX). Its main purpose is to support the process of active
preservation of audio documents according to the work-
flow described in this paper. The intended users are mem-
bers of the preservation and of the cataloguing team. The
PSKit module called PreservationPanel, relevant to this pa-
per, assists the operator in:

1. the creation of the preservation copies;
2. metadata extraction and ingestion into the database.

The strength of the module is that it ensures the align-
ment between the data on disk and the metadata in the
relational MySql database [10]; and that it minimizes the
cognitive load of the operator while at the same time re-
ducing the processing time required by each preservation
copy. For audio-specific metadata extraction, PSKit relies
on a modular tool for file format identification, validation
and characterisation developed by Harvard University. 2

Audio metadata, along with contextual information, is for-
matted by PSKit in a descriptive sheet that is included in
each preservation copy. [10]

PSKit implements redundant data integrity verification
procedures, and optimizes the workflow by batch process-
ing large sets of data and metadata, progressively storing
the complete preservation copies in the digital preserva-
tion archive – where data integrity checks are run period-
ically. Besides assisting the preservation process, PSKit
is a “time machine” of the preservation workflow, allow-
ing backward analyses of the processing times, dates, data
flow, etc. PSKit is designed to be extended with new mod-
ules: the last to appear in chronological order was the de-

2 About JHOVE: jhove.openpreservation.org (last visited
April 30, 2020).
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Class Tape Cassette Microcassette Minidisc Vinyl Disc Dimafon Tot.
Electronic 661 3 0 0 0 0 664
Ethnomusicology 711 499 0 0 0 0 1210
Various Music 200 0 0 0 0 0 200
Oral Sources 91 343 8 2 0 0 444
Other 10 0 0 0 2 1 13
Tot. 1673 845 8 2 2 1 2531

Table 1. Number of audio documents for each class of contents divided by carrier. See the end of Section 2 for a detailed
description of the indicated classes.

scription of the signs and symptoms of degradation at car-
rier level. [11]

Since 2010, PSKit has been used and is still in use in
research projects in Italy, Portugal, and Argentina.

4. DATA AND METADATA ANALYSIS

During the last seven years, 2,531 preservation copies were
created using PSKit at CSC. Most of the digitized audio
documents were open-reel tapes (1,673) and cassettes (845),
but some other analogue formats were digitized: microcas-
sette (8), vinyl discs (2), minidiscs (2) and Dimafon mag-
netic disc (1).

The related preservation copies are formed by 4,661 un-
compressed audio files in .wav format, for a total amount
of 5.88 TB and 4,867 hours of recordings (more than 200
days). In addition to the audio files, the preservation copies
include 15,035 pictures (61.29 GB), taken in order to min-
imize the loss of information and keep trace of visible de-
tails, such as notes written on the boxes and degradation
symptoms that may affect the carriers. On average, each
preservation copy contains around 2 (1.84) audio files and
6 pictures. The methodology developed at CSC provides
for filming tapes while they are winding on the reading
head of the playback device, especially for those docu-
ments that contain electronic music [8], where splices, signs
and other alterations of the tape are relevant for musico-
logical studies. 726 videos (4.46 TB) were recorded for
649 audio documents. As for wave files, the difference be-
tween the two numbers is because several times the orig-
inal audio documents were recorded with variable speeds
and/or sides [12], therefore, multiple signal transfers were
performed. As shown in Table 2, the count of audio doc-
uments recorded with variable speeds is 278, the 16.6%
(no one in the open-reel tapes of “Other” group). Almost
the half of the open-reel tape, 742 (44.35%), have two
sides. Furthermore, 28 tape recordings are quadraphonic
or recorded on 8 tracks. The same is for cassettes, which
are usually recorded on two sides.

These documents come from 22 different collections of
Italian and international institutions. As described in Sec-
tion 2, we carried out this work gathering different collec-
tions and their related audio documents. Thirteen record-
ings were excluded from the statistics because they came
from collections of other genres. This classification aims
to infer trends and peculiarities between different kinds of
audio recordings. Table 1 shows the kind of carriers where

the four classes of different audio contents have been stored.
As expected, speech recordings were mainly stored on cas-
settes (lower quality portable devices are easier to carry out
on the field), while musical content was stored on open-
reel tapes (for these recordings, higher audio quality was
considered more important). However, about 44% of our
documents with ethno-musicological contents are in cas-
settes.

Tables 2 shows that the most used speed standard in open-
reel tape recordings is in general the 7 1/2 ips (41.8% of the
considered audio documents). But, the trend is different
for “Etnomusicology” where most of the tapes require a 1
7/8 ips standard (45.6%). Another peculiarity is the high
number of recordings with different speeds on the same
tape (34.5%). Main part of the 15 ips tapes (87% of the
total) and all the 30 ips tapes are part of the “Electronic”
archives.

Some other interesting information can be extracted by
the Table 3. Most of the considered recordings (61.1%)
have a flange with a diameter smaller than 5 in (12.7 cm).
This parameter is not directly related to the tape pack (usu-
ally it can be only considered as an upper bound), but could
be useful for a first estimation of an archive. Most of
the bigger flanges (≥ 24 cm) are part of the “Electronic”
(54.9 %) and “Various music” (33.5%) archives. Most of
the “Oral Sources” and “Ethnomusicology” archives have
flanges of small (83.7% ) or medium size (5.5%), with a
diameter between 14.5 and 18 cm. This characteristic, as
well as the usage of slow recording speeds, probably is be-
cause was preferable the use of portable devices for these
kind of field recordings.

During the digitization of an audio document, several other
kinds of information [10] are gathered, such as the equal-
ization standard that was selected to digitize the tape, 3

[4, 13] the brand and model of the tape, the symptoms
that may affect the analog carrier and compromise its re-
play (for an extensive explanation, please see [11]), as well
as the relation between different characteristics. Neverthe-
less, this kind analysis goes beyond this preliminary work.

5. CONCLUSION

This work provided valuable statistics for 2,531 digitized
audio documents and their related preservation copies. This
information can be precious for archives, audio technicians

3 Several standards exist and the correct curve must be selected to com-
pensate the (inverse) equalization curve applied during the recording of
the tape.
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Speed Standard Electronic Ethnomusicology Various Music Oral Sources Tot.
15/16 ips (2.38 cm/s) 1 33 0 0 34
1 7/8 ips (4.75 cm/s) 2 324 0 6 332
3 3/4 ips (9.5 cm/s) 10 80 0 6 96
7 1/2 ips (19 cm/s) 416 25 177 77 695
15 ips (38 cm/s) 194 4 23 2 223
30 ips (76 cm/s) 5 0 0 0 5
Various 33 245 0 0 278
Tot. 661 711 200 91 1663

Table 2. Number of open-reel tapes for each speed standard, grouped by content type. The label “Various” indicates the
use of different speed standards in the same audio document.

Flange Diameter Electronic Ethnomusicology Various Music Oral Sources Tot.
8 cm 6 6 0 1 13
10 cm 13 3 0 1 17
11 cm 10 60 100 2 172
12 cm 159 593 0 62 814
14.5 cm 13 26 0 3 42
18 cm 314 12 11 2 339
24 cm 6 0 34 0 40
25 cm 4 0 4 0 8
26.5 cm 136 11 51 20 218
Total 661 711 200 91 1663

Table 3. Number of open-reel tapes for each flange diameter, grouped by content type.

and policy makers to plan future preservation projects. Fur-
thermore, this work can be useful to delineate the needs
that archives can have and further directions for several re-
search disciplines, such as sound and music computing.

For example, considering the recording speeds, it can be
seen that 16.7% (278 out of 1663) of the tapes were recorded
using different speeds from section to section. This implies
that a tape cannot be read and digitized in a unique step, but
it requires many actions (start, stop, rewind, speed change,
etc.) and two or more signal extraction sessions because
it is impossible to know the speed of each section before
playing the tape (generally this information is not reported
on the containers and attachments, and even if it is present,
it often proves to be inaccurate). This percentage has a
clear impact on the duration of the digitization process and
consequently on the time/costs estimation, that is a funda-
mental aspect for archivists who need to plan future inter-
ventions. On the basis of our experience (see e.g. [14,15]),
a tape recorded with different speeds requires a working
time that is, on average, 2.5 times greater than usual. It is
worth noting that tapes with various speeds are definitely
more frequent in ethno-musicological collections (0.34%,
245 out of 711) than electronic music collections (0.05%
33 out of 661), probably due to the difficult technical con-
ditions that can often occur during field recordings. Con-
sequently, user interfaces for the access to digitized audio
documents have to be designed keeping in mind that the
original analogue document may have been recorded with
various speeds (see [7, 16] for some examples of user in-
terfaces for the access to audio documents).

A further aspect related to the time/costs estimation is
the recording duration, that depends both on reel size and
speed. While size can be evaluated with a simple visual in-
spection, for the reasons seen above, it is necessary to play
the tape in order to know the correct speed. Therefore, an
average speed can be estimated by statistics: in our case,
we can estimate an average speed (computed as weighted
mean on the number of tapes) of 25.1 cm/s for electronic
music, 6.4 cm/s for ethno-musicological recordings, and
17.9 cm/s for oral sources.

This work is only a preliminary analysis of data and meta-
data, that will be studied in-depth with future works. A
complete analysis of symptoms as well as equalization stan-
dards has to be taken into consideration. In particular, the
latter requires a more complex analysis, both of data and
metadata, that will be also important for the development
of automatic tools for equalization detection. [13] A com-
plete set of data and metadata is fundamental for the cre-
ation of ground-truth datasets, which are the input for ma-
chine learning or deep learning algorithms, as in [17], for
complex musicological tasks such as stemmatics [18] and
more generally for musicological analysis based on com-
puter science techniques.

Collecting, managing, and preserving such an amount of
data and metadata has of course a non negligible cost, in
terms of working hours of specialized operators and tech-
nologies such as long-term storage devices and/or cloud
services. Moreover, new professional figures with a multi-
disciplinary view on audio signals (both analogue and dig-
ital) and digital asset management are required.
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In conclusion, the authors report the sentence which in-
spire this work: “Though no choice is a final one, a well
informed decision will consider the process for navigating
to the new.” [5]
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss the results of a workshop study
for the HappyBrackets system – a development framework
for creatively coding multi-device musical performances,
sound installations and interactive media artworks – in which
new users using the system are invited to create new multi-
device music compositions in a rapid creative and collab-
orative hacking session. We consider the types of works
made, the problems encountered and the methods used,
including how some of the new features we have added
to the system support exploratory creative search. We de-
velop our observations into design principles that we spec-
ulate will better support more rapid creative exploration of
multi-device creative musical compositions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss the results of a workshop study
for the HappyBrackets system – a development framework
for creatively coding multi-device musical performances,
sound installations and interactive media artworks – in which
new users using the system are invited to create new multi-
device music compositions in a rapid creative and collabo-
rative hacking session.

Our research interest lies in how creative coding tools,
in this complex domain of multiple-networked devices, in-
fluence and support the production of creative work, given
how laborious and slow it can often be to configure and
code multiple devices in many different bespoke config-
urations. This is an area that has received recent atten-
tion through concepts such as the hackability of digital
musical instruments (e.g., [1]) and the Internet of Musical
Things [2], and more generally through networked music
creation (e.g., [3]).

Participants with little or no previous experience of Hap-
pyBrackets, and varying levels of coding skill, were invited
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to prototype original works on a 25 device system in a col-
laborative and open workshop. We used this workshop as
an opportunity to study what kinds of works the partici-
pants conceived of, how their design ideas were influenced
by their effort to implement the design, what problems they
encountered, how they went about solving problems, and
how their time was divided up between different kinds of
problem-solving and creative tasks. This study seeds a new
direction in our research focused on adding a new API
layer to HappyBrackets which will support conceptualis-
ing and hacking works for multiple devices, taking into ac-
count issues like spatial relationships, synchronisation of
system state and communication.

This paper begins by giving an overview of the Happy-
Brackets system and the design considerations involved in
some of the recent features we’ve added, which are focused
on addressing creative productivity and flexibility. We then
describe our workshop study, report results, and consider
new principles arising from our observations.

Figure 1. The 25 device DIAD system in its original setup
at the Powerhouse Museum. Devices are wired for power
but communication takes place via WiFi.

2. HAPPYBRACKETS

HappyBrackets is a system that allows the live deployment
of compiled programs from an integrated development en-
vironment (IDE) to multiple remote, networked client de-
vices, which we refer to as distributed interactive audio de-
vices (DIADs). Each remote client includes a system run-
time that contains a real-time audio DSP framework, sim-
plified network communication functionality, and a mech-
anism for synchronising all the devices through a virtual
clock over the network. The associated plugin for the In-
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Figure 2. A HappyBrackets project running in the IntelliJ
environment. The plugin window to the right shows a set
of connected devices.

telliJ Java IDE (Figure 2) provides tools for monitoring
and remote controlling devices, deploying programs in re-
altime to devices, rapidly setting up GUI controls for con-
trolling specific programs running on devices, sending au-
dio and data files to devices, and configuring devices. Al-
though live coding performance is one possible use of this
system, we primarily conceive of live coding in our work
as a strategy and set of technologies that supports rapid de-
velopment, experimentation and hands-on ideation.

2.1 Existing and New Features

HappyBrackets is described in a number of previous pa-
pers [4–6], and has been used in a variety of exhibited art-
works [7–9] going back to an initial instantiation in 2013
(presented at the International Computer Music Confer-
ence 2013, Perth, Australia, and previously at the Tin Shed
Spots in Sydney, Australia) [10], which as far as we know
was the first instance of multiple Raspberry Pi units being
used in live coded, networked music performance. Hap-
pyBrackets takes inspiration from the Processing creative
coding environment, a key feature of which is the speed
at which a computational design ‘sketch’ can be created.
However, like another creative coding environment, Super-
Collider, HappyBrackets works with a client-server model,
with a runtime system on the client device responding to
incoming sketches (or compositions) sent from a program-
ming integrated development environment (IDE) running
on what we call the ‘controller’ device (usually a laptop
computer). HappyBrackets sketches are sets of instruc-
tions that are run on the client immediately upon being
received from the controller. The code in a sketch can
be used to dynamically create audio signal chains (or any
event for that matter, but historically HappyBrackets has
been audio-focused) and activate clocks and network lis-
teners that in turn enable any number of other events to be
triggered in the future. Multiple HappyBrackets sketches
can be run on any client and can be programmed to interact
with each other. It should be noted that although Happy-
Brackets can and has been used as an environment for live
coding performance, our main interest in the ’liveness’ of
HappyBrackets is for the purpose of rapid prototyping and
experimental creation, not performance.

Figure 3. IntelliJ’s list of “live templates”, including those
added by the HappyBrackets plugin.

Basic interaction can be programmed very easily. Setting
up a sensor listener or network listener involves a few lines
of code, and we make use of IntelliJ’s “Live Templates”
mechanism to support this. A Live Template is a keyword
which triggers a generic code block to be generated. For
example, an existing Live Template in IntelliJ is the key-
word “sout” which generates the code:
System.out.println();

It also inserts the caret into the brackets. An example
of one of our Live Templates is “accelerometerListener”
which generates a block of code to respond to the accelerom-
eter and places the caret at the start of the block so that
users can immediately start writing the accelerometer ac-
tion (for supported sensors, the HappyBrackets runtime
will automatically find a connected sensor, meaning that
configuration effort is minimised). Users can also look up
Live Templates from a list (Figure 3).

At heart, HappyBrackets is built around the Java pro-
gramming language. It uses the capability of Java to se-
rialise compiled classes and load these dynamically. Code
written on the controller device is compiled and sent over
a network to the client devices, which ingest the Java class,
identify it as a HappyBrackets action (HBAction), and run
it. Whilst Java has a fraught history in the audio domain,
particularly because of its memory management system
(which can unexpectedly interrupt program execution, a
problem which has largely been resolved with newer garbage
collectors), we now find that we can run moderately com-
plex audio programs on very low cost Raspberry Pi Zero
W devices, at CD quality (stereo, 44.1kz, 16bit) with mod-
erate latency (e.g., 1024 samples). With many very fast
embedded audio systems in use, some very popular, such
as Teensy, we have found that the Pi Zero is comparable
on cost, reasonably strong although not superior in terms
of form factor, and a somewhat inferior option in terms
of power consumption, latency and startup time. We note
that in many situations the latter negatives are not signif-
icant; this is largely the case in our work, except in in-
teractive performance situations where latency and battery
consumption is an issue. In such cases, we believe that
the combination of a mature operating system and a rich,
multi-threaded programming environment like Java, com-
bined with the ease of deployment of HappyBrackets to
multiple devices, is superior in supporting flexible creative
coding development.

In addition, HappyBrackets is set up as an entirely decen-
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Figure 4. A device interface auto-generated from parame-
ters specified in the sketch code, rendered on the controller
computer.

tralised system where any number of clients can connect
to any number of controller computers. Each connected
controller has the ability to send sketches to, and control,
each device. This has proven useful for collaborative work.
Users can also set their controllers to operate only a spe-
cific subset of clients in situations where there may be po-
tential confusion. They can also set their controller com-
puter to operate as a client, which can be useful for testing
when it is not convenient or possible to set up devices. Re-
cent developments have been focused on making this last
feature more robust, including more streamlined use of net-
work traffic in complex multi-device, multi-user situations.

2.1.1 Newest Features

Several newer features have been reported in previous pa-
pers but remain more active areas of exploration. One key
development, previously discussed in [11], is a system for
sharing parameters between devices and controllers. A
program may set up shared parameters in a sketch using
any of the common numeric data types: booleans, integers
and floats. These parameters are given names and ranges
(where applicable), and on the controller computer, a GUI
can automatically be generated that presents these parame-
ters as sliders or number boxes (Figure 4). Two way bind-
ing between controller and device is automatically man-
aged, although it is the user’s responsibility to write the
code to control how the device manipulates and responds
to this parameter at its end. Parameters can also be scoped
to be global, which means that all devices and all GUI in-
stances of that parameter running on any controller com-
puter will share that parameter (referenced by name).

Most recently, we have implemented a time synchroni-
sation mechanism by which users can instruct all devices

on a network to synchronise their internal clocks, and then
write simple code to create timestamped events in the fu-
ture, or to write beat-event code blocks that respond to
a shared metronome, which will stay in time even in re-
sponse to tempo changes. The performances of the time
synchronisation is variable, but regularly manages to fall
within around 20ms. We found that clock drift on the Pis
was very minor, and that they could stay in synch for over
24 hours. We also found in practice that network broadcast
messages would tend to arrive at multiple devices almost
simultaneously (although without certainty, due to jitter in
Java’s program execution), and that, knowing this, users
can choose between various alternative methods for syn-
chronisation. Higher accuracy synchronisation is of inter-
est to achieve specific acoustic effects, but is not a high
priority, given our general philosophy of treating our net-
works of devices as independent sound objects, not as com-
ponents in a spatial audio rendering system.

Lastly, we added additional functions into IntelliJ that al-
low users to easily send additional files besides live code
sketches to one or all devices (also discussed in [11]). The
main files that can be sent are audio files and additional
classes and jar files (Java libraries), which are organised
in a “data” folder on the device (as used in Processing
sketches), and which can be mirrored in the file structure of
the IntelliJ project. Users can configure their “data” folder
however they like to manage other file types.

All of the above features were implemented by lead de-
veloper Angelo Fraietta, and have been in regular “beta”
use by the authors in their own creative work. These fea-
tures are presented in greater detail in [4]. In addition, we
have engaged in more or less formalised user research into
how tools such as these influence the creative process of
working with multi-device audio systems.

3. STUDIES

Evaluation of creative artefacts developed within the do-
main of interactive art [12] can focus on aspects of ex-
perience such as creative engagement [13], play [14], or
curation of digital art [15]. Our focus is on the produc-
tivity of the creator, but this necessarily takes into account
the creative goals of their work. Supporting creative pro-
ductivity can involve designs that speed up iterative cy-
cles, reduce barriers to productivity such as the need to
perform menial tasks (e.g., configuring systems and writ-
ing boilerplate code), and in particular, reduce cognitive
load distractions that draw away from exploratory search.
In creative software design research we draw on Shnei-
derman and Resnick’s [16, 17] design principles for cre-
ativity support, in particular the idea of supporting low
floors, wide walls and high ceilings. Related frameworks
include Blackwell’s cognitive dimensions of notations sys-
tems analysis [18,19], which include attributes such as vis-
cosity (resistance to change) and premature commitment,
and Nielsen’s heuristics for interaction design [20], which
include factors such as consistency, visibility and cogni-
tive load. In this paper, we build on a framework started
in [21] where we categorise creative coders’ activities, con-
sider when and why they might get stuck in less creatively
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exploratory activities, and also consider the overhead of
switching between these activities. We add to this an at-
tempt to categorise the types of works that people natu-
rally conceive of with when faced with a multiplicitous
media context, broadly imagined as ’design pattern’, and
consider how realisable such categories of work are given
our current framework, and how we might bring the more
complex patterns within reach. We also consider how col-
laboration occurs and can be supported in this context.

The study presented in this paper was conducted in an
informal one-day workshop setting, in the style of a hack-
day, as this was essential to creating a situation in which
participants could comfortably engage with our 25 device
rig, with the training and support required to create work.
The 25-device system, set up at UNSW’s Interactive Media
Lab, was originally built for an installation at the Power-
house Museum in Sydney (Figure 1). The devices were
hung from the ceiling at various heights just above head-
height, and randomly scattered across two connected rooms.

From several previous workshops with people of different
skill levels, such as a National Science Week workshop for
kids [22], we have found informal creative activities to be
important to creating a stimulating environment. In our re-
search therefore we focused on qualitative results derived
from observations and a post-event survey, which also in-
cluded a small number of Likert-scale questions relating
to the relative time cost of activities. We also collected
participants’ code at the end of the session. We consid-
ered it obstructive and costly to record detailed data of the
participants usage, for example via video, self-reporting
on the go, or input logging, since participants were mov-
ing around, discussing ideas and taking breaks throughout
the day. Self-reporting at the end of the session is an im-
perfect way to gather data, but has the advantage of being
efficient and unobtrusive. Reports were checked against
observation throughout the day by the team. Recruits were
primarily drawn from the pool of students and staff from
UNSW. Although it is preferable to recruit without this
constraint and proximity to participants, this was also a
practical measure given the informal but in-depth nature
of the workshop. We consider this an efficient precursor
to more in-depth and arms-length studies, with the aim of
seeding design concepts that can be tested thoroughly once
implemented.

Participants were from a wide variety of coding back-
grounds, but all self-reported some prior experience writ-
ing code. They were all from the surrounding academic
community and research cohort at UNSW Art & Design
and other local universities, at varying education levels (un-
dergraduate to doctoral candidates and recipients). The
gender split of male to female participants was 6:2. They
were given a 2-hour introduction to using the HappyBrack-
ets system and library, through a number of demonstrative
examples. They were then encouraged to develop their
own simple creative concepts and implement them, with
3 members of the HappyBrackets team supporting them.
We report these new users’ responses to working creatively
with the system, including observation, interviews, a brief
survey, and analysis of the code they wrote. In all, 8 partic-

ipants responded to our survey and submitted examples of
the code. We also discuss our own experiences as creative
practitioners.

The following subsections organise responses according
to the themes we are interested in. We intersperse further
elaboration on our design thinking throughout this discus-
sion of responses as it helps to clarify what the issues being
raised are, as they come up.

3.1 Working with Multiples

Aside from specific usability issues, one of our key inter-
ests was how people take to working with a multi-device
sonic system for which each device is individually pro-
grammable but there is no notion of spatial abstraction away
from the devices themselves, i.e., there is no pre-defined
way to render sounds as abstract objects moving between
the devices. As we mention above, we find the DIADs
system invites a slightly different way of thinking about
multi-speaker audio as compared to traditional multichan-
nel systems. One participant commented specifically on
how the DIADs paradigm directed their thinking: “I think
that the modular nature of the system forces you to think
in individual MODULES, which makes you more likely to
design systems that scale. I could realize my project eas-
ily by having 8 speakers hooked up to my computer, but
I wouldn’t write it in a way that scales up to more units.
i think that’s GREAT” (P1). Another participant noted:
“I learnt that it’s incredibly important to think about the
physicality of the system - asking whether the network can
handle what you want to send through to it and how sim-
plicity that is replayed throughout all of the speakers can
generate a profound effect. The power of replication using
networked systems can be just as effective as a technically
complex program” (P3).

Participants developed a number of creative visions in the
workshop. These included:

• a simple implementation of Tristan Perich’s “sound
wall” (P1);

• an exploration of temporal synch patterns between
devices via simple click rhythms, including random
clouds, random 16th-note quantised clouds, and uni-
son 16th notes (P9);

• a concept to capture audio and have it disperse through
the system like a distributed echo or reverb;

• a sound that ricochets around from one device to an-
other (P10);

• “an addressable array of notes making up a pretty
chord with an aim to push waves of activation through
the array” (P5);

• and “a random sample player which selects a new
sample at the end of the current sample.” (P7)

We briefly consider how such concepts might be cate-
gorised in terms of how the code being deployed to devices
needs to take into account the relationship between action
taking place on each device. We assume a static config-
uration of devices. We propose the following categorisa-
tion (which is an adaptation of work initiated in [10], in
response to these and other designs we have encountered):

Forests (term first used in our previous paper [10]): each
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device plays the same sound, with some variation in pa-
rameters, or a different sound, but with no attempt to dic-
tate spatial relations between the devices. The overall ef-
fect is a rich orchestration of sound that is manually or
statistically determined. The devices may play in synch:
although this is clearly a form of coordination between the
devices it happens automatically and does not require the
programmer to think about the relationship between de-
vices.

Fields: Fields are like forests, except sonic parameters
are dictated by the spatial locations of the devices, and an
abstract ‘parameter field’ may be involved in determining
the variation in these parameters. For example, devices at
one end of the room may be quieter than at the other end
of the room, but over time the volumes gradually alter as
the field changes. Here the programmer needs to know the
positions of devices. Additionally, there is clearly some
potential to abstract away the need to think about actual
devices and their positions.

Networks: the devices are considered to be connected by
some network topology (such as nearest neighbours or a
“scale free network”), which dictates how sound behaviours
or parameters move around the system. Here typically the
programmer would need to know the positions of devices
and to build a network of relations between them. They are
more likely to be concerned with thinking of devices indi-
vidually. This may be more likely to correspond to certain
spatial configurations too, such as grids and other regular
geometric shapes.

Substrates: the devices render abstract sonic objects. For
example, a sound moves across the space, gradually pan-
ning between different neighbouring devices, or, through
this method, a specific sound scape is recreated. In this
case there is a clear need for the programming environ-
ment to support abstraction away from individual devices,
towards virtual objects.

In the very short time frame in which works were devel-
oped in this project, the majority of works can be seen to be
based on the forest model, which places a minimal require-
ment on the programmer. One respondent commented that
because the devices were randomly scattered in space, and
not in any obvious formation, they were more inclined to
think in terms of random variation and not specific spatial
relationships. A grid might have promoted greater consid-
eration of spatial parameters.

Some works required a field approach, which needn’t be
considered significantly more complex than the forest ap-
proach: it can be as simple as querying each device’s po-
sition and using that position data in the determination of
parameters. During the workshop, a manual map of device
positions was drawn, and these were provided to partic-
ipants as a Java Map object, which mapped device host-
names to 2D coordinates, that could be pasted into their
sketches and used to query the position of any device. Specif-
ically, each device could then query its own position be-
cause it could query its own hostname. More complex
field-based systems might take network inputs communi-
cating a field of data from which devices could extract
parameters based on their location within the field. This

could easily be supported with some general purpose code.
One project attempted to use a network configuration in-

stead, in which devices would send and receive informa-
tion from their immediate neighbours. In this case, the po-
sitions needed to be mapped into information about neigh-
bourhood relations. No existing library code supported this
process, so a great deal of the team’s time was spent con-
sidering strategies for doing so. Again, library code could
be added that would support querying neighbourhood re-
lations, and as mentioned, in many situations we might
expect the use of more regular spatial configurations for
projects where this was the underlying concept.

We note that some of the concepts involved spatiality
but were sufficiently loosely defined that they could be
implemented either as fields, networks or substrates, re-
quiring teams to then consider in greater detail what they
expected of their designs and what the easiest paradigm
was to get them to a satisfactory outcome. For example,
the idea of recorded audio propagating through the system
could be achieved in any of these ways, but added the addi-
tional complexity of thinking about how the recorded audio
might be shared over the network.

3.2 Design Processes

In previous research [21] we considered how creative coders
move between a series of activity categories:

• setting up devices: getting things set up and switched
on;

• connecting to devices: ensuring all devices are re-
sponding on the network;

• in-depth programming: implementing some specific
feature, with some thought given to the design of an
algorithm;

• debugging and testing: making some design or fea-
ture work properly by iteratively modifying and ex-
amining its behaviour;

• creative programming: exploring a creative idea rapidly
through code, for which the metaphor of sketching is
sometimes used;

• playing with parameters and interaction: exploring
various possibilities in a program using other means
besides writing, such as tweaking specific variables
or interacting with an interface;

• discussing and designing: stepping entirely away from
the system and code and engaging in conceptual de-
velopment of the work.

We assume that the last three of these items are where the
creative action lies and time spent on these tasks should
be maximised in relation to the earlier items on the list.
We recognise that some in-depth programming may also
be where the creative innovation of a project lies, as we
expect projects to come up with original technical con-
cepts, but we nevertheless expect that in many cases in-
depth coding could be minimised significantly given pow-
erful frameworks to create with.

Our survey asked participants to detail where they found
themselves spending most time (Figure 5). We also ob-
served participants and regularly checked in to discuss their
projects with them.
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Figure 5. Survey responses to questions concerning how
much time participants spent in certain activities.

We found that participants spent the bulk of their time
split equally between fixing bugs (or more generally un-
known issues), and spending time tweaking and listening;
participants’ projects were generally simple in scope and
derived from a short tutorial introducing the capabilities
of the system through examples, so programs were short
and would not have taken a long time for an experienced
coder to write, but understanding the system and the li-
braries through problem-solving was significant work for
new users. Participants also did not report spending a lot
of time looking online for solutions to bugs or problems,
possibly because of a lack of faith they’d find answers (this
being an ’in house’ system), and also because they had ex-
perienced developers in the room; attempts to fix bugs and
issues were more exploratory. One participant noted: “I’m
in this place where I am advanced enough to code on my
own and explore the examples and then adapt them to what
I want to do. But I do not understand how the methods
work from looking at the API. so I am completely depen-
dent on the examples or people that know how to code in
that environment” (P2).

As we hoped, a lot of time was spent listening and tweak-
ing, which we consider tentatively to be a more creatively-
oriented activity; still potentially associated with ‘prob-
lem solving’ their designs, just with a more aesthetic fo-
cus. Participants reported that they did not spend a lot of
time sketching, discussing or otherwise engaging in design
thinking away from the code. This is also as we might
expect given the spirit of exploratory search and hacking
from the examples that was established in the workshop.
However, participants did clearly spend some time sketch-
ing and ideating in groups.

One participant noted that they struggled to apply con-
cepts from one example to a similar area due to lack of
consistency. Specifically they found that concepts in the
WaveModule example (code to create a simple oscillator),
did not clearly map to a similar SampleModule application
(the same idea but using sample playback). Another men-

tioned that they couldn’t easily understand the principles
underlying device synchronisation in a way that enabled
them to easily make a synchronised sample player.

In other comments about the ease of the workflow, one
participant noted: “The sample player function is powerful
and exciting for me at the moment, largely due to its ease
of use. For someone that is not so great at coding, it was
a simple framework that allowed me to get things going
quickly. It means that I can focus more on the sound itself,
I can design sounds at home using gear that I am familiar
with and then bring them into the space and create some-
thing interesting with them with not too much effort” (P8).
In other cases, there was clearly a greater need to provide
easy entry points to the functionality, with participants ex-
pressing difficulty finding out how to do things or look up
functions, examples and templates.

Another participant was frustrated about: “saving my dif-
ferent sketches so they don’t overwrite the examples” and
“file management in general” (P1). We suspect this would
be less of an issue for someone experienced with advanced
IDEs like IntelliJ, but acknowledge that depending on an
advanced IDE may place a greater strain on the user getting
started. Another participant added that “a lighter weight
(maybe purpose built) IDE and not needing to install java
would be nice” (P5).

3.3 Managing Parameters and Getting Feedback from
Devices

The parameter control feature described above was demon-
strated to participants in depth, illustrating how GUI slid-
ers could be created and used to control parameters on
individual devices or simultaneously across a number of
devices. Our hope was that participants would find ways
to use these parameters both as performative controls and
as ways to explore parameter possibilities. Indeed, three
survey respondents indicated that they used this feature in
three different ways: in one case, in order to tweak param-
eters to seek a sweet spot, in another case to be able to
manually trigger simultaneous playback at a specific mo-
ment, and in a final case as a user control to control sound
density. We feel that this ability to both code and dynami-
cally manipulate parameters is emerging in our designs as
an important creative-coding principle, drawing on related
work in this field such as the concepts of Bret Victor [23]
and the kinds of tight GUI-code integration seen in visual-
programming environments like MaxMSP, TouchDesigner
and QuartzComposer.

Other comments related to the need to better visualise
what was going on. Requests included: “A VU meter dis-
play that shows you when the different devices are playing
and what their levels are” (P1); “Perhaps a way to see the
flow of waves / uGen chain visually, like a summary map
diagram” (P4); “Having a GUI based modular synth for
beginners” (P7).

3.4 Collaboration

Allowing multiple users access to control the group of de-
vices from different laptops was a conscious design fea-
ture in the sense that we wanted to avoid clunky or unclear
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scenarios where two users both tried to connect their con-
troller computers to the group. When we started running
workshops with multiple users simultaneously deploying
code from their own laptops we found that this feature
was actually essential: the complexity of having a multiple
wifi networks or establishing a system of binding between
controllers and devices would have introduced additional
complexity, and the idea of a group of people having to
take turns accessing a controller computer was too inflex-
ible. Initially, this multi-user experience was clunky, suf-
fering from clogged networks and confusion around which
devices were which, and what they were doing. As well
as improving network communication and stability, which
reduced the clunky experience, an additional feature that
supported this scenario was an option to allow users to
‘favourite’ specific devices, and then limit interaction to
this favourites list.

This multi-user scenario proved effective in certain modes
of collaboration. Two coders could work independently
and send sketches to the network. Given that individual
devices allow two sketches to be run simultaneously, with
precise control over when the state of the device is reset, it
was feasible for two users to work together in a fluid ’de-
tached’ way, as if jamming together on the network. Partic-
ipant feedback supported this view: one participant stated
that “the collaborative potential of being able to overlay
sketches is great” (P5). Other comments referred to the
pleasure of being able to work in this shared space, hear-
ing each others’ work on the system during a hack session.
This builds on a commonly held view that creative coding
is enhanced by the speed of seeing or hearing responses,
and we may speculate that being able to do so in a shared
environment of experimentation can also support innova-
tive and exploratory concept development.

However, this framework did also cause some confusion.
One participant suggested a need for “being able to collab-
orate live more effectively by easily targeting and killing
specific active sketches.” They added: “I found I’d have to
stop audio entirely and start from scratch building some-
thing up if there was one element I wanted to change”(P5).

4. CONCLUSION

Our observations reinforce some general design principles
that have been in development in our own practice-based
research for some time, and that relate to other work into
creative computing research. We consider three broad con-
clusions here:

Multiplicities paradigms and time burden: In the cre-
ative space of media multiplicities, there are certain go-
to system architectures, and some are more easily acces-
sible than others. Forest architectures, those where mul-
tiple devices behave in similar ways but needn’t be co-
ordinated, are trivial to program, but still support a great
wealth of creative possibilities. Field, network and sub-
strate architectures all benefit from more framework sup-
port that we do not currently offer, but could easily do.
Without such framework support users are forced to en-
gage in in-depth coding, a distraction from creative pro-
ductivity. Libraries to support these paradigms would need

to be clearly outlined, first conceptually, and then via the
API and its affordances. Learning from examples, and
innovating new works from the starting point of existing
‘proof-of-concept’ examples is a powerful way to learn
and produce, the latter being considerably lower-risk and
requiring less experimentation and what we have called
‘in-depth coding’ (framework coding). We suggest that de-
veloping these paradigms independently, without too much
concern about seeking a single overarching framework that
covers them all, will be necessary. This might be analo-
gous, say, to the paradigms of vector and bitmap graphics.

Collaboration: A multi-user system supporting simul-
taneous running of multiple sketches was seen to be cre-
atively productive, supporting collaborative ideation. But
to be really effective such a system clearly requires richer
feedback so that users are aware of the state of the system,
and possibly a clearer conceptual grounding for what users
might expect from the state of the system. Such issues are
also present in server-based live coding environments like
SuperCollider. Generally this is a hard problem to solve
and the user is typically expected to master practices that
help maintain their mental model of the system without
perfect system visibility. An example, as proposed by one
of our respondents, is to frequently stop everything and re-
build the system: not ideal, but practical.

Parameter manipulation, tweaking and extensibility:
The free and flexible manipulation of parameters at dif-
ferent stages of the creative design process was shown to
be creatively empowering, but needs to be more rigorously
and consistently supported. This poses design challenges
associated with moving between code and “direct manip-
ulation” interfaces without adding some degree of com-
plexity to the process, which may be counter-productive.
Contemporary GUI design frameworks (as used in Apple’s
XCode or Google’s Android Studio) are a source of inspi-
ration for how such integration can take place, as are con-
ceptual demonstrations such as Bret Victor’s designs [23].
Supporting the natural creation of two-way bindings and
simple arithmetic combinations of parameters are exam-
ples of ways this more creatively productive approach to
parameters could work.

Whether in the HappyBrackets framework or elsewhere,
developing clear creative coding architectures and princi-
ples such as these, for the composition of media multiplic-
ities, will, we believe, have a great impact on creative pro-
ductivity in this emerging field.
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ABSTRACT

The principle of distributed music with musicians perform-
ing in different locations and connected via the Internet has
been investigated over several decades, with numerous per-
formances demonstrated as a proof of concept. The scope
of these performances, however, was either experimental
or amateur; furthermore, most of them used a dedicated
network infrastructure with correspondingly high costs. In
contrast, this paper describes the first commodity hardware-
based 5G distributed music event at professional quality
with jazz music celebrity Jamie Cullum and a band of six
musicians distributed over three venues, each separated by
distances of over 100 miles. This paper describes the gen-
eral motivation of the event, the technical setup in terms of
audio, video and 5G networking and the technical as well
as artistic challenges overcome.

low-latency audio, sound engineering, digital signal pro-
cessing, distributed systems, 5G

1. INTRODUCTION

With respect to music, the Internet has so far mainly been
used for the interchange of audio files or separate audio
tracks within the music production process. Satisfying mu-
sical interactions between musicians located in different
locations, however, represents a more complex field of ap-
plication: Cognitive, technical and purely musical aspects
pose serious challenges on a networked music performance
in order to emulate the experience of interactive, sponta-
neous performance in the same room. Until approximately
2005 the idea of a network music performance over the
internet was generally considered impractical as the total
one-way delay between two performers is supposed to re-
main below 25 ms [1] which appeared to be problematic if
not unrealistic especially with respect to home-consumer
networks such as ADSL [2]. Figure 1 shows the total path a

Copyright: c© 2020 Alexander Carôt et al. This is
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signal has to pass in order to be transmitted via the Internet.
Each stage is marked in either white, light grey or dark grey
color. White indicates no additional delay, light and dark
grey indicate slight and significant delays respectively. On
top of the natural path, the electronic path and the digital
path, the Internet adds often significant delays due to de-
tours introduced by the routing of packages and due to jit-
ter buffers in order to compensate delay variations. Due to
this, (co-author) Alexander Carôt developed the Soundjack
software and released it in 2006. Soundjack suits this trans-
mission structure and allows to verify a system’s sound
card settings and the actual network parameters in terms
of an individual parameter optimization in order to support
any kind of underlying networking infrastructure. In terms
of audio, his work was mainly inspired by the SoundWIRE
project and its successor Jacktrip lead by Chris Chafe at
Stanford based CCRMA [3]. Regarding video, the main
inspiration was a low-latency video processing system de-
veloped by Jeremy Cooperstock at McGill University [4].
Soundjack has evolved into a leading product in networked
music performances, and is freely available under [5]. Es-
pecially in the current COVID-19 crisis the system expe-
riences 1,500 page views and hosts more than 50 inter-
active sessions in average per day using various network
infrastructures. Besides Soundjack several other projects
have evolved which follow either similar or alternative ap-
proaches of compromized musical interaction. An excel-
lent overview of available systems of the year 2016 can be
found in [6]. Apart from the applied technology the set of
possible interaction approaches is outlined in chapter five
of [1]. Rather than discussing the concept of distributed
music in general this paper addresses the non-compromized
realistic interaction approach with professional musicians
in form of a public concert using a 5G commodity network
infrastructure. Given these three fundamental frame con-
ditions and their inherent complexity this special use case
represents a novelty in the domain of distributed music.

2. PROBLEM AND GOAL

The domain of distributed music has evolved significantly
over the last 10 years; yet, it still is considered a niche ap-
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plication rarely taken seriously within the engineering and
music community. Although numerous official and pri-
vate performances in various network settings turned out
to be successful, distributed music is typically not used
as a replacement for the conventional use case with mu-
sicians performing in the same rehearsing space on the
same stage. Most demonstrations and concerts to date have
been experimental in nature, including a group of enthusi-
astic but mainly amateur or semiprofessional volunteers.
Furthermore, these events typically used a dedicated net-
work infrastructure with speeds of several Gbps including
quality-of-service policies (QoS) [2] which provided ex-
cellent quality but excluded a wider potential group of par-
ticipants due to the associated high costs and limited avail-
ability. On the one hand the LOLA project [7] represents a
professional solution which takes advantage of such high-
capacity network infrastructures, however, in turn it cannot
support home-consumer Internet endpoints. On the other
hand Soundjack has been supporting narrow-bandwidth In-
ternet endpoints such as DSL or cable modems since 2006,
however, for technical reasons users must still use a cabled
LAN connection to the router which implies a lack of lo-
cal flexibility and in turn artistic freedom. For these rea-
sons, we have developed and proven a concept for a pub-
lic professional quality network music concert that uses a
5G network, enabling access to the general music-making
public as 5G networks are being rolled out over the coming
months and years.

3. CONCEPT

With respect to our goal of a professional distributed mu-
sic event, we first had to identify a frame including a clear
intention and motivation. After several controversial dis-
cussions we eventually decided to demonstrate how tech-
nology – and especially with the advent of 5G [8] – can re-
move barriers to learning: The delivery of low-latency con-
nectivity everywhere will enable an Internet of Skills [9]
where skills can be shared with others wherever they may
live, work and play. In that context, we wanted to bring
together music teachers and aspiring musicians. We part-
nered with the music charity ”Music for All” to find a mu-
sic teacher who was well known in public, could strad-
dle musical genres, could involve and communicate with
musicians and an audience compellingly, and who was a
consummate instrumentalist and singer, but with a non-
traditional route into music. With all of that at stake, only
a limited number of professional musicians could be ap-
proached: to our delight the famous popular jazz musician
Jamie Cullum approached the opportunity with enthusi-
asm.

4. REALIZATION

For the official network music session we wanted Jamie
Cullum (on vocals and piano) to be performing and teach-
ing in London, while connected to a remote location in
Birmingham (three amateur musicians on drums, bass and
guitar) and a remote location in Bristol (three amateur mu-
sicians on vocals, saxophone and keyboards) via a 5G net-
work. The remote amateur musicians were selected by
Jamie Cullum himself via an open casting call for appli-
cations [10]. With the target of achieving expected audio
end-to-end latencies of below 25 ms following the find-
ings of [1], we selected the Soundjack software. The video
capture component of Soundjack was not used because it
currently supports a 4:3 resolution only. Mapping this for-
mat to our sponsored video panels of 16:9 screen resolu-
tion would not have allowed us to use the full space of the
screen. Therefore, we used the UltraGrid software [11] as
a substitute, which supports the 16:9 format. Figure 2 illus-
trates the complete hardware and network setup for each of
the involved sites. The following subsections refer to this
figure and describe the technical setup in further detail.

4.1 London

The London site consists of the King’s College London
(KCL) Strand Campus where core network equipment was
located and the 2,000 year-old Roman Amphitheatre be-
neath Guildhall in the City of London where the perfor-
mance took place. The two locations are interconnected
via a dedicated Virtual Private Circuit provided by British
Telecommunications (BT) with a capacity of 1 Gbps and
an RTT of 1 ms. On the Guildhall side, the setup consists
of a base-band-unit (BBU) 5G Antenna and a Customer
Premises Equipment (CPE), which is equivalent to a 5G
user device. The CPE connects over 1 Gbps Ethernet to the
desktop computer that handles the audio and video stream-
ing. Soundjack and Ultragrid clients run on the desktop
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computer and transmit/receive audio and video feeds.
The audio interface Focusrite Scarlett 2i4 [12] was

patched to the audio mixer where the sound engineers bal-
anced the two inputs for vocals and piano as well as the in-
coming audio from the other sites to the PA. The computer
was directly connected to a video matrix for displaying the
videos from the remote sites to a series of on-stage video
panels at full HD resolution at 30 Hz refresh rate. Each
video panel displayed one of the remote musicians at life
size. Similarly, the USB video camera was capturing live
feed from the stage and transmitting it over the network to
the remote sites via Ultragrid running on the desktop com-
puter. The aggregated audio and video streams were sent
to the CPE and from there transmitted over the 5G radio to
the KCL core site on the Strand campus.

On the Strand campus, the virtualized 5G core processed
the radio interface coming from the Guildhall and routed IP
packets to the core infrastructure. The audio packets were
directly transmitted to each site via a dedicated 10 Gbps
link to Bristol and a VPN over public Internet to Birm-
ingham in peer to peer mode. The video packets from each
site were sent to the Virtual Network Function cloud where
Ultragrid reflectors processed the camera feed from each
site and multicast it to remote sites, thus offloading the
encoding and multicasting overheads from the client de-
vices. This leads to decongestion of the 1 Gbps uplinks
on each desktop computer by reducing the video traffic to
a single uplink stream instead of two uplink streams per
site as would occur if the video was transmitted in peer
to peer mode. By reducing the load on the low capacity
user device network links and offloading part of the video
processing to the cloud, each desktop client is able to per-
form audio encoding tasks more consistently. In combi-
nation with the above mentioned upload decongestion we
expected higher network stability and lower latencies for
the audio and video streams.

4.2 Bristol

In comparison to Figure 2, Figure 3 gives a more detailed
visual impression of the hardware and network setup in
Bristol: A desktop computer was used to run the Sound-
jack application for mixing and controlling the sound trans-
mitted on the network. A high definition video camera
was used to capture the live feed transmitted across the
three sites using the Ultragrid software. Similarly, the feed
from other sites was received on the Ultragrid software dis-
played on site. A Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 [12] was used as
the sound card to connect the mixing console and in turn
the musical instruments (piano, saxophone) and vocalist’s
microphone to the Soundjack application.

Bristol’s Smart Internet Lab and ’We the Curious’ mu-
seum were connected using the INITIATE test network
comprised of a 10 Gbps Layer-2 Network connectivity be-
tween University of Bristol and King’s College London via
the 5GUK Exchange [13] interconnection at Virtus’ data-
center in Slough. Since we had to connect to the third site
outside of the INITIATE test network, KCL was used as
a gateway for the devices and Soundjack to communicate
with each other. As shown in the figure, a L2 SDN switch

Figure 2. Illustration of the hardware and network setup in
each of the involved sites.

Figure 3. Illustration of the hardware and network setup in
each of the involved sites
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is used at the Bristol network endpoint with access to the
5GUK Exchange over the JANET link. The Opendaylight
SDN controller was used at the 5GUK Exchange as well
as at the Bristol site to create the required flow rules to
connect Bristol with the gateway at KCL.

4.3 Birmingham

The Royal Birmingham Conservatoire has a purpose built
dedicated digital audio video infrastructure, which inter-
connects all of the venues and studios to any other space at
low latency.

The East Side Jazz club was used for the performance
with a set up consisting of three MacPro Desktop Com-
puters. The first MacPro (MP1) acted as a dedicated au-
dio transmission/receiver machine. MP1 running Sound-
jack received the audio from the SSL L300 mixing con-
sole via Dante Audio Network; the Dante Virtual Sound-
card acted as the audio capture device within Soundjack
which enabled audio to be routed directly to/from Sound-
jack to the console, PA, sub mixes for individual foldback
for performers consisting of local and remote audio feeds
and talk back channels for local and remote technicians.
A full drum microphone set up was used along with gui-
tar and bass microphones to capture the audio, which was
mixed down to two channels for transmission to the re-
mote sites. The second MacPro (MP2) acted as a dedi-
cated video capture/transmission/receiver machine. MP2
running Ultragrid for video streaming received video cap-
tured using a BlackMagic Ultra Studio 4k Extreme from a
HDSDI Video Camera. This enabled the video settings to
be consistent from camera through to Ultragrid transmis-
sion. MP2 received video via Ultragrid from the remote
locations, which was projected side by side via a Crestron
video matrix. The third MacPro (MP3) mirrored in dual
boot setup the install of both MP1 and MP2 as a redundant
backup.

Birmingham City University’s dedicated research network
and gateway was used for network connectivity to the Joint
Academic Network (JANET), which provides high perfor-
mance connection to the King’s VPN gateway. We use
OpenVPN [14] to establish a UDP tunnel between Birm-
ingham and King’s as a means of simplifying the routing
configuration and avoiding port forwarding on academic
firewalls. The OpenVPN client was running directly on
the desktop computer at the Royal Conservatoire and thus
required no additional network configuration on the physi-
cal infrastructure. Camera and audio streams were sent and
received over the tunnel IP created by OpenVPN and the
routing between sites was handled at the King’s College
Strand campus infrastructure.

5. EVALUATION

Figure 4 gives a visual impression of the successful perfor-
mance, in which Jamie Cullum performed two songs to-
gether with the remote musicians, providing feedback and
suggestions on their playing. The audience consisted of
about 100 invited people in London and around 50 addi-
tionally in Bristol and Birmingham.

Figure 4. Visual impression of the 5G music lesson
with jazz celebrity Jamie Cullum in London and amateur
musicians in Birmingham (left screen) and Bristol (right
screen).

Especially for this event, we implemented a text logging
feature that gave clear evidence in terms of latency, audio
dropouts and reordered packets for each of the involved
sites. Visualization of the log files leads to the graphs
shown in Figures 5 and 8.

Figure 5 shows the data received from the Birmingham
site. For the first 110 minutes the one-way latency (OWD)
ranged between 12 ms and a maximum of 20 ms depend-
ing on the buffer states with respect to jitter, loss and sound
card related clock drift. Right before the beginning of
the official performance we increased the network buffer
slightly, which resulted in a one-way latency between 18
and 26 ms. Altogether we measured 1,154 audio dropouts
for the total amount of 200 minutes. This corresponded to
a single dropout in a period of several seconds at almost
regular intervals as explained below. These occasional sig-
nal errors could be concealed by our implemented error
concealment and were inaudible to the audience. Further-
more, the applied increase of the buffer size also correlated
with a decrease of audio dropouts: Buffer underruns were
reduced to zero and buffer overruns to approximately 50 %
resulting in even a larger dropout interval: In Figure 6, we
present a five-minute (300 seconds) closeup of the London
dropout graph starting at minute 200 of the total measure-
ment duration.

The graph shows buffer overruns in intervals of approxi-
mately 25 seconds, which confirms and visualizes the non-
critical audio dropout situation for the audience and Jamie
Cullum on the London stage. Furthermore, we also took
a closer look at the dropout situation in Birmingham at
minute 200 of the total measurement duration. The re-
sults are illustrated in Figure 7. Here, we can see buffer
underruns instead of buffer overruns in an interval of ap-
proximately 75 seconds. This measurement provides diag-
nosis of the reason for the measured dropouts: despite a
common sample rate of 48 kHz, the unsynchronised dis-
tributed sound cards exhibit a slight clock drift. The fre-
quency difference of significantly less than 1 Hz results in
a faster (in Birmingham) and a slower (in London) sound
card. Consequently – with respect to a reference time in-
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Figure 5. Visual plot of the 200 minutes logged data re-
ceived from Birmingham. The top shows the one-way la-
tency (OWD), the middle shows the dropouts divided into
under- and overruns, the bottom shows the amount of re-
ordered packets.

terval – the faster card sends more audio buffers than the
slower card and this leads to buffer overruns at the slower
end and to buffer underruns at the faster end. Theoreti-
cally, each overrun corresponds to an underrun on the re-
mote end. Practically, the jitter buffer on each site has an
impact on the dropout interval: each time the sound card
drift has exceeded the duration of an audio buffer, the faster
end’s jitter buffer is decreased by one network packet until
an underrun occurs. Then, the buffer is filled again and the
process repeats periodically. On the slower end, however,
the buffer overrun and the corresponding drop occur more
often because the jitter buffer has no upper threshold: The
already filled buffer cannot store more data and in turn the
additional packet is dropped.

Additionally we observed around 65 UDP packets re-
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Figure 6. Five-minute (300 seconds) time zoom illustration
of audio dropouts at the London endpoint.
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Figure 7. Five-minute (600 seconds) time zoom illustration
of audio dropouts at the Birmingham endpoint.

ceived in the wrong order over the whole 200 minute event,
as illustrated at the bottom of the graph. Due to the low
probability, this purely network-related effect is negligible
with respect to the audible impression in our performance.
The actual sound of wrong ordered packets corresponds to
error-concealed audio dropouts.
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Figure 8. Visual plot of the 200 minutes logged data re-
ceived from Bristol: The top shows the one-way latency
(OWD), the middle shows the droputs divided into under-
and overruns, the bottom shows the amount of reordered
packets.

Figure 8 shows the data received from the Bristol site.
The one-way latency ranged between 17 and 27 ms also
depending the actual buffer state. For this connection the
jitter buffer size remained equal for every moment of our
measurement. Audio dropouts occurred also for this link,
however, with less significance and regularity. In contrast
to Birmingham we can observe more buffer underruns than
overruns. Furthermore, 28 wrong-ordered packets could be
observed in total leading to the same effect as described for
the Birmingham connection.

The measured results are in agreement with the local au-
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dible impression on each of the stages: despite occasional
audio dropouts, neither the artists nor the audience could
hear any disruptions in the audio, providing a natural per-
forming environment for the musicians. Regarding the mea-
sured latencies the results are in agreement with our previ-
ous cognitive findings for medium tempo pieces [1] as per-
formed in this session: None of the musicians considered
latency as problematic and everyone agreed that the char-
acter of this remote performance was equal to a situation
with musicians performing in the same room. Media con-
tent including interviews with the musicians are available
at the Music-For-All website [10] and give a better impres-
sion regarding the player’s feedback and the success of the
whole event at the same time.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We successfully performed a distributed music session with
music celebrity Jamie Cullum in London and numerous
amateur musicians in Birmingham and Bristol. Sites were
connected by a self-engineered and administrated 5G net-
work, which lead to stable audio network delays of below
approximately 25 ms by applying the Soundjack software.
In this setup, it was possible to perform moderate tempo
music pieces at a high level of precision and professional-
ism as recorded and documented in [10]. Via 5G we could
basically achieve similar audio stream stability and latency
compared with classical wired IP networks. Thanks to the
stable 5G connection we could identify audio dropouts re-
lated to the sound card clock drift, which however were
almost inaudible due to the application of error conceal-
ment policies. In the future, we plan to address this issue
by applying a new concept of remote audio clock synchro-
nisation. Overall, our event indicated the potential for 5G
networks to open up a professional-quality distributed mu-
sic experience to the general public as 5G networks are
being rolled out. It will deliver on the promise of the Inter-
net of Skills [9]; in our case, by enabling music teachers to
deliver musical educational independent of location.
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ABSTRACT

A perceptual experiment tested the ability of listeners to
match uni-directional auditory gestures along either pitch,
loudness or tempo with corresponding visual trajectories.
Within each parameter, the auditory gestures varied across
different acoustic scales or functions and could be matched
dynamically to trajectories of varying curvature (e.g., lin-
ear, exponential, logarithmic). The gestures investigated
spanned different frequency and sound-level ranges as well
as durations. Results from the analysis of global trends
suggest that listeners can reliably distinguish between the
studied auditory gestures and moreover relate them to anal-
ogous visual trajectories. The identified audiovisual asso-
ciations may find utility in different scenarios of sound de-
sign or production.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many perceptual scenarios, we may encounter continu-
ous glides in frequency or sound level or sequences con-
taining accelerating or decelerating sound events. These
acoustic cues can evoke the perception of auditory ges-
tures along either pitch, loudness, or tempo, respectively,
which may in turn convey analogies to motion trajectories
or visual representations. This relates to a growing body
of research on crossmodal correspondences [1], e.g., that
between pitch and spatial elevation, and studies on sonic
trajectories [2, 3] or shapes [4]. Apart from myriad po-
tential uses in applications for sonification or auditory dis-
plays, sound-based gestures assume a central role in spec-
tromorphology [5], one of the major theories in electroa-
coustic music. Similarly, a catalog of typical gestures has
also been proposed under the term unités sémiotiques tem-
porelles and perceptually validated [6]. In the past decade,
investigations on sound gestures, e.g., [7–9], identified suit-
able auditory parameters and their mapping onto spatial
or motion-related dimensions, also in terms of magnitude
and orientation, whereas none of these studies looked more
closely into perceptual differences between implied gestu-
ral trajectories or shapes.

Aiming to fill that gap, the current study investigated the
association between basic, uni-directional auditory gestures
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and analogous visual trajectories. More specifically, pitch,
loudness or tempo gestures were studied that either in-
creased or decreased along the relevant acoustic parame-
ter over time. The functional dependency across time was
of primary interest, in terms of what visual trajectory was
perceptually matched for a given acoustic scale or func-
tion. The interest in such audiovisual associations is moti-
vated by their widespread use in sound-based applications.
For instance, in many cases when a frequency-related di-
mension is visualised across time, the display maps low to
high frequencies from bottom to top, as in spectrograms
or Western musical notation. If such a visualisation de-
picted a straight line increasing in frequency over time,
what shape would the auditory pitch gesture correspond
to? For one, this of course depends on the frequency scale
used in the visualisation, but it also depends on the scale
or function underlying the increase in frequency over time,
e.g., a psychoacoustic scale such as equivalent rectangular
bandwidth (ERB) rate [10]. Likewise, loudness gestures
may result from different ways to scale the signal ampli-
tude. In digital audio workstation (DAW) software, for in-
stance, linear or curved shapes are commonly applied as
fade-in/out control functions. Do these visual shapes also
extend to the shape or gesture of the resulting change in
loudness if they for most parts are applied to the amplitude
and not the sound-level representation? Similar scenarios,
are conceivable for the use of visual trajectories to describe
tempo changes.

The current study follows an exploratory approach, by
considering a range of functions, most of which have been
studied before or find common application in sound pro-
duction or manipulation scenarios. Although knowledge
of psychoacoustic scalings allowed certain hypotheses to
be derived, for instance, on a function that could be per-
ceived as most linear, i.e., corresponding to a straight line,
the main aim was to also consider options that allow for a
variety of gestural shapes and curvatures, as all them could
be of value in sound-design applications.

2. METHOD

A perceptual listening experiment was conducted to inves-
tigate what visual trajectories would be matched to uni-
directional gestures along pitch, loudness, and tempo, in-
volving four acoustic functions per parameter and span-
ning multiple ranges across frequency, sound level, and
tempo or duration.
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2.1 Participants

Twenty participants (15 male, 5 female) with a median
age of 21 years (range: 18–51) completed the experiment.
They were recruited from the wider community of De Mont-
fort University. Participation in the experiment involved
informed consent, and the procedure had received prior
approval by the Research Ethics Committee of De Mont-
fort University. Participants were offered remuneration for
their involvement.

2.2 Stimuli

All auditory gestures studied shared the following signal
properties, rendered as PCM audio data at 44.1 kHz sample
rate and 24-bit dynamic resolution. All gestures involved
band-pass filtered pink noise using a second-order Butter-
worth design and a constant relative bandwith, Q = 11.5.
Tab. 1 displays the common signal properties for the filter’s
center frequency, the presented sound pressure level (SPL)
and two possible gesture durations in bold, which define
those signal properties that remained unaffected by a par-
ticular auditory parameter under study. For instance, pitch
and tempo gestures were always presented at 64 dB SPL,
whereas loudness and tempo gestures always concerned
1 kHz filter centre frequency. Likewise, pitch and loud-
ness gestures were studied for two durations that matched
the slower and faster tempo gestures under study.

2.2.1 Pitch gestures

Pitch gestures comprised a continuous glide in frequency
that spanned two octaves, in which frequency varied be-
tween individual audio samples along normalised time, t =
[0, 1]. As shown in Tab. 1, these two-octave gestures oc-
curred below and above the 1 kHz anchor, corresponding
to lower and higher pitch ranges, respectively. In addi-
tion, pitch gestures also occurred in both ascending and
descending orientations and for a shorter and longer du-
ration, all of which functioned as independent variables
(IVs).

Four acoustic functions studied how the filter’s centre fre-
quency, representing perceived pitch, varied between the
specified low and high frequencies. As shown in Fig. 1,
the four functions concerned either a linear increase over
time in frequency in Hz (A) or a linear increase in ERB
number (B). The remaining two functions concerned an
exponential dependency approximately twice the curvature
of ERB rate (C) and a function that formed a logarithmic
trajectory (D) of inverse curvature to the third.

2.2.2 Loudness gestures

Loudness gestures involved continuous ramped amplitude
envelopes that spanned an equivalent sound-level differ-
ence of 18 dB across normalised time. As illustrated in
Tab. 1, these ramps operated at softer and louder levels
around the 64 dB SPL anchor. Similar to pitch, loudness
gestures occurred for both increasing and decreasing ori-
entations and for the same two durations, again serving as
IVs.

Fig. 2 depicts the four functions that determined the change
in relative amplitude (left panel) or equivalent change in
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Figure 1. Four time functions A, B, C, and D for frequency
scaling studied for pitch gestures. The displayed functions
correspond to the higher frequency range and ascending
orientation.

sound level in dB over time. The functions concerned lin-
ear trajectories along amplitude (A) and sound level in dB
(B), respectively. Function C complemented the remaining
functions with an inverse, logarithmic curvature. Function
D corresponded to a raised-cosine amplitude envelope or
S curve. All four functions are common options for audio
fades in DAWs, e.g., Pro Tools, Reaper.

2.2.3 Tempo gestures

Tempo gestures concerned a series of 16 noise bursts whose
tempo between beginning and end changed by a factor two,
relative to the anchor tempo of 360 ‘bursts’ per minute
(BPM). Each burst concerned an identical 90-ms noise seg-
ment with a Gaussian amplitude envelope. Tempo gestures
could either accelerate or decelerate and occurred at two
levels, slower and faster. The median duration of tempo
gestures (across the functions below) per tempo level also
served as the durations for pitch and loudness gestures.

The functions were gathered from previous studies on
tempo ritardandi or decelerations. Accelerating gestures
used the same functions in the inverse sense. The first
three functions employed the 1/q power expression pro-
posed by Friberg & Sundberg [11]. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
Function A, with q = 1, represents a linear decrease along
normalised score position, whereas Function B, q = 2.5,
reflects the optimum range found by Friberg & Sundberg
to be perceived as the most ‘musical’. Function C, q =
�1/2.5, mirrored the former with an inverse curvature.
The fourth function employed the quadratic inter onset in-
terval (IOI) by Repp [12].

2.3 Experimental Procedure

Participants were asked to match auditory gestures to an
analogous visual line segment, with the x-axis reflecting
time and the y-axis the parameter range under considera-
tion, namely, low to high for pitch, soft to loud for loud-
ness, and slow to fast for tempo. Using a continuous slider
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Parameter ranges
Bottom Anchor Top

Pitch gesture lower higher
Frequency (Hz) 250  ! 1,000  ! 4,000

Loudness gesture softer louder
SPL (dB) 46  ! 64  ! 82

Tempo gesture slower faster
BPM 180  ! 360  ! 720

Median duration (s) 3.51 1.80

Table 1. Parameter ranges across frequency, sound pressure level (SPL), and bursts per minute (BPM) used in the pitch,
loudness, and tempo gestures, respectively. Gestures along each parameter were investigated at two levels, e.g., a lower
and a higher pitch range, spanning bottom-to-anchor and anchor-to-top ranges, respectively. Parameter values in bold also
represent the base settings for gestures along the remaining parameters.
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Figure 2. Functions investigated for loudness gestures, in decreasing orientation. The left panel visualises the 18-dB
decrease in normalised amplitude, whereas the right panel displays the same functions in relative sound level.
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Figure 3. Functions investigated for tempo gestures, in de-
celerating orientation from normalised full to half tempo.

next to the visual trajectory, as shown in Fig. 4, partic-
ipants were asked to match their perception of auditory
gestures to analogous visual trajectories, spanning a con-
tinuum from exponential to logarithmic curvature, corre-
sponding to the numeric values [-0.7,+0.7], with 0.0 yield-
ing a straight line. 1 Slider movements above the center
(0.0) yielded varying degrees of upward, logarithmic cur-
vature, whereas slider movements below the center yielded
downward, exponential curvatures.

In a single trial, participants compared and rated a triplet
of the acoustic functions A–D, i.e., the four contexts ABC,
ABD, ACD, or BCD. Trials for pitch and loudness gestures
each comprised 4 contexts ⇥ 2 orientations ⇥ 2 durations
⇥ 2 levels. Tempo gestures consisted of all but the last IV,
as its purpose was already covered by the two durations.
In total, the experiment comprised 80 trials, in which tri-
als for pitch, loudness, and tempo gestures were tested in
separate blocks, with their order counter-balanced across
participants.

1 Max 8’s function object was used for the GUI and data acqui-
sition. The underlying functional dependency between its value range
[-0.7,0.7] and the curvature of line segments was thereupon numerically
approximated in MATLAB.
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Figure 4. Graphical user interface (GUI) for experimental trials for the comparison of three pitch gestures (e.g., ACD).
Participants could listen to each gesture in isolation and had to match the curvature of the respective auditory gesture by
using the red slider. Left, center, and right panels illustrate exponential, linear, and logarithmic curvatures, respectively.

3. RESULTS

Although the data acquisition has been completed, more
detailed data analysis is still ongoing and only overall find-
ings on the clearest global trends in the data will be pre-
sented here. The focus lies on illustrating how the four
acoustic functions A–D tested for pitch, loudness, and tempo
gestures map onto the analogous visual trajectories par-
ticipants matched their perception. Overall, the patterns
shown were obtained regardless of gesture duration, ges-
ture orientation, and also frequency or sound-level range,
where applicable.

Furthermore, the reported data for individual functions
concern averaged values across the three contexts a single
function occurred in, e.g., for function A in contexts ABC,
ABD, and ACD. Although contextual variation of ratings
did affect the magnitude of ratings, the rank order of rat-
ings among functions did not vary much. Based on this, it
is reasonable to assume the average to be representative of
each function given the global context A–D.

3.1 Pitch gestures

Pitch gestures yielded the clearest differences between the
acoustic functions A–D, as shown in Fig. 5. The analo-
gous visual trajectory for ERB rate, based on its median
ratings, matched the straight linear line closest, whereas
linear frequency scaling in Hz led to a slightly logarithmic
curvature. The suggested ‘linearity’ of ERB rate, which
corresponds to an exponential function across linear fre-
quency scaling, therefore agrees with previous psychoa-
coustic research on the logarithmic frequency scaling of
the human auditory system [10]. Moreover, ERB rate also
likens the prevalent scaling for musical intervals, e.g., a
pitch continuum P scaled along index n using P (n) =
fmin ⇤ (fmax/fmin)n, for any ratio between an upper and
lower frequency (fmax and fmin). In the experiment, only
the frequency function exhibiting twice the curvature of the
above dependency (function B) was matched to a clearly
exponential line segment. Likewise, also the logarithmic
scaling of frequency was associated to the curvature of a
logarithm function.

The perceived differences among A–D were furthermore
confirmed in a repeated-measures, four-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA), [F (1.3, 24.5) = 95, " = .043, p <
.001, ⌘2G = .524]. Notably, the perceptual distinction

was robust against all but one of the remaining IVs. Fre-
quency range only introduced little variation to gestural
shape, however, [⌘2G = .075].

3.2 Loudness gestures

Loudness gestures also yielded clear differences among the
acoustic functions, as shown in Fig. 6. Gestures varying
along linear amplitude were matched with a straight lin-
ear trajectory, whereas the raised-cosine function (S curve)
was perceived as slightly exponential. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, a linear scaling along sound level in dB was matched
to a markedly exponential trajectory. Whereas this finding
could be specific to the context of functions A–D studied, it
is notable that the same four functions are common options
for fade-ins and fade-outs in DAW software. Furthermore,
the matched visual trajectories mirror the shapes depicted
in Fig. 2’s left panel more than the right panel. In other
words, waveform displays using relative amplitude as op-
posed to sound level in dB as the y-axis scale may in fact
estimate the perceived loudness gesture better.

Again, ANOVA confirmed the perceptual differences among
A–D as a clear main effect, (F (1.1, 21.7) = 61, " = 0,
p < .001, ⌘2G = .367). Unlike for pitch, however, a
number of other IVs contributed to main or interaction ef-
fects, namely sound-level range, duration, and orientation,
all with markedly smaller effect size [⌘2G  .089].

3.3 Tempo gestures

Tempo gestures exhibited the weakest and most ambigu-
ous results. The curvature deviating most from a straight
linear segment was obtained for function C, corresponding
to q = �1/2.5. This function was considered as a log-
arithmic dependency to complement the remaining func-
tions, which had been derived from perceptual research on
ritardandi. Among the three latter, however, differences
were small. Still, the function for q = 2.5 approximated
a straight line most closely. This reflects previous findings
on a preference of q = 2 or q = 3 power functions over
the q = 1 option [11] or the squared IOI dependency [12].

The weak and ambiguous results were also reflected in a
pronounced variation across triplet contexts, which yielded
violations of order, e.g., B > D > A vs. D > B > C.
As this contextual variation did not warrant that averages
across contexts would represent reliable descriptions of the
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A: linear B: exp. C: ERB D: log.
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Figure 5. Boxplot (left) for the pitch-gesture ratings (averaged across triplet contexts) for the frequency functions A–D,
across all participants and collapsed across all remaining IVs (N = 160). Visual analogues of the line segments (right)
based on the boxplot medians that reflect what participants would have seen. Notches represent 95% confidence intervals
for the medians.
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gestural shapes among A–D, no further analysis was con-
ducted.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of global trends suggests that listeners can
reliably perceive differences between uni-directional audi-
tory gestures, at least for pitch and loudness, and associate
them to analogous visual trajectories, the shape of which
implies the perceived shape of the auditory gesture. The
conducted multifactorial ANOVA confirmed the global trends
for pitch and loudness gestures, while also identifying ef-
fects across the IVs, which did not compromise the relative
perceptual distinction of gestural shapes, however. Pitch
and loudness gestures were robust against contextual vari-
ation, whereas the weak perceptual distinction of tempo
gestures led to contextual ambiguity and rendered the ob-
served trends unreliable.

For pitch and loudness at least, visual trajectories of vary-
ing curvature can be used to describe auditory gestures, and
provided the use of perceptually informed acoustic scales,
they could also be used as effective visual aids to control
auditory gestures.
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ABSTRACT

Knocking sounds are highly meaningful everyday sounds.
There exist many ways of knocking, expressing important
information about the state of the person knocking and
their relationship with the other side of the door. In me-
dia production, knocking sounds are important storytelling
devices: they allow transitions to new scenes and create
expectations in the audience. Despite this important role,
knocking sounds have rarely been the focus of research.
In this study, we create a data set of knocking actions per-
formed with different emotional intentions. We then ver-
ify, through a listening test, whether these emotional inten-
tions are perceived through listening to sound alone. Fi-
nally, we perform an acoustic analysis of the experimental
data set to identify whether emotion-specific acoustic pat-
terns emerge. The results show that emotional intentions
are correctly perceived for some emotions. Additionally,
the emerging emotion-specific acoustic patterns confirm,
at least in part, findings from previous research in speech
and music performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Knocking sounds are extremely common in our everyday
lives. They are also an important storytelling tool in film,
games, theatre, VR, and other media. In this context they
are often used as sound transitions to new scenes or to new
twists and turns in the story. When we knock, we com-
municate with the people behind the door. We are often
“asking” whether we can enter, if we can open the door, or
if they can open the door. The way we knock says whether
we feel entitled to enter, or if we are worried about enter-
ing. There are even knocking patterns, developed within
cultures, which are commonly understood in those con-
texts. Knocking sounds therefore tell us about the person
knocking on the door, about the relationship between the
person knocking and the person behind the door, as well
as create expectations in the listener. In everyday life, and
in audiovisual media, there is a lot of contextual informa-
tion that contributes to our ability to interpret the meaning
and the emotional content of a knocking sound. This study
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aims to explore to what extent we can perceive an intended
emotion from the knocking sound alone. Furthermore, fol-
lowing an acoustic analysis of the knocking sounds utilised
in this study, we hypothesise which acoustic cues might
contribute to the perception of emotions in these sounds.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Basic Emotions

The emotions studied in this research are part of a group
called basic emotions (fear, anger, sadness, happiness, sur-
prise and disgust). Basic emotions are considered to be
fundamentally different from each other, and to be the root
of more complex or compounded emotions [1]. Anger, for
instance, could produce hot fury or cold annoyance. Ad-
ditionally, it is thought that basic emotions have evolved
from the need to deal with fundamental life tasks: “the pri-
mary function of emotion is to mobilise the organism to
deal quickly with important interpersonal encounters, pre-
pared to do so by what types of activity have been adap-
tive in the past” [2, p. 171]. Many studies that aim to un-
veil how we perceive emotions through sound (for example
through speech or music) have focused, at least initially, on
basic emotions as the clear differences in the nature of the
emotions might produce quite marked responses that can
form the basis for more nuanced studies.

2.2 Emotions and Sound

Research on speech and emotions, and music and emo-
tions, has a relatively long history [3, 4]. This research has
demonstrated that different acoustic cues correlate to the
perception of different emotions both in speech and mu-
sic. Additionally, researchers have found that there might
be a close relationship between vocal expression of emo-
tions and musical expression of emotions, which is con-
sistent with an evolutionary perspective on vocal expres-
sion of emotions [5]. Research on the perception of emo-
tions in everyday sounds is, on the other hand, very lim-
ited. Research has shown that humans can react emotion-
ally to all sounds, even to meaningless sounds [6], that
we react to acoustic stimuli emotionally similarly to how
we react to images [7], and that we use emotions to cate-
gorise sounds [8]. Knowledge about emotion perception
in everyday sounds can greatly contribute to the devel-
opment of methods for automatic assessment of evoked
emotions via, for example, transfer learning [9], some-
thing which is of great interest for sound design and au-
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ditory displays. From our everyday experiences, it is clear
that everyday sounds communicate emotions: we have all
heard a timid knock, an angry door slam, fearful footsteps,
happy fingers tapping on a table, etc. Despite the ubiq-
uity of these sounds, little research has been carried out
on how this information is encoded in the sound signal
alone. Most studies on everyday sounds have focused on
how we group sounds together or recognise the physical
causes of the sounds [10–14]. Alarms and footsteps are
among the most studied everyday sounds. Alarm sounds
are often studied in relation to their effectiveness in com-
municating urgency in high pressure environments such as
hospitals [15, 16], while footsteps are studied in relation
to how well they portray the the characteristics of a per-
son (gender, weight, gait, etc.) [17, 18] or how they con-
tribute to presence [19], for example, in VR. Giordano et
al. [20] have also suggested that both the expression and
recognition of emotion in music might, at least in part, rely
on knowledge about the sounds of expressive body move-
ments, such as walking sounds. Research in this area [21]
has shown that emotional transforms can be derived from
the study of expressive movement, which can, for exam-
ple, generate emotional animations of human figures from
Neutral ones, additionally research has shown [22] that an
observer can recognise positive and negative emotions in a
knocking movement. In regard to emotions and knocking
sounds without a visible accompanying gesture, one study
exists [23] by colleagues at our department, which unfortu-
nately is only partially published. The aim of the study was
to investigate how temporal and dynamic cues in knocking
sounds can communicate emotions, just like in expressive
musical performances. Acoustic data as well as visual and
gesture (motion capture) data were gathered. Results con-
firmed that same strategies are used in both expressive ev-
eryday body gestures and expressive music performance,
and that listeners were, to a large extent, able to perceive
emotions in the knocking sounds. We used some of the in-
formation available from this study as a starting point for
the study presented here.

3. METHOD

The present study followed the following four steps:

• Recording knocking sequences with specific emo-
tional intentions

• Designing a listening test to evaluate whether the
knocking sequences successfully conveyed the in-
tended emotion

• Analysing the acoustic features of the knocking se-
quences by emotion

• Assessing whether correlations exist between acous-
tic features and the emotional categorisation of the
knocking sequences

Emotion Scenario
Happiness Telling a flatmate you won a prize
Sadness Telling a friend someone passed away

or they are moving to another country
Anger Telling a flatmate for the fourth time to

turn down the very loud music
Fear Alerting a neighbour of a risk (e.g. fire)

Neutral Parcel delivery

Table 1. Emotions scenarios for recording

3.1 Recording Knocking Sequences with Emotional
Intentions

The recording session was carried out in a single day in
a quiet room (Multistudio, Media Technology and Inter-
action Design Division, KTH) sized 27 m2. The knock-
ing sequences were performed on an MDF door measur-
ing 203.7 cm × 72.6 cm. The recording was done using a
Røde NTG2 super cardioid shotgun microphone with 76dB
SPL signal/noise ratio along with a Zoom H4n Pro recorder
(sample rate 48 kHz; bit depth 32 bit). Three men and three
women (average age = 23.16 years; standard deviation =
1.72) from different countries (Germany, India, Italy, Ser-
bia, USA) performed the knocking sequences. Each partic-
ipant was asked to specify an area on the door where they
felt comfortable knocking, and the microphone was then
placed about 35 cm from the center of the specified area
(see Figure 1). After a test recording, participants were
asked to knock according to given scenarios, which aimed
to evoke a specific emotion (see Table 1).

Every participant recorded a total of 20 knocking actions
for each of the five scenarios for a total of 600 sequences.
All instructions were given vocally. The participants re-
ceived no payment for their contribution.

Figure 1. Recording set up
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3.2 Listening Test

In order to keep the duration of the perception test within
a reasonable length (10-15 minutes), five recordings were
randomly selected for each emotion and each performer.
This meant that, for each emotion, one of the participants
(not always the same) was not represented. These selection
criteria aimed to ensure that the diversity of performance
was maintained in the reduced data set. In total, the test
contained 25 sounds, which can be found here https:
//tinyurl.com/y8qhp5b4. We verified that this re-
duced data set was representative of the whole data set (see
Figure 2).

The test was carried out online using a survey tool called
SoGoSurvey [24]. We chose to carry out the test online
rather than in a controlled environment in order to reach
a larger number of participants, and also in order to use a
more ecologically valid environment (house, office, etc.)
where we would normally hear these kinds of sounds both
in real life or from media. Participants were sent an email
with a link to the survey which contained a short intro-
duction and instructions on how to do the test. Partic-
ipants were asked to report age and gender. They were
also encouraged to use headphones and adjust the volume
to a comfortable level. The 25 knocking sequences were
presented in a different random order to each participant.
After listening to each knocking action, participants were
asked to select one of five emotions. The emotions were
displayed as a horizontal line of radio buttons. The order
of the radio buttons was randomised for every knocking
action.

3.3 Acoustic Analysis

An acoustic analysis of the whole data set, as well as the
25 knocking actions present in the test, was carried out.
We focused mostly on temporal characteristics (action du-
ration, knocking rate, number of knocks) and relative char-
acteristics (loudness slope and regularity of the knocks).
Spectral characteristics were considered highly dependent
on the door material and therefore were not examined in
this study. The following parameters were considered:

• Action duration: Length of the knocking action. This
is defined as the time passed from the first knock on-
set to the last knock decay.

• Number of knocks per action: The number of knocks
was retrieved by counting the number of onsets de-
tected in each audio file.

• Knocking rate: The knocking rate was retrieved by
dividing the number of knocks in an action by the
total time of the action. This feature is applied only
to actions with two or more knocks.

Figure 2. Comparison between whole dataset and the re-
duced dataset. The emotion labels’ order (Anger, Fear,
Happiness, Neutral, Sadness) remain constant for all
acoustic characteristics.

• Knocking regularity: The knocking regularity mea-
sures how regular the knocks are in an action. Ac-
tions where the knocks are performed on a steady
pace will show a higher regularity. To extract this
feature, we calculated the inter-onset interval (IOI)
of each action and computed the coefficient of vari-
ation (the standard deviation divided by the mean).
Irregular actions will have higher coefficient of vari-
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ation. This feature is applied only to actions with
more than 2 knocks.

• Root-mean-square energy (RMSE) slope: This re-
trieves the energy pattern (crescendo or decrescendo)
of an action. We calculated the root- mean-square
energy of each individual knock and applied a linear
regression to each action. The slope of the fitted line
determines the energy crescendo (positive values) or
decrescendo (negative values) of the action. An ex-
ample of this feature applied to an individual action
can be seen in Figure 3. This feature is applied only
to actions with two or more knocks.

Figure 3. Example of the root-mean-square energy fea-
ture. The X axis represents knocking action duration in
seconds. The Y axis represents the RMSE of the individual
knocks. The individual knock positions in the action are
represented by the black dots. The slope of the fitted line
(in red) is negative, therefore the action has a decrescendo
energy pattern.

These features were utilised by the authors in a parallel
study on the synthesis of knocking actions [25] in order to
allow future comparison of the results.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Listening Test

One hundred participants took part in the survey, however
two participants did not complete the test and therefore
their data was eliminated. The online survey was com-
pleted by 98 participants (59 male, 39 female, 0 other). The
majority of the subjects had an age between 18-24 (num-
ber of subjects (age range): 1(< 18); 65(18−24); 24(25−
39); 6(40 − 60); 2(> 60)). The data was analysed with a
Chi-square test for independence using SPSS. Overall, the
relation between the knocking actions’ emotional inten-
tion and the subjects’ perceived emotion was significant,
χ2(96, N = 2450) = 2277.58, p < 0.001. Comparisons
between perceived emotions results were performed using
a z-test and Bonferroni adjusted p-value.

Intended Emotion Perceived Emotion/s (Percentage)
Anger Anger (47.1%)
Fear Anger (49%); Fear (23.3%)

Happiness Happiness (35.1%)
Neutral Neutral (49%); Sadness (22.9%)
Sadness Sadness (40%)

Table 2. Statistically significant perceived emotion results.
If two emotions are stated for one intended emotion, it
means that there is no statistically significant difference be-
tween the two perceived emotions

Focusing on the specific knocking actions: two Anger,
one Happiness, two Sadness, and two Neutral actions were
perceived correctly more than 50% of the time. On the
other hand, three Fear actions were perceived as Anger
more than 50% of the time. One Sadness action was per-
ceived as Neutral more than 50% of the time.

4.2 Acoustic Analysis

In this section we present the acoustic analysis of the lis-
tening test sounds. When appropriate, similarities or dif-
ferences between the findings in this study and findings for
cross-modal patterns of acoustic cues in vocal expression
and music performance for discrete emotions by Juslin and
Laukka summarised in Table 11, p. 802 [5] will be high-
lighted.

4.2.1 Duration of Knocking Action

• On average, Fear sounds are longer than knocking
actions with other emotions (minimum difference 0.31
sec).

• On average, Happiness and Neutral actions are shorter.

Figure 4. Duration of knocking action

4.2.2 Number of Knocks per Action

• On average, Fear presents the highest number of knocks
per action (6.8).

• Anger and Happiness have the same average (5.6).

• Sadness and Neutral have similarly lower averages
(3.6 and 3.2).
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Figure 5. Number of knocks

4.2.3 Knocking rate

• Happiness knocking actions have the highest aver-
age knocking rate above 5 knocks per second (5.1
knocks per second).

• Anger and Fear present a similar average knocking
rate above 4 knocks per sec.

• Sadness and Neutral present a lower average knock-
ing rate (below 4 knocks per sec).

• The average knocking rate for Sadness has the high-
est variability (SD=1.34).

This result is consistent with results by [5] where
fast rate/tempo were found to be acoustic cues for Happi-
ness, Anger and Fear, and low rate/tempo for Sadness.

Figure 6. Knocking rate

4.2.4 Knocking Regularity

• On average, Sadness actions are the least regular of
all knocking actions.

• Other actions are similarly regular.

The result for Happiness matches results in [5]. However,
results for Anger, Fear and Sadness are not consistent with
[5] as Juslin and Laukka find that Anger and Fear sounds
are characterised by irregularity, while Sadness sounds are
more regular.

Figure 7. Knocking regularity

4.2.5 RMS Energy Regression Slope per Action

• On average, Happiness and Sadness actions decrease
in energy.

• On average, Fear and Anger actions increase in en-
ergy.

• Anger, Happiness and Fear have a higher variability
than Sadness (SD for Anger, Happiness and Fear 2.5
to 5 times higher than the SD for Sadness).

This result relates to the results for sound loudness vari-
ability reported in [5], which is high or medium for Anger,
Fear and Happiness, and Low for Sadness.

Figure 8. RMS energy regression slope

5. DISCUSSION

The main aim of this study was to verify whether, in knock-
ing actions, intended basic emotions could be perceived
through sound alone. The results show that this is possible
for Anger, which is the most easily recognisable, and, to
a lesser extent, Happiness and Sadness. Results also show
that, in this study, Fear tends to be confused with Anger,
and Neutral can be confused with Sadness. In regard to
the confusion between Fear and Anger, we suggest that
this could be due to the scenario we gave to the perform-
ers (i.e. communicate a high risk situation), which might
have pushed the performance towards a particular type of
Fear such as panicked Fear, which perhaps shares charac-
teristics with Anger, rather than, for example, trepidation
which could be expressed differently. We note also that the
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Neutral state was the most chosen emotion throughout the
test (29.8%). We suggest that this might have been used by
the listeners as the go to option when the listener was not
confident about the choice. The fact, however, that results
for most emotions are statistically significant means that
listeners were able to make a decision in most cases. From
the acoustic analysis, we note that Anger and Fear are char-
acterised by a similar combination of acoustic cues: long
knocking actions, a high number of knocks and rate of
knocks, regular patterns and crescendo slopes. Happiness
is characterised by a high knocking rate, medium duration
and number of knocks, regular pattern and decrescendo
slope. Sadness presents a medium duration, low number
of knocks, low rate, an irregular pattern and decrescendo
slope. The Neutral state is characterised by a short dura-
tion, low number of knocks and rate, regular pattern and
crescendo energy. Furthermore, we looked at similarities
between the results of this acoustic analysis and other re-
lated studies. There is consistency between the results for
Rate, Regularity (for Happiness) and RMSE in this study
and results reported in [5] on acoustic cues of emotions in
music and vocal expression. This study’s results seem also
consistent with [23] where “Strong similarities between the
use of acoustical features in knocking and music perfor-
mance were found”. We suggest that our findings could
further support the hypothesis advanced in [20] that the
musical expression of emotions might have a motor ori-
gin.

6. FUTURE WORK

Further work is planned to expand the perceptual test to
the whole data set; run a larger acoustic analysis study that
uses a higher number of samples per emotion class so that
patterns of acoustic cues can be identified more precisely;
vary performance scenarios and verify to what extent these
influence results; compare the emotional variety of knock-
ing action performances of non-performers to that of pro-
fessional Foley artists; and to verify how other contextual
information such as visual cues or ambient sound, con-
tribute to the perception of intended emotions in a knock-
ing action.
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ABSTRACT

From experience of teaching students with deafness or hear-
ing impairments, we know that they both like music-related
activities and want to listen to music by themselves. The
individual preferences for listening among our students are
however not directly related to their hearing acuity as mea-
sured by audiograms, nor can their enthusiasm for music-
related activities be explained from hearing acuity alone.
In order to support listening, to help improving hearing
abilities, and to better their understanding and enjoyment
of music, we have tested a previously developed music
game for a set time period of four weeks as a training fa-
cility. To evaluate the training, a hearing capability assess-
ment test was employed. In this paper, we describe our
preliminary training trial and the current problems of mu-
sic training for deaf and hard of hearing people.

1. INTRODUCTION

Contrary to some common depictions and myths about per-
sons with deafness or hearing impairments, there are many
individuals who enjoy music listening and activities [1].
We have for decades been teaching deaf and hard of hear-
ing (DHH) engineering students at a university whose mis-
sion is through education, research, and social contribution

to work for the realization of a society in which
people with disabilities can overcome their dis-
abilities and become active participants in it. 1

From observations, we confirm that the students are en-
gaged with and are participating in music-related activities
– dancing, karaoke, and music-based computer and arcade
games are among their favorites. Some of the students re-
port that they appreciate music multimodally from vibra-
tion and sounds, while others express wishes for better mu-
sic experiences entirely through listening. In order for our
students to enjoy activities that involve music listening, it
is necessary to either improve hearing acuity (measured by
audiogram), or to improve the hearing abilities that facili-
tate music understanding and appreciation.

1 https://www.tsukuba-tech.ac.jp/english/
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All the undergraduate students at the department of in-
dustrial technology of Tsukuba University of Technology
have hearing impairments. They are diagnosed to have at
least a hearing loss over 60 decibels, at which level it is
difficult to maintain a normal conversation. Even losses
greater than 100 decibels are common, which corresponds
to the noise level of riding a motorcycle. Hearing impair-
ments, especially sensorineural hearing loss, involve not
only deteriorated hearing thresholds but also sound distor-
tions. Many of the students put on and use either hearing
aids or cochlear implants (CI).

The performances of hearing aids have mainly been im-
proved in terms of speech recognition – for instance, can-
celing noise in order to clarify speech – while non-speech
sounds (music and environmental sounds) are still not ex-
amined thoroughly. Interdisciplinary research from med-
ical doctors, speech-language-hearing therapists, audiolo-
gists, and the sound and music computing community ar-
gue for the importance of music listening for the increasing
population of CI users, not least based on solid evidence
for the effect with regards to brain plasticity [2]. With our
observation of DHH students and from our past research
on their music understanding (e.g., [3, 4]), we support this
advocated focus on music listening.

Although hearing acuity for some can be improved by
cochlear implants (CI), the subjective apprehension in mu-
sic listening by CI users is still debated [5]. Also, while
hearing aids can amplify and filter sounds to accommodate
hearing loss, it is well known that the hearing will not nec-
essarily be justly restored. Instead of approaching hearing
acuity, we aim to study hearing abilities and music appre-
ciation. Besides our experiences of DHH students who like
dancing or going to karaoke, we found that active listening
to music as a training facility can possibly improve their
hearing abilities: a student who is profoundly deaf but lis-
tens to music frequently could perform our original music
game the “Music Puzzle” (MP) [6] similarly well as stu-
dents with much musical experience [7]. Thus, we have
continued to evaluate MP as a training facility for hearing
ability and can present new findings.

1.1 Auditory Training

Speech therapists and music therapists are specialists in
terms of increasing quality of life for those who are having
difficulties in language understanding or daily life. Speech
therapists help persons with a diagnosed hearing impair-
ment, including intervention to support language acqui-
sition. Music therapists employ methods involving mu-
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sic, and typically the clients have no hearing impairment.
However, there are cases where music therapy have been
conducted with DHH persons, for instance with person-to-
person activities [8–10], or in school settings [11, 12].

1.2 Computer-Based Auditory Training

Although auditory training with professionals have its own
benefit of interactivity and easiness of adaptive training, it
requires human resources; besides, the time as well as the
place of therapy have restrictions. Thus, computer-based
auditory training (CBAT) is emerging with the expecta-
tion of lower cost and more convenience. CBAT programs
are also developed for DHH persons: Henshaw and Fergu-
son reviewed sixteen training programs from thirteen arti-
cles [13], and found that although CBAT can be both easily
accessible and cost-efficient, the result in terms of efficacy
reported from the interventions was neither consistent nor
robust. This was also found for intervention with children
in a review of five systems; one training system described
in a research paper and four systems provided by manu-
facturers of hearing aids [14]. The number of systems is
low because most of the proposed CBAT do not meet the
criteria for review. Not surprisingly, the purpose of all the
CBAT above is to improve recognition of verbal informa-
tion, such as listening and communication enhancement.

1.3 Computer-Based Music Training

Music training can be analytic or synthetic. Analytic train-
ing (bottom-up training) focuses on a single music element
such as melody contour. In synthetic training (top-down
training), music is presented as is. Most of the computer-
based music training (CBMT) designs are analytic – for in-
stance, to listen to short melodies and being queried whether
they were the same or not. By listening repeatedly to the
same melodies, DHH may eventually be able to discrimi-
nate between melody contours. In contrast, music training
with human intervention, like music therapy, gives syn-
thetic training. Fuller et al. [15] compared two types of mu-
sic training approaches; one CBMT with analytic training
for music contour and instrument identification, and the
other synthetic training derived from music therapy. The
results showed that the CBMT (analytic training) improved
music contour discrimination, and also a small improve-
ment in vocal emotion identification from music therapy
(synthetic training).

Although not intended for DHH persons, Bégel et al. [16]
proposed the Rhythm Workers, a fun game for re-training
rhythmic skills. The target users are persons with neuro-
logical or neurodevelopmental disorders such as Parkin-
son’s disease or dyslexia.

Besides the cost efficiency and convenience, another ad-
vantage of CBMT is to keep users’ incentives and moti-
vation – just like the music games that DHH persons are
willing to play regardless of any disability. In spite of all
this, and as far as we can judge from published material,
there have been no CBMT for DHH that are designed to be
fun to use. Is a strong mind required to bear going through
monotonous training in order to improve music apprecia-
tion? There is a shortage of such music games that can be

used for training and improving hearing abilities with the
goal to increase enjoyment of non-speech sounds (music
and environmental sounds). Thus, we present an attempt
at providing DHH persons with an enjoyable CBMT for
acquiring music and environmental sounds through active
listening.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 The Music Puzzle (MP)

We have conducted preliminary experiments of computer-
based music training in which we used our original music
game named “Music Puzzle” (MP) [6]. In our past study to
investigate how DHH persons play MP, we prepared sets
that included three types of sound data: speech, non-vocal
music, and the mix of those two. The sound data are audio
recordings typically a few seconds long.

In the gameplay, the sound is broken into a number of
fragments, or “sound objects”, of equal duration so that
each sound object contains one part of the original sound
data. There is no consistency check for the cuts, but initial
or trailing spikes are removed. In the fragmentation pro-
cess, each sound object can be randomly modified in pitch
using a time-preserving transposition, and in timbre using
either a low-pass or a high-pass filter. The modifications
follow predetermined steps (explained below).

The graphically represented sound objects are placed ran-
domly around in the display, and without having distin-
guishing visual features that allow recognition from ap-
pearance. Also, the objects’ horizontal and vertical place-
ment have no relation to the sound; the use of vertical
placement was added to avoid a monotonous appearance
and to allow the user to organize the objects during the
gameplay.

Figures 1 (a) and (c) show the MP interface, and in (b)
and (d) waveform and spectrogram representations of the
sound objects. The player listens to the original record-
ing, breaks it into sound objects (determined by a shak-
ing gesture which use the tablet’s inertia sensor data, then
proceeds to listen to the sounds and adjust the manipu-
lated pitches and timbres using a drop-down menu with
randomly listed options. By clicking the ”Play solution”
button shown in Fig. 1c), the player can listen to the origi-
nal sound. The goal of a game is to place the sound objects
in correct order, and, in harder game modes, to adjust pitch
and timbre to further recreate a sound recording. Thus,
players must memorize the original recording, listen atten-
tively, and continuously compare with individual and con-
nected sounds. The game is challenging even for players
without hearing impairments.

2.2 Music Training with MP

2.2.1 Purpose

Our purpose of this experiment is to investigate whether
active listening required for playing the game (MP) im-
proves the hearing ability of DHH.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. The Music Puzzle gameplay interface as seen on a tablet (left) and the waveforms and spectrograms of the sound
objects (right). (a) Initiate a session, listen to the target music piece, and shake the tablet. (b) Waveform and spectrogram
of the target music piece. (c) The “broken” sound, graphically represented by randomly placed circles. (d) Waveforms and
spectrogram of the audio fragments (sound objects).

2.2.2 The new design

In the training, we redesigned the sound data from previous
experiments. Furthermore, we changed the difficulty pro-
gression in the game from volitional to forced, according
to the order shown in Table 1. We prepared four collec-
tions of increasing difficulty to play for four weeks, with
one collection per week. Each collection contained four
sets of recordings, and each set contained three types of
sound materials of speech, music, and the mix of speech
and music. In other words, during the training period the
player could solve challenges from four collections of four
sets, each containing three recordings, which gives a total
of 48 puzzles to solve. It was allowed to repeat puzzles.

Difficulty levels were designed and defined using a com-
bination of the number of created sound objects, charac-
teristics and duration of the recording, cut-off frequencies
of low- or high-pass filters, and the size of pitch shifts.
The game is easier with fewer sound objects, wider filters,
and bigger pitch differences. How challenging one finds
the recorded sound in a specific puzzle is personally con-
ditioned, but in practice it is easy to control this difficulty.
Possible pitch changes in five steps and high/low-pass cut-
off frequencies are listed in Table 1. For pitch changes,
a higher difficulty is achieved using smaller transpositions.
For timbre changes, lowering the low-pass cut-off and rais-
ing the high-pass cut-off will increase difficulty.

We chose four readings in Japanese from the copyright-
expired collection of Japanese novels Aozora-Roudoku, a

database similar to LibriVox. 2 Music recordings were cho-
sen from the copyright-cleared RWC Music Database [17].
The third condition, a combination of speech and music,
was achieved by simply mixing the recordings of reading
and music. The recordings had durations of either eight or
ten seconds, see Table 1.

From our experience, hearing habits of DHH persons are
different from that of persons without hearing losses: The
music that DHH usually prefer includes lyrics, and on a
daily basis most listening is to speech. To “listen to music”
is not their typical or top music-related activity, contrary
to hearing persons [18]. To meet this concern and to give
motivation for continued play, we used the three mentioned
types of materials to involve more than instrumental music.

2.2.3 The listening assessment procedure

Since the music training with MP is not bottom-up but syn-
thesized top-down, we do not express any intention of im-
proving recognition of a specific music element such as
melody with this training. The testing procedure for as-
sessment of listening abilities that we prepared consisted
of the following six items:

Dictation Both female and male voices with durations of
5.00s and 5.49s, respectively.

Beat recognition We used the BEAT test [19] to assess
beat recognition. Altogether 55 beat patterns, of which
35 are from Povel and Essen [20], were proposed

2 See aozoraroudoku.jp and librivox.org
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Collec- Set Frag- Dura- Transposition (in cents) Filtering (in Hz)
tion # ments tion (s) -2 -1 0 1 2 Low-pass High-pass

1

1

3–5 8

— 0 — —
2 — 0 — —
3 -1020 -444 0 444 1020 —
4 — 0 — 3000 400

2

1

4–7 10

— 0 — —
2 — 0 — 3000 400
3 -1020 -444 0 444 1020 —
4 -1020 -444 0 444 1020 3000 400

3

1

5–8 8

-750 -390 0 390 750 —
2 — 0 — 1800 700
3 -750 -390 0 390 750 1800 700
4 -750 -390 0 390 750 1800 700

4

1

6–9 10

-750 -390 0 390 750 1800 700
2 -500 -300 0 300 500 1000 1000
3 -500 -300 0 300 500 1000 1000
4 -500 -300 0 300 500 1000 1000

Table 1. Overview of the difficulty control in the experiment for four collections, each with four sets of three sound
recordings. The number of sound objects created from the target recording was randomized for each game. Pitch was
altered in five steps (value in cents), and timbre was changed through low-pass and high-pass filters (cut-off values in Hz).

to participants adaptively. Participants played with
BEAT for 15 minutes at the longest.

Melody discrimination We used a part of an aptitude test
by Gordon [21]. Participants answered by listening
to fourteen sets of two melodies played by the piano:
ten sets consist of two three-tone melodies, and four
sets have more tones.

Environmental sound identification We proposed ten en-
vironmental sounds to identify in an open style de-
scribed by Yuno et al. [22].

Preference to harmony We used a harmony test proce-
dure from a previous experiment [3].

An easy game of MP We prepared an easy collection of
speech, music, and the mix of them.

The time to complete the whole test was about thirty min-
utes.

2.2.4 Participants

Two participants were recruited for the experiment. P1 is
hard of hearing (male, 22y, 90dB hearing acuity), while
P2 is profoundly deaf (female, 23y, 115dB hearing acu-
ity). They agreed to participate and the experiment was ap-
proved by the ethics committee of Tsukuba University of
Technology. Besides music classes in elementary school
and junior high school, both played the piano personally
when they were elementary school students. P1 likes mu-
sic very much and listens to music three hours a day. P2
likes music and listens to it for one hour per day. They both
mostly listen to music with lyrics.

We planned the experiment with two reliable students be-
cause this experiment is conducted in an everyday life con-
dition and not in a laboratory. The participants were in-
structed to play MP for a certain time per day (see below),
but could play wherever and whenever it was convenient
for them, just like they would play computer games outside
the experimental scope. We argue that with this type of in-
tervention and training it is appropriate to conduct the ex-
periment in a delimited setting in order to get credible data
and interpret the results from a known context; in the con-
tinuation, the design will be up-scaled to involve a larger
number of participants.

2.2.5 Procedure

We asked the participants to use MP for at least thirty min-
utes a day, five days a week, with a scheduled minimum
of ten hours playtime. 3 Each week they were given a new
collection (1–4) with increasing difficulty. They were free
to choose puzzles from any of the three material types in
each set.

Participants finished the six-item assessment four times
to reveal any effects of the training (Figure 2). One assess-
ment was done before starting the training (pre-test), one
after two weeks (finished Collections 1–2, Interim test),
one after further two weeks (finished Collections 3–4, post-
test 1), and one final two weeks after the training (post-test
2). The order of the six items in the assessment test was not
decided – participants chose the order according to their
moods and to avoid antipathy toward the test. In the in-
structions, the listed order of the test items was however
the same for the four assessment instances. After the four-

3 0.5 hrs/day * 5 days/week * 4 weeks. Thirty minutes included game
time and rest.
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week training, participants filled in questionnaires. Before
starting the training, participants were introduced to MP
with material from past experiments and tried puzzles for
acquainting with the game.

Figure 2. Procedure of the music training. During each
training week, a participant used MP for at least 30 minutes
a day, five days a week. Four instances of an assessments
of hearing ability were scheduled: pre-test, interim test,
and two post-tests.

3. RESULTS

3.1 MP training

Table 2 shows the number of games, average time to spend
for each game (sec.), and the success rate (%) of each Col-
lection (week) for the two participants. Both from time to
spend for a game and the success rate, Collection 1 seems
the easiest for the two participants.

Collec- Games Time/game (s) Success rate (%)
tion P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2

1 55 43 112 195 96 79
2 30 23 155 384 97 61
3 23 36 163 227 83 19
4 13 42 208 195 85 19

Table 2. Results from playing MP for two participants dur-
ing the four weeks in number of games played, average
time per game in seconds, and success rate in solving the
puzzle.

Figures 3 and 4 show the average time spent for each
game and the success rate for each material type (speech,
music, and the mix of speech and music) respectively. Judg-
ing from the time spent per game and the success rate, mu-
sic was the most difficult condition for P1. Both music
and the mix had a low success rate for P2 in Collections 3
and 4, and these collections also had a higher difficulty.

Figure 3. Average time (in seconds) per game spent for
each mode (material types speech, music, mix) and partic-
ipant (P1-2).

Figure 4. Success rate of solved games for each mode (ma-
terial types speech, music, mix) and participant (P1-2).

3.2 Assessment

From the six test items (dictation, beat recognition, melody
discrimination, environmental sounds identification, pref-
erence to harmony, a game of MP) that were included in
the assessment which took place at four instances during
the experiment, it was hard to tell the effect of the training:

Dictation Figure 5 shows the rate of correct syllables iden-
tified by P1 for the male and the female voice. P2 did
not catch any words in the two readings.

Beat recognition P1 showed the better beat recognition
with BEAT as the training proceeded.

Melody discrimination Figure 6 shows the success rate
for melody discrimination.

Environmental sounds identification Figure 7 shows the
identification rate for ten environmental sounds.

Preference to harmony This assessment does not have the
correct answer but just to see the tendency of har-
mony preference. There were no specific differences
in harmony preference before and after the training,
nor specific preferences to performance which the
melody and the accompaniment are played in the
same key (the original performance).

A game of MP Since the game was designed to be easy,
there were no specific differences in terms of playing
time and success rate before and after the training.
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Figure 5. P1’s correct rating of syllables in sentences (dic-
tation). The upper line is sentences read by a male voice,
the lower read by a female voice. (P2 did not catch any
words in the two readings.)

Figure 6. The success rate of melody discrimination for
both participants. The bold lines show the success rate of
correct answers, the dashed lines are their rated confidence,
and the dotted lines show correct answer with a rated high
confidence.

3.3 Subjective evaluation

Answers to inquiries related to MP and the assessment are
shown in Table 3. Participants were also asked to rate
along a five-graded scale (very easy, easy, so-so, difficult,
very difficult). They felt music was the most difficult among
the three material types. Pitch correction was difficult for
both participants, while P1 stated that timbre correction
was easy. In addition, they mentioned that:

The concentration in playing MP is reducing
in the final week. The increased number of
sound objects made me feel that MP was dif-
ficult. [P1, translated from Japanese]

and

I feel that I can get characteristics of sounds
better and have acuter hearing. It was difficult
to get sound cues in shorter length of sounds.
Beat recognition was difficult. I could not rec-
ognize the difficulty level of melodic contour
discrimination. [P2, translated from Japanese]

4. DISCUSSION

We could not determine any effect in relation to the con-
ducted assessment from four weeks of music training with

Figure 7. The success rate of correct identification for en-
vironmental sounds for both participants.

MP. Besides the difference in the level of hearing loss be-
tween the two participants, the differences of the frequency
and voluntary listening to music between them may be the
cause of the success rates during the training and the re-
sults of the assessment. Even considering the improvement
of P1’s dictation in the final test, it is hard to tell if it de-
pends on the sentence memory for dictation or as a result
of repetition. Among many possible reasons for these re-
sults, we will discuss (1) the assessment of the training, (2)
the period and time of the training, and (3) the difficulty
level of the training.

4.1 Assessment

There are a few assessment battery tests proposed to eval-
uate the capabilities of music perception for DHH persons.
Roy et al. [23] measure music perception along the musical
elements of rhythm, pitch, melody, harmony, and timbre
by asking participants to judge whether sounds presented
in pairs within one element are the same or not. It targets
children with cochlear implants. Appreciation of Music
in Cochlear Implantees (AMICI) [24] is a clinical test for
music perception which assesses discrimination between
music and environmental noise, musical instrument iden-
tification, musical style identification, and musical piece
identification. AMICI was shown to be reliable as a clini-
cal music perception test for cochlear implant users.

Our battery test consists of six kinds of tests ranging from
speech, environmental sounds, to music as described in
2.2.3, with a holistic approach to sound recognition. Since
the MP was used as a synthetic training method with three
kinds of sound material – speech, music, and their combi-
nation – we employed a wide variety of test types. As a
result, it is difficult to judge the effectiveness of such syn-
thetic computer-based music training.

4.2 Period and Time

Music training for CI users in the study by Fuller et al. [15]
amounted to twelve hours over six weeks (two hours per
week). As mentioned in Section 1.2, they conducted two
types of training: analytic computer-based and synthetic
music therapy. Their battery test consisted of speech in-
telligibility in quiet and noise, vocal emotion identifica-
tion, music contour identification (MCI), and quality of
life. Analytic computer-based training caused an improve-
ment in MCI. In their report, another music training of one
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Playing MP
Question P1 P2

Did you find MP to be difficult? so-so difficult
Which sound type did you prefer? speech speech
Which sound type was most difficult? music music
Was it difficult to order sound objects? so-so difficult
Was it difficult to find correct pitch? difficult very difficult
— Which sound type was most difficult? music music
Was it difficult to find correct timbre? easy very difficult
— Which sound type was most difficult? music music

Assessment
Question P1 P2

Which test was most difficult? beat recognition dictation
Which test was easiest? MP harmony preference
Did difficulty increase during training? so-so yes

Table 3. Subjective evaluation of training with MP for each participant from responses to questions about both the MP and
the assessment.

hour per week for six months (altogether almost twenty-
four hours) was introduced. Although this training im-
proved speech perception, the authors were skeptical about
the training effects.

Our training time and duration amounted to a total of ten
hours over four weeks (thirty minutes per day, five days per
week). One conclusion is that a period of one month was
too short to attain results from training. Despite this, we
will not claim that simply having a longer training period
necessarily will improve the results; the combination of
the training time, regularity, and the battery test is also an
important consideration to assess hearing abilities.

4.3 Difficulty level

Collections 3–4 seem to cause the two participants to strug-
gle to play compared with Collections 1–2, as expected.
As shown in Table 1, we prepared the third and the fourth
collection with almost similar difficulty levels, but with
smaller transpositions and more open filters. The fourth
collection was also expected to be a bit more difficult in
terms of having a higher number of sound objects for the
participants to arrange. To address this assumption, we
asked three hearing persons (2M/1F, ages 19–24) to par-
ticipate in an experiment to validate the difficulty levels of
the MP used in training. The results revealed that for them
the third collection was somewhat more difficult. 4

We believe that even when the difficulty level is not per-
sistently increasing, the order of the puzzles have little prac-
tical consequence in contrast to the overall positive impact
of participating in training. Nonetheless, the aim was to
have an increasing difficulty, and this shortfall may have
affected the results. In effect, we maintain that the ma-
terial used for MP and training in general is a matter of
importance.

4 One can argue that, for instance, a transposition of 500 cents can be
easier than one of 750 cents because of the resulting interval. This was
not tested on DHH before the test.

4.4 Future work

We aim to provide a fun music environment for improv-
ing DHH persons’ hearing abilities, and using the Music
Puzzle is one conceivable starting point. We are currently
testing other game designs as well. With regards to the
three points discussed above, it is MP’s responsibility to
maintain the interest of the players to assure that sufficient
time and effort is being invested into the training. This
needs to be done with a reasonable difficulty progression,
appropriate sound material, and an attractive gaming expe-
rience. Any training program needs to acknowledge that
different hearing impairments implicate different hearing
capabilities and preferences. Thus, providing participants
to choose their sound material is arguably an advantageous
way increase training effects from using the Music Puzzle.
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ABSTRACT

Despite the fact that sounds produced by robots can affect
the interaction with humans, sound design is often an over-
looked aspect in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). This pa-
per explores how different sets of sounds designed for ex-
pressive robot gestures of a humanoid Pepper robot can
influence the perception of emotional intentions. In the pi-
lot study presented in this paper, it has been asked to rate
different stimuli in terms of perceived affective states. The
stimuli were audio, audio-video and video only and con-
tained either Pepper’s original servomotors noises, saw-
tooth, or more complex designed sounds. The prelimi-
nary results show a preference for the use of more com-
plex sounds, thus confirming the necessity of further ex-
ploration in sonic HRI.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present work conducted within the scope
of the SONAO project, introduced in [1]. SONAO aims to
improve the comprehensibility of robot non-verbal com-
munication (NVC) through an increased clarity of robot
expressive gestures and non-verbal sounds. The purpose
of the SONAO project is to incorporate movement sonifi-
cation in Human Robot Interaction (HRI), i.e. to use move-
ment sonification to produce expressive sounds.

Sounds produced by robots can affect the interaction with
humans. Nevertheless, sonic HRI is a vastly underexplored
direction. The use of sound has been found in previous
studies related to the communicaiton of emotional expres-
sion of robots. Two common strategies have been the use
of recorded acoustic expressions (such as the sound of cry-
ing to express sadness) [2] and the use of tone patterns to
convey target emotions, such as in the work by Löffler and
colleagues [3], in which they utilized “sine waveform gen-
erated by the built-in generator chirp or tone”. In another
work Song and Yamada [4] opted for beep sounds with
varying contour slope as presented in [5]. In regard to these
studies, it has been noted that “social interaction between
social robots and humans takes place through multimodal
interaction”, and that there is a need to further study the
use of robot sound within multimodal interaction [6, p.80].

Copyright: c© 2020 Adrian B. Latupeirissa et al. This

is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-
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Figure 1: The humanoid robot Pepper

Due to the nature of multimodal interaction, it has been
suggested that poorly designed interaction — such as giv-
ing a mismatched sound to the appearance or movement of
a robot — might introduce undesirable effects in HRI [7].

In the current paper we present the preliminary results
of our pilot study focusing on the perception of different
sounds set (one more simple, the other more complex) as-
sociated with expressive movements of the humanoid robot
Pepper, shown in Figure 1. Our expectation is to find a
preference towards the use of more refined sounds thus
showing the potentiality of better and richer sound design
in sonic HRI.

2. METHOD

We carried out an online perceptual rating experiment de-
scribed below.

2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited among students and colleagues
at KTH Royal Institute of Technology and on social net-
works. A total of 17 participants (6 F, 11 M), age be-
tween 23 to 43 years old (average age 30.65) completed
the experiment described below. Concerning the partici-
pants’ musical background, two participants stated to have
no experience, two to have little experience, four some ex-
perience, three defined themselves semi professional and
most of them (six) as expert.
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2.2 Material: Video recordings and sound sets

To investigate the perceptual effect of different set of sounds
associated with expressive robot movements, we decided
to propose the stimuli containing sound (i.e. stimuli and
audio-video stimuli) in three different versions: with no
additional sounds a part from the original ones produced
by the robot itself; with a first set of simple sounds based
on sawtooth; with a second set of more complex sounds
based on feedback chains.

The sawtooth and the feedback synthesized sounds were
overlapped to the original ones. This choice was because
on the present state of things there is no possibility to avoid
Pepper to produce its own mechanical noises, so having
a stimuli without those original sounds would have been
unrealistic.

From now on, we will refer to the original sounds as S1;
to S1 overlapped to the sawtooth as S2; to S1 overlapped
to the feedback synthesized sounds as S3.

The sawtooth and the feedback synthesized sounds were
both realized using the SuperCollider programming envi-
ronment 1 .

All the materials (video and sounds, including their spec-
trograms) are available online 2 .

2.2.1 Robot movement

Movements of the robot are adapted from the emotional
postures defined in [8]. In that study, postures for the hu-
manoid robot NAO have been generated and studied for
anger, sadness, and happiness. The five best postures for
each emotions identified in that study were incorporated
into our Pepper robot. Thanks to the strong similarities
of mechanics of the joints between NAO and Pepper, the
adaptation faced little problem. The fourth posture that we
choose is relaxed, and adapted from Pepper’s basic stand-
ing posture provided by the robot producer.

The postures are then animated and adjusted following
the description of behavior patterns for the associated emo-
tions as defined in [9], such as “forward body movement”
for anger and “symmetrical up-down repetitive arm ac-
tion” for elated joy. An adjustment was made to the de-
scription of sadness (“both arms at rest and in the pock-
ets”) with Pepper lowering the arms further down instead.

2.2.2 Original robot sounds

The Pepper robot is quite noisy when it is moving and/or
performing expressive gestures, due to its size and its 20
servomotors 3 . As already shown in [1], “the mechani-
cal sounds inherent to the robot NAO’s movement appear
not to be clearly linked to the emotional scales used in the
current study (sad, joyful, frustrated and relaxed)”. More-
over, “the sound of a relaxed movement did not necessar-
ily sound very relaxed”. To investigate how our Pepper
robot’s mechanical sounds were affecting the perception of
the emotions, we decided to have one of the stimuli with
these sounds only.

1 https://supercollider.github.io/
2 https://kth.box.com/v/robotmovementsounds
3 http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-4/family/pepper_

technical/motors_pep.html

2.2.3 Sawtooth sounds

The first sound synthesis method was very simple and based
on filtered sawtooth. The synth was the same that had
been already used to depict the category of pitched sound
in [10].

The synth had the possibility to be shaped with a para-
metric envelope and to be granularized using the GrainIn
unit generator. The output was then sent into a reverbera-
tion module.

Prior studies have already proven the efficiency of these
basics sounds in sonic HRI, as the BEST (Bremen Emo-
tional Sound Toolkit) database shows [11].

To create appropriate sounds for the robot’s gestures, tem-
poral marks were inserted into the video in correspondence
of the arms’ movement. The timestamps were then used
to create a score on SuperCollider’s client side using the
Task, that is a pauseable process. An array was initial-
ized with the timestamps and it was used to schedule all
the sound events, specifying the parameter variations in
the Synth in terms of pitch, envelope and filtering. The
choice of the parameters was informed by the characteris-
tic values of musical variables used in the communication
of emotions in music performance as reported in previous
research [12]. For the generation of sounds communicating
excitement we used a higher overall amplitude compared
to the other emotions, and their pitch range was wider and
centered on medium-high pitches (from 65 to 89 MIDI
notes, two octaves span). On the other hand, the sounds for
communicating anger and the sadness had narrower ranges
centered on medium-low pitches (respectively from 50 to
64 MIDI notes, and from 48 to 54 MIDI notes). The re-
laxed sounds had even a smaller range, oscillating between
66 and 68 MIDI notes. The cutoff frequency was chosen in
order to go from a muffled quality for the relaxed sounds
on one end to a brighter one for the angry sound on the
opposite end. The duration of the envelope’s attack went
from 0.01s for the excited sound, to 0.05s for the angry
sound, to 0.1s for the relaxed and sad ones.

The results were recorded and finally superimposed on
the videos. The SC patch is summarized in the code pre-
sented in Listing 1. The spectrogram of one of the saw-
tooth sounds thus synthesised, namely the relaxed one, is
shown in Figure 2a.

The SuperCollider patch is available online 4 .

Listing 1: SuperCollider patch structure.

//Definition of Synths
SynthDef(\pitch, {...}).send(s);
SynthDef(\rev, {...}).send(s);
//
(
//Score
˜timestamp = [...];
t = Task({

s.record(path +/+ "result.aiff");
r = Synth(\rev);
... //Sound events//...

}).start;
)

4 https://kth.box.com/v/robotmovementsounds
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Spectrograms of the synthesised relaxed sounds, one synthesised with sawtooths (a) and the other one with
feedback chains (b). On the x-axis there is time (s) and on the y-axis frequency (Hz).

2.2.4 Synthesized sounds with feedback chains

The second sound synthesis was more complex and re-
fined, and based on feedback chains. This synthesis was
chosen because it had been previously developed with clear
esthetical aims and not in order to fulfill a specific func-
tionality, thus meaning its intrinsic sound quality and tim-
brical search were in foreground.

The feedback chain feedback synth is excited by an
impulse of a non-band-limited pulse oscillator. The im-
pulse is written on an internal bus LocalOut and it is
filtered by a bandpass filter BPF which cutoff frequency
can dynamically move between two extremes. Therefore,
spectral processes are applied to the signal: shifting of the
phases and randomization of bins’ order. The window size
chosen for the FFT analysis affects the rhythmicity of the
result. Then the output returns to itself multiplied by a
feedback factor fb. An envelope follower on the resulting
sound is used as a negative feedback control signal in order
to prevent the saturation.

To create the sounds, the same score developed for the
previous case was used (subsection 2.2.3), adjusting the
parameters according to the needs of the feedback synth.
For the sad sound, a 50% randomization of the bins’ order
was chosen and the extremes of the bandpass filter were ex-
tremely wide (from 100 to 10000 Hz), with a window size
of 4096 samples, thus resulting in a slow moving sound
with an inharmonic spectrum. For the excited sound, two
feedback synth were called at once, with 30% ran-
domization and a wide bandpass filter range (from 200 to
10000 Hz), with a window size of 512 samples, thus result-

ing in a fast moving sound with a more compact spectrum.
For the relaxed sound, again two
feedback synthwere called at once, with 5% random-
ization and a very narrow bandpass filter range (from 66
and 68 MIDI notes, as in the relaxed sawtooth case), with a
window size of 1024 samples, thus resulting in a medium-
fast moving sound with a very compact spectrum. For the
angry sound, 10 feedback synth were called at once,
with 50% randomization and a very lower bandpass fil-
ter range (from 100 to 500 Hz), and with window size of
1024 samples, thus resulting in a medium-fast moving in-
harmonic spectrum with great energy in the low frequen-
cies.

An important difference with the Synthesis with sawtooth
case is that the feedback sounds were not always the same,
by their very nature. Therefore, since the overall process
of sound creation in this second stage more oriented to-
wards sound design, more layers were created for each of
the four affective states, and then edited in a multitrack en-
vironment, in order to achieve a richer and more structured
result.

The entire process and the feedback synth are sum-
marized in the code presented in Listing 2. The spectro-
gram of one of the sounds thus synthesised, namely the
relaxed one, is shown in Figure 2b.

The SuperCollider patch is available online 5 .

5 https://kth.box.com/v/robotmovementsounds
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Listing 2: Feedback patch structure.

//Definition of Synths
(
˜busenv = Bus.audio(s, 1);
SynthDef(\impulse, {...}).send(s);

SynthDef(\feedback_synth, {arg ...;
var ...;

feedback = LocalIn.ar(1)*fb;
in = In.ar(˜busenv, 1);
out = LeakDC.ar(feedback + in);
output1 = BPF.ar(out, ...); //

bandpass filter
chain = FFT(LocalBuf(windowsize, 1)

, ...);
... // spectral transformations //...

control = ...//control function

pan = Pan2.ar(Limiter.ar(output1*
control), 0, Lag2.kr(level,
lagLevel));

Out.ar(0, pan);
}).send(s);
)

// sound generation
(
2.do({Synth(\feedback_synth, [...]);})
Synth(\impulse);
)

2.3 Procedure

We carried out an online perceptual rating experiment 6 .
The survey was shared with students and colleagues at KTH
Royal Institute of Technology and on social networks. Par-
ticipants were allowed to re-distribute the survey to anyone
they believed would be interested in participating in the
study.

Participants were asked to rate stimuli on four semantic
opposites corresponding to four emotions (sadness, excite-
ment, anger, relaxation), and on five semantic opposites for
describing other qualities of the robot behaviour (pleas-
antness, typicality, efficiency, likeability, trust). The four
emotional scales were chosen in order to cover each of the
four quadrants of the circumplex space of emotions [13],
and they were also resulted to be the most successful ones
to be recognized in previous robot research [8].

The five qualities for describing the robot behaviour were
inspired by a previous study in which researchers identified
properties relevant for describing vacuum cleaner sounds
[14] and by studies on trustworthiness in HRI [15, 16].

The stimuli presented in the survey were: audio, audio-
video and video only, with four stimuli for each category
corresponding to each of the emotional intentions. More-
over, we had three different set of sounds S1, S2, S3 (as ex-
plained in Subsection 2.2), thus making a total of 28 stim-
uli. The stimuli were audio-video recordings of expressive
gestures performed by a Pepper robot, with or without one

6 The entire survey can be accessed at https://www.
surveygizmo.com/s3/5491700/Robot-Movement-Sound.

Figure 3: Screenshot of video stimulus of the Pepper robot
performing an “excited” gesture.

of the three different sets of sounds. A screenshot of a
video stimulus is shown in Figure 3.

Presentation order was randomized for each participant.
The participants could rate the stimuli on nine scales corre-
sponding to the semantic opposites listed above. The four
scales regarding the emotions were going from “not at all”
(0) to “very much” (5.0) with step size of 0.1 (e.g. from
“not at all sad” to “very much sad”; the other five scales
varied from one perceptual category (e.g. “unpleasant”) to
its opposite (“pleasant”), with the same range and step size
as for the emotion scales.

3. RESULTS

Descriptive statistics for the four emotion ratings (angry,
excited, relaxed and sad) are shown in Figures 4a-4d. De-
scriptive statistics for the five behaviour ratings (pleasant-
ness, typicality, efficiency, trust, likeability) are shown in
Figures 5a-5e. All the graphs show median values. We
will refer to the video only with V-stimuli; to the sounds
only with the already mentioned S1, S2, S3; to the three
combination audio-video with VS1, VS2 and VS3. Full
statistical analysis report is available online 7 .

3.1 Emotion

For emotion ratings, two-way repeated measures ANOVA
analysis was conducted to observe the significance of sound
(four levels: no sound, S1, S2, and S3), video (two levels:
no video and V), and the interaction between the two. Zero
ratings were added for the combination of no video and no
sound. While participants responded with ratings for all
emotional perceptions in each of the stimuli, the ANOVA
analysis was conducted only on the ratings of the correct
emotion since we are only interested to see the significance
of the stimuli.

3.1.1 Anger

For the angry stimuli we found that V was recognized as
excited. The original sound of the robot (S1) was rated as
both excited and angry, while S2 and S3 were not rated

7 https://kth.box.com/v/robotmovementsounds
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Median perceptual ratings for respective stimuli category with 5% error bars.

as angry and were confused with other emotions. Interest-
ingly, the stimuli combining the angry video with sounds
were rated as angry. This could be an audio-visual cross-
modal effect. ANOVA analysis shows that the effect of the
interaction sound * video is significant, F(3, 48) = 3.87,
p = 0.015.

3.1.2 Excitement

For the excited stimuli we found that V and S2 were clearly
identified as excited. S1 was rated as excited but less than
S2 and V, while S3 was confused with angry. Nevertheless
VS1, VS2 and VS3 were all rated as excited. ANOVA
analysis shows that the effect of the interaction sound *
video is significant, F(3, 48) = 24.74, p = 0.000.

3.1.3 Relaxation

For the relaxed stimuli we found that V was clearly rated as
mostly relaxed and, to a lesser extent, as excited. S1 was
clearly rated as relaxed, while both S2 and S3 were con-
fused with other emotions. The stimuli combining sound
and video in VS1 and VS3 were rated clearly as relaxed.
However, VS2 was rated mostly as sad. ANOVA analy-
sis shows that the effect of the interaction sound * video is
significant, F(3, 48) = 14.29, p = 0.000.

3.1.4 Sadness

For the sad stimuli we found that V was classified as sad
and, to a lesser extent, relaxed. S2 and S3 were both rated
as sad but S1 was identified as relaxed. VS1 and VS2 were
both rated as sad and VS3 was rated more relaxed than sad.
ANOVA analysis shows that the effect of the interaction
sound * video is significant, F(3, 48) = 13.48, p = 0.000.

3.2 Behaviour

In this section, given the large amount of data which could
be analyzed and the limited space available for this pa-
per, we limit our report of results for the five qualities de-
scribing the robot behaviour only to the stimuli combining
sound with video (VS1, VS2, VS3). Two-way repeated
measures ANOVA analysis was conducted to observe the
significance of emotion (four levels: anger, excitement,
relaxation, and sadness), sound (three levels: VS1, VS2,
VS3), and the interaction between the two.

3.2.1 Pleasantness

We found that all the angry stimuli were rated as less pleas-
ant than all the other stimuli, regardless S1, S2 or S3. While
the effect of the interaction emotion * sound is not signif-
icant, F(6, 96) = 2.115, p = 0.058, individually the effect
of the emotion displayed by the robot [F(3, 48) = 10.585,
p = 0.000] and the sound [F(2, 32) = 3.43, p = 0.045] are
significant.

3.2.2 Likeability

We observed that VS2 stimuli were in average the less
liked by the participants. The VS3 relaxed stimulus was
rated as the most likeable one, followed in order by the
VS2 sad one and by the VS1 relaxed one. ANOVA analy-
sis shows that the effect of the interaction emotion * sound
is significant, F(6, 96) = 3.23, p = 0.006.

3.2.3 Efficiency

We found that all sounds were rated almost equally in how
efficient the sounds were to communicate an emotion. How-
ever, slightly higher ratings were given toward VS1 in an-
gry and VS3 in sad. ANOVA analysis shows that the effect
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Figure 5: Stimuli combining sound with video: median perceptual ratings of the for respective behaviour quality with 5%
error bars.

of the interaction emotion * sound is significant (corrected
with Greenhouse-Geisser, ε = 0.601), F(3.61, 57.735) =
2.79, p = 0.039.

3.2.4 Typicality

We found that while both VS1 and VS2 was rated more
typical in in showing the emotion with high arousal (ex-
cited and angry), VS1 received higher rating. VS3, on the
other hand, rated slightly higher on the relaxed emotion
and lower on angry. ANOVA analysis shows that the effect
of the interaction emotion * sound is significant (corrected
with Greenhouse-Geisser, ε = 0.618), F(3.71, 59.375) =
4.07, p = 0.009.

3.2.5 Trustworthiness

We found that the angry stimuli were rated as less trust-
worthy than all the other stimuli, regardless S1, S2 or S3.
The sad and excited stimuli were also rated as the most
trustworthy for VS1 and VS2, although in VS3 the most
trustworthy were sad and relaxed. ANOVA analysis shows
that the effect of the interaction emotion * sound is signif-
icant (corrected with Greenhouse-Geisser, ε = 0.601),
F(3.6, 57.74) = 2.85, p = 0.036.

4. DISCUSSION

Our preliminary results show that the video only stimuli for
excited, relaxed, and sad emotions appear to be successful
in communicating the respective affective states. On the
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other hand, the anger video stimulus is confused with the
excited one. Interestingly, when the audio is added to it
(either the recorded original sound S1, the sawtooth over-
lapped with S1 – namely S2 –, or the synthesized sound
overlapped with S1 – namely S3) the perception changed
and participants rated it mostly as angry (see Figure 4a).
The reason why the perception changes might be explained
considering that excitement and anger have a similar arousal
but opposite valence [13], and the sound is helping in com-
pensating it.

The excited stimuli are perceived as such both with and
without sound (see Figure 4b). This can be explained tak-
ing into consideration the high arousal and valence of that
excited gesture, probably hard to be confused with other
ones.

The ratings for the relaxed and sad V-stimuli show that
participants could clearly identify those intended emotions
(Figures 4c and 4d). Very similar results were found also
when S1 was added. However, the addition of S2 or S3 to
the video changed its perception: the relaxed stimuli with
S2 was perceived mostly as sad; the sad stimuli with S3
was mostly rated as relaxed.

Considering the S2 ratings for its angry, relaxed and sad
versions (see Figures 4a, 4d and 4c), it seems that S2 is per-
ceived in all three cases predominantly as sad. This sug-
gests that the quality of S2 could in general carry both low
arousal and low valence information, thus accordingly af-
fecting the perception of the expressive gestures shown in
the video.

Looking at the five robot behaviour qualities, we see that
the pleasantness score (Figure 5a) of VS2 is, except for the
excited affective state, always lower than the cases with
VS1 and/or VS3. This is not only coherent with what has
already been said regarding some inner sad quality of VS2
(if a sound is perceived as sad, it will be most likely rated
as unpleasant), but it is also suggesting to look for better
designed sounds. Also the likeability of VS2 follows the
same pattern and, to a lesser extent, its efficiency (see Fig-
ures 5b and 5c).

The typicality quality, shown in Figure 5d has been found
to be higher for VS1. Possibly, the mechanical servomo-
tors noises were regarded as the only ones to be expected
while interacting with the Pepper robot. Another possible
explanation could be that participants, probably the ones
with most musical expertise, might have spotted the super-
position of VS2 or VS3 to VS1.

According to the data we have at the present moment, it
seems that the trust quality is not significantly affected by
the sounds (see Figure 5e).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented the preliminary results of
our study within the SONAO project focusing on percep-
tual ratings of different sets of sounds communicating ex-
pressive movements of the Pepper robot also in combina-
tion with videos of the same movements. Although more
data collection and analysis must be carried out, our pre-
liminary results suggest that:

• S3 were generally liked the most and regarded as
more pleasant by test participants. Theses sounds
are characterized not only by smoother attacks but
especially by richer spectra with partials distributed
in a more complex way compared to the ones gener-
ated with sawtooths, thus resulting in more appeal-
ing timbres thanks to spectral fusion. This suggests
to investigate the use of complex synthesis meth-
ods producing richer robot sounds than it has been
done in the past (see for example [3, 4, 11]). This
could produce different results in HRI research and
improve interaction with robots;

• Results suggest that S2 can be more suitable for rep-
resenting sad affective states, and can help in com-
municating excitement as well;

• The excited stimuli were the less likely to be misun-
derstood independently from the sound used, proba-
bly because of the prominence of the original sound
of the motors (S1) always embedded in the synthe-
sized sounds (S2 and S3). This suggests that for
achieving a clearer communication of robot expres-
sions characterized by a low activity, one should make
use of either masking sounds or strategically placed
loudspeakers depending on the mechanical activity
of the robot.

We are aware that, given the limited number of subjects
(17) and their composition, the results of this study can not
be generalized, but they show possible tendencies. There-
fore, the study presented in this paper will be followed up
by more detailed evaluation of the stimuli and we are also
planning to test different synthesis methods in the near fu-
ture with a larger set of participants.
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ABSTRACT

A time-frequency representation of sound is commonly ob-
tained through the Short-Time Fourier Transform. Identi-
fying and extracting the prominent frequency components
of the spectrogram is important for sinusoidal modeling
and sound processing. Borrowing a known image pro-
cessing technique, known as seam carving, we propose
an algorithm to track and extract the sinusoidal compo-
nents from the sound spectrogram. Experiments show how
this technique is well suited for sound whose prominent
frequency components vary both in amplitude and in fre-
quency. Moreover, seam carving naturally produces some
auditory continuity effects. We compare this algorithm
with two other sine extraction techniques, based on peak
detection on spectrogram frames. The seam carving skips
this step and turns out to be applicable to a variety of sounds,
although being more computationally expensive.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the analysis of audio signals, the most commonly-used
representation is the intensity spectrogram, which is essen-
tially a regular tessellation of the time-frequency plane,
resulting from the magnitude of the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT). For impact sounds with stable fre-
quency components it is of primary importance to identify
the resonance frequencies and their respective decay rates,
so to make re-synthesis and processing possible. More
generally and more interestingly, in speech and audio sig-
nal processing it is important to extract – or to track –
the prominent sinusoidal components from those signals
where these components are time-varying, both in ampli-
tude and in frequency. This opens the possibility of resyn-
thesis with modification, as in time stretching or pitch trans-
position [1–3]. Most often, the trajectories in the time-
frequency plane are drawn by tracking individual magni-
tude peaks of frames of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), with no special regard to how frequency trajecto-
ries actually emerge in auditory perception, where they are
typically segregated as streams [4].

In this contribution we propose a tracker that extracts the
most prominent sinusoidal components (or partials) from
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a time-frequency spectrogram matrix, based on the seam
carving algorithm [5], that was originally proposed for con-
tent-based image resizing. No preliminary computation of
the DFT peaks is necessary and no heuristics on track cre-
ation, extinction, or continuation are used. To extract each
trajectory (seam), the algorithm computes an energy ma-
trix by dynamic programming in time proportional to the
number of frames and to the number of frequency bins of
the STFT, and then backtracks to extract the seam. We will
show how this method would come useful both for impact
sounds with frequency-stationary decaying modes, as well
as for sounds with erratic resonances. Moreover, some
continuity effects as found in auditory perception naturally
emerge from seam carving as an analysis method.

Section 2 introduces the seam carving algorithm and its
adaptation to audio spectrograms. Section 3 elaborates on
the parameters of the carving algorithm, of STFT analysis,
and on their impact on computational cost. Section 4 illus-
trates how the algorithm can be applied to extract relevant
acoustic information from the extracted seams. Section 5
compares audio seam carving with two other techniques
to track and extract the prominent sinusoidal components.
Finally, section 6 shows how seam carving naturally repro-
duces some relevant perceptual contininuity effects.

2. CARVING SPECTROGRAMS AS IMAGES

An audio spectrogram, or at least the matrix containing its
magnitude, can be treated as an image and manipulated
by image-processing techniques. In the literature there are
several examples of conversion of image-processing meth-
ods and algorithms to transform or synthesize audio [6].
Recent progress in generative neural networks for audio is
largely due to transportation of image-based techniques to
time-frequency representations such as the spectrogram [7].

Seam carving, used to resize an image by removing paths
that are minimally relevant for the displayed content, is a
popular image-processing algorithm that has found only
limited use in audio [6,8–10]. The image-processing algo-
rithm is based on the construction of an energy matrix, and
on the computation of a minimum-energy path connecting
two opposite image edges. The energy function, that deter-
mines the energy matrix, can be tuned to the content to be
removed, thus guiding the removal process towards those
image areas that are the least important for the human eye.

The seam-carving algorithm was adapted by Tarrat-Masso
to perform audio time scaling [6] with preservation of some
important audio features such as tempo and sound attacks,
that would be easily distorted if simply compressing or
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stretching the signal in time. In his application, the seams
are carved vertically from the spectrogram, connecting high
to low frequencies. Barnwal et al. proposed an algorithm
derived from seam carving to produce feature vectors that
characterize the harmonic signature of human voice [9].
Their method assumes that the high-energy paths, as they
are found as seams in the magnitude spectrogram, bring
information that is relevant to classify speech sounds. The
use of seam carving for sinusoidal component tracking was
also proposed to estimate the speed from the captured sound
of vehicles passing by [8]. All the three mentioned works
were based on some spectrogram pre-processing: to pre-
serve the sound features while scaling [6] or to improve
seam extraction [8, 9].

The use of seam carving on the STFT matrix for multi-
trace frequency tracking has been recently proposed by
Zhu et al. [10], and shown to outperform probabilistic mod-
els in both accuracy and speed, especially for noisy sig-
nals. Our approach is similar, as it extracts traces by dy-
namic programming and spectral compensation, and was
independently developed as part of the master’s thesis of
the first author [11]. The method by Zhu et al. is com-
putationally more expensive, as it admits arbitrarily steep
frequency trajectories, while at the same time introducing
a regularization term that penalizes ample frequency devia-
tion. They demonstrated the validity of the method to sepa-
rate a heart-pulse signal from a motion signal in a mixture.
Our method, instead, sets the maximum frequency slope
as a parameter, and does not use any regularization terms.
We present this technique in the context of audio signal
processing, showing its usefulness for sinusoidal modeling
synthesis and transformation, as well as its relation with
perceptual auditory streaming.

2.1 Seam carving for image resizing

The seam-carving algorithm for image resizing was pro-
posed by Avidan and Shamir in 2007 [5], as an improve-
ment over conventional resizing that is blind to the image
content, thus introducing distortions of the relevant por-
trayed objects [12]. Conversely, seam carving is content
aware, as it preserves important image features, such as
the object proportions. The algorithm operates by itera-
tively removing seams, which are paths of adjacent pixels
traversing the image, vertically or horizontally. Each seam
is formed and removed by minimizing an energy function
that weighs the importance of each pixel in terms of local
variation. By playing with the energy function, different
operators can be implemented according to the desired im-
age manipulation, for example for the removal of selected
objects or to change the aspect ratio for image retargeting.

On images, the seam-carving algorithm is usually for-
mulated as dynamic programming, and it is linear in the
number of pixels. Alternatively, the optimal seam may be
extracted as the shortest path in a graph connecting the ad-
jacent pixels.

Consider an image I of size h×w, and a cost (or energy)
function E representing the importance of each pixel as re-
ferred to the scene content. The objective is that of remov-
ing a given number of optimal (or minimum cost) seams

Figure 1: Example computation of the energy matrix C
and identification of the minimal seam. Numbers in cor-
ners represent intensity values. Numbers in the middle of
cells represent energy accumulated along paths.

from the image. The algorithm is iteratively applied, each
iteration requiring the energy matrix computation in order
to detect and remove the optimal path of pixels. If proceed-
ing top to bottom, the seam removal implies a shift of all
pixels on the left of the removed seam.

Formally, a vertical seam is defined as

sx = {sxi }h−1
i=0 = {(i, x(i))}h−1

i=0 ,

s.t. ∀i, |x(i)− x(i− 1)| ≤ 1. (1)

For each row i, the value x(i) is the column position of the
seam pixel. A vertical seam is a connected path of pixels,
from top to bottom of the image, containing one pixel per
row. Similarly, a horizontal seam can be defined.

Given a vertical seam s and the image I , the image pixels
belonging to the seam are

Is = {I(si)}h−1
i=0 = {I(i, x(i))}h−1

i=0 . (2)

The cost of the seam is defined as its cumulated pixel
energy E(s) = E(Is) =

∑h−1
i=0 e(I(si)) and, therefore,

the minimal cost seam s∗ to be found is

s∗ = arg min
s

E(s) = arg min
s

h−1∑
i=0

e(I(si)). (3)

The minimal seam s∗ can be found by dynamic program-
ming. The image is scanned from its second to its last row
to define the matrix C containing the minimal costs for
all possible seams. For each pixel in position (i, j), with
1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ w − 1, we have

C(i, j) = e(i, j) + min(C(i− 1, j − 1),

C(i− 1, j), C(i− 1, j + 1)). (4)

At the end of this first phase, the minimal seam is indicated
by the smallest element of the last row of C. The second
phase is a backtracking process starting from such element,
which removes the identified seam and shifts the pixels as
required. The whole process is exemplified in figure 1.

2.2 Carving sinusoidal components from audio

Seam carving can be used to extract the parameters char-
acterizing the most relevant time-varying sinusoidal com-
ponents of sound. The magnitude spectrogram mX gen-
erated by the STFT analysis provides the image where the
seams are to be found:

mX(i, j), 0 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 e 0 ≤ j ≤ w − 1. (5)
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As opposed to visual image carving, however, in audio
seam carving we seek for maximal, rather than minimal,
seams, that represent the most relevant sinusoidal compo-
nents of the signal. Equation 4 is, therefore, replaced by

C(i, j) = mX(i, j) + max(C(i− 1, j − 1),

C(i− 1, j), C(i− 1, j + 1)). (6)

The spectrogram image is visualized so that sounds pro-
ceed along time, left to right. The i index indicates the i-th
time slice, and the j index represents the j-th frequency bin
of the DFT. Called t the number of modal resonances to be
extracted, algorithm 1 proceeds on the computed magni-
tude spectrogram through t iterations.

Algorithm 1 Extraction of audio seams from spectrogram

Inputs: number of seams, magnitude spectrogram
for each seam do

for all (i, j) in mX with
1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ w − 1 do

compute the cumulative energy matrix C
according to equation 6

find the maximum element in the last row of C
and backtrack to find the maximal seam;

extract the parameters (frequency tracks,
magnitude peaks) of the seam and
remove it from mX;

In a python implementation 1 , the cumulative energy
matrix C is called distTo, as every element can be con-
sidered as a distance from the seam beginning. The matrix
upLink is also simultaneously produced, which contains
the directions to backtrack along the optimal seam: -1 : for
distTo[i-1][j-1]; 0 : for distTo[i-1][j]; 1 :
for distTo[i-1][j+1].

Figure 2 (left) shows the spectrogram of a bell sound 2

as well as the seams found after 40 iterations. Figure 2
(right) shows the cumulative energy matrix that is com-
puted to find the first seam. Many of the found seams can
be visually clustered in bold paths. This can be both due to
resonances that are close to each other or to deficiencies in
the seam removal process. In fact, the simple removal of a
path of pixels may be adequate for images, but it does not
take the specific properties of spectrograms into account.

Two other examples of carving, for sounds 3 whose sinu-
soidal component frequencies are clearly time-varying, are
reported in figure 3.

Of course, results will change according to the parame-
ters of the STFT (DFT size N , window size M , hop size
H , window type), to the kind of signal, and to the strength
of overlapping noise. In any case, we can say that the
seam cancellation is often not sufficient to eliminate the
energy band of the partial. Some different strategies have

1 https://github.com/GiovanniCapizzi/
SeamCarvingAudio

2 https://freesound.org/people/cheira/sounds/
430511/

3 https://freesound.org/people/josepharaoh99/
sounds/368175/ and https://freesound.org/people/
qubodup/sounds/331381/

Figure 2: (left) Forty seams extracted from the spectro-
gram of a bell sound; (right) The cumulative energy matrix
that is computed to find the first seam. DFT computed on
N = 4096 points with a Blackman-Harris window of M =
4096 points, hop size H = 1024

Figure 3: Carving eight seams from sounds whose sinu-
soidal component frequencies vary in time: (left) N =
1024, M = 511, H = 127; (right) N = 1024, M = 611, H
= 152

been attempted to pre-process the spectrogram before carv-
ing. In particular, we tried smoothing the spectra in fre-
quency and eliminating all components that lie below the
smoothed profile. We also tried classic image processing
filters such as Sobel. These pre-processing procedures,
however, did not produce significantly better carved tra-
jectories and, for the sake of simplicity, they were not used
any further. All the examples presented in this paper use
a Blackman-Harris window, and the effect of window type
on seam carving and cancellation is not discussed.

3. TUNING THE CARVING

3.1 Extending the neighborhood

One of the limitations of the proposed carving algorithm
is evident when there are rapidly varying frequency com-
ponents, as in figure 3. In order to induce the algorithm
to search beyond diagonal trajectories, we need to enlarge
the neighborhood that is explored during the computation
of the cumulative energy matrix. The modifications to the
original carving algorithm are straightforward, and a new
parameter hwidth can be introduced in the code and set to
a small positive integer. This parameter represents the in-
teger half number of pixels to include in the neighborhood
during the matrix computation. The algorithm, being able
to find its way through larger neighborhoods, behaves as
depicted in figure 4 for hwidth = 2 (i.e., five-cell neigh-
borhood). This parameter acts as a limit in the steepness of
frequency trajectories.
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Figure 4: Carving eight seams as in figure 3, with hwidth
= 2, corresponding to a 5-element search neighborhood

(a) 1024, 1024, 1024 (b) 2048, 2048, 512

(c) 2048, 4096, 2048 (d) 4096, 4096, 4096

Figure 5: Carving four seams for different STFT param-
eters. Each subcaption reports the values of parameters
M,N,H .

3.2 Choosing the STFT parameters

To see the effect of different STFT parameters on the qual-
ity of carving we consider a synthetic sound made of fre-
quency-modulated and amplitude-decaying sinusoidal com-
ponents. Figure 5 shows some combinations of M , N , and
H . It is evident how a small window, while producing low
frequency resolution, produces consistent traces. Choos-
ing N larger than M (zero padding) often leads to poor
tracking, so it is preferred to keep N equal to M .

The interaction between the window size M and the hop
size H is illustrated in figure 6. The parameters of fig-
ure 6c (M = 4096, H = 2048) and those of figure 6d
(M = 2048, H = 512) afford a complete tracing of the
three components of the inharmonic chirp. The analysis
of figure 6c is more computationally demanding, but it has
higher resolution and affords a higher quality resynthesis
from the extracted seams.

3.3 Cost of spectrogram carving

If we consider a spectrogram with m frames, each com-
puted on n bins, and a neighborhood of k elements, the
algorithm to carve a seam:
• zeroes the elements of the first row (temporal col-

umn in the rotated spectrum) of the distance matrix;
• for each element of each subsequent row, performs

at most k − 1 comparisons among neighboring ele-

(a) M=8192, Overlap=0% (b) M=8192, Overlap=50%

(c) M=4096, Overlap=50% (d) M=2048, Overlap=25%

Figure 6: Carving three seams for different values of win-
dow and hop size

Figure 7: Empirical effect of window and hop size on seam
carving time for figure 6. The reported times are computed
as the average extraction time on three seams. The compu-
tation time of the STFT is not included.

ments of the previous row, searching for the maxi-
mum.

By protecting the frame boundaries with very large values
it is possible to have the same number of comparisons for
all bins in a frame, so that the total number of comparisons
is simply calculated as

nc = n(k − 1)(m− 1). (7)

The operation of backtracking and seam canceling takes
time proportional to the m frames, and is therefore super-
seded by nc.

Figure 7 shows the measured experimental computation
time required by the extraction of a seam from the chirp
of figure 6, for different values of window size and rela-
tive window overlap. Different choices of M lead to very
similar execution times, just because shorter windows are
computed proportionally more often, for a given percent
overlap.
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(a) Extracted magnitude of a seam (b) Linear regression of the
backward-integrated decay

Figure 8: Measuring the decay time of a sound partial

(a) Re-synthesis from extracted pa-
rameters

(b) Resizing the bell

Figure 9: Extraction and synthesis of a bell sound. In 9b a
variation of the original sound is produced.

4. APPLICATIONS OF SEAM CARVING

4.1 Parameterizing resonances from impact sounds

Impact sounds are most often characterized by exponential-
ly-decaying partials, each at a given frequency. The identi-
fication of such components can be done by seam carving
where, for each extracted seam, the following parameters
are computed: (i) peak magnitude; (ii) decay time; (iii)
frequency.

Once a seam has been found, the decay time can be com-
puted by Schroeder backward integration [13] and by lin-
ear regression. The instant when the regression line has
decreased below a predefined threshold (typically, 60dB)
is used to compute the decay time. Figure 8a shows a typi-
cal amplitude decay of a detected seam. The decay time is
computed by backward integration and linear regression,
illustrated in figure 8b. For accurate frequency estimation
and for better removal of the seam, parabolic interpolation
and spectral resynthesis are used [2, 3].

In figure 9 an example of extraction and synthesis is pro-
vided. The audio files are available in the example folder
of the code repository 1 . The original sound is used to ex-
tract the main spectral content of the bell, that becomes
ready for sound manipulation. For example, adding new
components and scaling them down in frequency, the bell
is effectively resized and made to sound bigger.

The identification of exponentially-decaying sinusoidal
components is often required to inform sound models of
contact sounds for interaction in everyday virtual environ-
ments [14]. In these application contexts, sometimes the
constraint of exponential decay is released and the whole
amplitude envelope is retained [15]. Given the ubiquity of
everyday sound modeling for interactive virtual and aug-

mented environments, it would be interesting to exploit
frequency constancy to speed up the carving process, as
proposed in section 5.

4.2 Following erratic resonances

As opposed to other identification methods, such as the
Matrix Pencil [16], that assume the signal as made of de-
caying exponentials, with seam carving we can extract si-
nusoidal components that vary both in amplitude and in
frequency. Therefore, seam carving can be used within
the analysis/synthesis framework based on spectral pro-
cessing, which makes a large range of high-quality audio
effects and sound transformations possible [2]. Among
these, we just mention pitch transposition, time stretching,
timbre modification and sound morphing. Moreover, from
the observation that seam carving is based on a definition
of energy and the construction of an energy matrix, we ex-
pect it to naturally mimic those auditory phenomena that
are energy based. In particular, we expect that some kind
of perceptual inertia, as found in auditory continuity ef-
fects, is reproduced while carving frequency trajectories.
The examples of section 6 are aimed at verifying this ex-
pectation.

5. SEAM CARVING VS. PEAK TRACKING

The sinusoidal model for the analysis and resynthesis of
sound belongs to the classic literature of signal process-
ing [1, 3, 17, 18]. Such model relies on tracking the si-
nusoidal components, as they are previously detected on
single spectrogram frames. Peak detection with parabolic
interpolation is found in the Spectral Modeling Synthesis
(SMS) tools 4 [2]. With such methods spurious peaks are
often found as a result of rapid spectral changes or as side-
lobes of the transform window.

McAulay and Quatieri proposed a method for tracking si-
nusoidal components in speech, based on the concepts of
birth and death of partials [1], with frame-to-frame peak
matching. Tracks are declared as dead or as born when a
match is not possible within a frequency interval ∆. This
method was also used by Smith and Serra in the more
general context of analysis/resynthesis of musical, possi-
bly inharmonic, sounds [19]. The method was later ex-
tended by introducing the concept of frequency guides,
whose behavior may be set according to the characteris-
tics of the sound being analyzed [2]. The complexity of the
McAulay–Quatieri matching operation between two frames
turns out to be quadratic in the number of peaks per frame,
in the worst case.

Another method, closer in spirit to seam carving, has
been proposed by the third author and implemented as a
modal tracker object for the Sound Design Toolkit [20].
The algorithm has been specifically tailored for the analy-
sis of impact sounds, and for their re-synthesis through a
physically-informed resonator made of exponentially-de-
caying sinusoidal oscillators, each controllable in ampli-

4 A page on SMS tools is https://www.upf.edu/web/mtg/
sms-tools, and python source code is available at https://
github.com/MTG/sms-tools. The SMS tools have been used in
the proposed implementation of audio seam carving.
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tude, frequency and decay time. The modal tracker
algorithm proceeds in three steps:

1. create a matrix of spectrogram peaks;
2. create a matrix of cumulated sums;
3. extract the partials one by one.

The peak-picking phase proceeds by selecting local max-
ima in each spectrogram frame, namely the frequency bins
having the largest magnitude in a given neighborhood. In
the modal tracker implementation, a bin is considered
to be a peak if its magnitude is greater than the one of the
two bins above and the two bins below it. Only the peak
magnitudes are retained, while all the other values are dis-
carded.

In the second step, the cumulated sums are computed in
a way which is similar, though slightly different, to seam
carving: Sums are retained only where peak values in the
original spectrogram exist, and values are cumulated only
until there is a connecting path between peaks in the pre-
vious frame and peaks in the current frame. The width of
the search window used to determine if a path is connected
could be left as a free parameter of the algorithm, as it hap-
pens for seam carving, but in the modal tracker imple-
mentation it is rigidly set fixed to three cells, or radius = 1.
Only the maximum cumulated sum in the previous frame
is added to the peak in the successive frame, following the
same principle of seam carving. The additional constraints
though, namely the peak picking phase and most impor-
tantly the interruption of the cumulated sum if no peaks
are found in the neighborhood of a summation path, make
the algorithm behave in a very different way: Instead of
having ”cones” of energy covering the whole length of
the spectrogram, as shown in figure 2, the cumulated sum
matrix of the modal tracker algorithm shows well de-
fined tracks, exactly one pixel wide, which can begin and
end anywhere across the whole breadth of spectrogram.
The combined setup of a five-cell peak-picking window
and a three-cell peak tracking window avoids the forking or
joining of different summation tracks, because local max-
ima are at least three bins apart from each other and there-
fore the presence of at most one peak in a three-cell search
window is guaranteed. This is a desirable property for the
particular use case of resynthesizing sounds using a fixed-
size oscillator bank.

The final step consists in extracting the cumulated par-
tials. The absolute maximum in the summation matrix
should correspond to the end of the most prominent partial.
By performing backtracking, as already described for seam
carving, information about the partial is retrieved and then
removed from the summation matrix, in order to be able
to find other prominent components through consecutive
iterations of this extraction phase.

If we call n the number of frequency bins in a single
spectrogram frame, m the number of frames in the spec-
trogram, and p the number of partials to extract, the whole
algorithm has complexity O(nmp). In particular the peak
picking phase has complexity O(n), the energy summation
has complexity O(nm), and the backtracking phase has
complexity O(mp) if the positions of the p energy summa-
tion maxima are memoized during phase 2, and therefore

(a) modal tracker (b) seam carving

Figure 10: Extraction of a sinusoidal component in-
terrupted by amplitude-varying noise bursts. The
modal tracker is about six times faster, but it fails to
go through the bursts.

don’t need to be searched in the energy summation matrix.
The modal tracker requires, similarly to peak-track-

ing methods, the preliminary extraction of peaks from sin-
gle DFT frames. It also relies on slow variation of par-
tial frequencies, and is therefore mostly suitable for impact
sounds. Similarly to seam carving, however, it computes a
matrix of cumulated energies. Therefore, this method can
be seen as intermediate between peak tracking and seam
carving, and it turns out to be very efficient although not as
general as the two other methods.

6. STREAMS AS SEAMS

For the comparison of algorithms for the identification and
tracking of sinusoidal components, it is interesting to refer
to auditory continuity illusions [4] in auditory scene anal-
ysis. Among the many examples of continuity illusions
studied in the literature, we consider the perceived conti-
nuity of frequency glides and stationary frequency com-
ponents, when they are interrupted by noise bursts [21].
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the spectrograms of three such
cases of continuity illusion. In all cases, the modal tra-
cker is faster but fails to go through the noise bursts.

(a) modal tracker (b) seam carving

Figure 11: Glide to stationary sine transition interrupted by
a noise burst. The modal tracker fails to on the gliding
start.

(a) modal tracker (b) seam carving

Figure 12: Stationary sine to glide transition interrupted
by a noise burst. The modal tracker fails at the noise
interruption.

If the purpose is that of identifying the most prominent
partials of a sound of impact, where the frequency of sinu-
soidal components is stationary, both modal tracker
and seam carving behave well, and the former is to be
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(a) modal tracker (b) seam carving

Figure 13: Extraction of seven partials from a bell sound.
modal tracker is 280 times faster.

(a) First seam (b) Second seam

Figure 14: Extracting two seams from crossing glides

preferred as significantly faster. However, seam carving
proves to be robust to the presence of noise in the spec-
trogram. Figure 13 shows the extraction of seven partials
from a recording of bell sound. Despite the differences in
the chosen partials, the resynthesis sounds convincing in
both cases.

Another interesting case from the literature of auditory
scene analysis is the perceptual segregation of crossing gli-
des. Figure 14 shows how seam carving reproduces the
results of experimental perceptual segregation of continu-
ous crossing glides [22]. Figure 15 shows an example of
stepped crossing glides. Although a spurious seam is ex-
tracted after the first, due to rapid frequency changes, the
first and third extracted seams correspond to perceptually
segregated streams.

Properly parameterized sinusoidal tracking, as implemen-
ted in the SMS tools, behaves well on both glides and sta-
tionary sounds, as shown in figure 16. In general, we found
that such tracking is more prone to the production of spu-

(a) First seam (b) Third seam

Figure 15: Extraction of three seams from crossing stepped
glides. The second seam is not shown, as largely at-
tributable to the residual energy left from the removal of
the first.

(a) ∆ = 10, maxnSines=40 (b) ∆ = 40, maxnSines=2

(c) ∆ = 20, maxnSines=30 (d) ∆ = 20, maxnSines=2

Figure 16: Sinusoidal tracking with the SMS tools on the
sounds of figures 12 and 10, respectively.

rious tracks, due to the stochastic component of the spec-
trum. Figure 16c shows that, as the number of admitted
tracks maxnSines is lowered and ∆ is properly adjusted,
the tracking improves. On the other hand, figure 16d shows
oscillations due to noise. With seam carving such oscilla-
tions are much smaller, thanks to the energy function and
to the limited neighborhood.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The most popular techniques for tracking sinusoidal com-
ponents from audio rely on peak picking on spectrogram
frames, and on matching and continuation algorithms a-
cross frames. As an alternative borrowed from image pro-
cessing, we propose seam carving: a technique that skips
the peak-picking stage and looks for paths of maximal ac-
cumulated energy in the spectrogram matrix.

Seam carving is quite general, as it behaves well for a
large variety of sounds, and is still practically efficient when
implemented via memoization and dynamic programming.
Some parameter calibration is still needed, as with the other
techniques, to achieve the best separation of sines from
noise and to minimize spurious tracks, given a sound mix-
ture. However, seam carving shows good robustness to
noise, to the point that it recreates some auditory continuity
effects, by naturally sticking to trajectories that are indeed
submerged in noise bands. These extensions of trajecto-
ries appear to the ears of the listener and are commonly
explained by gestalt principles of proximity or good con-
tinuation [23], but are not easily captured by techniques
based on peak picking.

There are ample opportunities to investigate the behavior
of audio seam carving further, by systematically varying all
aspects of time-frequency analysis (e.g., the window type),
by extending the repertoire of examples, and by consider-
ing other noteworthy perceptual effects. Horizontal (sine)
beam extraction can be combined with vertical (transient)
seam extraction, and the beams themselves may become
the object of analysis, comparison, warping, and morphing
in audio signal processing.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore the synthesis of sound effects us-
ing conditional generative adversarial networks (cGANs).
We commissioned Foley artist Ulf Olausson to record a
dataset of knocking sound effects with different emotions
and trained a cGAN on it. We analysed the resulting syn-
thesised sound effects by comparing their temporal acous-
tic features to the original dataset and by performing an
online listening test. Results show that the acoustic fea-
tures of the synthesised sounds are similar to those of the
recorded dataset. Additionally, the listening test results
show that the synthesised sounds can be identified by peo-
ple with experience in sound design, but the model is not
far from fooling non-experts. Moreover, on average most
emotions can be recognised correctly in both recorded and
synthesised sounds. Given that the temporal acoustic fea-
tures of the two datasets are highly similar, we hypothesise
that they strongly contribute to the perception of the in-
tended emotions in the recorded and synthesised knocking
sounds.

1. INTRODUCTION

Video games and interactive media are mostly sound de-
signed using pre-recorded samples. In order to avoid repe-
tition when a user repeats an action, several sound effects
are used for the same action. This creates an overhead in
terms of asset management and implementation time. As
opposed to pre-recorded samples, procedural audio, in the
context of video games, refers to the use of audio synthesis
during gameplay [1]. Among its benefits, sound synthesis
can generate infinite variations of sound effects, adapting
the sound to the game parameters.

Knocking sound effects are a key element in storytelling:
they are often used as a transition element. For example,
in films a knocking action can express the emotions of the
person knocking at the door, as well as create expectations
in the audience about the possible reactions of a character
hearing the knock. Knocking sound effects are an interest-
ing subject of study for sound synthesis because they have

Copyright: c© 2020 Adrián Barahona-Rı́os et al. This

is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unre-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author and source are credited.

a frequency-domain (the individual knock synthesis) com-
ponent as well as a highly articulated time-domain (how
the knocks are arranged in time) component.

Knocking sound effects are composed from one or more
impact-sounds against a surface. While impact-sounds are
often synthesised using modal synthesis [2], novel archi-
tectures in machine learning, and more specifically deep
learning, open the possibility of synthesising sounds using
alternative methods. The technique of synthesising audio
using deep learning is often called neural audio synthe-
sis [3]. In the context of deep learning, generative mod-
els are those that learn the statistical latent space from a
dataset and create new data by sampling from it [4]. In
other words, generative models can generate new unseen
data by learning from a training dataset, and the new gen-
erated data will have similar characteristics to those of the
training dataset.

GANs [5] have two components: a discriminator (also
called critic when using Wasserstein [6] or WGAN-GP [7])
and a generator. The discriminator (or critic) is a neural
network with the goal of predicting whether a sample is
real or fake. The generator is also a neural network that
aims to fool the discriminator by starting from random
values (usually noise sampled from a Gaussian distribu-
tion) and updating its parameters until it is able to create
an output good enough to fool the discriminator. The gen-
eration from GANs is not conditioned. cGANs [8] are an
extension to GANs that allow to introduce more data (such
as a class label) to further condition the generation of the
model. For instance, a GAN generator trained on a corpus
of footstep sound effects on different surfaces will output
a footstep each time on a different random surface. How-
ever, if a surface label is added to the model, the generator
can be controlled to output a sound on a particular surface.

GANs have been used for tasks such as computer vision
to generate ultra-realistic human face images [9] or proce-
dural content generation to generate coloured 3D meshes
[10]. Regarding the use of GANs for audio synthesis, dif-
ferent architectures have been proposed, such as Wave-
GAN [11] and GANSynth. [12]. WaveGAN learns directly
from raw audio data (sound files) and produces raw au-
dio data. WaveGAN is based on DCGAN (deep convo-
lutional GAN) [13], but using one-dimensional convolu-
tions instead of two-dimensional convolutions in order to
process the raw audio data (as opposed to images). GAN-
Synth uses an architecture similar to progressive GAN [14]
and different audio representations (such as spectrograms
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and mel-spectrograms) instead of raw audio. GANSynth
reported better scores than WaveGAN on human percep-
tual evaluation for musical notes with pitch conditioning.
While GANs do not synthesise audio in real-time, the gen-
eration time is remarkably fast (especially for batches of
sounds thanks to parallelisation).

We decided to use the WaveGAN architecture given its
simplicity and the good perceptual results it produces when
synthesising drum samples in a virtual environment [15],
which can represent a close scenario to the synthesis of
knocking sound effects in a video game. Pilot studies ex-
ist aimed to condition the generation of WaveGAN applied
to speech synthesis [16], although authors found the gen-
erated audio files too noisy. Our objective is to use the
conditional WaveGAN architecture to explore the synthe-
sis of knocking sounds effects with different emotional in-
tentions and analyse the results in terms of synthesis plau-
sibility, acoustic features and emotion portrayed.

2. KNOCKING SOUND EFFECTS DATASET

In order to train the cGAN to synthesise the sound ef-
fects, we asked the professional Foley artist Ulf Olaus-
son to record a dataset of knocking sound effects at the
FoleyWorks studios in Stockholm 1 . Inspired by previous
work on knocking sounds [17], we chose five basic emo-
tions [18] to be portrayed in the dataset: anger, fear, hap-
piness, neutral and sadness. We gave the Foley artist the
following scenarios to perform the knocking actions:

• Anger: telling a flatmate for the 4th time to turn
down the very loud music.

• Fear: alerting a neighbour of a possible risk.

• Happiness: telling a flatmate that they won a prize.

• Neutral: parcel delivery.

• Sadness: telling a friend that someone passed away.

We also asked the Foley artist to perform diverse inter-
pretations of the provided scenarios in order to produce a
wider variety of sounds. The dataset was recorded with a
Rode NT1 microphone, performing the knocks to a closed
door (Figure 1).

We recorded a total of 600 knocking actions (120 ac-
tions per category). An action is a sequence of individual
knocks. We discarded 20 actions per category to filter out
unwanted noise. The final 500 audio files were trimmed
so each file started on the first knock onset and finished on
the last knock decay. The dataset can be accessed from the
online repository [19].

2.1 Acoustic Analysis

Research in music performance and speech [20] has demon-
strated that sound performed with different intended emo-
tions present emotion-specific acoustic patterns. Therefore
in order to understand the variations of the knocking pat-
terns for different emotions, and to compare the original

1 http://foleyworks.se/

Figure 1: Microphone placement during the recording.

dataset to the synthesised sounds, we extracted different
acoustic features from the dataset. The different features
used for the analysis are the following:

Figure 2: Example of the root-mean-square energy fea-
ture. The X axis represents knocking action duration in
seconds. The Y axis represents the RMSE of the individual
knocks. The individual knock positions in the action are
represented by the black dots. The slope of the fitted line
(in red) is negative, therefore the action has a decrescendo
energy pattern.

• Action duration: Length of the knocking action. The
knocking action length is the time passed from the
first knock onset to the last knock decay.

• Number of knocks per action: The number of knocks
were retrieved by counting the number of onsets de-
tected in each audio file.

• Knocking rate: The knocking rate was retrieved by
dividing the number of knocks in an action by the
total time of the action. This feature is applied only
to actions with 2 or more knocks.

• Knocking regularity: The knocking regularity mea-
sures how regular the knocks are in an action. Ac-
tions where the knocks are performed on a steady
pace will show a higher regularity. To extract this
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feature, we calculated the inter-onset interval (IOI)
of each action and computed the coefficient of vari-
ation (the standard deviation divided by the mean).
Irregular actions will have higher coefficient of vari-
ation. This feature is applied only to actions with
more than 2 knocks.

• Root-mean-square energy (RMSE) slope: This re-
trieves the energy pattern (crescendo or decrescendo)
of an action. We calculated the root-mean-square
energy of each individual knock and applied a linear
regression to each action. The slope of the fitted line
determines the energy crescendo (positive values) or
decrescendo (negative values) of the action. An ex-
ample of this feature applied to an individual action
can be seen in Figure 2. This feature is applied only
to actions with 2 or more knocks.

These features were utilised by the authors in a parallel
study on the emotion perception in knocking actions of
naive performers [21] in order to allow future comparison
of the results.

3. METHOD

3.1 Sound Synthesis

As mentioned, we used a conditional WaveGAN architec-
ture to synthesise the audio. We conditioned the architec-
ture to accept the input label corresponding to the different
knocking action’s emotion. As the longest knocking action
in the recorded dataset is 2.85 seconds, we used the largest
version of the architecture that allows the processing of
65536 samples. We used a sampling rate of 22050Hz to
fit all knocking actions in the architecture (the longest ac-
tion has 62843 samples using the 22050Hz sampling rate).

We ran a series of pilot experiments with different hyper-
parameters. While we used most of the hyper-parameters
proposed in the WaveGAN paper, we found phase shuffle
worsened the output of our model, therefore we discarded
it. We judged the performance of the model subjectively
by synthesising a knocking sound effect per different emo-
tion every 200 batches of the training loop. After the pilot
experiments, we set the critic loops to 5, the learning rate
(for both the critic and the generator) to 0.0002 and the
batch size to 128. We used WGAN-GP, batch normalisa-
tion, Adam optimiser and no phase shuffle. We trained the
model on a NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU for 72 hours.

We synthesised a total of 500 sounds (100 sounds per
emotion) to compare the synthesised sounds to the original
dataset. We did not favour the best sounding synthesised
samples: they are the raw output from the model. The syn-
thesis of the 500 sound effects took a total of 30 seconds
on a NVIDIA GTX 1060 GPU.

Our Keras implementation of the conditional WaveGAN
architecture is available in the online repository 2 .

2 Code: https://github.com/adrianbarahona/
conditional_wavegan_knocking_sounds

3.2 Perceptual Evaluation

To understand how the sounds are perceived, we made an
online listening test. The listening test had two objectives:
to determine whether or not the synthesised sound effects
are distinguishable from the recorded sounds in the dataset,
and to learn whether or not the intended emotion of the
knocking action (recorded or synthesised) could be identi-
fied.

To learn how the synthesised sounds are perceptually per-
ceived compared to the recorded dataset, we planned our
listening test using the guidelines of the RS (real and syn-
thetic) listening test [22]. The objective of the test is to
determine how distinguishable the synthesised sounds are
from the recorded ones. The test was done online. Partici-
pants were asked to use headphones. Overall the listening
conditions were considered to be similar to those of a per-
son playing a video game using their own equipment. As
a control mechanism, we introduced an ‘acid’ (a clearly
synthesised sound) sample as suggested by the RS listen-
ing test guidelines.

The metrics used from the RS listening test were the dis-
criminator factor d and the F-measure. The discriminator
factor d is defined as:

d =
PCS − PFP + 1

2
(1)

Where PCS are the percentage of the samples correctly la-
beled as synthetic and PFP are the percentage of the recorded
samples labeled as synthetic (false positives). The F-measure
is defined as:

F −measure =
(β

2
+ 1)× Precision×Recall

β2 × Precision+Recall
(2)

Where precision and recall are defined as:

Precision =
PCS

PCS + PFP
(3)

Recall =
PCS

PCS + PFN
(4)

With PFN being the percentage of synthetic sounds labeled
as recorded and β = 1.

In terms of the interpretation of d and the F-measure, val-
ues below 0.5 are no different from random guessing, and
values close to 1.0 show the recorded and synthetic sounds
are clearly distinguishable from each other. Values below
0.75 show there is no clear distinction between recorded
and synthetic sounds.

To measure how the emotions are perceived in both the
recorded dataset and in the synthesised sounds, we per-
formed a Chi-square test on the emotion labeling by the
participants.

We used the online platform Qualtrics 3 to carry out the
listening test. Each participant was presented with a total
of 51 sounds. 25 sounds were recorded (5 per emotion),
25 sounds were synthesised (5 per emotion) and 1 sound
was the acid test. The selection of sounds, and the order

3 https://www.qualtrics.com
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in which they were presented, were randomised for each
participant. The sounds were presented in their original
format: 48000Hz/16bit WAV for the recorded sounds and
22050Hz/32bit WAV for the synthesised sounds. Again,
the model uses a sampling rate of 22050Hz to fit all the
knocking actions in the architecture. While the difference
in sampling rates between the recorded and synthesised
sounds could affect the perceptual evaluation, we decided
to maintain the original sampling rates given that it bet-
ter represents the performance of the model against pre-
recorded sounds.

The participants were asked to label each sound as ‘recorded’
or ‘synthesised’ and to choose the emotion each sound rep-
resents the most (Figure 3). Participants were also asked
their level of expertise in sound design, ranked from 1 (no
expertise) to 5 (professional).

Figure 3: Online test interface.

4. RESULTS

Sound examples of both the recorded dataset and the syn-
thesised sounds can be found in the webpage of the project 4 .

4.1 Comparison of Recorded and Synthesised Sounds
Acoustic Features

The acoustic analysis of both the recorded dataset and the
synthesised sounds is shown in Figure 4. When compar-
ing the analysed features for both the recorded dataset (left
column, Figures 4a, 4c, 4e, 4g and 4i) and the synthesised
sounds (right column, Figures 4b, 4d, 4f, 4h and 4j), it
is clear that the synthesised sounds retain the features from
the recorded dataset. While their distributions are not iden-
tical, synthesised sounds follow the recorded dataset trend
in all the analysed features.

4.2 Listening Test Results

A total of 22 participants (17 males, 5 females) with ages
from 18 to 58 took the online listening test. 14 of the par-
ticipants reported no experience in sound design, 2 partic-
ipants a level of 2 out of 5, 3 participants a level of 3 out
of 5, 2 participants a level of 4 out of 5 and 1 participant a
level of 5 out of 5.

One participant failed to label the ‘acid’ sample correctly
and therefore was removed from the evaluation completely.

4 Sound examples: https://www.adrianbarahonarios.
com/conditional_wavegan_knocking_sounds/

Another participant did not label the emotion of one sound
file and therefore was removed from the evaluation of the
emotion labeling.

The average values of the RS listening test can be seen in
Table 1. The raw percentage of participants who correctly
labeled the recorded and synthesised sounds can be seen in
Table 2. A visualisation of the average RS test results with
the individual scores separated by the level of the partici-
pants level of expertise in sound design is shown in Figure
5. While the RS listening test results are on average below
the 0.75 threshold, synthesised samples can definitely be
identified by persons with medium to high experience in
sound design. However, some people with low experience
in sound design are unable to detect them.

The raw percentage of the participant emotion labeling
for the recorded dataset is shown in Table 3. We performed
a Chi-Square Test with χ2(16, N = 500) = 564.341, p =
.000 < .05 (columns compared with a z-test and p val-
ues adjusted with Bonferroni method). Results show that
anger, happiness, neutral and sadness are statistically dif-
ferent from others. Anger and fear are not statistically dif-
ferent from each other, but they are statistically different
from the other emotions. This indicates that fear is con-
fused with anger. For the synthesised sounds, the raw per-
centage of the participant emotion labeling is shown in Ta-
ble 4. We performed a Chi-Square Test with χ2(16, N =
500) = 376.371, p = .000 < .05 (columns compared with
a z-test and p values adjusted with Bonferroni method).
Identically to the recorded emotion labeling results, the
Chi-Square Test shows that anger, happiness, neutral and
sadness are statistically different from others and that anger
and fear are not statistically different from each other, but
they are statistically different from the other emotions.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper explored the synthesis of knocking sound ef-
fects with emotional intention using a conditional Wave-
GAN architecture. We analysed the results in terms of syn-
thesis plausibility (how distinguishable are the synthesised
samples from the original dataset), acoustic features and
emotion.

Results show that the model is close to be able to syn-
thesise samples that would be indistinguishable from their
recorded counterparts for persons without experience in
sound design. However, synthesised sounds are easily iden-
tifiable for people with experience in sound design. To ex-
plore how to improve the model perceptually, we plan, in
future work, to use the GANSynth architecture to compare
it with the conditional WaveGAN architecture on the syn-
thesis of knocking sound effects. GANSynth already re-
ported better perceptual results on musical notes with pitch
conditioning, and might produce better results in the syn-
thesis of sound effects too.

In terms of the intended (and labelled) emotions, results
show that, on average, most emotions can be recognised
correctly in both the recorded and the synthesised sound
groups. In both groups fear is confused with anger. This
means that, despite the fact that recorded and synthesised
sounds can be distinguished, the emotional characteristics
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(a) Action duration per emotion (recorded dataset). (b) Action duration per emotion (synthesised sounds).

(c) Number of knocks in each action (recorded dataset). (d) Number of knocks in each action (synthesised sounds).

(e) Knocking rate per action per emotion (recorded dataset). (f) Knocking rate per action per emotion (synthesised sounds).

(g) Knocking regularity per action per emotion (recorded dataset). (h) Knocking regularity per action per emotion (synthesised sounds).

(i) Slope of the actions RMS energy (recorded dataset). (j) Slope of the actions RMS energy (synthesised sounds).

Figure 4: Recorded dataset and synthesised sounds analysis results. The left column (Figures 4a, 4c, 4e, 4g and 4i) shows
the results for the recorded dataset. The right column (Figures 4b, 4d, 4f, 4h and 4j) shows the results for the synthesised
sounds. In Figures 4g and 4h higher values indicate less regularity.
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Avg d σ σ2 Avg F-measure σ σ2

0.63 0.31 0.09 0.67 0.24 0.06

Table 1: RS listening test d and F-measure values across all participants.

Emotion Correctly labeled as recorded Emotion Correctly labeled as synthesised
[Recorded] Anger 73.3% [Synthesised] Anger 60.9%
[Recorded] Fear 72.4% [Synthesised] Fear 60.0%
[Recorded] Happiness 80.9% [Synthesised] Happiness 63.4%
[Recorded] Neutral 68.6% [Synthesised] Neutral 65.7%
[Recorded] Sadness 60.9% [Synthesised] Sadness 65.7%

Table 2: Real and synthesised labeling by the participants (raw results).

[Perceived] Anger [Perceived] Fear [Perceived] Happiness [Perceived] Neutral [Perceived] Sadness
[Intended] Anger 68.0% 12.0% 10.0% 10.0% 0.0%
[Intended] Fear 60.0% 28.0% 5.0% 5.0% 2.0%
[Intended] Happiness 4.0% 2.0% 64.0% 27.0% 3.0%
[Intended] Neutral 5.0% 6.0% 15.0% 63.0% 11.0%
[Intended] Sadness 2.0% 10.0% 2.0% 29.0% 57.0%

Table 3: Recorded dataset intended and perceived emotion labeling by the participants.

[Perceived] Anger [Perceived] Fear [Perceived] Happiness [Perceived] Neutral [Perceived] Sadness
[Intended] Anger 47.0% 19.0% 8.0% 18.0% 8.0%
[Intended] Fear 40.0% 44.0% 9.0% 7.0% 0.0%
[Intended] Happiness 1.0% 12.0% 44.0% 37.0% 6.0%
[Intended] Neutral 6.0% 6.0% 17.0% 62.0% 9.0%
[Intended] Sadness 0.0% 16.0% 3.0% 34.0% 47.0%

Table 4: Synthesised sounds intended and perceived emotion labeling by the participants.

Figure 5: d and F-measure values across all participants
and emotions (box plot) and individual scores for each par-
ticipant (swarm plot). The level of expertise in sound de-
sign of each participant is represented by the dot color.

of the recorded dataset are present in the synthesised sounds.
Since the acoustic features of the synthesised dataset are

very similar to those of the recorded dataset, we hypothe-
sise that they strongly contribute to the perception of emo-
tions, and that they are sufficiently well modelled in the
synthesised dataset to allow listeners to perceive the in-

tended emotions as well as they are in the recorded dataset.
Additionally, the acoustic features distribution is not ex-

actly the same in the two datasets. This is actually desir-
able considering that the aim is to generate new data and
not to re-synthesise data that was already in the training
dataset. However, diversity of new generated data is chal-
lenging when using generative methods, especially for au-
dio [23]. In the case of the synthesised knocking sound ef-
fects, upon subjective qualitative evaluation, some can be
traced back to the original recorded sound on which they
were trained from. In future work we plan to tackle this
problem.

Regarding the control over the synthesised samples, the
model is capable of synthesise knocking sound effects with
emotional conditioning. We plan to work on further condi-
tion the generation of the sounds with other features (such
as the features used for the analysis).

In terms of applications, this approach could be used in
video games and post-production. While the sound synthe-
sis using GANs is not done in real-time (GANs synthesise
one or several sounds at a time, not sample by sample),
the sound generation can be fast enough to be used in a
real-time scenario without perceived latency [15].
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ABSTRACT

The need for high-quality time-scale modification of au-
dio is increasing, as media streaming services are provid-
ing new related functionalities to their users. The main
goal of a time-stretching method is to preserve the pitch
and the subjective quality of the different components of
the audio signal, namely transients, noise, and tonal com-
ponents. Many solutions have been proposed throughout
the years, with various results depending on the kind of
processed audio input. This paper introduces an evalua-
tion method for audio time-scaling algorithms based on a
recent fuzzy time-frequency decomposition, which reveals
the energy of the tonal, transient, and noise components in
the original and stretched sounds. From the energy curves,
typical impairments, such as transient smearing and the
loss of tonality, can be observed. This analysis approach
is compared with the subjective preferences of different
techniques. This leads to suggestions for possible improve-
ments of future algorithms. The ultimate goal is having an
objective evaluation method which matches the subjective
quality assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Time-scale modification (TSM) is the process of chang-
ing the duration or the playback speed of a sound without
affecting its frequency content, i.e. its pitch, timbre, loud-
ness and brightness [1–3]. TSM allows, for example, to
increase or reduce the speed of a speech signal so that the
talker seems to be speaking faster or slower, respectively.
If an audio signal is simply played at a different speed,
i.e. its sample rate is changed, the spectral characteristics
are deemed to be altered because the sound formants are
moved. This results in an audio output with lower per-
ceived pitch for a slowed-down input or with higher pitch
for an input that is sped up. Hence, TSM methods are
applied to avoid this phenomenon, retaining the original
spectral characteristics of the sound.

TSM has been long used in music, to alter audio signals
in an artistic way or to sync recorded sounds during mix-

Copyright: c© 2020 Leonardo Fierro et al. This is
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ing [4]. Time-scaling is applied when slow motion is in-
volved [5] or when media content has to be conformed to
a given time slot, as it often happens in TV or radio broad-
casting [2]. Lately, streaming services are allowing users
to change the video playback speed during reproduction,
audio-books are offering “speed reading” functions, and
the chance of slowing down words is often requested when
learning a new language [6].

Classic time-domain methods for TSM, such as SOLA
[7], WSOLA [8], and PSOLA [9] perform well for quasi-
harmonic signals, but introduce phase jump artifacts when
applied to polyphonic signals and are prone to transient
misplacing, skipping or duplication. Following techniques
based on the phase vocoder [10, 11] proved useful for sig-
nals which can be represented as a sum of slowly varying
sinusoids, but also highlighted typical time-scaling arti-
facts, such as phasiness [12] and transient smearing [3,13].

Novel techniques aimed at improving the phase vocoder
by separating the tonal component of the audio input from
the transients either before or during the processing [14].
Damskägg and Välimäki [15] have introduced a modified
phase vocoder using a fuzzy classification of the spectral
bins in tonal, transient, and noise components. Průša and
Holighaus [16] proposed a method for phase correction
based on phase gradient estimation that does not require
explicit peak picking and tracking. Sharma et al. [17] de-
veloped a mel-scale based time-varying sinusoidal model
for perceptually improved TSM. Recently, Roma et al. [18]
presented a technique for time stretching involving non-
negative matrix factorization, while Roberts and Paliwal
[19] proposed a novel fuzzy epoch-synchronous overlap-
add method to enhance time-scaling of speech signals.

An effective TSM algorithm should be able to preserve
the quality of the tonal, transient, and noise components
of the sound after the time scaling [20–23]. In this paper,
the fuzzy classification proposed in [15] is implemented to
investigate the energy curves of the spectral components
of audio samples scaled with multiple techniques, compar-
ing them against the energy curves of the original, non-
scaled input. Under the strong hypothesis that perfect time
stretching involves conservation of energy for tones, tran-
sients, and noise, the aforementioned techniques are eval-
uated, suggesting where improvements would be required.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the fuzzy
classification described in [15] is briefly summarized. In
Section 3, energy curves for the different spectral compo-
nents are derived, leading to the evaluation method pro-
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Figure 1: Relationship between individual fuzzy member-
ship functions and tonalness Rs [15]. Transientness Rt

is the opposite of tonalness whereas noisiness Rn peaks
when the other two components become equal.

posed in Section 4 to compare performances of recent TSM
techniques. Finally, a simple objective evaluation score is
tested and some reflections and suggestions are discussed
in Section 5.

2. FUZZY CLASSIFICATION OF SPECTRAL BINS

A fuzzy classification allows spectral bins to be described
by their simultaneous contribution to tones, transients, and
noise in a time-frequency representation of the signal [15].
Consider the Short–Time Fourier Transform (STFT):

X(m, k) =

N/2∑
n=−N/2

x(n+mHa) w(n) e−jωkn (1)

where x(n) is the input signal, w(n) is the analysis win-
dow, m is the frame index, k is the spectral bin, Ha is the
analysis hop size,N is the frame length in samples, and ωk

is the normalized central frequency of the kth spectral bin.
Tones appear as time-direction flat lines in the spectro-

gram; conversely, transients appear as frequency-direction
flat lines. Tonal and transient spectrograms are computed
using median filters [15, 24], which highlight the desired
component and suppress the opposite one:

Xs(m, k) =

median
[
|X(m− Lt

2
+ 1, k)|, ..., |X(m+

Lt

2
, k)|

] (2)

Xt(m, k) =

median
[
|X(m, k − Lf

2
+ 1)|, ..., |X(m, k +

Lf

2
)|
] (3)

whereLt andLf are the lengths (in samples) of the median
filters in time and frequency directions, respectively.

The median-filtered STFTs are then used to compute tonal-
ness Rs, transientness Rt, and noisiness Rn for each bin:

Rs(m, k) =
Xs(m, k)

Xs(m, k) +Xt(m, k)
, (4)

Rt(m, k) = 1−Rs(m, k), (5)

and

Rn(m, k) = 1− |Rs(m, k)−Rt(m, k)|. (6)

The relationship between the three spectral components is
visualized in Fig. 1 as a function of tonalness Rs.

3. DERIVATION OF ENERGY CURVES

Membership functions Rs, Rt, and Rn can be used as soft
masks for the STFT of an audio signal to individually eval-
uate the behavior of the three spectral components:

Xi(m, k) = X(m, k) Ri(m, k), i = s, t, n. (7)

The decomposition does not allow for perfect reconstruc-
tion as it is, i.e.:

Rs(m, k) +Rt(m, k) +Rn(m, k) 6= 1, (8)

and thus:

Xs(m, k) +Xt(m, k) +Xn(m, k) 6= X(m, k). (9)

A temporal energy curve for each component can now by
easily computed:

EXi
(m) =

∑
k

|Xi(m, k)|2 i = s, t, n. (10)

Each curve reflects the spectral behavior of the associated
component: the tonal curve resembles a slowly varying
event, while the transient curve presents quick energy bursts
interspersed by gaps of low energy.

The following step is to confront an input signal x(n)
with its time-scaled version y(n) by means of their en-
ergy curves EXi

and EYi
. However, this comparison is not

straightforward.

3.1 Time-axis interpolation

The time-scaled output has a different time axis with re-
spect to the original signal. The amount of stretching (or
compression) performed by a TSM algorithm is defined by
the TSM factor α, which is usually related to the ratio be-
tween the analysis hop size and the synthesis hop size used
for the processing.

The same number of time points (on different scales) for
the energy curves of both the input and the output is needed
for the comparison, so it is necessary to interpolate the in-
put energy curves by a factor α. If α is a fractional number
that can be represented as α = L/M , where L and M are
integers, the curves can be first interpolated by a factor L
and then decimated by a factor M .

Furthermore, the input and output tracks need to be syn-
chronized if some delay has been introduced during the
time-scaling process. This is simply achieved by finding
the first point of maximum in the cross-correlation func-
tion.
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(a) Tonal component.

(b) Transient component.

(c) Noise component.

Figure 2: Comparison between the energy curves of the
fuzzy spectral components, α = 2, sample: cast-viol.

3.2 Weighting and normalization

The overall loudness of the time-strecthed audio output
may largely differ from the input loudness, depending on
the involved TSM technique. In order to suppress possi-
ble differences related to this matter during the evaluation
step, the output spectrograms Yi(m, k) can be A-weighted
and normalized to fit the range [−1, 1] prior to the fuzzy
classification process.

4. VISUAL EVALUATION OF TSM METHODS

A primary evaluation can be conducted by studying in-
put and output audio files from the listening test in [15],
namely samples drumsolo (a noisy solo of drums), vocals

(a) Multiple losses of tonality.

(b) Great loss of tonality.

Figure 3: Loss of tonality in PV after time-stretching.

(a short a cappella from Suzanne Vega’s “Tom’s Diner”),
cast-viol (a sequence of castanet sounds over a violin) and
techno (a short dance music sample).

The following analysis parameters are set: fs = 44.1 kHz,
Ha = 512 samples, Lt = 500 ms, Lf = 200 Hz and
α = 2. Using an Hamming window for the STFT, the
window length is N = 4096 samples (≈ 100 ms) for the
input and αN for the time-scaled output.

The hypothesis of conservation of the energy of the sep-
arate spectral components appears to be valid, as it can be
seen from Fig. 2. The energy curves for the original cast-
viol signal (OR, blue) are compared with the output energy
curves for the standard phase vocoder (PV, orange), the
fuzzy phase vocoder (FY, purple), and the popular com-
mercial algorithm Élastique (EL, yellow) [25]. All the
curves have been normalized with respect to the maximum
energy value of the non-decomposed input signal.

As expected, the curves clearly show how the standard
phase vocoder performs visibly worse than novel methods:
it heavily suffers from tonality loss (Fig. 3), transient du-
plication and smearing (Fig. 4a).

Another example of transient smearing can be seen in
Fig. 4b for the drumsolo sample, where FY fails to ac-
curately follow the offset of the first transient and conse-
quently misses the steep transition into the second tran-
sient. This is confirmed by listening to the time-stretched
track, where the smearing is clearly audible.

A further analysis of Fig. 2 also reveals that novel tech-
niques nicely follow the spectral behavior of tones and
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(a) Transient duplication in PV.

(b) Transient smearing in FY.

Figure 4: Typical transient artifacts emerging from the
comparison of the fuzzy energy curves.

transients of the input signal and that the noise component
gives an important contribution to the overall energy. It
is also peculiar how its spectral energy curves strongly re-
sembles the transient ones, hinting that transients in the
audio input probably have a strong noise component.

In order to have a better understanding of the TSM perfor-
mances, we can evaluate the energy deviation of the TSM
outputs with respect to the non-scaled input (Fig. 5), con-
sidering the energy curves for the non-decomposed tracks.
The goodness of EL is immediately visible, as its deviation
is almost always around 0 dB. FY appears to suffer from
a constant energy loss, but that might be a consequence
of a loudness mismatch between the input and the output
tracks. For this reason, energy deviation curves for each
fuzzy component can be normalized by matching the input
and output mean deviations:

∆Ei = LY,i − LX,i − (L̄Y,i − L̄X,i), (11)

where

LY,i = 10 log10(EYi),

L̄Y,i = mean[LY,i], i = s, t, n.

The normalized deviation curves for the cast-viol sample
are reported in Fig. 6. With this visual representation, FY
appears to be better overall for the aforementioned sample
with respect to EL, as reflected by the listening test con-
ducted in [15]. In particular, Fig. 6a shows that the tonal

Figure 5: Energy deviation with respect to the original in-
put, α = 2, sample: cast-viol.

component is quite well preserved, while Fig. 6b and 6c
show that, using FY, a lot of the transient energy appears
to be converted into noise energy after the time-stretching,
providing an explanation for the poor performances of FY
with transient-dominant sounds.

5. PROPOSED OBJECTIVE SCORING

A visual evaluation method for TSM techniques has been
described in the previous Section, but it may be of interest
to also produce a performance “score” for TSM algorithms
using the information and the knowledge provided by the
energy deviation curves. Ideally, the objective score should
closely match the subjective MOS (Mean Opinion Score)
that would result from a formal listening test.

A simple way of using the energy curves to synthesize
a final score is to compute the MSE (Mean Squared Error)
for every spectral component and then use linear regression
to model a relationship between the energy deviations and
the MOS given in [15]:

ei = mean[∆E2
i ] i = s, t, n. (12)

Different regression models have been generated, first us-
ing data from a single TSM factor (α = 1.5 and α = 2.0)
and then combining the datasets. Coefficients for each
model are reported in Table 1: as it can be seen, all the
models correctly try to set a bias b0 = 3 (the central value
in the MOS scale). The estimated objective evaluation
score Ŝ is finally obtained as:

Ŝ = b0 +
∑
i

biei i = s, t, n. (13)

Real MOS and estimated objective scores using the com-
bined model are reported in Table 2 for some samples and
different stretching factors and TSM algorithms: FY, EL
and HP 1 (Harmonic-Percussive Separation, [14]). The
best real and predicted scores are highlighted. The amount
of data available from the listening test in [15] is clearly not
enough to generate an accurate model and it is unlikely that
a linear function alone is entirely capable of describing the

1 Energy curves for Harmonic-Percussive separation were not dis-
played in Section 4 to avoid an overcrowded visualization.
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(a) Tonal component.

(b) Transient component.

(c) Noise component.

Figure 6: Energy deviation curves for the individual spec-
tral components, α = 2, sample: cast-viol.

relationship between the energy curves and the subjective
MOS.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the application of energy curves for the tonal,
transient, and noise spectral components of sounds is pro-
posed to analyze time-scaled audio signals. The separate
components were extracted from the spectrogram of the
signal with median filters, operating separately in the time
and in the frequency directions. Typical impairments ap-
pearing in time-stretched audio could be clearly identified
from the energy curves by visual inspection, as demon-
strated by several example figures.

α = 1.5 α = 2.0 Combined
b0 2.957 2.787 2.996
bs −0.355 −0.013 −0.025
bt 0.034 −0.137 −0.111
bn 0.055 0.138 0.104

Table 1: LR coefficients for generated models.

Audio
Sample α

FY EL HP
True Pred True Pred True Pred

Drumsolo 1.5 2.3 2.7 3.2 2.8 3.5 3.0
2.0 1.8 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.4 2.7

Cast-viol 1.5 4.1 2.6 3.6 2.7 3.8 3.4
2.0 4.1 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.6 3.7

Vocals 1.5 3.4 2.7 2.9 2.8 3.5 2.9
2.0 3.1 2.8 2.7 2.8 3.3 3.0

Table 2: Real MOS scores (taken from [15]) and estimated
objective scores for some samples and different TSM al-
gorithms. The best results on each row are highlighted to
ease comparison.

Furthermore, this paper investigated the possible use of
the energy curves for objectively evaluating the sound qual-
ity of time-stretched signals. A linear regression model
was fit to available listening test data to predict mean opin-
ion scores using the three energy components. A regres-
sion model generated using the combined data of two dif-
ferent time-stretch factors gives a superior prediction in
comparison to models produced from a single stretch fac-
tor. The accuracy of the proposed prediction method is
still insufficient to replace the listening test. Further in-
vestigations, possibly including more listening tests, will
be required for devising an accurate objective evaluation
method for audio time-scale modification.
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